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ABSTRACT
"John Berryman’s poetry» The Life of His Art"
Ph.D., 1976 by Charles W. Thornbury

ach of three parts examines the complex rhythmic and drama- 
means by which Berryman’s poetry became a single drive to

wards life and a sense of wholeness. Part I explains Berryman’s 
notion of "living poetry," using the concept of rhythm, not simply 
metrics, and analyzes four exemplary poems which span the thirty- 
five years of his career. Part II places Berryman in the English 
Romantic tradition of the poetry of experience with special refer
ence to Keats’s notion of the "chameleon poet" and Wordsworth’s 
and Yeats’s poetry of the central self. Much of the argument of 
Part II is based on Berryman’s unpublished notes on Keats’s Letters.

Part III examines in detail, in light of the first two parts, 
the three major phases of Berryman’s poetry and focuses primarily 
on The Dispossessed (1948), The Dream Songs (19&7), and Love & Fame 
(1971) each of which are representative of each phase. In the 
first phase, Berryman carefully polishes his verse, and he takes as 
his models Yeats and Auden. But during his long apprenticeship 
(ca. 1935-45)1 he begins to find his own voice through his strong 
sense of being a chameleon poet (i.e. dramatic monologue) and by 
concentrating mainly upon characters who are under stress -- thus, 
the beginning of his disrupted syntax which continues in his 
Sonnets, written in 1947, and in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet.
But not until The Dream Songs does Berryman’s twisted syntax seem 
functional. The Dream Songs is Berryman’s greatest work not only 
artistically, but also in the penetration of its thought, the 
subtlety of its feeling, and the sense of wholeness it suggests.
In the third phase (Love & Fame) Berryman sets out to do something 
he had not done before. His style becomes simple, but explosive, 
and his voice speaks directly and autobiographically. But his 
poetry is still no less subtle and complex in his exploration of 
the nature of his relation to past and future experience.
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INTRODUCTION

Leaving the ends aft open, touch the means 
idvereby we ripen. Touch by all means the means 
itereby we come to life....

The Dream Songs VII, 305

The basis of ay approach to John Berryman's poetry may be best 
sunaoazised in Matthew Aznold's general statement about Wbrdeworth's poetry* 
"... let our minds rest upon that great and inexhaustible word life, until 
we leazn to entertto its meaning."^ Any serious poet would hope that 
Wien we read, hear, understand, feel, and participate in, his works, the 
energy and inmdiaustible meaning of a life, or of lives, ie infused in 
and animated by at least some of his lines. Î y study of Berryman's poetry 
has its genesis in the belief that his poetzy gives us that sense of life, 
of "Life immense in passion, pulse, and power..." as Whitman said of his 
o w  Songs.

To Matthew Arnold the meaning of art in life was that "poetzy 
is a criticism of life," a moral judgement on the part of the poet and 
reader. This approaWi to the complex relations between life and art is 
a critical snare I hope to avtdd. dy eiqphasis, Wiile not Ignozing 
morality, will focus upon how poetry oomes to life, how poetzy may be 
one way whereby we come to life, how poetzy enacts its human and humane 
function.

Arnold, as T.S. Eliot has observed, "was so conscious of what,
2for him, poetry was for, that he could not altogether see what it is," 

and as a result, his "notion of 'life,* in his account of poetzy, does 
not perhaps go deep enough."^ But how does the critic talk about this
1. Matthew Arnold, "Vbrdsworth, " Essays in Critioism* First and Second 

3ertes (Londoni J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd., p.302.
2. T.S. Eliot, "Matthew Arnold" The Uses of Poetzy and the Uses of Czltician 

(London* Faber and Faber Ltd., p.118.
3. Ibid.. p.119.
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deepness? A general statement like Arnold's or like A.C. Bradley's
("There is plenty of oooneotion between life and poetry, but it is, so
to say, a oonneotion underground."^ ) nd^t lead, at one extreme, to a
sort of mystical reverence, and, at the other, to seeing poems as purely
verbal structures. The taWc of the critic, it seems to me, is to strike
a sensitive balance, something like Eliot's idea (his reply to Arnold)
of the "auditory imagination," that is,

the feeling for syllable and rhythm, penetrating far below the 
conscious levels of thought and feeling, invigorating every word; 
wAnWng to the most primitive and forgotten, returning to the 
origin and brinjfilng soawthing back, seeki% the beginning and 
the end. It ̂ /bke "auditary imagination^/ works through meanings, 
certainly, or not without meanings in the ordinary sense, and 
fuses the old and obliterated and the trite, the current, and 
the new and surprising, the most anoiant and the most civilised 
mentality. 2

Something like this "interpenetration of life and art" as Berryman says of 
Rnmd's best Cantos, a "Coleridgean fusing," animates the best of Berryman's 
poetry.

Part of the critic's work, when he atteegAs to write about a
large body of poetry, is to differentiate the parts or s t ^ s  of the Wiole,
to isolate and analyze the elamnts of those stages, and, finally, to make
a synthesis of the whole. But terms like "stages," "structures," and
"synthesis" betray, too often, the sohenatio approach, an approach which
divests the poetry of its life, (assuming that "life" is the intent of
the poetry) and suppresses its truest meaning. That Berryman's poetry was
intended to "come to life" is clear from his earliest poetry. In one of
hie student poems he, or his persona, says "To an Artist Beginning Her \brk"t

Create the bones, the akin
And lAan the flesh is packed 

Carefully there, the soul 
Will appear and control. 3

1. A.C. Bradley, Oxford Lectures on Poetry (Londont Macmillan and Co., 
Ltd., 1965), p76.

2. Eliot, "Matthew Arnold," pp. 118-19.
3. John Berryman, "To an Artist Beginning Her Wbrk." Columbia Poetry 

(1936), p.11.

ii.



Later in Berryman'a career, Henry goes deeper and suggests a less mystical 
and leatsean sense of penetrating far below the conscious levels of thought 
and feelings

Notes in the sullen ground 
are not passed, or found 
Their solitude is great & dug to last, 
their final memory a scary boat.

(The Dream Songs. VI, 268)
So I shall assume that the life is both in details a part of and

in the total oeuvre the W&ole of Berryman's poetry. But how his poetry
animates life will be my major concern. Very recently, in fact after I
had completed my study, Denis Donohue assessed Berryman's poetry as
"eventful in terms of diction, syntax, and above all rhythm, because rhythm
is the most Intimate sign of the poet's presence."^ The "rhythm" of
Berryman's poetry has been one of ay major avenues of approach; it is
Berryman's "hhytbm," of a line, a at ansa, a whole poem, a series of poem;
rhythm not only gives us an intimate sign of the poet's presence" but
also bxeatheslife into the poem so that the poet, the poem, and the reader
interpenetrate with a real sense which could also be described as a living
relation. Di Part I, I explore this relationship between poet, poem, and
reader. }fy discussion of rhythm is not simply the sound of metrics; I
see rhythm as a fuller resonance of the complex rhythms, whiWi originate
in sense experience, of image, aymbol, theme, feeling, thought, and identity.
Hy intention is to lay the groundwork fbr Berryman's poetry of experience,
and I offer four poems, which spsn a thirty-five year period, as examples
of the shifting fields of energy in the Wsole of Berryman's poetry and as
evidence that my theory of complex rhythm flows out of, rather than is
imposed upon, his poetry. I do not see his career as a poet in tidy and
separate stages, but as fields of mergy flowing one into the other.
1. Denis Donoghue, ed. "Introduction," Seven Modem American Poetsi from 

Maclmish to Neassro^ An Ditroduction (MinneaDolia. tklveraitv of 
Minnesota Kress, 1975), pp. 9-10.

ill.



Robert Lowell has observed that each of Berryman's sueoessive 
works made up "a single drive against the barriers of the oonmonplaoe.
Lowell is suggesting, in other words, that the common life of the individual 
is the essential subject of Berryman's poetry. The grand tero did not 
interest Berryman in his poetry; he believed firmly in Goethe's observation
that "the apprehension and representation of the individual is the very

2life of art." Berryman's search for how to reveal, not sinply tell 
about, the individual personality probably has many sources, but I believe 
that Keats's notion, in his Letters, of the "chamleon poet" was a major 
part of Berryman's thinking. %y concern in Part 11 is to explore in depth 
the notion of the "chameleon poet." Basically, the chameleon poet is 
always, in Keats's phrase, "in for and filling some other body." But in 
Berryman's practice of this dramatic principle, we are always aware that 
the poet is still present and himself; the most his chameleon nature will 
allow him is to sharpen his (and our) awareness and sympathy, so that the 
notion for Berryman is not only a method but serves a humane function.

Vdth these two notions, complex rhythm and dramatisation, of 
Berryman's poetics in mind, I turn to representative volumes in Part III 
of the three major phases of Berryman's poetry t The Dispossessed (1948),
The Dream Songs (196?), and Love & Fame (1971 )• I see these volumes as 
the height of Berryman's achievement during that particular phase;
Berryman's Sonnets, Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, and Delusions, Etc. 
all have their special merits and qualities, but I see each as either 
connecting or belonging to Berryman's three phases. Changes of style and 
tone wnild seem to suggest separate stages of Berryman's poetry* in The 
Dispossessed many of his early poems have a somber, heavy, Teatai an style; 
in The Dreea Sengs the style is "crunpled" (as he said in his Sonnets) and
1. Robert Lowell, "The Poetry of John Berryman" The New York Review of 

Books. II (May 28, 1964), 3.
2. Jonrn Peter Eokennann, Conversations of Goethe with Eckenaann and Soret. 

trans. John Oxsnford (tondoni George Bell & ^ s ,  1 ) ,  p.30.

iv.



disrupted, but in the end mended into a rich texture of experience; and 
finally, in Love & Fame the style is simple and fairly strWlghtfbrward.
But these Wianges of style do not automatically divide Berryman's work 
into separate unrelated blocks, for throughout his poetry «rmpiey riythms 
and dramatisation bring the three phases into a oomaon field. His coiqjlex 
art, like life, does not yield itself up for the aaklng; one is not slnply 
given the Interpenetration of poet, poem, and reader, of thought, feeling, 
and experience, Wdnh intone the deep soundings of his anado.



PARI I. TOWARDS BZMOMâH'S POPHT

"When... yea are *#ked Whether the velue of e poem lie# 
in a eubetanee got by decompoeing the poem, and preeent, 
ae Buoh, only in reflective analyeie, or W m ther the value 
liea in a form arrived at and eadLeting in the eame way, 
you will anewer, 'It liea neither in one, nor in the other 
nor in ary adütion of them, but in the poem, Wiere they 
are not'."

A.C. Aradley, "Poetry for Poetry'e Sake"

A poem or story ie ooostruoted in the mind of ite euthor 
and trsnamitted more or less dirsotly, by means of print 
(less often, the QNokan voice), to the iWnd of the reader, 
we can only say "more or less" directly, beosnse the 
transmission is never complete: no reader ever understands 
any poem or story completely — » the reason for this being 
that it is quite iapossi^le to set arbitrary bounds to the 
area of auggeatlvenesa of any good poem or story.

John Berryman, The Arts of Reading

In an animated exchange between A. Alvarea and John Berryman,
Berryman grandly declared that at least thirty people read his poetry.
He asked Alvarea if he had as many readers: "I haven't got three
readers,” Alvsras replied. Then Berryman, chuckling,

"well then. I've been boasting. Thirty is too many —  that's 
a lot. Maybe I have eight. Does that make you fWel better?"

Alvarea, relieved,
"That makes me feel much, much more oheerfhl."

Finally, Berryman with a flourish,
"O.K. eight. Ah, but those people are awful bright."^

Some would say that Berryman's eeleot audience is not worth
boasting about} others might argue that great poets take a while to
understand. But Wmtevmr one's view, we still must oontend with the
difficulty Berryman's poetry presents —  his voice, syntax, allusions,
1. "A Memorial Tribute to John Berryman," BBC Radio 3* April 21, 1972.
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and oonoama put off many raadara. Barryman'a mind, aa ha said of
T.S. Eliot's, "is griavoxts and profound bsyond a singla post's";
and as for rsadars and oritics, they "mill havs to follow, wharsvsr,
lAsrayar."^ Ih faot, orsr twenty years after that ststsnent,
Berryman oonpared his own career with that of Eliot's i

Uiat he would do —  he would ooUeot himself and write a 
masterpiece, then relax for several years writing prose, 
earning a living, and so forth; then he'd ooUeot himself 
and write another masterpiece, very different from the first, 
and so on. He did this about five times, and after the 
Four Quartets he lived on for twenty years. He wrote 
^soiutely nothing. It's a very strange oareer. Very —  
a pure system of spaau. career is like that. It is 
horribly like that. 2

Whether Berryman wrote masterpieces or whether he wrote "nothing"
(obviously Berryman did not think much of Eliot's plays) in the last
years of his life will be part of the undertaking of this thesis, but
however his poetry is to be judged, his oareer was indeed "a pure
system of spasms."

How does one come to terms with and accurately appraise such 
an erratic career? Obviously to rivet to one critical approach w>uld 
not do justice to Berryman's poetry. Lr this part, my own approach 
of rhythm and the concept of rhythm, though at flret might seem sbstraot, 
will, I believe  ̂give scope enough to allow a broad overview of his 
poetry, but not be so broad as to ignore details or to be osnfusing or 
meaningless. To eee Berryman's poetry as "a pure system of spasms" ie 
perhaps the wsy to begin, for it seems to me that the whole of Berryman's 
poetry, as well as single long end short poems, must be seen as rhytbmio, 
flowing, and dynamic. To Insist upon vitality is to reswwber the great 
energy idxich was fundamental to Berryman's reading of his own poems; 
it is to remedber his remarkable empathy and emotional identification
1. John Berryman, "A Peine ma Piste," Partisan Review. XV (March 19U8), 

828.
2. Peter Stitt, "The Art of ^itzy XVI t John Berryman 1914-72," The 

Paris Review. XIV (Unter 1972), 185.
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«Lth the sabjeota of hie poetzy; it is to recall hie euprem# aeareoeaa
of the nature, the eeene, and the ende of poetry; aid finally, it is to
acknowLedge that a critical dogmatism sill not do. The process of
making a poem, shat manner to adopt, shat subjects matter most, and
the process of the readeryliearar eqperismcing a poem sere often subjects
of both his criticism and poetry. When Berryman see asked bby he
beoams a poet, he replied, "I had and have to ĵ â(ite poetz^. It's
idiat I do, the say bearers build dams and presideata melse decisions."̂
RLs reply reveals an urgent need, a trust in Instinet and intuition^ and
points to a social responsihility. To him poetry see and is a self-
constructing, self-asserting, eelf-assnring, and edf-protecting activity.
KLseehere, Berryman reflects upon the motives for maklTg poetry#

The motives for xmaki:* poetry have regularly been coagdex and 
beyond analysis i love of the stuff and of rhythm, the need to 
invent, a pasaiom for getting things right, the eiW# to leave 
one's language in better shape than one found it, a jealousy 
for the national honor, love for a person or for God, sttachmsnt 
to human possibility, ^ty, oubletting agony or disappointment, 
exasperation, malice, hstrsd. Desire for fame sod the entertaining 
of an audience are only tec other motives.... 2

This, then, is xdxere me should begin: Berryman's poetry, as idth any major
poetry, is a great churning reservoir of vitality, feeling, and intellect.

i. Rhythm: The Ebb end Floe of Poetry sad Criticism

D: a mstrieal scansion, the uniqueness and vitality of the 
poetry are transcribed as a hieroglyph; formulae and patterns extemslise 
the movsawnt of the flowing process of thought and feeling rddch the poem 
should set in motion. Sxtemslisstion in fact is the reason for our 
drastically different responses to poetry and crlticiani crlticdam is
1. Jar* Howard, "Ihisky and Ink, WLsky and Ink,” life LXZH (July 1967), 

74.
2. John Berryman, "The Revolving Bookstand," The American Scholar. 28 (Summer 1959), 386.
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too often of the mind alone, Wiile poetry la of the mind and heart.
As A.I. Hooaasn rightly ssys in The Name and Nmtare of Poetry, "meaning 
is of the intellect, poetry is not the intellect alone^."^ The 
reader may happily say of some critical work that it has given him a 
"fresh insight” into a poem or into several poems, and thus he dissolves 
the hieroglyph back into the experience of living idth and in a poem.
Then again, the reader amy not dissolve the pattern; he may hold fast 
to the stasis he has been given. Be becomss as a person she mill not 
be hypnotised because he is too preoccupied with the mechanics of the 
method. Formulae and patterns make sense; they stay in plaoe and give 
(xmfldence to that reader Wxo is not assured of the life, power, and 
profundity of imsginativs fulfilmsnt. Suudi a reader has confidence in 
the facts of today's newspaper, is inspired by the figures of yssterdsy's 
stofdc market, and believes absolutely in the power of the latest nuclear 
dynamo. But it is no good scolding readers alrae; criticism must 
shoulder some of the blame. M&at we require is a vitality in criticism; 
xtat we require is a crltician that not only expands the reader's 
intellectual awareness but also pumps blood into the experience of 
poetry.

Not very long ego John Baylsy made a plea for more vitality in 
critioism; he said that literary criticism does a disservice to poetry 
if it ignores the "ghost" in the poem. Naturally, in our criticism ws 
write smplrioally because we believe that felt response is too subjective; 
the result is that we forget that ghosts do not observe empirlcsl walls. 
Baylsy, idio improvises upon Descartes' analogy, suggests that "a poem 
is both a ghost and a machine, and though a machine can be dismantled 
and dmeonstrated without reverence, a ghost is still entitled to be 
treated with soawthing of the old romantic awe.*^ Baylsy admirably
1. A.X. Hottsman, The Name and Mature of Poetry. (London: Cambridge 

University Areas, 1W3), p.38.
2. J(dm Baylsy, The Bassntic Survival (London: Oxford Ohiversity Areas, 

1957), p.73.
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attempts to injset a sens# of wonder Into the dotted veins of orlticlsa, 
but instead of facing the problm squardy, he sidesteps ths issue of 
the critidsn itself and stresses the ixgportanoe of the critic's response 
to a poem; in short, the critic met undertake nothing less than a 
"idhole-hearted submission to the poetic eogperlence*̂  before he begins 
to write critically about poetry. If the critic lAole-heartedly submits 
himself to the poetic experience, then, Bsyley isplies, criticism should 
take care of itself, fewer nuts and bolts and more glowing evanescence. 
Vhile Bsyley's emphasis on the critic id^t very wall foster some new 
energy in critioism, it does not necessarily follow that the spirit of 
a critic's response will spiU over into his criticism; Indeed "awe* in 
criticism would likely produce a slap-happy, sugar-coated criticism.
Vhy emphasise before we begin to analyse a poem? Why not emphasise this 
vitality as ws analyss a poem? Why not infuse this premise of whole
heartedness into the critical approach? I believe that Wze concept 
of rhythm may replsoish and sustain one wsy to both discuss a poem 
analytically and at the asms tins generate some of the energy and 
xAole-heartedness that poetry deserves.

I am proposing a literary concept of rhythm, for I wish to 
suggest something mors than the limitation of the secondary meaning of 
rhythm as meter (that is, the beat, modulation, and flow of sound and 
pause). In one sense "rhythm" and the "ooncspt of rhythm" are the 
same thing, but "ooncspt" suggests that I am taking a more distant, 
abstract, and general view of rhythm. I intend to distinguiah betwaen 
a meohanieal and discernible rhythm and a ooaplex, multifarious concept 
of rhythm which hovers at the margin of formulation. Our word "rhythm" 
derives from the Qreak word rhythaos which mssne regularly recurring, 
though not necessarily strictly recurring, motion or time. Ih turn, 
regularly recurring motion or time suggests proportion or symmetry of
1. Ibid.. p.72.
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parta, hanoa tha form and ahapa of m thing. Gaoarally spaakLng,
rfaythmoa maana a dynaado (but may alao augaat a atatle) proportion,
arrangamant, and order of the state or owzditlon of anything. Rhythaos
does not denote a eaOLf-ordexlng tendenoy, idxloh I shall argsa as I
develop 'Uie conoept of rhythm, but rather, a made ordering as the verb
rfaythmlao denotes (to bring into measurs or proportlmz). In our usage
of tte word "rhythm" us have preserved most of the original meaning of
rhythmosx as I refer to "rhythm", I shall depend partionlarly upon its
meaning a dynamio way of looking at a person, people, objecta, sound,
and meaning in tims, all of whLoh are marked by a regular recurrenoe
and natural flow of related elsmmnts. To begin a discussion of the
oonoapt of rhythm, we must recognise those alamsnts which generate a
flow and bring a poem to life* the poet, the poem, and the reader (or
hearer). These three el amenta may be seen as a fused nueleua of
energy, or a whole cell (all three elenants are necessary to make the
oomplete cell), and this cell exists in the environment of ths past,
present, and future of the outside world. As with any living cell, there
is a flux of energy flowing from tha membrane of the organism (poet-poem*
reedmr) to the outside world as wall as energy floidng from the outside
world to the organism.^

Given that thought is the basis of most literary criticism, we
should first recall that thought arranges itself within living experience.
To forget that reason flows out of an energy of the senses would be to lop
off that important dimension of reason. taeh memory and response varies;
our separate abilities to interpret slide into different levels of
penetration and perception, but wa all read and think, critically or
casually, in a constant of self-ordering rhythm. Wb read, as Keats
1. I am taking my cue from M.H. Abrams for these co-ordinates. Ity concept 

of these co-ordinates differs from that of Abrams in that I see them 
less as a "convwniemt pattern" and more as an organic idiole. See 
"Some Co-ordinates of Art Criticism" in The Mirror and the Law> (London* 
Oxford Ihiiversity Aess, 1953), PP.6-7.

i
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saya in his letters, in m "voyage of oonoeption,"^ and onoe we set out 
upon such a voyage, nothing hinders the oontinuons rehizth of ths mind's 
anergyt

I had an idea that a Man sdL^t pass a very pleasant life in this 
manner —  let him on a certain day read a certain Pag# of Full 
Poesy or distilled Arose, and let him wander with it, and muse 
upon it, and reAect upon it, and bring honeto it, and prophesy 
upon it and dream upon it, until it becomes etsle —  but Wxen 
#111 it do so? Never. When Man has arrived at a certain 
ripeness in intellect any one grand sad aplrltusl passsge serves 
M w  as a starting-post towards all "the two-and-tldr^ Palaces".
How happy is such a voyage of conception, ihat delicious diligent 
Ihdolence! A dose upon a sofa does not hinder it and a nap upon 
Clover engenders ethareal flngerpointings —  the prattle of a 
child gives it wings, and the converse of middle age a strength 
to beat tham —  a strain of music conducts to "an odd angle of 
tha Isle," and wham the leaves whisper it puts a girdle round 
the earth. 2

Keats does not simply suggest that the mind oscillates in spasms of 
energy, he is saying that^in the energy of learning, thought eventually 
and naturally "girdle^? round" into a Wholeness, He goes on to 
cowpara this enwgy of mind with a aplder which spins out a wbb, 
touching points of leaves and twigs until it "fills the air with a 
beautiful circuiting.”̂  Or take for exaaple several modem poets' 
views of the mind's tendency to order itself. Teats said that "ths 
borders of our mind are ever shifting, and that many wdnda can Aow into 
one another, as it were, and reveal a single mind, a single energy."^
Eliot said that "the poet's mind is a reoeptaele for seising and storing 
of numberless feelings, phrases, images, Wdch remain there until all 
the particlea idxich can unite to form a new ooapound are present 
together.”̂  D.V. Herding, a oonteoporary critic, is aware of, and
1. Maurice Button Forman, ed. T W  Lettys of John Keats. 2nd ed. (London: 

Oxford tfaiversity Aress,
2. Ibid.. pp.102-103.
3. Ibid.
4. V.B. Teats, "Magic," Bessys and Introductions (London: Macmillan 

Areas Ltd., 1961 ), p.28.
5. T.S. A  lot, "Tradition and the Individual Talent," Selected Kaaayi 

(London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1951 ), p.286.
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In hi* oritieiM aakes u m  of, the pajohology of the adndi he expresses
the self-ordering nstors of the sLnd as it enoounters other sdLnds in
"The Hinterland of Thought";

we stand at the haxbour of our mind and sateh flotillas of ideas 
far out at sea ooming up over the horison, already in formation 
of a sorti and though se can re-order than to a great extent, 
we cannot disregard the organisation they had before they cans 
into sight. 1

Because of the mind's self-ordering nature, Harding considers the creative
work an Imaginative self-ordering,

... in creative woxfc great numbers of ideas, more or less organ!sad, 
are simply out of sLg^ beyond the horison and can be brought into 
view only through the redispositions ws make amnxgst the in-shore 
mental shipping that we can see and omxtrol. 2

The exception to this vital salf-ordeilag process of the mind
is whan we rely too much upon pre-establiahed cooclnsions, and we impose,
like Wallace Stsvans* Canon Aspirin idio "imposes orders as he thinks of
tham."^ In tha ooncspt of zbythm we are setting out to discover:

... to impose is not
To disQovw. To discover an order as of 
A season, to discover suMser and know it.
To diaoover winter and know it wall, to find, .
Not to impose, not to be reasoned at all....

Tn William Blake's sisgile-cosplex view of the universe he says tiurt
"Reason is the bound or outward circismference of Energy,"^ If it is
not taking too anch of a liber^ with Blake's notion, in the light of
seeing energy as self-ordering, it is also tme to say that "Baergy is
the source that pushes towerds the bound or outward oiroumfarenee which is
Reason." WS may coiqwrs this relation of energy to reason to the sî Laah
1. D.W. Harding, Eaparisnoe into Wbrds (Harwondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd., 

1963), p.193.
2. Ibid.
3. WSllaoe Stevens, Collected Poems of Wallace Jtevens (London: Faber and

Faber Ltd., 1955), p.W!).
4. Ibid.. M).403-4.
5. william Blake, Blake: Comeûete writings, ed. Qeoffray Kaynes 

(London: Oxford tbiverid^rÿlresa, fÿ/z), p.l49.
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of a rook In a po6l| th# aÿlash of antrgy impel# tbs ripples outward 
ao that the outermost eiroles, shioh we may eaU reason, are not 
mraly oiroumsozlptlons, but are dependant xpon the rippling oircles 
Wxioh preoeda tham.

So it ia with ths poet idio drops his poem into the mind of a 
reader; Wiat is tme of ths adnd's rippling Aow of oireles is no less 
true of a reader's response to a posm as he returns to the poam again 
and again. (Wa never reelly know a poam untA it dissolves into our 
experienee over a period of tlmej This sslf-ordeilng rhythm is also 
true of the act of orsating a poem, the poet's rhythm of ersation, 
rhythm beowaing meaning. (I have assumed all along that the rhythm 
of words and the meaning of words must ooalesoet "how impossible it is,"
I.A. Richards says, "to consider rhythm or metre as thou^ it were purely 
an affair of the smisory aspect of syllables and could be dissociate 
from their sense and from tha emctlcmal tffacta wfaioh come about through 
thslr sense.) A.C. Partridge defines the rhythm of sound as "the
interplay of sourxls of varying magnitude with alienees (or pauses)...

2and... is measured in time." But the rhythm of words,
being neither pure sound nor pure form, must ooalesce. Partridge 
racognises, with the structure and syntax of those words and, most 
importantly, with the denotative, oomotative, and emotional meanings 
of the words.

In Vkglimk sad Amerioan poetry at the beginning of the twantlsth 
oantury, a new interest in vers libre forced a rethinking of rhythm as 
it relates to meanli^. Wiat came from this new interest was a new 
strength in poetry, the "principal strength" Partridge goes so far as 
to assert, of a ooaleecsnoe of rhythm aisi meaning. But this did not
1. I.A. Richards, Prlnalsles of Literary Criticism (Londoni Routledge

& Kegan Pml, 19»), plioÿ:
2. A.C. Partridge, Oie Lyuage of Modem Ibstryi Teats, Aiot, Auden,

(London I Andre Dsutsch, 1976), p.58.
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happen oramigfatj thair raoonaldaratlon of rhythm and moaning foroad
both Bngliah and imarloan poata to rethink aloidj (and in acme eases
to retrenoh thslr vises rapidly) the relation beteeen rhythm and
meaning. Out of this plethora of arguments and experiamnts cam the
realisation that in creating a posm, its rhythm "evolves naturally
in the process of geatstion."^ It mi#d%t seam odd that most of the
poets ito rethought the relation beteeen rhythm and meaning concluded
that rhythm, in many cases, cam befbra meaning, but there are
sofficiant exBiqples to support the notion. Sara Bound tells us that
Teats, before he would write a lyric, was "apt to 'got a chôma ̂ ao-
Celtic for tune? in his hesd'."^ SLiot, too, felt that a poem Aspes
itself out of a rhythm rather than a form; form, words, ideas, and
images, he said, flow out of a rhythm:

I know that a posm, or a passsge of a poam, may tend to 
realise itself first as a partioular rhythm before it reaches 
expression in words, and ̂ xat this rhythm may bring to birth 
ths idea and the image. 3

Or to take an example outside the modem mainstream, Goethe, in his
"conversations" with ECkezmaan, oonduded that the most idiich may be
said of "rhythm in general" is that "no certain rules can be laid down
for such mtters." Goethe want on to say that rhythm or meter (measure)
evolves in a naturel process whidr helps bring the words into being:

The masure... flows, as it were, unoonseionsly from the 
mood of the poet. If he thought about it diile writing
the posm he would go mad, and produce nothing of value. 4

Exaaples of rhythm as the moving force idiich brings words into a certain
order of expression may be found in mrs recent statements as wall.
Stephen Spender in The Making of a Poam says, "Wren I am writing, the
music of the words I am trying to dngie takas m  beyond the words, I am
1. Ibid., p.70.
2. Sara Bound, ABC of Reading (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1951 ), p.202.
3. T.S. Eliot, "The Music ef fbetry," On Fbetry and Poets (New York:

The Noondsy Awes, 1961 ), p.32.
4. Eekersmnn, Ceoversstions of Goethe, p.389.
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aware of a rhyttaa, a danoe, a fury, wfaioh ia yet enpty of worda."^
There are moat oertainly individual and univaraal pfayaiologioal

and payohologioal reasons for the domdLnanoe of rhythm in creating a 
2poem. wa daliiht in rhythm; we like the expectancy and erder that

rhythm creates; ws are "lulled" by rhythm, as Teats said, for rhythm
prolongs "the moment of oonteofdation. WS mi#t say generally that
our universal sense of rhythm flows naturally out of the energy and
motion of living. But this sense of universal rhythm, Wian related to
creating or responding to a poem, must be viewed in individual terms as well,
and the individual experience of either creating or responding to a poam
inevitably modulates into or reacts against the rhythms of the surrounding
world. The poet's poetry mey praise and partiolpate in the rhythm ef
the seaaons; he may fSA the rhythm, the to and fro relation with his
society or with other societies; he may see his relation to other
individuals and a thousand and one things outside himself. Qiristopher
Middleton, an English poet now living in America, described rhythm as
the binding force between the individual and the outside world; he sees
rhythm as "a kind of psychic tightrope,"

along ihioh the human mind dances when man nswers the profound need 
to identify with not-self, to go forth and meet "the other"; in 
ritual chant, in the movamanta of Bushman hunters, or in the Ghineae 
Tai-Chi exercises, idiioh enable you to be a tiger, a crane, a dragon 
or Wiatevar. To this extant poetry isn't "about" axpezience at all, 
it enacts (or is sn icon of) rhythmic/phonic "deep structuras" of 
experience. The act of imaginative participation is structured by 
the sound/rhythm axis. h

1. Stephen Spender, The Making of a Raen (New Torfct V.W. Norton and Co.,
1962), p.60.

2. Donald Stauffer, "with Wbrdaworth as a guide," argues that "the 
pleasurable effect ̂  rhytta^ is triple : IntsUectusl, esthetic, 
and pfayaiologioal. Intellectually, it pleases by its continuous 
although not obtzusive assurance that order, control, purposefulness are 
at work. Esthetieslly, its artiAoiality and formality hold us steadily; 
it leads us pleasurably into the mood of Imaginative owitamplation, out 
of the real world of action and utility.... Physiologically, little
more can be said with certainty than that men naturally delight in
xhythn." The Nature of Bpstry (New Torki W.W. Norton & Co., 191*6), p.l93

3. W.B. Teats, ":%nd*olism in Ihinting," Essays and Introductions. p.159.
1*. Christopher Middleton, Agenda. 11 (^ring-Sumer, 1973), p.56.
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ÜMta oane to a alailar oonelualon in relating the rfaythne of his own
ezqpexlenoe to his art; he too realised that "beauty" oaloiAed and
eeparated individual experience from the "rhythaic^honio 'deep
structures' of experience":

... I was interested in nothing but states of mind, lyrical moment#, 
intellectual essences.... I had not learned wÈiat sweetness, idiat 
rhyUseic movement, there is in those idto have beeoma the joy that is 
themselves. Without fcnoidng it, I had oome to care for nothing but 
ispereonal beauty. I had set out on life with the thou#t of putting 
ny very self into poetry, and had understood this as a representation 
of ny own visions and am attempt to cut away the non-esaantial, but 
as I Imagined the visions outalde myself my imagination beoana fiill 
of decorative landscape and of still life. I thouÿxt of aysalf as 
something unmovlng and silent living in the middle of my oiei wind 
and body, a grain of sand in Blooraabury or in Connacht that Satan's 
watch-flends cannot find. Then one day I understood quite suddenly, 
as the way is, that I was seeMng scmething unchanging and unndxed 
and always out of reach, and that I myself was the fleeting thing 
that held out its hand. The more I tried to make my art deliberately 
beautiful, the more did I follow the opposite of myself, for deliberate 
beauty is like a women always desiring man's desire. Presently 
I found that I entered into myself and pictured myself and not some 
essence when I was not sedULng beauty at all, but merely to ligdxten 
the mind of some burden of love or bitterness throim upon it by the 
events of life. 1

Teats's "discovery" was Uiat art flows out of life and any art which does
not attempt to re-enact or to approximate the rfaythaw of the "deep
struoturas* of individual experience is a "still life!* If aesthetic
beauty ie to be the means and end of art than the activity of individual
experience exists only to be captured, dteawhodied, and solidified into
a stasis. vtian Edgar All,an Roe eaid that the purpose of poetry is "the
rhythmical creation of Beauty,"^ he was striving after a pure and
supernal beauty rather than multifarious and modulating earthly experience.
Aze would not have been conoemsd about Yeats's dieoovery that essence may
distil experience too maA. Both had thair eyes upon the soul but Roe
never ohengedt "Beauty," Rae said, is "the atmoaphere and eseanoe of
the poem" ihioh should produce "the exotte— nt, or pleasurable elevation
of the soul."^ ly way of Aench sysbolists. Teats had taken up Roe's
1. Teats, "Discoveries," Essays and Introductions» pp.271->72.
2. James A. Harrison, adU, The Comolete Wbrks of Edgar Allan R>e, x(V 

(New Torici AMS Aess Inc. ; W ) ,  p:3^.' ' ’ ----------
3. Ibid.. p.196.
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dlotum, but M  «• have aeen, ha zejeetad a aysdtKdlse lAioh does not 
animate experience (whether he auooeaafblly divested his poems of the 
disembodied and inert aysbol, I shall discuss later).

Yeats'S considerations were aesthetics in relation with life.
But another way of looking at aesthetica may be by way of reason. (One 
definition of aesthetics is that it is a kind of non-didactic reasoning, 
impersonal and objective, and objectively determinable. ) Vhat Teats 
came to feel and understand was that aesthetics, or reason, is ultimately 
related to feelings t "the heart," as Rascal aays, "has its reasons, 
which reason knows not." In his A Treatise of Human Nature, the philosopher 
David Hume argued the matter of experience and reason in terms of "pasaicn 
and reason": "Reason is, and ought to be the slave of passions, and can
never pretend to any other office than to serve and obey thesu"^ Hone 
argued that Wzan passioms (he means "passions" in the broadest sense) 
are calm, we are teigpted to equate this calmness with reason. But this 
calmness, similar to Teat feeling that he thought himself to be "as 
something unmovlng and silent living in the middle of... JBla^ o m  mind 
and body," is deeaptive because calmness may have nothing to do with reason. 
Reason alone does not ever motivate us into action - passion is the necessary 
impetus; and what is true of putting reason into action is also true of the 
cause of reason itself, for passion activates reasmx. In one sense 
reason is passion's slave but in another passion is reason's creator.
At the outamt of his Treatise, Hume says that "all peroaptions of the 
human mind reeolve thsmeelves into two distinct kinds, #lch I shall call 
IMPRESSIONS and IDEAS. But "impressions"( all of our sansations, 
passions, and emotions) are the source of all of our "ideas"; thus Hume's 
first general, and basic, pr<g>oaltion: ”... all our simple ideas in thair 
first gpearance are dexlv'd from simple iaaprasalons, which are ccrrespondant
1. David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (London: Oxford Uhiversity 

Aass, 1888), p.4l5.
2. Ibid., p.1.
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to thaw» and wfaloh they mxmotly repr»— nt."̂  So It tma that Taata
would oonoluda, by way of hi# individual axparlanea as he paroalvad 
that it related to aasthatiea, "I waa not making beauty at all, but 
merely to lighten the «iTid of some burden of love or bittemeaa thrown 
iqpon it by the events of life." Long before Hume and Teats, Thomas 
Hobbes perceived that man, a creature of sanm, can have nothing in his 
mind lAich is not caused by sensationst "... there is no conception in 
a man's mind, lAich hath not at first, totally, or by parts, been begotten 
upon the organs of senm." In turn, man's expazlence, Hobbes argued, 
is his mental histoxy which originates in the senses. Our senms m t  
ig) movements in the brain which we call ideas; once the sense stimulus 
reaches the brain, it exists only in the mind as an image which slowly 
fades, a recollection of idiat was once in the mnms. Hobbes called 
this consciousness of images the "imagination," an ability to recall 
sensations Wien they no longer exist j and, he concluded, "XMAQIHATION 
therefore is nothing but decaying sense." Ha saw the "imagination" 
as immediate and "memory" as distanti "This decaying sense... we call 

"*tion... t but Wien we would e:qpress the decay, and signify the 
sense is fading, old, and past, it is called memory."^ But the 
imagination (which Hobbes equates with memory) has a certain distancing 
quality he desczlbed as "singile imagination" and the "compound imagination." 
The "simple imagination" is an ability to call up separate afteiviBugea 
of sensation, "as Wien one imagineth a man, a horsa, Wdch he hath 
seen before"; the "compounded imagination" is an ability to compound 
diffarmt after-images of sensations, felt at different times,
"as Wien, from the sight of a man at one time, and of a horse at 
another, we conceive in our mind a Centaur."^ The IhgliWi Romantic
1. Ibid., p.U.
2. Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Michael Oaheshott (Oxford* Basil 

ELackwell, I960), p.V,
3. ]Dkid., p.9.
U. Ibid.. p.10.
5. Ibid.
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poets would take up these philosophic notions of the imagination, passion,
and reason and make them central to their own poetics. Wordsworth, for
example, observed that the poet is controlled by "passion and knoidedge"^

2and that "the poet thinks aixi feels in the spirit of human passions."
Poetry, therefore, "is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings x it 
takes its ozlgin from emotion recollected in tranquility t the emotion 
is contemplated till, by a species of reaction, the tranquility gradually 
disippears, and an emotion, kindred to that Wiich was before the subject of 
contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actually exist in 
the mind."^

Wb may conclude, thus far, that if the poetry of words (though 
set into what seems to be a reasoned form, order, or arrangement) actually 
flows out of the "passions" of experience, than the flow itself may be 
perceivad as a self-ordering rhythm because of the "inpressionistio" 
nature of individual reason Wiich "girdles round" into a Wiole and because 
of the nature of individual experianoes Wdeh are "deep structures."
These examples from Hume to Teats to Middleton of universal and individual 
xfaythm (or energy or pxxsaion) becoming meaning and the preceding examples 
of the self-ozdering rhythms of the mind suggest much more than the notion 
of metrical rhythm. The realisation that a poem is "first... a particular 
rhythm before in reaches expression in words,and our reconsideration 
of physiologioal, psychological, and imaginative responsas to rhythm 
suggest that to ignore those rhythms in our criticism is to do violence 
to the nature and intent of the poem. What is true of reason's source 
being passion or sensation is also true of judging a poem. khan wa 
read or hear a poem it makes an "impression" upon us; and, as we have 
seen, judgement cannot be pure reason for reason begins in the senses;
1. William Vbrdsworth, Vlbrd^rth x Ibetioal WOzhs. ed. Thcanas Hutchinson,

rev. Smest De Selincouri (London x Oxford Hoiversity Aress, 1936),
p.738.

2. Ibid.. pp.738-39.
3. Ibid.. P.7W.
U. Sliot, "The Itisic of Poetry," On Poetry and R>ets. p.32.
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thus, ms Rsymmd Bî rnr observes, "it is the «notion remaining in ms that
my verdict of the thiz« ̂ .g. the poaÿ expresses."^

With these ideas of the iqnessionistie and self-ordering
nature of rhythm, reason, and experience (partiealarly response and
creation), ea may now consider rhythm as a concept in critical analysis.
we often find "rhythm" employed in criticism as something of a metaphor
and yet not quite a metaphor. Richard Bllmann reviewed recently yet
another critical wort on Janas Joyce's Ulysses. Kllmann was not
aynpathetic with the critics! approach as a whole, factually informing
as he fouiwl the parts, because it ignored "the essential rhythsxs" of 

2the novel. Sl^atesn different essayists conoentreted on one of the
novel's ei^xteen sections, and "the effect of splitting up the novel
this way," w n — rm objects, "is to lose si^t of the 'Wxoleness, harmony
and redianoe* that Joyce intended it should manifest."^ BLlmann
expresses this wholeness, harmony, and radiance as a "rhythm," and be
concludes his review by emphasising "three basie rhythms" of the novel,
these rhythms badLng thematic and narrative and bearing no direct reference
to the aound rhythms of a lime of poetry. "Rhythm," or its synonyms
as in the following example, is often used in criticism to suggest not
only the wholeness and harmony of a work but also its vitality, freshness,
and spontaneity; for example, Malcolm Covdey describes WhLt Wdtman's
"Song of Mycdf" as

a rhapsody or tone poem, one that ax>dulates from thama to theme, 
often ohangixxg in key and tempo, falling into reveries and 
rising toward moments of climax, but always preserving its 
unity of feeling as it moves onward in a wavelike flow.... The 
repetitions are always musical variations and ampHfloations....
He 2^1tman7 preferred to let one image suggest another image, 
ihiok in turn suggests a new statamant of mood or doctrine. h

1. Raymond Bayer, The Essence of Rhythm," Hsflec^ons on iürt» ed.
SUsanne K. Langer (London t Oxford Ihiiversiiy Press, 1955), p.l69.

2. Richard EUmann, "FLeoes of Ulysses," The TLaes Literary Supplamant, 
October 3, 1975, p.11l8.

3. Ibid.
It. Malcolm ComLagr, ed., Leanrea of Grass i The First (1855) Edition 

(Hew York* The Viking r̂ess, 15^9), p.xvl.
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Of cours# "rhythm* snd slailsr descriptions seem eqweielly soeurate
descriptions of Whitman's sense of "Life immense in passion, pulse,
and power." But "rhythm" has also bean regarded as an accurate
appraisal of so unVhitaaalike a work as Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography.^
One need not look very far bayxMrd literary critioiam to diseover “ttiat m
use the word "rhythm" frequently* we speak of the rhythm of the seasons,
the rhythm of the sea, the rhythms of time (or in Kenneth dark's phrase,
the "rhythms of antiquity"), and even the rhythms of a spatial object
nir. sculpture. But rhythm is not a critical word that has died frwa
overuse] it still preserves its denotations and connotations of vitality,
life, idioleness, harmony, mpontaneity, and freshness.

1 have noted the coalescence of rhythm and meaning, but it
should not be forgotten that there is a more complex ooalesoence of
rl^thm, meaning, and amotion. P.O. Matthiaasan in his book The Achievament
of T.3. Eliot describes Eliot's poetic method as attempting "to suggest in
^xe rhythms of his verse the movement of thought in the living mind, and
thus consunicate the exact pattern of his meaning not so much by logical
structure as emotional suggestion.But a writer like D.H. Lawrence
stresses less the power of meaning and more the #motional power of rhythm.
In a letter to Edward Marsh in November 1913, Lawrence defends and defines
his idea of rhythm and its relaticm to emotion* rhythm is "movements in
space"] it is not "footsteps hitting the earth," and, further.

It «11 depends on cause - the natural causa - the natural pause,
the natural lingering of the voice according to the feeling - it 
is the hidden'eSotional pattern that makes poetry, not the obvious 
form. 3

"Pause" end "lingering" nugr be extremely difficult to judge. For exanpla, 
how many ways can King Lmur say "Never, never, never, never, never "]
1. Robert Sayre, "Images of Utopia," ^ImagimA, 19 (firing, 1972), p.31.

("The rhythm of the Autobiography is a ihole interlocking series of
philosophic ventures....")

2. F.O. Matthiessen, T ^  Achievement of T.3. Eliot (New loxk* Oxford 
University Press, 15^), p.16.

3. Cited by Partridge, The Language of Modem Poetry, p.5U.
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the emotional Inpaot la there in pert because of the events vhich build 
to the and the line itself hammers out emotions], stress, but in 
Phat rhythm they be read? Pause may be awphaslaert typographically
as in the first Dream Song "Huffy Henry hid the day," but the question 
of duration and inflection before and after the pauee are not settled.
Are ee to take Lawrence's advice and let the voice linger "according to 
tbs feeling"? The answers to these questions seem to be relative to the 
poem the reader or iqmaker; the most that can be asserted with 
assurance is that rhythm and amotion are in concord or disooed with one 
another and may be powerfully expressive means.

In another of Matthiessen's books, a biographioal-crltieal study 
of Theodore Dreiser, he returns to the oonwpt of rhythm. Dreiser's 
main concern, Matthiessan says, is to stir "his readers to ooapassioni 
Dreiser arouses the reader's amotions beoausa his prose is deeply grounded 
in the xhytta of his amotions."^ How this cans about Matthiessan is not 
able to sv* but he does see "zhythnPas the very source of Dreiser's art, 
aaxi he cites Dreiser's first impression of Chicago as to. exqplanaticn and 
an exaaqplat

There waa rhythm, rhythm, rhythm —  and somehow men and crowds 
and every moving thing fall into it, althouÿk they ware 
unconscious of it. And in the rain and under uadtrallas or 
raincoats or covered wagon-tops, all life seamed to flow so 
softly and so aaoothly. But to lAsra? And for idaat? 2

Berryman wrote a langthy review of Matthiessen's book on Dreissr, and
agreed with Mabthiesaon, as the title "Through Dreiser's Tmagination
the Tides of Real life Billowed" suggests, that Dreiser's novels give
a sense of the inexpUoable and endless Aux of life. Berryman felt
that above all Matthiessen was right to suggest that "rhythm" is a "key
to Dreiser's method,"^ that is, to both his style and his narrative.
1. P.O. Matthiessen, Theodore Dreiser (New Tozki Dell Publishing Cb., 

1 9 5 1 ) , P .12U.
2. Ibid.. P.12U -25.
3. John Berryman, "Through Dreiser's Imagination the Tides of Seal life 

Billowed," The New Torfc Times Book Review. March h , 1951 , p .7 .
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In the earn# review, Perryman oites E,M* Foreter'e dLeeoaelon of
narrative in Aapecte of the Novel %Aere FOrater emnariaee the
narrative of one of Sir Whiter Soott'e novels i

"And then?" he Æ w e t e ^  says, and tails us Wxat oonas next.
"And than?" "&d then?" But suddenly the novel wee over, 
and you must not —  says Forster aoldly —  ask that question 
too often. 1

By way of Forster, Bexryaan is saying that Pradser's novels, and all 
great novele, should not be reduoed to an arid pattern of evacts —  "one 
does not." Barrywsn affirms, "rush on from chapter to duipter of Anna 
Karanina just to see what hagpans."^ Jh abort, the critic must, as 
Eliot says in his essay, "The Fhnctian of Griticiam," "ftaec cxltiaiam 
with creation,” for "the critical activity finds its hiydxest, its true 
Axlfllment in a kind of union with creation in the labour of the artist."^

I find it algnlfioapt that having agreed with Matthiessan that 
rhythm may be an important cxltioal evaluation Berryman dxould think of 
Forster's Aspects of the Novel: for Forster devotes an important part of 
his book to "Fattem and Rhythm." Forster begins his discussion of 
'̂ pattern" and "rhythm" by aAaittlng that the two terms are vaguei "... 
whan people agply rhythm or pattern to literature they are apt not to 
say what they mean and net finish their sentences."^ After several 
langthy sxmyles, Fbrster concludes that a "rigid pattern... may axtemallse 
the atmosphère, spring naturally Arom the plot, but it abuts the doors on 
life and leaves the novelist doing exercises, generally in the drawing 
room."^ Forster than edges "rather nervously towards the idea of 
'rhythm'"! he distinguishes betwean "eaiy” rhythm and tUffloult* rhytha. 
"Baay" rhythm is easy to iUastrstei "Beethoven's Fifth %iqphony, for 
instance, starts with the rhythm 'dLdüdy dun,' #ioh we can ell bear and
1. Ibid.
2. ĵ id., p.29.
3. Eliot, "The Function of Criticism,” Selected Essays, pp.31-32,
ii. E.M. Forster. Aapests of the Novel and HslWted Writings, ed. Oliver 

Stallybrmss
5. Ibid.. p.112.
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tap our foot to"/ but "diffloult" rhythm la difficult bccanao «a ara 
attanpting to conaidar the affaot of the Whole eorfci Beathovan'e Fifth 
Sjynphony "as a whole has also a rhythm —  due mainly to tha relation 
between ita movwmante —  Wblch some people can bear but no one can tap

9 3to." Easy rhythm, "repetition plus variation," is similar to pattern 
and ie like scanning a line of poetry into so many feet. A eoansion
may tall us how the oritic heara the line, but the faets of meter ara
only part way towards the reader's knowing and feeling in bis bones 
the Whole poem. MS may analyse the machinery of the thumping metrioa 
of "The Rime of the Anoimrt Mariner" (for example, "I bit ay arm, I sucked 
the blood/ And cried, A salll a aailf"), but a simple de dun, de dun, 
da dun falls abort of tha "dlffioult" rhythm in WdLWi the poem as a 
whole draws ua into the Mariner's mysterious world. The best FOrster 
can manage in d^rining "difficult" rhythm ie to describe it in terms of 
its function —  "not to be there all the time like a pattern, but by its 
lovely waxing and waning to fill us with surprise and freshness and hope."^ 
RhyUn "done badly," FOrster says, is "most boring, it hardens into a 
symbol, and instead of carrying us on it trips us up."^ \bm rhythm is 
done well (and therefore "difficult"), we have an "untidy book" like 
War and Raaoe. Uhtidiness, that essential quality of "difficult" rhythm, 
leads the writer and the reader towards a sense of the Aux of life, a 
mlmaais of the flow of living. "ESxpansiaa," Forster stresses, "that is 
the idea the novelist must ding to. Mot ooaplstion. Not rounding off 
but opKting out."^
1. Ibid.. p.113.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.. p.115. 
ii. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.. p.1l6.
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Forster intended that "difficult ztyttan* should apply to
literature, but except for his brief example of War and \Peece, he
settles for illustrations from musio. Of oourse analogies may help
explain, but they are not to be taken as the argument itself. The
poet may learn from musio certain truths about his own art, but, as
V.H. Auden once pointed out, musio is not poetry*

Mmx is an analogy-drawing animal} that is his great good fortune.
His danger is of treating analogies as identities, of saying for 
instance, "%etry should be as much like musio as possible.” I ^
suapeot that the people iA d are most like to say thie are tone-deaf.

Forster's error, then, is to rely too much on musical analogy. So in
mhmping ths oontouTS of the literary concept of rhythm, and in excluding
the notion that a poam Should be as much like musio as possible, I
exclude musio as a basis for the o<moept of rhythm, though its value as
an analogy may be useful. WS may, nevertheless, take Forster's other
leads and say that rhythm is not pattern, rhythm is not tie mechanical
approximation of the click of the metronome. And his distinction
between "easy rhythm" (or simple rhythm) and "difficult rhythm" (or ooagdLex
rhythm) is a useful point of reference.

I have not excluded much} indeed, the idea of rhythm as a critical
principle is nearly unwieldy, but as such it animates, and makes allowance
for, the rough edgea of a great and difAoult work liln War and Peace
which FOrster saw as a great aohievmaent precisely because of its untidiness.
The virtue of rhythm as a critical principle is its accommodation of
diversity, and,at the same time, brings diversity around into a determinable
Aeld of reference. The literary ocnoept of rhythm allows us to disouss
critically either technioaX matters such as meter, or broader matters
such as "g and emotion, or voice, or theme, or tone, or tensimi,
or texture, or image, metaphor and symbol, or Icmg and short works.
1. W.H. Auden, "Making, Knowing, and Judging," The Dyer's Hand (New 

York* Randtxa House, 1962), pp.$1-52,
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(I emphasize "diversity," rather than "variety," beoause rhythm is a
means of discussing a work coherently and precisely. ) Nov diversity
in criticism, as M.H. Abrams says, is "not to be d^lored") in fact,
a good critical theory, Abrams proposes,

has its own kind of validity. The criterion is not the 
scientiAc veriAability of its single propositions, but 
the scope, precision, and coherence that it yields into 
the properties of single works of art.... 1

Such a cAtical theory would set bounds but allow for the impossibility
of setting "arbitrary bounds to the area of suggestivenese of any good 

2poem or story." And such a cAtical theory would not only be 
complementary to the a A  it interprets, but also become a Amilar 
aotlAty to that of creating aA. These claims I make for the literary 
concept of rhythm.

The examples of rhythm thus far have permitted ua to perceive eoma 
of the properties and diarecteAstics of rhythm as a concept* its self- 
ordering energy and motion in time; its "lAoleness, harmony and radiance"; 
its scope, preAsion and coherence. Snergy, as we have determined, is 
the activating, sustaining and self-ordering force of rhythm; motion and 
time are properties of energy. As for scope, preAaion end coherence, 
a A  splay of these in the next section. When we look at Berryman's poetry, 
will, I believe, make them apparent. I Ash to r A u m  to Joyce's 
ioAstence upon "Aolenesa, harmony, and raAance" Aioh should hAp 
illumine and shtucpen the concept of rhythm. Joyce had in mind that 
Aoleness, harmony, aiA redianoe are the essential qualities of beauty.
It would serve no purpose here to Ascuss Joyce's noAon of "beauty," 
nor would it fragment Joyce's entire theory to ignore beauty Atogether 
and concentrate upon these three qualiAes as "phases of apprehenAon. "
("IhAeneas, harmony *md nrntiance" may be separated from a Ascussion at
1. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp, pp.U-5.
2. John Berryman, A.A. The AAs of Reading (New York* Thomas Y. Crowell Co., I960), p.ii3TT“
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beauty. They oorreepond to the three phaMe of appreheaalon, and it
is the three phases of apprehenAon Aiich are important to mgr argument.)
In A RartrAt of the ArtiA as a Young Man. Stephen makes a grand, but
accurate, Aaim for rhythm*

Rhythm... is the Arst formA esthetic relation of part to 
part in esthetio whole or of any estheAc lAole to its 
part or p*uts or of any part to the estheAc whole of which 
it is part. 1

Without suggesting Aiat tAs rhythm is, Stephen's clever riddle states 
simply that rhythm binds and holds together the parts and wholes of a 
work of art. As he takes his cues from Aquinas, he goes on to say thA 
to appreheiA Aoleness (int^rttas ) is to apprehend « w  thing, as Aen 
the eye singles out one object among other ob je A s  ; this is the A  ret 
of the three rapidly suocesAvs Aages of apprehenAon. Although Joyce says 
that this Arst jhase of Wroleness is "presented to us in time or in apace," 
he ignores time and gives only an exiNnqxle of apatial wholeness (Aon our 
eye singles o A  a basket and draws a "bounding line... about the object

gapprehended" ). The next phase of apprehension is harmony (consonanAa). 
in idiich the Aewer apprAiends a "balanoed part against part Atfain its 
liAts" of an object and feels into "the rhythm of its Arueture."^ In 
the Arst phase of apprehenAon, Aioleness, the basket is se«t* as one 
thing! in this second phase, hammxy, the baskA is apprA ended as a 
thing, "cmqilex, multiple, diAAble, separable, made up of its paAs, 
the result of its parts their sum, harmonious."^ The third phase of 
apprehenAon, radiance (Aaritas). presents some difAcAty both to 
Stephen and the reader. Stephen Anally concludes thA radiance, is the 
moment Aen the mind apprAends an objeA "luminously," that instant
1. James Joyce, A PoArAt of the ArtiA as a Young Man (Hamoodsworth * 

Penguin Books, iyi6), p.266.
2. Ibid.. p.212.
3. Ibid.
1*. Ibid.
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which fhellwy likened to a fading ooA. The mlod, having been "arreeted" 
by the wholeness of an object and fasAnabed by its harmony, cones to a 
Aate of awarwess, a "radianoe," a "luninoas silent Aasis of esthetic 
pleasure" whiA Stephen claims is a "apiritual Aate" and an enchantment 
of the heart.

Stephen's (Joyce's) descriptims of wholeness and haxnony fuse
easily enough with the concept of zkythn as I have described it. And

2his assumption that Aoleness and hwnaony are not perfeA applies to 
the ooncept of rhythm as wells rhythm is not perfectly whole, yet is 
Aolenessi rhytha is not pure harmony, yet it is haraozdous. But 
"radiance" does not fhse so easily into the oonoept of zhythn. la fact, 
it seems to ms that even within Joyce's theory, ths notion of "radiance" 
will not bear as much weight as he lays claim to. Vfe can perhaps allow, 
and be comfortable with, radiance as "an enAantmant of the heart," but 
radiance as "a apiritual Aate" is simply not convincing as a general 
Aatement about the nature of apprehending a spatial Aject (the exception 
being a mystic's exercise), or for apprehending beauty, or for apprehending 
a teaporal work like a poem. But Aore the concept of rhythm, as I see 
it, confliAs mo A  with "radiance" as a phase of apprehension is Joyce's 
inAstence upon a "Aient AaAs." If the laA phase of apprehenAon, 
A A e r  apatiA or temqporA, is anything A  Al, it is a paradoAcA 
"dynamic A a A s ” wfaiA may be likened to EliA's image of stillness 
as "a Chinese jar still/Moves perpAually in its stillness." Bignifloantly, 
throuAcut Stephen's (Joyce's) argument, he ignores tengxirA ipprAanAcm.
His example of an inert apgtiA A j e A  Alows him to manipulate his 
argument! it allows him to tranAer the stillness of the objeA to his
1. Joyce, "FortrAt of the ArtiA as a Young Man," p.2l3.
2. See Maurice Beebe, "Joyce and Aquinasi The Theory of Aesthetics,"

James Joyce t "DiMlners" and "A BcrtrAt of the ArtiA  as a Young 
Man.*̂ ed. Morris BeJa (Londons Wacmiillan. 1973). P.163.
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ooneluAon of "Aient AeAe."^ Had he conAdered more that whiA la
"presented In time," it would be apparent that in effect he was regarding
only one frame in a continAng re A  of framea. HA he conAdered rhythm
lesŝ an ineAaesthetic relation of parts and more as a dynamic
phyAoloAcul aA psycholoAcA expresAon aA response, he would not

2have conclAA thA zhythm dire As us towards a "Aient AaAs."
Nevertheless, his Aews of wholeness (seeing one thing) aA espeAally 
of harmony (seeing one thing, "conplex, multiple, dlAsAle, separAle, 
rmde up of its parts, the result of its parts, thAr sum, harmoAous" ) 
help define Aoleness aA haxnony A i A  are the dominant txAts of the 
concept of rhythm.

I return to the point Ath A i A  I began t a poem whiA comes out 
of expeAenoe should be expeAenoA. JoA Middleton Murry says that 
poAry is "not what some have (in IntenAon, rightly) maintAned it is —  
namely, conmunication —  Aether of mere emotion, A i A  would be 
sensation, or of mere thougA." Then Murry offers a sucAnA deflAAon 
of poAryt "It is the oomnnmication of an enAz^ expeAence."^ I 
have been attempting to hold tAs point in ndA t I have been Atemptlng 
to suffuse into a cA A o A  approaA the sAfting contouzm of Aat
1. It is questionAle Aether the aA of ipprAanding an object even 

permits a silent AaAs. AAeline Sauvage azgues that "the eye is not content Ath a single perusA" of an object; the
eye repeats the process until it eAAlishes a 'determinant dynamic'. See "Notes on the SuperpoAtion of TemporA Modes" 
in Reflections on Art, ed. Susanna Langer (Lozsiont Oxford 
OhiverAty Rress, )95o), p.l63,

2. Joyce Ad, however, conAder temporA apprehension in As early drafts
of A %Arait of the Aztiet : "The features of infancy are not commonly 
reproduced in the adolesced poArAt for, so c^AAous are we, that 
we cannot or will not concAve the paA in any other than its 
iron msmoAA aspeA. TA the paA assuredly implies a flAd 
suooesAon of presents, the development of an entity of Aich our actuA present is a phase only." See Robe A  Scholes and Rlohazd 
M. KAn, eds.. The %Ozk^op of Daedalus * Janws Joyce and the Raw 
MateAals for "A Portrait of tkie Az^A as a Young Man" (livanAon * Northwestern tfaivezwity Pzess, l965), p.W.

3. John Addleton Muirry, "Rire ft>Ary," Countries of the Azaii Second 
SeAes (London: Oxford UAverAty Press, 1937), p.%.
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#xp#Aeno# involves. I readily admit to a oantradiotion in whA 
I have Atanpted in my oAtioA approaoh to poAry, namely, onoe I 
say "cAtioA approach," I am no longer ssxpeAenoing the poAzy. My 
firA assumption has been thA the experience of poAry and the cAtiAam 
of poAzy are n A  the same. Some years before John Bayley made A s  
case for our obsarvizig the "ghoA” in a poem, A.C. Bradley, uncamily 
antiApeting the bright new machinery of cAtiAsm Aich would cone 
in the 1930*s and onwards, askA the essentiA question concerning the 
expeAence of a poem* "Wien you are reading a poem, I would aak —  not 
analysing it, and much less c A A A  sing it, b A  sllowing it, as it 
proceeds, to make its full impression on you throu^ the exertion of 
your imagination —  do you then appzehend and enjoy as one thing a 
certain meaning or substance, and as another thing certain articulate 
souzids, and do you somehow compound these two?" Bradley answers A s  
question*

Surely you do nA, any more than you apprehend apart, Aen you 
eee eome one smile, thoee linee in the face Aich exprese a 
feeling, and the feeling that the lines express. JuA as there 
the lines and their meaning are to you one thing, n A  two, eo in 
poAry the meaning and sound are one* there is, if I may p A  it 
so, a resonant meaning, or a meaning resonance. If you read, 
the lines, 'The sun is warm, the sky is Aear,' you do n A  expeAence 
separately the image of the warm sun and clear sky, on the one side, 
and ceAAn unintelligible rhythAcA sounds on the other; nor y A  
do you expeAence them together, Ade by Ada; b A  you expeAence 
the one in the other. Afterwards, no dcAt, Aen you are o A  of 
the poetic expeAence but rmmesiber it, you may by azialyAs decompose 
tAs uAty, and Atend to subAanoe more or less isolated, and a 
form more or less isolated. But these are things in your analytic 
head, n A  in the poem, WAch is the poeAc expeAence. And if you 
want the poem again, you cannot find ii by adding together these 
two pzoduAs of decompo Ation ; you can only find it by passing 
back into the poetic expeAence. And then whA you recover ie no 
aggregate of factors, it is a unity in Aich you can no more separate 
a subAance and a form than you can separate living blood and the 
life in blood. 1

Bradley does n A  deny the value of cAtLAsm; to wAte aboA "Ayle or
versification" as thou^ they were independeA AsnsAs, he says, "is
1. A.C. Bradley, "BoAry for BxAry's Sake, OxfoA Lectures on IbAiy 

(Macmillan and Co.Ltd., 196$), pp.1h-1$.
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both légitimât# and valuable," and then Bradley add# sharply, "so long 
as we ransBdber Aat we are d o i n g . I h  using the oonoept of ihythm as a 
oAtical gwroaoh, however, we may analyse matters of Ayle or versifloation, 
but not separately for long beoause the oonoept itself demands thA we 
remsAer all along whA we are doing, thA is, we nuA refer back to the 
souroe of Ayle and versification. Admittedly, the concept of rhythm is 
n A  the poem itself, b A  it is more than an "aggregate of factors";
I would call it the "flow of factors," an inquiry into how it is and 
Aat it is thA prooeeds to make its fbll impression on us. I have 
attempted to undermine, a%A y A  to use in a differeA way, the Aew thA 
the expeAmoe of a poem is demonetrAle. The result is that my argument 
is made up of pAnAples whiA are more tAokly related than Agidly 
conAructed.

Finally we ocuoe to tAs: out of the ocnaplex rhythms of 
expeAence the poA creates his poem Aich is a ccsqilex of rhythms 
and A i A ,  in turn, sAjeAe whoever expeAances the poem to its rhythms.
The poA and the reader's expeAances ara damumArabla b A  not definable 
because thAr expeAances are both perceptible and inward, and rhythm 
and the concept of rhythm provide a means of relating them. Rhythm 
is "the true intersection," as Raymond Bayer says in his essay "The

2Essence of Rhythm," "of the inteAor domain and the realm of things." 
we may see the literary conoept of rhythm as a dynanio comuoopia A i A  

begina A A  the essence (rhythm) and spirals outward to hold the 
expeAence of a poem. Some poems will n A  call for a large oomuoopia, 
b A  for those that do. A s  concept dilates accordingly. My discus Aon 
thus far has been of a general nAure, an inqAry into the nature of 
rhythm and an attempt to shade some contours of the conoept of rhythm.
L A  us turn now to a oonAderAion of how the concept works and how it 
particularly sAts a Audy of John Berryman's poAry.
1. ^bid., p.16.
2. Bsyer, "The Essence of Rhythm," p.193.
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11. The SOjnple and (kmplex Rhythms of Berryman's Ibetry

Poetry, Berryman believed, aims at nothing less than "the 
reformation of the poet, as prayer does."^ But he understood as well

ofthat the reformation (or re-formation) of the poet, or^any person, is
never ooctqplAe beoause of man's changing nature and because of the
nature of the poA's relation to his poem. "Writing poetry," Berryman
sAd, "is a funny buAness" i

Something happens in your mind, and it happens sArenely faA, 
namely in three or four hours. I write a song... and then go 
to bed. Meanwhile, I figure that tAs is the moA marvelous 
song ever wxitten by anybody in the entire world, and I ring 
up my friends in various parts of the oountzy and read it to 
them.... They never have any suggestions to auüce. They all 
Aink it's marvelous A  so.
Then an awful thing happens. One, I lose intereA in thA song —  
namely I figure it'e no good. Secondly, I stamp up and down and 
I feel vezy bad, because I can't any more use it as a weapon 
againA gentility. 2

Then there follows a peAod of reAslng and re-revising the poem Ath a
VbrdswortAan hope of gAting it near the oAginal feeling t "you Ape
out all the defeAs that you have ineerted."^ Berryman's sense of
personal intenAty in the a A  of making a poem predictably determined
A s  c A A c A  cziteAa for all poetry; in mors than one review he holds
up the Aandards of "personA IntenAty"^ and "urgency and power"^ in
judging poetzy. IntenAty, urgency, and power were n A  Berryman's only
cAteria, b A  the sense of Atality that they suggeA Aways were
impoAant to A s  c A A c A  judgeneAs. JuA as he would enphaAse
the Atality of the complex rhythms of Anna Karenina so he would enphaAse
the essenAally A t  A  nAure of one's response to the blood image-pattezns
1. Berryman, "The Revolving BookAand," p.386.
2. Bob Lunegaard, "Song of a IbAi John Berryman," Minneapolis MorAng 

TAbune, June 27, 1965, p.1.
3. Ibid.
ii. See John Berryman, "Young PoAs Dead," Sewanee ReAew, 55 (July- 

Septeraber 19ii7), 505 .
5. See John Berryman, "New Books of Verse," The New Yoiic Times Book 

ReAew, March 18, I91i5, p.10.
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in Maobethi

... the reader reaponde both emotionally and intelleAually to 
the Image-pattema. One both suffers and enjoys (underAands ) 
the Blood Image-pattem * one recoils emotionally and sees its 
points —  that "blood All have blood," there is a kemeAs, and 
this is satisfying, in a world so terrifying and chaotic as the 
world of Macbeth. 1

On the other hand, Berryman's deAvativs and finely wrought early poetry
(ca. 1935-19ii5 ) tempt" one to isolate A s  craftsmensAp. But even
during these early apprenAce years he Amed at a life-giving, life-
enacting art. In A s  introducAon to A s  first coUeoAon of poena
(191*0), he suggested that the craft of poAry is a secondaiy considereAon t
"one of the reasons for writing verse ie a daligA In craftsnansAp —
rarely for its own sAe, mainly as it sAses and makes viAble its 

2subjeA." Important as "craftmansAp" was to Berryman, he was far
more interested in sAsing experience and making it viAble, though he
was Aov to fuse tAs piinAple into A s  poAry. In the same lAroducAon
he also enphsAzad the feeling and the sense of experience the poem should
arouse in the reader*

PoAzy pzwides its reAers... Ath A A  we may oAl a language 
of expeAence, an idiom, of Aich the uAt may be an anAre 
complicated enoAon or inAdent. The language is not the 
laxwiage of prose. It requires a different process of senAbility, 
and probably the moA relevsA questions zAssd for a reader by any
poems have to do Ath the appzoaoh toward an 1d»a1 of reading. 3

But the craftaaansAp of poetzy is not easily fused Ath life
and expeAence it waAs to animate; Berryman's long apprenAoesAp is a
teAament to thA difficulty. Randall Jarrell, Ath A s  characteAsAo
pezxsapAve sharpness, sAd of some of Bezryman's early "pollAcA poems"*
"nothing can make me believe thA Mr. Berryman wrote tAs himself, and
is not juA sAelding someone."^ Auden's poliAcA poems wezm in the
1. Berryman, et.al.. The Arts of Reading, p.lUi9.
2. John Berryman, "A Note on BoAry," preface to "TweAy Rxens" in Five

Toung AaeAcen PbAs (Norfolk, ConnecAcut* New ArecAons, 191*?Til).li7. 
Hereafter references to "TweAy Ibems" will be Ated inteznally as 20P.

3. Ibid.. p.liS.
li. Randall Jarrell, "In All ArecAons," ParAsan ReAew. Vol.9 (July, 191*2),
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air at tha tins n d  Banynan waa unauooaaalhlly trying hia hand a  
poliA cal thanes in Auden's Ayle. Berryman's greeteA difficulty was 
in shaking the heavy influence of V.B. Yeats. XsAs's hlgh-Ayle and 
grandiloquence would inevitably reduce imitation to hollowness sod make 
any imitator's own "language of experience" sound like a lesser TeAs, 
and Berryman was no exception. But he listened to other "law-givers"; 
in A s  "serpentine researches," he came upon the "coaprshanAve air of 
mejoAy" in the oriAAam of R.P. KLackaur. Berryman recalled, over 
thirty years later, ths "sublime assurance" of BLaAnur's con Action 
regarding the poesiblllAes of poetry:

'The art of poAry
is amply disAngAahad from the manufacture of verse 
by this animating presence in poAry 
of a frsA idiost language
so twisted and posed in a form
thA it n A  only expresses the mAter in hand,
b A  adds to the sto<dc of available reality. ' 1

Then Berryman added, "I was never Atogether the same after thA." JuA
as one is tempted to look only A  the "craftsnansAp" of Benymsn's early
poetry so it is a taaptation to dwell upon language "twisted and posed
in a form" in his later poetry. But more should be mads of the notlrm of
"animating presence in poAry." A poem Aich "adds to the stock of
available reality” is a poem, as I underAand it, wAoh so recreates,
etirs, and makes AAble expeAanoe thA it adds to the reader's o m
eense of reality, and tAs may be done only by and -g
that the reader psrAApate in the poem.

Exactly how expeAence is brought lAo a fora and than dissolved
back into expsAaaroe is not easy to dsteraine, b A  Berryman believed thA
form was seminal to the process. A s  o w  develcpmant may be seen as a
lover's quarrel Ath form —  from a FamasAan, artiflAA sense to a more
Atal, organic sense. ParadoAoally, even after his own poeAc powers
1. John Berryman, "Olympus*" Love and Fame (London: Faber and Faber Ltd.,

1971 ), p.27. Hereafter died internally as L. & F.
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«ors Arong and nature, be oontinued to nodal hia poetry upon eome 
eAabUahed fora, but by that tine he knew how to inject A s  o w  Atolity 
into a form. A s  versatile, "down-light, Asaile-metal-hard" Aansas 
of The Dream Songs Berryman himself compared Ath a sonnet, "w extended, 
three-part sonnet."̂  Out of YaAs's eight-line A  ansa of "In Honozy of 
Major Robert Gregory" Berryman said thA he "Invsnted" A s  own A w m a  for 
Homage to A  Areas BrsdatreA. He described soms of the teolmioA 
differences bAween YeAs's Aansa and A s  ow, but he was moA pleased 
Ath whA he fAt was a life-giAng effeAi "something A  once fleAble

2and grave, intense and quiet, Ale to dsA Ath mAter both A A  and low."
In Berryman's early poetry A s  aoA s u A A n A  effoA in on eAoblishA fora
was A s  sonnAs, written in 19U7. But all the while he was held in tow
by tAs A A A  fora, he experimented Ath syAax and diction as a way to
animate experience t

I prod our Ehgliafai oough me up a word.
Slip me an epithA All justify 
My daring fondle, fumble of far fire 
Crackling nearby, unreascmoble as a surd,
A flash of liAt, an insight....3

One still hears HcqpAns, b A  by the time he wrote The Dream Songs, the
fora, syntax, and Ayle were all Berrynw's vAoet

%ellbound held subtle Henry all four 
hearers in the reokA of the marfcA 
Ath snAeA sighs, infamous characters, 
new rhythms. 1*

Whenever Henry calls Atention to fora or Ayle, as he does in the Aove
example, he usually dsolsres the "animating presence* in poetry he
1. David McClellan, A  A . , "An lAerAev Ath John Berryman," The 

Harvard Advocate. ÙÏÏI (%*ring 1969), 8,
2. John Derrymw, "One Answer to a QussAon," 27 (Autumn 196$), 

73.
3. John Berryman, "SonoA 66," Berryman'e SonnAs (Londont Faber and Faber 

Ltd., 1967), no page no. Mëre'auioîr cited iniernAly as B.S.
U. John Berryman, Æreom Song 71? 77 Drew Songs (London: Faber and FAer 

Ltd., 19̂ ), p.78. Hereafter &ÜL references to The Dream Songs 
be Ated Internally as The D.S. All references vÜi 6e iaken^/rom ths 
above 77 Dream Songs and from His Toy, His Dream, Hie ReA (London:FAer and Faber Ltd., 1969).
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deAzea. R.P. HLackmur dlaa and Henry lamenta, "what rhythm shall we 
use for Richard's death...?" (The D.S. V, 173); Henry calls his Songs 
"open it closed iongs" (The D.S. 71, 260); his Songs flow out of a "grave 
ground-rhythm" (The D.S. Ill, 1*3); and he wants than to be "ScarlAti- 
supple" (The D.S. V, 103). (A number of allusions to music and

through***W e  Dream Songs reinforces his dmAre for an "animating 
presence" and suggeAs Forster's idea of "difficult rhythm." ) Henry 
conAders

... a song will be as huisAng-bird 
sAft, dow-light, Assile.4aAA-hard, & Arange 
where they are wondering....

(The D.S. V, 103)
The form and the words of a Song are meant to be both "down-light" azA
" A 8Ale-metA-hard," extremes of spirit and concreteness Aich touch
"the neans/Aereby we come to life" (The D.S. VII, 30$).

"Animating presence" in poetry is not only a mAter of form and
Ayle, it is Aso a matter of hearing a poem. In an essay on Ezra Ibund
(191*9), Berryman sAd that writing poetry is a matter of "ear"*

A  write verse —  was it RenAr, 'I paiA A A  my peAs' —  we write 
verse Ath our ears; so this is impoAant. Forming, anlmaAng, 
quelling his mateAA, that ear is one of the main weird faAs 
of modem verse ... The poet has listenA to life so to speak,
and he tells us whA he hears. 1

PoAry Aich is "heard" in expeAence and wAtten Ath the "ear" muA
be "heard" in the fuUeA sense of both reading and hearing. Many do
not fully expeAence a poem beoause, Berryman says, "people reA Ath

2thAr eyes, not thAr ears." Scxneone who could not make sense of 
77 Dream Songs askA Berryman's Afe Kate how to begin; her A A c e  was,

H  "well, it's very sinqple. JuA reA the firA one over and over and over
I until you hear it. Then read the others." Then Berryman addA, "All,
' that's good AAce."^

1. John Berryman, "The AxAry of Ezra Ibund," Partisan ReAew, XVI 
(April 191*9), 389.

2. Howard, "Aisky and Ink, A i  sky and Ink," p.7&.
I 3. Jonathan Sisson, "My Aiskers Ply* An InterAew Ath John Berryman,"
I Ivory Tower, U V  (October 3, 1966),31*.
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Those Ao heard Berryman read his Dream Songs confirm the 
accuracy of Mrs. Berryman's advice. M.chael Dennis Browne, for 
example, descAbes his trying to hear The Dream Songs Ath As English 
ear:

Vhen I A r A  came to read them /fl Dream Songs? ... in the %>Ang of 1966, ... I was young and Ehgiisk, and I nad some very AffereA 
kinds of diction in my he A. I Adn't know much of Aat was going on in the poems at all. The poems were tAoky; and quite a few 
of them still are for me.... And somAhing in ms at the time 
reAsted them; the iAom was too ecoMitAc to take root in the 
deepeA places in my heA, where the beA poems have seemed to go.
It wasn't until I heard John Berryman himself reA from the 
Dream Songs /bLo7  in Iowa City in the SpAng of 1968 —  the firA time I hA ever aerni or heard him —  that I began to feel the real 
power aA energy of the poems.
He reA thmn from the center of a large stage, to a large auAenoe.
He reA them s^Ay —  more AoAy at times than I would have thought posAbie bA there were Aso vaAations Athln this 
Aownese, sudden burAs aA accAerations, sudden drastic increases in volume. AA the poems came over to the auAencs Ath an 
extraordinary combinaticm of authoAty aA intimacy —  a kiA of lyAcA power that I hA nA heard in spoken poetry before. 1

Even Robe A  Lowell's sure AmeAcan ear could not at firA hear 77 Dream
Songs; he says thA he was "rattlA by their raanneAsms." BA one* he
"heaA" the Songs he sdraittA, 'Hio voice now or persona sticks in my ear

2as his.... should hear him reA aloA." Of course mo A  of The Dream 
Songs espeAally demwA to be heard, but all other goA poems —  their 
vaAationa, thAr Aowness, aA thAr sudden burAs —  muA Aso be 
heard if they are to be expeAencA.

In ccmAdering the poem of "aAmaAng presence," we nuA give 
attention to not only our "hearing" aA the poA's creating the Ayle, 
vAce, and form of a poem, but Aso to matters of raAhA, such as 
dramaA zaAon aA the inpoAant matter of the sense of expeAence the 
poem allows. Berryman's steady, though spasmodic, progress towards
1. MLchaA DsnAs Browne, "Henry Fermenting t Debts to the Dream Songs,"

OAo ReAew, Vol.1$ (Winter 197U), 76. For an interesting tranwi^ptlon of Berryman's reading of the firA Dream Song see diffoA Aelaan's
"A Too BAef Homage to John Berryman," Chicago ReAew, VA.21* (Spring
1973 ), 121*.

2. Robert Lowell, "For John Berryman," The New York ReAew of Books,
IVIII (ApAl 6, 1972), 3.
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realizing an "animating preaence" in hie poAry may be roughly iUuArated
by looking Aosely at several exemplary poems Aich span the whole of his
career. I have chosen these four particular poems for sever A  reasons t
each reveals Berryman's major concerns and realizations at that stage of
his career; each demonArates a different Ayle, form and method; and
each may be easily coopared and contraAed Ath the other three because
the image of the dancer is impoAant to all four poems. Tha firA poem,
"Lead O A  the Wsary Dancers" (1935/ was among Berzyman's firA published

2poems. The second poem, "Canto Amor," was published aboA twAve years 
later and ooUeAed in The Digpossessed. The third poem^ is one of 
the concluding Dream Songs and comes aboA twenty years after "Canto Amor." 
And the laA poem, "King David Dances,"^ was published juA over a month 
after Berryman's death and was the flnA poem in his posthumous volume 
DAusions. Etc.

]h form and subjeA "Lead Out the Wbazy Dancers" suggeAs the 
Songs of Blake and TeAs b A  in heAtating Ayle sounds like Baily 
Dickinson. The poet-peraona wants "to know" and "to see" how life 
and expeAence are bound tOjbut delimited bŷ  art; the complete poem 
follows*

Lead o A  the weary dancers 
After the dance is d<met 
LeA oA, and poAurs them 
%der the Aable sun —

1. John Berryman, "Lead O A  the Veary Dancers," The CAumbia Review,
XVI (ApAl 1935), 23.

2. John Berryman, "Canto Amor," The Sewanee ReAew, LV (winter 191*7), 
68-70.

3. John Berryman, /^ream Song 38^, His Toy, His Dream, His ReA. 
p. 311*.

1*. John Berryman, "King David Dances," New Yorker# ZLVII 
(February 19, 1972), 1*2. See Aso DeluAons, sic. (London*
Faber and Fatter Ltd., 1972), p.70. Ëereaifter cited internally as D.E.
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The fingers thus, and hand 
lÿlifted toward the sky;
And olose the vacant eyes,
Stifle the final sigh.
And suffer me to see 
The symbol I Aall know 
Without a finger pointed.
And suffer me to go
With eyes tpon a mountain 
Immutable of height 
And mind within the eyes 
And the journey bright. 1

The simple iaidbic cadences of these traditional ballad Aansas require
little effort to hear. But unlike the simplicity of the ballad narrative,
the sense of this poem is n A  immediately understood. Its quick rhythm
stirs the reader and fulfils Teats's notion thA zbythm "prolongs the
moment of contenplation. " In the firA stanza the repetition of "leA
out" and the end-ztymea of the second and fourth lines complement the
steady iambic raster which ie eAablishing itself and draw the
reader through the poem. B A  the meter is not rigidly iambic j several
trochaic feA A  the beginning of lines two and four «Rgnai inpozbant
comments on the dance ("after the dance is done") and the dancers
("u6er the stable sun"). Other variations of raster function similarly
("s6fle the final sigh"), and the repeated phrase, "suiffer me," turns
an apoArophe iAo a question and Aresses the speaker's need for someone
to give him assuzrance. In terras of antlApated rhyme we might say thA
the second Aansa is flawed; we expect the second and fourth lines to
zbyrae ("sky" and "sigh"), b A  the third line in bAween interrupt"
Ath the near rhyme "eyes." Modsrn ears have been trained to allow
a flexibility in rhyme scheme, but when we hear a single vaziAion in
a traditional form it is difficult to accept; the variation disrupts
the antlApated flow. WS make allowances, however, for vaziatione of
noter in traditional vez*se, b A  the variations muA be used sparingly
and carefully cAoulated. The mAzio variations I have noted add to
1. Berryman, "Lead O A  the Wsazy Dancers," p.23.
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rasaning, but in the laA atanaa the polyeyllablo "Innutable" to eome 
ears might loosen too nuoh the antlApated rhythm. On the Aher hand, 
to some ears the small metAe variation of "izmutable" not only calls 
attention to the unchanging nature of the hAght of the mountain b A  
also prepares us for the relaxed rhythm of the laA line, "And the 
journey bright." The loose rhythm of tAs line is a small calcAation 
to end the poem Ath a kind ot roughness in thA the sudden loss A  a 
Arong rhythm subtly underplays the zxHoanAc expresAon of a "brigA 
journey." Tdiere the poem as a whole does seam to me to fall shoA 
of being successful is that Berryman attmqits to express a Blakean 
profunAty in too few stansas, Ath too little concreteness and Ath a 
minimum of animAion. Vhere Blake's "The Tyger" or "%e Little Black 
Boy" give us enough concreteness to hold on to as we are led into deeper 
and more complex meanings, Berryman relies too much upon vagueness to 
carry A s  deeper meaning.

B A  "LeA O A  the WSary Dancers" is n A  a wholly obscure poem. 
BAh the rhythm and the concreteness of the opening line are arresting 
and Aear, rhythm coalesces Ath meaning. The second line tells us 
thA the dancers are to be led out after the dance. Vfao the dancers 
are and A A  they dance we are not told; given the formal tone and 
imagery we can be sure thA they are not from a dance hall. Bsrhaps 
the dancers are meant to be seen as Teatsean dancers who r^resent a 
uAficaAon of boc^ and soul. In a poem published a year after "LeA 
Out the weary Dancers" Berryman would A A s e  "a young artiA beginning 
her work"*

CreAe ths bones, the akin.
And Wren the fleA is pacdced 

Carefully there, the soul 
von appear and control. 1

1. John Berryman, "To a Toung ArtiA Beginning Her Work" ColumAa 
FbAry 1936 (Mew Torki Colunhia UAverAty Press, 1936), p.11.
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But) In the ooAext of "Lead Out the Vtoary Danoere," we cannot be sure 
Aat the dancers are meant to suggeA; we only know that they have 
finished their dance. After their dance the dancers are to be led 
o A  (from Aere we are not told) and they are to be in a "poAurs” 
and "under the Aable sun.” The "Aable" sun suggeAs thA all about 
the AAue-dancers All stop as well. So the firA stanza moves from 
the aAual and immediate ("the weary dancers") to the synbolic and 
pernanmt (dancers in a "poAure" and under the "stable sun"). The 
sun (perhaps in the Blakean sense of a symbol of the imagination) 
be fixed, unchanging, reAsting motion as the dancers «Hii be, a 
juxtaposition of the timeless (held in time) and the temporal made 
timeless. %  are not meant to Asualize the poAure of the dancers;
"the fingers thus" tells us nothing. And we may wonder A y  only one 
hand is "iqdifted toward the sky." Are there still several dancers? 
Sense begins to fragment. The firA half of the poem (tbs firA two 
Aanzas) ends Ath a final injunction that the dancers be hardened into 
a form, their "vacant eyes" closed and thAr "final sigh" stifled.

The laA two Aanzas shift from the stAue-dancers to the 
poet-persona* a own concerns % he waAs n A  only "to see" b A  Aso "to 
know” the ayxdbol he has been creating. apparently the poet's 
spoArophes have all along been addressed to himself* te waits to 
lasd out the weary dancers, and te wants to poAure them. How he 
addresses someone, probAly the muss of poetry. He Ashes to be allowed 
to underAand the meaning of the symbol. The alliterAive, "suffer," 
"see," and "symbol" and the internA rhyme "me to see" force our 
AtenAon upon his intense de Are to know IntAtively the synbA as a 
phyAcA presence not merely an afbeivimage in the mind. He is 
seeking after something solid y A  infinite, something perpAually 
moving y A  staying in plaoe, something he can know "Athout a finger 
pointed." In the lines "And suffer me to see/The lymbA I shall know,"
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I tear tha echo of St. Paul, "For now we see through a glass, darkly... 
now I know In part" (I Coxinthlans 13*12). But St. Paul's acceptance 
of never really toaowlnî («nti 1 he meets God) Is n A  the Asdom of the 
young poA who is beginning his journey towards underAanding. Tha 
poet-persona is n A  deterred] he Arains after the nysteAous for he 
feels there is an "innutable" mountain of truth. B A  it is open to 
queAion Aether he aAually does know Aat he wants * his eyes are 
fixed upon a mountain rather than the mountain; and the mountAn he seeks 
to çHwb is n A  itself "iisnutAle" b A  rather "inraAAle of height."
He senses that something o A  there, though insutAle and o A  of reach^ 
is neveAbeless obtainAle. Unlike the dancers A c  are "weary" and 
are to be made durAls figures, the mountain exists and is durable.
There is a Arong suggeAion thA "a mountAn" might be a FamasA«i 
mountain of aA* the dancers are to be led o A  under an Apollonian 
sun (Apollo being the god of poAry) and the poA gases A  a mountain 
v»ntAng to know what a syAol means. Wb can be sure of Aat the poA 
wants* unlike the "vacant eyea” of the dased danoers. A s  eyas are to 
be fixed and purposeful and A s  mind is to be "Athin the eyes,"
TAs is to suggeA infusing the mind Ath the senses, a soA of reversal, 
and y A  the same no Aon, of DsAd Hume and Thomas Hobbes's prinAple 
that the senses are the source of the mind's acAAty A i A  we call 
thought; as Hobbes says, "... there is no conception in a man's mind, w A A  
haA n A  at firA, totally, or by parts, been begAten upon the organs of 
sense." (Later Berryman reflected thA among A s  Dopbomore heroes" A  

Columbia, during A i A  time "LeA O A  the Weary Dancers" was written,
David Hume "stood high" Ath him /T. & F., p,3Q^. ) It is very likely 
too that Berryman would have read Eliot on Ae met«q*hyAcA and FrenA 
symboliA poets Atm Eliot had praised fbr thAr ability to transmute
1. Hobbes, Leviathan, p.7.
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Ideaa into sensations.
"Mind slthin the eyes" of course is a variation of the "mind's 

eye"; given Berryman's interest in Teats's symbolism, he might have 
knoen Teats's essay "%nA)olism in Painting" Wiere he says that the 
"mind's eye... ommes to see a capricious and variable world, Wbioh the 
will cannot shf^ or change, though it can call it up and banish it 
again. The poet of "Lead Out the T-Jhary Dancers" considers the same 
dilemma t he sees a cxgudcious and variable wo did which he cannot shape 
or change, but feels that he can call it up and shape it. His hope is
that if he keeps his eyes upon an immutable mountain as he journeys
towards it and if he infuses his "mind within the eyes" then the
capricious and variable world he lives in may be called into some order
of being by virtue of being thought and experienced. Thus, on one 
level, the poem is about the connection between the mind's eye and 
present aqpexlence.

But "Lead Out the 'eary Dancers" is also about the mind's eye 
and the past and the individual's past ejcpezlence. Berryman's choice 
and use of particular symbols (the dancer, the sun, the sky, the mountain) 
suggests Teats's view of the power of symbols to evoke our memories whinh

Aare "a part of one great memory, the memory of Nature herself." The 
difficulty in using any symbols, as Berryman and Teats discovered, is 
that they may not evo&e anything at all; they may merely be a riddle yMmh 
the reader solves. That should be "natural" seems "unnatural"; khe 
symbols remain inert and wait to yield themselves up to a meaning. Ih 
"Lead Out the Weary Dancers," the dancers, the sun, the sky, the mountain 
(or a mountain) do not exist in themwlves, but in what th^ represent. 
Nevertheless, this is precisely the point of the poem: symbols should
be knoisa individually by the senses; and they should in turn evoke the 
"one great memory."
1. Teats, "̂ ysholism in Reinting," Essays and totroduetions, p.1$1.
2. Teats, "Magic," Essays and Introduetiwxs. p.28.
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"Lead Oat the Whary Dancers” Is only one of several poems in
iddch Berryman reveals bis early preoccupation with the relation between
life and art. Mmy of his early poems are about poets. Hart Crane,
WLlUm Blake, Edwin Arlington Robinson, or about art, "Are Poetioa"
(published in two versions ) and "To an Artist Beginning Her Vbrk." He
was a young poet learning his craft, trying to get the best of words and
the experience they express. In Love & Fame he recalls those difficult
days as an undergraduate at Columbia when he was "Nowhere":

Traitoring wor^, —  tearing my thought across 
bearing it to foes.
Two man ahead of me in line in the College Study 
about the obscurity of my *EL^y: Hart Crane*.

(L. & F.. p.29)
And later he admits "I couldn't sculpt into my helpless verse yet"
(L. & P., p.3U), but he would still search intensely at Cambridge for
strength in his verse:

Vdll I ever write properly, with passion & exactness, 
of the dsmned strange demeanours of my flagrant heart?
& be by anyone anyWiere undertaken? 
one more unanswerable question.

(L. & F.. P.21)
Mark Van Doren, idio was Berryman's fatherly mentor at Cdunbia, said
that as a student Berryman "was first and last a literary youth: all
of his thought sank into poetry, lAich he studied and wrote as if there
were no other exercise fen* the human brain. Slender, abstracted,
courteous, he loved one life alone, and walked with verse as in a trance."^
Though Berryman's poetry at times might have sounded as though he were
"abstracted" or "in a trance," he was nevertheless attempting to resolve
the manner and method of poetry with Wut he knew about expezience; he
was attempting to write "properly" but "with passion and exactness."

In the first version of "Ars Boetica," idxich appeared along
with "Lead Out the Weary Dmcers," he considers how the symbol is turned
1. Mark Vsn Doren, The Autobiography of Mark Yen Doren (Hew York t 

Haroourt Brace andt Co., 1^^}, p.211.
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Into words*
Contenporsxy timsless symbol 
Of oblivion's pacts
Betwaon nan and nan and mind and facts.
Carved ancisntly by nimble 
DhknowLng hands, thwe to stay moving 
kith no one approving 
Or aware, until
The destined head moves down the hill
mto the hollow
And words follow. 1

Again in the poem "To an Artist Beginning Her Work," published about a
year later, he advises the young artist*

Slow but a part that will 
Prepare another part.

The superstruotuzB skill
Infers, the rumored heart 

That never can be know*
And must be counted on. 2

As in "Lead Out the ktoary Dancers" the poet wants both a "oonteaporazy"
and a "timeless" presence embodied in his symbol. He understands and
counts upon the double source of the ay"bol* the individual's past
experience (the heart that %iust be counted upon") and collective past
experience (the aynbol "carved anciently by nimble/Unknowing hands,
there to stay moving"). >hrds, therefore, follow after the symbol;
words may seen to create a symbol but actually symbol-making is that stage
between experience and words.

Once again Teats'a cannants on symbols are helpful* he said that
the laws of art are "the hidden laws of the world" which "can alcsie
the imagination"; he would "cast out of serious poetry" that kind of
symbolism which is of the will alone and "seek out those wavering,
meditative, organic rhythms, which are the embodiment of the imagination."^
Though Berryman had not yet succeeded in embodying those "wavering,
meditative, organic rhythms" in his poetry, he was asking important and
1. John Berryman, "Ars îtoetlca," The Columbia Review, XVI (Ĵ nll 1935), 19.
2. Berryman, "To an Artist Beginning Her kfork," p.11.
3. Teats, "The Symbolism of Poetry," Essays and Introductions, p.l63.
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penetrating questions about his art; he was emulating great posts and
guying steadily at his stbjeot so that he night seise it, make it visible,
and add to the reader*a"stock of available reality.”

khat was true of Berryman's student poetry in 1935-36 was
almost as true of his first volume The Dispossessed in 191*8# One
reviewer suisaed up most opinions:

SuBsthing wistful and nostalgic is hiding behind a very sophisticated 
mask, as if the obligation to write aesthetically approved poetry were cynically at odds with lAat Mr, Berryman really wants to say. Some of the poems are deep, beautiful and go a l«og way; others are, 
you can't htfip feeling, deliberately foggy, without oompensating 
magic. 1

I shall discuss The Dispossessed in more detail in a later chapter, but
it is worth noting before turning to "Canto Amor" that Berryman's problem
of writing "properly, with passion and exactness" still dogs him; the
oonplex zhythnsof his experience were not̂ animating his poetry. "Canto
Amor" drew vezy different reactions from reviewers. David Daiches
said that "Mr. Berryman is less good with passion, and such a poem as

2'Canto Amor' lacks the grave quiet precision of his best work" ; Gerard 
Arevin Meyer, on the other hand, felt that "Canto Amor" is "a successful 
poem with its fine lines," and a poem wbich"rejoioes, and we rejoice with 
the poet."̂  Though I find Daiches'a criticism of "Canto Amor" self
contradictory (is "passion" to be expressed only in a "grave and quiet 
precision"?), the reader must judge for himself :

Dream in a dream the heavy soul somewhere struck suddenly & dark down to its knees.
A griffin sighs off in the orphie air.
If (Dnknown Majesty) I not confesspraise for the wrack the rock the live sailor
under the blue sea, —  yet I may You bless
always for her, in fear & joy for her 
whose gesture summons ever when I grieve me back and la my mage and minister.

1. Thomas Perril, "Some Recent Poetry," San Fiendsoo Qironicle. 
December 5# 19U6, p.19.

2. David Daiches, "kit, sense and Ibetry," Hew York Herald Tribune khelcly Book Review. November 21, 191*6, p.22.
3. Gerard Previn Meyer, "Vigorous Swimmer in the Ibetio Stream," Saturday Review of Literature. July 10, 191*8, p.21.
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—  Mumst liiose worship I may never leave
but for this pensive woman now I dare,teaoh me her praiseI with her my praise receive, -
Three years already cf the round world's war 
had rolled by stone & disappointed eyes Wien she and I cams where we were made for.
Pale as a star lost in returning skies, more beautiful than midnight stars more frail she moved towards me like chords, a sacrifice;
entombed in body trembling through the veil arm tpon arm, learning our ancient wound/ 
we see our one soul heal, recovering pale.
Then priestly sanction, then the drop of sound. Quickly part to the cavern ever warm deep from the march, body to body bound,
descend (ny soul) out of dismantling storm 
into the dazkness above the world is made.. .Come back to the bright air. Love is multiform.
Heartmating hesitating unafraidalthough incredulous, she seemed to fill
the lilac shadow with light Wierein she played,
whom sorry childhood had made sit quite still 
an orphan silence, unregarded sheen, listening for any small soft note, not hqpeful;
caricature * as once a maiden Queen, 
flowering power comeliness kindness grace, 
shattered her mirror, wept, would not be seen.
These pities nu>ved. Also above her face 
serious or flushed, swayed her fire-gold 
not early hair, now moonless to unlace,
resistless flame, now in a sun more oold great shells to whorl about each secret ear, mysterious histories, Wdte shores, unfold.
New musicsl One the music that we hear, this is the music Wiich the masters make out of their minds, profound solemn & clear.
And then the other music, in whose sake 
all men perceive a gladness but we are drawn less for that joy than utterly to take
our trial, naked in the music's vision 
the flowing oermnony of trouble and light, 
all Loves becoming, none to flag upon.
Such Mosart made, —  an ear so delicate 
he fainted at a trumpet-call, a child 
so delicate. So merdful that sight.
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80 stern, we follow rapt Wio ran a-wild*Marriage is the second music, and thereof we hear idzat we oan bear, faithful & mild.
Therefore the streaming torches in the grove 
though dark or bright, swiftly & now more near cherish a festival of anxious love.
Dance for this music. Mistress to music dear, more, that stem worries the disordered wood 
grieving the midnight of ray thirtieth year
and only the trial of our music should still this irresolute air, only your voice 
spelling the tmspeat may compel our good*
Sigh then beycxid my song * whirl & rejoice 1
Berryman's progress from "Lead Out the Weary Dancers" to "Canto

Amor" is immediately apparent) he now combines scope with a sureness of
language and rhythm idiich convey more of the ccmcrete immediacy of his
subject. There is a less obvious progress as well) we find a quite
different, more vital way of relating the symbol to experience. In
"Cantc Amor" Berryman tries a traditional form in the tersa rima; we
still hear some of the hesitating angularity of style, but now the
angularity seems functional and his control allows a few moments of
poise. When Dudley Fitts reviewed The Dispossessed he singled out
"Canto Amor" and expressed his dislike of the tersa rima, a form, he
said, "so encrusted with jewelry that it barely moves.Robert Lowell,
about sixteen years later, reacted vary differentlyt "In 'Canto Amor,*
one of his most eloquent and high-flown poems, he tried ̂ tb feel out new
styles and methods/, like Rosetti and Ibund, but with a difference, to

2adapt the speculative stile nuovo of Dante's shorter poems." Lowell
then quotes several lines from "Canto Amor" and comments:

The power of these lines comes from the difficulty of the task, the brave labor to give music and nobility to a bare archaic style, 
full of elbows,quaintness and stops. If Berryman's later work seems idiosyncratic one should remember that he had the humility
and stamina to pass all the hardest standard tests. 3

1. Dudley Fitts, "Deep in the Ihfriendly City," New York Times BookReview. Jur» 20, 191*8, p.l*.
2. Robert Lowell, "The Poetry of John Berryman," New York Review of Books, II (May 28, 1961*), 3.
3. Ibid.
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In modem Amerloen poetry we have been dubious of the possibility 
of using traditional forms successfully, but surely traditional forms can 
be remade and heard in a different way, as in Eliot's use of a kind of 
mock tersa rlma in "Little Qidding" (the passage based on the BruneJt 
àatiWB Canto of the Tnfemo). Berryman might not have been idiolly 
successful in remaking the tersa rima, but nevertheless, an originality 
breaks through. There is an argument for the order and formality of 
the form) form in -Ujis case is consonant with the speaker's attitude 
towards his subject and his experience) the hooking rhyme schamo (aba, 
bob, cdc, ete. ) affirms the harmony of the marriage he praises. But 
this is not to say that disharmony is not possible in their marriage: 
no two lines ever settle into a regular iambic, and the rbymes are 
often discordant (even the first stanza does not book surely into the 
second stanza —  "knees, confess, bless," and the very word "love" we 
would expect to rhyme reveals a diaharmony —  "thereof, grove, love," 
though, admittedly, "love" has very few rhymes —  paradoxically, this 
is the point). So "Canto Amor" is not as "encrusted" as Fitts would 
have us believe. If there is "old jewelry" it is not Dante's, but 
rather, the animation of Hopkins's "^rung rhythm" rtich we hear frwa
the opening lines:

Dream in a dream the heavy soul scxnewhere struck suddenly 8t dark down to it̂s knees.
Sounds and repetition are packed into a form) consonance and disonance
coalesce with meaning and animate feeling.

There is less aidîiguity of the poet's apostrophes than in
"Leal Out the Weary Dancers," But we find a different difficulty,
that of the surprising inversion as at the end of the following tercet:

If (Unknown Majesty) I not confesspraise for the wrack the rock the live sailor
under the sea, —  yet may I You bless....
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This kind of inversion, wfaioh would be twisted even more ma Berzyman 
developed, was to beoone his hallmark, a style idiioh attempts to create 
the "animating presence in poetry," a style Wrlch "not only expresses 
the matter in hand/ but adds to the stock of available reality" (L. & P., 
p.27). The "matter in hand" here is an address by a apeaker, like one 
of Hardy's, who is not sure that the Qcxl he addresses is there. His 
doubt is underscored, though obscurely in meaning, with the harshness 
of "the wrack the rock," and his sense of urgency is created by leaving 
out ooaauas. Disrupted syntax ("yet I may You bless") emphasises "You." 
The inversion of "You" is both revealing and jRincytional t it reveals the 
speaker's desire to believe in "You" (Wiich is now placed so as to pick 
vnp and recall "yet"), and it functions to cause the reader to readjust 
to what Robert LowaLl called a "disrupted and mended syntax."^ The 
syntax is disrupted and the reader through foroe 6f habit mends it) 
the result is a kind of "animating presence" which the reader himself 
has created. But Berryman's fullest control of the style was to come 
after "Canto Amor") he was still given to a turgid line) as Lowell says,
"at first he wrote with great brio bristles of clauses, all breaks with

2little to break off from." And we find those "brio bristles of
clauses" in "Canto Amor" a little over hulf way through t

Heartmating hesitating unafraid
although incredulous, she seemed to fill
the lilac shadow with light wherein ah* played,
whom sorry childhood had made sit quite still 
an orphan silence, unregarded sheen, 
listening for any mnall soft note, not hopeful*
caricature : as once a maiden Queen,
Aowezing power comeliness kindness grace, 
shattered her mirror, wept, would not be seen.

This has its own graces, but nevertheless gives a rather congested effect)
in the last stansa there is too much asyndeton and an effect of hurrying.
1. Lowell, "For John Berryman," p.3.
2. Ibid.
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But alMwhere there le nuoh dlerlty and energy.
Though Dudley fltte feels that "Canto Amor" is "an odd title, 

it clearly tells us that his subject is love and that he will "sing" 
("c«*to" in Spanish means 1 sing") of "love," The title not only 
esphasices the poet's timeless theme (a deep aiuor not amour), but also 
reveals how we Aould regard its method. Fitts might have been pussling 
over a single short pokm being called a "canto" when actually a canto is 
a major division of a long poem. But the title may be seen as beginning 
the poem *d*ere it ends, beyond the song) in other words, the speaker can 
express only part of the love between himself and his wife) theirs is a 
long complex relationship beyond the poem ("sigh then beyond my aong"), 
and therefore, this poem about their love is only one "canto" in a mors 
conqplex mod continuing series of "cantos." Within this single "canto" 
are shorter "cantos" or parts, five in all, so that the stanzamparts are 
arranged as follows* 1-i*, 5-9, 10-1h, 15-19, and 20-22 to which the 
concluding line-stansa should be added. The first part (1-1*) sets the 
tone and suggests that in the "canto" lAich will follow we may expect 
something deeply felt and perceived ("dream in a dream" ). Than the 
poet gives a sort of classical invocation to "God" and the muses, who 
are not so much invoked in the classical manner as dismissed for the 
praise of his wife:

—  Mises* whose worship I may never leave
but for this pensive woman, now I dare,teach me her praisej with her my praise receive. —

The second part (5-9) shifts from the present time to the past idian he 
and his wife, in fulfilling their destiny, met three years after the 
beginning of >brld War II. She was "beautiful" and "frail" and she 
brought harmony ("chords" ), but only through her life-giving "sacrifice" 
to their union. Their union overcame "their ancient wound" (the Fall), 
and they saw their "one soul heal, recovering pale," After their
1. Fitts, "Deep in the Uhfxlendly City," p.l*.
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narziage ("prlaatly sanction" ) there followed a peace in Wiioh they were 
"body to body bound") the poet's "aoul" descended "out of the dismantling 
storm/into the dazkness where the world is made." "Love is nultifozn" 
and has "nultifozmed" them into a complex haznnony. In the third part 
(10-11*), the poet continues to pzeise his wife) he says that through their 
union she seemed to protect them from death ("«he seemed to fill/the 
lilac shadow with light" ). Because of her, "mysterious histozies, ihite 
shores, unfold" to them both. Ry the end of the third part the poet begins 
to shift back to the present time and the fouzth part (15-19) begizui in 
the present* we have now "New musicsl" end the poet still enphasisas 
their continuing, hazimnious union. But, he says, their marriage uziion 
is a complex harmony, not like the simple music "lAich the masters make/ 
out of their minds;," but a complex music of feeling and mind, "the flowing 
oeremony of trouble and light,/all Loves becoming...." Their complex 
music is not merely Uie "mind within the eyes" as in "Lead Out the weary 
Dancers," but a "music's vision," "such as Mosart made," a music so 
compelling, a music "so merciful" and "so stem, we follow rapt idho ran 
a-wLld." (There is an irony in that Mosart oonpoaed music easily and 
fluidly, Wzile their "marriage music" does not come so easily). Their 
marziage music is "so delicate" mad deep that they will be able to "hear" 
only *Aat they can "bear, faithful & mild." Finally, the last part 
(20-22 and the last line-stansa) at first may seem like a logical conclusion, 
but it is less a tidying-up than it is a suggestive opening-out of a 
continuing harmony. Ws anticipate the last turn of the Wiole "canto" 
with "therefore" and we arrive at the conclusion we have anticipated *
"cherish a festival of ansd-ous love." But the poem ends with an injunction 
that the dance continue, their "flowing oeremony of trouble and light" 
described in the preceding part. His "Mistress," an «usbiguoxis epithet 
Berryman would return to in another "union" with Mistress Bradstreet, is
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the female head of their household; she is a teacher and a lover —  but 
married in this case. Only the ceremony of thair marriage dance «fill 
still the "irresolute air"; only her voice will spell the teiqpest and 
compel their good. The "canto" ends with a comsnt on the nature of 
their living experience as it relates to the song praising it: "Sigh
then beyond my song* whirl & rejoice!" Their experi&nce is frozen 
for the moment into a form but their experience will continue beyond 
the scng. No "final sigh" is stifled as in the statue-dancers of 
"Lead Out the Wbary Dancers"; theirs is a living, ever-moving, and 
continuing dance.

find a very different use of the dancer image in "Canto 
Amor" than in "Lead Out the Weary Cancers." In the earlier poem ■ 
the dancers are observed at a distance as aesthetic objects; in this 
later poem the poet's eye is upon the dance as well as the dancers, and 
the dance is an expression of their past, present, and future marriage. 
The poet and his wife's dance is both "contemporary" and "timeless," 
that Idnd of symbol that the youthful Berryman had desired, but had 
not quite succeeded in incorporating into his poetry. The dancer syxdbol 
works to suggest immediate experience and gathers about it a long 
anoest ral feeling of the marziage ceremony. Mb have a "superstructure 
ridLU" which "infers the rumored heart," the heart that can "never be 
known/And must be counted on."̂  And finally, the dance symbol is, as 
Teats said of the successful symbol, a part of "the wavering, meditative, 
organic rhythms Wiich are the embodiment of the imagination."̂  The 
marriage dance is expressive, rather than the expression itself,̂ what 
Walter Pater in a different context called "the condition of music."
The marriage dance expresses a "condition," a state of being, a "difficult
1. Berryman, "To an Artist Beginning Her Wak," p.11,
2. Teats, "The tynbolism of R>etiy," Essays and Introductions, p.l63.
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rhythm" In Wildh the poet eeneee and attenqpte to expreee hie feeling
which suzges outward but a condition lAlch suggests enveloping harmony.
The poet and his wife are priest and priestess to their om ceremony;
they offer sacrifice and enter into a ccnnusion ihich is their marriage.

In 1936, a year after "Lead Out the Wary Dancers" was published,
Berryman wrote an essay-review of Yeats's Collected HLays. Though he
reviewed the lAole collection, he considered in some detail Yeats's
six "dance plays." Berryman's approach was to recall the importance
of ritual to Yeats which should be held in raiixi as we read or see Yeats's
plays. Berryman's definition of ritual as it relates to art is
particularly revealing lAen we consider the development of his own
poetry. He took

"ritual" to signify a oode or form of ceremonies, the formal 
character imposed on any experience as it is given objective existence by the imagination working in craft; the experience 
attains independent aesthetic vitality precisely through and by its limitation. 1

This idea of the fused rvdntion between ritual and art and experl«iee
would remain an important principle throughout Berryman's criticism
and poetry. In his biograpty of Stephen Crane (1950), he compared
Crane's poetry with a primitive ritual in which the savage has a
frightening dream and goes to the medioine man for an explanation.
The medicine man direwdly appeals to the hearer's universal sense of
rhythm; "Interpretation enters the chanting, syshols are developed wnd

2 Î5connected, the gods are invoked, poetry booms." Thiŝ to speak of 
poetry in terms of essences and energiea, as Yeats did. Yeats hoped 
to squeeze man's past and his present individual experience into a 
ball of art, and this solid ball was to be held together by symbols 
which «K)uld set up reverberations of past and present experience in the 
reader or hearer. Yeats's incantory style in turn complemented the 
aymbolic essences, a style %*ere the sentences, as Danis Donogfaue says,
1. John Berryman, "The Ritual of W.B. Yeats," The Columbia Review XVII (May-June, 1936), 29.
2. John Berryman, Stephen Crane (Cleveland 1 The Vhrld Bibliahing Coiqpany, 1950), p. 273.
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"are aora raadily underabandaible If y  taka than a# rituals, prasoriptlons,
intardiotiona, than eaoular uttaranoea.”̂  All of thaaa aaqjiilanationa and
daaeriptiona go aoma distanoa towards undarstandlng a poan like "Canto
Amor" t ttaa axparianoa of tha post is slgniflad "in a ooda or font of
oaraoonias"; we have tha "formal oharaoter" of tarsa rima "imposed"
upon tha "ezparianoa as it is given objectiva axistanea by the Imagination
working in a oraft" so that "tha experianoa attains indapandsnt aaathatio
vitality preoiaaly through and by its limitation"; we have interpretation
entering the chanting as "ayidxjls are developed and ooonaeted" and tha
"gods are invoked"; and we have at times an inoantory stylei

Danoa for this muaio, MLstrass to muaie dear, 
more, that storm worries tha disordered wood 
grieving tha midnight of my thirtieth year
and only tha trial of our music should 
still this irraaoluta air, only in your voioa 
spelling tha tasgiaat may ooapal our goods
Sigh than beyond my song* idiirl & rajoioal

As I have suggested, "Canto Amor" is not all rltualistie in style or
method* Berryman's "disrupted and mended syntax”̂  depends upon the
reader's participation rather than his being msaneriaed, and the way
he uses the dance aydbol is calculated to ask the reader to ra*sasd)er
that the poet's experience is both in the poem and outside the poem.
The idiole purpose of the poesi as it moves from part to part is to
give a sense of movoaant from an invocation of the muse to a contemplation
of experience to a transformation of the oontamplation back into experience.

Neither Xaats's style nor his syidx>ls call upon such subjectivity;
his dileiiwna was either to portray experience or contemplate experianoe,
and he inclined towards the latter. In one sense all poetry is a
oontamplation of experianoe, but there is that kind of poetry which
1. Danis Donoghue, Heats (tondon* Fontana/Collins, 1971), p. 73.
2. Lowell, "For John Berryman," p.3.
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leans towards the poet's own expezlenoe and invites the reader
to partioipate in the experianoe. The more Teats used symbols the
farther he drifted sway from the experienoe. Frank Keraode sayw, for
example, that when Heats was ill it Idght have changed his character
but not his poems," and he cites Tests's diary entry in 1930 as evidence t

My oharaoter is so little myself that all my life it has 
thwarted me. It has affected my poems, ay true self, no 
more than the character of a danoer affects the movements 
of a dance. 1

Berryman however aimed at nothing less than "the reformation of the poet,
as prayer does," and this sense of the poet's experience is evident even
in so formal a poem as "Canto Amor." The poet stands in reciprocity
to his poamj his experience is in the poem and outside the poem. Hsats
recognised this truth of the nature of experianoe as it relates to art,
but his poems were more an atteapt to embody experience and as a result
they give a sense of the experienoe being in the poem alone and set at
a distance from the poet himself. Be would never say, thoufd̂  he mî dxt
imply, that the dance is beyond the poem but that the dance is the poem
itself I the poem alone proclaims the dance*

I, proclaiming that there is 
Among birds or beasts or men 
One that is perfect or at peace.
Danced on Cruaohan's windy plain.
Upon Cro-Patrlck sang aloud j 
All that could run or leap or swim 
Whether in wood, water or cloud,
Aoolaiadng, proclaiming, declaiming Him. 2

Heats of course came to stress passion as tha source of poetry, and so
would Berryman, but the difference between the two is that Berryman
would emphasise pasadon bgrond the poeat and ha would make the oonnection
between the poet and the poem clearer; his "maA" was slowly removed.
As we shall see again when we come to Keats's notion of the "chameleon
1. Trmok Karmode, Roammtic Image (New York: Vintage Books, 1957), p.?6.
2. Heats, "The Dancer at Cruaohan and Cro-Patrick" The Col^cted Ibems 

of W.B. Heats (New York* The Maomdllan Cl., 195&), p.26j.
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poet" (the poet being both in the poem and outside the poem), the poet's 
experienoe relates to end fuses with someone outside the poem.

Though lests was Berryman's avowed master, his real kindiip 
is with the Aiglish Romantic poets. (Wa should allow that Yeats oalled 

one of the "last romantics," but he has more in common with 
HLaka and with the French qyobolista, later with Dcmne and the 
Mstaphysioals, and in the end with certain Anglo-Irish Augustw poets 
like Swift and Goldsmith. ) This kinship will be discussed in more 
detail, but I cite briefly several examples from "Canto Amor."
Berryman had a special feeling for miaio, thought he himself was not 
a musician ("The only tMng % regret wore than having no sister... is 
that I have no gift myself for music"^ )• And he felt a deep kinship 
with musicians, as his poetry reflects. Bo responded to what Coleridge 
called the "mi^xtry hot magic" of muaio, and id.Aed to wits poetry that 
approached the immediacy of music. Among Berryman's favorite ooaqposers 
wore Mamart and Beethoven. Beethoven's snigmatio and complex mixture 
of tumult and serenity especially moved him, but in "Canto Amor" he 
calls up the delicate and oonplex muaio such as Mosart made. Coleridge 
wrote of Mosart and Beethoven as his kin as well, and, as Berryman seemed 
to feel, Cderldge found that their music and their composition of asisic 
expressed his own experienoe better than words. Here he coapares his 
own experienoe of cresting a poem with their experience of creating 
aaraioa

Mosart ao4 Beethoven ware in a spirit analogous to mine when I 
St once waiting for, watching, organically constructing and 
inwardly constructed by, the Ideas, the living Truths, that may 
be re-excited but cannot be expressed by kbrds, the Transcendents 
that give Objectivity to all Objects, the Form to all Images, yet 
are themselves untranelatahle into any Daage, unrepresentable by 
any particular Object.... 2

1. Howard, "kbidcy and Lak, WdLsky and Dak," p.7&.
2. Cited by Kermode, Romantic Baage. p.66.
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Kith Colexldge'e idem that the mot of ooegxoaing nnaio le that it ie
oiganierily made and not an ertefaot of the mind, we ooa eee that Wmn
Berryman ia attempting to expreaa the oMplexltiee aooh me Mosart made
in hie muaio, he ie anggeeting that the living ooaplaadty of the
Auurriage muaio” ie beyond espreaaion. Mow this eonaeotlon with
Coleridge does not make Berryman a Bomantioi dtat does help to plaoe him with
the Romantics is his attempt to express the inexpressible living Truths”
#ioh are "wntrenslstable into any Image." These truths, #iah oome out
of felt experience, are outside the poem and always beyond the possibility
of expression even in images or symbols idxioh appeal to our senses.
Music and the dance are images or dynamio symbols, but because of thair
immediate appeal to our assises are themselves expressive, though not
definite expressions, of the inexpressible. T)ei ijmaii was caught in
the sssM dilemma of resolving symbol and experience as Heats. John
Bsyley has said that Heots's great difficulty was "how to retain 'the
indefiniteness of saisie* in addition to mê »i*wc scsaettalng"̂  f but Berryman
wanted more than the Indéfinitesiass of music and — in his symbols;
he was attempting nothing less than making experienoe a living presence.
It is of course am impossible notion and while he realised that it was,
nevertheless, he seeamd to strive after breaking down the limitations of
language. It is as though he would break through the words and symbols
to "seise" and to "̂ make visible" experience itself. Again Coleridge is
enlightening on the expressive and "transluoent" aysbol Berryman wantedi

... a symbol... is dxaracterised by a tranaluoence of the special in 
the individual, or of the general in the special, or of the universal 
in the general; above all by the transluoonee of the eternal through 
and in the temporal. It always partakes of the reality which it 
renders IntelllglMe; and idiile it enunciates the idwle, abides as 
itself a living part in that unity of idxich it is representative. 2

The kind of expressive ayWaol Berryman atteapts in "Canto Amor" is not 
merely, as he had advised an artist beginning her work twelve years before,
1. Bayley, The Boiaantic Survival. p.1l8.
2. Samuel Tao^or Coleridge. The CcagOete Vbxks. I. ed. V.Q.T. Shedd

(New York, 1853-5U), pp.ijt-i8. -------
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a "part that «Ul/Prepars another part" idiloh IxapUea "the rumored 
heart, but rather, a symbol iddoh "partafcee of the reality Wtloh it 
raoiare Intelligible." The euooeee or failure of an expressive 
symbol not only depends upon the sensitivity and peroeptivenese of 
the reader, but also upon the poet's ability to find the transluoent 
"omtemporary" and "timeless" symbol ibich brings the reader into the 
experienoe that is in the poem and that is outside the poem. The 
symbols in a poem, in abort, as Archibald MaoLeidi said of the idiole 
poem, "should not mean but be."

It is obvious that the symbol will not instantaneously dissolve
into most readers' experienoe. Musio and the danoe, for exapple, mill
register differently in the ndnde and expexianoes of different readers.
The poet may in part overcome these limitations of language and
perception by enacting the gnmbol, that is, by bringing the gymbol
into a ooalescenoe of rhythm, feeling and meaning. The expressive
aovmaents of the dance and the power of aaisio may never be fblly enacted
or played In words, but through a selective emphasis the poet may suggest
the rise aaxl fall of the dancer's feet and in effect imaginatively
project the experienoe. Winifred Nbwottny, in describing Eliot's
use of the danoer in Eliot's "East Coker," makes precisely this points

The poet sets himself to blur the distinction ̂ jSetwaen the oiroling 
of the dance and the rising and falling of the dancer's feej^, 
insisting by all means at his diaposal that these two movements 
are inextricable from one another and that each is the sane as 
something further and that all the movements executed In the poem 
evince the circular pattern, 'In my end is my beginning... In ay beginning
is iqy end' and that this ratifies the vision that all experience aaxl all
history point to Gk)d, and that the danoe is the exsnyplar of the 
pattern that runs through the whole life. kbat makes it possible 
for the danoe to act as the centre of wSHanSng circles of meaning 
is that the poet has used pattern aaxl aahiguity to overcome the 
difficulties which a logical statement of susA a point of view would 
present. In the dance passage it becomes particularly clear that 
the poet in his writing can make use of the difference (wbidr, in 
reading, we do not consider) between a real object and a merely 
verbal object.... Ih short, Eliot's suooess with this aysbol is 
possible because the dance in the poem is a verbal objective

1. Berryman, "To An Artist Beginning Her Wbrk," p.11.
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selectively treated —  not an <*jeot in the world outside the poem 
or in our perception of that world, nor even in whdb we might think 
of as a sort of mental aegiater of word meanings in whieh we turn 
up the|!̂ dsoce'. 1

In "Canto Amor" Berryman manages soauthing nearly like this description
of Eliot's symbol of the danoer. Berryman tries to overcome the difficulties
of trying to express idiat a logical statamant idU not aJlow. The last
two stansas have an unbroken syntactical oonnection which draws us into
the idiraaea which rise and fall as movaaents ("Dance for this music.
Mistress to muaie dear,^aore," g&g. ) and then move into wider circles «

and only the trial of our muaio should 
still this irresolute air, only your voice 
filing the tempest nay compel our good#
Sigh then beyond my song i lAiirl & rajoioel

Hare Berryman "madces us think" as Nowottny says of this kind of dynamio
symbolism, "we see something important and meaniogfUl 'in' his ayiËbols,
without our noticing that it was he id» put that something into the
setting of the aysbol and into the language by which it is presented,"^
a language wbioh is**poised between the figurative and the real."^

So in a poem like "Canto Aa»r" Berryman is beginning to "seise"
his subject and to "make it visible"; he offers the reader the "language
of experimioe" (not Wbrdssorth's language of "amn iprmMng to man") as
he said he wanted to do in 19i«0. But it was not until The Dream Sonss
that Berryman fully realised the vitality in poetry he sought. Tha
context of dreams wfaioh are apread over a period of eleven years is
all iiqportant, for his "disrupted and mended syntax" becomes functional
and convincing and his ayidxrls are dynamically intexwrelated sc that he
finally orchastrates the "difficult rhythms" of a persMiality. The
real benefit of using dreams is that disrupted ayntax and dynamio syWbol
seem to flow out of the experienoe as it happens or is reenacted. I
1. V&nifred Nowottny, The Language Poets Use (London# The Athlona 

Press, 1965), PP.17Ït>79. ---------
2. , p.l 79.
3. I^d., p.l8it.
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say "aaams" baoauaa all of tha Songs arc raflsotlons upon tha past,
but baoauaa of tha intanalty and oondansing nature of dreams the
axpazlonca seems In effeot to be relived. Wb shall see just how
Henry's "experienoe" in dreams ooaes to life in a later otaapter, but
for the moment let ua owtinua with a Song ibioh will relate to tha
pomaa I have disousaed idiioh will serve to illustrate another great
contraotion in Berryman's apaemodio oareer.

Near the end of The Dream Songs the following "danoer" Dream
Song begins to oonolude Henxy's eleven year journey (Berryman said that
this danoer Song was one of the three oonoluding poems^ ) t

At Henry's bier let aam thing fall out well* 
enter there none who somewhat has to sell, 
the musio anoient & gradual, 
the voioes sblemi but the grief subdued, 
no hairy jokes but everybody's mood 
subdued, subdued,
until the Danoer oomes, in a short short dress 
hair black & long & loose, dark dark glasses, 
uptilted face,
pallor & strangeness, the musio changes 
to 'Give!' & Ow%' and howl the muaio changes, 
she kidcs a backward limb
on tiptoe, pirouettes, & tbm is free
to the knocking musio, sails, dips, &
returns to the terrible gay
occasion hopeless & mad, dhe weaves, it's hell,
she flings to her head a leg, bobs, all is well,
she dances Henry away.

(The D.8. VII, 382)
The distinct differences of style and form that a comparison

of "Load Out the Waary Dancers" and "Canto haor" are no less apparent
in ooDparlng them with Dream Song 382. I.A. RLohards has said that
"there oan be little doubt that historically Jâatrÿ... has been closely
associated with dancing and that the oonneotions of the two still hold."^
The sense of slow and quick movement, the variations within the slowness
and the "sudden bursts and accelerations"^ MLohael Dennis Browie finally
1. Martin Berg, "An Interview wl^ John Berryman," The Mlnneaota Dailv.

January 20, 1971, p.10,
2. I.A. Richards, M neiples of Literary Criticiam (London t Routledgeand Kagan Fisol p.111.
3. Browne, "Henry Fermenting i Debts to the Dream Scaigs." p.76.
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heard in The Dream Songe are the very stuff of this Song, the connection
between dance and mater still holds. Uisre rhythm in "Canto Amor"
coalesces with meaning and feeling only at certain points, rhythm here
is the meaning; the symbol is not as important as the rhythmio means
by idiieh it oomes to life. The opening line does not indicate the
intensity which will follow; an almost casual prose rhythm, "At Henry's
bier let something fall out well," eases the reader into the "dance."
Then the eeoond line tightens, the diction and syntax are disrupted,
"Enter there none idio soneWiat has to sell." The syntax is not disrupted
enough to fragment meaning entirely, but syntax is varied just enough bo
emphasise "none" (rather than "none let there enter there"). Those #o
"sell" something so unspecified and indeterminate as "somewhat" are
not allowed at Henry's bier. The heavy, somber mood at Henry's bier
is drawn out in slow rhythms and sonorous sound*

the music anoient & gradual, 
the voices solemn but the grief subdued, 
no hairy jokes but everybody's mood subdued, subdued ...

At first it might seem that "anoient muaio" is an attempt to conjure
up music siiqily by naming, but the "timeless" and "oontenporary" symbols
of musio are subtly and selectively played out at Henry's bier ("bier"
of course ̂  calculated to conjure up an association of ancient burial
rites, like those in Odysseus' time —  Odysseus is mentioned in the
following Song 383). The Aifted ayntax slows the somber pace as
adjectives follow noons —  "music ancient & gradual," "voices solemn,"
and "grief subdued" —  and meaning and feeling hover in the sonorous
repeated rhymes "subdued," "mood/subdued, subdued." Then the second
stansa bursts and accelerates the music; monosyllabic words, repetition,
short vowels, clustered consonants, and no commas to break the rusĥ
all move rapidly with the Dancer In a short short dress." we were
not able to visualise the dancer in "Lead Out the Weary Dancer," but
here a paced lingering in consonant "1 ' s" hold together a sensuous image *
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"hair black k long & looaa." And than tha rhylte ohangaa to a quidc 
pace to aaphaflaa tha ayataxloua nature of the figure in "dark dark 
glaaaea." The afaifta in rhythm from rapid to alov anticipate the 
mcvmmanta of the dancer; the "muaio ohangeaAo 'Cdvel* It 'OvI*" and 
then the colloquial and comic counterpoint, "and howl," at least one 
"hairy joke." The "muaio changes" again and leads into the third stansa 
as the danoer "kicks a baoksard limb," she slows "on tiptoe" and she 
"pirouettes"; then moves almost breathlessly to "the knocking music" 
as *e "sails, dips" and Ae "flings to her head a leg, bdbs" but 
"all is well" as "she dances Henry away."

Though the form is formal in that it fbllows the stansaic and 
accentual pattern cf pcmoiically all of the other Dream Songs, we find 
a fluidity and sursness here that are absent in "Lead Out the Whary 
Dancers" and only half realised in "Canto Amor." Ih The Dream Songs 
Berryman is no less concerned with craft, "1 perfect my metres/until 
no mosquito can get through" (The D.S. VU, 297), but where before he 
had attempted to pour new expression into old forms, in The Dream Songs he 
has made "new forms in which anient thouid̂ t appears" (The D.S. VII, 282); 
we witness to his "scrubbing the multivarse with dasalsd thought” ("Ae 
D.S. VI, 177).

As I have noted, Berryman saw the stansaio structure of each 
of The Dream Songs as a sort of "three part sonnet," but the form is 
iK>ra flexible than that ooaĝ arison indioates. The meter, which is 
accentual and sesaas to owe somatiiing to Hopkins's "aprung rhythm," 
determines each stansa'e structure, the accents generally following a 
553553 pattern. The regularity of the short third and sixth lines make 
the stansa seem like a static ujwastxy but in practice they serve ma apring 
boards into the next two long lines as often as they bring the long lines 
around into a short summary. The rhyme schane is even more flexible 
than the accentual meter: very few Songs have exactly the same rhyme
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•ohamej there is free use of near rhymes, and oonsoaaatal and assonantal
rhyme, or, rhyme might break down altogether. Berryman awAnomledged
that *rlM is a powerful tool" and said that in The Dreaar Songs "the 
notion is to preserve an impression of kLm over the three stansas but 
without any actual rime at all, even internal rlne,"̂  Of sour se actually 
there is rhyme; what Berryman sesaas to mean ie that tha rhyme sohaaw varies 
for each Songi "... in mj Songs the rime business is incidental, and it 
all depends on how things go." How things did go in many Songs seam 
considered and functional, and the "dancer" Dreaai Song la a good example.
In the following scheautic pattern, the rhymes seem to stack up at first 
and suspend the sdbjeot; then the rhyme breaks dowo and opens out, but 
finally, rhyme takas hold again and rounds out the whole Song. (I have 
italicised the near rhymes )i 

a c

f I
b d
b e

The different slow-quidk movements of the rhythms seem to have dictated 
the rhyme snhmee. In the first stansa the rhythm and mood are slow and 
regular and so are the rhymes. In the second stansa the dancer c<mes; 
at first the description of the danoer suspends the steady mood of the 
first stansa and rhyme continues to coiqtlewent the mood (ooo). But the 
off rhymes begin to move, as it were, with the frantic movwrnnts
of the dancer, until finally the rhyme breaks down altogether (dde, and 
"e" does not rhyme). Lr the last stansa the changing movcmsnts of the 
dancer are again coiylswsntsd by rhyme but in this case the bobbing weaving 
movements of the dmcer are held in a harmony by the regular rhyme.
The union of Henry and the Dancer is complete and held in poise that 
not only rounds out the stansa but also the poem (gaag) mid the
1. Bisson, "My Vldskers Ilyi An Interview with John Berryman," p.l5.
2. Ibid.
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rhyme# recall the beginning of the poem ("well" In fact la repeated, 
and ewphaaiiea that it ia "well" that Henry wonts to be, but it is 
"hell" trying to be "well"). Henry not so much learns soawthiog as 
he beoomes.

Without paying full attention to the meaning of Dream Song 382
the form and rhyme of the Song are aoooopllsfansnts in themselves. But
if we are to attemipt to consider the rich of this Song we must
consider it in tha li^xt of the previous Songs, rsmssbsring that The
Dream Songs is one whole poem and that the association of dreams is a
ruling principle. In the first lias, for exaople, "let soma thing
fall out well" echoes the very first Dream Song "nothing fell out as
it might or cught," and it reveals the progress Henry has amde in
overcoming his petulant, "huffy" attitude; now he is "subdued" and his
attitede is xaore mature. But rather than give a itpe by liw exegesis
of the Song, I Aall ooncantrate more on the Danoer as I have in "Leal
Out the Waary Danoers" and "Canto Amor." The danoa and the dancer recur
enough in Henry's dreams to be expressive of a general desire for universal
and individual harmony and wholeness. Be senses a harmony about him,
but he cannot quite assimilate it into his own experience; "good %rlng/
returns with a dance and a sigh" (The D.S. II, 27), but Hanry M w i r
is "at odds with de world & its god" (The D.S. I, 5). Sis great need
is to somehow merge with and feel a part of the universal iduxle t Dante
and Rimbaud could rely on a whole, "definite universe" (The D.S. VII, 3U8);
but Henry cannot; he senses that he is part of a TMiT'nel dance but all
else about him seems to batter so much that the dffvrv of the seasons is
not suffioient harmony. He is more like Odysseus tied to the mast
listening to the Sirens#

Dance in the gunwales to idiat they cannot hear 
my lorn man. I bear every piece of it.

(The D.S. VI, 21*3)
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The danoe Hanry deairas most la with a woman through idioa and with idiom,
he hopes, a union will bring some harmony to hia fragmented life. Tha
obvious expression of this union is sexual and innature i

Le*a do a hoedown gal, 
one blue, one shuffle, 
if them is all you seen to rdqulre.

(The D.S. I, 2)
But such a union "requires" more than a "hoedown"} if a woman ia a "gal"
she becomes femme fatale

Come & dance, Houaman'a hopeless heroine bereft of alls I take you in me arms 
burnt cork....

(The D.S. 71. 205)
If his dance, his "marriage music" as in "Canto Amor," ia to mean something,
if Henry is to know a lasting harmony, then hia commitment to his wife
must be total. He makes the commitment and the union produces a child;
"her blood" combines with Henry's to produce a "little thing"%

It all went better, mingling, and Little sprang out.The parking-lot tilted & made dance, 
ditching Jesuits. The sun gave it a glance and went about St about.

(The D.S. VI, 186)
Henry, his wife, and their child make a harmonious danoe and their harmony 
seems to merge with a wider harmony as the sun gives them a glance and 
goes "about St about."

But the dance in Henry's dreams suggests more than a marziage 
dance. He advises young academios, idio are gathered at a Modem Language 
Association convention at Chî t̂maa, to forget their footnotes and "danoe 
around Mary" (The D.S. II, 35) ("Mary' is asbiguous, however, because the 
wife of one of the professors at the convention is named Mary. ) But 
the danoe with Mary is a passing reference; Henry is far more concerned 
about his dance of death. The chill of death causes him to dance "in 
his snow/waking, perspizing" (The D.S. 7, 1i*1 ); but he hopes to be reborn
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out of hia death ritual# "Hanry aporinga youthfhllap/ïn hi# adLx-byv-two 
like a danoer" (The D.S. 71, 16U). SLniles and #y#dx)la of the danoer 
beooma a reality by the end of The Dream SOnga, and all of the meanlnga 
of the danoer fold into the final danoer Song; the danoer, Hanry, and 
the danoe becona one. Vhan the Danoer "dances Henxy #n#ay," the aysbol 
of the Danoer has bean expezlanoed in suoh a way as to suggest a stataaiant 
of what his experienoe and hia art have done for him; in effeot, Wien 
the Danoer danoes Henry away, he is saying, "I oreate wy art and my art 
creates me." The "pallor & strangeness" of the Danser*# dead face is 
the paradoxioal faoe that Falter and Teats used as representing "Wxat is 
most 'vital* in art,"̂  the rsoonciling physical pressnoe of life in 
death and death in life. But Berryman's danoer not only tuzna in her 
narrow circle ; A e  is not tmly visualised as a union between body and mind, 
but she also readbes out to anbraoe the man W »  dreams of her. She at 
once casts her deadly spell like Keats's "La Belle Daaaa Sans Merci" and 
gives new life; there is no reason to know, in Teats's phrase, "the 
danoer from the danoe"; we are the danoe and the paradoxioal dancer's 
rbythau# are within us, the *rhythBd.ĉ ;>honic 'deep structures' of 
experience," as Christopher Middleton says. Hart Crane, a poet whose 
poetry Berryman would have knom well, coaqprasses the whole notion into 
several lines#

... the padded foot 
Within, — I heard it; 'til its rhythm drew 
— Siphoned the blade pool from the heart's hot root; 2

Having been draw to "the heart's hot root" the Muse is invoked, and when
she oomes die inapiras both dread and joy. Robert Craves is another poet
dxma Berryman admired greatly —  "one of the ahrewdest, craaiest, and
most neglected students of poetry."^ Craves has described the invocation
1. Kermode, Honantie Ima#». p.6$.
2. Hart Grans', Tlw Comxilew Rxew and Selected Letters and Fro as of

Hart Crane, ed. Brom Waker (Wew York# Anchor Mocks, p.f2.
3. Jobn berryiaan. Stephen Crane (New York t The Wbrld Publishing 

Conpany, 1950), p.273.
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of the Mase me a religious invocation and suggesta that she would look
something like Henry's Dancer* "The function of poetry is religious
invocation of the Muse; its use is the experience of mixed exaltation
and horror that her presence excites."Originally," Graves says
later in The Vfaite Godntess, "the poet was the leader of a totem-society

2of religious dancers." Henry in his dreams is compelled to oall iq*
the complex ẑ iythms of "ancient longings" (The D.S. VI, 2̂  ̂); his ancient
longings as a poet compel him to follow the terzifying gaiety of the
dance; the Dancer comes in a musio "ancient & gradual" (The D.S. VII, 382).
Now he has been "suffered" to see the symbol he knows.

The potion of poetry as "religious invocatiai" informs Berryman's
posthumous volume Delusions, Bto. as well. One of the epigraphs indicates
once again that Berryman still believed in poetry's aiming at "the
reformation of the poet, as prayer does"* "On parle toujours de 'l'art
religieux.' L'art est réllgieux." But now God is at the center of
Berryman's poetry; Wrereas before the Muse was the high priestess of
his monastery and he addressed God as an "Bhknown Majesty." like
Qulstopl^er âaart, idio came to devote all of his energy to writing
religious poetry, Berryman earns to be more of a religious poet, or,
more accurately a poet who wrote about God and addressed God. He did
not pray in public with Smart's fervor nor was he ccnndtted to a madhouse,
but the parallels between them are illuminating. ânart took very literally
the injunction to "pray without ceasing" and he increasingly was given to
praying at ang time so that finally he was committed. Mrs. Thrale, who
very likely relies tqpon Dr. Johnson's reports, suggests sn interesting
view of Snart's religious "madness" *

Vhile Kit Snart thought it his duty to pray in Secret, no living 
creature knew how mad he was; but as soon as the Idea struck him 
that every time he thoughtof praying. Resistance against that

1. Robert Graves, The Wiite Goddess (London* Faber and Faber Ltd., 
1961), p.lU.

2. Ibid., p.1*22.
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divine Inpulse (as he thought it) was a Crime* he knelt down 
in the Streets & Assaably Rooms, and idierever he was Wien the 
thought 'crossed his mind —  and this indeoorous oonduot obliged 
his FrL«r Is to place him in a Confinement Wience many mad as he 
remain excluded, only because their Delusion is not known. 1

"Madness" sod its related manifestation "delusion," of course hover
about Delusions, Etc. like Mrs. Thrale*s inplioation that "much
madness is divinest sense" Berryman was clearly meaning to imply the
same divine madness for his volume; another of his epigraphs tells us
so from the outset*

Aad indeed if Eugene Irténev was mentally deranged everyone is in 
the same oase; the most mentally deranged people are certainly 
those Wio see in others indications of insanity they do not notice 
In themselves.

(D.E., p.vii)
But unlike Skaart's "delusion," Berryman was concerned with the "delusion"
that the existence of God is scientifically pror'able* "I don't think,"
he says of the idea of God's universal presence, "there's a molecular
chance of that." Nevertheless, after having lusknowledged this impossibility,
he still believes that the dùusion is worthwhile *

Thsnk heavens 
Millions agree with me, or mostly do, 
and have done ages of our human time, 
among Wiom were & still are some very sharp cookies.
I don't exactly feel missionary about it, 
though it's very true I wonder if I should.
I regard the koye Wio don't buy this m  deluded.
Of course they regard me no doubt as deluded.
Okay with msj

(D.E.. P.68)
More pertinent to my discussion here is the parallel between

2Gmart's great poem "Song to David" and Berryman's "King David Dances"
Wiioh is the final poem of Delusions, Etc. and ends the volume with the
1. Cited by Christopher Devlin, Poor Kit Smart (London* Rupert Hart-Davls,

1961), p.80.
2. In his "Note" to The ^roossessed (p.vii), Berryman used a line from 

Smart's "Swg to In one of his poms* "'Sweet Wien the last
arrive' in 'A Winter-Piece to a Fziend Away' is from the great mad 
poem of Skaart," Berryman informs us.
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suggestion of m eoeeio dsnoe. It would serve no purpose to coopéré
the two poems I aaert's eong is much longer and mors aWxiticas than
Berryman's short lyric. %at is striking is that both poets seamed
to feel a great kinship with King David. To Start, King David was a
personification of the greatest religious poet; Berryman, on the other
hand, chose to asphaaiee the hell in King David's life and his dance
before the Lord. Both poets probably felt a kinship with David for
similar reasons. Smart's feeling towards David is best summarised in
his eatblasoned final line "DETERMIN'D, DAR'D, and DONE" and Berryman would
have been dram to that assurance as well. But ether of David's virtues would
have appealed to Berryman mores those of his terrible honesty and his vdH to
struggle ever onwards thrcugd» catastrophic events, any one of Wiioh would
have destroyed a lesser mam. Hut better smoaazy of these qualities than
Thomas Carlyle'st

The greatest of faults I would say, is to be eonscious of none.
Headers of the Bible above all, one would think might know better.
Hu> is called there 'the man according to God's own heart'? David, 
the Hebrew lOLng, had fallen into sins «aou^j blackest crimes; 
there was no want of sins. And thereupon the unbelievers sneer 
and ask. Is this your man according to God's heart? Their sneer,
I must say, seams to ms but a shallow one. Hut are faults, Wwt 
are the outward details of a life; if the imsr secret of it, the 
remorse, temptations, true, often.»baffled, never' ended struggle of 
it be forgotten? ... David's life and history, as written for us in 
those maalrne of his, I consider to be the truest eadalam ever given 
of man's moral progress and warfare here below. All earnest souls 
mill ever discern in it the faithful strugĝ Le of an earnest human 
soul towards Wut is good and best. Struggle often baffled, sore 
baffled, down as into entire wreck; yet a struggle never ended; 
ever, idth tears, repentance, true unconquerAle purpose, begun 
anew. 1

King David was Berryman's kind of hero; the strug|^ to survive one's faults 
and "falls" with dignity and pirpose a^hdd't wreck and ruin is no less 
Henry's.

It would be tempting to identify Berryman himself with David, 
as it was for sons reviewers vAan the poem appeared in the posthumous
1. Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-Wbrship. V^.5, The kbrks 

Csrlvla (London* Chapmen and Hall Ltd., 1897), pp.U6-i*7.
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volun».̂  a%t dearly the poem is a dramatic monologue epden by King
David, and unlike "Lead Out the Vhary Dancers," "Canto j&mor," and
even in a way "Dream Song 382," there is no sanse of John Berryman the
poet present in the poem. Vie hear a new style (Hanry had said near
the end of The Dream Songs, "I will not come again/or not come with this
style" /%e D.S. VU, 37^)i Berryman's new style, iddoh began with
Love ti Fame, is a style of a "nedy simple heart” (D.B«.p.5U)t so that
it is not difficult to hear the almost traditiond English voice of "Ung
David Dances":

Awars to the dry throat of the wide hall in the world,
0 trampling eapires, and mine one of them,
and mine one gross desira against His sij^,
slaughter devising there,
some good behind, ambiguous ahead,
revolted songs, a pierced eon, bound to bear,
add hypocrites amongst idolators,
mookt in abysm hy one shallow wife,
with the ponder both of priesthood & of State
heavy upon me, yea,
all the black same I dance ny blue head off 1

(D.B., p.70)
Thie one eeotence lyric has a good measure of the insistence, 

power, contrd and even the scent of sublimity of Hilton's grand style 
1& Hwsdise Lost. Perhaps "sublimity" is too large a word for sc short 
a lyric as "King David Dances," but it is certainly a prdode to larger 
considerations of King David's past, present, and future, a suspended, 
iddrling moment of the gamut of hie experience, similar' to the notion 
of a "canto" of "Canto Amor" lAiah suggests the complex rhythms of a 
^aartiage music." In Hilton's daring opening to Rmrmdise Lost (Berryman 
had agreed with most opinions many yeara before that Milton waa "the 
supreme master of syntax"^), the verb is the key to the eantence. Hrat 
Mwbthew Arnold said of Hilton's opening lines applies as well to Berryman'i
1. See Larry Vanaft, "BerryMn's Most Bright Cmdle," Parnassus, I 

(FaU-Vdnter, 1972), 187. --------
2. Berryman, "The Ibetry of Eara Pound," p.388.
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So chazy of a aentamo# is ha ^kltoj^, so raaoluta 
not to let it esoiqpe him till he has oromded 
into it all he can, that it ie not till the 
thir ,y-ninth word in the sentence that he 
will give us the key to it, the word of 
action, the vert. 1

Berryman's vert comes at nearly twice the distance, the seventy-fourth
word. Though the real turn of the poem is "yea," we do not know,
except for the title, that King David is dancing, and in fact we do not
know that King David ie qpeddLng until the seventy-third word. In 1969
Berryman said that he had been tranalating Sophocles and he gave the
following account of Sophocleat verae-sentences, which in idea aound
similar to Arnold's description of Milton's periodic sentence t

... to mount one of those ̂ 96phooles's^ sentences —  it's 
scary, because you can see the period way down at the end 
of the third line, or the sixth line. Tou hare to get on
top of that sentence and ride it down. 2

In a sense we must "ride down" "King David Dances," but the eeneation ie
more one of being caught in the animations of the dance before we realise
we are in the dance; the sensee, to remmmber Hume's point about the
smoees being the basis of thought , are played upon before the lAole
thought takes hold. And the dance in effect is enacted in the rhythm
as in "Dream Song 382" and in part in "Canto Amor." Rhythm even takaa
precedence over imagery. The first line, "Aware to the dry throat of
the wide hell in the world" is a striking image, but thereafter, factual
descriptions come to life in the rhythm.

Before we turn to the simple and ooaplex rhythms of the poem,
we should recall the eventa surrounding King David's dance before the
Ark of the Covenant. To the Hebrews the Ark was the visible symbol
and the actual vehicle of the abiding preaenee of lahweh; where the Ark
was lahweh was. Not long after David had established himself in Jerusalem,
1. Cited by Christopher Ridce, Milton's Qrend Style (Londont Oxford 

%iiversity Press, 1963), p.28. The passage tron Arnold may be found 
in John Bryson, ed. Matthew Arnold* Raetry and Pkrose (London*
Rupert Hart-Davie, 1^%), p.j05.

2. McClelland, et.al. "An Interview with John Berryman," p.8.
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now the oapltal city, he eent for the Ark of the Covenant ehloh waa
in Rirjath-jearim lAere it had been left and negleoted for a generation.
The oooaaion for bringing the Aik to its permanent home in Jerusalem
waa both political and religious ("the ponder both of priesthood & of
State" as Berryman aays)t King David wished to celebrate the defeat cf
several enemies and to establish Jerusalem as the "City cf David," and
he wished to honor and give thanks to God who had blessed the Hebrews
in their battles. It was one of David's greatest dsys and is recounted
in II Samuel 6t 12-11* i

And David want and brought up the axk cf 
God from the house of Obed-edom into the 
city of David with joy. And it was so, 
that lAan they that bare the ark of the 
Lord had gone six paoes, he saoilfloed an 
ox and a failing. And David danced before 
the Lord with all his might; and David was 
girded with a linen ephod.

Vhen David's wife Michel saw "King David leaping and dancing before the
Lord," aha "despised him in her heart" (she is the "one shallow wife"
*Ao "mockt in abysm"). Michel's objection to King David's dance is
not altogether clear, but apparently she cbjacted to David's unkingly
conduct cf dancing "with all hia might"; she seemed to object most to
his nakedness in front of "the handmaids of his servants." (Evidently
David's "linen ephod," a loose priestly garment, was lAirled up in his
dance so that he indecently ezpoaed himself. ) But David's great day
was not to be marred, and he replied, "It was before the Lord," or in
Berryman's phrase "all the black same I dance my blue head off"; King
David had no thought of himself, he was honoring God. The implications
that Berryman manages to pack into "black" and "blue” are noteworthy*
David's dance is "black" because in his wife's view he was unkingly, but
"black" refers also to the "dry throat of the wide hell in the world";
"blue" of course suggests that he will dance till he ie "blue in the
face" end refers to his own "blue-blood" as King (Qirist was to be his
descendant).
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la I have auggeated, "King David Danoes" cornea to life in it#
rhythm. The pace in tha long and abort curves of the lines bringfths
rsadsr into the dance. There is no description of King David himself
as in "Dream Song 382"; his dancing "with all his might" tcod his "leaping
and HmnMng before the Lord" are the poem itself. Unlike the early poem
"Lead Out the Weary Dancers" the dance ie not talked about, the "eyabcl"
is not desired; Berryman has learned that symbols ahonld appear to flow
out of experience, and David's dance is meaningful because it is something
he does rather than the poet's imposition of a eyuAol. Throughout
Delusions, Eto. experience is mainly a dance before God, a dance in iddch
the poet hi meal f not only wishes to honor God, but also, like the Dancer
lAo dances Henry away, wlehes fcr God to dance him away. From the very
first ^dgraph, lAioh is taken from Matthew 11 tlT̂ the 1611 King JmMS
version, the poet is trying to reverse *Aat Christ said in a parable t
"lA haue piped vnto you, and ye bane not danced* we haue mourned vnto
you, and ye haue not lamented." Several verses before,Christ had said
(again in the 1611 version)*

Hee that hath eares to heare, let him hears.
and then he oonpareol the present generation to sulky children playing a
game of marriages and funerals, but who shout to others that they were
not playing the game right*

But lAeraunto shall I liken this generation?
It ia like vnto children, sitting in the markets, 
and calling vnto their fellowes.
And saying, we haue piped vnto you, and 
ye haue not danced* we haue mourned vnto 
you, and ye haue not lammted.

Christ suggesting that He had played His music and the listeners had
not heard. So it was that King David had "heard" God and was responding
to what he heard by dancing (we remember that Berryman said that "the poet
has listened to life, so to «peek, and he tella us that vAich he heara"  ̂).
1. Berrymm, "The Raetry of Eara Round," p.389.
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And so, too, Berryman wants hia readers and hearers to "hear" lAat 
King David heard.

The consonant yoking of phrases and the pace of meter begin 
the dance in the first line *

Awb^ to l3ie th^at oî tfie w(de h^l 1a tJto wo^d.
The "w" and "r" consonants subtly harmonize the lAole line; the pattern 
of the two eonaonants illustrates how the sounds and words dissolve into 
each other (w,r,r,r,w,w,r). The meter rises and falls sharply; the 
alternating pyrÂcs and spondees ("to the dfy th^at of the %d^ he]6) 
give a sharper sense of a knocking movement than a. straight iambic line 
could. The first line moves steadily without a pause; then the second 
line varies the paoe as the line pauses midwayt "0 trampling of empires, 
and erne of thm." Again the units are harmonized, "trampling of 
empires" and "mine one of them." And so one might continue to illustrate 
each line; but the overall, undulating movement of the poem is my 
concern and peihaps the quickest way to illustrate this movement is with 
horizontal lines lAioh represent the phrasal units and vertical lineŝ  
lAioh represent the pauses; thus the lAole poem may be seen to be a 
series of long and short dancing movements *Aioh do not stop completely 
until the end of the poem and lAioh will continue, as King David implies, 
beyond the poem*
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Thie linear hieroglyph of the poem is meant to be dissolved back into the 
whirling dancing movement of the poem lAere rhythm coalesces with meaning 
and experience. In "King David Danoes," the man "according to God's own
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heart" ia in aooord with hia Qod and the poet’s art is in aoeord with 
the experienoe of the man it describes} the danoe, as Coleiidy said 
of the "translusoent" symbol, "partakes of the reality it renders 
Intelligible."1

At the «3d of his essay &n ibtmd's poetry* Berzyman oonoluded,
o"let us listen to his music." This is lAat I have attempted to hold in

mind, to listen to Berryman's "musio." An analysis of four poems which
are meant to be representative of a long career, ie suspect to a tidiness,
but even a brief analysis suggests an undulating flow of poetics and
reveals the essentially untidy nature of Berryman's rhythms. Hien in
1965 Berryman was asked, "Do you see your work as having essentially
changed in character and style since you began?", he replied,

... of couj^. I began in verse-making as a burning trivial 
disciple of the great Irish poet William Butler Teats, and I 
hope that I have moved off from there. One is obsessed at 
different times by different things, and by different ways of 
putting them. 3

Before he answered the question directly, Berryman had said, "I am less 
impressed than I used to be by the universal notion of a continuity of 
individual personality."^ And this is true; but it is also true to 
say that sinqOy because there is no direct line of continuity does not 
mean that the stages of a career divide sharply. The poet's obsessions 
"at different times by different things, and by different ways of putting 
them" inevitably act and react one upon the other so that the lAole may 
be brought into a discernible field of rhythmio energy.

The spasms of Berryman's poetry seem to contract and expand roughly 
at three different periods. The first is^the early poetry from about 1935 
to 192*5. The voice and the rhythms wsr* subdued} Berryman had no distinctive
1. Coleridge, The Complete Wbzks, I, p.2*38.
2. Berryman, "The Poetry of Ezra Bound," p.391*.
3. Berryman, "One Answer to a Question," p.68.
1*. b̂dd. , p.67.

/
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▼oioe of his own; ha wrote in lAet he oalled m 'period style,' the 
inglo-AmerlosL style of the 1930'e.*̂  He struggled to oooneot experience 
with srt but rhythm did not quite animate feeling and experience and his 
symbols beoane calcified. Then follows the next expansion from about 
192*5-1968, a complex and churning period which includes The Nervous 
Swigs," Berryman's Sonnets. Homage to Mistress Bredstreet. and culminates 
in his great woric The Dream Songs. During this period his zhythms come 
alive, a aixtuze of excited and qiiiet xhythms, of disrupted syntax, of 
fusing art and experience in lAich his symbols seen to flow out of expezience. 
The "difficult rhythms" of azt spiral outward to animate the multifarious 
experience of the poet. And finally the last contraction between 1968 
and 1972 when the muscles tighten and hold the simple style of the 
simple heart, discursive, chatty, swnetimss hazvdi, cuzrving into lyricim, 
back again and ending in an eloquent climax. Just as we observe the 
complex rhythms of style azid sytAol in Berryman's apaswodic career eo we 
follow his concerns from a youzig artist trying to formulate the "eamr 
rhythms" of his art to a more mature vision of "difficult zhythms" of how 
his azt zelates to and animates his own "zhythnd.c/̂ Aonic deep structures," 
and his experience with others and with God. Even in a sketchy consideration 
of the lAole of Berryman's poetry, we begin to understand zAat Keats 
meant Wien he said that thought will eventually gizdle round into a 
Wioleness, but Berryman's art, anchored and girdled by thought though 
it is, cannot be regarded as a wholeness that ie fiasd. Tzue, hie art ie 
a stasis, as all poetry is on the page, but his art is a dynamic stasis, 
always a process of life becoming art and art becoming life. T.S. Eliot 
said that "we mey distinguish, but without precision, between poets who 
enploy their veztal, rhythmic and iisaginative gift in the service of 
ideas Wiich they hold passionately, azid poets who enploy Ideas whi<di they 
1. Ibid.. p.6|.
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hold idth more or lees settled oonviotion as mstezlal for a poea."̂  
Sooh was Berry aao's progress from a young poet who merely eiqüLoyed 
ideae to a mature poet who employed his "vertel, rhythmio and 
imaginative gift in the eervioe of ideas," and, we idiAt add, in 
the eervioe of snimaurg experienee.

1. T.S, Eliot, "Shelly and Keats," The Use of Poetry and the Use of 
Criticism (London* Peher and Faber ttd., 19331 ikh edition), p.96.
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PART II. JOHN OATS I "non emblmble - won frère*

"Between the true ertiete of any time, there is, I believe, 
an unooneoious ooniminity."

"The Function of Criticiem"
T.S. Eliot

"We read fine things but never feel them to the full until 
we have gone the same Steps as *iie Author."

John Keats to J.H. Reynolds,
3 M v  1818

I have ignored for the most part the other essential in
Berryman's poetics wMLoh helps to bring the poem to life-that of
dramatisation. Berryman felt that rhythm and style were not enough
to give a sense of real life to the poem; he wanted a recognisable
personality in the poem or at least a recognition that a personality
was in or bWiind the poem. Berryman said of writing "The Ball fbem"
(191*2) that he had disoovered the ambiguous pronoun in which the
"ooiealtwent of identity can be 'reserved* so to apeak.... The poet
hliBiself is both left out and put in the poem."̂  This ambiguous
pronoun was to become a major poetic principle, a drmutio principle,
actually, Wdoh enabled him to give a sense of unfolding experience.
Without thia principle, Berryman said, "I could not have written either

2of the two long poems that constitute the bulk of my work so far*
(the two long poems being Hoawge to Mistress Bredstreet and 77 Dream 
Songs). Berryman was not sure 1A0 pointed the way to this dramatic 
notion ("Riittbaud's 'Je est un autre' may have pointed the way, I have
1. Berryman, "One Answer to a Question," p.71.
2. Ibid.
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no IdM nov,"^ be wxitee In 19^). It could hare been Wbitean'e 
eepatfaio voloee or SLLot'e voloee of The Waste Lend or John Keats'5 
notion of the "chameleon poet"; certainly, given Berryman's wide 
reading, any one of eeveral poete could have influenoed him. But 
it seems to me that there is ample evidence to suggest that John Keat a's 
Letters pointed the way towards Berryman's oisi version of the "chameleon 
poet."

It would be iiqiossible to measure the de;v^ to which we are 
influenced by our reading, but we may be certain that reeding, whether 
for pleasure or for a purpose, does work upon us. then Berryman was 
asked, "of lAat use do you think art is in the moral world?", his 
initial reaction was to recognise the iaqpossibility of answering such 
a question ("I don't know. I really don't know "); the most he could 
say, or anyone can say with certainty, was that one mey be influenced 
by his reading*

It is absolutely certain that you can leam a great deal about 
life from the novels of Jane Austen. Or from the later novels 
of George Eliot, say MLddlemaroh. Or from the plays of Shakeq)eare; 
that's an example at ibe highest level. It's very clear that the 
oonduot of someone *Ao has really read the lAole Comaedia ie likely 
to be altered. 2

One's response, Berryman oonoluded, "issues in conduct or feelings."
The answer to how and to what extent reading alter s one's conduct or
feeling will rmry with as many people *Ao read, but it is clear that
reading, and rereading, whether in an explosive pressure, a slow urgency,
or a casual entertainment, sets into motion ideas and feelings. A poet,
then, leeches onto and draws nourishment from other poets, and fma other
critics, philoeophere, theologians, psychologists —  "anything is usefbl
to the poet"^ as Berryman observed.
1. Ibid.
2. Berg, "A Truly Gentle Man Tightens and Paoes* An Interview with 

John Berryman," p.17.
3. Stitt, "The Art of Boetry* An Interview with John Berryman,"

P.183.
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Berryman marked in hia own oopy of Coleridge's Selected Raetry 
and Rrose, a passage ehioh suggests a useful way of approaching his a m  
transformation of Keats's poetics* To admire on principle is the only 
way to imitate without loss of originality,"^ One need only look at* 
Berryman's early poetry in wfaioh he imitated the styles of Teats and 
Auden to see that an exaggerated admiration of another poet's manner 
subsumes his own voice, dearly instances iters Berzymm failed to 
transform his models, I suggest then that the only way that he was 
able to overcome his influences was to concentrate on principles rather 
than style, for principles ("that itioh prooeeds by any manner" as Aquinas 
says in a*mma Theologies) nurtured the young poet and exutled him to 
become a mature poet. The mature poet of The Dream Songs would «ay 
of Keats's Letters, over thirty years after he first read them, that 
they are "so obscure" but "so important" (The D.S. VII, 3dU)j the mature 
poet of Love & Pams would observe that in his youth idien he went to 
Cambridge Ikiiversity the first two books he bought were Blake's Rrophetic 
Books and Keats's Letters —  and then, like Keats, be want to "fed 
the Elgin marbles" (L. & F.« p.2*6). ù* short, the mature poet would 
recognise that wherever his "voyage of conception" had taken him, Keats's 
remarkable Letters hdped construct the craft in which he sailed.

i. The Aroblem of Influence

The dangers dictated by investigating the of influences
on a poet who read *&s idddy as Berryman did oan in fact hdp direct us
towards a sound oritlcd appro aoh. Thi obvious danger of weaving together
a poet's poecas and Wist seam to be his influences is that auWi an analysis
too often vexes and obscures our understanding of the poet's poaxos. One's
1. S.T. Cderldge, Sdected Raetry and Prose, ed. Stephen Rztter 

(London» The Nonesuch Arsss, 1933), p.233.
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reading undozgoes "Innumerable ocnpositlone and deooapoaitiona," aa
Keats said, Wloh "take place between the Intellect and its thousand
materials before it arrives at that trembling delicate and snail-hom

perception of Beauty. Given this process of "composition end
deoonposition" any critical assessment of influence must cautiously
and selectively consider the poet's sources.

An exsaplary study of a poet's sources would be J.L. Lewes's
The Road to lanadu. T.S. Eliot praised this sholarly study of the
probable sources for Coleridge's "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" and

2"Kubla Khan," but, he added, "one book like this is enough." Eliot 
admitted that Lewes's study remains "a fascinating piece of detection," 
and, he concluded, Lowes "was engaged on an investigation of process, 
an investigation Wiich was strictly speaking, beyond the frontier of 
literary criticism."^ A study of sources, therefore, is properly a 
"secondary matter"^ as Raymond Williams, pezbaps taking his cue from 
Eliot, rightly sqggests. But to recognise the limitation of studying 
influences does not altogether undermine the value of such a study.
Even Eliot, in the earns essay in Wzich he describes Lowes's study es
1. Maurice Buxton Forman, ed. The Letters of John Keats. 2nd ed.

(London* Oxford Oiiversity Ëress, 1935), p.1&9. hereafter cited 
as Imtters. Since Berryman used the Pbrman action, throughout I 
refer to it rather than the Rollins two-volume edition (1950).
See also my Appendix A for some of Berryman's notes to his copy of 
Keats's Letters. It would seem that Berryman had in mind the 
"innumerable compositions and decompositions" as being both a process 
of reading and of writing poetry. He indexes the page on Wdch this 
quotation appears under "POETRY."

2. T.S. Eliot, "The RMmtlers of Criticism," On Pbetry and the Poets 
(New York* The Noonday Rress, 1961 ), p.llÿ.

3. Ibid.
4.

refuse I
terms, the formulations, the morphology of ideas, are properly a 
secondary matter, and as properly, also, the subject of influence."
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being "beyond the frontier of literary oritioisn,* must finally admit 
that "one can explain a poem by inveetigating WuKt it is made of and 
the causes that brought it about; and explanation may be a necessary 
preparation for understanding.The secondary matter of a poet's 
influence miqr indeed help towards a firm groundwork for our understanding 
of a poet's poetry as well as his poetic theory. This^particularly true 
of a poet like Berryman who did not leave a fully shaped poetic manifesto, 
at least in the published writing, like Eliot, Yeats, or Pound. WS 
have only the critical attitude of his essays and the gathering of 
kindred spirits to whom he alludes in his poetry, but cut of which, I 
believe, we may construct a recognisable poetic. This is to set out 
to steer between criticism Wiich discovers and criticism idd-oh constructs, 
a course Wiich should in the process produce two further values* first, 
a careful investigation of sources as otmparison and contrast should 
lead to looking at the poems, in a new and fresh way, and second, 
comparing and contrasting several poets should help to place them 
in a recognisable tradition.

But when we consider Berryman's influences, special problems 
complicate our bringing direct sources into focus. His heroes make 
up a large personal gallery, rather like a gallery of fine art, blessed 
with unlimited resources, Wdoh buys only the finest paintings and 
gives a special place to esmh major group in separate rooms.
Berryman's house of reading, one room contains theologians, saints, 
and mystics (Augustine, Pascal, Luther, Mo-tsu); another stateamen 
(John Adams, Jefferson, lincoln, John Kennedy); anotherassayists and 
critics (Henry Adams, Henry James, Swift, Blackraur, and Edmund Wilson); 
another psychologists and philoTOphers (Hegel, Freud, Jung, Reich,
ELiade); another musicians (Beethoven, Bach, Hosart, Schubert, Scarlatti);
1. Eliot, "The Frontiers of Criticism," p.122.
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another painter# (Ooya, Renoir, Lautreo); another novelist# (Tolstoy, 
Henry James, Faulkner, Fitzgerald, Joyce); and finally, the largest 
and grandest room of all, poets (Dante, Siakespeare, Goethe, Blake, 
Wordsworth, Keats, Hopkins, Teats, Audea, Eliot, Raund, Dylan Thomas, 
Housraan, Hzittaan, Dlokinson, Stephen Crane, Hart Crane, Boldnson,
Ransom, Frost, Williams, Rilke, Apollinaire, Corbière, Rimbaud, Loroa). 
Berryman's strong feeling for these and other heroes ranged from a 
youthful passion to a mature respect, and his strong feeling for them 
and their art was ever present. Iten Berryman was pointing out for 
an interviewer from Life magazine some historic memorials in Ireland, 
she commented that Berryman had a "rare gift for oommunioable literary 
hero worship."^ Or again elsewhere, praising Mozart and his musio, 
Berryman says

I've loved Mozart's musio without reservation all my life, but 
he's so miraculous that you don't think of him personally as 
you do about Beethoven. But actually, Wzen you think it all 
over - the letters, three volumes of them, translated by Bzily 
Anderson - you see that you're dealing with a saint, not cmly 
a genius but an actual saint. His whole life was at the mercy 
of his art. 2

"A idiole life at the mercy of his art" certainly explains Berryman's 
attraction to and his feeling of kinship with other artists. He himself 
was intensely committed to being a poet, from his earliest apprenticeship 
("a young man can read eighteen hours a day"^) to his last frenetic yeara 
("Berryman was spending for vast returns, was driving himself toward the 
next poem in a necessary frenzy"^). This intense commitment to poetry 
was spurred in part by his reading, which in turn spurred him to emulate 
other poets, until finally, like Rousseau iho was not a musician but
1. Howard, "Whisky and Ink, Whisky and Ink," p.73*
2. Sisson, "Mgy Whiskers fly: An Interview with John Berryman," p.l8.
3. Berg, "A Truly Gentle Man Tightens and Paces i An Interview with 

Jolm Berryman," p.lU.
U. Heyen, "John Berryman* A Mmaoir and an Interview," p.!*8.
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< e m himagined h1 weal f into aotually being a eenduotor, Berryman willed 

himself into being a post. When he says that as young, fuobling 
poet he did not "so muoh wish to resaadale Teats as to ^  Teats, 
he is describing part of the process by wbioh he buttressed up his 
poetic talent.

In a real sense his heroes were figures of security. When
Robert Frost, "the Old Gentleman," dies Itanry laments* "The high ones
die, die. They die. Tou look iq> and iho's there?" (The D.3. II,
36). Or again, when an eager young Berryman want to âigland to study
at Cambridge, he wanted to "visit by hook or crook with WT.B. Tests"
(L. & F.« p.39). He finally did have tea with Teats at the Athenaeum
in London, against all efforts of a brash and confident Dylan Thoms
iho thought Berryman's admiration for Teats to be "the fWnniest thing

2in that part of London." As Berryman recalled. Teats did most of
the talking, but he was courteous and offered sane advice on reading
and poetry. But "the main thing," Berryman reflected, "was just the
presence and ejd.stence of my hero."^ Figures like Teats were not advgOy
figures of secuzity, thay were the "Overlords" and "Sponsors" of his art;
these are the "great men" who "spring on us in a second," and for idioa
we "must be ready for a nod,/encountering a mystery" (The D.S. VII, 335).
Berryman "manoeuvered" in his mind "their rolss/of administration for
the modem soul A n  Ehglish" (L. & F.. p.3U); he

... elected that thay witness to,
show forth, transfigure 1 life-suffering & pure heart
& hardly definable but central weaknesses
for which they ware to be enthroned & forgiven by as.

(L. & F.. p.31*)
His heroes had to be "enemies throughout to accident & chance,/ relentless
1. John Berryman, "One newer to a Question," p.68.
2. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry* An Interview with John Berryman," p.187.

Berryman was to celebrate this tea with Teats throughout his poetry;
see Berryman's Sonnets, number 5 and The Dream Songs (VI, 21$).

3. Ibid.. p.188.
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traveller#, long used to failure..." (L. & F., p.5U). "Humility and
oojBplex pride' were their "badges" and, "every 'third thought'* was
"their grave" (L. & F., p.3U). So many requirements suggest more then
sue, they suggest a complex and full relationship which grew out of his
reading and which developed and changed as he changed. When Berryman
was a middle-aged and successful poet, he said of Eliott "It took me
a long time to catch on to Eliot. I now love him and have Ibr a long
time. But I had to get through a forest of objections."^

I have used the terms "Overlords" and "%»nsor8"| they are
actually Berryman's. He might have been writing about himself in his
review of Saul Bellow's The Adventures of Angle Mart* (1953). He says
that Bellow's allusions to great men should be regarded as "Overlords"}
they serve a "double use" for Angie*

They stand as figures of awe and amnlation to Augie... —  oorresponding 
in this to the heroes of his actual expeziance, such as SLnhoni. And 
they create historical depth.... 2

But I detect in this a "triple use." Figures of awe and emulation and
figures idiidi create layers of historical depth are obviously the dual
fonction of allusion he means, but "heroes of actual experience" mi^xt
suggest a third use and thereby extend one's relationship to living
heroes. Berryman's reading of living authors was nearly as extensive
as that of the established dead ones, and he required of living authors
at least the same intense connitment to art and the same exoellance he
required of the dead "great ones." He told humorous stories about his
fellow writers "but without malice"; he saw fellow writers "not as rivals
but as colleagues in a worthy cause. He showed a generous spirit of
honoring exceller e in living writers. Monroe Ehgel, a colleague cf
Berryman's when he was at Pzinoeton, recalls ̂ e  ccnpany of writers there
in the early 1950's*
1. Heyen, "John Berryman* A Memoir and an Interview," p.57.
2. John Berryman, "Sneaking of Books," The New York Times Book Review. 

December 6, 1953» p.2.
3. Robert B. Shaw. "An Lrterview with John Berryman, Antaeus. No.18 (Vinter, 1973), p.7.
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It w u  in the oomgmoy of the writers in Rrlneeton that Berryman 
Aowsd hie geld, a society which inolndsd... BlaWoaur, Perguseon, 
Schwarts, Seal Bellow, Ralph SLlison, Randall Jarrell end... 
thii oosqpcaer Edward T* Cone. Berryman, was, I thixk, the 
purest spirit of this society. Be honored quality in other 
writers with no trace of jealousy —  with a sense rather that 
everything good enriched him. 1

In Berryman's review of recent volumes (191*7) of poetry by Robert Lowell
and Bylen Thomas, he makes the essential point* "In eons very serious
sense there is no competition either on Parnassus or cm the hard way 

2up there."
Both on Itonassus end on the way up Uxere, most artiste will 

have much in common, their dsdicatimx to their art for example. 3o 
in a sense to compare the work or poetics of two poets would be to find 
happy affinities sod provide an analogue. But given Berryman's intensa 
fealing fcr his Overlords and %ioneor# —  "I love great men I love"
(The D.S. 71, 230) —  fairly sound conjectures about their influence 
can be made. Some inflaenoes ware avowed and obvious, Yeats and Auden, 
for example; and illuminating oMparisons between Yeats and Berryman 
could be developed at length* their concern about finding belief and 
faith, their passion for art, their acceptance of the impossibility cf 
resolving contradictions in experience, thedlr poetry woven into their 
lives, their passionate devotion to their friends (and as the source 
of many of their poems), the strong influence of their fathers, their 
preocoKpation with a Lady, #nd so the list might continue. To soma 
extent these are affinities of two poets in a ecnmon cause, to ecnae 
extent Berryman felt a kinWiip with Teats, but more to the point, wa 
see a young poet Wxo is imitating and trying to caaa to terns with all 
having been s**id ("Rsreant qui ante nos nostra dtxsrunt." /Fb» D.3.
VI, 2^7^) *=6 who could acoqpt this truth in his maturity. The most
1. Monroe Engel, "An Educational Ihoident" The Harvard Advocate, Vol. 103 

(%uing 19691, p.l8.
2. Benymsn, "Lowell, Thomas & Co.," p.73.
3. "Deuce take those idxo said our smart sayings before us," Dooatus.
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he could do, aa wa have aaen, waa to naka "new fozns in iddch ancient
thought appears" (The D.S. VII, 282), The "new forms" of style, line,
and stansaic structure would help free Berryman as much as he could be
set free, but it was a long struggle :

I didn't want my next poem to be exactly like Teats
or exactly like Auden
since in that case where the hell was 17
but idiat instead did I want to sound like?

• p. 25 )
As I have suggested, the way he broke free of these influences was to 
follow Coleridge's suggestion of admiring on principle rather than 
imitating a style, and thereby an Overlord became a %x>nsor] John Keats 
was one such %onsor, who pointed the way towards Berryman's thinking 
about matters other than style.

ii. John Keats versus V.B. Teats

In part Berryman's attraction to Keats would seem inevitable; 
it is easy to regard him as an ideal poet —  his talent, his sensitivity 
and humanity, his dedication to his art, his penetrating and ndbural 
insi^xt are all ideals axxy poet would wish for. And, too, it was 
inevitable that Berryman would have carefully read Keats's letters; 
as Eliot said of the Letterst "Thez% is hardly one statement ... about 
poetry, whidx, \ùmx oonsidersd carefully and with due allowance for the 
difficulties of communication, will not be found to be tzue....”̂
Barring any direct connection between Berryman and Keats, Keats's 
statements about poetry could be held up as a standard whidx would 
illumine Berryman's poetry, and to compare Keats and Berryman would 
help place Berryman in the Romantio tradition to Wxich he belonga.
There are, however, firmer, more direct connections between the two 
poets. In his criticism, Berryman alludes to . severel of Keats's
1. Eliot, "Shelley and Keats," p.101.
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Mblevenenfee* earlier quotation —  "there is no oonpetition
either on Rsrnassus or on the hard way up there" —  is followed by
something wbioh is more than a salutory comparison t

Darley, that is, with Nepenthe and a lyric or so, is as good 
as Keats. ... But there is another sense in idaich it is 
sometimes worth saying that work like Keats's demonstrates 
that work like Barley's doesn't even exist. Tou can find in 
Keats everything you find in Barley, and you find it with 
transfigured power, and you find many other things as well. 1

Again, in an essay on Eara R>und, Berryman holds up the authority of
Keats's statement about the "iiqxersonallty of the poet" as a "piercing

2notion" for dramatic poetry.
Both of these statements were written in the late 19bO*s,^and 

it is significant that Keats should occupy a specisl place in Berryman's 
criticism during this time, for the style and basie principles of his 
poetry were changing. A different version of the "ingxersonality cf the 
poet" was becoming a major tenet in Berryman's poetic as he attempted 
to bridge the gap between the artist and his art and between life and 
art. Unlike Eliot's version of the "impersonali^ of the poet" —  the 
poet being outside the poem and "filling some other body" <—  Berryman 
want*2to be inside the poem "filling some other body." That is to say, 
we see a conflict, a drama of the poet attenpting to flU another body; 
the poet's personality, his self, exists as a recognisable personality, 
and in the poem we see him in the act of ("the piercing notion" of dramatic 
poetry) filling and identifying dbh another self. But in the end there 
is a conflict between life and art, between oneself and other selves.
As Berryman̂  or at least the poet, says of a little boy # o  loses his 
ball and "sanses first responsibility/Tn a world of possessions" t

1. Berryman, "L m U ,  Thomas & Co.," p.73. That a "Hero” should have 
a transfiguring power," would be observed over twenty years later
in the poem "Heroes"; they must "witness to,/Aow forth, transfigure..." 
(L. & P.. p.3li).

2. Berryman, "The Boetzy of Eara Round," p.389.
3. Keats in fact is mentioned several other times* See Berryman's 

"Prom the Middle to the Senior Generations" The American Schnim.», 
UVIII (Skimmer 1959), p.388 and "Neither Hera nor there," tke idew 
Tork Timas Beck Beview. Mey 31, 196!*, p.ll*.
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Soon part of ma will explora the deep and dark 
Floor of the harbour... I an everywhere,
I m ffer and move, my mind and my heart move
XLth all that move me, under the water
Or whistling, I an not a little boy.

(TD, p.l!*)
A second conflict of art and life, the perfection of the poet's 

life or of his art, was straightforwardly proposed in Yeats's poem 
"The Choice." In that poem^Teats suggested that tize artist cannot 
perfect both his life and hia art. Inevitably, Teats would see such 
a choice; his own poetry, idealising into syidxil people, events, and 
nature from start to finish, relies on the symbol of the perfect and
the pure, no cracks or decay are allowed. I say Teats "seems to suggest"
that the artist camot perfect both his life and art, for it seems to me 
that Teats is not so much expressing the possibility cf perfecting his art 
or of making a perfect poem as he is expressing a desire to find a perfect 
symbol of the ideal, "a heavenly mansion, raging in the dazk."^ So the 
choice is not a matter of the perfect poem as opposed to the perfect life, 
the choice is a matter of the gyràaoX cf perfection as opposed to the 
symbol of imperfection. Berryman came to feel that the idea of a choice 
was n<xisense; indeed, to him perfection of the life cf the poet and cf 
his art were simultaneous and oompleiaflntaiy pursuits. One begins by 
recognising that perfection is a pursuit rather than a realisation.
The Dream Songs being the best example of that impossibility. If the 
artist recognises this impossibility, his syidxzls will not be of perfection.

the end, the poet may evm reject symbols altogether because thay 
distil the esMnce so much that the life from Wxidz they came seems
far removed. DM^ols can be like formulae, and, as Berryman says,

2"Formulas are of little use to the serious writer.” The poet desci 
"the folds," as Hanry says in The Dream Songs, "not a symbol in the
1. Teats, "The Choice," The Collected Poems, p.2i*2.
2. Berryman, et.al. The Arts of Reading, p.207.
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place " (The D.S. VII, 370). W# are not meant to take thia literally;
"folds" suggest the dyusndo kind of "symbol" we will find.

Wzen Berryman was asked about Love & Fame and the relation
between love and fame, he said that the volume was a

.. - general inquiry between two overmatched grËbs in an 
amiuitious young man* one for girls, one for poetry. And 
it fights itself out. Sometimes one is on top, sometimes 
the other. 1

Then the interviewer suggested, "That's the 'Parfeotion of the Life, or
of the work' debate I suppose." Berryman replied.

Tea. "The inteUect of man is forced to choose." I tell 
you, like you I admire that poem. It's wonderful. But 
it's full of shit. Because the results are not right, or if 
they are, the next poem will correct them. 2

His vague, though emphatic, protesting still does not answer the question.
MS must turn to Dream Songs and watch Teats and Keats jockey for
position in Heiuy's^ dreams if we are to understand what perfection cf
life or art means and how the poet's life and his art may be ocnplementary
pursuits.

If we may take an epigraqb as a touchstone, from the outset of 
The Dream Songs we are meant to have in mind several lines from John 
Keats's letter to Shelley in August 1620* "I am pickt up and sorted to 
a pip. Hr imagination is a monastery, and I am its monk."^ A 
multiplicity of implications about the artist, his art, and the activity 
of writing are squeezed into this epigraph* the life of an artist is a 
solitary, even holy calling; others are excluded but perhaps live in 
the Imagination; the imagination is the artist's supreme faculty idxLch 
constructs a sacred dwelling (asqpposed to a palace or tower of art) 
of discipline and tranaoendenoe. Vis are meant to begin by recognizing 
that the monastery of Henry's Imagination in The Dream Songs will construct
1. Heyen, "John Berryman* A Memoir and an Interview," p.^.
2. Ibid.
3. fkroughout I shall assume that "Henry is not Berryman, but Berryman 

is Henry" as Douglas IXum has shrewdly observed. See "Gaiety and 
Lamentation," Encounter 7ol.L3 (August 197U).

1*. Lines from this epigrapb appear in Smzg 11*8; Song 370 alludes to it
as well.
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m place of aoiaa understanding and solace and a place ibera conflict
between the inner and outer world may be temporarily abated, and where
the conflict between the eternal ideal and the every day mortal may be
momentarily calmed. Thia may be a bleaalng and a curae, for a
conscious pursuit brings with it awareness, not merely idle curiosity;
Henry is aware of both the stability his "useful mind" (The D.S. TH,
380) might construct and the instability his body imposes*

Awareness was most of what ha had.
The terrible chagrin to idiich he was married - 
derelict Itenry's siege mentality - 
stability, I will stay
in my monastery until my death 
& the fate ny actions have so hardly earned.

(The D.3. VII, 370)
Henry would wish to stay in his "monastery" but his human actions make 
it "hard" (difficult) to do so and therefore insufficient ("hardly").
The Song concludes, faintly suggesting the turning cycles of the seasons, 
that the monastery of the mind is not permanent * "Leaves on leaves on 
leaves of books I've turned/and I know nothing." Though "Henry in his 
youth read many things" (The D.S. VII, 36I*), though he "bought books to 
have his own/cunningly, like extra wings" and though he studied Keats's 
Letters, and though he rstuzned again and again to great libraries, in 
the end, his monastery of knoidedge is insufficient.

Since knowledge is insufficient and holy dwellings of the 
imagination are transient, the questicm resudns, is there anything which 
remalna constant? I have anqphasised the pursuit of perfection and 
therein, I believe, lias the constancy. The activity of writing, whether 
it is done in electric spasms or a slow grind, can turn the paradox around * 
difficult and insufficient though human actions might be, the artist 
sustains his struggle until his perseverence becomes his dwelling {dace.
In a raview-artiole in 1959, when Berryman would have already started 
writing 77 Dream Songs, he suggested what the activity of writing poetry
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might do to and for the poet*
Aetry It’ a terminal activity, taking plaoe out near the end of thinga, Wiere the poet's soul addiresses one other soul 
only, never mind idien. And it aims —  never mind either 
communication or expression —  at the reformation of the poet as prayer does. In the grand cases —  as, in our oerrtuzy.
Teats and Eliot —  it enables the poet gradually again and 
again, to become almost another man; but something of that 
sort hegipens, on a small scale, a freeing, with the creation of 
every real poem. 1

I take "creation of every real poem" to be the most important phrase
for ny argument here. Berxynan seems to be suggesting that the "real
poem" (peihaps even the perfect poem) will not present a conflict between
the life of the poet and his art; each real poem will renew him and like
a tree shedding and regrowing leaves in the turning seasons, he creates
his own renewal. The substance of Berryman's argument ignores the
reader and narrows to the relation between the poet and his poem. The
"real poem," however, must take into account the reader's response; the
reader must see something of the real as well. On the basis of this
relation between the poem and the reader, Berryman (Henry) rejects Teats
and accepts Keats as his Sponsor. He does not doubt the real power of
poetzy to renew Teats himself, but he does doubt the power of Teats's
symbolist poetzy to give the reader a sense of the real. Edmund WLlson
once said that "the battle of Symbolism has never pzoperly been fou^t 

2out in English." In Berryman's poetry we find if not a full scale 
battle, a hard fought skirmish as exemplified in Keats and Teats meeting 
in Henzy's dreams.

Teats and Keats meet in idiat seems an innocent and speculative 
comparison t

The doomed young envy the old, the doomed old the dead young.It is hard & hard to get these matters straight.Keats glares at Teats
1. Bezuyman, "The Revolving Bookstand i From the ÎÜddle and Senior Generations," p.366.
2. Edmund Wilson, Axel's Castle (London* Collins-Pont ana, 19$9), p.26.
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who füll of honours died It being old sung 
his strongest. Henry apprecisted that hate, 
but idiat now of Teats*
luoky of*Fsnny-free feeling for Keats
idio doomed by Mistress Oorme proved barren years
and saw his friends all leave,
stale his rewards turn, & out off then at bis peak, 
promising in his seventies! all fears 
save that one failed to deceive.

(The D.S. VI, 190)
Pszdisps we are meant to see this ooiqparLson of Keats and Teats as nothing
more than Henry's "scrounging" for "ensangdes" (a phrase in itself idiioh
binds together opposites — » middle Qiglish and modem slang), as he says
in the third stanaa, but Keats "glaring" at Teats does point to the
oonflict of poetic principle idxLoh has been slowly developing. In fact,
the line "All we fall down and die," following the two ̂quoted above,
suggests in part one of Henzy's reasons for rejecting Teats. Henry
concludes that Teats used.rather than lamented, death in his poetzy;
death was a symbol rather than a reality.

In part VU, the final section which is set in Ireland, Henry
finally rejects Teats's principle of the relation between life and art
and, implicitly, accepts Keats's pzlnoiples. Henzy goes to Dublin to
"have it out" with Teats, the "kajestic Shade" (The D.S. VII, 312) of
his apprenticeship. Henry recalled in part VI his great honor in having
tea with Teats at the ATthenaeum (we recall that Berryman did as well).
But now the middle-aged and mature Henry questions more dispassionately
the principles of his master whom he "read so well*so many years ago t

... did I read your lesson rif^t? did I see thzxxugh 
your phases to the real? your heaven, your hell 
did I enquire properly into?
For years then I forgot you, I put you down, 
ingratitude is the necessary curse 
of making things newt 
I brou^t my family to see me through,
I brought my homage & ny soft rmaorM,
I brought a book or two
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only. Including in the end your last 
strange posas made under the riiedov of death 
Tour high features float 
again across my mind and all your past 
fills my walled garden with your honey breath idierein I move, a mote.

(The D.S. VII, 312)
Henry's x'wspeot and even affection for Teats is not open to question;
Teats's "high features" sod "honey breath," Henry's subtle tribute of 
Teatsean phrasing —  "ingratitude is the necessazy curse/of things
new" —  still flower in Henry's garden. Teats's principles aze open to 
questiont Henry wonders if he saw through Teats's eyatems (his "phases") 
to the real; he mnders, to turn Coleridge's dictum into a questioni 
■I have imitated my master, but do I agree with him on principle?"

Henzy brings to IrtOand his family "to see him through" (his 
family being an important part of his real life) and Teats's T^-t Fta-nv 
(these being an important expression of art). The juxtaposition of life 

clear. Hignifioantly, Henry brings Teats's Last Ihems. for 
^  these, more than in all of his previous poetzy. Teats wanted to inject

a living principle. It is almost as though he were 
trying to turn his art upside down with life above, beneath, and
^  posas. He is now a poet of "lust and rage," his passion being "The 
Spur"I

Tou think it horrible that lust and rage 
Should dance attention upon t̂ y old age;
They were not such a plague when I was young;
Ifcat else have I to qpur me into song? 1

This short poem formulates, one might argue, both the strength and weakness
of Last Rjsmsi their great strength is Teats'a superb and direct phrasing
for the passion of life ("the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart" and
"•V ey glory was I had swA friends" ), but passion nods more than it bzings
hie subjects to life. He still relies on his symbolist method. Generally,
1. Teats, "The %*ur," The Collected Haems. p.336.
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these last poena uepend upon the same method of his earlier poetry,
Di many of Laet Poems the major part of the poem is synboUeal; thw 
he seems to taok on the passion at the end —  the tip of the iceberg 
is passion, but the great undersides are symbolic. l&en he would bid 
fareweli. to his symbolic principle in "The Circus Animals' Desertion," 
the poem remains, as O.S. Fraser observes, "a triumphant example"^ of 
the syebolist method.

On the other hand, (me might aẑ ôs that these Last Ibems, 
though they clearly rely on the symbolist method, are, nevertheless, 
a sustained refutation of synbolism aoà that they successfully do so 
because most of the poems are enactments of passion rising above the 
syWüols. Those marvelous flourishes at the end •—  "say my glory was I 
had such fzimds" —  are not flourishes at all, so the argument goes, but 
rather, realisations that the poet cannot hold his passion in a pattern

gor a symbol. Henry (Berryman) is not tempted by such interpretations.
Just as Teats was questianing the basic pzizxoiples of all his previous 
wozk, so Henry questions Teats's success in injecting blood-life, or 
"blood-wisdom" as Lawrence would call it, into his poetry, and he concludes 
that Teats did not succeed. Teats*a new enlightenment of passion, his 
"grief of all his grievous friends" amounts to a "distinguisht wail"
(The D.S. 711, 33U)| though he might beat his chest and wear sackcloth 
and ashes, his wails do not translate because they are "distinguisht!* 
Rhetoric gets in the way; it elevates and cloaks his strong feeling; his 
language, quite simply, is not transparent enough for Henry to see

1. O.S. Fraser, '*’.B. Teats (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1965), p.23.
2. Compare lAat Bobezt Lowell said about his not wantl ng symbols but 

rather "experience" in his poetzy. See his interview with
V.S. Naipmxl in The M s ^ e r ,  LIZXII (September i&, 1969), 301;, Wieze 
Lowell says of li^e Skujies * "It*s about direct experience and not 
symbols."
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through to the real feeling,^
I an implying that on the baaia of language Henry rejects

Teats's principles of the relation between art and life, but the actual
rejection is dramatised by the way of Teats*a poems on Roger Caseonnt.
In c. letter in 1938 Tests wrote, "For us a legendary man or woman must

2still be able to fight or to dance" j but Teats uses Casement in this
case as a symbol, Henry concludes; Teats does not give us a sense of
Casement as a real man in a real confliot vho died a real death.
(Casement was an Irish patriot vho was executed in London for high
treason.) In his poem "R%er Casonent," Teats*s admiration is dressed
in polite language and generalisations; Casement is that "most gallant
gentleman" idiose name was "blackened" by forgery. "'The Forged
Casement Diaries' by Dr. Maloney," as Teats refers to them, were to
Teats's mind an atteeqpt to discredit Casement's character, Arobably
with the forged Parnell diaries in mind. Teats did not believe that the
homosexual passions of Casement's private lifsW«cixW- But Henry believes
that they o(iU t

... the note from ny bank this morning was stanpt
with Sir Roger Casement, 

no, 'Sir,' just the portrait & years* 
about whom Teats was so wrong
This distinguisht & sensitive man lived in the grip 
of a homosexual passion, even the 'tools' of native 

I policemen
excited him.^

(The D.S. VII, 33ii)
1. I shall discuss "transparent poetry" when I come to Love & Fame. 

Basically, in transparent writing the reader has no sense of the art of 
expression but sees directly through the language to the experience, as 
in this example from % e  Dream Songs*

Punctured Henzy wondered wouldl os die
forever, all his fine body lost
and his very useful mind? (The D.S. VII, 38O)

2. Cited by Joseph Ibne, W.B. Teats 1865-1939 (Harmondsworth » Bsnguin
Books Ltd., 1962), p.iiSSfl

3. Teats, "Roger Casement," The Collected Ibems, p.303.
U. In 1963 Berryman published another Dream Song on Casetasnt but did not

collect it in %e  Dremi Songs in 1968. This would suggest that Berryman 
had in mind early on dsmry's ‘rejection of Teats, and that his trip to 
Ireland, in part VII, was almost inevitable. See Ramparts, II 
(May 1963), 12.
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It makes little difference idbethsr Teats believed that Casement was 
homosexual. Henry is objecting to Teats*s poem because he does not 
recognise Casonent's human struggle; we observe "a mind in the act of 
idealisation"^ as Harold Bloom says of an earlier poem, "A Prayer for 
Hr Daughter."

Teats*8 other poem about Roger Casement refines the real man
even further out of existenoe. Casement's ghost returns to warn not a
person but a country; he is an abstract symbol of integrity idio returns
to warn imperialist "John Bull" that "there's no luck about a house/If 

2it lack honesty." Teats's Casement poems, Henzy seems to be suggesting, 
serve as general statemmnta about his Last Ibems; inevitably Henry 
concludes t

Teats knew nothing about life t it was all symbols 
it ItordsmrthLan egotism* Teats on Cemetery Ridge 
would not be scared, like you & me, 
he would have been, before the bullet that was his, 
studying the movements of the birds, 
said disappointed & amased Henry.

(The D.S. VII, 33h)
Henry exaggerates vAen he says that "Teats knew nothing about life"; ha
knew quite a bit about life.^ It would be mors accurate, though leas
emphatic, to say that real life is zeflned out of his poems; he fi emiwi and
sculpted the essence without creating a sense of that transparent tissue
covering the real; there is not "the living rock of his owr* feelings" as
D.H. Lawrence said of poets in 1900.^ Having dealt with one side of
1. Bloom, Teats, p.325,
2. Teats, "The Ghost of Roger Casement," The Collected Ibems, p.3QU,
3. Compare John Bayley's statement about Teats's sense of "life" in his 

poetzy* "Teats's poetic statemenrws often end... on a note of acceptance 
—  acceptance of everything life has to offer. But *ben we oonpare it 
with other kinds of literazy eoqxre selon we may feel that this attitude 
is one that goes well into poetzy but bears little relation to the lives 
we actually have to lead." Or again, "Teats's 'aoeeptanoe' of life, in 
fact, often seems very much like a renunciation —  idiere poetzy il 
ooQcemed —  of idiat actually happens in life." The Romantic Survival, 
p.127 and p.128.

U, H.T. Moore, ed. The Collected Letters of D.H. Lawrence (London* Héineman, 1962), p.2Ü.
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the conflict between life and art Henry also suggests the other, the 
conflict between the poet's life and his art. Sto si^ that Yeats would 
not have eaqpressed his fear of death (on Cemetezy Ridge), but would have 
looked for something syidxslic in the movements of birds, perhaps alluding 
to the gyre of the faloon in The Seocwid ComLng" or to the daws in The 
Tower." Henry is implying that Teats expressed his fear of death in a 
pattern or symbol and thus ignored and objectified his fear beyond feeling. 
In this sense. Teats committed artistic suicide ("the bullet that was his") 
like Henry's father who shot himself, by not expressing his human fear 
"like you & me."

Having rejected his master Teats, Henzy is not left entirely on 
his own. He finds other confrère^ as he calls Wordsworth in "Csdensa 
on Oamette" (L. & F.» p.lU)} all of thsm,like l̂ hrdsworth, attmspted to 
set down the real into words and yet retain a strong sense of the life 
from whioh they cane. His %onsors, rather than Overlords, are now 
"Pascal, %dnosa, & Augustine,/Kafka & all his tribe" (The D.S. VII,
3U7), and "Dante & Rimbaud" (The D.3. VII, 3U&), and Keats and Vbrdsworth, 
that is, not the "%otistioal sublime" Vbrdsworth. After be rejects 
Teats, Hsnzy alludes to and praises Keats* Henzy resorts "to the Morgan 
for Keats's letters" (The D.3. VU, 361;)| he alludes to the Keats 
epigraph, "I will stay in my monastery until my death" (The D.S. VII,
370)} and finally he directly addresses Keats, "Oh ho, you lovely man!"
(The D.S. VII, 380). This final interjection, coming near the end of 
The Dream Songe» would suggest that Keats is un fr&re in Henry's quest 
to give a sense of life in his art. Wbrdswoz% on the other hand, is 
un confrère; he is a figure "almost divine" (my italics) as Henry says 
of him in the same poem he addresses Keats. Vb recall that Henzy rejected 
Teats for his "Wbrdswrthimi egotism" and here again he tosses up Keats's 
epithet "the egotistical stblime." Henry asks Vtozdsworth to "make from 
the rafters some mere sign " (The D.S. VII, 38O). If Henzy were to be
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granted a sign tddoh he would believe. It would have to be "from the 
rafters"; it would have to be from within a real and recognisable 
house not from soneiiiere beyond. Of course nc sign illuminates the 
way; he is left on his own with his "raving heart," "punctured bcdy" 
and his "very useful mind" (The D.S. VII, 380). The most he can say 
by the end is that his "house is made of wood and it's made well" (The 
D.S. VII, 385).

No sublime remains, but Henry does have his new Sponsors mnd 
Keats's Letters whioh are "so inportant" (The D.S. VII, 38O). The «ign 
Henry longs for is given in the wozka of these earthly, earth-bound 
%onsors * Dante's Divine Comedy. Augustine's Confessions. Pascal's 
Rsnades, Rimbaud's Ifae Saison Sa Safer. Kafka's The Trial. These 
exemplars have in oonsaon their suffering of the real and their struggle 
to express the real so that we see through their art to life, Keats's 
Letters, not meant for publication and therefore not so self-consciously 
polished, are as close to transparent writing as is possible to write 1 
they have "no palpable design upon us"̂  ; they have a quality of 
"unobtruaiveness" that Keats admired so much in Elisabethan poetry; 
we "witness to" and he "shows forth" a lively and distinctive personality 
idd.ch naturally unfolds and develops; we see through to the real as 
as mrds will allow. Keats's Letters are both an example of a bridge 
between life and art and a mine of principles about poetry idhLch would 
be the "mere signs" for Henry and John Berryman.

iii. Berryman and Keats's Letters

Berryman's rejection of what he felt to be Teats's of
sysdsolism and his tacit !dnship with Keats brings us finally to the

I recognise that Keats's letters may not have "a palpable gn 
us" but they did have a design iq)on the person to whom they were written. 
But it seems to me, taken as a ihols, his personal and public "masks" 
reveal the man more than his art does or an autobiography could.
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very fundamentals of Berryman's poetics. Perhaps Berryman's most
significant reference to Keats was in an essay on Esra R>und (19U9).
"Does not any reader lAo is familiar with Pound's poê .ry," Berryman
eophasiiea throu^dwut the article, "really not see that its subject
is the life of the modem poet7"̂  He felt that most critics had been
more interested in Rmnd's craft than his "expressive personality"*

... they /Eke critic^, have been blinded, perhaps, by the 
notion of "the 'impersonality ' of the poet. This perverse 
and valuable doctrine, associated in our time with Mr. Eliot's 
name, was toyed with by Goethe and gets expression in Keats's 
insistence that the poet 'has no identity —  he is continually 
in, for, and filling some other body.' For poetry of a certain 
mode (the dramatic) this is a piercing notion. 2

Nearly thirty years later in an interview, Berryman would emphasise the
notion again (in between his poems reflect his concern with the personality
of the poet); whan he was asked làty he called The Dream Songs *aom posa*
rather than a group of poems in the same forms," he replied;

Ah —  it's personality —  it's Henry.... The reason I call 
it one poem is the result of my strong disagreement with Eliot's 
line —  the impersonality of poetry, an idea he got partly from 
Keats (a letter) and partly from Goethe (again a letter). I'm 
very much against that; it seems to me on the contrary that 
poetry comes out of personality. For example Keats —  I'm 
thinking of La Belle Dame Sans Merci. I'm thinking of that; 
and I'm thinking of Hopkins —  any one of tiie acamets. 3

Donald Davie observes that after Eliot's era, the view of the personality
of the poet was completely I'eversed, and of course Berryman and Lowell
played leading roles in this turnabout. As Davie put it, "A poem in
iddch the 'I' stands immediately and unequivocally for the author" is
at the present time (1968) "essentially and necessarily superior to the
poem in which the 'I' stands not for the author but for a persona of the
author's." Lionel Trilling, idio cites this quotation from Davie's
essay, comments* "This striking reversal of doctrine Hr. Davie speaks
of as a return to the romanticist valuation of sincerity; the title he
1. Berryman, "The Poetry of Esra îtound," p.389.
2. Ibid.
3. McClelland, et al. "An Interview with John Berryman," p.5.
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gives his essay ist »0n aincerityt From ̂ rdsworth to Ginsberg'."^
But Berryman M«aa to have struck a compromise between the "I" as the 
author and the "I" as a persona in The Drean Soi^s* we are aware only of 
the presence of John Berryman because he and Henry are remarkably similar. 
After The Dream Songs in Love & Fame and Delusions. Etc., the "I" does 
stand "immediately and unequivocally for the author," though there are 
several different voices in Delusions. Etc. idiich do not stand for the 
author.

Nov these are large assertions of large principles. To 
understand the notions of the personality of ttic poet in the poem, idiat 
they imply, and the high thinking idiioh led Berryman to formulate 
in tandem with Keats and Eliot (not forgetting Teats) is a very ooiq>lax 
task indeed. But these principles —  experience, loiowLedge, personality, 
intuition, enpathy, identity —  may be brought round into a cohesive 
cluster. In order to draw the bits together I rfiJi take Keats's 
"piercing notion" of the chaaeleon poet as a pivot, and look first at 
the thinking tddoh led Keats and Berryman to the notion, and turn 
to the notion itself, and finally, examine the implications of it for 
Berryman's poetics.

Berryman bought his copy of Maurice Buxton Forman's second 
edition of Keats's Letters in Septentoer 1936 Wien he was in London on 
his way up to Cambridge.^ His own careful notations and index, in 
contrast tith his sparse notations in his copy of Keats's poems,^ reveal 
his real concern i he was a young poet in search of stated and accessible 
principles. To ferret out poetic principles from a poet's poms may be
1. Lionel Trilling, glncerity and Authenticity (London* Oxford Itaiversity 

Ihmss, 197u ), PP.^9. The essay by Donald Davie is in Ehcounter. October 1968, pp.6i-66.     .
2. Berryman's ova copy is inscribed, "J.A. McA. Berryman from my g m d -  mother" and dated "28 Sept 1936."
3. Berryman's ocpy of Keats's poems was H. Buxton Forman, ed. The Bbetical 

Works of John Keats (London* Oxford %iverslty Aress, 193Jt).
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too difficult (as it whan imitated Teats's poetzy and finally
realised the 'inderlying principles of his poetry); prose statements are
usually less ambiguous principles. Had Berryman searched out and
oonpared the poetic principles in both Keats's letters and his poetry
any solid touchstone would have probably dissolved, for Keats's intentions
and his practice never seemed to coincide. He only half realised in
his poetry the principles he sweepingly and rapidly wozind out in his
Letters* "it is easier to think of what Ibetry should be," he wisely
observed, "than to write it."̂  But if we hope to find «Absolutely firm
piinciples in Keats's Letters, we will be disappointed; his Letters were
his workAeets ("I can scarcely express what 1 but dimly perceive" ),
neither did he begin with set principles nor did he settle into a unified
creed* "If I scribble long letters," he says, "I must play uy vagaziea."^
That he did, but his Letters do have, paradoxioally, a quality of "proper
compactness," as he asaerts*

... some kind of letters are good squares and others handsome 
ovals, and cthar/^ some oztioular, others spheroid —  and Wby 
should there not oe another species with two rough edges like 
a Rat-tnq>7 I hope you ̂ ohn Hamilton R^moldÿ will find 
my letters all of that «pedes, and all will be well; for by 
merely touching the spring delicately and eUierially, the rough 
edge will fly iimediately into a proper compactness.... k

Nevertheless, as a practical matter, the spring is not so easily sprung;
all does not fly "inmediately into a proper conpatctness," but his ideas
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.108. As John Bayldy points out, Keats 

inposed iqxm M s  poetry and himself "patterns of romantic aspirations 
that do not fit.... To discuss his poetry «us if the patterns did 
fit leads us further into abstraction, into regions where KSats 
himself was only too anxious to go, but lAere his poetzy obstinately 
refused to follow." Stm "Keats and Reality," Rroceedinga of the 
BritiA Academy (1963), p.9U> See also Douglas Busk, ^eats anï 
His Ideas," in Raglish Rowydc Ibets. ad. M.H. Abrams, (New Torfct 
Oxford Ibiveraity Press, I960), p.328.

2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.336.2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.336.
3. Forman, ed. Letters, p.11i2.
k, Forman, ed. Letters, p.lU2.
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do, after close study, begin to cohere. Having enough with idiioh to 
contend in th>* Letters, I shall limit ny discussion, as Berryman seems 
to have limited his concern, to the ideas and poetics Keats tried to 
work out in his Letters. attenqpt to prove that Keats's poesw affirm
the principles of his Letters would be gratuitous; Berryman's assertion 
of and building tqpon Keats's principles yields more.

Berryman seesxed to not so much read Keats's Letters as to savour 
the meatiest, most nourishing chunks. Various line mazfdLnga, marginal 
notations, and Berryman's two-page index where he ]^uoked out a number 
of topics and phrases, indicate just how thoroughly and carefully 
Berryman read the Letters. Occasionally, Berryman duplicated Pozman'a 
extensive index, but for the most part he obviously wanted to carve 
out his preferenoes and set dow points of reference which were important 
to him. This sounds like a heartless pursuit, a careful poet with a 
scholar's cool eye dispassionately gleaning bits of detail and pattern.
But Berryman's notations and index suggest that he was as much interested 
in and attuned to the living, suffering, loving Keats as he was his 
poetics. Alongside his notations of Keats's poetic principles we find 
such categories as ’Truraour," "remorse," "vices," "forbearance," "sex," 
"misogyny," Ixride," "his shortness," and "(rare) malioe." His et^athic 
notations of Keats's suffering undercut any thought of someone reading with 
a remote and iiqpersonal detachment. Examples are easy to findt in a 
letter in which we would expect Keats to mention the Blackwood attack, 
an attack Which hurt him deeply, Berryman perceptively conjectures in 
his index that Keats's pain over the attack is transferred, in this 
letter at least, to his brother's sufferingt "v^i^ gay letter, yet 
inconceivable he'd not seen the article yet ̂ e  Blackwood atta^i 
yet a letter tortured over Tom" ; or again, in a marginal notation, Berryman'i 
outburst of syiqxathy for Seats, who was dying in Roma, leaps on to the
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jurgln, "0 ray Qod."̂
If Berrynan's edition of Keata'a Letters were not available,

we oould, nevertheless, establish their kinship of conoems and inclinations
even a brief sketch attests to a rich kinshipi their intense feeling for
and recognition of the importance of love and death in their lives and in
their art; their devotion to friends; their idealisation of women (both
in their lives and in their art); their "gusto" and reliah for the
sensuous; their bouts with depression; their feeling that suffering
was a necessary impetus for the poet's creativity; their sense of
perfecting an art with "the true voice of feeling"; their wLUingness
for and insistence upon experimenting with form; their willed changes of
style; their attempt to relate life and art in their poetry; their belief
in the necessity of the poet's presence (his identity) inside and outside
the poem; their belief that poetry embraces the sublime high and the
carnal low; their belief in "doing the world soma good"; their patriotism;
their concern with fame, alternatively craving fame and rejecting it;
their focus on the reader (their initial readers being "a gallant few");
their philosophic tuni of mind; their belief in the authority of
knowledge; their search for the "middle ground" between the assurance
of knowledge and the doubts Wdch unpredictable expezience imposes;
their belief in the significance of dreams; their desire to broaden
their experience by travelling; their wish for death; their frustration
and defeat in wilting a complete epic poem; tlmir unfulfilled aspirations
of writing drama; their strong feeling for Greek antiquity; their passion
for music; Uieir «harp swings from the security of an indspemdent confidence
to the anxiety of a subsuming influence, even down to their great interest
in axakespeare. Like Henry, in a rather Keatsean phrase, they were
1. Forman, ed. Lettera, p.529. Berryman's commmit appears on the margin 

of a letter from Charles Brown in which Brown scolds Keats for not 
writing to "a certain girl next door." The painful irony was that 
Keats was not physically able to write, nor, if the last extant letters 
are indeed «J1 that Keats wrote, did he wzlte again after he received Brown's letter.
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"tasting all of the seoret bits of life" (The D.3. 111, ?];), and, one 
night add, Berryman «as tasting the secret bits of poetry in Keats's 
Letters.

It . Shakespeare —  Exemplar *md Aresider

Any one of these affinities between Berryman and Keats oould
be dram out into a lengthy discussion, but there is little need to
rattle them all just to see what will fall out. One approach (which
might at first seem oblique but which will, 1 believe, best illustrate
Berryman's poetic principles) is by way of Shakespeare,that great
exemplar for both Keats and Berryman. Keats's reverence for Shakespeare
as a Aresider or Spmsor is well knomj he writes to Hayden t

1 remember your saying that you had notions of a good genius 
presiding over you. 1 have of late had the same thogght....
Is it too daring to FSney Shakespeare this presidor ̂ &c]7? 1

(hie might expect Berryman to index this under "Shakespeare," but it «LU
be found under the more specific category of "inspiration." So it would
be; from Berryman's stay at Cambridge, ihere he won the Oldham Shakespeare
award, to middle age, Shakespeare presided ("I've had him in my mind
since 1 was twenty years old" )j even one study room in his home was
designated "The Shakespeare Room." then he was adced about his own
critical wrk, Berryman set Shakespeare apart i "fiction, poetry, and
Shakespeare."^ Although he published only a review and a biographical-
critical essay <m Shakespeare,^ he left many notes mid outlines « he had
planned to wlte a biography of Shakespeare, another book to be called
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.29.
2. Stitt, "The Art of Ibetryt An ùterview with John Berryman," p.l82.
3. Lunegaard, "Song of a Poet," p.2.
1». John Berryman, "Shakespeare's Text," The Nation. CL711 (Au#st 21, 

19Ü3) 218-9, and "Shakespeare at Thirty.^ A s  Hudson Review VI 
(Summer 1953), 175-203. ---------------
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Shakespeare'a Rmadlng. and a oritloal edition of King Lear. Berryman
said that Delmore Sohmarbs once adced him day, with all of his study
of Shakespeare, it never showed up in his poetry. Very oddly, Berryman
replied that he seemed "to have been sort of untouched by Shakespeare."̂
The interviewer rightly disagreed and cited an exanple from The Drean
Songs, and Berryman conceded, "I would call that Shakeepearian."̂  Indeed,
how csn one avoid comparing Berryman's Sonnets with Shakespeare's, or
not hear Edgar's "Bipemess is all" (V,ii,11 ) in Henry's "touch the means/
drereby we ripen" (The D.S. VII, 305).^ In another interview, Berryman
more readily acknowledged his debt to Shakespeare i

I learned an immense amount from Sh akespaare.... How to be 
brief. How to be, or try to be, gorgeous. Ton know, lyric 
grandeur. But the main thing I learned from him is that you 
put people together and in action and see what happens.
That's diet I did in Dream Songs.... The point is to have a 
maximum amount of activity and see diet happens. U

The "main thing" Berryman learned from Shakespeare was the stuff
of drama t characters, interacting, seeing diat happens —  all set into
notion in the proliferative ground of experience. Shakeapeare's concern
was to create "real" diaraoters living out thair eqmriences «nHir»
Teats's characters; "it is clear," Berryman said of Teats's plays, "that
Teats has not been concerned, as aiakespeartwe assvne was concerned, with
the creation of a recognisable and individual character)^ Shakespeare
was not Berryman's only point of reference for the dramatic; in an epigraph
to The Dream Songs ha alludes to Olive Schreiner's distinction between
tis> dramatic methods of prasanting him an life. One method, she says,

1. Stitt, "The Art of Amtryt An Interview with John Berryman,” p.l82.
2. Ibid.
3. There are ether references to Shakeapeargfrom Twenty %ema: "The 

Statue," (a reference to Coriolanus) amd̂ ,"gong from *dleopatra'" 
seems to owe something to Shakespeare, /"iove & Fame "Shirley ̂
Auden" (a quotation from Henry V) and "Views of >(y«allf" (again 
Coriolanus ).

h, Lunegaard, "Song of a Boat," p.2.
S. Berryman, "The Ritual of W.B. Teats," p.26.
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... i# the etage method. Aooordlng to that each oharaeter 
is duly marshalled at first, and ticketed; me know only with 
iimwitable certainty that at the right crises eadi one will 
reappear and act his part, and when the curtain falls, all

stand before it bowing. There is a sense of satisfaction 
in this, and of ccnplsteness. 1

Berryman's epigraph consists merely of Schreiner's transitional sentence,
"But there is another method," and thereby implies that he wants us to
have in «iwd « second method. Schreiner continues#

But there is another m#sthod —  the method of the life we all 
lead. Hare nothing can be prophesied. There is a strange 
coming and going of feet. Men #ppear, act and re-act upon 
each other, and pass away. W#en the crisis comes, the man 
who would fit it does not return. Vben the curtain falls 
no one is ready. Wmen the footlights are the bxlghtest they 
are blown out; and what the name of the play is no one knows.
If there sits a spectator who knows, he sits so high that the 
players in the gaslight cannot hear his breathing. 2

It should be made dear that neither Schreiner nor Berryman were simply
attempting to transfSr dramut to fiction and poetry. They seem to be
implying that any art Wxich uses words should cone out of and reenact
emperience, and that the principle of characters interacting, that
eseantid quality of drama, will therefore become the essentid quality
of fiction and poetry.

Vh may readily understand sAy Berryman chose this epigraph from
Schreiner, fcr Sbakespeare's drama is perhaps the best ewample of an art
based upon "the life we all lead." The difference between Greek drama
and aiakespearean drama (and by extension, the difference between Teats's
aynbdiat poems and Berryman's poems of eoqperlence) may be stated in terms
of Schreiner's two methods* Greek drama (like symAolist poems) relies
upon the "stage method"; the characters sure "marshalled" and "ticketed";
the audience leaves with a sense of a formulated completeness. W» find
in Shakespearean drama (like the poetry of experience), on the other
hand,^"nothing can be prophesied"; the characters are not "mardialled"
1. Olive Schreiner, The Story of an African Farm. 2nd edition,

(London* Hutchinson & Co., i8B3), p.7.
2. Ibid.. pp.7-8.
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and "tiokotad\aaan to ba allowed to dateroine thair own fate; ihm
audience leaves with a sense of the life we all lead, ambiguous and
incomplete. In Shakespeare's dramm, experience becomes the center of
things and dictates «/hat the order of Greek drama could not hold. So
it ie in Berryman'a poetry, especTially the long poems and the poem
sequences like his Sonnets and "Qpus Dei," any sense of where one is
going, or where one has come from for that matter, miay not be satiafactozUy
determined. Like Shakeapeare'a heroes lAo strain after an order which will
not stay in place, Berryman's dharaoters may say of themselves (as Berryman
says of himself),

I am a follower of Pascal in the sense that I don't know what 
the issue is, or how it is to be resolved —  the issue of our 
common life, yours, mine, everybody's.... 1

Of course Henry is the best example of this unresolve t "He is so troubled
and bothered by his many problems," Berryman said, "that he never actually
comes up with solutions." Then he added "from that point of view the

2poem is a failure.” But from the point of view of "the life we all 
lead" it is successful.

The dramatic poem, however, has limitations. The dramatic 
poem, unlike the play, is not intended for performance, or, if it ie 
perfonaad, wa hear only a voice, seeing the character is not so important. 
Nor does the dramatic poem approaoh the texture of Shakeapearean drama. 
Nevertheless, like Shakespeare's drama, generally qpealdLng, Berryman's 
dramatic poems give us an enactment of characters put into action in 
which we see lAat happens. During the time between avakeapeare and 
Berryman, it is not too great a claim to say that the dramatic poem, 
or variations of it —  the dramatic monologue being the largest off-ahoot —  
became a major direction in the writing of poetry in the Kllaabethan and 
Bcmontic Traditions.^ La idotever variation of the dramatic poem, two
1. Koatelanets, "Conversation with Berryman," p.3U5*
2. Ibid.. p.3h6.
3. See Robert Langbaum's The Raetrr of Experience (New Tort* W.W. Norton 

& Co., 1957). See eapecially œapter 1, pp.^7U.
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bado al amenta make up the bedrock of It* character and plot. Both, 
houavar, ahould be qualified and explained within the limits of the 
dramatic poam.

Length determines the difference between characteriastion in
the dramatic poam and characteriaation in the Shakeapearean play. In
the dramatic poam we see a limited view, we understand only the essence,
we see a character in an isolated moment, a quick sketch in contrast
with the fuller portrait in Shakespeare. kb may find In a long poem
a more coeplate characteriaation, as in The Prelude or in The Dream SongSj
because we wet<d* a oharaeter interacting with others over a long pezlod
of time, but these are exceptions. Sara Brand, who learned his lesson
well from Robert Broistlag, said of the short "so-called dramatic lyilc"
that he was interested only in the moment W*i<A suggested the whole*

I catch a character I happen to be interested in at the moment 
he interests me, usually a moment of song, self-analysis, or 
sudden understanding or revelation. And the rest of the play 
would bore xae and presumably the reader. 1

So it is in Berryman's short drmaatio poems, but as wa have seen in such
poems as "Canto Amor" and "Ung David Dances" Berryman mpre explicitly
signifies experianoes beyond the moment of self-revelatiom.

Shakespeare, as Robert Lmagbanm has convincingly argued, was 
the model lAich all owed the 19th century poets like Browing to bring 
the dramatic poem to a high level of achievement. La the early 19th 
century, Langbaam says, the Raaantica read Shakeipeare much "as they 
read the literature of their o w  time"*

They read... ^%akespearÿ 
Axdstotelean senaa, not In

not as drama in the traditional 
other words as a literature of 

external action in which the events derive meaning from their 
relation to a publicly acknoiAedged morality, but as literature 
of experience, in which events have meaning in as vsaaSx as they 
provide the central character with an occasion for experience —  
for self-esqpression and self-discovery. 2

1. D.D. Paige, ed. The Letters of Emra Brand, 1907-191*1 (London* 
Faher and Thber Ltd., 19̂ 1 p.36.

2. Langbaum, The Poetry of Experience, p.l60.
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How the central character reveals himself is of course the means by
lAlch the poem beooaes dramatic —  a character talking to an
listener who may or may not answer him. If the listener remains silent the
poem is a dramatic monologue; if the listener speaks to the central character
it is a dramatic dialogue. What this suggests is an art which is not so
much telling about life as allowing life.

Berxyman referred to this dramatic node aa a disoovexy of 
pronouns, an "Invention" whi^ enabled him to write the bulk of his 
work; pronouns are important, he said, "aha matters, he matters, it 
Mtters, they matter. This Invention" of pronouns is not sLigily a 
matter of "putting people together"; it is a matter of a central character's 
being given an occasion to express or reveal levels of his experience 
with others and to involve the reader without addressing him didactically.
Tn considering the whole of Berryman's poetry, we may determine three 
dramatic modes in xAich the central character reveals himself. The 
first mode is, strictly speaking a dramatic mcmdoguei the central 
diaracter, who may or may not reseaAle the poet, speaks fbr himself. 
Berryman's most sustained effort in this node was in the early "Nervous 
Songs" (191»8) in which a youxg woman, a "demented pxlest," a young 
Hawaiian, a professor, a captain, a tortured girl, a bxldegroom, a man 
"forsaken and obsessed,” and a pacifist, each spusks his "scng."
Berxyman seems to have abandoned the drematic monologue after these 
"Songs" until his last volume Delusions. Etc. (1972) ("Old Man does 
South Again Alone,""Navajo Setting the Record Straight,” w d  the final 
poem "King David Dances"). Li Berxynan's second drmaatio mode, the 
central character, preswably the poet, but the reader cannot be sure, 
observes and reacts to one or several people. Ha may simply and cooly 
observe someone, as a bey learning the "epistemology of loss” in "The
1. Berryman, "One Answer to a Question," p.126.
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Ball Foam” or ha may watch two lovara "glance in paaalng" at "The
Statue* cf a famous pwson, or he may react more passionately as in
"Parting as a Descent* i "I saw you tun away/ini vanish, and the
vessels of my brain/Bnrst. • •. " The third dramatic mode, idddh Berryiaaa
favored mat, borrows smaething from the first two and extends them.
The central character, idx> very mucLmsewblea John Berryman, speaks
directly to sane identifiable person. The major character may enter
into a dialogue, as in Hoagge to Mistress Bradstrset and The Dream Songs.
or he may speak to someone who does not answer as in "Eleven Addresses
to the Lord” and "Opus Dai."

This *vice of dramatic voices enabled Berryman, Mark Scherer
observes, "to put his desperation outside himself, to objectify it up
to a point and thus deal with it. .. If at last the device did not
save the poet, it saved his poetry."^ Berzyman's poetry is "saved"
because he did not simply deal with private deaperaticnf Sohorer goes
on to quote Mart Van Doran's broader and more accurate evaluation of
Berryman's dramatic mode*

He was able to say all that he saw, thought, felt, »nd
understood. In other words, he had broken through into his o w  
deepest recesses, a region where few poets or writers of any kind 
every coma, and where he was free to be as witty, as serious, as 
ribald, as tender, as tough, aui terrible, as dowrlght funny as he pleased. 2

Just as Shakespeare's characters break with Aristotelian characterisation 
of appropriate action, so all of Berryman's dharaoters the
one that reseaAles himself) offend the decorum of Aristotelian rules.
%like Eliot, W*o wanted the poet to be "impersonal" (that is outside
the poam), Berryman wanted a poetry in which tha poet's "personality is
the point.” Evan Wran the poem exiacts someone elae's point of view,
we have a particular perspective towards life whieh reflects the poet's sympathy
1. Mark Schorar, "The Lonely Calm" The Atlantic Vbl.232 (Aasust 1973). p.92. _ _ _
2. Ibid.
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or judgamsnt of that diaraotar ao that the poet la navar dlvoroad 
oomplataly from hi# poam. Tha poet'a axparlanoaa and hi# Interaction 
with others are important simply because they are expressions and 
creations of a personality, H m d  Berryman said that tha critics 
had bean "blinded by the 'ii^ersonality* of the poet" in Bound's Cantos. 
he seems to have not only set out to dlaprova Eliot's notion as a 
principle for the Cantos but also to affirm tha notion of the "personality- 
as-subjeot" lAldh was becoming a major iprindple in his o w  poetry.

It foUoaa that if Berryman wanted to show life in his art, if
he wmted to bring draaatically his own or someone else's experience and
personality to life, then he could not arrange experience into a logical,
structured plot. Our experience does not imfold logically. Simply
stated, both short and long dramatic poems would follow no plot, but
that is to oversimplify. Agmin wa must return to Shakexpeara. Berxyman
learned from Siakaapeara, he said, to "put people together in action and
see what happens."̂  As in Shakespeare's plays, the design of a dramatic
poem which draws upon mqperlence must by definition be incomplete and
ragged. "Truth uncompromisingly told," NalviUe says near the end of
Billy Budd's story, "will always have its ragged edges." So it is rdth
experience. Shakeapeare's plays were to the Romantics the most
accomplished example of this truth, a principle which was tha model
for their long poems of experience aa Beter Conrad recognises*

flan is raplaoed for the romantics by prolifsration* their 
long poems grow in an exploratory, salf-modifping» tentative, 
essentially incoherent fa^iion, uncertainly «^g*«g forward 
from one mode of being to another; and Shakaapeara is made the 
great exemplar for this for he follows, as Axshkin said, no 
rule but that of inspiration. 2

Taken as a whole, SbaJcespeara'a plays enact the maximum amount of inspired
activity. khether or not he was interested in revealing or creating his
1. Lunegaard, "Song of a Bast," p.2 (Ity italics).
2. Bate# Conrad, The Victorian Traasure-Houaa (London* Collins, 1973), 

P.li*.
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own peraonality has baan open to dabata. Tha battle ever tha question 
has not been antiraly resolved, nor is it likely to be. Alt paxhaps 
the question of Shakeapeare's personality and Ixqieraonality are oonpatible, 
a paradox la lAieh he reveals himself and yet ramalna above his wort t 
"it is possible," A.I. Lussky argues of Schlegel's view of Shakespeare, 
"that the literary qualities of 'objeotivity' and 'interestedness' are 
not inowpatible, so that a modem writer may at the same time be in, 
and aloof from, his o m  dreams."^ As I shall argue when we ooma to 
Keata'a "piercing notion” cf the chameleon poet, this is preaisely what 
Berxyman Bonages in his o w  poetxy.

To speak of poetry as "the life wa all lead" or as a "process
of art and a process of life" or of a poetry in which "personality is
the point" is to qpeak of an art lAich depicts real expexienoe. kb
are faced with not so much a verisimilitude but a mimesis cf manner in
rdxi^ the real is suggested through the medium cf words in order to
give the reader a sense of the real. One may argue on linguistic
grounds that the real sifted through the medium of words is not the
real at all. But it may also be argued that if the words produce the
effect of the real in the reader than that real experience has been
mediated and recreated. In this view, words are not merely things but
valuable in that they set experience into motion. The poetry of
experience, therefore, muy be said to enjoy a double advantage, fbr what
the words do, generally, is to enact experience. The poem does not
formulate the idea, that would "dispel the mystery* as Lwgbaum says
of the poetry of experience. The poetry of experience, he argues, is

a perception that advances in intensity to a deeper and wider, 
a more inclusive mystery. The sudden advance in intensity 
Æn Coleridge's "Frost at Midnight" and kbrdsworth's "Tintem 
Aheyÿ gives a dynamic effect, a sense of movement, of the 
moving, stirring life of mystery. It is the xAole purpose of 
tha poem ̂ ’̂Tost at Midnight”?, its way of meaning to give '

1. Cited by M.H. Abrvuas, The Mirror and the Lamp, p.239.
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just this apprdhsQSiaa of Ilfs, to transfont knowladga into 
axperlanoa. 1

Ih on# Sanaa all poetry is the poetry of expezlanee for the reader in 
that he works idth and sets the words into motion as he reads and thinks 
about them. But then there must be a consideration cf lAat the words 
say; do the words transfoni, we must ask ourselves, "knowladge into 
experience" or "experience into knowledge"? In the ayBd>olic method, 
returning to Berryman's rejection of Teats, tha symbol refines experience 
into knowLadge; the poet's apprehwiaion of life seems formulated rather 
than incomplete. Like Shakespeare, Keats and the Baaantics in general, 
Berxyman believed that the poam should not and in formulation; any 
knowledge tha poat possesses Aould have the ragged edges of speculation, 
the very "life we all lead."

The source available to the dramatist of life, than, is the 
same source available to the drematic poat, his erverience in "tha life 
we all lead." The dramatic poet creates a character in a ^
to that of the dramatist. Both enjoy the advantage of perspective that 
expariance does not allow, but the means available to the dramatist 
(or dramatic poet) are still, Berxyman said, "siadlar to idrnt higgwns 
in life"!

... we know people, perhaps, chiefly by their voices —  their 
individual, indescribable, unmistakable voiees —  and the 
creation of an individual tone for each cf his major characters 
is of course one of the clearest signs of a good playwright.
In this particular strength Shakeqmare is agreed peerless.
But the playwright has two Imaanse advantages over life —
"clumsy life," as Henry James put it, "about its stupid work."
Even lAen someone wents to reveal himself to another person, he 
is usually not very good at it, and probably most peofda spend 
most of their lives in self-ooncealment; but self-revelation is 
a large paxt of the cxwatlon of the dramatic character. Moreover, 
in life we seldom enjoy really informed, highly focused comment 
by others on the person who interests us; and this in drama is 
the rest oF*the essence —  unless we add that significant action 
plays at least as striking a role in revelation of character 
in drama as it does in life, while insignificant distraoUng

1. Langbaum, The Ibetiy of Experience. p.l*6.
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action is axoludad altogathar, enforcing a kind of concentration 
m j  rara in ordinary experience. 1

]h Berryman's long dramatic poems, especially the "clumsy life" of Lbm
cream Sonss. he relied upon these same dramatic principles; tone of voice
and eelf-revelatim were no less the properties of the dramatic poet.
And he relied upon the dramatist'a distancing from his subject, Berryman
said of Henry, "he doesn't enjoy my advantages of supervision; he just
has vision.... Be thinks that if something happens to him, it's forever;

2but I know better." John Bayley has observed that "part of the 
sophistication" of The Dream Songs is "to involve us in itself not only 
through the presentation of life in utter disarray... but through a 
certain implied conspiracy of worldliness with us —  poet and reader 
are not taken in by life, they know the score. Vhile this may be 
true, it is also true to say that through knowing the soore we are taken 
in as well ; we are taken in by and through complex rhytfaau; we are taken 
in by the use cf asibiguous pronouns Cwhere I an/we don't know" /%#
D.S. H, 287); "="8 we are taken in the same way the Oreeks were taken 
by Oedipus, through dramatic irony. kW might "know the score" as we 
do in Hamlet, but in Henry's tumultuous eleven years we do have a sense 
of a real personality living, le^iering, laawnting, and loving; we know 
Henry by his "individual, indescribable, unmistakable" voice.

V. "The Hateful Siege cf Contrariée"^ and the Condition of 
"Negative Capability"

I by-passed Keats in the previous section to see eome of Berryman's 
own tendons fastened to Shakespeare; doing this should have, I believe, not
1. Berryman, et.al.. The Arts of Beading, p.W*.
2. Koatelanets, "Conversation with Berryman," p.lUl.
3. John Bayley, "The Self as an Available Reality," The Uses of Cd^^onx 

IMty and Dlshamony in literature (Londont Chatto & kindus, 1976), p.l6U.
U. Forman, ed. Letters, p.2l6. Keats quotes this line fraa Milton's 

Paradise Lost. II. 121-122.
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only revealed that Shaketpeaseema Berryman'# exemplar, but also strongly 
suggested that Berxyman and Keats followed many of tha same paths and 
arrived at the same destinations. kb might regard Keats as a sort of 
mediator between Berryman and Shakespeare. To some extent Keats was to 
Shakespeare as Ailstotle wee to Sophocles i while we value the works of 
Siakespeare and Sophocles, we so highly rexpect Keats and Aristotle's 
perceptive criticism that we look to them to help steady our understanding. 
Keats's insights, in his Letters, into aiakeqpeare's drama were so 
siwilar to his own poetic piinciples that to know the principles of one 
is to know the principles of the other. After a long study and "many 
attempts," John Middleton Murry in his book on Keats and Shakespeare 
reached this vexy conclusion: "... Keats was potentially, at least, our 
greatest poet after Shakespeare and the only poet lAo is like Shakespeaxa... "̂  
But pextsps this is being too ingenious: let us say simply that Shakexpeare's 
set of principles for poetxy and draxa "gets expression,” to use Berryman's 
phrase, in Keats's Letters w d  that Berxyman found these principles useful.

To base poetxy upon the life we all lead, as Berryman, Keats, 
and Shakespeara did, is a formidable, even wrenching taSk. It is admirable 
that Keats would want to transform knowledge into experience ("Nothing 
ever become real, till it is experienced —  Bran a Arovexb is no proverb 
to you till your life Kes illustrated it.” ), but it places the complete 
responsibility upon the poet himelf. "kith given material," Goethe 
advised Eckezmann, "all goes easier and better. Pacts and characters
being provided, the poet has only the task of the #ole."^
1. Murry felt that if he had not discovered Keats's inxd|d*e he would

never have really com to term with Shakespeare ("Shakexpeare was,
for BMUoy years, far too big for m  to coqprehend"). See John 
Middleton Murry, Keats and Shakespeare (Oxford Itaiversity Press,
1926), pp.lx-7.

2. Forman, ed. Letters. p.3l8.
3. Sckermann, Conversations of Goethe, pp.19-20.
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The other extreme would be to rely on Ineplretlon and seek Wiat 
happens, but, "no rule but that of inspiration" may be a merciless 
taskmaster} "you're at the mercy of the notion of sustained inspiration,"^ 
Berryman said of The Dream Songs. The poet works as all of us do, in 
the dark} kindly and malevolent forces alternately aid and batter us} 
we live in near suffocating dreumstanees as Keats says, "there is nothing 
stable in the world} uproar's our only muaLck." Vhile Berryman and Keats 
felt that "uproar" is man's true condition, they also believed that the 
formless and unstable landscape may somehow be given expression and 
brought round by the poet. Keats says that be pursues "the same instinctive 
course as the veriest human animal you can think of"} he writes "at random —  

straining after particles of light in the midst of a great darkness —  without 
knowing the bearing of any one assertion of any one opinion.Berryman 
indexed this quotation and underscored the page number} he put it under 
the category of "POETRY," significantly one of two categories he capitalises 
(the other being "ART"). Throughout his own poetry this condition 
of a terrible darkness threatens to swallow him up, "the inexhaustible 
prospect of night " (T.D. p.iiU, p.i*6), he says in an early poem, in lAlch 
he, like Keats, strains after particles of light. There seem to be 
particles of light somewhere, Berryman says in another early poemt "The 
fireflies and the stars our only light..." (T.D. p.l9). The best sustained 
example of what this search in the dark demands is Henry's in The Dream 
Songs, SomeWiere near the beginning of his struggle to survive, Henry 
remembers that there was light o m  time, but "from the daylight he got 
maintrackt" (The D.S. II, 1*9)} he complains that "it is very dark here in 
this groping forth" (The D.S. IV, 99)} he "truly worked... but nothing 
broke all night" (The D.S. Ill, 65). Somewhere in the darkness piqpoints
1. Sisson, "Mv Vhiskers Plyi An Interview with John Berryman," p.l5.
2. Forman, ed. Letters. p.80.
3. Forman, ed. Letters, p.317.
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of U^it wLU show the way, bs hopes, "soon you'll see the stars/ÿou 
fevered after" (The D.S. V, 92). But idten light does show throu^ It 
breaks violently about his head, "the jungles flmhh with light,/in some 
angles dark as wldnl|d*t* (The D.S. VI, 192)} what seems to be li|^, 
ircmically, is not light at all but "angles daik as midnight." Henry 
beoomes accustomed to the dark, even likes it, it is "lovely* and "oool," 
but the prospect of "all human pleas... headed for the night” (%e D.S.
VI, 27U) distresses him so much that be cannot aoofpt the possibility.
Here in the depths of distress and suffering he omehow finds strength,
a strength that comes through bearing the burden of doubt} he n@t
an external light, "brightens with power" and as The Dream Sonae ends "the
da» begins" (The D.S. VH. 383).

Throughout The Dream Songs, "any one assertion of any one opinion,"
to use Keats's phrase, does not illuminate the darkness*

Henry peered quote alone
as if the worlds would answer to a code
just around the comer, do» gelid da»....

(The D.S. Vn, 285)
Like Keats, who in his self-appointed task followed the "instinctive
course of the veriest hum» ardmal," "Animal Henry" locks for "gelid
da»" but disoovers that he must rely upon his 0»  resources and settle
for "brain-6 instinct-work"* he diapes his long poem, "a salvage
operation,” "saving the »stly fine, polishing the surfaces" (The D.S.
VII, 351 ), and thus he turns a process of art into a process of life.
The process of life is a "salvage operati»" for both Berxymn and Keats * 
each seeks after certainties but finds only doubts} instinctively they 
know that they will find no resolve and salvage what they c»« But 
their instincts semaed to insist that there must be a home, a resting 
place, a place of oonpleteness » d  resolve. "The natural »rld," Henry 
observes, "makes sense"*
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Plah, plankton, bat#* radar, tha aanaa of flab 
lAo glide up the eoaat of South America 
and head for Gibraltar.
How do they know its there? 1# call tfaia inetlnot 
by idiloh we dream we know idiat instinct is...

(The D.S. 71, 233)
Henry's instinct "flounders" and "strains"; the question begins to 
formulate, if the fish knows his destination idiy can't IT

Vhat was the name of that fish?
So better organised than we are oh.
Sing to me that name, enchanter, aingf

(The D.S. 71, 233)
But the enchanter, whcerer he or she is, does not, will not answer; no 
matter idiat Henry's instinct tells him, he finds no final peace of 
resolution.

Wa normally think of instinct as a physical response, soamtfaing 
hereditary, natural, and unalterable, something Wiich pronpts reactions 
below the conscious level. But because both Berryman and Keats wanted 
to '̂ nake sense" of things they really mean "intultlm" rather than 
"instinct." 1» think of intuition as that power of apprehension of 
direct knowledge, a knowledge whioh instantaneously comes about without 
rational thought, a flaidx of insight, something we associate with the 
mind rather than physical response. They were attempting to charge the 
mind with some of the sureness of instinct, to be like the fldi whlck 
knows automatically that Gibraltar is there, to intuit with assurance 
and to apprehend with the same natural response that instinct compels. 
Mind and body are not so siiqily oonpressed into one; indeed, they are 
the source of "the hatefhl siege of contraries," a sieg# of the #yaical 
and the mental, a siege of the natural and the fabricated, a siege of 
subjective and objective, a sdege of irrationality and rationality.
Keats would long for "a life of sensations rather than thoughts!"^ but
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.68.
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five month# later he would emy "there is but one way for me —  the road
lies through application study and thought.”̂  Even in the letter in
idiioh Keats longed for "a life of sensations rather than thoughts," he
realised the vitality of oootraries, and he desired to "exist partly

2on sensation, partly on thought."
To reoognLae the contraries of body und odnd, however, does not

resolve them; so Keats probes deeper and weighs up the benefits of each*
The difference of high Sensations with and without knowledge 
appears to me this —  in the latter case we are falling 
continually ten thousand fathoms deep and being blown up 
again without wings and with all the horror of a bare shouldered 
creature —  in the foxner case, our ehoulders are fledged, and 
we go through the same air without fear. This is running one's 
rig on the score of abstract benefit —  Wxen we come to human 
life and the affections it is impossible to know how a parallel 
of breast and head can be drawn.... It is impossible to know 
how far knowledge will console us for the death of a friend and 
the "ill that flesh is heir to." 3

The "parallel of breast and head" cannot be dram; but then neither does
one exist without the other, as Henry realises* "'Bis Majesty, the Body'
Kafka wrote/a terrible half truth" (The D.S. VI, 21*7). Just as Keats
speculates on "how far knowledge will console us for the death of a
friend" so Henry finds little comfort in knowledge when his friend Delmore
Schwarts dies. Henry's "Ten Songs) one solid block of agony" (The D.S.
VI, 157), enact the ispossibility CSten we come to human Life and the
affection") of knowledge offering any consolation. Henry's feelings make
stronger demands than any **mount of consoling knowledge*

Henry's mind grew blacker the more he thought.
Be looked onto the world like the act of an aged whore.
Delmore, Delmore.
He flung to pieces and they hit the floor. 1*

(The D.S. VI, 11*7)
The mind questicms *md strains after knoidedge of idiat happens, what 
happened*
1. Forman, ed. Letters. p.l3l*.
2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.68.
3. Forwuu, ed. Letters. pp.lW-11*1.
1*. Biter Stitt cited these lines as Shakeqiearean and Berryman agreed.

See Stitt, "The Art of Poetry* An Interview with John Berryman,” p.l82.
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There ere all the problems to be sorted out, 
the fate of the soul, Wiat It was all about 
during its being....

(The D.S. 71, 1$6)
The most that the wind can do is to remmber the man and in remembering
the man he bases thought upon experience. Henry will take comfort in
the life of the nun he knew; others will remember him only through his
poetry lAereas Henry knew him*

The spirit & the joy, in memory
live of him on, the young will read his young verse
for as long as such things go :
why then do I despair, miserable Henry
who knew him all so long, for better & worse...

(The D.S. VI, 156)
But in Berryman's poetry and Keats's Letters, knowledge is not entirely 
rejected in favor of life (nor can life be rejected in favor of knoidedge, 
but life is the more important of the two). Lika Berryman's rejecting 
Teats because "he knew nothing about life," Keats rejected a poet like 
Hilton *Ao "did not think into the human heart, as Vbrdsworth has done.^ 
Ttrdsworth was Keats's confrère; he wished to emulate Wordsworth, idiose
"Genius is explorative of those dark Passages" of the heart* "Here I

2must think Wordsworth is deeper than Milton." Nevertheless, in his 
Letters, Keats continued to stumble about in the daxk, straining after 
certainties.

In all of this activity of feeling and thinking has instinct 
or intuition arrived aiyidiere? Is the object merely to sensitize the 
nerve ends of instinct and intuition? How does one live in the darkness 
of "the hateful siege of contr**ries"? WLU a sort of poetic apprehension 
be satisfactory? %ould "man... be content with... a few points to tip 
the fine Web of the Soul"?^ Buhaps the fine web held by a few points
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.lW*. In his index Berryman significantly 

indexes this page only under "W>rdsworth. "
2. Ibid.
3. Forman, ed. Letters, p.103.
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Is nearer "a certain ripeness of intellect," but does it bring round
the contraries? The ideal of the prooess of bringing round contraries
would be to find some sort of chemical Wxich would make all on>oaites, all
"disagreeables evaporate"# "The excellence of every Art," Keats claimed,
"is its intensity, capable of making all disagreeables evaporate...."^
(aislnqpeare is never far from bis mind: "Examine %lng Lear*, and you
will find this ^Qrtensit27 eaowrpllfied throughout....")^ Vhile intensity
might be the ideal, how is it aoooapliahed in a poem? Style? Form?
Qiaracter? Action? Keats's exaaple of King Lear does not help much
towards under standing this dynamic poise. The essential point, nevertheless,
is ii^licit in Keats's statement about the intensity of art* the hateful
siege of contraries (disagreeables) ml^t be driven off (evaporate) in
the chemistry of intensity so that only the pure, agreeable essence
ramains. In the same letter, Keats picks up the word "capable,"
significantly, since becoming "capable” is the point of the prooess of
bzlngiiv round the contraries. Keats now describes not so much a moment,
i.e. method of art, or a process of straining after particles of ligd*t, as
he describes a condition, a condition of "Negative Capability" in idiich

A man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, 
without any irratible reaching after fact and reawon.... 3

Again, Shakespeare hovers about, for he is that "Man of Achievement" who
"Assessed so enormously" Negative Capability. As with Keats's principle
of intensity. Negative Capability is defined more as an aid to knowledge
than as a conclusive certainty. Wa are given a paradox, an affirmation
of uncertainty, soiasthing described as a negative but which is really
positive. Two elements in the definition, doubt and reason, are
familiar enough; the new third element carries with it the emphasis
hinted at in the intensity principle, "capable of being." To be "capable
1. Forman, ed. Letter, p.71. Berryman copies do» in his index only the 

fragment "intensify, capable of making all disagreeables evaporate."
2. Ibid.
3. Forman, ed. Letters, p.72.
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of being" mean# that a atraogth anist be developed, a# Henzy does iben 
he gathers strength in his will to survive and his aooeptance of 
uncertainty. In fact, living with and bearing the burden of doubt 
is the only thing that does make sense. Henry's friend says, unhelpfully,
"Vto hafta die./That is our 'pointed task. Love & die," and Henry replies 

Tesi that makes sense.
But what makes sense between, then? Wiat if I 
rolling & babbling & braining, brood on ibyaid 
just sat on the fence?

(The D.S. II, 36)
"I doubts you did or do," Henry's friend replies, "De choice is lost."
The choice ̂  lost; the hateful siege of contraries forces Henry off the
fence. The most Henry can do is le a m  to live with it, to accept
uncertainty and get on with living, loving, and dying. Perhaps God is
there, Berryman says elseibere, perhaps He is not*  ̂" V  Thy name, 
art Thou there?" But he accepts the uncertainty, "It may be so"
(L. 6 p.87).̂  The notion of Negative Capability may not bring
round the contraries, but it enables one to accept what cannot be
resolved.

Vhat holds true for the poet holds true for the reader. If the
process of poetry cannot succeed in iaposing goals and solutions for the
poet, in turn, poetry may do no more for the reader. The poem or poems
veer away from pre-established solutions; "Poetry should surprise by a fine
exeess," Keats says, "and not by Singularity."^ To Keats, "Singulari^"
meant an overbearingness; a "singular" poem would not "strike the Reader
as a wording of his own highest thoughts" but iiqpose upon the reader the
poet's conclusion, which by definition he cannot dyanyway; if the poet
arrives at a firm conclusion he beoomes an example of the "egotistical
1 • Ernest C. Stefanik draws attention to ibat would seam Rj^kegaard's 

version of Negative Crpabmty (neither Stefanik nor KlAcegaard 
mention Keats howev«r)i "I^Wcegaard asserts that the transition from 
unfaith to faith is not a weighing of possibilities * "Christianity is 
the precise opposite of speculation..., the miraculous, the absurd, 
a challenge to the individual to exist in it, and not to waste his time by 
trying to understand it speculatively." "A Cursing Glory," Renascence. Vol.25 (1973), pp.120-21. ---------

2. Forman, ed. Letters. p.108.
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sublime," lAdLdi KMts rejected in Vbrdsvorth. "Slngulsrity" would make
the reader "content" Wien poetry should leave the reader "breathless."
"VS hate poetry that has a palpable design upon us,” Keats said; poetry

be "unobtrusive," the only word from this letter which Berryman
included in Ids index. Berryman seemed to agree that the poem must
not assert so stubbornly that "If we do not agree, seems to put
its hand in its breeches pockets."^ Evidently Leigh Hunt in conversaticai
had that overbearing and tiresoms habit of impressing his opinions upon
fads listeners. In his index, Berryman notes only one reference to Haut,
but the page he cites best describes Keats's view of this "pleasant" but
"egotistioal" fellow* in Aort, Hunt does not give "other minds credit

2for the same degree of perception as be himself possesses." As an
"unforgettable teacher," Berryman has been described as "arrogant before
those who searched for answers rather than questions"} arroganoe was the
only aide some seem to see in him, a kind of Lei^ Hunt. But there
was the Keatsean side to Berryman, the side that was "humble before those
who chose to question."^ ("'I don't matter' and'KJUITSKt' are equally Uboring," Berryman said.) He believed, in Goethe's words, that "man is 
bom not to solve the problems of the universe, but to find out Wiere 
the problem begins, and than to restrain himself within the limits of 
the comprehensible."^ SLmdLlarly, Berryman's poetry enacts that opem- 
endedness, that same quality that dlows the reader the "same degree of 
perception he himself possesses.” This is not to say that Berrywlan's 
poetry offers the reader a mLndless gibberish of uncosmittet: feelings 
and inconclusive speculations. Although he does not expect to find 
answers, the penetration and breadth to which he takes the reader offers
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.108.
2. Forman, ed. Letters. p.2$2.
3. Arlene P. Cardoso, "John Berryman* UhforgettiA>le TeaiAer" Chicago 

Sua-Tiiaea. May 21, 1972, p.2.
U. Howard, "thisky and Ink, Vhisky and Ink," p.68.
5. Sdkermann, Cwiversations of Goethe. p.l6l.
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Moathiiw} More than a froatratad plea of "I'll never know." Bis poetry
is difficult and complex, but diffioulty invites the reader to experianoe
the struggle and thereby increase his strength of Negative Gaphbility; he,
too, may beocste "oapabls of being in unoert^ntles, mysteries and doubts,"
Berrymen's difficulty may be his style or allusions or edaply pronouns,
as he segrs of The Dreem Staaasi

nay/Die proncunÿ slide, and tha reader is mads to guess Wxo 
is talking to whcmu Out of this aebigul^ arises rWmeee.
The reader beoomes more aware, is forced tc enter into himself. 1

The reader, than, evsn in the small matter of pronouns participates in
"the life we all lead"; the poet has not ^marshalled" mad "ticketed"
everything for him.

Dflicit througjhoat this secticm has bean the assumption that
the general condition of modem men is a "hateful siege of centraries"*

"'I don't try to reconcile anything' said the poet at eighty,
'This is a damned strange world*."

p.o$)
So it was for Ralph Hodgaon at eighty;^ so it has been for most writers
since the generation of 191iu Dr a oollaction of essmys entitled
Negative Capability (1969), Nathan A. Scott, Jr. peraeivas in contemporary
literature an aocaptanoe that "any reaching after fact or reascm” will
not suffice. After the "rage for order" (such wrltnrs as TUats, Eliot,
Lawrance, Kafka, JCyoe, and Brecht), there owe the writers who "do not
rernah irritably after any great counterpoise to chaos"#

... today we do, indeed, find ourselves in a period in whioh the 
primary quality of "the w n  of aohLevwent" —  of a Beckett, or 
Robbe-arlllet, a Qrase, a Burroughs, a Godard — > appears to be 
Negative Capability, fco* they represent, ganerall, a firm 
disinclination to transfigure or try to sdxhe or reçoive what is 
reoalcitraatly Indatenlnate and mUbiguous in the human scene in

1. Howard, "ihisky #urd Dde, Wxisky and Dde," p.?6.
2. "Good Ralph Hodgson" is mentioned in Dream Song 305. Berryman had 

quoted these lines in Love & Fame in his "Afterward" to the New JUmarlcan 
library Bdition, 196$ of Theodôm Dreiser's The Titan » "At around 
eigh^, in 'retiroamnt* on an Ohio Mllside, tkou^ long de##d, he 
p#d>lishad a splendid new collection and was interviewed. "'I don't 
try to reeoncile anything, * he said. 'This is a dawned strange world' "(p«506).
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our tin».*.. 1
But it would seen that even thoae writers like Eliot who were supposed
to have found order did in some poems aooept a oondition of "Negative
Capability." For exanple, this is T.S. Fsaroe's oomaent on "Little
Oidding," the last of the Four Quartets*

This poem is oharaotazlsed by a sense of assurance t not the 
assurance necessarily of understanding, but of faith, of freedoia 
from wondexlng. It ia as if Eliot after a train of speculations 
similar in intensity to those of Wordsworth and Coleridge has 
finally reached the oondition idoioh Keats desoribea as Negative 
Capability.... 2

For the modem writer to rage after, and expect to find, order
ismld be to long for a teaaperanent and assurance more suitable to another
time. Berryman, in his 191*7 review of The Collected Iteena of Sidney
Ksyes. notes Keyes wrote shortly before he died*

I think I should have been bom in the last century in Oxfordshire 
or Vdltahire, instead of London between two wars, because then I 
night have been a good pastoral poet, instead of an uncomfortable 
metaphysical without roots.... All I know ia that everything in 
a vague sort of way means something else, and I desperately want 
to find out idat. 3

A fwdliar struggle. Bsrhaps Berryman saw in Keyes his o/m dilemma, but
unlike Keyes, he finally discovered the notion of Negative Capability and
his desperation was partially allayed. Like Saul Bellow* a Augie March,

a novel iddch Berryman praised highly, Berryman wanted to discover
the "axial lines" for living; during their picaresque journeys they both
hit upon it * 'h'hen striving stops, there they ̂ e  axial lines? are as a
gift."^

1. Nathan A. Scott, Jr. Negative Capability; Studies in the New
Mteratum and the Religious Situation (New Haven t ÆüveraitvAesa, 1969), p.3d.v.

2. T.S. Bsaros, T.S. Eliot (London* Evans Brothers Ltd., 1967), p. 127,
3. John Berryman, "Young Pbets Dead," Sewanee Review, vol.55 (July- September 191*7), p.5l1.
i*. Cited by Soott, p.xiii.



vl. Keats's "Piercing Motion" of the Ghsnsleon Ibet

%  have reoogniaed that the poetry of eacperienoe imposes a 
darkness in Wxioh the poet stwdales about, and ee have disoovered that 
the notion of "Negative Capohility" enables the poet to aooept ocmtra- 
dictions and alloes him to move with more assurance in the darkness of 
his unpredictable eoperlenee. This brings us to the pivoting principle 
of the chameleon poet, that "piercing notion" as Berryman said, for a 
dramatic poetry in Which the poet "is continually in for —  and filling 
some other Body.”̂  We have seen that Berryman stressed this principle of 
the chameleon poet in his criticism and interviews; his index of Keats's 
Letters reflects no less an emphasis. Di one part of his index, he notes 
the phrase "It has no character... tha oanalion /alc7 poet"; elsevtere, 
he triply underlines (he does so only twice in the index) the p ^  
reference for the major part of the "oanelion poet" letter. But shat 
does the notion of the ohawaleoo poet mean? Wiat does the notion and 
the drmaa it suggests, inply for the poet, the poem, and the reader?

It may be argued that Keats's powas are not actually dramatic,
that they almply create a rich texture of language and acene. But when
wa look at his Letters we see that his desire to fuse reality into tha
words of a poem led him towards a dramatic method. Keats discovered
that if he wanted tha real in his poetry, if he wanted characters to seam
like living characters, not just classical figures, than imagery was
not enough (just as "rhythm" was not enough for Berryman's poatioa), the
dramatic principle of characters interacting would have to be part of his
poetic principle. Many of Keats's poems seem dramatic anyway; he often
relied upon a situaticm in Wiich a speaker talks to a listener. Certainly
Keats's dmninant voice is not rtat Eliot called the "first voice" of poetry,
1. Forman, ed. LetWs. p.228. Forman notes Hr. Q. Beaumont's suggestion 

that Keats may have intended to write "informing" rather than "in" 
and "for." There might be something in this aP*oulation, but I ■a*»!! 
retain the phrase as Berryman quoted it.
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that la, "tha poet talking to hiweelf —  or to nobody."^ Keats's voioe
seems nearer a oomblnatiom of Eliot's second and third voioes, the second
being "the voice of the poet addressing an audience" and the third being
a dramatic Imaginary diaracter "speaking in varae" who addrassaa anothar
"imaginary character."^ But Eliot's categories do not bring us quite
far enough. Di Keats's Odes, for example, wa find the poet (not an
"imaginary character"} addressing and interacting with someone or soawthing
else —  Autumn (personified), an object (the poet attempting to particpate
in the life of the figures on the uxn), or a nightingale. In most of
Keats's poetry, Patricia Bell observes, "the tone is of one moved to a
dramatically reverberant utterance rather than the rtisper of private
thinking."^ Evan in those poems where no listener may be identified, she
says further, Keats "acts as a listener to his own speech"^ by adding
rhetorical questions. Keats's preoccupation with Shakespeare's drama
and his own "greatest ambition" to write {Gays had probably given him
the easentially draautic principle of the chameleon poet, and had Keata
lived, he would have no doubt written poeaia Wiich were more clearly in
the dramatic node. But wa must turn to his letters for a clearer idea
of his dramatic principle for poetry.

Several months before he died in Some, he wrote to John Taylort
The little dramatic skill I may as yet have however it might 
show in Drama would I think be sufficient fbr a Roeou I wish 
to diffuse the colouring of St. Agnes Eve throughout a Poem in 
ddch Character & Sentiment would be the figures of such drapery —  
Two or three such Poems if God should spare me, written in the 
course of the next 6 years, would be a famous gradus ad Pamasaum 
altiasimum.... 5

Keats added that this process would "nerve" him to "the writing of a few
1. T.S. Eliot, "The Three Voioes of Poetry," On Poetry and Poets 

(New Torfct The Noonday Press, 1961 ), p.96.
2. Ibid.
3. Patricia M. Ball# The Central Self. (Londont The Athlone Press.

1968), pp.150-151.
i i .  Ibid., p . l 5 l ,
5 .  Forman, ed. Letters. p.hUO.
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fine plays —  iqy greatest ambition." Nearly two years before, in another
letter to Taylor, he had expressed his desire to aooonplidi hie "chief
attempt at Drama" by "the playing of different .Natures with Joy end Sorrow.
In both letters his central concern was with creating characters and with
the poet's role in "tha playing of different Natures," and he saw these
oonoepts within the framework of drama.

Berryman's Interest in Keats's ideas on drama, the poem, and
the ohaaaaleon poet is apparent in his cluster of three zbferanoea, lAich
are doubly and txiply underlined (i.e. "226 228 lUtO plans") under the
category of "on his ̂ eats's/ own art." The first of these three page
references ia to Richard Woodhouse's letter to Keats in which Woodhouse
reflects on a conversation he had had with Keats about poetry.^ Obviously,
Nbodhouse brooded for a idiile before he sent his carefully phrased r^mttal.
As Nbodhouse recalled the argument, "I understood you to say, you thought
there was now nothing original to be written in poetry; that its riches
were already exhausted, ball its beauties forestalled —  & that you should,
consequently write no more.”̂  Nbodhouse could not aooept Keats's
misgiving about writing poetry in the early ninetemith century or any
time; nor could he, he implies, accept the idea for Keats's sake:

... I most earnestly deprecate yotir conclusion. For my part 
I believe most sincerely that the wealth of poetry is unexhausted 
& inexhaustible —  The ideas derivable from our senses singly and 
in various combinations with each other store tha mind with endless 
images of natural beauty the Passiona life & motion k reflection 
& the moral sense give additional relief & harmony to this mdLghty 
world of inanimate matter. 5

Keats's reply to Nbodhouse brings us to the second of Berryman's three
referenoea; Keats responded quickly and warmly t "Your letter gave ms
a great satisfaction; awre on account of its friendliness, than any raliah
1. Forman, ed. Letters. p.9l.
2. See 4>pendix A.
3. Note that Berryman indexes %odhouse's letter twice: see the 

category "his friends! Esp. Vbodhouse! 22^^!"
i*. Forman, ed. Letters, p.226.
5. Ibid.
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of that matter in it lAsLoh is aoootmted ao acceptable in the 'genua
IrratibleKeata is eomeWiat oagv about lAether he was taking
Vbodhouse ' a advice and would continue writing or whether he really had
not meant lAat he said. Bis main concern in the letter was to explain
"two principle points" or "indices" «bout poetry* first, "the c«wallon
poet" tod second, his aspiration "to reach as high a ausmit in Boetry as

2the nerve bestowed upon me will suffer."
Berryman would have been as sympathetic with Keats's "genus 

irratible" (compare in Love 6 Pawa. "After all has bean said, and all has 
been said..."^) as he seemed to be with Wbodhouse's ccmclusion that poetry 
gives "relief & harmony to this mighty world of inanimate matter." But 
Keats's reply to Woodhouse interested Berryman more* after tlwi page 
reference to >bodhouse's letter, Berryman triply underlined the reference 
to Keats's reply. I shall return to Keats's chameleon poet letter, but 
fbr the moment, I should conÿlete the duster of Berryman's three 
raferenoes. The third referanoe I have already noted, that is, Keats's 
Tplans" about wrdting drama and draaurtic poems ("The little dramatic skill 
I may as yet have... would I think be sufficient for a Boan" )̂.

Berryman's duster of these three references —  Vbodhouse's 
letter, Keats's reply, and his later statement about his desire to write 
a dramatic poma —  draw together several important asswptiona and 
coodusions, Wddi help towarda explaining Berryman's own poetics. The 
three references^ have in coisaon an insistence upon idxat poetry can and
1. Pbtman, ed. letters, p.227.
2. Ibid.
3. , p.66.
U. Forman, ed. Letters. p.W*0.
5. A fourth reference in Berryman's index might be added to this duster. 

Itader the category of "drmm" only one p ^  referanoe is noted: Keats 
says that "his chief attempt at Drama" would be "the playing of 
different Natures with Joy and Sorrow." Forman, ed. Letters. p.91.
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should do, what ths possibilities are and t&e direction poetry 
take. They give evidence of a passionate involvement in life and the 
poetry of experience —  from Vbodhouse*a "ideas derivable from our 
senses" to Keats's emphasis on "Character & Sentiment." Together 
they suggest the conclusion that poetry should not tell about life, 
but rather show the fullness of life, "conceiving an lago as an Dsogen."
Finally, they suggest a desire to create oneself in poetry, "the playing

1 2 of differmt Natures" until "not myself goes home to myself."
After looking at these three referenoes, perhaps it is clearer

that ths "siege of contraries" is essential to both the notion of the
chameleon poet and the dramatic effect. Qpposites make for energy, a
tension and interaction which is the very essence of drama and out of
which a man may progress —  "Vlthout Contraries," V&Uiam Blake said,
"is no progression."^ The dramatic poem is set into motion and brought
to life in a siege of contraries. Keats could see this in so unlikely
a place as a quarrel in the streets* "Though a quarrel in ths Streets is
a thing to be hated, the energies displayed in it are flne."^ And then
he adds, "This is the very thing in which consists poetry.
The notion of the chameleon poet, too, is one of the two "indices" YHmh
points the way "into the midst of the idiole pro and con."*

Of the t »  *findices" in the midst of contraries, the
poet is the more accessible index. The second index, that of the poet
reaching towards the "high summit in Ibetry," aeeais to me the large
subsuming category within Wd.ch the notion of the chameleon poet beccmms
an expression of that reaching. The concept of the chameleon poet brings
id.th it that element of character idiich is essential to any drama. Vytion
in time creates and makes a character real, but the length and breadth of
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.91.
2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.228.
3. ViUlan Blake, Cpiÿute Vftitings. ed. Geoffrey Keynes (London*

Oxford University lYess, 1972), p.11i9.
h. Forman, ed. Letters. p.317.
5. Forman, ed. Letters, p.317.
6. Formsn, ed. Letters, p.227.
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a oharactar's aotlom in tha world is necessarily restricted in a dramatic 
poem. As we have seen, the character's "action" in a poem is not siaqply 
physical action but the mcment of "a fine Suddeness," as Keats says of 
poetry, an awakening of a fresh response that exceeds algebraic, pre
conceived foxnulation, a characterisation based upon the individual's 
perception and awareness in a world of flux. Keats and Berryman were 
interested in enacting the process of individual ecpezienoe idierein

the observer does not so much learn as become something.
Each discovery of the external world is a discovery of 
himself, of his identity with and difference from, the 
external world. 1

The fullest use of drama in the poma, thmi, would not simply be the character's
interaction with the external world nor siaply Ibund's moment in Wdch a
character reveals himself, significant though his aoticm might be, but the
character's significant interaction with the external world over a period
of time, his revelation of himself, and the apontaneous extension and
creation of himself, one more step towards the creation of an identity.

Before I pursue this concept of the poet's creation of his
identity, I should bring forward some of the ideas discussed in previous
chapters. Berryman indexed an enlightening cross-reference to "Negative
Capability," an important cross-reference which suggests a way of drawligc
together the threads of the "siege of contraries," "Negative Capability,"
"the chameleon poet," and the "making of an identity." Berryman's reference
is to part of one of Keats's long letters to his brother and sister-ir&-law;
Keats expresses his unhappiness with the "Character" of Charles DUke t

ÆUke ia?... a Man who cannot feel he has an identity unless
ha has made his Mind about every thing.... All the stubborn
arguera you meet are of the same brood. They never begin upon 
a subject they have not pro-resolved onw They want to hammer 
their nail into you and if you turn the point, still they think 
you are wrong. DUke will never come at a truth as long as he 
lives; because he is always trying at it. 2

1. Longbaum, The Poetry of Experience. p.l*9.
2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.1*26.
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This oross-rsfsrsnoe suggests that Darrynon saw the connection with and the 
opposition between Hike and the man of Negative Capability. Keats seeaw 
to have regarded DUke and Hint's firm oast of mind similarly —  we recall 
Keats's opinion of Hunt who "does not give other mind's credit for the 
sane degree of perception he himself possesses."^ Man of Hunt and Dilke's 
"brood" gave Keats sons giief; they engaged in "disquisition," as Keats 
said of DUke, rather than "diqpute"; they could see no merit in "a 
quarrel in the streets." Keats's statement about Negative Capability 
evidently was occasioned by one of Dilke's "disquisitions" ibich caused 
several ideas to "dove-taU" in Keats's Mnd. Wa have seen in the principle 
of Negative Capability just what "dove-tailed" in Keats's mind, but in this 
letter about DUke, Identity has now been included and emphasised, so that 
the lAole expanded concept might be restated* we live in a world of 
unresolvable contraries; only that man lAo is"oapable of being in 
uncertainties, mysteries and doubts" can ever know a truth and, most 
importantly, can ever truly know his identity. Identity, not merely 
"capable of being," has become the real purpose of the man of Negative 
Capability. In effect, Keats sees that anyone who creates an idwitity 
by being preresolved or by being so foroeful as to "drive a nail" into 
someone else actually creates the illusion of identity. This foroeful
person might give the appearance of a tidy and solid identity, but he is not;
his identity has not been crested by himself but by an idea, a formula.
Keats peroeivsd identity as less tidy, less foroefhl, but in the end no 
less solid I "As various as the Lives of Men are —— so various become 
their Souls, and thus does Cod make individual b e i n g s . . A  sense of 
identity based upon preconceived notions is an identity formed out of the 
mind rather than experlenoe; the mind, that faculty responsible for twi*.̂ 
and Hunt's false sense of identity, may, however, spin out only part of ths
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.252.
2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.336.
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delioat# web of the Wxola end true Identity. The short answer is that
the mind and heart in interaction with others create identity and that
the notion of the chameleon poet encapsulates this process, but we must
Inquire further into Wut Keats means by identity.

Identity, Keats believed, is created in a "vale of Soul-making
where souls are "no Souls till they aoquirs identities. Keats uses
the terms "Soul" and "identity" interchangeably, meaning, I take it, that
one does not exist without the other. But he makes a very clear distinction
between Soul (identic) and intelUgmce) intelligenoe, he suggests, may
help us perceive but intelligence alone cannot make a soul*

I/57telligences are atoms of peroeption —  they know and they 
see and they are pure, in short they are God —  How then are -
Souls to be made? ... How, but by the medium of a world like this?

The world we live in, our "vale," makes demands upon not only the mind but
also the heart; it is the plooe Wiere "the proper action of Mind and Heart"
may create a soul or identity. The mind and heart encounter the external
world "for the purpose of forming the Soul."^ Keats gives a "homely"
but helpful analogy of the interaction and tension generated by these three
elements —  the world, heart, and mind*

I will call the worM a School instituted for the purpose of 
teaching little ckildren to read —  I will call the human heart 
the horn Book used in that School —  and I will call tke 
able io read, the Soul made from that School and its hornbook. U

The heart becomes the go-between "in the Vforld of Giroumstanoes”;̂  the heart,
not the mind, loops together inner and outer and is the means by idiich an
identity is created. "Not merely is the Heart a Hornbook," Keats says
further, "It is the Minds /Sic? Bible, it is the Minds /alc7 experience,
it is the teat from Wiich the mind or intelligence sucks its identic. "*

Keats's "vale of Soul-making" is traversed in ths world of
1. Fbrman, ed. Letters, p.336. Berryman indexes this page reference 

under "'identities'."
2. Ibid.
1*. jji<i.
5. Borman, ed. Letters, p.337.
6. Forman, ed. Letters, p.336.
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ciroumatanoes W»ar# elraumatanoea "are like Clooda oontinually gathering
and bursting"  ̂ (ooapare Berryman's version of this in "The Dispossessed/'
"an evil aky... twirled its isustaohes, hissed..." or Henry's version,
"the olouds groided, heh-heh, & snapped, it orashed"^The D.S. I, 1̂ ),
and sounds similar to Olive Sdirelner's drama of "the life we all lead"
in whioh "nothing oan be prophesied." The difference between Keats and
Scdireiner hers is that Schreiner is speaking only of a "method of art";
Keats wanted mors than a "method of art," he wanted a "system of Salvation"
as well, idtioh is of course similar to Berryman's notion of a "process
of art and a prooess of life" and poetry aiming at "the reformation of
the poet, as prayer does." V&en the heart becomes the oontroUing
principle of the poet's poetry, each poem enacts an encounter with the
external world and each encounter with the external world gives the poet
e chance to project himself "sympathetically into the Other and, by
identifying there another aspect of the spiritual Half, to evolve a soul
or identity." Henry (Benymsn) criticized Hon— an on this point; he
said of Houanan's "hopeless lads" and "hopeless heroine" *

your creator is studying his celestial qxhsre, 
he never loved you, he never loved a woman 
or a man, save one....

(The D.S. VI, 205)
Qenerally in Keats and Berryman's poetry, the speaker's encounter 

with the external world is a particular kind of encounter, not merely 
observation, not merely externalizaticm. The speaker begins with the raw
material of human experience and self-conscioualy^ projects into
the external world unlike many critics and scholars who will use only their 
minds to understand The Dream Songs t
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.3l5.
2. Langboum, The Poetry of Experience, p.50.
3. "True selfhood emerges only with self-oonsciouaness, only Wien the self 

consciously relates itself with its immediate needs to a reality outside 
itself." See J. Aeston Cole, The Rroblematic Self in Kierkegaard and 
Freud (New Haveni Tale Doiversity Press, l5?l), pp.60-69.
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They'll seek the etrenge soul. In rein & mi et,
Wiereme they should reoall the pretty couadns they kissed
snd stick i^th the sweet swLtoh of the body.

(The D.S. VII, 308)
Kestdksnd Benymsn's poems of experience ere not word objects nor even a
mirror of the external world but an expression in words Wiich enacts the
struggle of projecting synpathetically, an enactment of the heart, as
Keats night say, a special kind of empathie ventriloquism of voioe and
feeling, rather than a metaphor-like "listening to the Rain with a senae of
being drown'd and rotted like a grain of Wieat."̂  Out of this projection
cones awareness and understanding (the heart is "the minds Æio7 Bible"),
but how is this under standing brought about? How is it that Keats oan
presume to parW.eipate in "other's experience? then Keats says that "if
a Sparrow come before ny Window I take part in its existence and pick 

2about the (hraval" or again, "I with Achilles shouting in the Trenches,
or with Theocritus in the Vales of Sicily,"^ he assumes that what is "out
there" or "other" or "not myself" both in present snd past tAw* may be
shared beyond the sharing of subjectivity. This assumption, and the
questions it raises, may be answered in part by Keats's stateamnt about
"the poetical Qiaracter" in his chameleon poet letter t

^le poetical Charaoter7 has no self —  it is everything mnd 
nothing —  It has no character —  it enjoys light and shade; 
it lives in gusto, be it foul or fair, hL^ or low, rich or 
poor, mean or elevated —  It has as much delight in conoeiving 
an lago as an Imogen. lhat shocks the virtuous philosopher, 
delights the oanelion R>et. It does no harm from the relish 
of the dark side of things any more than from its taste for 
the bright one; because they both end in sP«oulation. k

Thus far the description is familiar enough* the "poetical Character"
participates in the "gusto" of expeiience in a world of contrazies ('foul
or fair, high or low" etc. ) which are unresolvable ("end in speculation* ).
Keats then turns to the problem of identity*A k m m w  v a a v a a  v u a a a o  v w  w a a v  u x

1. Forman, ed. Letters. p.137.
2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.69.
3. Forman, ed. Letters. p.2h1.
U. Forman, ed. Letters, p.227-8.
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A Poet la the most unpoeticel of any thing in eziatencaj because he has no Identity —  he is continually in for —  
and filling soma other Body —  the Sun, the Moon, tha Sea and Men and kbmen who are creatures of impulse are poetical 
and have about them an unchangeable attribute —  the poet 
has none; no identity —  he is certainly the most unpoetical 
of God's Creatures. 1

The poet is to be "disinterested," as Keats said elseWiere. If this is
80, then what about the poet? It ere is be in this prooess? Does he
not have an identity? Keats probes deeper :

If he ̂ he poet7 has no seU, and if I am a Fbet, idiere is theWbnder that I should say I would làlte no more? Might I not
at that very instant have been cogitating on the Characters of 
Saturn and Ops? It is a wretched thing to confess; but is a very fact that not one word I ever utter can be taken for granted 
as an opinion growing out of xy Identical nature —  how can it tdien I have no nature? 2

It is tenpting to interpret Keats literally here and to believe that he
had made a statement of hard principle, but I see him in this context
cleverly turning an azigument. %  recall that Wodhouse could not accept
Keats's saying that all the riclies of poetry "were already esduuisted"
and that Keats said he wjuld write no more. The turn of Keats's reply
seems to be that if he told VJbodhouse that he whmild Write no more, then
he (Keats) meant it differently Nbodhousé!(understa.n<ii.rvj o f  if. Keats
meant that he himself would write no more, but would instead write "from
soma character in idxose soul I now live."̂  Keats struggled too much
with creating his own Identity to deny himself a part in the process of
making the poem. If there is no sense of the poet John Keats in the
poem, we are speaking of a principle of art, but this principle does not
abandon the reality of the poef̂ s own identity being created as he "becomes"
some character in Wiose soul ho lives.

On the point of the poet's having no part in the poem, Bezuyman 
seems to have disagreed, and his own principle of the chameleon poet might
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.228.
2. Forman, ed. Letters, p.228.
3. Forman, ed. Letters, p.229.
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be restated in the following Keatsean terms : the poetical character
lives in light and shade; it may nearly participate in others' experience
but it is itself too; it has a self and recognises, through sensitising
awareness, other selves; in the poetical character's attempt to empathise
with other selves, it begins to create its o» identity.

I have been using the terms "identity" end "self" pezhaps too
freely; the two terms should be distinguished as oompl— entary but
different parts in Berryman's poetics. Keats, on the other hand, uses
"identity" and "self" interchangeably ; most often he seems to mean the
"self" Wiich recĉ nises its om physical and spiî tual person as contrasted
with other persons or objects.̂  But Keats did seem to recognize and
use the terra "Identity" as we would use it; when he says, "as various
as the Lives of Men are —  so various become their Soule, and thus does

2God make individual beings," he means identity ("Soul") and is suggesting 
that identity, as we refer to it, is a epecial and complex view of the 
self —  identity is the uniqueness of the self, the individuality, personal 
style, and variations of the self. One may be awazw of one's self without 
recognizing an identic, for the discovery of one's identity is determined 
by one's awareness and understanding of self in time and in relation with 
others. The individual's sense of identity, Norman Holland says, is — a» 
firm by "his awareness of the continuity in the style of his individuality 
and its existence and the coincidence of his pezeonal style with his 
meaning for significant others in his immediate community. Each of us 
has essential characteristics iivrlnted in infancy; Holland's suggestion 
is that these essential "uzichanging" characteristics imqprinted in infancy 
are "primary identity." What the child becomes, his choices, decisions,
1. See A glossary of Psychoaiaalytlc Tezms and Concepts, ed. Burness E.

Moore and Bernard D. Fine (New Tozkt American I^ohoanalytic Association, 1967 ) lAere the self is defined as the "real and total person of an 
individual, including both his body and psyche." Cited by Norman Holland, "Self, Identity, Bhity, Wholeness," P.M.L.A.. Vol.90 (October 1975), 8lli.2. Form», ed. Letters, p.336.

3. Holland, "Selÿ, idSnti^, Ikiity, Wholeness," p.811*.
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relationships, expezlences are the variations iqK'n this "pilmazy identity,"
and these variations are the identity, "the visible human before ms, ever
chaining and different, yet ever continuous with what went before."̂
This concept of identity is a complex rhythm t the flow, modulations, and
variations of individual lives as they relate to other lives are the

2contours of vitality and the rhythms of lives in historical time.
If we accept the notion that identity may be described as a 

multiplicity of ihytha in historical time, it becomes apparent that ths 
short poem, because of the constriction of its length, cannot explore an 
identity. It would not be pressing the generalisation too far to say 
that the short poem is limited to an awareness (or m  unawareness) of 
self ("coe's 'own person' as contrasted with 'other persons' and objects 
outside oneself" )% Wiereas, the long poem opens up the possibility of 
variations of the self in time snd therefore the creation of an identity.

we have now two possibilities, or functions, of the "piercing 
notion" of the ch— eleon poet; the short poem, in which the speaker oomes 
to a récognition or awareness of self and ths long poem in which the 
speaker creates an identity. In both the recognition of self and the 
creation of identity, the heart projects into, interacts, mediates, and 
connects with the external world. Like the chameleon, the heart seems 
to change color snd dissolve into the thing it clings to, but the chameleon, 
like the heart, does not truly merge with something outside itself. Try 
as he may, Keats could not really become the sparrow pitddng at the gravel 
or become Achilles in the trenches. Keats did realize this limitation 
of the chameleon poet* as he says, "I take part"̂  in the aparrow's

texistence or "I am with Achilles shouting in the trenches" or again, he
1. Holland, "Self, Identity, Unity, Wholeness," p,8l5.2. See John Maomurrey, Barsons in Relation (Londont Faber and Faber Ltd.,

1961 ). Note especially the obapter "The Rhythms of Withdrawal andReturn," pp.86-10$.
3. Forman, ed. Letters, p.69. (My italics),h. Formsn, ad. Letters. p.2Ul. 0^ italics).
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expresses in s letter to his friend Benjamin Hayden, "I know not you/r?
many havens of intens»ess —  nor can I ever know them. •.. Keats
realized, as did Berryman, that the reality of being a chameleon poet
takes the poet or the speaker of a poem just to the point of awareness —
both of himself and of Other. If Keats or Berryman had been overly
concerned about merging with someone or something else, they would have
been lost in the probl—  that Lawrence and 1 hitman never solved, namely
how does the poet or speaker hold intact his om identity and at the same
time merge with soaieone else? The simple answer is that the poet does
not, can not. Both Lawrence and Whitman at times seemed to strain after
an essentially mystical union, an activity into lAich poetry refuses to
follow without a recognition that the art of poetry is completely subsumed
once something so demanding as mystical union is the goal. Richard Fogle
observes an obvious but essential truth about the "mystical" aapeot of the
chameleon poet* "a mystical union betwean oneself and other orders of
being and consciousness... is on the surface unlikely and in any event

2Wiolly unverifiable." But Lawrence re mgnized in Whitman's "merging"
something less mystical than I have allowed:

Meeting all the other wayfarers along the road. And how?How meet than, and how pass? With sympathy, says 
Whitman. Sÿrpathy. He does not say love. He says sympathy.Feeling with. Feel with them as they feel themselves,
catching the vibration of their soul and fledr as we pass. )

The notion of the chameleon projection into (Ritifflhlung. or
"empathy") is what we are left with, but it is enough to be verifiable
and to create a dramatic situation in lAioh the main player enacts his
experience of a powerful response, of "catching the vibrations" of other
persons or things. It is important to any discussion of the chameleon
1. Forman, ed. Letters. p.129.
2. Richard H. Fogle, The Imagery of Keats and Shelley. (Quq>«l %Iklversity of Nortk Carolina Press, 191*9), p.iul.
3. O.H. Lawrence, "Whitman," Studies ̂  Classic Ameri**̂  literature 

(Harraondsworth t Panguin Books' Limited, 1971 ), p.181.
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poet that we reoogniu the difference between "synpathetlo" response 
and "empathie" reoponse. Empathy creates a sense, by way of the 
physical senses, of an intimate union with its object. Brpathy denotes 
participation and projection into. Sympathy, too, denotes an imaginative 
projection but less in the swise of a union. To be in sympathy is to 
be in accord with, in correlation, or in affinity;\to be sympathetic 
suggests more a sense of fellow-feeling than the participation empathy 
implies. In short, "sympathy runs parallel, while enpathy unites.
Shpathy may be regarded as a realizable oonpromise between fellow-feeling 
and a mystical union; idiile mystical union means that the individual 
merges with something ip the external world, empathy "permits the closest 
contact of self and object without loss of identity."̂

The extraordinary weight that Keats, and all of the Romantics, 
placed on enpathywas no less Berryman's concern. He, too, struggled 
towards the vital union of poet and subject; he, too, felt the need to 
participate in the experience of others. Of all the Romantic poets 
he is most like Keats in his desire to particpate inllndividual's experlenoe 
rather than in the total landscape, as, say, Byron in Childs Harold's 
Pilgrimage, (IV, clxxvii)* "I steal From all I may be, or have been before. 
To mingle with the Universe."̂  Keats might rmply to Byron here* "human 
nature is finer.Though human nature would be Berryman's concern, he 
does not always convoy to the reader such a strong sense of empathy as 
Keats does. If empathy is to be verifiable beyond tha speaker's saying 
he is empathieĵ the reader must be brought into an empathy *d.th the poet 
and subject. The primary means the poet has of doing this is through
1. Alex Araminger, et jal. The Princeton Encyclopedia of Ibetry and Boetice. enlarged edition (Ihdnoeion* Ainoeton Itaiveralty Areas, 197U), p.222.
2. Fogle, The Imagery of Keats and Shelley, p.11*8.
3. Cited by M.H. Abrams, The tttrror »d the Lmnp, p.31*7, n.77. Nc

also * "Keats was exceptional, in thai be Telt an identification
rather with individual things, such as sparrows and people, than with tiie total landscape," p.31*7, n.77.

1*. Forman, ed. Letters, p.111.

Note
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rhythm and imagery. No bare factual atatement of «apathy alll suffloa]
"the hallmark," as Richard Fogla convincingly arguas, "by ahich poetic
anqpathy is to be identified is the presence of motor, kinesthetic, or
organic inagezy, so powerful in effect as to evoke kindred impulses in
the reader.Berryman's poetic enqpathy, as reflected in the absence of
physical imagery in many of his "empathie" poems, seems to suggest the
impossibility of a vital, empathie participation. (kuqpare, for exanple,
the kinesthetic imagery of some lines from Keats's "Ode to Psyche" with
the static imagery of an early Berryman poem "On the London Train" t

Æupid and Psych^ lay calA-breathing <ui the bedded grass;%eir arms embraced, and their pinions too;Their lips tout'd not, but had not bade adieu.As if disjoined by soft-handed slumber.
And ready still past kisses to outnumber....

(11. 15-19)

Despite the lonesome look 
The man in the corner has.Across the compartment.Doubtless a dosen daae 
Daily their eyes on him intent And fancy him beside a brook.Their arms with his laced.Holding him fast.

(20P, p.52)

In this exanqple from Keats, the physical suggestion, which stirs the reader 
towards an anpathetlc response, is "sustained," Fogle observes, "by tactual 
feelings in 'bedded,' 'embraced,' 'lips touch'd not,' 'disjoined,' and 
'soft-handed,'" so that "action is suspended only momentarily."̂  Berryman's 
description of a "dozen eyes" trying to empathise with "the man in the 
comer" of a train compartment is Just that, a description. Action is 
suspended throughout, very little phyaioal suggestion to the reader to 
participate, and the people described in the poem think, they do not feel 
into. They "fancy" seeing the man in a pastoral setting; the description
1. Fogle, The Jmagery of Keats and arelley. p.11*9
2. Ibid.. P.16U.
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of arms, lAioh are "laoad" and "holding" docs not aak the reader to
participate the way Keats's "calm-breathing" "bedded" and "embraced” do.
And, too, the poetic device of consonance in each example provokes a
different response t Keats's "calia-breathing on the bedded grass}/ Their
arms embraced" steadily oonplwnants the slow, physical movement of the
description} Berryman's "Doubtless a ̂ zen daze/Daily" pounds rather
than evokes, we are aidced to observe and judge rather than feel and
participate. Li fairness to Berryman's poem, his intention differs
from that of Keats's; Bezrzyman means to convey the sad impossibility of
"a dozen" lAo "daae/Daily their eyes" mad who canziot really «apathise
with the man; as Berzyman paraphrases the lines, "Daily as they are
afflicted with his image or his presence, the possibilities of union daae
them and glaze their eyes."̂  So there is no question of the necessity
to evoke enpathy in the reader through physical imagery; impossibility
and absence are the point. 7̂npathy is all the reader and the participants
in the poem are allowed.

In some of Berryman's poetxy, however, the «peaker and the reader
are izuslined towards empathy. A brief comparison of Keats's "Ode on a
Grecian Um" and Berryman's "%e Ball Poem" points to this inclination mi
shows how Berryman realizes that he must stop just shozrt of empathy.
Fogle argues that "Ode on a Grecian Uzn" is "Keats's oonsumate expression

2of empathie feeling and thought." As the poem develops, Keats, or the
poet-apeaker, is draw into the scenes on the vase. His ow qusstiozis
beckon both himself and the reader into the scenes t

Vhat men or gods are these? that maLdans loth? that mad puz*suit? that struggle to escape? 
that pipes and timbre.is.? that wild ecstasy?

Similarly, "The Ball Ibem" opens with the same gesture towards empathy;
1. John Berrysum, "A Note on Itoetiy" in Five Young American Ibets (Norfolk, Connecticut * New Directions, 19U6), p.2i5.
2. Fogle, The Dnageiy of Keats and Shelley, p.172.
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a question, almost stuttezlng idth enqhactlo repetition, draws the poet-
speaker and the reader into the soenet

that is the boy now, iho has lost his ball, 
that, what is he to do? I saw it go 
Merrily bouncing dow the street, and then 
Merrily over —  there it is in the water!

The repetition of "Merrily" and the strong trochaic rhythm of the ball
"bouncing down the street" invite the reader to participate in the novwaent
of the ball. But how such more completely in Keats's ode both the poet-
speaker and the reader are drawn into an empathie response; the gestures
of empathie repetition are finally displaced by ibysical imagery t

Ah, happy, hapRr boughs! that cannot shed 
Tour leaves, nor ever bid the Spring adieu;
And, happy melodist, unwearied.
For ever piping songs for ever new;
More happy love! more happy, happy love!
For ever warm and still to be enjoy'd.
For ever panting, and for ever young 
All breathing human passion far above.
That leaves a heart high-sorrowful and doy'd,
A burning fo^raad, w d  a parching tongue.

Keats enpathically moves from the boughs, to the melodist, to the lovers
and joins particularly in the lovers' feelings. His method of evoking
empathie participation is similar to that of "The Ball Ibtta," —  repetition
complemented by a strong rhythm —  but in Keats's ode we are invited to
participate, as he seems to do, more fully than in "The Ball Boern."
For a moment in "Ode," action is squeezed into a poise of dynanio stasis;
love is rhythmically ecstatic, "more happy love! more happy, happy love!"
(oonplemented by consonance in a bouncing trochaic rhythm of words
"br^at&ng hl6ian pdsslon fir ) and imagistioally senmious, "warm"
"panting," "breathing," "burning," and "parching." The total effect of
the strong rhythm and phyaioal imagery is to give a fuller sense of the
speakor-poet, lAo participates and invites the reader to partic%) ate.
Even the very subtle and small matter of an indefinite article includes
the speaker and the reader in the scene. When Keats says, "All breathing
human passion," he means "all" of the figures in the scene, but the next
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two lines clearly includes all of us —  "a heart high-sorrowful, "
"a burning forehead," and "a parching tongue."

The poet in "The Ball Roem" realises very early in the poem
that he cannot participate in the boy's feelings. He descilbes, almost
enpathically, the boy's sense of loss:

No use to say '0 there are other balls' t An ultimate shaking grief fixes the boy As he stands rigid, trmbling, staring down All his young days into the harbour lAere 
His ball went.

The poet's wpathy seems nearly coiqplete as he observes the boy's "ultimate
Asking grief," a phrase iddoh, as Martin Dodsworth rightly observes, is
"too strong for what is shown. As the boy "stands rigid, trembling"
the post's empathy is truncated by the next bald statementt "I would
not intrude upon him...." For a brief moment the poet and the reader,
perhaps, feel for tbs boy, but we do not feel into. The boy is Other,
he is external like the money Aich will not replace his particular loss;

2he isdLmost synhoUc of one's response to another's feeling. The poet
stands back and observes the boy's experiencet

He is learning, well behind his desperate eyes.The epLstmnology of loss, how to stand up 
Knowing Aat every man must one day know And most know many days, how to stand up 
And gradually light returns to the street,
A whistle blows, the ball is out of sî rt....

Again, repetition stands in for espathic imagery, no evocation but a
steady empathie repetition. Paradoxically, the repetition of "knowing"
punctuates the impossibility of knowing. The poet suggests for both
himself and the reader that eaA of us "knows" only his own experience;
he finds it impossible to "know" b̂ rond repeating the word itself, as
though he were still trying to convince himself and the reader. The
1. Martin Dodsworth, "John Berryman: An Introduction," Ihe Survival of 

fbetry, e d .  Martin Dodsworth (Londont Faber arwl Faber L t d . ,  1 ? Y 0 ) ,  p.106.
2. Dodsworth says, "It is hard to believe in this boy's real existence...." p.108.
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poem ends idth a gesture of empathy, but the poet still relies more upon
a thumping repetition than the energy of empathie imagery i

Soon part of me will explore the deep and dark Floor of the harbour... I an ereryAare 
I suffer and move, my mind and my heart move 
VCLth all that move me, under the water Or Aistling, Ï an not a little boy.

()tr italics)
Keats came to a similar rational conclusion* near the end of "Ode on 
a Grecian Um" he says, "cold pastoral!" and the empathie response is 
broken. %e difference between Keats's response and Berryman's 
be apparent* Aough esA tried to describe what he saw and felt, Keats's 
perception, and in turn, his poetry, participates mors fully in what he 
sees, for a time at least; Aereas Berryman feels for Aat he sess, he 
catches vibrations and sympathises at a distance. Like the ironic 
repetition of "know," the repetition of "move," and the AudeniA preciseness 
of "apistemology of loss" he tries to convince the mind what the heart feels 
and the heart Aat the mind knowe, "Move" spUls over into most of its 
meanings* to change position, to proceed, to depart, to act, to maneuver, 
but mostly the post means to stir feeling and touA the heart. Nevertheless, 
the rhythms of the eepathic process are similar in "Ode on a Gzmcian %kn" 
and "The Ball Poem": each poem dramatises a recognition of self ("one's 
01B1 person as contrasted with other persons" ); each discovers and interacts 
with someone or something in the external world and for a moment, is 
surprised into awareness of himself and his difference from the external 
w>rld. In the end, "we are ccmfronted," as Berryman says of "The R-n 
Po«a," "with a process of life and a process of art."

The tm poems by Berryman which I have discussed thus far are 
early poems (the early I91*0»s), but the principle of the chameleon poet 
was to remain Berryman's major principle throughout his poetry, from the 
"union" with Mistress Bradstreet, through Henry's "extraordinary talent 
for becoming the people and things he likes, to "Eleven Addresses to
1. Howard, "Alaky and Ink, Aisky and Ink," p.TO.
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the Lord"*

Nov, brooding thro* a history of the early Church I identify with everybody, even the heresiarchs.
(L. & F.. p.89)

"Couvade" has often been cited as "Henry's favorite custom" (The D.S.
V, 12U).̂  (Couvade "refers to the custom among some tribes of the 
father's going to bed and re-enacting the pains of his wife's birth 
labor.") But "couvade" denotes participation, and as we have seen,
Berryman does not invite himself nor the reader, to participate in 
another's experience, but rathaî  he enacts a syiiq>athetic response.
Ihough Henry would wish for couvade to be his favorite custom, he seevu 
predestined to never accompli A  it. Aen, for example, a student weeps 
in Henry's office, he weeps too :

'go right ahead,' I assur -
ed her, 'here's a handkerchief. Cry! aie did, I did 

Aen she got control, I said 'Vhat’s the matter - 
if you want to talk?'

'Nothing. Nothing's the matter.' So.I am her.
(The D.S. VI, 21i2)

The poetry he ire suggests thA Henry is sympathetic, not empathie. Aa 
the poet in "The Ball Rom" cannot intrude, so Henry cannot intrude; 
he can only listen "so"; "I m  her/ Aile sympathetic, is a helpless 
protesting. He realizes that he is helpless in Aating or absolving 
someone else's misery. Near the end of The Dream Songs, in a pom 
iiqpersonally but ironically entitled (in Yeatsian fashicm) "His Helplessness," 
a young lady, Ao is "thousands of miles" away, writes to Henry that she is 
miser Ale. Henry says thA he "would offer" to help, for Ae "needs one 
to pace her fate," bA he "cannot spot a hole"; he feels sympathetic but 
helpless t
1. For a discusAon of "couvade" see Michael BerryhiU, "The E^stc wology 

of Loss” in John Berryman: A CheokUst, ed. Richard J. Kelly (Metuchent The Scarecrow Press, pp.xxviii-xxix.
2. Ibid.. p.xxviii.
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1 look with my heart, in her darkness over there t dark shroud the clouds on her disordered soulAose laA letter flew like a prayer.
(The D.S. VII, 375)

Though Itenry, or any character in Berryman's poetry,
cannot participate in others' experience, though the reader may be not
invited to participate in others' experimce either, there is a sense in
Aich John Benyman, the man himself, participates in others' experience.
Douglas Dunn, A o  in his own poetry reflects an awareness that the poet
is "a camera" ("They suffer, and I catch only the surface"̂  ), sees in
Berryman's poetry, especially The Dream Songs, not only sympathy but also
empathy; but in this case an empathy of aAhor and subject. "Henry,"
he speculates, "is not Berryman, but Berryman is Henry" t

îenrĝ ... is produced imaginatively, by a process in Aich 
psychological and imaginative necesAties are satisfied together, not only as a Apher, or mask, through which Berryman can «peak, 
but as, if you like, a "poet's frleiA." Out of his real self, Berryman drew another person who is intuitively,... as like the real Berryman as makes no difference.
Aether this process results in a creation that can be called a "literary de Ace" is questionable. It appears to be more 
pereonal, more to do Ath the nature of the poet's mind, and the ccnsolations it needs to conpmsate for sALitude arid the 
nature of Aat he knows Aout himself. It could Aso be sAd 
to be fundamentA in a poetry in A i A  the self is exploited through imaginative recreations.... 2

The question of Aether this process of ryreation is personA and auto-
biographicA seems to cut two ways % on the one hand, it does compensate
for the poet's solitude —  he has "a fAend" —  but on the other, it
hAps authenticate the expezienoe of percAving the self and gives a
sense of a spontaneous expeAenoe rather than an ineAtAle, preconcAved
sAution.

As I have noted, Aen Berryman was asked, "of Aat use do you 
think art is in the morA world?" he replied, "It depends on Aat you take
1. Douglas Dunn, "I Am a Cameraman" Love or Notldng (London * FAer and Faber Ltd., 197L), p.Ul.
2. Dunn, "GAety & Lamentation," iqp.73-li.
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the end of life to be; Aether it issues in conduct or feelings."̂
Though we recognize that the poet manipulates and selects his subject,
we are asked to believe that art issues in feeling and sympathy so as
to affect our conduct t "Never have I known a really, vain arrogant

2man to transform himself into a decent human being," Berryman said; 
or once again, poetry "aims... at the reformation of the poet, as prayer 
does... it enables the poet gradually again and again, to become almost 
another man, but something of that sort happens, on a small scale, a 
freeing, with the creation of every real poem."̂  This last statement, 
with the poet at the center of actiAty, might seem at first reading 
an egocentric self-creation; on the contrary, the reformation of the 
poet is brought about by his sympathetic response to others. And, 
further, the purpose of the sympathetic response is not simply the poet's 
egotistical confirmation, the purpose is awareness both of himself and 
others, and in this the reader ̂  inAted to participate. Henry leams 
in his long odyssey that "awareness was most of Aat ha had" (The D.S.
VII, 370); he had slowly learned awareness through his interaction Ath 
others so that when a woman, Ao suffers from "an inability to respond"
(The D.S. VII, 358) comes to him for counsA, he understands. That 
Berryman's imagery does not Aways draw the reader, and his rhythm often does, 
into partiApating in others' expeAenoe, does not reqAre us to regard 
Berryman as the lesser poet. Aat Berryman says in a notation on his 
copy of Eliot's Four Quartets might be taken as his ow avowed purpose; 
"Preston Aghtly says, 'There is no claim to share the experience of

the sAnt, the purpose is awareness.'"̂  Aether one identifies 
Ath^a saint or a miserable soA , a distraught student or a man on a London 
train, awareness is Aways the essenAA point.
1. Berg, "A Truly GenAe Man Tightms and Paoes," p,n.
2. Howard, "Itisky and Ink, Whisky and Ink," p.58.
3. Berryman, "The HevolAng Bookstand," p.386.
li. This notaAon appears on the back cover page of Berryman's copy ofT.S. Eliot's Four Quartets (New Tozki Haroourt Brace & Co., 19U3)«
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In engAaAzlng the effoAe of the poet or speaker to develop
his awareness, I have not intended to underplay the reader's zx>le in
the same demanding effort. Berryman's demands weigh heavily upon the
reader. His deliberate disruption of syntax, his almost willful delight
in wrenching language, or his ambiguous pronouns in The Dream Songs Aare
"the reader is made to guess tdio is talking to Aom" are all A  sky maneuvers,
but in all cases there is an open invitation to the reader to oollude Ath
the poet, to mend together the pieces and create Ath the poet.’ In an
age of mass media and an American public all too ready to live on a steady
diet of the sunny little digests that infest our book stores, asking the
reAer to percAve beyond his cuAomary, automatic response, is asking
to attenpt to develop a deeper intAtive response. If the reader
participates in the process he Aould begin to realise something more
inpoAant than A  solute meaning; out of this process comes an energy of iH tiH
A l A  issues in feeling and a senAtiAty of response. Many modem poets
have lamented the lack of awareness in our age. In 1?th century
Matthew Arnold saw this loss of awareness and gave warning. Like Berzynvi
and Keats, he found in Wordsworth a confrere and implored his readers to
listen to Wordsworth's poetry and to "feel his voice"*

... where A H  Europe's latter hour 
Again find Wordsworth's healing power?
Others All teach us how to dare.
And againat fear our breaA to steel;
Others will Arengthen us to bear 
But Ao, A! A o  All make us feel? 2

1. The reader's role in creating Ath the poet was no less a Romantic 
prlnAple, as John Bayley says, "... in early Romantic poetry the 
pmbl^ process of the poet's imagination depends for its success upon

Tull co-operation of the reader in the same voyage of discovery. " 
The RoraanA c  &*rAvA (London* Chatto & Andus, 1957), p.31. And, 

Browiing se«ii8 to have relied upon the reAer to reoonstruct his 
grotesque" style; Browning's poems "throw words outwards, leaving a 
litter of linguistic wreckage for the reader to reconstruct...." See 
leobA Armstrong, "Browning and the 'Grotesque' Style" in The Major 
Victorian Poets* ReconAderations Isobel Armstrong, A. (£ouiont Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1969), pp.93-91*.

2. ^tthew Arnold, The ConqxLete Foeias of Matthew Arnold. A. Kenneth 
Allott (London* Longmans, Green and Go.LA., 196$), p.229.
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Eliot bears the legacy in an even bleaker view of awareness in The Waatshmni» 
but out of the waste land oone the same voices of hope, the same expression 
of the necessity to feel* Datta, Dayadhvam, Daayata ("Give, %npathiae. 
Control"). Berryman seemsd to find in the principle of the «qpathic 
chameleon poet the voice of hope Aich ceme out of the waste land* Keats 
observed of his concept of the "vale of soul-making," that he had found 
"a faint sketch of a ay stem of Salvation Aich does not affront our reason 
and humanity," So it was Ath Berryman; Douglaus Dunn is light, "Aat 
must be asserted Aout Berryman's work is its humanity."’

vii. The Wbrld of Pains and Troubles

Awareness and syiqpathy, the matured yield of the notion of the 
chameleon poet, are de Arable, even noble, ideas. Aen awareness and 
synpathy are awakened in an indiAdual, he begins to create a sense of his 
own identity, and when awareness and sympathy underpin societies, they 
should be more humane and senAtive to human needs. The hiAory of poetry 
tells us we have good reason to believe that our artlAs are, in Ezra 
A)und's phrase, "the antennae of the race"; artiAs feel more intensely 
and see more complAely, though not necessaurily differently, than moA 
of us; thAr Aew of the world we live in Aould tell us somAhing Aout 
our world and aboA our relationship Ath it.

Berryman and Keats saw the extemA world as brutiA, chaotic 
and painful, an intuition similar to Thomas Hardy's feeling* "These 
purblind Doomsters had as readily Arown/l̂ lisses about my pilgzdjoage 
as pain." Going further than —  or not so far as? —  Hardy's Aew of 
the haphazard ("Hap") nature of man's fate, Keats saw pain as an 
inevitability, a blight like the ceAainty of Adam and Eve's tasting 
the forbidden fmit *
1. Dunn, "GaiAy & Lamentation," p.?2.
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This Is the world —  thus we cannot expeA to 
give way many hours of pleasure —> droumstanoes 
are like Clouds continually gathering and bursting —  Vhile we are laughing the seed of 
some trouble is put into the Ade arable land 
of events —  while we are laughing it sprouts 
it grows and suddenly bears a poison fmit Ai A  we muA pluck.... 1

KeAs Aso fAt that EngliA soAety Aetted the poet's suffering, but he
fAt too that English neglect produced better poets: "One of the great
reasons thA the EhgliA have produced the flnert writers in the world is,
that the EbgliA world has illtreated th«n during thAr lives and foster'd
them after thAr deaths."̂

Keats's Aew of suffeAng, then, is a secular verAon of feHx 
oul£a, suffering may be, and in fact was to Keats's mind, fortunate for 
the inAAduA. Like Shakespeare, that "miserable and mighty FbA of 
the human Heart," or VbrdswoAh, Ao was "brave enough to volunteer for 
uncomfo rtAle hours, KeAs fAt thA suffering infused man Ath humaAty, 
and thA suffering was indiapensAle and inevitable for thA man who thought 
much Aout As relationsAp Ath others* "HeAth and Ŝ jirits can only 
belong unalloyed to the selfish Man -- the man who tAnks much of As 
fellows can never be in Spirits.Keats saw tAs sympathy of the heart, 
as Vbrdsworth did, as an enlightened Asdom and evidence of the progress 
of the human race; out of sorrow, KeAs sAd, comes Asdom* "Byron s i g r s ,  
'KnoAedge is Sorrow'; and I go on to say 'Sorrow is Wisdom'."* TAs 
sorrow benefits not only soAety, but also the indlviduA. The individuA 
Ao attempts to realize As om identity will find "how necessary a Wbrld 
of PAns and troubles is to school an Intelligence m d  make it a SoA."
The world is of some use to each of us because it is a place Aere "the
1. Forman, ed. Lettre. pp. 315-16.
2. Foiman, ed. Letters. p.3lij6.3. ndd.

Piorman, ed. Letters, p.56. Berzyman cites tAs phrase in A sI; ïMffis *Ë: a t b S s
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heart mast feel end suffer In a thousand diverse ways!" and "suoka
its identity."’

Wherever Keats mentions suffezlng, he stresses that all
"unoonfortable hours" come out of the individual's experience sod that
suffering may be understood only in individual tenns. This seems to
have been gtmerally true of Keats's oonteraporaries; M.H. Æorams points
out that the major German Romantic philosophers no longer found that
suffering was according to "a divine plan for sorting out those beings
A o  will be translated to a better world"; the Romantic philosophers in
fact "undertook to justify the experience of suffering Athin the liAts

2of experience itself." The individual expezlsnce of suffering has
been no less an AesAcan preoccupation from WAt lA.tman ("I was the man....
I suffered.... I was there" in "Song of Î yself") and fbdly Dickinson to
the present. Some would say that American poetry since the 1950's
dwAt too muA upon indiAduA suffering; it is too subjective and therefore
self-Atying and yAping. Wb have now the "confesAonA poAs," some
of whom dangle their nerve eAs in public, and Berryman is sometimes Aaoed
in this school. If confesAonA poetry is nothing more than a self-Atying
yAp, then Berryman has been Asaligned. Aile we Atness his suffering,
we Aso Atness his supreme concern —  the suffering of others. Aat his
doctor sAd of Berryman personally applies as well to his poetry t

You don't talk about personA problems in reference to John.
Bis proAems should be viewed as cosmic. I don't know that 
he cared one way or another Aout himself. His identification 
Ath others' suffering was enormous. 3

Berryman's index to Keats's Letters indicates that he identified
Ath Keats's suffering, but on the matter of the English neAecting thAr
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p. 336.
2. M.H. Abrams, NAurA Bupernaturalisnù Tradition and RevAution in 

Romantic Literature (Lcmdoni Oxford ifaiverAtv #resa. 1̂ 71 ). p.Liiii.
3. A. Boyd Thomas, "Benyman... The lYice He Paid for His Ibetry," 

Minneapolis Tribune, July 8, 1973, p.9D.
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poets to the poet's benefit, he seemed to disagree. Berryiaen's
underlining, phrasing, m d  exolmation mart reflect m  incredulity
rather thm agreement* "pro FhgliA neglect!" ELssAere, Berrymm's
opinion of America's neglecting her poets certainly undercuts m y
agreement Ath KeAs on Ais point; he says to m  interviewer thA his
generation has "every rigA to be disturbed"*

You aat me why my gener Aion seems to be so screwed up?
B A  I really don't know Ay. They juA seam to be unhappy....
It seems they here every right to be disturbed. The current 
Anerlcm society would drive anybody o A  of his skull, mybody 
who is A  all respcnAve; it is almoA unbemreble. It doesn't 
treA its poAs very well; thA's a difficulty. Awsldent 
Johnson invited me to the Miite House by ordinary mail, b A  the 
lAter reached as in Ireland, a few weeks after the ceremony.
Froa public officials we ejgieA lies and we g A  than in profusion. 1

Certainly American soclAy's unresponAveness to poAs seems to be one osuse
for the Americm poA's suffering. The Aole turbulent world 
through oireumAaaces Keats would n A  have possible would seen as
likely a omse for the poet's A  eery.

In a recent article entitled "A Wbrld Too Much Ath Us,” Saul 
Bellow bAefly sketches the spraAing reAty of the indiAdual our 
glob A  chaos*

Each of ua Aaods in the nddwim things eoqpossd to the greA 
public noise. This is n A  the materialin sgAnA Wordsworth
warned us. It goes much deeper. All minds are preoccupied Ath 
terror, crime, the inAAility of Aties, the fAure of nations, 
crumbling rnqdres, foundering ourrenAes, the pAsoning of natuze, 
the Atimate weapons. To rsAte the H A  is itself unsettling. 3

These unsettling cirounAanoes m d  our corresponding reqxmses have been Ath
us for some time. Bellow recalls thA Berryman once told him thA T.S.
SLiA said he could no longer rsA the dAly newiq>A >er, "It was too
exciting." The poA, or artiA, or m y  senAAve person is espeAally
vulnerable; Hnuy Aserves a suffering to thA of Eliot's*
1. KostelanAi, "Conversation Ath Berzymm" p.3W*.
2. Bertymm said in another interview* "... in our soAAy he ̂ ^he artiA? 

ge^ no mpport." Hsyan, "JAn Berxymm* A Memoir mid an lAerviewT"p.60.
3. Saul Bellow, "A Wbrld Too Much Ath Ua," (hdtioA toqArv, 2 

(Autumn 1975), p. 3.------------------- --------
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—  It takes ms so long to reA the 'paper, 
said to me one day a noraliA hot as a Hrsoraoker, 
because I have to identify myself Ath evexyone in it, 
including the corpses, pal.

(The D.S. HI, 53)
This "monstrous appetite," in Douglas Dunn's phrase, of our recent Astozy
seems insatiable —  eorldmoonoentration oanps, TLA Man, Ulster. B A
Dunn aaks the inpoztsnt question for the modezn poAt "BA to Ater the
psychologies that make them ̂ &e AseAea? possible?"’ Ikam seems to
agree Ath Auden's estljaate of poetzyt

... poAry makes nothing happen* it surAves 
In the valley of its making.... 2

Thou^ Berryman mould agree Ath Auden and Ikun, be mould, I believe, hold 
o A  and hope to arouse cur feelings and influence the conduct of the few 
A o  rsA poetry, the "gallaA few" Hsnzy says; he mould, as Auden msA on 
to say, "still persuade us to rejAoe."

B A  if the poA muA participate in the events of the times, 
he should be, he laay in fsA have to be, tough-minded and wear a heavier 
armor of objeotiAty. Berryman recogAsed early in A s  pcAzy that the 
poA could literally dAve m A  by participating too much aisi identify
ing Ath everyone's suffezing. If one mere to identify Ath the events 
reported in a newspaper for one day, say May 11, 1939, he would likely find 
it uzbearable*

If it were posAble to take these things 
QAte seAcusly, I believe thA they miAt 
Carry disorder in the ArongeA bzAn,
Paralyse the moA resLHeA All,
Stop trains, break up the city's food supply.
And perfectly demoralise the nation.

(20P. p. 72)
B A  Berryman's Audenesque "Wbrld TAegram" does not seem to have pointed 
a way he would take; to the end, "his ideAifioaticn Ath others* suffering
1. Dunn, "GaiAy & LamaAation,” p.77.
2. KH. Auden, "In Mamozy of V.B. Teata," Collected Sorter Ibens.1927-1957, (London* Faber and Faber, 1966),
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«as anomoua." Raxha»# ha ooAd not halp Maaalf aa a MLnnaapolla
journalist obsorrad in a trlbdbs to Barrynant "It was as if oruAty and
Aolanoa lovad to taase him. Ha hatad than b A  ho didn't know how to
protaA himself."’

On the other hand, there seemed to be a less humane and more
self-centered reason for Berryman's suffezing. SlAlar in kind, though
not in degree, to Keats's idea thA StagHA ill tzeatnsA was benefiAA
to the pcA, Berryman "strongly" believed in suffering as a eraative spur t

... I do strongly feel that Mong the graateA pieces of luck 
of high aohiavemsA is ordeal. Certain great artiAs can 
make o A  AthoA it, TiAan and others, b A  mostly you need 
ordeal. Hy idea is thist the artiA ia eAransly luAy A o  
is presented Ath the worA possible ordeal which will not 
aAually kill him. At thA point he's in business. 2

A nuAer of oAAes, IrAn BirenprAs being a recent one (Berzyman cmeifiA
himself on "the cross of the creative Imagination"^), and some BriAA and
American poAa flatly zejeA Berryman's notion. They all agree that
Berzyman is a poet to be adhdred in many ways, even an "exsaplazÿ' b A
n A  a pcA Aose Asky and costly example ia "likely to bzing on a
stampede of true disciples."^ Douglas Dunn, the B A A  A  poA, sees
Berryman's suffering as a"fsilure" in personal terns, though n A  in "human"
(Dunn eephasiaea Berryman's humanity) or artlatic tezms. An AmaAoan poA,
William Heyen, admired Berryman's art too, b A  he sees a "line bAween
truth-telling and mcztidity"; Hayen tuma to the grace and control of a
Wallace Stevens or a Richard Wilbur i

I have COM to find my ciai life in Stevens or Wilbur. There 
are lives of obsession and frenay, and there are lives of 
gentleness and grace and control. And it may be that our 
lives are to a greA eAent A A  we A A  and A H  them to be. 5

1. Robert T. SAth, The Minneapolis TAbune. January 9, 1972, p.lB
2. Stitt, "The Art of BoAryt An Interview Ath John Berzyman," p.2 0 7.
3. Irvin KhranprAs, "The State of FoAry" The New Tort Review of Books,x m  (January 22, 1976), 3.
1*. BtagA, "An Educational DiAdent," p.l8.
5. Hayen, "John Berrymans A Maxaoir and an Interview” p.5U.



Heyen Atee "Dream Song 265" Aere Henzy aaya that "next tins it 
All be nature & Thoreau," b A  Hanzy lovea "the qpara, the At-or'iA.sa,/ 
the mad." Hayen is of course partly rlAt; Hanzy also says in the sane 
Song, "0 FornA & elaborate 1 choose you." Hayen ignores other Dream 
Songs Aera Hanzy not only "Gives" and "S|ynpathiaos" nearly to madness 
b A  also wants to "Control" A s  gAef and suffering. In one Song Hanzy 
will say

It's miserable how many Aserable are 
over the aprsA world A  thia tick of tins

(The D.S. VI, 223)
but in another he Aahes to "ooArol gAef" ("Control it now, it can do
no good") and "rsAon Ath Aat is left/hA A A  was loA" (The D.S. VH,
325). He waAs A s  reader to know tAt A  has proved on t A  pulses t A
aAon "Do, A  As" (TA D.S. II, 1*6) ("I A^e thA you may give ").
Again and again A  "sands" his gAef away*

- I sant my gAef away. I oannot cars 
forever. VLih than all again & again I A A  
and c A A ,  and I have to live.

(T A  D.S. II, 36)
Hanzy aaya "and I have to live" rather than "bA I have to live"; A  

still wanA to live b A  not to seclude t A  reali^ of other s' suffezing. 
A  expresses t A  same ambiguous feeling laAr wAn A  aaya "'Dow Ath 
them all,'" meaning "dow" in t A  sense of to p A  aside and to be down 
Ath*

'Down Ath than all! ' Hanzy suddenly ozied.
Their dsatA ware thArs. I wAt on my own,
I dare say it won't A  long.
I have tAed to A  then, god loaows I have tAed, 
b A  they are past it all, I have not done....

(TA D.S. V, 11*6)
Berryman's feeling thA ordeA muA A  oonsAously sought o A

to charge creatiAty m W *  seen contrary to t A  idea thA t A  senAtive
poA is helpless and tossed about in a brutiA world. TAse two ideas.
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Awwer, are n A  antually anluAva. Tha aanAtlva poat nay Hva In a
brutish world but sobs posts find this brutish world mors stimulating
to thair orsatiAty than others; "aoaa wziters," Berzyman says, "are able
to use what payehologiAs call 'the dspoAt of saiotion* as a basis for
produotion."’ Wb may question the poet's seeking after suffering, but
any answer would not invalidate the propoAtion that suffezing may A
stimulating. ind furtAr, suffezing may be t A  quickest way to t A
indiAdual's sense of t A  external world. Matthew Arnold, a poet w A
knew t A  ooA and benefit of suffering, sAd that "deep suffezing ia t A

2consciousness of oneself no less than deep enjoyment." Berzyman and
KeAs aaamad to believe more in deep suffezing as a means of azriving A
a consciousness of oneself and a means of feeling one's relation to t A
exAmal world. Berryman's index to Keats's letters A s  a cross referanoe
Aich reveals his o w  feeling thA suffering gives one a sense of reality.
Uhder t A  two separate oategoAes of "reality" and "real gziefa" A  A  A s
t A  same page ("reali^ and "rsA gziefa 3971"). Both references
are A  Keata's LAter A  Charles Browt

Imaginary gzievances have Aways been more my torment than rsA 
ones.... BeA ones will never have any otAr offeA upon me 
than to atisAato aw to g A  o A  of or avoid thaau This is 
easily aocounted for. Our Imaginary woes are conjured up by 
our passions, and are fostered by pasAonaA feelings i our rsA 
ones coma of themselves, and are opposed hy an A A r a A  exertion 
of wind. BeA gzievances are displaoera of pesAon. T A  
imaginary nail a awn dow for a sufferer, aa on a cross; t A  
rsA spur him up ia an agent. 3

Wwn we conAdar Berzyman's greA oonoezn Ath t A  creation of an identity,
which is estahliaAd over a psAod of time in relation to t A  extemA
world, it beccaws apparsA thA Berzyman saw suffering as a s A A  out to
connecting Ath t A  extemA world. Joy and deep pleasure may A  a
awana of intensely zealisiag one's rAAionship Ath the exAznA world,
1. Hayen, "JoA Berzyawni A MamAr and an IAerAew,"p.(,o.
2. Arnold, T A  Faeaw of MAthew Amold. p.220n.
3. Fozman, ed. LAters. p.397.
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but these ere not ms mooesAble as suffering. One may suffer siagly by 
falling down or stabbing his arm*

Feeling no pain,
Henry stabbed his arm and mro A  a letter 
explaining how bad it had been 
in this world.

(The D.S. m ,  7U)
Like St. Augustine one may even taka suffering A  A  a means to grace, a 
means of driving us towards, or bringing us back A ,  Qod. As Acne 
Bradstreet in Berryman's poem says, "Arture me. Father, leA not I bm 
thine!"’ Few of us oooLd bear such an adnonitioni many of us would try 
A  avoid pain as Job did or as Keats said A  did. A A  of us would
find thA suffering as a sArt-oA A  "reality" would A  sArt-Arouiting

beof ourselves. B A  Keats wanted A^contemd A A  "imaginary woea" ratAr
than "real ones"; A  probably had in mind t A  peint A  made in an earlier
l A A r  sAut t A  "vale of Soul-making" in A i A  "tA heart moA feel and
suffer in a thousand diverse ways." A  came to loam t A  cost of t A
poet's practicing tAt notAnj near A e  end of A s  sArt life A  advised
A a  AsArt Do not suffer your And A  dwell on unpleasant reflections —

2tAt sort of thing has been t A  Astruotion of my healA." But A s  
identification Ath others' suffering was so intense that A  could not 
control A s  grief I "I have never known any unaUey'd Happiness for many 
days togeAer* t A  deaA or Admesa of some one has Aways spoilt my 
hours...."^

It would A  an oversimplif cation A  say that Berryman sougA 
out suffering adagdy A  spur A s  creatiAty or that A  wanted A  suffer 
in order A  creaA a sense of identity. A r  would it A  extirely xigA, 
though there mi^t A  soaxs truA in it, A  say tAt A  iwaersed m » — iv
1. JoA Berryman, Hoaxage A  Mistress Bradstreet (New Tork i Farrar, Bbrausa

& Cudahy, 1956). HareafAr cited inAmally as Homage. SlnA there
no page numbers, I aball A A  my referanoes by t A  stwsa and line
number, as in t A  above quAation (39.1 ).

2. Forman, ed. Letters. p.5l6.
3. Forman, ed. Letters, p.353.
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in suffering so deeply that there would A  no hope of oreatlng an identity 
because the self no longer existed. Whatever suffering was to Berryman 
himself, in his poetry suffering never A o U y  engulfs the spsaker. Hnuy, 
for example, is never oonpletely overow w  by A s  suffering. We may spsak 
of A e  noAon of the ohnaeleon poet as a dramatis devioe A i A  gives the 
pom a sense of life, A t  insAtAly we are fcreed A  oonoeot the notAn 
A  the external world. The vAue of Berryman's chameleon poet is, then, 
an extra-poetic notAn because it makes us more aware of the extemA world; 
A  never suggests that we should suffer A  order A  forget ourselves.

like Matthew imold, Berryman felt that the individuel A  the 
modem world has evolved sn ahatraot relatAnsAp A A  the world, and that 
tAs AAract relstionsAp increased as feeling deoreaaed. A m o U  says 
A  A s  noAs,

The Asery of the present age is not A  the IntanAty of men's 
sufferAg —  b A  in thAr AcapaAty A  suffer, enjoy, feel A  
ell, wholly and prdtovmdQy; A  their having their susoepAbility 
exAmally imeode rojp by a continual dance of 
obje As... A s  external tumult of the world alibiing, breaking 
A  upon, hurrying away all. 1

A  a recent aaaesament of the AmaAcan climate, John W. Aldridge expresse#
a AAlsr b A  more speAflo feeling A A  "the possibilities for individually
expsAencing others have receded" i

By degrees we have fallen A A  the hsAt of seeing people as 
statisAoel phenomena or as a race of genareliasd others A o  
do not exlA exoept as smhodimeAs of AeqAtles or injustices 
A l A  firA celled them A  our AAAlon. And even as we 
offer them our official eympaUdes mmd register our conoem 
for their predioanant by writing our congressman end supporting 
our favorlA charities, we have A  admit that we have loA the 
power A  offer them felt sympathies —  or even for thA m A A r  
felt hostilities —  we would autoamtioelly be Ale A  Ave if they 
were reel A  us as persons. 2

One may of course make a oonvincing argumaA thA A le plea for individual
1. Amold, The Boems of MAthew Arnold. p.220.
2. John W. Aldridge, "dvilisatAn A  the Ikiitad States,” The Devil A  

the fire (New Tort: Harpers Magasine Aess, 1972), pp.)lV-1B.
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sympathy maa uzgad aa IxMxg ago aa Tha Hlai. But our two world vara 
and tha maaalva oruAing horrors thv brought oartalaly hava aooalaratad 
our ohaoa and diiid.nl shad our ganaral sanaa of raal paraona living with 
other real persona. The impersonality of killing idth larger, more 
devastating, longer distanee weapons gives us no ssnse of people A  
the end of the trejeotory, they are euphaadetioally celled targAe.

Some of these A c  lived throuA the Second kbrld khr sometimes
sey, as O.S. Fraser does, thA the war seemed to have affeeted them lesa
than succeeding generations:

It is almoA as if the horrors of the Second Vbrld khr, from 
AuechwLte A  BLroALma, having felled A  penAraA very deeply 
inA t A  Imaginations of men A  thAr forties Æraser w A A s  
A  196^ A o  sarved through thA war (we anaeAkatieed thA, 
end we were on the rlgA side ) had pierced through, twenty 
yeara Ater, A  the Imaginations of the younger generatAn. 1

Thie account sounds AAlar A  Keats's dietAotion bAween "real gziefa*
and "imaginary woes"; A  projeA oneself ImaginaAvely A A  Arrors may
vary well be more fcemoly fAt than reA Arrora; perhaps rsA horrors
numb us more because our senses arc numbed, we waA A  run away from reA
paA. T A  "younger generatAn* A  Aon Mr. FTaser refers are poAs
like T A  HuA*n* George HsBeth, and BsAr Porter. Bm A A s  A. Alvares's
Atroduotion A  t A  "Sew fAtry" of t A  lAe flftAs and early eixtiee
(LowH and Berzyman were t A  two major poAs A  Alvares's estimAAn)
as a summary of t A  kind of poAry which had pieroed their imaginatiws.
Nr. FTaser picks up Alvares's phrase, "anti-gentility poetxy* end aaya
tAt indeed gentility has more A  offer than Avares will allow. Mr.
Fraser feels thA A e  *New Poetxy* broods and lingers too »■««>« over t A
Arrors and nastiness A  t A  world. Aile tAt tk±î  A  true, Alvarea
does n A  advoosA say such perverse brooding; A  says thA modem poAxy,
and fhgliah poAxy A  particular, ahould cam A  a "new eeziouenee#" a
1. FAser, T A  Modem WriLter and His kbrld. p.352.
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■eriouanesa which d— nda nothing Im b  than "tha Ihll range of... the
poet'a expert anoe and hia intelliganoe. A  ahort, ilvarea feels that
the modem poet shocld not "take easy exits of either the conventional
response to gentility or Aolrlng A  incoherence."* Alvarss flatly rejects
a poetxy of either prtvate or public chwdber of Arrors i

1 am not suggesting that modem EogHah poetxy, to be really 
modem, must A  concerned with psychoanalysis or with concentration 
caqps or with t A  hydrogen Anb or with any other of t A  modem 
Arrors. I m  n A  suggesting, A  faA, thA it most A  anything.
Ihr poAxy tAt feels it has to cope Ath prsdeten3med aubjeAs 
ceases to A  poetxy and Aoomes propagandau I am, Awever, 
suggesting thA it drop t A  pretence tAt life, give or take a 
few social distinctions, is t A  same ae ever, tAt gentility, 
decentqr end all of t A  other soAal Ateaxs A H  eventoally muddle 
through. 3

Mr. nraser'e poiA stlH eaxsxot A  denied: "To rub our noses A  Arrors
might maA us mors huaxans, b A  agaA it A g A  nA...."^ Cexrtainly t A
Britiab and kmaxdcan poAs (Douglas Dunn and William Hsyan) Aom I quoted
earlier would agree (Hayen on a personal level; Dunn feels tAt we cannot
change t A  nAure of man —  asm wlH inevitably oreaA his Arrors). A
t A  end, it would be unhealthy if a H  of us, or even s H  of our poAs,
want on brooding over pamt or present Arrows : if one believe A  t A
power of poAxy and t A  direotAn it may lead us, the subjeA wlU A  a
happier one, as Mr. Fraser says,

TAre are many helllab things thA have happened A  t A  world 
aboA which t A  A A  advice is stiU DanA's: TAe one look 
and move onwards. I hope tAt A e  race wiH move onwards, and 
thA poAxy wlH help it mate its path. 5

With this advice Mr. FYaser closes t A  argument, b A  I would suggeA tAt his
advice makes an admirable axiom b A  an imposAble solution. To rub our
noses A  t A  real Arrors of our time might not mate us any xxore humane
1. Alvares, T A  New BoAxy (Haxwxondsworth: BsnguA Books Ltd., 1962), p.26.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.. pp.27-28.
U. Fraser, T A  Madam WXlter and Bis world, p.353.
5. Ibid.. p.355.
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but for sacoewtiag generations to ignore that they motüd A
to ignore t A  possibility of their happening again. Hr, Fraser rightly 
points out tAt we should not underestiaaA "tA power of t A  dead to 
bury their dead, and t A  extraordinaxy reouperatlve foroe of t A  >>«— n 
■PPotiA for t A  noxwal," b A  to "tsA one look" would A  in effeA 
■uddling on. Vhile t A  idea of taking one loA does have t A  reieewlng 
solace of not alloAng oneself to A  oruahed by a bxAlsh world (thA 
is, if one is not among t A  ddbris of its path), t A  notion does n A  
allow ftor t A  nature of our expezienoe in suffezing, Athar individually 
or snmasse. A w  can we "taA one look" A  t A  ptyaloal and mental 
scars of tAse A o  fought in t A  Second kbrld khr; how xw«onAble would 
we A  to t s A  one look" at Viet Nam and Ulster and ingola and so much 
•Ise. kk do, let us hope, move onwards, b A  t A  process of moving 
onwards muA necessarily oraA at a sIuggiA pace; we muA allow ourselves 
time to asaiailaU in a sort of osmosis of feeling end understanding. 
Repressing helliehness has as little to reooaaend as wAloidng in it. 
l̂ rfaaps our "new BoAxy beyond the gentility principle" is a necessary 
process of dissolving and Asoxtdng t A  helliA parts of our experience, 
a process Aich muA laA for soma years before we move onwards to a more 
senAtive humanity. KeAs, A o  mAured ao much more rapidly than we can 
expeA of Aviliaation, believed fixAy tAt "there muA A  we o a m A  A  

oreated for tAs sort of suffering."’ It seems thA we find 
ourselves juA over thirty years after the 3eoond kbrld kbrdmoA Aexw 
Henry finds A m self "making ready to move on" rAth "mcieA fires for 
ayes" and Ath our "heads fhll" and our "Aarts full" (TA D.S. m ,  77). 
Bixhaps our A a r U  are n A  q A A  fuHj fAl awareness is not what we have 
moA of if we measure our awareness and ayaqmthy according to our actions.

H I  suffering of course may not be written off aa the result of 
t A  s A  misfortunes of our times. Berzyman recognised thA suffering is
1. Foxman, ed. LAters. p.520.
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the reeolt of nangr other losses, m d  throughout his poetry hm Investigates
not just the "individual soul under Arses"’ b A  the limits, validity,
and nAura of our knowledge of the loss thA oanses the stress, whA
Berryman oalls "the episteawlogy of loss." There is the loss of the
seourity of ixmooenoe as in "The Ball Poem." This loss of izmooenoe
may A  seen as ooounlng even before adolesoenoej m  begin life, Berryman

2says, "Ath a greA lose frma t A  ccAroUed environasA of t A  womb."
Alated to this loss of innooenoe, b A  expanded to oosmio proportions,
is t A  loss of Bdsn, t A  fall of man and his lint disobedianoe to Qod.
Anyone A o  is aware of t A  history of m m  oannot Ignore this loss; we
may try to do so, as Henry does, b A  we oannot ignore thA lose of a
hamony Ath Oodt

A'd *ve Æ êdxjP  run off to see
(bA for his sAdies oarefhl of t A  Fall)
twsAy odd years ago.

(TA D.3. 7,11*1 )
Then tAre are personal losses, all"irreveraible" as t A  sAAde of 
Berryman's father or t A  death of his friands. All of tAse losses, 
finally, muA A  related to death, A A  tte theologian John S. Dunne oalls 
"tA problem of death." Dunne's qpeoifio referanoe is to "tyth and 
Artality" b A  t A  ganmral form of t A  problem of death would be this t 
"If I muA some day die, whA o m  I do to satisfy iqy desire to live?"^
Di otAr words, we live our lives mtiApating our o m  loss of life along 
Ath tAse other losses we expezienoe. If we do not Atampt to ooms to 
tezms Ath tAse losses, than we live in a "Azror of unlovs" (TA D.S. 
m ,  7lt) (love being our expression of satisfying our desire to live), 
and we deny ourselves courage and "a degree of gantleness* (TA D.S. 7H, 
y$0), t A  nobleA of mm's posAbiliAes.
1. KostelanA#, "Conversation A A  Berrymm," p.3l*5.
2. Haym, "John Berzymmi ▲ Manoir m d  m  Interview," p.60.
3. JoA 3. Dunne, T A  City of A e  Gods (London* fhsldon IVess, 1965), 

P.A.
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Bo dlaeuMlon of Borryun and suffoilng would bo oonploto Attaout
rwBMnborlng that Barryman takes on more suffering than moA poAs. Of
oourse any wAter A o  takes fads work seriously labor's under the burden
of apdnning words o A  of A s  adnd and experience; whA Stephan Spender
says of writing poetry applies to tte majority of poAst

There ia no doAt thA writing poAzy, Aen a poan appears to 
suooeed, results in an intense phyAcA axeitaatsnt, a sanse of 
release and eostaay. On the other hand, I dread writing poetry, 
for, I suppose, the fblloAng reasons* a poan is a terrible 
journey, a painful effort of oonoentrating the imagination; 
words are an e A ramely diffioult medium to use, and somatimas 
whan one haa spsA days trying to say a thing olaarly one fizxls 
thA one has <mly said it dully; above all, the writing of a 
poem brings one face to face Ath one's own personality Ath 
all its familiar and olnmay IdAtations. 1

The poA, as Berryman says, is "juA a man alrme in a room Ath tha EhgliA
2language, trying to make it ooiaa out rigA" ; sons artists suffer more 

than others as they try to g A  o A  of thsdr room, like Hawthorne who said 
he had looked himself in a room aiA was unable to find the key; b A  all 
artiAs who produee anything to A i A  we oontinue to respond know life 
A  its moA intense axxi signifieant. B A  Berryman's ambitirm was greater 
than moA poets; he did n A  juA want to be "like TeAs b A  te Yeats."
"Tte irqiortant thing," he said, "is thA your work be amaething no one 
Ase oould do."^ This sA i A en is a unique malady in American writers.
To aohieva this sAition for any talented poA is a daunting taA and 
more so if his experianoe is to be tte bedroA of his poetry. VAting 
thinly diagAsed autobiographieal poAzy or fiction makes aoctrems demands 
upon tte artiA. FOr example, Biohard Kllmann says thA Joyce confessed 
in later life thA autobiography as a baAs of his fiction presented 
special difficulties for him. Joyce tried to tte difficulty
to his friend Louis QillAi "khan your work atrd your life are one, whan they
1. BteAem %)Soder, The Making of a Poem (New York# V.V. Norton & Co.,1962), p.6l.
2. Howard, "khisky and Ink, Ai  A y  and Ink," p.TO.
3. Ibid.
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mr# interwoven in the same fArte...," bA than Joyce heAtated, ELlnann
ezplAns, "me if overooma by the hardship of A s  'sedantazy trade*";’
Kllmann oontlnuesi

The faA thA he /kysÿ^ was tuzning A s  life to fiction A  
the same time that he was living it enoonragsd bin to feel a 
oertAn dotaehmsA from A A  happened to him, for he knew he 
oould reconsider and re-order it for the puzposes of his book.
It the saea tim, adnoe he fAt dependsA for materlA upon 
a A u A  events, he had an intereA in bzdnging sizaaaring pAs 
to a strong boil, in zwdcing the events throuA w A A  he lived 
take on as extrema a form as posAble. 2

Something very much like thA happened to Berzyman I believe; he kept
saying near the and of A s  Ufa thA he had to stay "hot as a pistA,"
A s  doctor said thA Berzyman "made every encounter a happening,"^ and
Lowell said thA tha more Berzyman beoama "Inapired sod famous and drunk"
the less he beoama "good company and more a happening."^ is tha modezn
poA looks baok A  A s  own and others' expezienoe, as he looks back A
how all have said it before Am, he may very wAl throw ip A s  h«vta and
say all ̂  been sAd. Nevertheless, the business of the poA, as
Berryman knew and practi&ed it, is to be true to whA he knows, feels,
eopezlenoes, azA intuits; to go aboA A s  business may ooA M m  fxlend-
aAp, happiness, and even his life.

One extension of Bezzyiaan's deAra to "do something no one else
oould do" was thA he regarded A  meal f mainly as an epLo poA in an age
when few wrote apie poAzy. Foe's A A u m  thA the long poem was a
oontradLotion in tezms did n A  oonvinoe Berryman. Berzyman said thA
"your idea of yourself and your relAion to your art has a gzwA deal to
do Ath Aat actually happens."^ In Berryman's poetic life, several
1 • Aohard Kllmann, James Joyce (New York t Oxford ttaiverAty Amss,

1959), p.ljlu2. pid.
3. Aomas, "Berzyman... The PAoe He PAd for A s  BoAzy,” p.8D.
U. Lowell, "For JAn Berzyman," p.3.
5. Stitt, "The Irt of Boetyy: An lAerview Ath John Berryman," p.l99.

An interesting vaziAlom of Berzyman's desire to continue doing 
"somAhing as diffsraA as possible" may be found in A. Alvares's 
book ̂  Savage Qod. Alvares says that Aon the nAure of the 
artistic undertaking itself (thA is, Aon there is tAs "constant need 
to change, to innovate" ) dhanges radically, it may be one of the 
contributing causes to a wziter's suicide. (Hazmondsworth t Panguin Books Ltd., 1971 ), p.281.
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thing# happened, H# changed atjlea aevaral tinea; he began writing 
abort pni— Bj then long poena# m d  finally, ha returned to riiort lyrloa. 
Berryman*# fluotuationa of how he aaw hinaelf in relation to hi# art 
nay hare added to hi# auffezlng; certainly theae flnotuationa added aone 
anadety ("after haali# dona one thing" Benynan aaid, Tyo* «ant to do 
aoanthing aa different aa poaaible. ) Vhan we place that anbltlon 

Benynan*# atrong feeling that ordeal la neoeaaary for hî  
aohieraawnt and then add to theae hi# feeling that"a poet*# andowaant la 
a vary — all part of aohjevaawnt."̂  (hard wort and aweat are nuoh more 
irgwrtant ), one wonder# how quickly a poet will bum Mnaelf out, % e  
long poem by the very nature of the work made extyena demanda upon 
Berryman. ("Beware" aaid Qoethe to Bokemann, "of attempting a large 
wort. It la ezantly that which injure# our beat ninda, even thoae 
diatingniahed by the fineat talent# and moat eameat effort#, I have 
auffered from thia oanae, and know how nuoh it injured ne,")^ Berryman 
found that a long poem took him five to ton yeara;^ after he had flnlahed 
Homage to MLatreaa Bradatreat he aaid, "It took ne two year# to recover"; 
after The Dream Songe he aadd "the queation,,, waa W xether I would ever 
again attempt a long poem, and I thought it iagprbbable, ao I didn*t 
expect to write any more verae,"^ Berryman did of oouraa write more 
verae after The Dream Songe* but not aa eabltioua in length aa either 
of theae two long poema. But the demand# of writing ahort poena aeemad 
no lea# atrenuouai '̂ I*va written over a hundred poema in the laet aix 
month#, I*m a complete wrack,he aaid after ha wrote love & Pemma. 
few poet# could bear the rieka, the "ferodoua eoondtaeot," of writing 
The Dream Song# in "voloanio burata"^ over a period of eleven yaara.
1, Koatelaneta, "Conversation with Berryman," p.3li6.
2, Stitt, "The Art of Boe#ry", p,206.
3, Sokemann, ConveraatioM of O o e ^  p,17,
U, Stitt, "An trkereiew wlik ̂obn ferryman," p,206,
5, Ibid,. p,l99,
6, , p,206,
7, S H ,
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Part of th# ”ht^ and prolongad ila&inaaa" Involvad in writing tha long 
poam ia that tha nodam poat can not raly on a ocoatruotad world Uka 
that of Danta and VargU, or for that mattar tha world "available to a 
amall poam."^ (Compara Barryman'a aatiafaction with hia title poem 
"The Diapoaaeaaed" i he aaid he liked thia poan beeauae of "my aenae 
at the time of auooeading in aone dmgrmm with the job I aet ayaelf," ) 
For the modem poet write a long poem without a notion of iduure he ia 
going ia truly to be "at the meroy of auatained inspiration.^ One 
laat problem which Berryman felt the l(mg poam created ia the problem 
of Meoorom moat poeta happily don't have to faee."^ By "decorum" 
Berryman meana a ml mad bag of high and low —  that ia, a mixad bag of 
lyric grandeur and "coarae jokea and hell-apinning puna," of a diction 
that ia conaiatent with the apeaker (aa Henry in black face), end of 
trying to create a poetry that ia both funny and fxi^taning.^

Berryman did attempt at leaat one other long poam before 
Homage to MLatreaa Bradatreat. (I would exclude Barryman'a Sonneta. 
though they have the feel of a long poem.) It waa to be called Tha 
Black Book probably begun in the late l9Wa,^ and waa to be about the
Naai murdara of the Jewa. Berryman had planned it in the fora of a
Maaa for the Dead, the atruoture being in forty-two aeotiona. But "the 
aubject waa," Berryman aaid, "it waa more than I could bear."^ Ha 
pbbliahed a fbw cf the pceawa but had. had enough; "let the poem go to 
hell," he aaid, and than added, "I don't think I can do it. I don't 
feel I want to."* Becauee of hia apieide and becanae he aougbt out
1. Berryman, "One Anawer to a Queatim," p.131.
2. Paul fiigle and Joaaph Langland eda., Boet'a Ghoioe (Mew York#

Tha Dial Rreaa, 1962), p.136.
3. Siaaon, "Mf Vhiakera Fly# An Interview with John Berryman," p.1$.
i(. Berryman, "One Anawer to a Queation," p.131.
5. ^bdd.
6. Soam of the poema were firat pübliahad in Poetry. LZI7 (January 

1950), pp.192-196.
7. Siaaon, "Itjr Whiakera Fly* An Interview with John Berryman," p.l6.8. Ibid.
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ordeal ma a oreativa «pur. It ia taaqprting to overaephaalaa Barryman'a 
aearoh for auffezlng abarever ha oould find it. Hia refoaLng to oontinae 
with The Blmok Book dearly tells ua that he did not pursue every path 
to destruction and that the world of paina and trooblea ia not for him 
aarely- a aubject to make hia art senaational.

I fed certain that F.R. Leavia would not rank Berryman, if 
he bothered with him at all, among the great poeta beoauae Berryman ia 
not a poet we ^wiuld emulate. But Berryman ia a great poet in khitman'a 
aenacthat the poet ia a teacher, not a prophet̂  but a teacher. Like 
Vfaitman, Berryman will not bring a atarnpede of followera, but we ignore 
a dimension of ouradvea and of our time if we chooae not to listen to 
hia music. Hia role aa a teacher points to another aspect of the atrcmg 
rdabionahip between Berryman and Keata, for Xeata too wanted to convince 
"one's nerves" cf the world of "MLaery and Haartbreak, Bain, Sickneaa 
and oppression." Christopher Rieka observes that "it ia 'convincing
one's nerves' which ia ao authentically Keats; to convince one's reason, 
and to stir one's nerves, these are vdusble enough, but tha fusion in 
Keats's beat poetry and letters, hia essential aaddtion, waa to oonvince ' 
one's nerves —  hia o m  and oura."^ And yet Rides feels that Keata'a 
graatneaa aa a writer and a peraon "has leas to do 'with convincing one a 
Æ o 7  nerves that the Vbrld ia full of MLaary and Heartbreak, Pain, Slcknaaa 
and oppreaaion,' than with ocnvindng one's nerves that the world is 
fdl of delight, health, and liberation —  all of which era aoawtimes 
oura, and needing to be achieved rather than sure to drop into our hands, 
and all of ddch are other people's around ua." Though Berryman's 
pinpoints of light do not diine aa brightly aa Keata'a "generous light," 
they do diow through; all ia not darkness. There ia mudi hellidmeaa 
in Barryman'a life and poetry, but aa wa have seen and shall see in more 
detail, there ia also much delight, health, and liberation, all of 
we need to achieve "rather than aura to drop into our hands."
1. Christopher Rieka, Keata and Zhbarraasmsnt (London i Oxford at 

Clarendon Rreaa, 19YL), p.f$6.
2. Ibid.
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PART HI* THE EBB AHD FLOW OF BSHRIMAN'S POETHT I THE THREE PHASES

"... a pure gyetem of spams. My oarser is like thsft. 
It is horribly like that.”

John Berryman

My discussion thus far has been mainly sn inquiry into Derzymsn'a 
poetioa, hia developnent of simple and oonplax rhythms, his tMntrfng behind 
dramatio prinoiplea, sod aone of the questions and snaeera all of theae 
suggest. Ms cos» now to a closer consideration of the three major 
phases of Berryman's poetry# fraa 193$ to 19U8, 19U8 to 1966, and 
finally 1966 to 1972. Ih suggesting these periods of Barryman'a 
poetry, I do not intend to iiqply a linear and struotured developnent, 
Aarply divided at points and moving ever onwards, ever upwarda; my 
intention is to see each phase as a spaaaaodic field of energy (self 
contained in a way, but each field being inter-related) in idxLch 
Berryman takes one mode or manner or style as far as he an twin enable 
and than sets out to explora and generate a different field of energy. 
Rather than attempt to cover every single element in eaA of Berrymm'a 
phases, I have chosen three volumes which I believe best represent each 
period# The Dispossessed (19L8), Berryman's firat major collection;
The Dream Songs (196L-1968), hia major woorfc; and Love & Faaas
(1971 )̂ , hia penultimate volnma. I skip over detailed comaent on 
Berryman's Sonnets. Hoauaee to MLatreaa Bradatreat. mad D»i««rf»ns. Etc.
(»ly because I see them as leas representative of ea#eh of three phases. 
These three volumes are either parts of or connectioma between Derryaian'a 
three phases# Sonnets overlaps between the firat phase m d  the second 
(they were written just before The Dispossessed was publiahed); Homage
1. I shall use Berrymm's revised edition of Love & F#ama.
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belongs to the greet period of The Dreaw Songei m d  Delaaione. Bto.. 
Berryman's posthimcras volume, belonge to the last phase of Love & F#

I. The Dispossessed (191*8) —  "Oive, Styupathiae, Cootrol*

In the title poem "The Dispossessed" the leaker says that his
"harpsiohord" of poetry is "weird as a koto" and thet it "drums/adagio
for twilight." In a wry, the rhythws of the whole volume fluctuate from
the ease and grace of adagio, to the dink and plink of a harpsichord,
either a fTanetic or a somber drumming. The volume as a whole, like
koto music, at first appears formless and yet there is a skeletal resonance,
or idiat we may call am "administrative rhythm set" as Berryman described
the first poem of Love Se Fame.  ̂ Paurt of the diffioulty of sedng The
Dispossessed a&s a whole is that the poems were written over about a ton
year period, a time during rtich Berryman's style and manner developed
from adapting other voices to finding his om. Randall Jarrell, in
his review of The Dispossessed, aaked the reader to compare an early
poem with the last poem of the volume, and than be conmantedt "How things 

2have changed!"
Qenerally the 191*8 reviews of The Dispossessed were favorable. 

Jarrell was not unreservedly admiring, but nevertheless, looked forward 
"with real curiosity and pleasure to Mr. Berryman's new poems....
Taken as a whole^the reviewer seem to divide distinctly between those whc 
admired the craftsmanship and tradition of Berryman's Testai an, SLiotian
1. Berryman, "Afterward," Love & Fame, p.96.
2. Randall Jarrell, "Verse Chronicle," The Nation (July 17, 191*8), 81.
3. Ibid.
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poeea (ouxloiuly « n m # mit Ions Aw&m) m d  thorn# W n  #Mv#d th#
bilstlliif land)## of fadLa l#t#r po#*#. Th# Brltiib r#vl#w#r in Th#
Tim## ULterarr attppiUnpfc fnd##d Th# Qlmo#— ##d fbr it# "Using
tradition" t ”Xfa«v# 1# m gmWk d##L of oonaoion# dbaoaptioa m d
md#t#t1on of Inflwme## (notakdy that of That#), bat th### ### no
lamgr #obo##.*^ 3mr Iftntar# #av 1m # of a tradition and moa# of a
"loo## maootooy" t "It i# ha#d to t#U on# poem firan moth#r; th# poan#
blur togothar in th# moaory. .. ."* And Dndlaiy FLtt#, #h#, -## r#oall,
•aid of "Canto Mur" that it ### "ao #n#ruat#d adth old j###lTy that
it barely nos##," advised Baneyam to "rai#### th# lightning & let it
dmo#."^ It noold seem that non# of th### r#vi###r# had raad th# idol#
-volm#, or if they did, they «ho## to ignora th# laat half #f it. Moat
raviawai'# raapoodad to th# latar pneme, Be##ymm*# &og of th# harvM"
## RWiard Kbochart oallad hi# r#vi#v, Indloating not only that he
oteirBd th# narvouD### of Banyam*# pootxy, but oLao that the narvou#-
n # M  was mod# into "#ong"i

It i# not flrepwBt# I iadicat#, rather intanaity of p#x##ptlon 
nrndy, ahortly, daftly slaoad, apaoad and maatqppad." Bartyam  
i# a a m  td» weald «## th# word aatop. Batop i# "Bara." h

BMohart nonolnrtart in hi# raviawt • "Thor# i# nor# pooaaeoion thm die-
poaaaaaian in it."^ Bail Weiaa raaponded alatlarty to tha laat aaetion#
of Th# Diaaxooaaaaad:

Me read hi# powarfhl daftonution of th# laogaag# with # apontmodtr 
and hilaxity that denote him a blood relaUonÆf oar tima in 19W.
Mratozla and dafbnatioa era Barxyam*# tools a atoletly oontroUod hysteria*... 6

And again, Randall Jarrell en th# later poema* Nonaaiotte, dlaaonant, 
darting; allneira, elmeya ovaiw or under- aatiafying tha axjeatetlnne
1. Anonyaoua, "Aa Amarioan Boat." Tha Time# LUermr Seaaleatot Jular 3 . 19W, p.371*. -'izz-ur
2. Itor tdntera, "Three Beets," Th> aaaiee I (Aataan 191*8), liOtu
3. ntta, "Deep in the Itafeiendly 6ity," p.u.

^otSer^l56T*l!5*^'” g ̂  ̂  Barras," Ibetanr (Chie#o), t.ttt tt
$.
6. Noil Ttiea, "Tha Oraoa m d  tha %wtaAaf Tha Haw Leader. Jblar 3.1 ^ ,  p.10. ^  -------= e = v
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lÉdoh... ÿbmy #r#7 intorUgoutly «aÿloltizig.*̂  Bot perhaps Robert 
LowU, with th# oooler objeetlvlty of «bout alxt— p years dlstmoe, 
beat deeexlbea the awing In Tha Diapoaaeaaed from to rileeicatoi
he aagra of an early poem, "Winter Landaoape" (1936-39), that it haa 
"gentlaneaa and dalloeoy and elaxlty"f had Berryman, Laaell rmy, 
oontinued thia "Ineid, oool tenaaaian” aoda, "ha would at leaat have 
been notable aa a teehnieian"; but he ohoae "a more raoklaea and tortoxed 
line," a a^rla "full of elbows, quadntneaa and s t o p s . O f  oouraa not 
all of Banyman'a early poema are aa Ineid aa "Winter Lmdaaape"; aone, 
like "At Chineaa Ghaokera," are tangentlally ruminative, nearly apraeUng.

So there are Inrohaa and aidlea in The it erne
a alow eight or ten years* process during Which Barrymm created hia oan 
idioeu (Lo m U  ooaparea Barryman'a development with Jmrell'at "ooivared 
idth other poeta John was a prodigy; oanpared with Jarrell, a alow starter."^) 
Berryman did not want ainply to "Improve" wmted to Mavelop."
"Ihprovenant" Berryman Mdd of lyian Thomas's poetry, ia writing "extremely 
1 ^ »  without undue aalf-iadtatlon, and with a mildly rmge of
aaibjeot,"̂  but ■Mavelopnant," Berryman would imply elaaahare, ia "after 
having done one thing... you want to do aonetfaing aa diffarent aa poeaibla,"^ 
and, wa md^xt add, suooaad in doing ao. Tha diatanoe in tins between tha 
firat poan "Winter Landscape" and laat poem "Tha üapoaaaaaad" ia about 
eleven years, and tha diatanoe between the two poema in ao far aa Barryman'a 
•Hloing something aa diffarent aa poaaible" la oonaddarabla aa wall. So 
let ua turn to a comparative analyada of these two poema, a cmgxarlaon and 
oontraat Wdoh should not only reveal the drangea from a ralianoe on rhythm 
to. the mode of drmaatiaation, Barryman'a "eooretion" aa ha might aiy, but
1 • Jarrell, "Verse Chronicle," p.6l.
2. Lowell, "The Poetry of John Brrymma," p.3.
3. Lowell, "For John Berryman," p.3.
ju Berryman, "Lowell, Thomas & Co.," p.6l.
5. Koatelaneta, "Ccmversatlon with Berryman," p.31*6.
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•Iflo M t  in motion the extanes of the diffioult rhyUme of the volume 
me m Whole.

"Winter lendeeaggMÿ' publiahed July 3, 19hO,^ is m  extrmmely
sober and soaber poem. It has a "gentlaneaa and delieaoy aaai clarity,"
aa Lowell wye, but ita mood, aa in tha Dream Song (362) about tha
dancer, ia "aubdued, aubdued"#

The three man coadng down the winter Mil 
Li brom, with tall polea and a pack of hounds 
it heal, throuib the arrangement of the treea 
Paat the five figurea at tha burning atraw.
Returning cold and allant to their tow.
Returning to the drifted enow, the rink 
lively with dhildren, to the oldmr man,
Tha long ooqpanloma they o m  never reach.
The blue light, man with laddera, by the ohurdx 
The aledge and aixadow in the tidlit atreet,
ire not aware that in the aandy time 
To come, the evil waste of history 
Outatretehed, t h^ will be seen upon the brow 
Of that same hill t iben all their ooapany 
Will have been irrecoverably lost.
These man, thia particular three in brow 
Wltneaaad by birds will keep the scene and say 
hy their configuration witn the treea.
The small bridge, tha red houses and tha fire.
What place, Wxat time, what morning occasion
Sant them into the wood, a padc of hounds 
At heel mod the tall polea tqpon their shoulders,
Thenoe to return aa now we see them and 
Anlda deep in mow down the wlntur Mil 
Daaomd, While three birds watch and tha fourth flies.

(TfD., p.3)
La a review of Mark 7 m  Doran's ooUacticn of poema A WLrter 

Diary m d  Other Boena. Berrymm noted that the "chief mark" of the 
volume ia "a certain reticence" t "to say a thing tersely m d  concretely, 
and let the overtonaa take care of themaalvea. "Winter Landacipe"
1. John Berrymm, "Whiter Lmdaoape," The New Republic. C m  (July 6, 191*0) 

52. I take my quotation from The Mmoaaeaaed. hia habit of 
revising many of fade early poema, berrymm wSS only one change (he added 
a cornu after "Daaoend" in tha laat line) betwam tha tima the poem waa 
first publiA ed in a magaidne and the time ha collectad it in The ^apoaaeaaed.

2. Jofe barrymmWT  R e g M  of A Winter Dlarr mv# Awma7. The ColumbiaBeviewm 16 (^prll 1935), 1*2. — — — — .
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" W A  owe something to V m  Doran'a example. "A oerteln reüoaaoe*
and letting "the overtone# take care of thamaelvea" agply as well to
"Vinter Landscape." As Berryman said of "Vinter Laaxdaeape," "It
derive# its Indlvidoality, If I am right, from a peenllar steadiness 

1 fOof soaibre tone..,, and Berryman was right. Blank verse gives the 
poem the ateadlneea and a certain loftiness, but the abbrie^ of rhythm 
carries the emotion and meaning —  a stretching of unatreeeed ayllablee, 
eonorona Irag vowels and diphthongs, and dram out eonaonante. The 
first etansa ia a good example#

The three awn ooming d ^ ) n  the winter hill 
Dx br^^a, with tall p@lee end a pedc of h^)nde 
At heg., thr gh the arrangement, of the trees.
Past the five figures burning etr(^.
Returning e @ l d  and silent t(g) their t@n....

The melancholic "^" sound (can we take a variation of Fbe'e observation 
that the long "o" sound is the most melancholic ia Bigliah, to
a wail?) of "dom," "brom," and "bounds" almost suspend the sosne.
"Hounds" is a calculsted word; Berryman oould have aaid "bleak doge," 
or "gaunt doge," or "hunting doge," or sligdy "dogs," but the sound of 
"hounds" adds to the sense of the auepenedcn he wanted. Taristioue of 
the "o" vowel (dlpfathangs and related "o" sounds) ke^ the whole etansa 
afloat# "poles," "throng," "straw," "odd," "to," "tom" ("tom" w**- 
to the feeling of auapenaion in its rbyadng with "dom* and "brom").
Other long vowels like "three," "heel," and "treea," the fMdnine riymee of 
"burning" and "returning," and stretched ooneonante mednlsting into the long
1. Both in prose and verse Berryaun used Britidi apalllng eonvontlone, 

"sombre" rather thm "eoadber," but he did not eonaiatently use Britiab apelUng.
2. Berrymm, "One Anawer to a Question," p.69.
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vowd# ("dom," "JfLnter," "bzogn," *^th") giv# the m m  mapending 
effect. All of the eounde and rhythm# In the poem ere not langoroue. 
There la e orlapaeea In "tall fdia," the eounde of iddch look beck 
to "hi^e" at the end of the previoue line and formrd to *̂ eidc," and 
etiU farther on to the beginning of the next line "At heel" after ufaLoh 
e pense halte the qpiek paoe. The whole phraee "with tall polea and a 
pack of hounda/At heel" is what Htpkins would call a "counter-pointed" 
rhythm set against the alow previous phrase ("The three aaan coming dom 
the winter hill/Ih brom") and the phraee to follow ("through the 
arrangements of the trees" ). The effect of this counterpoint is one 
of leovwment, the three man "returning," but we are dram into a false 
sense of movwaaant becanee the nan are figures in a painting. The 
dominant tone of the poem continues in a eoedüer eteedineea of the various 
blending eleaaents whidx suapeaad the scene until we c o m  to the quick 
lacvement of the Imst line of the penultimate etmeai "Wxat place, what 
time, what morning occasion." At this point, the quickening pace of 
rhythm (which recalls XCats'e short line questions in "Ode on a Qrecian 
Cm") ecoentuatee the line so that it aim at turns around into a question; 
but the met notioeahle effect of the quiok rhythm and the repetition of 
"what" is to call attention to the pun on "mming"; Indeed the rhythms 
have dreedy given us that sense of mourning.

Maen we lo(dc closer at idiat the words say, we o m  see how
remarfcahly the rhythms coalesce with maning and emotion. There is a
sort of historical maning to the eoadxer rhythms, a poem set in a
particularly sad tlm in world history and the great amdanidxoly of
the iagmnding world war. And for Berryman personally "Winter Landscape"
wee d m ,  he said, the poet's mre private reaction*

... the poem's extreme sobriety would seem to represent a reaction, 
first, against Teats'# rw geous and seductive rhetoric, and, second, 
egadnst the hysterled pditiod atmaphere of the period. It dates
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from 1938-9 m d  mm# mxlttma In Mew Tock fbllomliig two yman* 
remidtne# In Bnglmd, during rmourrant orlaM, idth mcrtendad 
visit# to PTmo# m d  Qmanuny, •apoclallYon# of the Nmi atroag- 
holda, Haidmlberg. 1

It mams to ms that Banyaun mas arueosssful on both oounts. Whan m
ocaqpsrs Tssts's poam "On » Hoturs of s Blade Gsntanr by Edmund Dulm,”
«0 o m  a m  just horn gorgaoua m d  lyrioal Is at a oould ba and how mbar
and mattarwof-faot tha blank warm (a fbxm Tsats raraly umd) of "ULntar
Landmapa" is. And, too, thara ia «van amrs of a m n m  of tha post's
monymity in "Wtntar Landmaps* thm swan lasts'# 'hmaakaP Nalthar tbs
poat nor his mask ia in tha poam at all. Bsrryam suoem dad in idxat ha
said ha m t  out to do, to rsant against tha politioal hystarla of tha
tima; ho is in oonsonanos with tha strangely somber rhythms m d  the tranquil
painting uhidi is his metaphor of emape. The poet's abmnoe is notioeahle
and mysterious, but even more mysterious era the thrm faoeless man "dresmd
in brom" and dio «111 "heap the sosne" like sentinels on guard. The only
dLsoemlble feature the poet dasoribes is that thay are dressed in brom
(suggesting perhaps Hitler's "Brom Odrts"; in a poam srittm nearly
a deoede later Berrymm speaks of "browPahirt Time" Æ.P. p«9^); this
partioular thrm ia brom dominate the mens as they return from the
"hunt." This strange anonymity of the poet and eubjeot permeates the
Wxole poem, and it ends idth a singularly sinister fSel; the "thrm birds"
watoh and wait like vultures.

Berrymm said that "Winter Landmaps" is "a «ar"poem of m  
unusual negative kind."^ This negation would seam to be both personal 
and hiatorioal. At this partioular point in history the apeaker idehee 
to remain anonymous; he does not want to be overWaalmed by the hysteria 
about him; he takes refbge in the tranquil mrld of the painting. Hie
1. Berrymm, "Che Answer to a Question," p.70.
2. Ibid.
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negation of the hiatorioal diwenalon, too, ia m  nmdUingneaa to
recogniae the hiatorioal djaanaion of the painting. The aubject of
the poan would appear to be Bnaa^iel's painting "Sbntera in the Saou,"
but it is not. Ih his "Note" to The Dlspossesssd,̂  Berrymm tried to
warn readers# "... the subject of 'Winter Landmaps' is not really
the painting by the elder Breugdwl to Wdoh the poem from start to finidi
refers..."^ (T.D.. p.vil). But "two aesthetioiane," as Berrymm referred
to them, publiAsd m  essay (1963)^ in iddoh they atteapted to prove that
the poem is a "verbal equlvalspt" of Breo*piel'e painting. "Nowhere
is anything said as to Wxat the poem is about," Berryman reaponded, and
hie advice was that " m  investigation of the differwooee ̂fitween the
poem and the paintit^ might have taken them further."^

"Winter Landscape" invites a comparison with Auden's poem,
"Mnede dee Beaux Arte." In both poems a Breuî iel pyiMAng ia « metaphor
for m  expression, but unlike Auden's poem Berrymm does not interpret
the painting, and he relies more on the différences between the p*4«M"g
m d  life.^ The idea of the relation between art and life in "Vinter
Landmaps" is more like Keith Oouglae'e ironic description of a real
"Landscape with Figures" in Wdmh the aftermath of a battle mane ia
demrlbed as a painting; the strem dead bodies "are nlmes"

Wxo express silence and fùtile aims this parons and
motioxûeee struggle at a queer angle to the scenery.... 6

1. Berrymm's "Note" is interesting beyond the fasts he was anxious for 
us to know. The "Note" suggests an eemladien of and a reaction to 
Eliot's "Notes" to The Vtaste Landi after several fregm mts of 
information about hie poems Serryun aaidt "I believe readers di.vit* 
notes," and than he paneomde to tall us more about another poem
(T^., P.VÜ).

2. Arthur and Catherine Brms, "Hater Brueghel and John Berrymm# Two 
Winter Landscapes." TSxee Studiea in Language m d  literature. 7 
(iatuan 1963), 310-lBT^-----------  --------------

3. Berrymm, "One Answer to a Question," p.70. 
i*. JPdd.
$. Berrymm said that Andeu's "Musée dee was written after hia

"Winter Landscape." «̂Husée dee published as "PJeie
dee Beanx Arts" in the agapiag of 1939, before "Winter Lmximape^ was 
1̂ 11 m etC &it it m aws likely that the two poems were written about 
the aaaae time; it ia unlikely that Berrymm  wee influenced by Auden'a poem.

6. Keith Douglas, Bsleeted BOemei Keith Dourlas. ed. Ted H n ^ e  (London# F*er and F b b e r ^
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Both Berrymm m i  Booglee take refuge, ee It mere. In the tranquil world
of arts but idxare Douglaa's poam auggeata irooioaUy that life haa beooma
art, Berrymm euggeete that art may be seen ae a proeeaa of art becoming
life but not quite living, a projection of "the life we all lead," but
particularly m  expreeeion of the life the poet WWxee. Keata projecte
ue into the aoenea on a Qreeim B m  m  that for a brief moamnt the fToaen
Imagee eeem to live; but in the end, we are finally made aware of the
différence between life and art. Berrymm doee acmatMng quite different
from either Douglae'e or Keata'a poame; he raliea more on Wxdt ie left
out of the poam, more on what the apeaker refoaea to aokooi&edge about
hie own situation*

The oommm title of the picture Æerrymm eaddj7 1# "Hunters in 
the aoow" and of oouree the poet anowa thia. But he pretends 
not to, and oells their Æbe three men'j^ apeers (tWLoe) 'pdas', 
the résultant emotion being a certain e&bbom inerednlity —  as 
the hunters are loosed while the peaoaful nations plunge again into 
war. This is not the acbjeet of Bruege l 's palnttng at all, and 
the interpretation of the event of tee poem proves that the ̂ eture 
has merely provided neoeasary material, from a tranquil world, for 
ibat ie neoeesary to be said —  but whioh the poet refUaea to aay —  
about a violent world. 1

But it seems to am that the poet's refbsal to say aaything about the violent
world ie not m  aauoh the point as is his deaire to eontrd that hysterical
world by amans of projecting himself into a stasis. In this sense,
Brue^ml's painting becoama the poet's "objective correlative"; H n
other words"; aa Oiot said, "a set of objects, a situation, a chain
of events iddoh shall be the formula of that particular emotion eudi that
iben the external facta, whioh must taunainate in senmry experienoe, are
given, the emotion is immdietdy evoked."^ Something like Eliot's
notion of the "objective correlative" is oertadhly what Berrymm had in
mind Wmn he said that "the picture haa merely provided necessary material...
1. Berrymm, "One hiswsr to a Question," p.70.
2. Eliot, "Hamlet," Selected Essays, p.1h$.
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for ibat la noceaaary to be said." But just as it would be an injustioe- 
to apply only Eliot's idea of the "objective correlative" to his own* 
poetry, we must also keep in mind his notion of the "auditory imagination," 
("the feeling tor g j r l l  able and zi^thn, ponotrating far below the conscioue 
levels of thought and feeling, invigorating every word...").^ The 
conclusion, then, ie that "Vinter Landscape" ie not a verbal equivalent 
to the painting, nor is it simply an object or formula ibich evokes an 
equivalent to the painting, nor ie it simply an object or formula whicb 
evokes a feeling; it ie the words, their arrangenant, their meaning, the world 
of art they hook into, and their rhythms vfaLoh animate and evoke the 
feeling of deep melancholy. And thero are more direct debts to Eliot 
in "Vinter Landscape." The notion of leaving things out and relying 
on the reader to note the irony of what is left out owes soaasthing to 
Eliot's reticence in "Journey of the Magi"; the Magus never mentions the 
star iblch he and the other two Vise Man (they are not called "Vd.ee Man" 
either) followed. (Interestingly, pezbape sLgnüloantly, Berryman's 
poem "The Disciple," published in lata 1939, seems to counterpoint 
"Journey of the Magi.") And Eliot's methods are not all one hears in 
the poem; the phraee, "the evil waste of histo%y/Dutetret<bed" distinctly 
echoes Eliot's last lines to "Burnt Norton” (published five years before 
"VQntar Landscape")* "Ridiculous the waste sad time/9tret<bing before 
and a f t e r . B u t  this is not a "lasy echo" as the British reviewer in 
the TLS noted about Berryman's use of influences in The Djaposeessed.
And further, simply because Berryman used Eliot's methods doee not mean 
that "Winter Landscape" doee not stand om its oiei; It has all of the 
"gentlensas and delioaay and clarity," as Lowell haa said, whi<b make 
the poem notable in its o*m right.
1. Eliot, "Matthew Arnold," The Use of Poetry and the Use of Critioiam. 

pp.118-119. -------------- -----------------------
2. T.S. Eliot, "Burnt Kort<m," The Complete Poems and RLays of T.S. i^iot 

(London* Faber and Faber Ltd., 1^6$), p.lf6.
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lowell alflo daeorlbes "Winter Lwdeoape* me e "myaboUo
deeerlption* to whioh I would edd the words "dyneeio" wad "«qutthio”
in that the rhythms draw ue into the static eoeoe. And, too, Lowell
points out the eiwilaritiee between "Winter Landscape" m d  Keats's
"Ode on a Orecdm Um," aimilarltiee, it seems to me, ibioh Berrymen
memt ue to have in mind. "Winter Lmadecipe," Lowell observes,

ie written in one sentence that loops through five five-line 
et ansae, ae if It were trying to make a complete poem out of 
Keats's pictorial and naact-to-laet etmsa in the "Oredm Urn."
The old meaaiing is repeated by a darker, more iavexlled voice.
The musio and imagery move with a relentleee casualneea. 1

The part of Keata'a penultimate etmsa to ibioh Lowell refers ie*
Vhat little tom by river or sea shore.

Or mountain-built with peaceful citadel, 
la emptied of this folk, this pious mom?

And little tom, thy streets for evermore 
Will silent be; and not a soul to tell

Vhy thou art desolate, c m  e'er return.
Ae Inwall mxggeete, it ie ae though Berrymm were trying to make a
oomplate poem out of this part of Keats's "Ode." But could It be that
we are meant to have Keats's ode in mind throughout "WLoter Landscape"?
Like Keats's five parts of hie Ode we have a structural iijmstij
It the five stmsae of "Idnter Landscape"; end we hear verbal echoes of
Keeteean diction in "brow" of a hill, "twilit street" ezsi "thenoe." Is
there not a similar description, m d  therefore ironie allnalon, in Keats's
"Bold Inver, never, never, eanet thou kies,/Though winning near the goal"
m d  Berrymm's "long eosgiaolone they ̂ W*e three m m /  c m  never reach"?
J.M. Ilnebarger suggests that in coeqparlng "Winter Lmdee^pe" md "Ode
on a Orecim %n"^tomell has in mind... our sadness and desolation in
rwmeabranoe of ttdnge peat...," and, Linebarger aays, ̂ Sinter Lmdaoape*
also suggests mother theme of Keats's poem —  art is long, life ie 

2short." These observations are true, but there are further pointe.
1. lomll, "The ^batry of John Berrymm," p.3.
2. J.M, linebarger, Joto Berrymm (New Tort* Twayne MbllWxere Ihc., 

1971*), p.l*3.
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Berryman la not ainply oontraating art and life, nor ia ha ainply 
suggesting dssolatiMi in renanbranoe of things past) he goes beyond 
the pioturs itself to speculate on ibat mill happen, and did, if 
"this partioular three in brown" ibo "keep the sosne... when all 
their oonpany/Wlll have bean irreooverebly lost" are allowed to descend 
the winter hill they stand on. Unlike Keats's questioning, mod not 
declaring, what the town was like from whi<b these people cme, ^«nyaun 
ie declaring in the present tense throughout that "this particular three" 
menacingly dooinate the scene. And the further point ia that Breu^xel's 
painting "has merely provided the necessary materiel" to transform art

4 c/m « //y
into life; in this case art ie lifê  "this particular three" maŷ  descend.
But there ie a paradox here, and the poet relies upon it. this
particular pieoe of art ia in one sense life, it is also art, and the 
poet seems to wish that these sinister figures would never "'descend."
Bjauty took Keats outside himself and tor a brief «o»— "*■ he seemed to 
live in the scenes on the um; but the reality of *̂ politiodL hysteria" 
has forced the poet of "V&nter Landscape" outside himself and hie situation 
and for a brief moamat he too eeeme to live in art but in this case the w>r« 
tranquil world cf the painting. But, like Keata, he cannot do so and 
realises it; just ae Brue|b*l's painting of Winter would have been an 
erblem of Vulcan, the blacksmith ibo forged the weapons of many gods and 
heroes, ao the "tall poles" have been forged into spears and the poet 
doee not want to acknowledge it.

"Winter Landscape" sets the tone for the poems idtLch follow 
after it; at the outset hysteria ie not controlled. It is stppreesed. In 

turn the poet's imagination is ''diapoeeeeeed." In "Würter Landeoigw" the 
poet ie like Lady Msoheth ibo cannot (or will not?) project imaginstively 
into the future to understand ibat murdering the kix^ means —  triumph ie 
folloimd by deapondmcy m d  madness. The nightmarish world about everyone
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In the early fwtiea vas real, too real, m d  the poet in "Vinter Lmdaoape"
suffers from too audi reality, what John Bayley eleeibere (In m  essay on
Auden) celle a "(Uapoeeeeaed imagination"*

The diapoeeeeeed imagination may suffer from the leek of m  
intellectual tradition to set in order the experienoee ibich 
impinge upon it. 1

It would eeem, judging from "Vinter Landscape," that the poet, though he
suffers from a dispossessed imagination (like the characters in The Viate
Land, he o m  "conneet nothing with nothing" and does not wish to ), would
mlbi more for ibat Baylsy celle "the adolescent imagination";

The adoleeoeot imagination doee not so suffer /as ths dispossessed 
imagination doej^, becmee it ie not called upon to judge Wxat it 
expwiencee by any othar standard thm its own intensity. 2

It ie as though the poet ocncentratee so intensely upon a painting that he
mill not be called upon to judge what he experiences; he is (xmHning hie
experience to this one point of intensity, this static world of the painting.
Ii'onioaUy thé poet beocmss part of the sdoleeoent imagination ibich he
condamne in a later poem, "Boston Coamcm"* "war is ths/Songreee of
edoleeoente, love in a mask,/Bestial m d  easy, ieaueleea..." (T.D.. p.6h).
Nevertheless, evm iban the poet would project himself into serenity, even
iben he would sema to wlah for an adolescent imagination, he o m  neither ignore
nor forget the outside world in hie other poems; he never e^T^etvIy forces
hlmeelf into a salf-oemtered or aolipeistic view of the world. For those
who seem to be suspended in tha waste land, and for ths poet himself, the
admonitions are ths same# "Qlvs, Sbrapathiae, Control." The poet "gives"
himself over to perecnel and deep relaticnehipe, as to his wife in "Gmto
Amor"; he "aympathiaee" with others ae in "The Ball Beam" mad "On a London
Train"; but "control" seems out of reaoh, and ths vdnme ends with characters

f \,
Mio are "The Diepoeeeeeed" and ibo, like f^andello's Six Cheraotere in
1. Bayley, The Romantic Survival. p.l33.
2. Ibid.
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Search of m  Author, are in eeeroh of ecneona or eowathing to bring things 
into m  order,

Tha title poem "The Diapoeeeeeed" points to the reality of
dispossession wbidx Bmyman felt "reaches deep into audezn agony."
He said that he

began with, or at any rate wozioed with, both the opposite 
directions the notion of disposeeesion points tot the 
ai ear able, potoutof one's own, and the relieved, saved, undeviUed, 
de-apelled. Tke first ie the more itqportant, and the second need 
not be egreeahle —  the devil oast out may be life. 1

With these notions of dispossession in mind let ue turn to the posait
'and something that,, that ie t h ^ e  —  no longer ours' 
stammered to me the Italian page. A wood 
seeded & towered suddenly. I understood. —
The Leading Man's eapecielly, and the Juvenile Lead's 
and the Leading Lady** thigh that ewitdies & warns, 
aawl their grimaces, aaid their Hying anaei
our anas, our story. Every seat was sold.
A crons aist in a ̂ arixg sproute a beard
and has a tirade. Not a word we heard.
Movement of stone within a woman's heart, 
abrupt & dominant. They gesture how 
finge really are. Rarely a <ddld singe now.
My harpsichord weird ae a koto drums
adegjo for twilight, for the etonv-wom dove
no more de-iced, and the apidery buaineee of love.
The Juvenile Lead's the Leader's ana, one arm 
running the daole bole, branches, roots, (O watch) 
and the feceleee fellow waving from her crotch,
Stalin-unanimoue! who procured a vote
mxd care not use it, ibo have kept an eye
and care not use it, percussive vote, «dear eye.
That ibich a captain and a weaponeer 
one day and one mere day did, we did, mgh 
we did not. They did., oan alid, the great Ixxdc
lodged, and no soul of us all was near was near, —
an evil sky (ibere the unbradla b?o<xaed) 
twirled its mnetachee, hissed, tt# ingenue fumed,
poor virgin, and no hero rides. The reoe
ie done. Drifts through, between the odd, black trunks,
the peaehblow glory of the perishing sun

1. John Berryman, A  Comment on "The Dispossessed̂ /', Poet's Ghoioe. ede. Paul 
Bogle and Joaaph Langland (New Tories The DUl nwae, ipoz;, p.136.
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in enpty hooeea whmra old things take place.
(T.D., pp.102-03).

The opening line indioetee several of the dlffioultiee "The
Diaposaeesed" preaente. Wa do not hear it iwaaedl ately the way w  hear the
tomber clarity of "Winter Landaoape"; tha style ie darting, hesitating,
dnost stuttering; but the poem relies less on xhythm and more on the
notion of the relation between drama and life. The opeadng line euggeete
a ocnplex matrix of poeslbilities; it is taken from Luigi HrandeHo'e
play Six Characters in Search of an Author in ibich Pirandello explores the
differenoee between, but more the eirailarltiee between, life and art —  art
is life, drama ie experience. Eliot would have perhaps used the line from
Six Characters as an epigraph, as be used a passage from the "Ihfemo" at the
beginning of "The Love Song of J. Alfred ArufTock," to indicate an irony of
present and past, or more as a point of departure. Berryman's opening line ie
more like Eliot'e quotation from Lancdot Andrei^'e sermon which begins
"Journey of the Magi" or like hie quotation from Edward Fltagerald'e letters
which sterts ofA^erontion," whicb dissolve into the poem. But the essentiel
method in Berryman's poem ie that we are meant to be broufbt into a draau
like that of Pirandello's in which we create and have created our owr
play; there is no script, as (Hive Schreiner said, the characters ere not
"marWialled" and "tiricsted" for "this is the life we ell leed."  ̂ And,
finally, Berryman's anbiguoualy shifting pronouns in the first line, the device
he said he learned in "The Ball Poem," pusale ue, idx> are "thaizw" and "ours"?
As the pom unfolds, the pronouns shift from "I" to "we" to "they" to each
character himself, and these Aifting pronouns suggested the device Berryman
learned in "The Ball Rom," "a pronom may earn a mall matter, but abe matters,

2he matters, it matters, they matter." Wb are confronted once again "with a 
process of life and a prooess of art"; the reader ie forced, ae Berryman said 
of pronouns in The Dream Songe, into being more aware and entering into 
himself.^ This time
1. Schreiner, The Stenr of an African Farm, p.7.
2. Berryman, "Ône Ansim to a Question," p.71.
3. Howard, "Wiiriqr and Lak, Ibisky and Ink," p.76.
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the poet le neither projecting hiaeelf nor the reeder into the etaaie
of a painting; hyeterla has broken loose ; the figaree move into "ne,"
they are living, end we must bear the conseqaanees of the tnxtalenoe
of our living. I riiell. return to this eesentiaUy drwaatie method mod
in partioular to Pirandello's play, but let ue first look carefully at
the "difficult" rhythms of the poaeu

Though the style hesitates and takes abort snggLes, lines breek
at logical pauses. For exasiple, "A crone met in a clearing sprouts a
beaoĵ and has a tirade," or "Movement of stone within a woman's heart,/
abrupt & dominant." The tercets throughout are a variation upon the
terma rlma as in "Cento knar" ("The liipitning" also varies the teraa r*»e).
The rhyme scheme in "The Diapoeeeeeed" doee not hook cos stanma Into the
next, but rather the second and third lines rhyme, a Mme of ironic heroie
couplet (the lines vary between ten and twelve syllahlea); thus, the xhjm
soheRMt abb, odd, eff, ihh, and so on until the last tercet ibere the
last line-stansa rounds out the poem as teraa rime might: stu, a. So
there ie a kind of underlying order in a poem which enmsts a chaotic
world. But order ie often turned on its head; rhymes are often ironic:
"watch" and "crotch," "wood” and "understood," "bloomed" aaxi "ftnaed."
Though harmony is eug^sted in the full rhyme of mdove" m d  "love," the
dove ie "storm-worn" and love ie a "spidery business." DitemaL riymes
have the eaew ironic and darXdy humorous effect: "word*̂  and "beard,"
"finge" and "singe," and "whole bole." John Frederick Rime has observed
that the method of "Ths Dispossessed" ie to make us feel diaos, but

one can say only a certain chaotidam, because nothing, not even 
disorder, is aKxpreessd by complete disorder. On the other hand, 
if this were a perfectly oool and Incid poem, it might give the 
Impreeaicn that the poet is not really involved in hie material —  
that he was adxply ths observing spsvttator. But the experience 
with which Mr. Berryman ie concerned goes deep; it infects not only the 
external world but even the style of the poet. 1

1. John Frederick Rime, /Sbnaaent on "The Diaposaeesed"? Poetry: A Critical Supplement (April 19hB}, 1-2.
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Ho narrative holds ths poem together, but it does make sense
in bloiAa. Tha first three stansas tell us that ths poet, who is no
Iwiger oonqpletely anonymous as in "Winter Landaoape" but in the poem
with "them" and "ua," is reading Pirandello *e play Six Charastera in
Searoh of n̂ Author» and one line seems to tell him something about hie
present tima, ibioh ie after Wbrld war II and after the two atomio bortie have
been dropped. At the outset of the poem the suggestion is that art has
become life. The first etansa ie rmninieoent of Dante's opening to
Divine Comedy (the "Italian page"), hie "dark mood," but in "The Diapoeeeeeed"
the "seed" me might expect to "flower" instead "towered suddenly." Nr.
Nime points out that the edbjeot of the first sentence, ’̂page" is ambiguous
(i.e. "the printed page" or *̂ page boy"). KLme rightly suggests that the
ambiguity ie not ell that important to our understanding of the posai,
but, he adds, it ie significant thdb'̂ we are troubled by a teasing uncertainty

%on the very threehhold of the poem." Ub are ecnfTonted idth what ths
poet has "heard" and "understood," the implication being that hia imagination
ie neither "diapossesssd" nor ie it "adolescent"; the pcet la aware. So
we are all in a play; at first we watch the actors' "grimaces, and their
flying arms"; the poet means to Include us ell, "our arms, cur story."
Again Nias is helpful on the turn the poem ie beginning to teke i

... it soon becomes evidaut that this ia a poem about political 
realitiea; in the light of that awarensee ws glance again at 
"Italian" of the first atansa. And remombering that "Fuehrer" 
aaad "dues" both mean "leader" we may detendns the identifioation 
of the leading actcra of the second etansa. If we accept this 
hint, the poem begina to take on a mlliteriatic coloring, in which 
"grimaces" cf the sixth line may mstaMrphoss into "grim aces and ^ 
"flying arms" may be both wild ealutee end the instrumente of warfare.

Nime also euggeete that "Every seat was sold" euggeete a terrible ambiguity#
"seats" may be political seats (Parliament etc. ), and that they are "add"
euggeete treason —  all integrity ie lost. Nevwrtheleae, ths first two
1. , p.2.
2. IMhd., p.3.
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«tansM are olearly alliirtlng to PLrandallo's play; and thotqb there 
are political overtones, it is not until later in the poem that ue may 
read back and see the ambiguity of the allusion to the "Leading Mm."
The third stanza continues with a puzzling reference, "A crone n»t in 
a clearing sprouts a beard/and has a tirade.” Aa with several references 
in the poma, it seems that w  are meant to respond to a feeling rather thm  
to a logical smise. This image of a withered old lady sprouting a beard 
suggests an image of grotesqueness. Perhaps she is meant to suggest a 
Tireaias figuret she muld appear to be both male (a beard) m d  female 
(a crone), and her "tirade" might be because "'iiot a word we heard” of her 
prophecy.

The first three stanzas take us from the play on the printed p ^ ,  
to an imaginary performanoe, to "us" ibo watch but ibo become the pl^. 
The fourth stanza riiifts to the present tense; the play oontinuss.
"Movement of stone within a woman's hsart,/abrupt & dominant," again a 
statement that seems to be more suggestive than specific; it would seem 
to be an image of the reaponse, "Not a word ws heard.” But actually 
the players "gesture how/fings really are”; we are now in the play.
"îlngs"’ might be baby talk ibich would suggest m  "adolescent imagination" 
that does not suffer because it does not judge ibat it experiences i 
"soBwthing that... that is theirs —  no longer ours.” art "flngs" also 
might be taken from the Latin verb flngo. to shape, fashion, form, 
mold. Though "flngs" is used as a noun (tha noun of fingo is flatus —  

feigned, false) the connotations are clearly that the artificial expreaaicm, 
the form or mould of the ploy, and the people in the pliy "gesture how/ 
flngs really are.” How things really are is that "rarely a «'Min «ing, 
now”; innocence, happiness, and harmony are nearly lost. The fifth 
stanza concludes the first half of the poem; now the poet apeaks, mai he 
tells us about the method of his poem* his pom is a "harpsichord,” a 
dated and obsolete inatrumant̂  as Mr. Nims suggests, but it is
1. "Flngs" is also Cookn^ Fkglish for "things."
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• "koto" whleh 1# «till heard; in fact. It la the nktlonaJ Inatrumaat of 
Japan (the reeponalhility, or rather irre^onalhility, of dropping two 
atomio boobs on Japan will be an important point several atanaas later).
The Japanese "hear" the post's dated harpsiohord beoanae they have 
ezQ)exlenoed ibat he saya and ibat ee all have enaoted. Ths poet's 
harpsi(bord Mruna/sdaelo." a sort of dirge, for the "atons-wni dove* 
of pease. The dove ia, aa Mr. Rims suggests, "telescoped with... a 
modem flying machine ehieb requires ds-idng in atom; the atatawsnt that it 
ia 'no more de-iced' means either that there is no need of it being de^dTaed
or (more probably) that for want of de-icing it goes to batruetion."^
Sqob a Move" Indeed would make love a "spidery buadnsss."

The poet returns to references to ths Juvenile Lead and the
Leading Man in the sixth atansa. By now refersnoea to Vbrld Wisr H  
begin to make better sense. The references are fairly apwxUlUa almost 
allegorical, the Tmsdfng Man suggesting Hitler and the Leading Ladfa 
whose t hiflb switehes & warns" suggesting Bra Brann. The Juvenile Lead 
is less apeeifiet he might suggest Qdering ibo became the "Leader's 
am, one ann/ronaing the whole bole," but the Juvenile Lead seeaw to 
suggest mors the adolescent imagination. (By implication, ths "Juvenile 
Lesdjs ... running the ibole bole, branches, roofs" suggests Dante's 
WJod of suicides. ) It is the mature imaglnatim that has been diapoaaeaaed, 
that ia "pat out of one's own," aa Berryman said, and the result ia that "ths 
devil east out la llfe."^ Tbs adolescent imagination ia really the Leader's 
(Hitler's) strong am, and he has bred a "faoeleas fallow" ibo is " Jtslia- 
unanimous"; all of "us" are of one accord; Stalin has replaced the "Leading 
Mar." The offspring of ths "Leading Man" is irrsaponaibls; the free vote 
is a "̂ percussive vote," and "^pwcuaaive" r walls ths poet's "koto" dmmaing.

Finally, in the sigbth stanma, the poet cones to ibat he has 
bean building towards —  a manifestation, the manifestation, of *«”«»an
1. Tbid., p.l*.
2. Berryman, A  Comment <m "The Dlaposaesse^, p.1j6.
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Ipreaponatblllty in our dropping the atoodo b<Md>a i "That a captain
and a maponeer/one day and one day more did..." (the two atomic boabc 
dropped on RLroahima and Hagaaaki). The poet usea the aoggcativc word, 
"weaponeer" rather than "bombardier," reminding us that a "weapon" waa 
used. Then an ironic Qeman interjection "ach" M gngi ■ * porotest t ge 
did not drop the atonic boat, "They /Ehe Qermana/ did," they forced ua 
into it. % e  description of pcwparing to drop the atomic bosh is a 
terribls perveraion of a sexosl act ("can slid, the great lock/lodged"#), 
and is appropriate for ibat is produced, a grotesque and faceless 
irreaponaibilltyj the great doud of the bcWb is m  "uMnella"^ibioh 
ironically blooms for it is neither protection nor a flower. But ge 
are not rcqponaible; ^  were not near. The great evil of the atomio 
holocaust is reduced to a melodrama in ibich " m  evil sky... twirled its 
mustaches" and seduces naive inno cencs ("the ingenue," "ÿoor virgin”).
No heroiaaa in that ("ao hero rides"). And so ths *hraoeAs done," 
both the "race" to flniah the war and the "race" of mm. The lmidsc*e 
is bleak] the "wood" cf understanding, ayapathisLng, and controlling the 
poet faintly auggested in the first atansa is now a wood of "cold black 
trunks." The "Juvenile lead" of the adolescent is "running
the ibole bole" (i.e. the trunk of a tree). Ths ")peawhblow" of the 
atomio bcab is no fruit to pick; the sun is perlalisd, m d  the houses are 
saqpty. The "old things" ibich "take place" are primitive] huamnity 
regressed to ibere it started.

The post is implying that in casting out ttw devil of our o m
lives m  hms oast out life. The poet himwelf auffws from a "dimpoasessed
imtaglnation"] he finds no inteUeetual or humun tradition to set in order
the emperlsnces ibich now impinge iqxm his int.gination. The point of tbs
ibole poem is perfasps best summarised by Berrymm himself, khan he was to
1. mas suggerts that "the umbrella is not itself but a statesmm AeviUe 

Ghaaberlin/ faawus for carrying one, he will gusas ibo the 'ingbme', or 
young naive (me, is in this dram of nations." NLms, p.5.
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write about "The State of American ('JAting, 19L8," he seamed to take 
the occasion to state h  prose what he had already attsxapted to say in
this poem. He said that ths forties was a "decode of survival," and
that as a result there had been "a political, perhaps a moral, paralysis.”
He went on to d1 stingul between "guilt" and "bad eo»v<̂ «»noe*i "everybody 
is 'guilty* of everything, and that is that," but "bad oonscienoe is mors 
serious"t

Few men of reflection can be satisfied now with their actions 
and attitudes during the reoent war. Vhll, we put that aside:
the &mmy was dear, and moreover ibat happened (producing ibat
is happening now) would have happened anyway, "It was done for 
us” —  your modem intelleotual is astoniddngly fatdistic.
This is ths view generally taken, with a gain in uneasiness, 
of the use of the atomic bonh. But few man of reflection can 
be satisfied with their actions and attitudes now. Hhll, again 
the Enemy is clear (Stalin for Hitler), ibat Is happening cannot 
be influenced by us, and so cm. That is, msn of reflection are 
reconciled, in their degree to their past and their present. The
trouble ^  the future i what they —  or ibat Thaar for thmm are
going tolling in the months and years and days %o com. This is 
ths trouble. In order to be reconciled to Ibis» one would have 
to leam to be reconciled beforehand to an atoocious crime one 
might well soon cranit without having tha slightest wiA to commit 
it] and that, I aa%poee, is out of the question. So that men ibo 
can think and are moral must stand ready night and diy to the 
orders of blind evil. Ibat has created this is an usurpation 
ibich is not complete: usurpation of Individual decision, which 
yet leaves the individual noart nally free —  and of course actually 
free if he happens to be a hero. But literary man are seldom 
heroes, and heroes of this sort, at present, as soon as they 
announce themselves, cease anyway to be literary msn. 1

Now "The Dispossessed" is a literary work and is obviously
addressed to those ibo think] its very difficulty calls upon a tMnking
audienoe. But it Aould be made clear that Berryman's poam does not
appeal to the intellect alrae] his method and his allusions attempt ̂ ,o
dissolve rational srgumants into realities | the intellect is suffused
With reality. It might very well be a mistake to attempt to tease out
1. John Berryman, Answers to/ "The State >f American Writing, 191*8: Seven 

Questions," Partisan Review. 1$ (August 191*8), 8$6-$7. Berryman's sense 
of our "bad conscience” was again engbsaiasd in the notes to his 
novel Recovery and in sn unpublished letter to The New York Times, also in 
^covsry. we np.23$-37. In his latter, Berryman said in a metaphor of 
the stage : "so no American is off any hook, fellow actors. The hook is 
thick mod dug deep. .. WS are obliged to hold ourselves responsible not 
only for a decade of Aaiatio corpses Æ.e. ths Viet Nat waj^ ard uninhddt- 
abls countryside and ganocidsl 'ressttlonant' of ibole populations of Aaiatis viUsgers, but for what ws are doing to the survivors....” Recovery 
(London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1973), pp.236-57.
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nearly evezy phrase as I have done, for like The Waarte Land, onoe ve 
know all of the "faota" we nuart forget them. Both poems in the end 
are "tone” poems, poems idiioh attenqpt to create a sense of the human 
oondition after global wars. As the Father says in Six Characters in 
Search of an Author* "Literature indeed! This is lifel"^ This returns 
us to Berryman's poetic of art becoming life, and we have seen how Berryman's 
tw> basic methods rhythm (that is, single and complex rhythms) and drama
tisation do so. The dramatic dimension of "The Dispossessed" goes much 
deeper into Pirandello's play than I have indicated; very briefly, I «AifH 
sketch out this dimension.

SLx Characters in Search of an Author, like Shakeqware's plays 
and like Olive Schreiner's notion of drama's being "the life we all lead,” 
is a drama of experience, a penetration into a literary type of "realima” 
in order to arrive at reality. Pirandello's sub-title gives the clue,
A Play in the Making, an attenqpt to break dom the barrier between art 
and reality. The plot of the play is simple t some actors in a company 
are rehearsing a play (ironically Pirandello's own earlier play The Game 
as He Played It)i six people interrupt the rehearsals, convince the 
producer that he does not need a script and that with his help they can 
create their own play. There is much discussion as to vdiab and idbo 
should make up the play they will impxpvisej they settle upon nothing, 
but in the end their dianssions and conflicts over creating a play,
create the play in spite of their disagreements. Nevertheless the events
are so real that the "actors” do not believe that a murder and a suicide 
have taken placet

Leading Man: Uxat do you mean, dead? It's
all make-believe! It's all just a 
pretence! Don't get taken in by it!

1. Luigi Pirandello, Six Chyaeters in Search of an Author, trana.
Frederick May (London: Helnamann Educational Books Ltd., 195Jt),p.21.
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Other Actors t K ke-belleve? Pretence? Reality!
Reality! He's dead ! 1

The Father has the last say (in effect he has been the "Father" of the
play and has been the "real" character who has usurped the Leading Man's
role). then all the others desperately say, "No! Make-believe! It's
all pretence!" the Father answers: "Nbat do you mean, pretence? Reali^,

2ladies and gentlemen, reality! Reality!"
Throughout the play we have been made aware that the "Six Qharacters"

and the "Actors" are not to be confused: “Uie "Characters" are "created
realities" and the "Actors" are "ever-changing" in their "pretended" roles,
Pirandello tells us. But the idea of "roles" in the six characters of
"created reality" is coigilex indeed:

Father: The drwa is in us< . j* are the drama
and we are inpatient to act it —  so .
fiercely does our inner passion urge us on.*̂

Later the Father expands on idxat be means by "the drama within us ”:
drama lies entirely in this one thing.... In my being 

conscious that each one of us believes himself to be a single 
person. But it's not true.... Each one of us is many 
persons.... Many persons... according to all the possibilities 
of being that there are within usw... With some people we are 
one person.... With others we are somebody quite different....
And all the time under the illusion of always being one and the 
same person for everybody.... %  believe that we are always
this one person in Wiatever it is we may be doing. But it's 
not true! It's not true! And we see this very clearly when by
some tragic chance we are, as it were, caught up itilst in the
middle of doing something and find ourselves suspended in mid air.
And then we perceive that all of us was not in vdiat we were doing, 
and that it would, therefore, be an atrocious injustice to us to 
judge us by that action alone. U

As in Six Characters, the "we" and "they" and even the "I" of 
"The Diqitossessed" are in effect "caught up whilst in mid air" (as Henry 
in The Dream Songs often feels caught up in the middle of things). It
1. Pirandello, Six Characters In Search of an Author, p.68.
2. Ibid.. p.69.
3» Ibid., p.11.
U. Ibid.. p.2̂ . This is another way of saying that our individual identities

are variations upon Idle self, lAich I discussed in Keats's idea of 
identity: "Not merely is the Heart a Hornbook, It is the Minds Bible,
It is the Minds Experience, it is the teat from Wkdch the Mind or 
intelligence sucks its identity." Forman, ed.. Letters, p.336.
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ni^t rmrj well b# m  "etroelous Injuekloe” to judge "the diepoeaessed* 
by two mote of IrreeponadUalllty, bub In thlw omee our judgement is 
reserved; we are lodking througji the eyes of the poet, at the eoosequsnoes 
of sn sotion. Ih the play just before the Father epeaks the opening line 
of "The DLepossessed," "md something that... that Is theirs... no longer 
ours,"̂  he said that he admired the motors (lAe Leading M m  and the Leading 
Lady), "But... Wall... The truth is... Thsy're oertatnly not usl"^
So idiat the poet of "The DLepossessed" suddenly understands is that the 
Leading Mm, the JfuvenUa Lead, and ths Teadlng Lady are all aotors who 
play different roles idtLdi are not thnaselves; they play he parts ̂ ley 
are given, not the parts they themselves oreate, m d  therefore they are 
not reasxmaible for Wiat they do. The poet feels that if this notion 
is applied to the life we all lead, then we may be deceived into tMnMwg 
that we are not reoponaible for our c m  actions; our roles are given to 
us, so that when we drop the atomio bomb we c m  say, "we did not. They 
did...." Perhaps the "living" dramatic method and the m g«lan style 
of "Ths Diapossessed" was best snsaarissd by Rlrmdello W*en he 
hi e ideal of dramatic dialogue as

sctifln^v^ words that move iaydiate eamrmsslons 
tnsepsrenle from action, unique Phrases that emmot be 
taTî^nôŒv~«2rTsXrâc to a definite character in a définit# 
situation; In abort, words, expressions, phrases impossible to 
invent but bom W*sn the author has identified Mmeelf with his 
creature to the point of seeing it only as it sses itself. 3

I suggested at the outset of this section the* though the poems 
in The Dispossessed are rcqghly arranged chronologically, Berryman dhdfted
1. Ibid., p.U8. I have not been able to find the translation Berrymm 

used. The translation I en using rerds, "Something that becomes 
theirs... And no longer ours."

2. Ibid.
3. Cited by Andruw Kenned} ■ Six Dramatists in assroh of a T-err«we 

(London* Cmbridge Utoivgrsliy Aess, l^t^), p.18. “
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the duraoologioaX order of eneoph poem# to indioebe the* he iatsnde* e 
"rhythm set," me he would do mgmla Imter in Love & Pew#. Benynen said 
that he oems to see Mwemlf as sn apLe poet sfter hs had written Bjgmggs 
to Mistress Brwdstrset end The Dreem Sonas. hnt his thinking, I believe, 
was inclining towards ths long poem even in 19LB Wmn The Dispossessed 
was pebliahed. I em not suggesting that The Dispossessed is a Icem poem, 
but rather, that the volume should be seen as a sequsmse of lyrloa just 
as Berryaen's Sbnoets dkould be regarded as a sequsnoe. The Sonnets are 
one due to Berrgeun's thinking ehoot sequences during this time, for they 
were written in 1^7, a year before The Diaposseseed was published. Another 
indication of Berrynsn's frmee of mind during this time was his plea to mite
a long poem about the Jews bho died in ROend; it was to be to a

1Bach lUgue end in forty-two sectimos, parts of ihieh were published in 
19S0, but he abandoned the weak. And finally, Berryman's first long poem. 
Homage to Mistress Bradstreet. was begun In 19b8, thomd^ admittedly he 
did not at the time realise that he had begun a long poem and did not 
oomplete Hceuge till five years laber.^ But the mat convincing evidence 
that Berrynan had wnmsthing like a sequence or a "rhythm set" in wind as he 
arranged the poems of The Dlsposaesaed msy be found in his introductory 
"Note" to the volume i "With exceptions for a thematic reason, affecting 
Section One, the poems stand in #at was roughly their order of writi%%" 
(T.D., p.vii)« Revealing word,"section," it would indicate that Berryman 
asm tbs volume as a whole. Thou#% ths earliest poem was published in 
1939 end ths last in 19L8, "a thematic reasm" dictated that Section One 
set the sAole volume in motion.
1. Interestingly Tbats had said in his Introduction to A ("A A*dket

for Ears Pound") the* Rnmd asm his Csntos as having no structure but 
"disgday a structure like that of a SeSTAgue." KB. leata. A Vision (London# Msondllsn Awss Ltd., 1962), p.h. —— — —

2. Modelland, et el.. "An Jhtervlew with Jbdm Oarxymsn," p.7. See also 
Stitt, "The A r t w  Ibetxyi An Lxterview with John Berryman," pp.19L-9$.
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Benymam said thsb his nodal for Hoasga to Ifletrass was
The Waste Lmd but that Hcaaags was as "unlika Tbs Waste Land as posslbls*^ 
for him to be. (Be had in mind the clear doninanoe of personality and 
sense of narrative that Homage relies on. } I would suggest that The 

Waste Land might very well have been in his mind from time to tine as he 
wrote, but seems to have definitely been in his «aiwrt as he arranged the 
poems of The Dispossessed. The only struotural simllsrity between the 
two is that they are both arranged in five parts; but the method, voice 
and themes point to the strongest similarities between them. As in 
The Waste Land, a nmd>er of "diapossessed" vdoes, none of! liu* can 
ocnneot nothing with nothing, tell their c m  sad story (for example, "The 
Disciple" and "The Nervous Swags"). The effect of these different 
speaking voices is one of fragmentation, but the frageants of Ths Wbste 
Lspd and The Dispossessed may be read like Madame Sosostrls's "wicked 
pack of cards"; the "cards" are interpreted as they fall into a sequsnoe.
It must be more on thematic and historical grounds that The Waste t-w -I 
and The Dispossessed are said to be most similar# both were written during 
wad after global wars; both owe much to personal crises each poet was 
suffering at the time; both are poetic records of tbs disillaslonmsnt, 
apirltual aridity, and (Usruptivs chaos of their times; both reflect the 
great sense of loss (both personal and universal), tbs senseless violence, 
the dehumanisation of mam and his alienation from society and ths past; 
and both suggest similar ways out of the wasteland# love and ooaqtasaicn —  
"QdLve, Sympathise, Control.”

Robert Lowell has Observed that even in the forties Berxyaun 
"sesMsd to throb with a singular rhythm and pitch. It is this throbbing, 
xtytfaBdo singularity iMLdi draws the parts jf The Dispossessed into a idtole,
1. Stitt, "The Art of Doetry# An Interview with John Berryman," p.190.
2. Lowell, "The Hoetry of Jo|je Berryman^^p.3.
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a singularity of wcaight and iaport, a singularity of ths rhythms of
sound and thane ooalesoing with meaning and fasling. So thematic and
historical resonance are ways to approach the unl^ of The QLspoesessed.
Another approadi is stylistic rhythm, which I have suggested already,
in which the clear, somber cadences of the early poems angle into a
nervousness, the muslo switches from to pisaicato. Given that
during this time Berryman was "vibrating brilliantly to all significant
influences"^ as Lowell has said, it would not be entirely accurate to
say Berryman intended that his rhythms should lurch in such n way as
to give a calculated sense of things falling apart, but the design is

2there nevertheless. Still a third approach to the singularity and
wholeness of The Dispossessed would be its flow of recurring images.
As in The Waste Land images of sterility and suspension tend to doadnatej
cold, winter, evening, night, the mocmj and these are set in tension with
images of new life and movement t spring, summer, dam, wind, the sun.
Out of this imagistio tension a rhythm penetrates and exenpUflae the
"deep structures" of the Wiole.

Before we turn to the various rhythmic movements of The
Dispossessed» I should like to return to the historical context of the
volume and consider some of the difficulties of writing sedous poetry
about an "age of anxiety" and survival. Berryman himself best summarised
the burden of writing poetry of his time in a note on "War aid Poetry"
published in an anthology of twentieth century war poetry (192*$)*

I should be aany if the relation between one of man's most 
destructive and witless awtivitiea and one of his more
purely and intelligently creative activities ̂ ÿoetrg^ should

1. Lowell, "The Poetry of John Berryman," p.3.
2. J.M. Linebarger has observed "three fr rly distLnet styles" in The

Dispossessed : "One is based on the lasts-Auden influence, as in
'Tne Statue' or 'Boston Common'; the others are best illustrated 
by the first poem end the last poem of The Dispossessed." John 
Benyman. p.52.
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SMB to be very oloee or eetlefeotory. I do not «»4nir it 
bee to be so, —  Is less snd less, ms war Icsss its human 
oountenance sod living is hard enough. But poetry is not 
oivillasd. It takes its themes where it find* them, and 
some permanently interesting to it are throw up by the wari 
fear, departure, oourage, loss, ambition, loyalty, intrigue, 
madness, faith and death. Whether its themes will engage 
the poetry of a partioular man is another matter. There 
are not many poets, and there are no rules. War is an 
experianoe, worse than moat, like illness or a journey or 
belief or marxlagej those who "have" it y m  be affected 
in different degrees, in different ways; soms trained in 
speech will talk about it, others trained equally and affected 
strongly will have nothing to say; those affected most —  the 
dead —  will be most silent. 1

These are melanAoly themes vddch radiate few posaitdlities of hope,
and to wzlte about these dark themes is in effect to begin to repeat
oneself; there is no ohoioe. Northrop Fxy, reviewing a short collection
of Berryman's poems in 191*2, expressed the poet's and the reader's .f,
in the state of poetry of that time*

The similarity of all these lyrics ̂ ïhout ths waç^ In tone, 
mood, subject and form is so oppressive that the strain of 
trying to find something to say about two or more contributions 
is getting me dow. 2

Than there is, in Berryman's case, the problem of how mtudi the poet really
knows about what is going on, how oonvindng his experianoe of the war is
if he is not in the lighting (Berryman was not in the armed forces because
of a physical disability).^ %ye continues*
1. John Berryman, "On War and R>etry,« The War Poets* An Antholocv of

Wtf Poetry of the 20th Century. %  Oscar ( M e w ^ t T "
The John Day Conpany, 19h$), pp.29-30.

2. Northrop Rye, "Books of the Month," The Gmedim Forum (October 191*2), 220.  -------
3. There is something shout one's aympathy over long distances idridi rings 

both true and false * true in that we would wish for the humanness that 
ocnnes with aysqpethy for someone else's suffering but fiOse in that one 
does not really endure the physical sufferi%%. Ita^ be vwcy well,
as Keats said, that imaginary woes are worse than real ones. But if ths 
poet is to write about real pain and real suffering, his poetry would 
M m  more genuine if he himself has r tfered the same wounds. Wmn a 
civilian war poet writes through seocnd-hand experience, it is not to say 
that he cannot convincingly project into the suffering in war (witnesa 
Stephen Granr's O m R ÿ  Badge of Courage). But the more importmt point 
is that if the poet is < > write about "life" than carnage is only part of 
life as Edwin Murr has said in "Reading in War Urns"*
Boswell's turbolsnt friend/And his deafening verbal strife/Ivmi Ilyoh's death/Tell me mws about life,/Both being all thecarnage can.
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A U  the average poet knows about wer and Fasdan Is Wist 
he eees In the papers. let he feels that lie should be mteh 
subtler and mors profound, that it is his duty to be prophetic, 
to have a deeper Insight into inaglnrtive values than the 
reporter or dvil servant.... Ha Jym posrî  is so anxLous 
for the good of humanity, but is too kemly aware of its actual 
or latent menaces to be confident or loyal to it. 1

And of course Rye is right. A poem like Berryman's "Wbrld-Telegras''
draws upon the events reported on one day, and, the poet concludes* "If
it were possible to take these thinga/Qulte seriously, I believe they might/
Carry disorder in the strongest brain..." (T.D.. p.32). Or again,
Berryman based a poem on a newe item about an Australian oftijomr "who
lost an eye in action in %ria and was awardsd the Mlitvry Cross for
gallantry in action." Later he "was handed a white feather ̂  symbol
of oowardic^ by a young woman as hs walked along the street in dvilisn
clothes"; the officer said nothing and "dropped his glass eye in the 

2woman's hand." Ih "Write Feather" Berryman appeals to the reader to 
SOS beyond the dmple event, beyond the facts of the report i "Ihagine 
a crowded war-time street"; "See as little as I"; TryAo make out this 
man Wro was gdng by" (T.D.. p.58). But it should be noted that thou<^ 
Berryman would imitate in other poems Yeats's rhetorical, prophetic 
Bianner, the subject of these two poms is sympathy and ths limits of 
sympathy, something more individual and personally felt than Berryman's 
Yeatsian "chuffing sea/^ar off like the rough of beast neaihy... (T.D.,
p.88).

Ja part, Berryman's dilemma of what poetic manner to adopt in 
the forties had much to do with the kind of poetry wbidi had been written 
in the twenties and thirties. The combined talents of Yeats, Eliot, 
and Auden did muxdx to set the standard. "By 193$," Berryman said in 
191*8, "the Auden climate had set in strongs/. Poetry became ominous, flat,
1. Ibid.
2. The "news item" appears us an epigraph to the magasine publication of 

"The Vbite Feather" but not in "Vbite Feather" in The Blaposeessed.
See The Nation. CLI7 (May, 16, 191*2), $71*.
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and eooiml; elUptioal and Indistinctly aHuadv#; cssosl in tons tnd
fom, frightening in iaport.*^ And Berryman's poetry fell in line.
Berryman had noted in 19Ü7 that the poetry of Robert Lowell wee the
beginning of s break with the Auden manner t

The author of a very interesting leei artids recently in
^PPlspaent, taking The Orators as the key book 

of the thirties, mantlons in his conclusion the fact that writaow 
of the period, young and old, *̂ ;»referred to precision of design 
and execution an approximate; a general feeling arose that 
careful finish was in soms way base... the brilliant improvisatiro 
beoane a standard instead of an adventure.” This is so just....
But Mr. Lowell's poetry is the most decTisive testimony we have 
had, I think, of a new period, returning to tbs deliberate and 
the formal. In other respects, it is true, the break xs incoaqplete. 
Our best work is still difficult, allusive, and more or less in intention. 2

had bean Berryman's break with "brilliant improvisation," not 
always with the best results, but with a sense of m*ing old forms new. 
Berryman strongly oritioiaed the poems of Laurie Lee (191*6) for taking it 
"eaay metrically" and "obeying his irpulses" t "in abort, he Jüe/ has 
only diction and images as tools, and idrat he can learn or impart is 
rather limited.Berryman went on to say that stansas in Lee's powis 
"oould be Aifted from poem to poem without notioe or disturbswe if one 
did it cunningly."^ Interestingly, Yvor Winters sadd the same things 

The Dispossessed* "It is hard to tell one poem from another; tbs 
poems blur together in the memory; and much of the time the passées from 
different poems oould be interchanged with no great diange of effect."^ 
Vinters did not ride illustrating his point; had he done so, he have
perbaps realised that he was speaking of recurring 4 «Mg—  rather than 
similar styles or forms. Take for example two poems idxLch borrow from
1. John Berryman. "Waiting for ths Bod, Boys," Partisan Review. X7 (February 19i*8), 2$1*.   '
2. Berryman, "Lowell, Thomas & Co.," p.7"̂ , p.80.
3. Berryman, "Waiting for ths a*d. Boys," p.2$6.
1*. Ibid.
5. Vinters, "Three Poets," p.liOl*.
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teraa rima, but Wddi are deddedly dlaparata In style, xbytln, m d  
•aphasia I

Dmoa fbr this naaie, MLstrass to noslo dssr, 
mors, that storm worries the disordered wood 
grieving the midnight of ly thirtieth year....

(T̂ D., p.73)
Cbstinate, gleans from the blaok world the gay and fair, 

love loves ehooolate, she loves also as.
And the light ning daroes, but I cannot despair.

(t .d . j p.81*)
Thderstatemsnt dinpleoes elegsnee ("Hy love loves ehooolate, ahe loves
also ms" and "Mistress to nnsio dear"); vivid detail displaces fussy
miggestian ("gleans from the blaok world" and "disordered wood") and
«impie directness diaplaoes suggestive indirsctnese (*I<snnot deapdr" m d
"grieving the midnight of my thirtieth year" ). Ths monotony Winters saw
in The Dispossessed must be aooounted for by the oppressive mood of the
times Berryman felt and expressed, not by any lasdc of variation in his
style. If Bsrrymm used oonvsntional form, as he did in his sonnets.
he attempted to make it as mneh his own as possible. Darvym#* aaw two
alternatives in using m  established form like the sonnet t

Wi may write a sonnet, say, but for Qod's sake let it be as 
little like a sonnet as possible: appear to take it earny.
Tate's fri^btful wrenchinga in his early scumets, producing 
sometimes similar effects, proceeded from m  exactly opposite 
desire t not to tato it easy. Either programme, it goes 
without saying, could 6e fndtfUl or sterile; I an not preferring one to the other. 1

Obviously Berryman chose the latter "fri^tful wrencULngs" in his own
sonnets, and the results, while not Wholly successful, were fruitful.

Qivwn Berryman's dungs and development of style and form in
nie Dispossessed wo might find it an extremely diffloalt volume to discuss
critically. Perhaps m  should begin by aJ. owing Berryman his d(̂ dsj, to
use Henry James'; useful term, and than judge within that limitation. How
1. Berryman, "WisLting for ter Srd, Boys," p.260.
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successfully, we must ask ourselves, does Beztymsn trmdLate Into human 
terms the dark, Adghteoing world of the time#? Dldsctle platitudes c o m  

eaay in a world gone mad, but poetry iddch brings to life o m *s feeling 
and experience is rare indeed. The poet cannot merely follow his impulses in 
penetrating either his own feeling or the world about hinj though the 
adolescent im^ination mi^xt have taken hold generally, his must be the 
mature Imagination.

m  part the way Berryman, or any poet penetrates and enacts
his personal concerns and his concerns for the world about him is through
his images. Some of the logical images for the deep melsncholy, the 
sense of an devastation, sterility, and deapair of the time (1938-191*6) 
are darkness, winter, and cold. Berryman relied heavily upcm these 
stark images) it would seem too heavily. But there is e oaiaiderable 
resonance of dqpth and variation in these images when we look closely at 
Tvà, DLapossessedi there are more than thirteen ways of looking at a 
bladdxird or for that matter darkness. A fhrther benefit of looldng 
closely at how Berryman uses these stodk images is to see the coherency, 
the rhythmic "deep structures" of the volume as a whole, pools which flow 
one into the other, the individual** responses resonating against the 
world he encounters. Northrop TTye felt that because the poet in the
early forties was so "anxious for the good of humanity" he was "too
keenly aware of its actual or latent menaces to be confident or loyal 
to itf ) the result of this feeling, Rye sadd, was that the poet could 
not produce a coherent work i "His synbolisa and imagery are therefore 
disjointed and shot out at random into tbs blus...."^ I wonder if Rye 
would have said the same thing after his later study of archetypal patterns; 
certainly the dominant imagery of The DLanasessed does not suggest images 
1. Rye, "Books of the Month," p.220.
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"shot out at random."
The wozSd is so dark, odd, and idntexy in the first three

sections of Ths Dispossessed that we are given a sense of the poet snd
the world being like Dante's Satan stack in ice, flapping hie terrible
wings 80 hard that he keeps himself Arosen there. But by t W  last two
sections, though the free sing conditions still exist, there are hopeful
signs, small pools of a thaw and the hope of new life like Eliot's Magi
cosdng down "to a tmpsratte ▼sUey,Aht, below ths anew line, wwelUng
of vegetation."^ Berryman sets the mood and reveals his concerns in
Section One; thereafter, the rest of ths volume is set into motion and
resonates against its beginning. Ws have seen how in the first poem,
"Whiter Landso^," the poet sees the world as fTossn in a painting, how
hs Ixmgs to escape from the ehaoüc world tout him, and how hs wiahes to
stop the tumbling world before it drops into darkness. But go outside
to the world he must, and in the next poem, "Ths Statue," the poet turns
his eys to people Wxo pass by the statue of a military hero in a public
park. The "Winter Landscape" of a painting is now transferred to a
moving outside world; art is juxtaposed to life. The poet cooly, but
ayagxathetioally observes the scene:

There I ait, near the entrance to the Park,
The charming dangerous entrance to their need,
Ooaens, a hundred men have lain till morning 
And the prsservatlve darkness waining.
Waking to want, to the day before, de sirs
For the ultimate good. Respect, to hunger waking;
Like the statue ruined but without its eyes;
Turned vaguely out at dam for a new day.

(TjjD., p.li)
The poet sees the darkness as being like art, it suspends and is 
"preservative," but unlike ths "vision" of rut, there is no vision in 
this scene. "Ikitidy" lives cannot see. Ironically the statue cannot 
see either, but on the other *\and, its digni^ , unlike those who pass by 
it, has been prsaerved; "Vinters have not been able to alter the pride" 
1. Eliot, The Complete Bpens and ELaors of T.3. EMct. p.103.
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of the inposlng statue of a military hero.
But, the poet ingjlies, the statue's piide is the wrong WnH 

of pride, a pride bom out of arrogance, not the single dignity of humane 
respect. aich an arrogant pri.de, both in art and in life, would stare 
blankly over the "untidy Sunday throng." The poet sees that the "Sunday 
throng" (the poet calculatedly ignores Wiether or not th^ are coming 
or going from church) have lost sight too; they do not know idiere they 
are going; they have lost their dignity; they have lost sight of the 
past and cannot determine Wiat the future holds. Like the voices in 
The Waste Land, their past means as little to them as their present and 
their future. "Fountains" and "natural life springing in May" are 
behind the poet not in front of him. Even lovers who should suggest 
the hope of new life are only concerned with their desire * "not one of 
them can know/Or care idiich Humboldt is immortalized" (T.D., p.5). A 
general condition of darkness covers all as the poem ends; no hope 
possible for the individual xAo is an anonymous "occupant" in "a dazk 
apartment"; he is an "insignificant dreamer" idxoTO only hope is deadht

... one summer 
Might an insignificant dreamer.
Defeated occupant, will close his eyes Mercifully on the expensive drama 
Vherein he wasted so much skill, such faith.
And salvaged less than the intolerable statue.

(&D., p.5)
Ih the next poem of Section One, one of the voices speaks out 

of the waste land, "The Disciple." Thus far the poet has allowed us 
to see others at a distance; now the disciple speaks and remembers Christ, 
but like the others he does not know what Christa's comingimant. "The 
Disciple" has been criticized by Im Hamilton because it "borrows heavily"’ 
from Eliot's "Journey of the Magi," but it seems to me that we are meant to 
1. Ian Hamilton, "John Berryman," The London Magazine. February 1965, p.91*.
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hove Eliot's posa in nlnd. Bsrrysun took s csIeuLstsd risk that ths
rssdsr will note ths ironic differences between his "disciple* snd Eliot's
"tuagoB," Fbr example, note ths differences between the disciple snd ths
magus in ths last stsnsa of each pomat

Great nonsense has been spoken of that time.
But I can tell you I saw then 
A terrible darkness on the face of men.
His last astonishmentj m d  now that I'm 
Old I behold it as a young man yet.
None of us now knows idiat it means.
But to this day our loves and disciplines 
Wbrry themselves there. We do not forget.

(ItD., p.7)
All this was a long time ago, I remsxdber.

And I would do it sgsin, but set down 
This set down
This* were we led all that way for
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, certainly,
wa had evidence snd no doubt. I had seen birth and death.
But had thought they were different; this Birth was 
Hard and bitter agony for us, like Death, our death, 
we returned to our places, these kingdoms.
But no longer at ease here, in the old dispensation,
With an alien people clutching their gods.
I should be glad of another death. 1
The method, snd at some points the tone, of these two stsnmas are 

remarkably similar, but there are distinct differences between the disciple's 
and the magus's reaction to lixat hsppened to them. Eliot's magus kept and 
seemed to understand his revelation; he returned to "an alien people clutching 
their gods." But Berryman's disciple, lAo had a chance to see more of 
Christ's promise of fulfilment, still does not know what Christ's coming 
meant. The magus "had evidence and no doubt," but the disciple and all 
idxo witnessed Christ's miraolee do not know "Wxat it means." And the way 
Berryman's disciple tells his story is different as well. Eliot's manner 
is sustained and borders on being lofty; whereas Berryman's manner begins 
with parody and moves to simple statoeent. The disciple describes Christ 
as a "mage" %Ao does tricks * "WS saw him with a delioate length of string/
1. Eliot, The Complete Rmwas m d  KLays of T.3. Eliot, p.lOd*.
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Hide coins and bring pjper through flans" (T.D., p.6). But the "mags" 
is also a man o. real power, in Yeats's sense, a man who raises people from 
the dead. And finally, each witness to Christ's presence concludes with 
a different resignation t the magus wishes to die but the disciple does 
not express such a desire; in a sense the magus feels that Gkod's promise 
has been fulfilled, the disciple is not sure. To give Mr. Hamilton his 
due, he does praise "The Diecipie" for its "direct simplicity and warmth," 
and admires the puaaling puns idiich "cluster and jostle" throughout, but, 
he concludes, "one could play for hours... without getting any closer to 
grasping the point of all this double-talk. "’ Might we not regard "double- 
talk" as the point? The disciple does say, "None us now knows what
it means"; the "tê *zlble darkness on the face of men" at Christ's 
Insurrection (or ascension?) is not all that astonishes them. Though 
Christ did "sing" to them "by candle-light," th^ are in a sense still in 
the dark; "the terxible darkness on the face of men" is ignorance of what 
has happened. They do, nevertheless, seer to sense that Christ's 
"compassion" (the word is repeated twice) is His 1 1 ^ ;  indeed "compassion," 
as we shall see in later poems in The Dispossessed is^for all to come out 
of the cold and the darknesf̂  the only warmth and H^ t .

In the next poem, "A Boint of Age,” we learn that the poet is 
twenty-five, and at that age he feels it is "a time to move away." The 
traveller will become increasingly important a figure in The Diapossessed. 
the implication being that by travelling one msy eventually find his way 
below the snow line and out of the darkness. The traveller must leave and 
forget lost innocence ("The desolate childhood smokes on a dead hill" —  
pexhsps suggesting an unhappy childhood as well); if he is to get out of 
the darkness, he cannot stay in one place t

1.
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The travelling hands upon the tower call.
The cloek-faoe teleaoopea a long desire*
Out of the city as the autos steam 
I watch, I vtisper. Is it time., time?
Fog is enveloping the bridges, lodgers 
Shoulder snd Hat each other in the mire 
Vhere later, leaves, untidy lives will fall.

(.TjJD. , p.8)
Clearly the poet's voice is another voice out of The Waste Tend* "Is
it time., time?" eehoes "HORRY OF PLEASE, ITS TIME" (and also echoes
Rufrock). Again the poet attempts to make sense out of "untidy lives,"
but there are so mmy, even friwids, who stay "froeen" Wiere they are*

Coapsnions, travelers, Igr luck, by fault 
Who se none can ever deoide, friends I had 
Have froaan becdc or slipt ahead or let 
Landsospe juggle their destinations, slut 
Solace snd drink drown the degraded eye.
The fog is settling snd the night falls, sad.
Across the forward shadows where friends halt.

(T.D.. p.8)
The poet must go it alone; he must attempt to dstendne his own fate and
not let the landsoape "jugipe" his destination. Several images are
beginning to cluster shout the images of dazlcneas snd odd, those of
fog snd drink. Drink may offer "solace," but to remain froaan in drink
is to be "degraded" like those men who sleep in the paric. It is beoaaLng
clearer that to attasgit t>travel out of the dark is to assert one's dignity.
ait to show compassion «m  one travels is difficult in these times*

The Haro, haggard on the top of time, 
fiiaots his inoonoeiTsble woe snd pride 
Plunging his enemies down the mountainside.
Lesson and master. V» are coma to learn 
Cmpasaion fraa the last m d  piercing soresm 
Of who was lifted before he oould die.

(t.d. , p.10)
The "Hero" is not to be esuilated; ha is "Animsl-snd>^hro," his activities 
are of the night; because of him "the day/barkens, snd it is time to move 
away" (T.D.. p.10). The poet suggests that "dd friends unbolt the night 
bherain you rosm,” but he has not met them yet. And so "In storm snd
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gloom" the poet makes his "testament"* "I bequeath mgr heartAo the
disillusioned fee who have wiAed me well" (T.D.* p.10). Having set
out on his journey he mains at a loss as to bhat to do and idiere to
go* "Vhat then to praise, *diat love, what look to have?" (T.D.. p.12).
His contemplation ends "A Boint in Age" with *m afflmation that the
most he feels he can hope for is his dignity] he cannot return to innooenoe
when the "sun ahone/Oold onoe"*

The lisais who limitless live, alone 
And dtfk die. Wa await the ilaing moon.
>ban the moon lifts, lagging winter noon.
Its white face over time lAere the sun shone 
Gold <moe, we have a work to do, a grave 
At last for the honouraible and exhausted man.

(T*D., p.12)
Thus far we have seen that the darkness, the winter, and the 

frozen condition idtioh the poet experiences «r* both individtial and 
universal. It is a world of loss, and it would raaudn Berryman's major 
thaws throu^iout his oaraeri the loa^of a heroic world, of innooenoe, 
of friends, of stability, of love, of compassion, of reaponsibility, of 
dignity, of the idll, of the imagination, of individuality. Ih The 
Dispossessed the poet will attempt to do something about these losses; he 
cannot overooaM thaa* all or even a fbw of them, but in the prooesa of 
travellii% out of tiie darkness, he hopes to regain a small measure of 
dignity, perhaps the most any man can hope for, a kind of dignity which 
is based on responsibility, mature imaginaitiLon, ooaqpassion, idll, and 
love.

The next poam of Section One continues with the figure of the 
traveller attempting to get out of the darkneaa. "The Traveller" 
is singled out as odd beeause he travels at all. He takes the same train 
as everyone else; they appear to look the s m s  as he aawi to be travelling 
to the sans destination; but the poet seems différant* he has "a curious 
way of holding his head" (T.D.. p.lj). The differanoe is that he studies
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’̂Dups," apparently imlik# the others. (jh the previous poem he has 
hinted at the kind of "maps" he ha*s in mind: "Odysssys I exasrine, bed 
on board,/Heartbzeak familiar as the heart is strange p.^.) As
a poet, he tries to nasaa things# "I triad to msasAhe effects of antion 
on the travellers" (T.D.. p.13). Hs is beginning to focus on life not 
art,on idiat is Immediate, idiat he can see and experianoe of other persons.
He does not allow himself to be overwhelmed by the "untidy throngs"; he 
watches a oouple he "oould see." Daagwy is notioeahly absent throû dreut 
the poem; the poet speaks directly and adsply in his feeling for the oouple t

... the curse
And blessings of that oouple, their destination.
The deception practised on them at the station.
Their courage.

P»13)«
Vhen the train stopped all "knew" and the poet "desoanded too." Throughout 
The Diapoasessad.'HlesoandIng" and "oliaddng" are asaoeiated with travelling; 
peztapa these associations are meant to allude to Dante's journey, his 
descent into the "Ibfemo” and his aisoent to Paradise. In "The Traveller" 
we have our first hint that the poet is beginning to see individuals rather 
than masses; he is beginning to show the "compassion" that the disciple saw 
in Christ; his feelings are apeoific, not dissipated in safe generalities.

The poet returns to the theme of loss in "The Ball Boam," in 
this case the loss of a kind of childhood innooenoe in Wdah a boy "aensea 
first reaponsihility/Dn a world of possessions" (T.D.# p.lU)| both the boy 
and the poet are learning "the ̂ pistemology of loss." Coupled with this 
loss is an assumption of reaponsibility; the boy, adadlar in a way to those 
others the poet has observed, is at the threshold of reaponsibility, but 
the boy is unlike the others in that they have had chances of badng 
responsible but have failed. Psxhaps the boy will succeed. The 
"epistaaaology of loss " (the grounds and nature of loss with reference 
to its limits aaid validity) are part of the poet's darkness a» well as
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the b<qr*si the bogr «Ul learn, and tharefore assert his dignity, "how
to stand up"; gradually; "ll^xt will return to the street. ” The poet
himself ahows oompassion as *̂ part" of him explores "the deep and dark/
Floor of the harbour" Wwre the boy lost the ball and ikere, metaphorically
apeaking, the deepest recesses of his feelings m d  compassion lie.

Sectioa One ends with another traveller poam, "Pare Wall." The
break in the word "farewell" is significant t "fare" calls attention to
the traveller's cost of oonveysnee, to his "bill of fsre"| it suggests
the journey he has set out upon, his leacre-tikingf and the break suggests
that the traveller hopes for parting good wishes. But it is still a
wintery climate as the poam begins.

Motions of waking trouble winter air,
I wonder, and his face as it were forms 
Solemn, canorous, under the bowled alarms,—
The eyes shadowed and shut.
Certainly for this sort of thing it is very late,
I shudder Wiile v  Icve longs and I pour 
My bright eyes towards the moving diadow .. idaereT

(T.D.. p.15)
The poet is still alone; he seams to accept that "«hat has bean tWcen 
away will not return"; but he kill longs to return to Xim womb, to first 
innooenoe, and he complains bitterly that he knows about this innooenoe 
at all#

What has been taken away should not have been shorn,
I complain, torturing, and than withdrawu 
After so long, can I still long so and bum,
Ihperikuble scmT

(T.D., p.1$)
The poem ends with the poet "Wesoeoding" and longing for death, or if not
death to return to oblivious innooenoe#

I slip into a snow bed with no hurt 
Vbere warm will warm be warn enough to p#urt 
Us. As I sink, I weep.

(TjD., p.15)
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Bot tbea* final llnaa oould alao bo aoan as idiab N g y i«m< at birth,
hia "fall" from the Atal aadk. Many yaara after Darrymm  had wlttea
this poem, he eaa a Weed about "the eplateaaology of loaa” in "The Ball
poem" and the "irrarraraable loaa" in The Drama Scnaat

Tea, well, I don't like to ganeraUae, but iant It true that 
the three os ua aitting here began with a great loss, from 
the oontroUed environment of the wood)? After ay son was bom,
I larote a little poem Sympathy, a welooaae," that
started I "Feel for your bad fall hoe oould I fall,Aoor Paul,
1*0 had it so good." I have laany objections to Rreud's findings 
but he was light about the importance of the eomd). 1

Daapite the poet's natural desire to retum to the eoab, we see that he 
has made aome progress by the end of Section One. The winter 
is not entirely fToaen, he himself "sinks" and "weaps" but the "motions 
of waking trouble the winter air."

The poet, having set out in fear and need, truly begina his 
travel in Section Tw. The opening lines of the first poam "The 
Heart" suggest, in Keats's phrase, that the poet is still "straining at 
particles of light in the midst of a great darkness",* but here the point 
is that there are particles of light at all*

The fireflies and the stara our only light, 
we rtxdc, watching between the rosea night 
If we oould see the roses. we cannot.
Where do the fireflies go by day, #at eat? 
bhat categories shall we use tonight?

(TgD., p.19)
The day is "an ezaaperating day"; in the daylight man a m  "diahevelled
and sad/Befom their mirrors trying to be proud"; "the sweetness of the
night/Will hide our imperfections" (T.D.. p.19). The poet still longs
to fmeae "untidiness" into place, to halt the violence all about,

Cmsoent the pressuma on the «Angniar est 
Aeeee it at last into its season, plaoe,
Ikxtil the flood, and disorder of %ring.

(TjD., p.19)
1. Hsyen, "John Berryman* A Memoir and an Ihterview," p.60.
2. Forman, ed. letters, p.317.
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Set «galnat this bleak vision is another poem of inecaplete 
empathy; the poet observes others trying to empathise with someone else's 
life. People are travelling "On the London Train" mad "a doaan dase/
Daily their eyes" (T.D.. p.21 ) as they look at a men and think what he must 
be like and what he has expsrienoed. But their "Destiny" is a "brasen 
look" as he ssys several poems later; they are set

... in extresdty 
To love snd twLg a nest.
The from on the great fsoe 
Is reoompenoe too little for 
bfao suffhr on the shore.

(isD., p.22)
The "great face" mi^it "from" but as the poet idll dtaoover, "to love
snd twig a nest" is the most (in fast it is enough) he oan hope for.
Mesnibile, as a poet his mrfc is with mrds i "words here sre/At woodc
upon salvation" (T.D.. p.23).

It beeomes ipparent that the themes of aeotion One begin to
resonate in Section Tm, sod so they will oontinne to resonate throu^wmt
The Dispossessed. The figure of the traveller and the tension of dsxk
m d  light imagery sustain the movement of the entire volume; the titles
alone serve as m  index:# "Parting as a Descent," "Cloud sod Flsne,"
"Travelling South," "Desire Is a Wbrld by Night," "Farewell to Miles,”
"Cmto Amor," "The lightning,” "Book Study with a Mmderer," "The Long
Home," "A Wlnter-Pieoe to a Riend Away," "New Year's Eve," The Dispossessed."
But m  index is perhaps not enough to indicate the fbll aesonsooe of
expressioos and uses of the night sod winter. As m  have man, night is
a time of desire snd vlolsnee, of "biting and breeding" (T.D.. p.20) and
of consuming oblivion, but it is also a time of contemplation and purgation:

Last night for the first time I saw the lights.
The folding of the limits like upright elowd 
Swinging as, in a ddldhood

Questions went by.
Swung in the dark bandc snd were gone again.

(T.D., p.39)
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Ih the eobozt) of the spirit I kiaUL shlee 
The steady and exalted li^ht of the stm.
And live there, out of the tension that decays,
Dhtil I becoaae e aun alone at now.

(lag., p.W*, p.l*6)
Whan se erae to the oonelndlng secti<ms of The Diapossessed. the poet seews
to have found throoidt love a say out of the darkness and ooldi

desoend (ay soul} out of the dismantling atom 
into the darkness share the world is made.
.. Come badk to the bright air. Love is multiform.

(&D., p.72)
Ohatinate, gleans fhoai the blaok world gay and fair,
Mf love loves ehooolate, she loves alao ma», 
isid the lightning danoes, but I oanmot deapair.

(TjD., P.8U)
Draw draw the curtain on a little life 
A filth a fairing Wbod is darkening
Where bird call hovered now I hear no thing 
I hours since caaae Aran aqr love my wife
Althou^ a strange voioe soaastimes patisBtly 
Near in the air Whan I lie vague and weak 
As if I had a body tries to apeak...
I must go back, ahe will be missing me

(T.D.. p.89)
"Each sueoeeding book," Rbbert Lowell has said of Berryman's davelopawnt, 
was '̂ art of a single drive against the barriers of the oommonplaoe,"^ 
Lowell is right to point out that in Berryman's early poetry "his proper 
bent seamed toward m  intaguse and tmwordly symbolic poetry."* But ihan
we look closely at his use of the stock "ayWbds" of winter and n i ^ ,  it
may also be said that his repeated use of "aymhbis” in different contexts 
and different mperiences, both universal and individual, creates an 
aayathic riythm of imagery. Berryxaan's "ayxdxda" are not the grand system 
of Yeats's but doser to the dynaaoio imagery of lylan Thomas or Keats.
And, too, Berryman's drive was not only "a single drive against the
1. Lowell, "The Fuetry of John Berzyaun," p.3.
2. Ibid.
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barriers of the oosmonpiaee," hie drive was to become part of the 
connonplaoe, thus his inclination towards the dynasdoiia^e rather than 
the static symbol. HLs view of a daric world, as in The Northem Wind 
is moaning outside” (T.D.. p.l*2), becomes charged with the simplioity 
of an individual experianoe; the poet lesvea the darfewood and aays 
simply that he most return to his wifb, ”I must go back, dhe win be 
missing me” (T.D., p.89). One of Berryauui's student poems, whioh was 
published in 193$, seeam to have set his course:

There is no pesos 
Outside the song.
3d wrote tto poet: While the drums 
Best Without IBest maenouwi
Ramotely io M e  ears, years
feliedihair long thunder."" 1
Throughout my discussion of The Dispossessed I have referred to

the speaker of many poems as "the poet." There is no distinct personality
in The Dispossessed as in The Dream Smaas. but there is a distinctive,
though complex, voioe iddch seeaw like one voice, a voioe that jumps
from "brio bristles" to direct aimplioity, a voice of despair and of
hope, of sadness and joy. And there are poems whioh attempt to give
a particular voioe, where the poet "becomes" another person as in the
"Nervous Songs." Some of his voices seen more believable than others;
The bng of the Young Hawaiian" sounds someWwt facile to me, but
"A Professor's Song" speaks naturally even though the voice is at odds
with mock-heroic couplets:

Alive now —  no —  Blake would have written prose.
But movmmnst foUoidng movement cziaply flows.
So aaiah the better, better the much eo.
As buzbleth Mosart. Twelve. The dess can go.
Itatil I meet you, then, in Upper Hall 
Convulsed, foaming immortal blood: farewell.

(TsD., p.77)
and The Song of the Tortured Qirl" (during the French Resistance ) has a
1. John Berryman, Tvory;» The Columbia Review. IVI (April 193$), p.l8.
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qolmt terror of its owit
Through leafless branohee the sweet wLnd blows 
Making a süd sound, softer than a momf 
High in a pass onoe Wiere we put our tent.
Minutes I lay awake to hear my joy.
—  I no longer ramsmber Wiat they want,—
Minutes I lay awake to hear my joy.

(T.D.. p.79)
But the dominant voice in The Disnoaeeased is eophistiosted, nostalgic, 
aodber, and anonymous; as one reviewer observed, "soawthing wistful and 
nostalgic is hiding behind a very sophisticated made...."’ Too auoh oan 
be amde of this "iapersonality of the poet." Berryman observed in 191*8 
of Eliot's "impersonal" poetry* *^rhaps in the end this poetry which 
the ocaammntatora are so eager to prove impereonal will prove to be pereonal, 
and will also appear then more terrible and more pitiful even than it does

9now." Me of oourse did not have to wait till after Berryman's death, as 
we did in Eliot's oase, to know how true that judgeawnt is. The echoes 
of Berryman'a father's suieide ring sadly and olearly in "Father I fought 
for Mother, sleep itere you sleep,” or again in a Totter to Hia Brother" 
(perhaps Berryman's younger brother Jefferson)̂  dhan "the poet" eays,
"you know aua well as I dxose tooth/Sunk in our heals" (T.D.. p.28), or 
still again, "Childhood speaks to me in an austere face" (T.D.. p.37).
And one finds more direct personal rwferanoesi The poam "Ancestor,"
J.M. linebarger observes, "honors Berryman's great-grandfathar"^* and 
in "Boston Common" we learn that "Suver" is the ancestor's name.!* la 
"A R)int of Age," the phrase "a trick a mockery my name" would seam to 
allude to Berryman's own naaae being changed from aaith to Berryman after 
hie mother remarried. Thereafter Berryman eemaed unsettled with his 
name; his name appears variously in the poetry he publiahed at Columbia*
1. Ferril, "Boaae Recent Bratry," p.19.
2. Berryman, "A Paine ma Piste." p.829.
3. linebarger, John Berryman, p.30.
It. Ibid.
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"John A. MoA. Berryman," "John A.M. Berryman," (and once, in Wiat would 
seem to be a adapxinti John M.A. Berryman), "John Me Alpin Berryman," 
and finally he settled on "John Berryman." (la one of his student poems 
he rightly said, "I stuadble strangely over my name,..,"’ ) And finally, 
personal ralatiouAips are the subject of several poeaui (EhaLn CiTmpbell, 
a friend 1*0 died of cancer in 191*0, aood the two posais dedicated to his 
wife).

For all of these persmal references there is still little sense
of the personality of John Berryman himself in The Dispossessed asters
would be in The Ifceaa Songs and Love & Fame. (Of course Berryman was
already writing personal poetry in his Sonnets, but these wwe not publiehed
until 19670 The Dispossessed seems more "a ooaamm garden in a private ground"
(T.D., p.67 ) than a private ground in a CMoaon garden. %ou#d% "the life
we all lead" in The Dispossessed is fixed in a particular time, there is an
overshadowing sense of a timeless coming and going of eharaoters Wxo do
not know their destination. Even in Berryman's enclosed, soneidiat formal
lyrics there is always a sense of no man's being able to make out "What he's
moving toward" (T.D., p.33). Berryman was, as he said later, always a
follower of Pascal* "... I don't know what the issue is, or how it is to
be resolved —  the issue of our common human life, yours, mine, your
lady's, everybody's...."* Or, as he says in The Dlaposaeasad. "What is
your lot, your wife's, under the Lord?" (T.D.. p.60). The individual'a
destiny in The Dispossessed is a matter of ludc,

Viutever bargain oan be got
From the violant world our fathers bought.
For idiieh we pay with fantasy at datai,
Dimaay at noon, fatigue, horror by ni^t.

(T.D.. pp.28-29)
In such a world where "no god calls down" (T.D.. p.63), it would seem that 
the best one oan do is to examine "Odysseys" (T.D.. p.8) and study "Werely
1. Berryman, "Are Foetica." p.l8.
2. Ifostelanets, "Conversation with Berryman," p.3ti5.
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nugss" (T.D., p.13) with the hope of finding the wsqt* The animal world 
follows the sureness of instinct. Vifien his poet friend Campbell
dies, the poet speaker envies the birds who follow "their profsssion/bf 
flight.../Certain of their nature and station of tbsir mission" (T.D.. p.62). 
But nan*s history is a series of "accidents" (T.D., p.6g). To follow 
"maps" and examine "Odysseys" would seem to be of little use; in such a 
climate truly the best one can do is to hope for salvation "in the worts 
of love" and then "Luck sometimes visits" (T.D.. p.98); "Love, or its imi^e 
in work" will bring us "the brazen luck to sleep with dazt/And so to get 
reaponaible delight" (T.D., p.29).

"Responsible delight" sod "brazen luck," like art and life, are 
not merely compilentary but integral puranits. One way in Wioh we can 
approach our oamtm fate, Berryman said, is "by means of art"̂  ; or as 
Henry would say, "̂ Ârt is7 ̂  odd wiy to paradise" (The D.S. VI, 261 ). 
Berryman's words are always at wort upon salvation (T.D.. p.23), and his 
poetry increasingly becwne a Ititmanesque "Barefoot soul fringed with rims" 
(T.D., p.Ui). He would see himself as being like Sidft rAo

Eight hours a day against his age
Began to document his rage
Towards the decades of strife and shift.

(T.D.. p.27)
But the difficulty of writing poetry of experience is that though 

experience end the senses are the basis of thought, "Dmages are the mind's 
life" (T.D., p.8), the question remains, "How to arrange it" (T.D.. p,8)?
The means by idiich the poet may train his "«limals" is ths sane for m y  
person Wx) translates experience into words t instinct and mind. All 
of us are in a sense "animal trainers" ttio live with our personal images 
of experience and from ihioh ths mind takes its life, a notion that 
1, Kostelanets, "Conversation with Berryman," p.3l*g.
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léats finally aooepted a# tha bads for his poetry in his poem "The 
drone Animale* Désertion.* berzymm'e owi version of "The droue 
Animale* Desertion” (again, a poem diioh Berryman intsads us to have 
in mind —  ha «es not «rlting a feeble imitation) Is "The Animal Trainer "j 
Berryman begins vtere lasts left off, in "the fool rag-anUbone shop of 
tha heart." The very titles point to tha sas» field of referanoe, but 
each suggests an important and different emphasist Haste's title 
emphasises ths "animals," tha symbols thamselves; Berryman's the "animd 
trainer," the poet himself.

Berryman's "The Animal Trainer" is sAually two poems with the 
sas» title, "Tha Animal Trainer (1 )" and "Tha Animal Trainer (2)," and 
eaoh suggests two aspects of the poet's living with images end ayad>ols.
Eaoh poem is the seas word far word till the fourth stanse where different 
views of the "animal tradner'arrelation to his begin to develop.
The form of both poems is idantiealt eanb begins with an 
stttsej the second stanse is seven lines; the third stanse adx lines, end 
so on until the last stanse dwindles to one line. The effect of this 
telesocping form is to bring the wei^xt of eadi rtanse dow upon each final 
linet (1 ) "—  Xoe leam fXram animals. Ton learn in the dark";
(2) "—  Animals are your Aatmoticn, and your will." Ih both poems the 
"animal trainer" poet m d  his relation to his "witmUs" is the central oonoem. 
The first concludes that the poet will "leam from animals," the second that 
"animals" are his ■destmetinr" but they also reapond to Ids idU. These 
are not mutually excluaive views of the poet's relation to his images, but 
rather two eapects of the post's life and his art# art may teeoh him (or 
reform him); art may destroy him but it destroys in order to create. The 
poet does not say that "animals" are his will « d  his destruction; he and, 
with more assurance# "animals" destroy but they may also be controlled by 
his will. Harold Bloom has said of TSats's "The Cirous Animals' Desertion" 
that "to be satiafled with one's heart as poetic thea» is to acknowledge what
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it pained Haata to raoogniae, that his oonoem wea not with tha oontent of
poetic vision, as Blake's was, but With the relation of ths poet to his
vision, as Itordsworth's was, and Shelley's aad Keats's also."̂

aich a distress over the grand poetic vision did not concern
Berryman as much as it did Heats; his anxiety in "The Trainer" wee idiat
the images would say of the heart, and fhrther, WWt thé i m ^ e  would do to
the heart. In "The Cirous Animals' Desertion," as Bloom s ^ .  Heats
did not seen entirely happy with the idea that he was forced into idiat was
for him a new poetic; %s has not chosen 'the fool rag*andMx*ie shop of tie
heart'.Berryman was not happy to begin with the heart either, but in
"The Animal Trainer" he seems more willing to begin in the darkness of
"the suburb of the *i%lt"; a place where mind w d  bo^y beseige us all.
The mind seems to have moA to offert

...I shall seise 
The steady and exalted U^xt of the sun 
And live there, out of the tension that deevu,
Itatil I bsooae a man alone at noon.

(T.D.. p.liU, p.l|6)
This is a different way of saying idiat he said more obscurely in his early
student poem "Lead Art the Mtsry Dancers"# "...suffer me to mm/th» ayubol
I shall know." But unlike "Lead Out the Weary Dmoers" the heart in both
poems of "The Animal Trainer" has its say#

Heart said# Can you do without these aninalst 
The looking, liddng, — animalsT 
The friendly fWtling beast?

(T.D., p.UU, p.l|6)
The mind creates a "tension that Acays"; "the hateful seige of contraries" 
between mind and body, iddle not resolvable, is the true m d  
tension of the life m  all lead. The poet has another important oonoem 
in his relation to his "artmais," that of reaponslbility. The poet has 
m  "immense reaponaibility" (T̂ D., p.iUt) both to m — m d  to the tweder
1. Bloom/%ats. p.**57. ^
2. Ibid.. p.li59.
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In eontroUlng the flnx of Inagee, and tkue the flux of experience. The
poet, it eeena, bears the greater part of the eonseqnsnees of this
T9 x̂>nslhility, for through fain and in him the "animals" are given life
and continue to live. Wxather they live fOr the reader depends not only
upon the poet's ability to live with and enact the paradox of giving tte
"animals" life aaid making them be still but also upon the remler's Aility
to participate. The poet's symbols and images auy not cams alive for
every reader, but this is not to deny that the "andmala" actually do live
in our experience. Like Pirandello's idea that drma lives Within eaoh
of us, sy^Kxls and images live and die within usi | they live their lives
in the life we all lead*

'The dreus ̂  it is our mystery.
It is a worlZof dark where animds die.'

(t.d. . p.U?)
Uving symbols and living images may be called poetic principles, principles 
Berryman constantly strove towards, but they may also be as
images and realities with wbiA we live, whether or not we choose to 
recognise that they live idthin us. be may leam snmetTiliî . of ourselves, 
Berryman implies, if we live adth and attempt to tans the i m ^ s  of our 
experlancej art and life are not the disparate activities we often make 
them out to be —  art is life, life is art, and in each, one must give 
and aympathiee and control.

n. The Complex Khythas of The Ptom»
Berryman completed The Dream Bones twenty years after The 

Oggosaeeaed. Anlng this time h e had also written his critical biograply 
on Sto^ien Crane, contributesubstantially to an introductory 
on literature called The Arts of RemUng. coaçleted his other long poem 
Homage to stress Bradstreet, and had written a nunber of reviews tad 
a few essays. Dm Homgge, and for that matter in fads work on Akmphyp
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CzvBM, Benyam «ne eqaaUy oonoemed with tha ertlst'e m d  the reader's
relstion to art, how and W y  the artist *bu]ces” fads work m d  idiat it
does for m d  to him and the reader. Vh find in Homage some of the method
and manner, and moat of the themes of Berrymm's earlier poetry. The
dramatic energy of contraries which Keats felt 4s diaplayed in a fight
in the streets is no less the dramatic energy of Hoawge. as Benymm said#

... t W  poem laid itaÿJP out in a series of rebellions. I had 
W r  £Âaam Bradstreev rébel first agains t the new environment 
Æ t  cdonial Amerioj/ and idOove all gainst her bŴ psnmess (iddoh 
u  fact lasted for years), then against her marriage (which in 
fact seems to have been brilliantly happy), and finally against 
her continuing life of illness, loss, and age. 1

Berrymm's concern over individual «rth, and a distinct persmality, and
his sense of narrative, idiich the arrangement of the poem# in The Dispossessed
suggests, are given full expression in Homme. Wxsn Bexwynm realised he
was writing a long poem on Anne Bradstreet, he aadd that one of his first
thoughts was "Narrative! lat'a have narrative, m d  at least one doadnant
personality, and no fragmentation! —  in short, let us have
spectacularly NOT The Waste Land...."^ Allied with his concern over a
doBdnmt perscmality in the poem was also the prsonality of the poet, "the
'I' of the tmntieth century poet, Wxidh modulates into her ̂ &ne Bradstreet'^
voice, who speaks most of the poem^^ the poet "works Aram m into her
through the two of them, back into her, ott of her, to the end of the poem
which ends in the twentieth century."^ little wonder that Bobert Lowell
would say of Hoaege that it is "the most resourceful historical poem in
our literature.*^ And the rhythms give the poem its sense of life as well;
as Lowell has observed#
1. Berrymm, "One Answer to a Question," p.73.
2. 2^dd. , p. 72.
3. , p.73*
1#. Kostelanets, "Conversation with Berrymm," p.3l#5*
5. Lowell, "The Bsetry of John Berrymm," p.3.
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Hera Ain Hoaye? Berxynan'e experinanta with aaxaio and sentence 
structure find themselves harnessed to a subject m d  trial that 
strain tbam to the limit. Bis lovely disoordmt rhythms ride 
through every break, aptutter, arohaim and inversion. The old 
rustic seventeenth-century, provincial siapliol^ survives and 
is greatly enriched by tha jagged intellectual pnAing and 
techniques of the modem poet. 1

Homage, with its unique and dramatic blending of two personalities and its
oooplex rhythms, has a smsa of incompleteness which The Dispossessed and
The Drem Songs have; the poem constitutes the act of becoming, in the
poet, Jaaoa Bradstreet, and the asader; instead of discrlbing the encounter
or simply relying upon dialogue, the poem is a passing realisation. Li
Homage Berrymm continues to insist that reason, planning, and purpose
may be less effective guides thm a trust in instinct and m  mceptance
of luck. Ih a real sense he is still a traveller, not a static observer,
and his object is to unite individuals of the past and present for the
duration of the poem, the imerlcm "pioneer heroine, a sort of mother to
artists and intellectaals idio would follow her and play a large role in
the devalopamxt of the nation,"^ and the modem Aasrlcm poet who carries
on that developnsnt, at least in poetry. But in this union there is no
total resolution; the poem thrives on rebellim, and, Berrymm said,
"even in ths moawnt of the poem's supreme triumph —  the presentment...
of the birth of her first child —  rebellion survives."^ Ih Browning's
phrase in his preface to Strs&ford, Berrymm was "not interested in
character in action but action in character." The action in character

therdxich Berrymm continued to see as the worthiest and noblest is^indivldual's 
survival with dignity, compassion, and love throng "every possible trial 
and possibility of error." This is not to say that resolution and 
happiness idll ever be found. Berrymm continued to believe that tha
1. Ibid.
2. Stitt, "The Art of Poetryt An Lxterview with John Berrymm," p.195.
3. Berrymm, "One Answer to a Question," p.7U.
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'mxloua writer is eomething of an inquisitor”!
He even aWcs questions. Indeed this is aom of his major 
pnzposes, as it is also one of the purposes of poets and 
draauftists. Ha does not so aaidi, however, aak questions 
of the reader as he forces the reader to put to the
same questions about life that the author has had to put to 
himself. 1

So we begin idth this view that the author is "an inquisitor"
Wxen we oona to The Dream Songs. The great questions of living, loving, 
and dying have no answers, but pursuing them, as Hsnxy does so feverishly, 
does elicit sons gain. After he had completed Hogjgge* Berryman said that 
he "wanted to do something as different as possible"; he wanted "a completely 
modem poem, Bradstreet having been an essentially seventeenth-century poem 
with twantietb-oentury interpolations. The Dream Songs has only soaw of
the sense of fine polish and tautness of Homage: it has little sense of
a chronologioal narrative, though a narrative may be worked out as we A - n  
see. The mind, the heart, instinct and the Mind luck of fate are nearly 
imposadble to cope with, but the individual may succeed in gaiidng soie 
measure of awareness so that he can succeed on an ixalividaatl basis —  the 
only success Henry finds worthWxile. Berrymm sadd that The Dream Sonas 
is not a w>rfc of "wisdom literature" whioh he ## ** term to
certain books of the Old Testament... which aim at m  of how
human life should be conducted."^ The Dreaa Sonas ^Lms at how a modem 
"human American man" (I, 13)** lives, his trials and failures, joys atd 
triumphs. It is supremely a poem of ezperienoe and perhaps owes 
to WUliam Carlos bUliams, but definitely owes much to bbrdsworth, Uritaan, 
and Pound. Mrat Randall Jarrell observed of Williams* poetry applies in 
full maaaure to The Dream Songs at well as The Prelude. "Song of Hfwelf," 
and the Cantos (and we ahould recall Keats's notioo of "Negative Cagwddlity"):
1. Berryman, The Arts of Heading. p.207.
2. Kostelanets, "Conversaticm with Berryman," p.3hfi.
3. Berryman, The Arts of p.22$.
i». Throtqdwmt these chapters on The Dream Bongs. I  cite refereoMsto the Songs only by part and song number
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Williams' ability to rest (or at Issst thrssh 
about) In oontradietlons, doubts, and gansrsl guess work, 
without ever ollwhing aboard any of the aonuwantal oertainties 
that go pexsMTtually perpetually on time —  this ability 
nay seam the opposite of Whitman's gift for boarding every 
oertainty and xldlng off into every infinite, but the apirit 
b^iind them is the sane. 1

Wxere to begin and how to gpproaoh this diffieult poem of nearly 
r«r«/i thousand lines? be must begin first with the paradoxieal view that 
The Dream So%s is an incomplete but ihole poem. It is neither a ooUection 
of lyrlos nor aiwply a set of stylistic exeroisss or a Mnmaatic experiment 
of abrupt cutting between one style (or image or sequence of events) and 
another. Berryman insisted that "editors and orities for years have been 
characterising them Songa^ as poems but I dont quite see them as 
that} I see them as parts, admittedly more independent that parts usually 
are."^ The sense of oomplsteness in The Dream is in pert achieved 
by the unifying cwisciousness (or unconsciousness) of one personality set 
in an eleven year period, and each individual Smg, in the same
form throughout, gives a sense of tidiness. But in the sense of the lifW 
w« all lead or of the lAole life, it is an extrmsely untidy work, and all 
of the questions and enigmas persist even after the fi«a> line. whai. 
most of the action and self-revelation are significant enough to give 
the work focus, there are some dull parts. The poem of experlenoe must 
depend upon "clumsy life," to reoall Henry James's phrase, and out of 
this the long poem wmld be, like Pound's Cantos, as Berrymm said, "for 
long stretches..., canto after canto..., nmiMtmnagaM- m d  boring."^
On the other hand, as Lawrence onoe said in insisting on a looseness mxd form- 
lesaness in the novel, "a great deal of the waning of life asxi of art lies 
in the apparently dull apaces, the pauses, the uniaportant passages.
1. Randall JaireU, TW  Third Book of Critloiam (New Ibiki Farrar, Straus,& Qiroua, 1965), p.31..
2. Berrymm, "One Answer to a Question," p.7$.
3. Sisson, "Hf Whiskers Klyi An Interview with John Berrymm," p.l6.
h. D.H. Lamrenoe, "he Posthumous Pacers of D.H. Lswrence. ed.

Bdward D. McDonald (London i tMnsammn, lF3b), p. 21*9.
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whatever Important or unimportant paaaagea thara ara In Th*
Praam Sooga, It la apparent that fairly early on Bwryman had aome idea 
as to how the poem would end. Larzy Tonalt has ehrewdly pointed out 
that Wien Berryman puhllahed "Mr danghter'a heavier," whWi waa to be the 
final Dreaa Song 385, in the Times literary Supplement on Noventer 25#
1565, the title was "Ihe Last Dream Song* I6l." 7onad.t soundly apeoulates 
that Berryman was in effect aunounoing "whioh of the Drama Songs would 
stand last."  ̂ But there is another, later source of authority as to the

of The Dream Songs. Ih an interview about a year before Berryman
died, he said that he had plaamed a new edition of The Dream Songs, but, 
he sadd, not only would the "heavy daughter" Song ataood last but also the 
penultimate poem (381*) and Song 382 would remain abere they were* "The 
danoer song and Henry's visit to his father's grave and the song dxout his 
danghter, that's the end."^ I have discussed the dancer poem *g*d «f'li 
return to it and I will also discuss the poem vbere Henry viadtè his 
father's grave, but at present let us consider the last Ikeam Song to see 
where Henry's "incomplete" journey ends.

A l̂ irase in Henry's Song in Wdch he laments the death of w i n  .p. 
Carlos Williams suggests an approach not only][the last Dream Song but
also t> the idxole of The Dream Songs. He says that WLUimu, in both
the sense of being a doctor and a poet, "delivered infinite bddes in 
one great birth" (Vii, 321*). The Dream Songs is indeed one great birth 

385 enigmatic babies, all crying with a Joycean *T*ftat1on and «wMwg 
persistent care and feeding. The last Drama Song is a healtly baby, red
faced, wide-eyed, and teaming with new life. The reader is asked, as he 
is asked in each of the Songs, to be nothing less than a midwifb id»
1. Parry Tonalt, "Dream Songs First and Last." John Barmmn Skndia#, t 

(Fall. 1975), 30.
2. Berg, "An Interview with John Buryman," p.10.
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practloea oouvada ma well. Vhen Henry aaya. "These Songs ere not wemt 
to be understood, you understand (711,366), I hear an emphasis on "you" 
ibioh makes the statsmsnt mean "you" alone may understand, Henry cannot 
do it for "you." Henry also says that his Songs are meant to "terrify 
& oonfort"; this last Song gives both Henry and the reader as much comfort 
as they may expect in an inscrutahle world; it properly follows the 
terrifying penultimate Song in which Henry finally lays to rest his 
father's awful ghosti

My daughter's heavier. Light leaves are flying.
EveryiAere in enormous numbers turkeys sill be dying 
and other birds, all their wings.
They never greatly flew. Did they wish to?
I dxould know. Off away soamwbere once I knew 
such things.
Or good Ral^ Hodgson back then did, or does.
The man is dead idxom BLiot praised. Mj praise 
follows and flows too late.
Fall is grlevy, briak. Tears behind the eyes 
almost fall. Fall oones to us as a pries 
to rouse us toward our fate.
Mf house is made of wood and it's made well, 
unlike us. My house is older than Henry; 
that's fairly old.
If there were a middle ground between things and the soul 
or if the (dcy reseWhled more the sea,
I wouldn't have to scold

my heavy daughter.
(711, 385)

daughter's heavier," a abort statement of fact lingered over 
in consonantal r's. Dit idw is this daughter? Iby is A s  "heavier"? 
"Heavier" than what or ibo? In order to answer these questions, as we 
must do for the questions nearly every line raises, we must look at the 
ahadowjr folds of the preoeeding Songs so that Henry's taxffled purpose" 
is turned into a "Tolstoyan clarity" (7H, 370). An early refemioe to 
Henry's daughter is pussXing; Henry is "on a twine hung from disastered 
trees" and "swinging his daughter" (III, 72), a terrible version of 
"rook-a-bye baby in the tree top." No less pusiling is Henry's "squeeaing his
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old heart idth a daughter loose" (V, 97). The first olue to ibat Henry 
means by his dau^xter is his wife's pregnanoy (V, 109). But how does 
he know that his kLfe will give birth to a dauther? Does he already 
have a daughter? then Henry mentions his wife's pregnanoy# he vaguely 
suggests that his own birth might take plaoe t "Henry has (perhaps ) many 
months to go/hntil another Spring" (7,109). th have now the possibility 
of two births, his own "birth" and his unborn ohild's. But a third kind 
of birth is suggested very shortly after this Song iben Hnuy refers to 
his Songs as "growing daughters" (7, 131 )• From this reference till the 
last Song, all three possibilities of birth develop sLmultaneously.

Henry happily anticipates his wife's giving birth and
somehow knows that the baby will be a girl. The intense love he prtsoises 
the baby is expressed in violent image, similar to that of Rcmeo and Juliet'a 
passionate pledges x

Whit till that kid 
ooraes out. I'll fix her.
I'll burp her till she bleeds. I'll take an axe
to her inability to focus, until in
one weird moment I fall in love with her too.

(71, 271 )
Just as Rmaeo and Juliet's violent imagery betrxys their understanding of a 
mature love (and, unlike Henry, foretells their dooax), so Henry betrays his 
understanding of mature love. The daughter, Twiss, is bom and Henry is 
a proud farther who anticipates the best for his "sturdy" and "beautiful" 
dau^xter*

0 the baby has had one million & thirteen falls, 
no wonder she howls
She'll trip on the steps at 7assar, ho, & bawl 
in Latin.

(711, 293)
Wxen Henry appears on television with his baby daughter, that same fatherly 
pride swells upi
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Tha baby on a million soraana, hurrah,
my almost perfOot child. In the midst of cawaraaan
St Daddy's high-lit reading.
She never awde a poop to that sensitive mike
my bom performer. >»'ll see her through Skdth St then
swiftly into the Senate.

(VH, 298)
"Tides is a tidy bundle" and gives Henry "acres of joy" (7H, 330). By
the end of the Songs Henry's love for fads dan^xter seems to have matured;
his daughter is "heavy," suggesting a love that has ripened to a fbllness.
Henry's other "daughters" have developed as well. His Song-deoghters arc
not mxoh "a tidy bundle"; they give him as much pain as joy:

My baby chatters, I feel the and is near 
St strong of qy large work, ibich will sppw, 
and baffle everybody.

(Vn, 308)
Clearly, Henry is oomiog to regard all of his "daughters" as one bdxy, but
each one is still a separate birth in preparation for one great birth. One
■Ight conjecture that his giving birth to his danghter-Drean Songs
yield no less a "ripeness" than the developing mature love for his real
danghter; The Dream Sonas indeed is a means of coming to life i

leaving the ends aft cpn, touch the means, 
whereby we ripen. Touch by all means the means 
whereby we ooam tc life....

(vn, 305)
He realises that he is giving birth tc enigmatic danghters aaid wmxts to
"bring those babies into cmp" (VII, 333). He agonises that he idll not
bring them round; perhaps, he seems to feel, if he could write an essay
to be called "The Care St Feeding of Long Poems" (VU, 3SU), he would be more
objective about completing his great work and rationalise the ibole into
being. But he cannot; his posais are still separate dmghters, mid he
still strives to "fulfil a pledgsydie gave himself to end a labour" *

Strange & new outlines
blur the old project. Soon they disoover
the pen & the heart, the old heart with its fears
It the daughter for ibich it pines.

(vn, 379)
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U» reoall that an anguLahed Benzy vas "equeesing hia old heart idth a 
daughter on the loose" (V, 97); now his wise "old heart" is ait so insistent —  

he "ÿlnes" for his dan^xter. Near the end of The Dreaa Songs Henry is "at 
the end of the lahour”} his bahy, yet unborn, is "all hunehed xq>, in sleep? 
(711,383). In the final Song he is still near giving birth to The Dream 
5gggl> the oontraotioms begin with "my dan^xter's heavier" but by the end 
of the Song the daughter is till "heavy"; Henry has not given birth.
Throughout Henry has referred to eaoh Song as a daughter as well as the 
ibole as one daxqbter; now The Dream Songs is one danghter; this danghter, 
yet unborn, is alTmost a fulfUbent of Henry's proadse in the first song 
to "bear & be." I

The word "heavier" (and "heavy") reninds us of one of Henry's 
earliest and most important Dream Songs t "There sat doisx, onoe, a thing

I
on Henry's heart/so heavy..." (II, 20). Henry's wranohing losses (his j
seourlty of the fetal seek, his father, his «wither, his Adends, the Fall,
his wives, his dignity), ibioh were so heavy that it seemed they would orubx
him, Itanry now understands and aooepts. The heaviness of his burden has
beoome a seoular version of fblix oulpa; his losses are the "Uprise" that
will "rouse" him towards his o m  rebixrth. Ilhe John Keats ibo said near
the end of his life that he felt he was suspended in a "posWxumous eaistenoe,"
Henry has lived "posthumously" (ooaqpare Part 17, "Opus Posthumous"). If
he himself is to be reborn, than he seems to feel that he may be reborn by
aotually giving birth bias elf, not simply "oouvade" (7, 121*) where the
father does not aotually bear a tiiild. Often he is sure that he will be
giving life to another being, this "bulky bole-proud : blue-green moist/
thing" (UI,75)i

A massive, unpremeditated, instantaneous
transfer of solioitode from the thing to the ereatore
Hanry sometimes Alt.
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A state of ohmsy sIzkI Wxsn feats stiok out 
freqoeot as# his, while that this shrugging girl, keen, do not quit, he knelt.

(V, 115)
He finally desoxlbes himself as "gravid" (VI, 26l ) (i.e. pregnant). But 
the (fighter wwsafns uxbom; the uzohilical cord is not severed but 
remain attaohed to Henry ibo gave his ds%hter life end ibo 
to sustain her. This oonoopt is not as diffioult to as it aiy
seen; in effect Berryman is saying what the Bomantios aaid of their pnaws, 
that they wre organie. The poem, acoording to the Roauntios, begins as 
"seed" and it "grows" in the Imagination and experlenoe of the poet 
(unoonseiously, as in dreams) and fuses diverse materials and experlenees, 
•the hateful seige of oontrarles." The oomplete poem is in effect a living 
thing Wdoh continues to take its very life from the diversity in 
it g ereinated. If the poem were ripped out of the soil which gave it 
life then in a sense the life of the poem withers. In other words, Berrymi 
believed, as the Romantics did, that the poem is not an object based purely 
on "design" but that it grows out of the living **i»Tlenoe of the poet those 
experienoe continues to sustain the poem as long as it exists. Berzym has 
varied this organio eonoept by making his poem another living person. 
Coleridge, Wordsworth, and a*Uay felt they could ooaamme with a living 
spirit in outer nature; Keats, on the other haeb, knew he was projecting 
his d  moods into nature, the nightingale is pavamntfima as the poet

aiuilsrly Berryman seeks his poetic analogy in smae llvir% Other, 
but in^human rather than)vegatation, birds, or animals. His poems are 
a daughter, not a flower or a bird. Nature to Berryman is a backdrop to 
the human condition; Henry says, "next time it will be nature & Tboreau"
(VI, 265), but there never was a next time. Even in Love & Fnae he svu# 
"For 'children' read* big fat fresh original & characteristic poems"
(£s-AZ»» P«?5). To most modem poets nature does not stand in reo..procity 
to the poet's experlenoe (compare Shellsy's "Skylark" m d  Hardy's "Sielloy's
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Skrlêûrk")f Romantio nattant# in Lamareno#'# phratm "birds# bsssts# and
flcmrs#" may inqpdjps m poem but it too dies. Berryman's "daughters"
will die too# but he gives more of a sense of the ongoing Himi#p life.
Though "a little boyAs dha* is Daddy's mUceAhact whWi he seeks & fears"
(vn# 330}# evidently# Hanry need not "fear” a little girl; ahe is not
merely a "mike" but a living being dho will in turn "bear" new life.

The rest of the first line of ths first stanse abifts from an
emphasis of The Dream Songs as a daughter to another traditionally orgarto
metaphor of "leaves" of a tree; "light leaves are flying." The rhythm
aaad emphasis of "light leaves are flying" is trippingly panotuated with
consonantal I's at every stress and suggests the moveaasut the lines express.
Udle it ad^it be that the "leaves" of a tree reoall the first Sox* dune
Henry rananbers being in a ayeaaeore tree# it seems to as that the leaves#
particularly in juztaposttion to the preoedLng "organietastapbor of Henry's
heavy doo^iter# mean the leaves of The Dream Songs, li&m whitman's view
of his leaves of Qrass. Henry has referred to his a%ngs*%leaves" as
w U  as Msuipiters”; his Songs are gathered together and# he says# "I
rake A y  leaves and cop my promise" (H, 1*0)# aad as he struggles to write
a few Song-leaves he says that "leaves fell# but only a few" ( m #  75).
Like Henry's "danghters#f his "burning leaves" hslp him to stir love asad
to ooms to terns with loss;

The leaves fall# lives fall# every little 
you can count idth stirring love on a new loss 
& an emptier plaoe.
The style is blank jade at all seasons# the style 
is burning leaves. ..

(VI, 191 )
"Leaves" eld Henry but they do not solve everythlr%; predictably# other 
wlters* "laanres" are limited as well —  "Leaves on leaves on leaves of 
books I've tumed/and I know nothing" (VU# 370). In this last Song Henry's 
"leaves are flying#" scattered to the winds (ooapere Henry's ̂ îerxyman'ĵ
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prefatory Song to Berryman'# Sonnet# i "Aee then ̂ Eke eonneta^ ̂  the
winds to play"); as he says in an earlier Song# "words ll^bt as feathers/
fly" (7# I7U). As an aapresadon of a theory of art# the first line makes
two different# bat related# points: on the one band Henry's dan#bter-Dream
Song will never break out of its f̂ Hksl sank; on the other hand# Henry's
Song-leaves drop away trcm thsir tree. This oontrsdlotion compresses into
one line the paradox of the artist's relationAip idth his art: the poam is
inevitably organic and external to ths poet. Ih tom# ths poem may be
organio to ths reader to the extent that hs participates in and gives himself
over to it. Jhst as the Scmigs have bean "Flighting 'at random*" (TI# 177)#
so now ths "llfbt leaves are flying#" and the reader will at first catch
them at random and than alodXy absorb them into the rhythms of his own
experienoe. "liggit" leaves suggest both illumination and humor and offsets
ths gravity of the preceding %eavy" danghter (there is also a sogestion of
"heavy" in Bleedc jive talk); together the two statsraonts suggest the method
of The Dreaa Songs and ths extremes of the reality of the relatlonahip between
the Songs and the reader# and the writer and his art*

Vldle the "light leaves are flying" of the first line lochs back#
it also looks forward to the next several lines# the fall season and
American Thanksgiving:

Everyibere in enormous nuobers turkeys will be dying 
and other birds# all their wings.

Henry had hoped that he might finiab his long poem by Christmas or
Thanksgiving:

Fallen leaves & litter. It is Septenber.
Henry's months now begin. Much to be done 
by merry Christmas
imich to be done by the American Thanksgiving....

(YU# 309)
So much hgs bean done and The Dream Songs ends; it is time for the living 
to give thanks for a great harvest. Henry# the "human baeriean man" (I# I3) 
ibo has been so oonoemed about his Amerioanness# his American friends# i d
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hlm Aamxloan moolmty# ofaooæm an apparopxlabe Asarloan holiday to and
his "heavy" labor. All of Henry's Thanksgivings have not necessarily
been happy national oelabrstions; iben "the land is oelebratii^ man
of war#" Hanry says#

It's late for gratitude# 
an azBmal# rude
roar of a monsnt's turkey's 'Thanks'.

( m #  61 )
But# generally# Henry's Thanks givLngs have bean a time for

wp
that ibich one bears more steadily than else 
and the odd definite good.

(VI# 163)
So the last Song is especially a "summing up" of ibat Hanry "bears" (that 
anbiguous word again) and a giving thiks fbr the *kxld definite good."
But ibat does Hanry mean by "other birds" dying too? The l%ioal 
is that other birds# like a duck or a hen# are for a Thmksgiving meal.
But certainly Henry also means that the "breinfever birds* (I# $) «Mil be 
dying too. Only a fbw Songs before the last one# the birds have been 
"driven away" (VU# 378) fron^anxy's gardani now the birds will be mi*»' 
in a feast of Thanksgiving.

In the fourth line of the first at ansa# Henry aids that M l  of 
these birds "never greatly flew#" and than sake the question# "Did they 
wish to?" like the "flying leaves" of his poem and Hk# Henry himself# 
these birds have accepted their o m  limitations. (Ih Henry's oase# he 
has aooapted the human limitations of ibat he oan do aod of ibat he oan 
understand about himself# hia problems# and the human condition. ) Henry's 
résiliation at the and of his long poem is alwilar to Dante's xesignaticn at 
the end of his long poem; Dante# too, atoitted that he could not soar to the 
final heights:
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>27 yemmml to know just how our lm#g# merge#
into that odLrole ̂  the etemag^# aod how it there flixie plane;
but mine were not the wings of sudi a flight.

("The Paradiso" ZZ3HI# 137-139)
’T:aaves" aod turkeys' "wings#" in fact# do not ever fly greatly; answers 
to the merging of the tanporal and the eternal are bayond any mortM under
standing. like Dante# Banry seas himself in a eirole (Hanry wishes to get
out of "tlM ibole humiliating Human round" ̂ 7# 12l7)# he desires to
know how his oireling may merge with the oirole of the eternal; but the beat 
both Dante and Berryman oan do is to rerogniae the of thadr
id hope fbr a merging idth the eternal. Udle thay live the only flyii« 
they do is given in love# "Love has wings & flies" (7U# 359). in tM-
reapeot Hanry's "wings" are more like Vbrdsworth's. Near the and of The
Aelude# he says that his "wings" allowed him to soar high enough to see 
the "vest proapeot of the word Mxloh... had bean/And was#" and# ha 
says# he had oeatered the ibole of his "Bong" on love*

The texBdnaction of ny oourse 
Is nearer now# muoh nearer; yet even tim#
Ih that distraotion and 'nt-rvv desire#
I said unto the Ufa whioh I hal Uved#
Ibere art thou? Hear I not a voioe from thee
Ibioh 'tie reproaoh to hear? Anon 1 rose
As if on wings# and saw beneath me stretohed 
Vast proapeot of the world Wdbh I had been 
And was; and hanoe this Song# ibioh lit* a lade 
I have protracted# in the unwearied heavens 
Singing# and often with more plaintive voioe 
Attempered to the sorrows of the earth# 
let oant^ring all on love# and in the end 
All gratulant# if rightly understood. 1

(xm# 372-385)
The first stansa ooncludes with a qualified anawar to the question# 

did the birds widr to fly greatly? "I aArould kz»w. Off awv soneibare 
onoe I knew/such things." How greatly Henry himaal.f oould fly was knom 
"onoe" before the Fall# fbr Adam had in his possession at least the pattern

1805-6 version.
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of all knowledge. After man'# "departure" (I# 1 ) from the Garden of Bden 
nan lost hie harmony# his unity with God (nan is in "pieces" as Henry 
often s^rs)# and "thereafter nothing fell out as it wight or oufdxt"
(I# 1 )• In tha Garden# Hanry would have been happy# but nan is outside 
the Garden and longs to return. One way to return might be through poetry 
iberein art becomes a monastery; the pieces of man need not "heed thsir 
pieoedoB"; the pieces may "ait up" and write (VII# 211 ). The epigraph of 
Keats's letter to ShMley gives us the olue* "I am piofct up and sorted to 
a pip. Mf Imagination is a monastery and I am its monk." Thus# art is 
"one odd way to Paradise" (VI# 261 ). Henry seams to agree with Blake#
■Art is the Tree of Life" (though the Tree does not figure prominently 
in The Dream Songs, it would seem that Berryman owed something to Blake 
and loats# both of abom Berryman admired; in their poetry there wwe two Trees# 
the Tree of life# Divine Drergy# and Love and the Tree of Death# Chaoe# and 
the Pall).̂  "Off away somewhere onoe#" the very arrangement of the words 
seems to set each word apart so as to emphasiee that Hanry once knew of a 
perfect Tree of Life.

The second stansa begins oddly# "Or good Ralph Hodgson back then 
did# or does." Is Hanry saying that Ralph Hodgson# a minor Snglish poet 
ibo died in 1962 ibile The Dream Songs was being written# "onoe knew suoh 
things" that Henry does not know? I think not. Hanry corrects himself 
as he shifts from the past tense to the present tense# "did# or does"; 
he is saying that Hodgson "does" know now that he is dead. Hanry seems 
to be implying that Hodgson has returned to that perfect harmony and unity 
that man has lost. Henry's referenoe to Ralph Hodgson might seem miaplaced# 
but if we remember that association is a ruling parinoiple in dreaaas# then 
Hodgson ndght reaeonahly be an extension of the first stansa dream "structure." 
Hodgeon wrote a nisber of poems about animals and birds; he felt# Berryman 
1. See Kermode# Romantic Image, pp.92-103.
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said alssibsre# "Snore fbr aadnisOL s'naLtrestasnt by a m  in his left little
finger thm all the rest of even his own race felt put t o g e t h e r . O n e
of Hodgson's most asnorable poems oalled "The Boll#" is about m  old dying
bull Wao is left for the birds to pick at the carrion. Before the bull dies
he dreams of his pest prond days# how iban he was young he was "Ih the valley
warm aaid green/Fbll of baby wonderment" t he dreams how he grew strong and one
day defeated the leader of the herd and "came to sultm power." But the
bull's dreams are delusory; we "^ty him that he must wake" from his
aplendid yesterday. The poem ends with the old bull turning*

to meet the loathly birds 
Flocking round him fhom the akies#
Waiting fbr the flesh that dies.

I am not suggesting that Henry alludes to Hodgson's poem "The Bull#" but
the old bull's dreaming of a past happy life and his last encounter with
the "loathly birds" bear many rosamblmoes to Hanry's struggles and longings.

But the first line about Ralph Hodgson# rather thm vaguely referring
back to the first stansa# leads more directly into the neat line of this
seoond stansa* "The a m  ̂ &dgso^ is dead whom Eliot praised." Odd word
upraised#" becanse Eliot's poem about Hodgson is really light veraw; his
"Lines to Ralph Hodgson Esqe." ends#

How delightful to meet Mr. HOdgson]
(Everyone wants to know Mn),

He has 999 canaries
And round his head flnAes and fairies
Ih jubilant rapture Aim.

If I were to press hard om Henry's aUuarton to EUot's praise of Hodgson#
it would seem that Hodgson bad something in oomnon with the birds ibioh never
greatly flew in the first stmsau But It seams to me that Henry's
of Hodgson's recent death and Eliot's past "pnXm" for him reminds Henry of
his own more sober laments of poets ibo died during the Mbsven years of The
Dream Songs. Once again# Henry's *^aise follows and flows too late.” So
1. John Berrymm# ed. "Afterward#" The Titm by Theodore Dreiser (New Tbxk* 

New Aaariom Library# 1965)# p.506.
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many M U o w  writer*# the "Man#" haee diedi Bobert nroA# WUUam Ihnlioaer# 
fimeet amtDgway# BmnAoXL JamQl# Dalaozw Sahmaeta# Iheodeaw Roethke# 
tylvla ELaith# WlXllaia Carlos Villi awe# and Looie MawdWoe. Wb reoall 
again Dream Song 29# "All the béUe aayt too lake"; Hanzy'e praiee aOanye 
Vollowe and flows too late." The death of another post sits dom "hsamUy" 
on Hanry's heart and he is reminded onoe again of his owe mortality# at 
least it seems so beeamas of the next Unei "Fall is gvlsvy# brisk."
(Of ooorse he refers to two "falls" here# the fall season and the Fell. )
FMI as "grimy" (oould there be a pun here? that is# "gravy"; Fall in a 
ssnea is gravy to Haancy) suggests that Hanxy is still trotblsd# but taelA:" 
hints at something more invigorating and bracing. The next saotenoo#
"Tears behind the eyea/almost fall#" positively suggests that Hmxry is 
ooaalng to terns with the Fall and the losses it entads. Finally# he states 
straightfbrwerdly his eonplste eooeptanoe of the Fall as eonethirg beneficial i

Fall oones to us as a pzise 
to rouse us toward our fate.
This oonmluaion to the seoond atanaais another "suroing up" of 

unity lost and unity regained. The Fall of man might be the eause of man's 
mortality# his fate# but Henry now aooepts the Fall as a "ÿriee"; he relies# 
as Hilton did# upon the ancisnt view of the Fall as fbrtuaate (falix oulam). 
Man's fall was fortunate beoanse out of this evil oomos a greater good; Cod's 
grace and magnanimity are demonstrated and realised. 2h an eapdy Song# 
appropriately entitled "The Seoret of tdsdom#" Hanxy says that he h w  heard 
about this ^grace"#

Wb hear the more 
sin has Insreast# the more 
grace has bean nan end to abound.

(I, 20)
But Hanry realises that to recognise God's grace is neither to undsretaad it 
nor to justify Cod's way of ahoidng it* "God loves his creatures Waan he 
treats them so?" (VI# 266). Henry attaagts to avoid thinking too unoh on

Éé àii. ^
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the* queetlona# and at cm* pcdzrt he gpee ao far aa to eey he "likae 
EMl/Hé would be prepared to live in a world of FMl/for ever# impenitent 
Henry” (III# 77). He would have run off to the Me# "but for his studies 
careful of the Fall" (V# 11*1 ). "The iron pear" of the FMI is "ramed 
into his mouth" to st^i it "swells up to four times ordinary si*/MoMy 
cra6kij« his skull open" (V# 11*1*). Onoe Henry is aware of men's original 
unity with Qod# he suffers under the terrible burden of the freedom to 
overcome his disunity. Henry gives up trying to understend or to justify 
the w v  of Ood to hi— .If and to man; his Scmgs beoome# rather# a 
"Wbrdsworthii thoodioy of the private life."  ̂ Wordsworth's generM 
theodioy# *  would the Ghrlstiau theodioy# makes limited attempts to 
locate the justification for human suffering in man's journey to lost Eden.
But Wordsworth's (aaM Henry's) private theodioy "tranMates the padnfbl 
process of Christian conversion and redemption into a painful pro*ss of 
self-trisformation# crisis and self-reoognition# which oMminateB in a 
stage of self-coherenoe # sMf-awareness# and assured power taat is its owx 
xovard.”̂  As for God# He may be *  Henry says# "a slobAlayful# vast# 
rough-hew" (VI# 128). One may fasten hî ielf to and take comfort in 
"the blesaing/of the living God" (VI# 2]!*); but# for Henry at least# 
art recounts and becomes a means of self-formation; the rest "lay in the Hands 
Aove" (vn# 279). The FMI h *  "roused" Henry towards a graduM# thoutd* not 
pemaneot# reintegration in art of all that h *  bean divided* his mind and 
the outer world# his ndnd aod body# his mind and heart# his past and present 
self# himself and Qod.

The opening lines of the third stansa make it clear that Henry's 
private theodioy is *  dependent upon a Mcular art as Wordsworth's was*

My houm is mads of wood and it's made well#
unlike us.

1. Abrams# NaturM ageraabaralian# pp.95-96.
2. ^^dd. # p. 96.
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Hie house le neither a "weU-osde” ivory tower nor "well-made" Teatewan
tower (Henry has rejected Teats's symbolism); Henry's house is simply
"made well" and constructed from the practical# the every-day# and subject
to decay. It is as though Henry has chopped dow the forest Aioh
surrounded him and used the wood to build a house. "Made" is repeated
twice# emphasising the inportanee of the act of making; "made" suggests#
too# the traditional middle Soots word for the poet# a "maker." (Henry
has called himself a "maker" in Dream Songs 1*3 and 181*.) "House" and
"home" hare been suoh an important part of providing Henry with a ahelter
of "many rooms" (VU# 319) for his tuzbulent life. As I hare suggested#
Henry's house is a house of art similar in texture to Ikmary James's "House
of Fiction#" but it is also a coffin (compare in the "Opus Basthumous"
poems# "isy wood or word seems to be rotting" /~IV# 8^)# a home for a
family# a shelter for containing (though not resolving) contraries# and
according to Freud# in dreams the house is often a rep»sentation of the
human body. "Care-man Henry" says to his wife#"It's cold in here. I'd
rather have a house/a house would be better" (VII# 36I ). Henry's attitude
towards his house has altered oonsiderablyt at first he is unconcerned
about a house and he lives in "a pup-tent"; when he beooaaes a houseowner#
his house (not a "hoaae") simply represents "reapeotahility" (VI# I63);
but very soon Henry's house beocmes more of a hoaae —  his house is "firm"
(VI# 277) and his "pride in his house was almost fierce" (VU# 357).
Freud discovered that in dreams the house is "the only typical# ...
regularly occurring# representation of the human form as a adaole...."̂
Henry's dreams suggest this same repcresentation* he opeaks of his "roof"
being "lefted off" (H# 39); one of Hanuy's sumanes is "House" (I# 12# 17);
he says that "we are using cur own skins as wallpaper" (III# 53); and he refers
to his ndnd and heart as "iqistairs and downstairs" (18# 78# 175). All of the
1. Sigmund PTeud# Ihtroduotory lectures on Psr-*-^— n̂ Tsis. rev. ed.# trans. 

by Joan Jiviere (kcndon: George Allan and u^B%aCTl929)# p.128.
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Mailings of "house" fold into this last rsfersnos to Hanry's house of wood* 
his art# his fmdly# his ooffln# his mind and body# i d  all are "made well" 
in a concerted and ocnscious effort.

"My house is older than Hanry#" the second line ends; than follows 
a colloquial counterpoint and understatement in the next line# "that's 
fairly old." In these lines I hear Henry's voice modulating into the 
poet's voice# as Benyman sadd of the first Dream Song# "there the 'I' 
perhaps of the poat disappears into Henry's first and third persons....*^ 
(Just as Anne Bradstreet's voice modulates into the poet's voice at the 
end of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet. ) The same umbilical cord ihioh 
connects Henry and Berryman connects them both to their "daughter." The 
Various Msnings of house carry forward in "my house is older thma Henry#" 
but now the emphasis is on oldness. Tbm past# both Hanzy's and man's 
whole history# has been Hanzy's ayes# his "ancient fires" (IH# 77); Hanzy 
describes himself as being "old as a hieroglyph" (VH# 362) and as being 
"900 years old" (VII# 36$ ) —  that ̂  fairly old. (If we assuM that this 
Song was written in 1966# than it is logical that Hanry is "900 years old" 
in that 1066# the Norman Conquest  ̂is the beginning of modem Ehgliah as a 
poetic language * Henry has said that he is a "ncmoglct of Etagli A/(American 
VersLcn)" ) There are "secrets" hidden in "history & theology#
hidden in rhyM" (VI# 159) and Henry feels that the best the modem poet 
may do# perhaps taking his cue from T.S. Eliot# is to recover from the past 
that which has been lost and to wilte in "new forms in which ancient thou^^t 
appears" (VII# 282). The poet's subject "was given of old" (V# 1%); 
the poet ignores tae poetry of the past at his o m  peril for there are 
"tests really tests/... set by the masters & graded" (V# 125). But most 
important in any private theodiigr# the poet dares not forget that "the 
wind blows hard from our past into our future/and we are that wind...";
1. Berryman# "One Answer to a Question#" p.75.
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ths difficulty is that "the wind's nature Ass not to last" (VII# 282).
The last four lines conclude The Dream Songs just as enigmati

cally as it began I
If there mere a middle ground between things and tbs soul 
or if the A y  resembled more the sea,
I wouldn't hâve to mold

my heavy daughter.
"If" and "if" —  qualifiers to wish away the causes for tozbulenoe. Again
and again Henry has longed for some "middle ground" where life is not so
difficult and where dileeaaes are not know. Hanzy oannot find the middle
ground he needs; sometimes there is no ground at all as he dangles "on the
rungs# an open target" (VI# 199)# or he lies in the **middle of the world"
and "twitches" (HI# 53)» or he finds himself in a limbo "neither below
or above" (VI# 256). like Job# so much seems to oradi down upon Henzy#
even the fame he longed for; the public demands become toe rnnch for the
famous poet# and hs wiahes for "a middle sens/ lAere he could be & become
both unknown ic know" (VH# 28? ). Art# he hopes# will establish a firm
middle ground but he begins to realise the limitations of art and that he
himself remains stuck in the "middle" (and with middle-age) with no ground
to stand ont

The ahsdows of grey ash on my page 
I can't get out of this either to youth or age#
I'm stuck with middle.

(VII# 3U0)
Henry is stuck "in the middle# in shozt# of a war" (VH# 356) where his 
"fine body" and "vezy useful mind" (VH# 380) beseige him. Hanzy's fziend 
sums it tqp; man has no dxiioe in the matter of establiAlng a middle ground*

we hafta die.
That is our 'pointed task. Love & die.
-Tee; that auk»s sense.
But what makes sense between# them? Wiat if I 
zoiling St babbling St braining brook on A y  and 
just eat on the fence?
-I doubts you did or do. De choice is lost.

(n, 36)
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The only "middle ground" (or "fenoe") m«i ever knew wee in the Garden of 
Zden «here men did not have to contend with "brooding on the "fate
of man" ie that "he cornea ao near, itereaa he ia ao loat" (VIZ, 3$$).

By isqplioatlon Henry ie aaying that there la no "middle ground" 
betmeen "thinga m d  the aoul," Hexuy ia «ell aware of the enonaoua 
hiatorical and thedlogieal poaaibilitiea of "thinga m d  the aonl” m d  he 
haa inveetigated acme of them* "thinga" like the material, the real, the 
Other, Kmt'a ding-m-aichi mod "aoula" like the rational aoul, the 
incorporeal aoul, the oanadoua aoul, the eternal aoul. "If the *Ay 
resembled more the aea" then there would be acne concrete conneotiona 
between the phyaieal m d  the ethereal ihioh «ould allow ua to oonatruct 
a more concrete metaphyaiea. (Compare Henry on Welleoe Stevena* "that 
metapbyaica/he hefted up until «e «ould not breath the pfayaiea" ̂ VI, 21̂ . )
One fusion of pppoaitea, Henry concludes, ia m  awareneasf he aettlea for 
that, "awareneaa was moat of «hat he had" (VU, 37), but the moat assured 
fusion between "thinga m d  the aoul" ia its secular version, loving and 
caring for another person. Henry ia no longer aelf-oentered, "huffy," 
"aulking," and "unappeaaahle"; hia private and aelflah concerna have been 
transformed into a concern for others. He "aoolds" hie heavy daughter, not 
in an angry reproach but in a peraiatence of "aooldiag it out" (Henry 
"never liked braina-At'a the texture & the thou^t he reaches
"into the comer" of hia brain "to have it out" ̂ "Vh , 3Q^). Henry 
ia a "scold" in several senssai in the ealdom used sense of mrfng violent 
or unseemly language in vituperation; in the aenee of quarrelling and 
braiding noisily; and in the sense of the Old Horse meaning of skidd, the 
poet and in a sense, the lampooner. The Dream Songs ends but Henry 
struggle as long as he lives; the line fmy heavy daughter," set typographically 
apart ao that it nearly apilla off the page, au^^sta that the scolding will 
continue and that once again Henry ia "making ready to move on" (HI, 77). 
like Rroat, he idU continue hia "lover's quarrel with the world.”
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H. i. The Clarity of a Muffled Purpose

To read and to understand The Dream Songs as a idiole ia an
elusive and disooncerting venture, but moat will agree that The Dream
Songs ia ac important American long poem. Conaider the title. The
Dream Songs. There ia a disconcerting conqdexL^, ambiguity, and
contradiction tout "Dream Soogs." The title does not clearly isqdy
if the eongs are about dreams or if the aongs are dreams. The first
Song does not clarify the ambiguity; the reader camot be sure *Ao "I"
and "they" are*

Huffy Henry hid the day 
unappeasable Henry sulked.
I see his pointy—  a trying to put things over.
It was the thought that they thought 
t h^ could ̂  it made Henry wicked & away.

( I ,  1)
(The "they" may be the social taboos reinforcing the superego or simply 
"the enmny"; the "I" may be the poet or Iknry. ) The implication seems 
to be that the Songs are at once about "huffy" Henry's drewn and are hia 
dreams. In fact, so many critics "went ao desperately astray" that 
Berryman, in the preface to His Toy, His Dream, His Rest, clarified the 
point* Henry "... talks about himself somtimes in the first person, 
sometimes in the third, sometimes even in the second" (p.ix). As the 
reader becomes more familiar with the Songs, as he "hears" and "feels" 
them, the ambiguity slowly draws him into the poem.

Some reades are likely to be made uneasy by Berryman's announceawnt 
that Henry's dreams will be "sung" (just as many were idien Whitman announced 
that he would "sing" about the self). But they should not forget that 
traditionally poets, particularly if tiiey were prophetic or epic poets, 
did "sing"; "the soul" Henry says, "not talks but sings" (VII, 3$2),
Thtxoas Carlyle made some helpful distinctions between mere "metrical
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poetry" m d  "Song? Song, he said, goes deep; netxloal poetry merely
jingle# on the eorfeeet

All old Poene, Homeric mad the rest, are authentically Songe.
I wnûH say in strictness that all right Poems are; that 
whatsoever ie not sung ia properly no Poem, but a piece 
of proae craagmd into jingling linea, —  to the great Injury 
of the grammar, to the great grief of the reader, for moat 
parti 1

Then Carlyle tome to Dante'a Divine Comedy*
I give Dmte ny higheat praiee Wien I aay of hia Divine 

Comedy that it ia, in all aenaea, genuinely a SOng. !6i tKe 
very sound of it there ie a canto fowao; it proeoeda aa by a 
chant. The language, hie stugxie teraa riw, doubtless helped 
him in this. One reads along naturally wLtn a aort of lilt.
But I add, that it could not be otharwiee; for the essence and 
material of the wort arm themaelvoa rhythmic. Its depth, and 
rapt paaaion and sincerity, makes it musical; —  go de^ enough, 
there ia music evaryWiere. A true inward aymmetry, irat one 
calls an architectural harmony, reigns in it, proportionates it 
all* architectural; Wiich also partakes of the character of muaio. 2

So The Dream Songs has "an architectural harmony" which "partakes of the
character of muaio,” a cocplax and "difficult" rhythm which dram the work
into the "deep structures" of the Wiole human round.

But The Dream Songs is not sung in the claaaLo manner* the rhythms 
are modern, staccato, jamay. Henry ia "shot full of sings" (II, 5U); hie 
gramophone ia the moat powerful in the country" (VI, 2QU); he hums a "short 
blues" (U, 50); he singa drunkenly, "I have a adng to shay" (VH, jOg); 
and be almga a song "the like of Wxich may bring your heart to break"
(V, 11*3). He singa out of need and he ainga out of instinct; "not that 
we would aaeert/^wcticulara" he eaye, "but animal; cats maw,Aoreea aoream,
1. Carlyle, Heroes and Hero worship, p.90.
2. For a parallel description of the structure of a novel) see Aldoue Buxley'a

Point Counter Point." from Rdlip Quarles's Notebook"* ̂ M̂sditate on
Üaethoven. Tke ĉ iangea of moods, the abrcqpt tranaitione. (Majesty 
alternating with joke, for example, in the first mcvemant of the B flat 
major quartet. Comedy suddenly hinting at prodigioua and tragic eolmen- 
ities in the eeherao of the C sharp minor quartet.) More interesting 
still the modulations, not merely from one key to mother, but from mood 
to mood. A theme ia stated, then developed, pushed out of ahape, 
iaperceptibly deformed, until, though still recogqimably the saaae, it has 
beoome quite different, Ih sets of variations the process is rg^ed a 
step further. Those incredible Dlahelll varlatione for example. The 
Wujm range of thought and feeling, yet all in organic relation to a 
ridiculous little welts tune." Point Counter Point (Harmondsacrtht 
Penguin Books Ltd., 19$S), pp.297-98.
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m m  aing” (II, 1*1 ). I&a "inattnotlve singa" raosU the anolent singera
Wxo bade the Muse to assist them in their need to sing a noble song.
Behind Berryman's Songs, as Hanxy explains, stretch scores of "music
ancient & gradual" (TII, 382). Hanzy and his fellow poets sing "the new
forms in WxLch mdent thought appears" (7H, 262), Wiich suggests that
in The Dream Songs one will find more than acmgs that are about dream
or dreams that are songs. The important point to remomber about
and song is that Henry hopes to become enveloped in the harmony of wuaic.
Henry dependa on something like

the alow movement of Schubert's Sonata in A 
& the mysterious final soundings 
of Beethoven's 10^10-11 & DiabelU Variations 
You go by the rules but there the rules don't matter 
is Wiat I've been trying to say.

(V, 20U)
Like Beethoven's Dlahelli Variations, The Dream Songs is diabolicaO., 
sharply alternating betwew pain and exultation, the ethereal and the 
tumultuous, serenity and passion, loss and rebirth, but always enigmatic.

Significantly, Henry sees "with Tolstoyan darity/his muffled 
purpose" (Vn, 370) (my italics), for just as the power of Tolstoy's 
War and Peace does not depmid on philosophic, historicd, or payoho-analytlo 
theory, or even the vast panorama of a Wiole society, but on a «hole rich 
tapestry of human expezianoe, ao The Dream Songs weaves a rich tapestry.
As Berryman says of Anna Karenina, "one does not... rush on from chapter 
to chapter... just to see Wiat happ«is."^ The "Tolstoyan clarity" of a 
"muffled purpose" invests in the Songs a paradoxical measure of kinetic 
and powerleas energy. Henry's understanding of his father, mother, children, 
wives, women, sex, friends, loss, fear, loneliness, guilt, forgiveness, 
and love; his interest in m d  anxiety over war, politics, religicn, history, 
philosophy, paycho-malyais, and literature comprise the Tolstoyan vision 
within which he seeks clarity and resolve.
1. Berryman, "Through Draiser'e Imagination the Tides of Heal life Billowed," 

p.29.
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At first amidst the jacsy talk, fragmented eentenoee, anbiguoos 
and Wiifting meanings, mod seemingly unrelated references, the reader 
understandably has a prcblm* orienting himself. Sons Sengs make vivid 
impressions; sane hover in a marginal fog of wderstanding. But, aa
the reader progresees, a rhythm takes hold, and each Song begins to form 
a definite Wide; what at first aeanui a ooUeotion of separate and 
fragmented lyrlos almost read with the ease of a narrative as Karl Shapiro 
reoognised even Wien the Songs were first publiWhedi "/%e Dream Songs? 
reads tran page to page with the inaistanoe of a novel. IMle the 
Songs do not read with an ease of linear movement from one event to another,
once we know what is important to Henry, the circle of his thought mod
ezperlenoe can be remade into a chronological narrative. Ja other words.
The Dream Songs may not hove a linear narrative, but it does hove a logical and 
coherent narrative.

The basdc situation, ae Berryman described it, is quite simple*
% e  basic situation is that of a modem man, early in middle age
Æ^ to pretending to be a Negro, that ia to eay, a minstrel
in black-face, throu^iout, Wio has a friand who calls him Ar. Bones.
The man is sometimes called Henry and sometimes other things.
Bis last name is in doubt. He endures and enjoys Wiat is presented 
to him by contenq»rary American life. 2

The Wioleness of The Dream Songs is, therefore the unifying ooneciousneae
of Henry, and What Henry endures and enjoys over an eleven-year period
comprises the narrative of the Songs. The plot of The Dram Songs develops
sequentially in stages of Henry's life from 1*1 to $1. Rff* of the seven
Books represnxts a stage of both Henry's developeient and of the plot, and
a few of the events in Henry's journey will help to see the inaistanoe of
a narrative. In Part I, we meet childish Henry. He ia "baffled" by *01
about him, m d  he takes refuge in a stage routine, a mask of the end of
a minstrel show. RLs opposite end man, who calls Henry Mr. Bones, makes
1. Karl aiapdro, "Major Ibeta of the En-aigliab Language," Washington 

Bast Book Wbrld. 26 January 1969, p.i*.
2. aieeon, "Hy VtdWcere Ply * An Interview with John Berrymm," pp.16-17.
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fun of Henry celling him "Sir." Henry's ^petites, partioolsrly his 
sexual appetites, are bestial, and he sews to idWi to bury jn
passion. He is "at odds with the world & its Ood"; he regards his 
wife as a "complete nothing." He is nostalgic for the heroic 
and Wdte wrld of the movies of the 1930'et the hero Bogart, "the 
race in Ben Bur," "The Prisoner of Siar* Islmd with Paul Muni." But 
nothing is dear to Henry; fear dogs him. Henry, the "human American 
man," cannot find his way and in general, "life, friends, is boring" to 
him. Henry broods on death and the dead* Roethke, a friend w d  fellow 
poet dies and Henry wLahes to die. He compares the "teenage cancer" in 
ABMrloa today with ideals of Thomas Jefferson a hundred « d  fifty yeare 
before, but feela that those ideals were all in vain. How America has 
weak leaders like Elsenhower Wio "lays" in the Vbite House. "Servant"
Henry continues however; he lectures, travels distant plaoes and on 
occasion is happy with his "possibilities." He makes up "stories 
lighting the past of Henry* and delights in the euphoria of fantasy. The 
Book condudes reiterating Henry's being at odds with the world, his interest 
"in women's bodies" and the trouble it causes. He makes a hollow plea 
^  • sense of others, and he considers it a *̂ aarvellous piece of
luck" that he dies (spiritually) so that he does not have to be responsible 
for or realise anything.

Part H  begins with Henry on the green Ganges ddta. He fede 
a stranger in a foreign land and longs to join friends who are de id. Henry 
ia still in the dark and alone; he sees no end and feels imprisoned. He 
Iwnents the heavy things on his heart; he feds the reproach of hia lust and 
the misery of a loss (his father's suicide) both of which cause Henry to be 
defeated before he even attempts to make good. He nostalgically rwaembers 
the "possibilities" of his boyhood aspiration to be an arohmeologlst, but 
the pain of the present awakes him. He longs to write his way out of 
misery and turbulence ao that he will not fed that he has lived in vain.
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Again Hamry retreats into sex. He oontimes to deapalr over his 
sorroundings, "the increasingly fanatical Americans/cannot govern 
themselves." The memory of his father's suicide doses in upon him 
in the form of a gxlsaly bear, m d  again he feels held back by the 
memory. Christmas holds no joy for Henzy; he attends a Modern Language 
Association convention in "the capital city for Dull." As Robert Frost 
is dying, toe "profasaLonaL-friends-of-Hobert-Proet" gather footnotee on 
the "old gentlwan." Henry laments the death of Frost, for the "stoic 
dioty" of a hero is gone, "You look up and ton's there ?" He enviee FToet 
too is "in the clear," but for Henry, left behind, "Nothing's the saa#."
His fear and lonellnesa return, everyone seems to be going eomeahere, 
seems to be purposeful, but not Henry too is soared of himself, and regards 
himself, ironically, as "free, black & forty-one." His surroundings 
continue to reflect his o m  state of mind in the massacre of Folito Jews 
in a concentration camp. His dreams return to his father's suicide, the 
blight that flplit "his mansard chances." But he decidea that he must 
think it out, his blight "across in the free adng wind." Henry marries 
again and expects happinese but does not find it* "He starMl at ruin.
Spin stared bandc." He feels inprleooed again; Henry ia an "ui>-." All 
about Incredible panic rules" reHectlng his own state. He follows other 
deaths into grief and deapalr; this time he laments the "Weath of love.”
He begins to question toy he "sleeps & sleq;>s and sleeps," but his waking 
is like death. Henry lies in weakness and dieorder, and be hums a short 
blues. Part H  ends with Henry trapped in his (and man's) "wounds to time.” 
RLs wife has left him, and he seems a dead man "radioactive."

Part H Z  opens with Henry in hospital, "doing time" but "growing 
wise." The terrible burden of freedom is too much for Henry. Alone and 
fragmented, Henry wonders if ever again he will "be on the lookout for wo"\i 
& milk,/honour & love." In the quietness "the thing took hold”; at thie 
pdnt we do not know toat "the thing" ie but we learn hy the and of this
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Part that Henry, unlike hia earlier desire to "gat moving" ia now "ready 
to move on." Henry eoapulsLvely itteapta to shut out the outside world 
but he cannot i "He lay in tlw) middle of the world, and twitcht. " He 
begins to consider ^programmes" for himself as he realises that he has 
been using his "cnn skin for wallpaper" and he "cannot win." Treated 
like a helpless bd^ in the hospital, he realises that he has been "operating 
from nothing," and he begins to feel toot "full of sings." Without the 
aid of rules, he begins to write dowi as briefly as he can the order of toat 
matters to him. He continues to feel the rejection of Heaven, for hia 
"application" to enter Heaven fails* it is as thouto 9t. Hater has betrayed 
him before he applies. Honry, "full of the death of guilt," feels he 
is about to die again. Vdth his new wLfe and eon, he looks hopefully 
into the future, but finds no answers to solve "the dUemaa of the Ancient 
of Days." His deadres take hold again, and Hanry lives immaturely % n  
a state of chortle ain." While others give up, Henry still «̂ perplexes" 
himself; "his brain la on fire." He flies over the world, hau* a "Meditation 
in the Kremlin" and identifies with the "innanozlal moans" of the Negroes

to
in the South too struggle for equal rights. All of Henxy's meditations 
reflect his own struggle and sense of futility. Henry feels the futility 
of his o w  struggle to survive. Nevertheless, beoanse of his need, Hanry 
continues, making for anybody's blessing, but reoaiving none. Again 
Christmas holdhi no meaning for him, a "fractured cat"; he retreats from the 
world and reproaches himself for his sad bestial life * "Henry got hot, 
got laid, felt bad, survived." He attempts once again to perform "in 
complete darkneaa operations of great delicacy" on himself. For the mcmant 
he has developed those qualities of practioal-mindeduess and civic responsib
ility that seem to be requiaites for survival in a conplex civilisation. But 
love he knows not; he oontinues to desire young women and prays for a 
"personal axpexienoe of the body of Mrs. 6o<^ry" before he "passes from 
lust." Few people listen to hie poems (his Mandatera"); the poena
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"drank"; but little matter, through them "Henzy'u perhaps to break his 
burnt-oork luck." Still hating the world, Henry does not see that 
"the holy olties" make up for "the horror of unlove? He settles for 
"tasting all the secret bits of life." The seasons come and go but 
"savage & thouf̂ xtful" Henry survives. He joins his father in "a modesty 
of death." Part III ends with Henry, tired of everything he has endured, 
"strLpt dom to move on"; he has a book in either hand (77 Dream Songs and 
His Toy, His Dream, His Rest), and "ancient fires for eyes, his head full/
& his heart full."

Part IV, the center of The Dream Songs in plot, theme and stracture, 
eonprlees fourteen Jongs. As a toole the Book is the turning point or 
of the action, for Aragmanted Henry "dies" and returns to life with a plan. 
Within the fourteen Songs the plot turns, like a sonnet, after the first 
eight Songs; in the last six Songs hope doadnates. After Henry is burled 
in the toghth Song, he feels at the beginning of the ninth Song that "the 
oonolusian is growing." In the course of Part IV much haippens to Henry* 
he begins creating poems more seriously for they "signal his fiery passif”; 
hia body ia burled "at a distance" but it is not forgotten; void of "Qnve 
& ruth" he begins his search for love and compassion and he waits for his 
Lady to guide him; he acc^s the inevitability of death and the fact that 
he is growing old and will die —  thus "panic died"; finally, Henry, too 
has promised to return to life "adult & difficult," pushes off fear and 
returns to life with "a plan, a stratagem" like "Lasarue with a plan to 
get his own back."

For all of his dramatic prontLee of Change in Part IV, Part V 
begins the extremely alow process of a fuller, more retliaed transformation 
in Henry and as a result little haipens to him. The blackness sooewliaew
"in the vistas of his heart" plagues him still. Love "takes over" but he
continues to struggle with a realisation of mature love. His Lady now
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figures more prominently in fais life* he insists that her birthday (and 
by implication his own rebirth) "must be honoured." He misses the Inste 
of his body, but he desires to be more faithful to hia Ltày, Even though 
he has accepted the inevitability of death, the death of friends still 
racks him with grief. He tires of all this dying, his own included, and 
again he reassures himself in a sobzle^ of negative courage that "we do 
all die." Christmas now holds more joy for Henry; Henry is delivered 
"from the gale." A new concern arless in Henry; he grows famous as a 
poet, and he begins to question, "what is fame 7 " Fame makes him lavi but 
he is making some progress now, m d  he must do his best to continue under 
his new burden. The most aignifioant developments end Part V. Henry 
mow understands more fully toat his father's suicide has done to 
His father oomadtted suieids toen Henry was twelve years old and it "wiped 
out" his childhood. He now sympathises more with his father and reoogniass 
that he loves his father, and Part 7 ends with Henry trying to forgive him.

Though Part 71 is the lengthiest of the Scmgs, the narrative 
development is not. It opens with Henry more hopeful than in any previous 
book* "These lovely motions of the air, the breese/tell me I'm not in 
hell." The dead lie around him, but he recognises for the first time 
that they dramatise "lively Henry." The first ten poems lament the death 
of his friend and fellow poet Dslnore Schwarts too died alone in a New York 
apartment, appsrently a suicide. In his grief the world about him seans 
"lunatic" and a place toers he "does not care to be anymore." A whole 
generation of poets have been "taken" by God* Theodore Boethke, Richard 
BlacdcDur, Randall Jarrell, and ^Ivia PLath. And society does not treat 
its poets well; later in Part VI tia> Songs are dedicated to a young Russian 
poet Joseph Brodsky too was tried for ^parasitism." But Hanry recoverw 
from bis "block of agony" and pursues the secrets that he m*y yet ocoe to
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vmderstaod "hidden in histozy & theology, hidden in rhyme." RLs luet 
dindnitoee aoraetoat, and in fact hia "lust quest" seems to be over.
Mature love begins to take hold more firmly; he does not keep assigning 
the same value "to the oonoept 'love'." But love is still a "concept";
Henry still has far to go. His Lady guides him and shows M m  a "stdvelly 
grace that's up from grace." Ha marries her, and for the first time he 
says "I love you" to a woman. Ih the birth of their daughter Martha 
("TwLss"), his love deepens —  Henry is becoming more considerate and 
sensitive to others; toen a student comes to him with problems, he we^pa 
for her. Henry's art truly starts in Bart VI; he can now more confidently 
strain "hie eyes, his brain, and his nervous system for a beginning"; his 
poems become "one odd way to Paradise." Near the end of Part VI, Henry 
finally forgives his father for committing suicide. At the end of this 
Part, Hanry, whose house is flzra now, takes his fmdly to Ireland to «Ay 
a year; the "(dd survival test" continues as they "get on toward the sea."

Leaving America, "the country of the dead," Henry sails for 
Ireland é the beginning of Part VII. He is full of his highest resolve; 
he promises that his "tools year will be tense with love” and that he will 
"craft" better than ever before. Henry is now more decisive, hopeful mrd 
purposeful than he ever has been. Partly out of age end partly out of 
resolve, he lays to rest the dragon Inst. He is tempted to be unfaithful 
to his wife but he is not. On the question of toat fame la, Henry deddee 
that fame corrupts and he reacts against it; he decides that fame is something 
that ahculd be personal, "a lone letter from a young nun." Henry's love 
extends to a sensitive gentle concern for others; he tries to help two old 
ImiimB with problems; he tries to help a woman who has many of the same 
problems as himself; and he cannot bear to turn beggars away from his door.
His quarrel with God is never completely resolved, and so he settles for 
grace. Ae for the "secrete" that he wLtoes to underhand, he eettlee for 
gliapses of knowledge. As time paseee in Dfeland, Henry feels more and
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more an alien and daairea to return heme to Anerloa, and he does ao happily 
with hia ftfdly. He finally lays to rest the tooet of fais father and is 
released from the oorse of his past. The Songs end with Hanry appropriately 
eeltorating an American Thanksgiving, but anphasiaing once again that nothing 
is resolved completely.

As the narrative develops, toat Henry endures in dleer enouto* 
"Turbulence t the modern world, and manory, wants. But toat Henry 
enjoys is more complex. For example, he enjoys eext "I made love, lolled,/ 
ny rondel lowers. I ache less. I purr" (V, 99), but sex as an entertain
ment of instinct leads inevitably to sadness t "Hanry ie half in love with 
one of his students/and the sad process continues..." (7, 121). Cki the 
tools, there seems to be a disparity in quantity between toat Henry endures 
and toat he enjoys; Henry enjoys few things, all temporarily* "Happiness 
was ours too but did not stay" (VU, 328). In fact Henry endures so much 
that his very survival becomes a source of joy*

Henry with joy lay down for his next bout of rest, 
in hapsy expectation of the next 
assault on his divided soul.

(VII, 317)
This, then, is the basic unifying narrative of The Dream Songs —  

a descriptive record of Henry's personal strug^s. He is like Walt toitman, 
who, as Berryman nctee in his essay on Viiitman, wrote hie posais mainly out 
of need, the "outcroppinge of my o m  emotional and pereonal nature," toitman 
said. attempted "from first to last, to put a Person, a human being 
(myself in the latter part of the Nineteenth Century, in America), freely, 
fully and truly on record."^ The Dream Sggga has bean called "confessional"^
1. Berryman, "One Answer to a Question," p.i30.
2. Cited by Ritoard Kelly in his review of a recent collection of Berrymai'e 

essays Tto ftfeedom of the FOet. a copy of toich I have not been able to 
obtain at this wrLiii^. ^*Wurrwh' for BerrymanJ His prose book is a 
'beauty'," Minneapolis Tribune. May 23, 1976, p.i 2D.

3. See H.L. Rosenthal, The New Poets* American and British Poetry Since 
World War II (New TorÇ* Oxford Ikriveraity kesa, ^9b7), pp.ilo-30.
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because Henry's struggle to survive semas a personal one and because 
Henry's struggle parallels Berryman's life at many points.^ then 
Berryman was asked in an interview how he reacted to the label "confessional 
poet" he replied, "With rage and contempt! Next question.And 
understandably so. thile Henry's personal druggies are the subject 
of The Dream Songs. Berryman always had an eye out for their general 
rather than their personal significance. "Man" and Henry have much in 
common*

Man all tossed 
& lost with groin-wounds by grand bulls....

(n, 36)
Man has undertaken the top job of all, 
son fin. Good luck.

(II, 1*6)
Our wounds to time, from all other times,
Sea-times slow, the times of galaxies 
fleeing, the dwarf's dead times, 
lessen so little that If here in his crude rimes 
Henry them msnti<ms, do not hold it, pleaee, 
for putting man down.

(II, 51)
... let's exchange blue-black kisses 
for the fate of Man....

(VI, 200)
... so complex, man.

(VI, 21*7)
Vbep for the fate of man, excellent lady.
He comes no near, toereas he is so lost....

____________________________ (vn, 355)______________
1. Much could be made of the similarities between Henry and John Berryman.

As A. Alvares notes, "toen the inevitable Definitive Berryman arrives,
it will be black with footnotes matching the text with the poet's 
biography: ! For now the task is to tap the poem itself. See A. 
Alvarez, "Berryman's Nunc dimittis," The Cbserver 1* May 1969, p.30.

2. Stitt, "The Art of Ibetry * An Interview with Jton Berryman, p.i61.
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Clearly, Henry's personal "oonfeeeed” struggle suggests the general
human condition ae well.

Despite the poet's overtures to Henry's general human condition,
Henry himself oonquriees the plot. Vho then is this character too struts
end fiets like scxae condo and satenic character in a morality play?
Banpous and modest, learned end ignorant, cowardly and brave, lecherous
and loving, shattered and tools, fantasising and realistic, responsible
and irresponsible, self-pitying and brave, victim and master, famous and
infamous, Henry entertaine, debates, oelabrates, recalla and laments.
Henryk is the modern hero, the underdog as hero, a oosdoal idealist, the
solitary outcast, the "imaginary" Jew and Bladonanf he is Millie Ltoan,
Leopold Bloom, J. lifted Arufrock, Flem Sbapma, Hogperor Jones, lahauml,
and Don Quixote; and yet, he has something of the nobility of Hamlet and
the shrewdness of Odysseus. He is the wayfaring Christian of the
Augustinian spiritual journey; the modern Wordsworth set out on His own
educational journey; a adddle aged Uutolaberry FLon, "his apirit full with
Mark Twain" (7, 170). He is the picaro of the picaresque traditicmt the
admirable, interesting, and lovetole rogue too lives by hie wits, gets into
trouble and out of it as he travels throuto society.

Henry's strength and tkemr courage to survive his journey rely
on the apeci^ vigor and humor, honesty, and awareness that not only sustain
him but also compel our admiration. Humorously, Hanry clowns from one
delicious (a favorite Berryman word) fanale to the next*

Henry & Hroebe happy as cockroaches
in the world-kitohen woofed, with all away.

(II, 31)____________________________
1. The very name Henry in modem Aaerlomi or fioglito does not have the 

regal connotation it once held in üigland. In feet, Berryman chose 
Henry because it ma hie least favorite name# "... my eeoond wife 
and I once agreed that the names Mabel and Haauy are the laost deteat able 
of all names...." aieeon, p.l8. Berryman notes, too, that Hanry has 
no particular literary origin, deapite attenpte to ooaqpare Headngway'e 
Hanry of A Farewell to Arms and Stephen Crane's Henry of The Had Badge 
of Courage.
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Hanry of Doniybrodk brad Ilk* a pig, 
bred whan he erne brittle, bred toen big, 
how he*e sweating to support them.

(V, 97)
He pubüahed his girl's bottom in staid pages 
of an old weekly.

(V, 122)
He olowns at a Modem Language Association convention t

Hey, out there! —  assistant professors, full, 
associates, —  instructors —  others —  any —
I have a aing to toay.

(II, 35)
He interviews St. Peter toth a casual wryness to enter heaven t

Pater's not friendly. He gives me sideways looks. 
The architecture ie far from reassuring.
I feel uneasy.
A pity, —  the interview began so well 
I mentioned flendito things, he waved them away 
and aloahed out a martini....

(Ill, 55)
SometiHMa he laughs off heavy drinking t

toy drink so, two days running?
tw> months, 0 seasons, years, two decades running?
I answer (mailee) my question on the caff i 
Man, I beam thirsty.

(V, 96)
and he puns both lidiculously and cleverly t

PoU-cats are coming, hurrah, hurray.
I votes in vy hole.

(I, 2)
Fate winged me. ..

(n, 1*2)
Spellbound held subtle Henry all hie four 
hearers in the acdcat of the market....

( m ,  71 )
I am fleeing double....

(VI, 111*)
Siewure ie gall.

(VI, 228)
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But for all of Hanzy'a olowolng, hia aenaa of the condo conplemsnta hia 
honesty idth himself* comedy is not only his form of *#lf-appraisal but 
also prevents Henry from drooping into self-pity, toich he ie prone to 
do. For exmple his lecherousness, toich leads to "the sad process"
(V, 121 ), is tagged accurately* "a state of chortle sin."

Sometimes, however, he is more straitotforwardly honest than
humorous*

Love her he doesn't but the thoutot be puts 
into that young woman 
would launch a national product 
ooaqplete with TV sports & sky writing 
ouÛets in Boon 6 Tokyo....

(in, 69)
And even toen he wLtoes to be dishonest with himself he cannot be*

Henry was not a coward. Muto.
(I, 13)

He was always in love with the wrong woman 
we can't go on here, toich would not be zdoe 
or true.

(VI, 213)
And I am bored. That's a lie.

(VI, 2li9)
I cross oy heart 

& hope to die but not this year.
(VI, 265)

It's tims to settle dow —  
but not yet.

(vn, 332)
The Augustinian ring of the last two exaaÿles in particular emphasiBSs 
not only Henry's innate honesty but also his self-eiareness. In fant, both 
Henry's sense of humor and his sense of honesty have their roote in his 
awareness. Awareness is part of toat Henry sees with "Tolstoyan clarity"*
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toen he dreeeed up & iq), hie ooetunee Tailed
with the eoutheato wind, but he renalna aware.
Awareneaa was most of what he had.

(vn, 370)
Admirable as Henry's awarenees might be, it indicates a passiTe 

state. TO be aware ie but one stage in the progrees towarda eelf- 
realiaation and mlfMmity. By the conclusion of The Dream Songs we 
recognise that wometMng more active than awareness has happened to a 
changed Henry. Less obvious expressions of thie dunge stretch over 
long distances; early in the Songs "the brain fever bird did scales"
(I, 5) in Hanry'a dreams, but at the end he rejoices that "the violent 
winds in my gardens front & beekAave dxlv en away ny birds" (VU, 378 ).
The active change in Hanry interests ua more than his passive awarenees. 
to observe and participate in Henry's cultivation of his understanding* he 
leams to forgive those in his past who wounded him; he learns the 
difference between love and aezuiû. desire; he leams that thought, no matter how 
penetrating, cannot answer toe questicm of the oauee or outooeie of man's fate; 
he leams that art and woxk offer a happy man means of survival; as a 
famous poet he leams to wear hudbly the Imorels of faaw; he leams not only 
to make a decdsiim but also to bear the risks it iaposea; he leams to accept 
toat he (and man) ia a mixture of good and evil; and he leams that he shares 
with all men toe loss of Bden, toe lose of hia oneness with Qtod which he 
strives to recover in hie journeying lift. toat Hanry leame, slowly and 
painfully in Augustinian and Wordsworthian fashion, fosters his growth 
towards self-understanding. In the process of his knowledge
and feeling) his purpose often seems muffled, but, as the field of his 
knowledge expands and the breadth of hie feelinge and experlenoe develop, 
hie purpose orystalliaee. At the end of hie groping forth, he leams 
that knowledge and feeling ranks aa leaser truths* the greater truth being 
that he grows and maries a rhythmic spiral of his being.
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II. il. The Folds and Layers of Coming to Life

The road to originality in the modem world ̂ of poatr^ 
lies through technical experiment with language, and toe 
boldest is through syntax and image.

A.C. Partridge
The Language of Modem Poetry 

Life comes against not all at once but in layers.
The Dream Songs (VII, 299)

Though the basic plot of Henry's struggle to survive is simple,
the tapestry of the Songs of Henry's inner life is complex. to have taken
Henry's cue to regard the toole as "Tolstoyan"; in the same context, he
suggests how we might view the parts :

Henry saw with Tolstoyan clarity
his muffled purpose. He described the folds —
not a symbol in the place.

(VII, 370)
An expansive standard like "Tolstoyan clarity" at once tenqpts and defeats 
a definitive interpretation; as we commit ourselves to the development of 
one Song, wa find that in the very act of doing so, we exclude another of 
equal inportance. Ikwever, in determining the parts of the toole, the 
"folds" and "layers," we may clearly construct the whole; we come against 
the work "not all at once but in layers." This approach to writing about 
life, both in method and manner, resembles a pursuit of James Joyce's
Ulysses in toich the reader pursues the meaning of a single passage or word
toich leads him to other related passages until finally a pattern of meaning, 
a definite, though not complete, interpretation emerges.

Distinguishing the folds and layers of The Dream Songs imitates 
Henry's own plan of digging into the layers of himself. Early in the 
Songs, he hints obscurely at this method* "I advanced upon/(despairing) 
my spumoni" (l, i*). At first one might regard a statement about advancing 
on ice cream as nonsense, but toen he considers that Henry is talking about 
spumoni, an i ce cream made up of layers of different colors, flavors and
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textures, the msming beconss olesreri Hsnzy will adrspee vqpon layers —
of what we ere not sore yet. In latter Songs we leern that Henry will
advance upon the layers of hiwaalf; he is "sloidy toaarsd off" (17, 78)
and "hia wild wit... assigned aofpLea none" but "onzve on cmrva" (71, 182).
Hanry is "taut" (and "taught") with his vision of "folds":

... taut with his vision as it has to be, 
open it closed singe <m his mystery 
furled 6 unftirled.

(VI, 260)
Discovering the texture and the solidity of the layers of a "whole mental
life" is a alow ripening process, not merely perceiving hia subject but
seising it and making it visible:

Leaving the ends aft open, touch the means,
toereby we ripen. Touch by all means the means
whereby we come to life,
enduring the manner for the matter, ay
I sing tpiokly, offered Henry, I
sing more quickly.
I sing with infinite slowness finite pain 
I have reached into the corner of my brain 
to have it out.
I sat by fires when I was young, & now 
I'm not I sit by fires again, although 
I do it more slowly.

(vn, 305)
These two stanaas oonstitute an implicit and an explicit ststemant of the 
rich texture of the whole process toereby the layers of Henry and The Dream 
Songs come to life. The explicit expression of the tode is stated straitot- 
forwardlyt "I sing with infinite slowness finite pain....” The iaplioit 
expression is exmiqdifled in the reader's alow process of stripping away the 
layers of meaning. On the level of a plain aanse ststemant, Henry is 
saying that man toould endure hia finite pain which is his infinite condition. 
Man's pain, however, is the means whereby he grows wiser, toeraby he "comes 
to life." But other layers of meaning, and by implioation the layers of
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Hanry, are made ail fold in doubla antaadraa and allusion. (I usa doubla 
entandra both in tha aanaa of double maaoing of language and of two 
interpretations one of wbioh has risqué connotations.} The first vwrse 
heavily connotes sexual activity —  the "mamns wherelqr we corn to lift," 
Viewed as a wit^ double entendre, the risqué connotation is humorous; 
viewed as a strict double entendre, the sexual meaning is a statement of 
man's source, the mysterious world of touching the instinctual means.
The repetition of "means" ("touch the means,/whereby we ripen. Touch
by all means tha means") turns the almost glib phrase of aoeouragemant "kqr 
all means" into a way of "eoadng to life." The second stansa ahifta 
emphasis from instinct to intellect and suggests another "Paeans" of 
coedng to life; the ahift seams to be an attaaqpt to sublimate instinctual 
aims to mental aims. The subtle but precise folds of meaning of "having 
it out" d  and to Henry's brain make clear the layers of Hwry'a struggles 
his struggle is inside his brain, and because of tumultuous thought, he 
siahes to pluck out his brain. The indefinite antecedant "Tit" of course 
may be the "instinct" of the first stansa; Hanry has reached into the corner 
of his brain to "think out* his instincts. His only aid to having out hia 
instincts is age, and so the fires of instinct to his youth decrease with
age. On another level, the ambiguity of the penultimate line raadnds us
again of Henry's crises of identity: "I sat by the fires toan I was young, 
ft now/i'm not X alt by fires again...." to one sense Hanry is saying that 
he is no longer young; to another aanse, the aanse of crisis of identity, 
"I'm not I" is the subject of "alt" —  he sat by the instinctual fires of 
youth but now he alts by the mental fires of middle age.

The phrase "whereby we ripen" to the first stansa allndea to and 
evokes the vast world of King Lear. After Gloucester's blindness, Bdgar 
tries to keep him from lapsing into his former peeslmiam:
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Men must endure 
Their going hence, even as their oondng hither.
Sipaneaa ia all.

(7, ii, 8-11)
Henry's view of surviving in a world of pain, injustloe, and mortality is 
no more, no less then Edgar's. The alluaion to King Lear provides a 
reference to another work in which the layers of man's eodLstenoe are 
explored.

«
This method of scrutinising the rhythsic texture of layers of

a poem is of oourse an exsmplaxy approato to any poan. In a long poem
like The Praam Songs, such an approach helps us to recognise how the
Songs explain each other; how across long distances a thane or an idea
is expmded or redefined.

Hanry sings of the "finite slowness" of exploring layers, tout
often he sings of *Migging" into the layers. Ha is "Mr. Heartbreak, the
New Han,/caBM to farm a craay-land..." (I, 5). Hanry would wish to be
Dante and Rimband*

... eato dug dom for hiaaalf a definite hole 
in a definite universe toich he could 
bring to mind structured....

(VII, 3U8)
Hanry witoes to dig a definite "hole" ("whole" as wall) eapeoially into
his past toich he has "toovellad out of sWit" (VI, 207). Iteadaxically,
the past has dug into hint

Notes in the sullen groimd 
are not passed, or found.
Their solitude is great 6 dug to last...,

(VI, 268)
The grinding drill of "was & will" (past and future) digs into Hanry.

The drill was after or is into him.
Whirr went a bite. Be ahould not faelthis bad.
A truly first class drill.
Nothing distinctly hurt a. It reminds him.
- Like it makes you blink, Mr. Bones, of was & will?
- Very muto so.

(VI, 185)
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And forces outside m d  inside Hsnxy dig M b  up:
Noises froB underground msde gibber m m ,  
others oolleoted & dug Henry up....

(IV, 91)
to turn, in order for Henry to survive, he himself must dig :

... insomniaFplagued, with e shovel 
digging like Bsd) lemmrus with a plan 
to get his o w  baok, a plm, a stratagem 
no neesmm will unrecvel.

(IV, 91)
Throutoout The Dresm Sonss Henry reminds himself and the reader that ha haa
"a plan," "a progemmm,* of digging into tha layers of Mmsalf in order to
form a definite whole; the facts of a newsman are not enouto, somtMng
more is required.

Hmry's plan of digging into his layers dsterminss the method of
the Songs: the l^ers of Hanry beoom clearer as we learn (and ha lemma)
more about his conoems, his wants, and his needs. Often the layers beoome
olear beoause we oome to understand tha event or orisls wULoh oonoem Henry.
Another way to illustrate Henry's "digging" is through his aymtsm, toat
Lowell oallad a Wsruptad and mended syntax."̂  A simple exasgde
iUustrste : Hanry broods on the paralywing ghosts of his past, and "often
he reckons, in the daw, them up" (H, 29). The syntax of tfaia short
statement is disrcqAed enough to isolate the three elements of the sentenoe:
Henry's "reckoning," "the daw," and "them," (i.e. the ghosts of the past).
These three elements fhse into a complete statement, but each in isolation
miggests notably dear layers of meaning. Hanry "rsokcns," then, in
several senses: he recalls, he oonadders, he estimâtes, he settles accounts
with, and he depends on the ĝ rosts of tha past. He reckons "in the daw,"
1. lowell, "Itor John Berrymw," p.h. Lowell saw the origin of Berrymw's 

style in the 19hO's: "John oould quote WLth vibrance to all lengths, 
even prose, even late Siskeapears, to ahow me toat oould be done with 
disrupted and mended ayntax. This was the start of his zed style."
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a tima hovering between the light and tha darkneaa, between tha oonaoioaa 
and the unconaoloua, and between death and life. And finally, ha retoone 
"the* up": he awekana and he brings to life, "them." The syntax, thouto 
disrupted, mends itself in the eomplax folds of Henry's problems and 
preoccupations.

SoBM readers have beam perplexed and distracted by Berryman's 
style in The Dream Songs. For some, his style is too eute; it "rattles" 
in their ears. But some, and not all in print as Bsrrymwm observed, have 
recanted as Robert Lowell did. Of 77 Draw Bangs he said: "I misjudged 
them, end was rattled by thair manneriws."^ Conaidsred as a whole, the 
style becomes muto smoother and less distorted in the progress of The Dream 
Songs and, by implication, reflects Henry's progress from diildiahness and 
fragmentation to a maturity and tooleneas. To this extent the distorted 
style of the first three Parts is a marie. Oblique and perscnal refarences 
and twisted syntax protect and reflect a tortured soul. Aredwick Seidel 
stresses Berryman's fragmented style as a raflection of tha world about 
Henry:

Perhaps the aodsm world has been so nifhtmaririi that a 
writer can feel required to use disguising and enhancing techniques 
anriUqEous to those used in dream wrak —  perhaps a truly accurate 
naturalism must rix>w a dream world America of repetitive, sudden, wlriw 
fulfilling ridfts of scene; of fasdliar objects that glean with horror 
and absurd humour; an Amerioa of abortive^ eamiiliiitly unconnected 
vignettes ridcfa illustrate vengeance, humliatian, thwarted this 
and that. 2

(Seidel's illuminating insight here reminds one of Berryman's passion for 
the cinema. ) Certainly a fragmented style does reflect a fragmented 
Henry and perhaps a fragmented world (one must remember throutoout that 
we see the world through Henry's dreams). Ait sudh a view of Berryman's 
style stops short of a further, more obvious observation; Seidel notes:
"... I think that it ia just that Berryman found he prospered with a style
1. Ibid.
2. Frederick Saidel, "Berryman's Dream Songs", Ibetry Vol.105 (January, 

1965), 257. -----
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that allowed him such concentration of material and such freedom, m d  allowed
his humor, A style, in other words, in toich Berryman furled end unfürlad
his folds of maaning in dreams; "a style stem, wicked & sweet" (VII, 323);
a style that la "black jade St all seasons" and "burning leaves" and "a
shelving of moss over eato planted face" (VI, 191 )•

Disrupting ayntax does not always create layers of meaning; sometimes
Berryman botches ayntax simply to coma dow heavily upon a word or a point:

I don't see how Hanry, pried
open for all the world to see, survived.

(I, 1)
The glories of the world struck ms, made me 

aria, once.
(n, 26)

Came a day toen none, though ha began 
in hia accustomed way on the filthy steps 
in a crash of waters, cas».

(in, 71 )
similarly, Berryman breaks syntax typographically for us to linger over,
isolate and fire a new eiqhasis. "Life comes against not all at once
but in layers" (VU, 299) is a good exasqüe, but there others:

I overlook the hopeless spectacle
with pity & love & almost perfect admiration.•••

(VI, 262)
Henry tried the world again & again,

falling short of the mark.
(vn, 359)

Long eo yeare since stops I may (to) 
expect a freto version of living....

(VII, 380)
If there ware a middle ground between thinge 

and the seul....
(vn, 385)_____________________

1. Ibid.
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A typograjiiioal break in ayntax may ooeroe m  «ddguity ae wall, aa 
in the opening line of The Drew Songai "Huffy Hanry hid the day.,.,”
(I, 1 ). Hanry's hiding ie eaphaeiaed but ambiguoualy eo, the euggeetiime 
being that Hanry hid from the day, that Henry hid tha length of a day, and 
that Henry hid tha day from othere.

Rearranging phraeee and placing a word ao that its meaning turns 
about several times «restes the sas» effect of disrtqiting but mending into 
folds of meaning. A standard turn of phrase like "trying to hit the nail 
an the head," Berryman turns again* "Nd more daily, trying to hit the head 
on the nail” (I, 10). Several meanings might be extended from this new 
turn* the enphasis toifte froei his trying to hit or eetahlieh dearly a 
preoiae point to the idea of hitting one's head, "without a think” as be 
says in the next line; and there is the sense of hanging one's head on a 
nail in order to secure it. A single word strategicsUy p?4Med for 
anbiguous effect is Berryman's favorite technique* "Fall Hanry bad into 
the original orlme..." (I, 26). "Fell” functions both me a verb and an 
adjective I "Henry fall baok" and "fallen Hanry" toich fits logiodly with 
"the original crima." In a later Song Henry again refers asbi^usly to 
his tudies of the Fall* "He'd 've run off to sea/(but for his studies 
careful of the Fall)..." (V, 1U1 ). "Careful" placed where it is suggests 
Henry's meticulous, concerned study and hia awareneee and cantion of the 
Fall.

Distorting syntax and ambiguously placing words were a Berryman 
signature before The Dream Songs, particularly in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, 
but another of Berryman's techniques (it cannot truly be «yn*»* an aspect of 
style) for creating levels of maaning is a use of atoiguous pronouns. Ha 
intends that the reader not only observe but also be induded in the procesa 
of the life we lead, much the same as Dante involves the reader and 
in the opening line of the Divine CwBady* "Midway in our life's journey, I



want Mtnqr ” (%r ItaUes). Cai^tof$ "Ik m a  vtk It Wüte & aidft m d
Wmr# I m^/gi don't kxwv" (I# Z6) (%tr Italie#). The porooMW that the 
reader obmzTM thronghoat anqpaavla both the reader*# wnderatanrtlng of fianzgr 
and Benx7*B uoderetanttng of hlaealf. Hamry apeak# of tdaeelf in the 
«Ingolar n d  in the ÿLuuMl# "eonetime# in the flret pereon# eoawtiai## in 
the third# and anaaeMm## eran in the aecond̂ ':̂

X*r# had «noegh of thi# dying.
%ju*Te done me # doaan goodbeeaeaf get vaUL.
njbt again for our oun.
Banzy fait baffled# in the alddia of the thing.
(Hr itaiioa) (V# lip)

Cbe adiixt argue# ea Patzlole Braamer hea# that them ahifting pancmouna
dupiot the atmggle of Hanrp*# ego# id# and anparagoa "I" la the ego or
eelf# *%e” ia the id or uateonî loua# end ^rou" la the auper ago or 

2ocmaoienoe. The ago# in thie oem Hanzy# la e peer ereature ato owe# 
eervioe to three naeteraa the axteznal eezOd ("they")# the libido of the 
id# and the eevezity of the eupez'-ego. the make# a pereueaiea arguaaant 
ewph aid King Hanzy*# prooeaa of aelf-oreatlon. Bar argument mta up the 
tenatona aaad inadeta on the prooeaa of unifying "P* "ha#" and *Vou" into 
"m" ao that the fblda m d  layer# of Baauy aaaba one "atole" life.

H. iii. The aignifloapttee of Dreana

No aaan uban oonedoua etiadna to true or inspired intuition# 
but rather adaan the power of intalleot ia flattered in aOeep 
or by dlaeam or daaaaaxtlau

Aato# Riaaadrua
After ttja Otem Songe m a  publiahad aa e ooagplate pom in 1P6P# 

Bohert Ely rariaeed it in # Mbmeapolia neuupaper. Thera be notUng
I. Berzyean# Hla Tor. HLa Dreaaa. Hla Beat, p.1%.
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slgnifiomt in Bly# a natiTS of Mlnnsaota# revlaidng for a paper in his 
native state# but in this ease# it betrays an eagameas for diatribe.
It was aa though fiXy sent a personal letter to Berryman idw lived in 
Minneapolis. But auoh pronounoeeenta aa "this ia cute and diasusting" 
and "stupid atatementa like that are predictable" mod auoh patronising 
advice aa "readers interested in good oontmporazy poetry should not go 
to this book" carry with them their owo dLaoredit. Bren Wien Bly would 
attempt a «Lt^ barb# hia factual atateneuxt that dreams have nothing to 
do with The Dream SOnga causes him to blunder againi "Berryman's *Drem 
Songs#* ao much admired# have nothing to do with dreams# but are esaentially 
wLttioiama about Kierkegaard."^ Neverthaleea# Bly ia rifd* in saying that 
The Dream Songs was (and ia) much admired; one need only enumerate the awards 
and recount the praise from moat oritica Wio were not engulfed by their 
eagemeas. And# too# Ely's review ia broadly instructive on two points* 
first, there aeon to be no in-betweon views of The Dream Songs, and second# 
there seems to be am underestimation of the algni ft canoe of dreama to the 
Songs. Parfaaps some of those who have adagivinga about The Dream Songs 
would appreciate it more by looking cloeer at dreams a*e integral to the 
whole work. Suxdi a aoxutiny would in fact locate not only the rhythms 
of ita ooherency but also its eraftmanship and art.

In the preface to 77 Dream Songs. Berryman insisted on the
importance of dreams to the Whole work* "Many opinions and errors in the
Songs are to be referred not to the diaraoter Hanry# still leas to the
author# but to the title of the work." "Errors in the Songs#" however#
is misleading. Intrlnaic to a long view of Henry's dreams are vital
structures rather than haphasard errors; there ia am undulating Aramework#
or# to shift the amphaaia# a rhythm of dreaaa-work. Observing soxaemae'a
1. Bobert Bly# "A 'Garage Sale* of Berryman's Poetry#" Minneapolis Tribune 

Deceaber 13# 1970# p.llE.
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dreams ia not a scattered# haphaaard way of penetrating the layers of tksB 
subconscious# but rather a means of disoovering the living structure or 
structures that the subocmscious creates. In dreams these "structures#" 
however# are not rigid; they take shape through an unconscious process 
of the dreamer's ordering and making preferential selections and substitut
ions of his experience —  Wxat Areud called distortion, displacement and 
condensation. ]bx the Same way# disoemible moving patterns and deoodeable# 
animated enbleaui Wiape the whirling mosaic of Henry's dreams; his "errors" 
are created by distortion# dLaplaoenent# and condensation.

From the earliest historical evidence we know that the apparent 
wisdom in dreams has fascinated mankind. Aimitive man seams to have held 
a firm persuasion of their importsnce# even to his everyday affairs.
Accounts of draams, dream visions, and dream allegory comprise an important 
part of our literature t Joseph in the Old Testamant, St. Paul in the New 
Testament, gods snd goddesses visiting mortals in dream in the Iliad and 
the Odyssey, dream allegories in the Middle Ages such as The Roaiaoce of 
the Rose. The Pearl. The Vision of Piers Hcwman# The House of Fame, and 
the Divine Comedy. Ih drama, traa "hakeapeare to Strindberg, dream has 
been used as m  effective dramatic device. Poets of the I9th# 19th and 20th 
centuries were attracted to dream as a atimalus to the imagination; Blake, 
Keats and Yeats regarded dream as a symbol of the imagination. In the early 
twentieth century# dream became nearly aynonymous with payWio-analyais 
and the iiqpact on modem literature reflects the alliance. But in thu 
history of dreams, whatever the theory of the origin of dreams (i.e. 
physiological, personal rwdniscenoe, racial raadniscenes, or premonitory)# 
or Whatever the theory of form or foxnlesaness of dreams ham been# man has felt 
that "we are such stuff/is dreams are made on," will be made on# or wiah to 
be made on. %  have always regarded dreams as a source of wisdom and the 
living shadow of reality# similar to Keats's comparison of the imagination
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with Ad«B*8 dream: "he awoke and found it truth.
The effect of an exploration of Henry's inner life in dreams gives 

the Songs a near massive emotional, rather than reasoned directness. The 
fertile layers and folds of the Songs thrive in Henry's anxiety so that to 
observe Henry's dreams is to observe, seemingly, madness. In "an extra
ordinary vivid dream ," Henry dreams that "his mother's estate/was on the

2grounds of a lunatic asylum" Wrsre the inmates "never leave their cells" |
Hanzy does not attempt to

go into the meaning of the dream 
except to say a sense of total LOSS 
afflicted me....

(V, 101)
In this context of course "sense" amans "feeling," but in the progress of 
the Songs feeling crystallises into a logical inevitability : Henry serves 
painfhlly his "blind tern" (HI, 63) in the dark #11 of his dreasui; he is 
"rid slowly of all his dreams" (VI, I78); and he wakes and blunders on, 
"wiser, on the Wiole,/but not more accurate" (VI, 263).

As The Dream Songs unfolds, we gradually survey the types and 
the boundaries of dreams. Henry's Songs include not only the unconscious 
dremt (the dreamer is unaware that he is dreaming), but also lucid dreams 
(the dreamer is aware that he is dreaming). And Henry's dreams suggest 
meanings other than dreams of the mind* he dreams in the sense of a 
visi(m of the ideal* "I saw in ay dreamAhe great lost cities, Macchu 
Piccfau, Cambridge Mass., Angkor..." (VI, 197); and he sees in his dreams
an aspiration to soamthing notable *

In the night-reeWies dreaxaed he of better grâces, 
of liberations, and beloved faces, 
such aa now ere he sings.

(IV, 90)
1. Forman, ed.. Letters, p.68.
2. Berryman believed strongly in the "viadm" of madness* "I think that 
Whitman is right with wegard to 'Song of %self• ' I am prepared to submit 
to his opinion. He was era y, and I don't contradict madmen. Vhen William 
Blake says something, I say thank you, even though he has uttered the
most hopeless fallacy that you can imagine. I'm willing to be their 
loving audience. I'm just hoping to hear something marvelous from time 
to tins, marvelous and true." Stitt, "The Art of Poetry * An Interview 
with John Berryman." p.192.
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But he la oonoerned mainly with drema of the mind. He seas dreams as 
puaslingt "I don't understand this dream..." (V, 137). Be wrestles with 
fear and unoertain^ in dreams* "Dreams xaahe orawl lAth fear..." (H, U9) 
and "All we dream, uncertain..." (7, 109). HLs dreams become a means of 
determining the actual and confronting the ordinary*

Rid alcwly of A  his dremas 
he faced the wUAed ordinary day 
in a tumult of seems
Wdlst wanderers on coasts lookt for the man 
actual, having encountered all his (̂ xosts 
off & on, by the way.

(71, 178)
At the center of these types and boundaries of dreams rest some 

important assumptions. first, Henry, helpless in sleep, will allow his 
subconscious to speak the truth, even thou#^ the truth might be disguised. 
Uille Henry himself m i ^  fantasise, the reader should not regard his dreams 
as fantasies in the pejorative smise. And second, because he is helpless 
in sleep, the journey into his interior regions is both a passive and an 
active pursuit. His aaiboonsclous acts as his radar* "M(y radar digs.
I do not dig" (I, 21 ). Bsxplexed and â&mied by the outer world, his 
subconsdousoess helps him overcoam his difficulties even when he has 
outwardly abandoned than as insunanrntable.

Axhaps it is predictable that poetry (i.e. Song) and dreaau should 
be fused together, for dreams have in coaaam with poetry many of the same 
properties. Condensation makes for the poet's tropes of ayneo'doohe and 
metonymy; dlqplacement is his allusion; and transformation of thoughts into 
visual images is his metaphor. Long before Berryman began his Dream Songs 
in the late 19$0's, he was obviously attracted to the idea of making a poem 
about dreams,and he recognised the similarity of condensation in dreams and 
poetry as in "Desire Is a Wbrld by Night" (about 19W)* "When we dream, 
paraphrase, analysis/Exhaast the crannies of the night" (T.D.. p.$3). Di
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fais study of Stephsn Crons (19$0) hs praisss Robert Graves's theory of
dreams that points to the ozlgin of poetry*

A savage dreaiaa, is fidghtened by...^^^^ dream, and goes to the 
medioine man to have it explained. Æ e  medicine nan cam make 
anything, aaxythiug will reassure the savage, so long as the manner 
of its delivery is iaqtresadvej so he chants, perhaps he stamps his 
foot, people like rhythm, what he says beoomes rhythnioal, people 
like to hear things aaato. and ahat he says begins to rhyme. Boetry 
begins —  as a prestloal matter, for use. It reassores the savage. 
Perhaps he only hears back again, chanted, the dream he just told the 
medicine man, but he is reassured; it is like a apeH. And medicine 
xaen are shrewd* interpretation enters the chanting, symbols are 
developed and connected, the gods are invoked, pastry booms. 1

And so do Berrynan's Dream Songs boom; *d*en Henry's Adend amks,
"Has you seen a medicine man?" (VU, 366) the medioine mao chants, staaps 
his foot and "what he says begins to rhyme." In Graves's theory we observe 
an early seed for The Dream Songs; the repetition of the same theme or 
experience in poetry to clarify a deep-seated problca, a medley of symbols

Obeing developed and connected ("something seen naively in a new relation" 
and the possibility of interpreting drama. Henry's dreams, in fact, 
might be regarded as archetypal in that his recurrent struggles are 
primordial* guilt for desiring to murder his father; his need to overwxws 
his sexual instinct; aaxi his need for self-sacrifice. In this sense. The 
Dream Songs records a discovery, by means of repetition to soTJLdify the layers, 
of Henry's primordial self.

Elsewhere in his critical biography of Stephen Crane, Berryman notes 
that as a practical mattw a poem may merely "rehearse" a dream* "the poem 
can siiqply say Wiat the dream (nightmare) was...."* Nevertheless, The Dream 
Songs has a quality of investigation like that "Inimitable sincerity of a 
frightened savage anxious to leani Wxat his dream means, *dxi<di Berryman 
found in Crane's poetry. On the one hand Heiuy says that he has a "special 
need" to "rest & rehearse" (VI, 179), but on the other he needs rhymes "to 
signal his fiery Passage" (IV, 79). A single poem mi^t rWrearse a dream,
1. Berryman, Stephen Crane, p.273.
2. Ibid.. p.277.
3. Ibid.. p.287.
1*. Ibid., p. 277.
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but 365 of thorn beoono an inveatlgatlon; tfaalr art might be an artifice 
of rehearaaX, but taken as a lAole, they have the qaalltiea of inspired 
intuition mod reasoned significance.

II. iv. The Dramatis Bsreonee of Dreams

"The impersonator is our apeoial jc^/And pusale...."
The Dispossessed, p.59.

The poem as a "rehearsal" and an "investigstinn" brings to bear 
upon drama, a straxtegsm in dreams that reveals, ironieailly, the dreamer. 
Vhile the prinordisl in Henry is suggested in tads pretsnoe of a blade mask, 
by extenaloa, the isask suggests the primitive fTaaaseork of visual emblems 
in dreams. Dreams are a foam of primitive thinking; they bluntly manifest 
in concrete embleais and analogies and not in abstract thou#d%ts. Dremas, 
as in primitive thought, cannot relate cause and effect but reaudn on the 
plane of the senses, eapedally the visual sense. Thus, anger in our 
dreams may be represented by an angry person; our sexuality may be acted 
out in the figure of a scaqr woman; our self-esteem amy be elevated In the 
figure of a general on a white horse; overcoedr^ a crisis auy ae «d>leniasd 
in crossing a river. Bscple and objects in dreams becoms dramatis personas 
and emblems representing, as they may do on the stage, certain ideas and 
feelings* ’Hdjoics me wish we all were, and are" (T.D.. p.60). To simplify 
further, a dream ad;d»t be called a dramatic allegory in Wxich the 
(Aareoterlsties and experiences we ourselves possess are represented by 
ps(9 le or objects. Each représenta, and oftentimes plays out, the parts 
we assign them as we unconsciously write the script. The players and 
enblanis may call attention to themselves or hover in a marginal fog; they 
may simply manifest our fsalings or attempt to resolve our conflicts.
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In our dremas all of ns seem to be a kind of J. Alfred Arufrock
in preparing "a face to meet the faces that you meet." There is an aspect
of our personality that is fortnsd by and adapted to the social environment.
The figures of the persona in our dreams, as C.Q. Jung called these masks
of our social awareness, dramatizes the conflict between our real self and
what we would wish to hide from others %

Since we live in a social world, and yet have unde sir able traits in our characters Wiidh we are unwilling to show to others, we have to put on a mask to hide our real selves, a mask of bravado to hide our fear, of indifference to hide from others how much we feel, a mask of politeness to disguise our hate or contwpt. 1
To take the first of these examples, Henry feigns for the public a mask of
bravado as a kni^t. He persists in his disguise even when someone knows of
his counterfeit; almost mockingly Henry's friend addresses him as "Sir Bones,"
knight of the bumt-ooxk (i.e. a black-faced minstrel). Alone, Henry's
conscience forces him to be honest about his knighthood t "Henry was not a
coward. Much" (I, 13). IHLs honesty, however, does not prevent from
craving the "heroic stuff" of knighthood; he wonders, "of lAat heroic stuff
was warlock Henry made ?"(17, 79). "Warlock" denotes Henry's desire even
for sorcery to be transfomsd into a knight; it connotes as well, the "war
like" heroism that he craves. His need for knighthood persists*

I do this, thrice a year; that is, I gropea few sore hours among my actuals 
for evidence of knighthood.

(VI, 163)
The mask of bravado that Henry wishes to put on in public, though he cannot 
do so privately, becomes recast as actual evidence of his bravery. Near 
the end of The Dream Songs Henry finds the courage of knighthood; he becomes 
"Sir Henry" (no longer the dedslve and ironic "Sir Bones," knight of the 
burnt-cork) combating and defeating the dragon lust who has defeated him 
for so long *
1. Hadfleld, Dreams and Nightmares. p.U3. This dramatization is of course similar to Areud's theory of disguised wish fulfilment.
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Hy lady la all in green, for innocence 
I am in black, a terror to my foes 
lAo are numerous & strong.
I haven't lost a battle yet but I am tense for the first losing. I wipe blood from my nose 
and raise my voice in song.

(VII, 315)
Blow upon blow, his fire-breath hurt me sore,
I upped my broad sword 6t it hurt him more, 
without his talons at a loss& dragons are stiqxid* I lAeeled around to the back of him
my charger swift and then I trimmed him
tail-less;

(711, 316)
Henry's of a knight is but one of his numerous disguisest

among his occupations are teacher, poet, actor, doctor, archaeologist, athlete,
rabbi, soldier, sailor, and statesman; he has various names, Henry House,
Henry Hankovitoh, and Henry Rissy-Cat; he becomes various animals, a cat, a
rabbit, a racoon, a doer, a "monstrous bug," and a bat. The multiplicity
of these masks suggests at once a conqplex and fragmented personality. At
times his masks represent his desire to hide his undesirable traits, but
they may portray Henry's true feelings. His mask of a hunted dear, innocent,
more sinned against than sinning, discloses Hwiry's ow feelings of anxiety,
helplessness, and persecutiont

I lay my ears back. I an about to die.
My cleft feet drum.Pierce, the two-footers club. Ity green world pipes a finish —  for us all, my love, not some.

(in, 56)
Another mask mî xt suggest a more confident Hanzy; often he dreams that he
is a cat, which seems logical, for cunning, surviving Henry seems to have 1
nine lives.

At times Henry seems to be aware that he hides behind maakst "Is
it the hour to replace my face?" (VI, 2U3) he asks; and again, mockingly,
1. There might be something in Henry's feeling that as a poet he, like Teats, would become "King of the Cats." In his essay on Round, Berryman recalled that "R>und went to London in 1908, at twentywthree, to leazn from Teats how to write 
poetry, in the belief that no one living knew more about.it. SwLnbuxne was just alive (lAan he died the following April, ' j m  the King of the Cats, < said Teats to one of his sisters meeting her in the street),..." Berryman,"The R>etry of Ezra Bound," p.378.
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"I think the elder eteteeeen etenoe will do” (VI, 212). But he is also
«ware that assuming a mask might protect him Aram taqptatioos —  for
exanqple, vanity and greed t

Henry reaeted like a snake to praise, 
he shed his skin
appearing thenceforward in a new guise 
eo praiee was for his past, he not therein, 
easing Aram vanity, the ndrTor's eyes,
saving him Aram greed.

(VII, 287)
He is aware, too, that masks do not always protect him; his mask of
bravado as knight falls away with the waaknees of the flesh i

How tiresome Spenser's knights, their grave wounds overnight 
annealed, whilst Henry with one broken aim 
deep in hospital lay 
With real palm...,

(VI, 198)
But clever Henry, more aware than he knows, benefits Aram the paradoxical
truth of the mask: "Hiked the man came forth in his made, to be" (VU, 370).
A mask allows Henry to be both something he is and something he is not, as
in his marie of bravado as knight; as his dreams unfold, his masks play out
views of himself that allow him "to be." The marie edght be viewed as a
bandage that aids In healing the woimd. Just as a kind of amnesia may
block the unowecious because of some deep payohic wound so the mask may
shield the unooneeious and allow it time to heal. Henry's unconscious
was deeply wounded at age twelve when his father coasaitted suicide. Now,
at about age forty-eight, he realises just how important amaks have been
to him; they have allowad him time to heal and in a sense to be reborn:

Vbnb was the word, where Henry never developed.
Aradent of him, though gLooa^, I assume 
that rid.oh you neglect.
The face he put on matters, ali^ddly wrericad, 
passed master 0 at noon & ridle he scqpped 
it anroute baok to the womb.

(VI, 270)
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The face hla unconsolous puts on matters because It allows Henry to 
become strong enough and to be less encumbered as he digs into the layers 
of his past and attempts to make them solid. Di Henry's baby-talk, he 
betrays his "adolescent imagination," but than the "adolescent imagination" 
does not dominate for very long: Henry does return from all of his "dying," 
"mlult & difficult" (IV, 87).

Through Henry's masks we may dsterndLne not only his personal 
history but also bis identification with and relation to the American past.
His Negro minstrel mask is an obvious representation. The minstrel mask 
calls up the uniquely American phenomenon of a white man pretending to be 
a black man.̂  This tradition began in the l820's with Daddy Rice and 
extended even to the 1930's in Amos 'n' Andy on the radio. Berryman 
Invokes this tradition of Negro minstrelsy in the first epigraph of 77 
Dream Songs: "Oo in, brack man, da day's yo' own" was Carl Vittke's
epigraph too in his study of minstrelsy Tambo and Bones (1930). Song 2, 
entitled "Big Buttons, Coronets: the advance," is dedicated to the founder 
of Negro minstrelsy, "Daddy Rice who sang and jumped 'Jim Crow' in Louis
ville in 1828 (Lradon I836 and later)...." From the outset of his dreams 
Henry associates himself with, and in fact pretends to be, a Negro minstrel, 
the oloweing end man in his colorful, dilapidated costume 1A0 hcmors the 
"bumt-coxk," and who will sing and jump in America and Ireland. He and 
his friend, who calls Hmry Mr. Bones but remains nameless himself, banter 
on stage like Tambo and Bones or Amos 'n' Andy:

-Are you radioactive, pal? -Pal, radioactive.
-Has you the night sweats & the day sweats, pal?
-Pal, I do.
-Did your gal leave you? -lhat do you think, pal?

(II, 51)
The exchanges between Hanry and his friend are dramatised in Negro idiom
which sometimes slides into the double meaning of the wit of dreams; when
1. As Richard Wight has said, "Negro life is / e ^  life lifted to the 

heights of pain and pathos, drama and tragedy. The history of the 
Negro in America is the history of VWstem Man writ fbiall.... The Negro 
is Ameidca's metaphor." Vhite Man. listen! (New York: Doubleday & Co., 
1957), pp.108-9.
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Henry eeye that by being alone we ”ory ourael'e awake" (II, iiO), he eeana 
literally "ory oureelvws awake," but he ia saying also that alone, "we 
cry our cells awake."

Vhat seems to start as dreams of minstrel entertainment in the 
manner of Daddy Rice jumping and singing develops into a serious pursuit of 
historical authority. Henry's relation to the Anerlcn past of Negro 
minstrelsy which developed from slaves oomioally imitating their masters 
reflects Henry's own ingwiuity and resiliency in bondage*

He sings
& clowns
and is wiser than the next man....

( m ,  357)
Henry in blade face "advances," as the title of Song 2 indicates he will,
through his ability to survive. Vhsther the black slave found as much
joy as Henry does in surviving seems doubtful, but he may enblemiae, as
he does for Henry, strength through suffering. Ia fact, Berrymmx eaqphasised
this point in an interview*

The Negro is an expert in survival. He is familiar with death 
and yet somehow continually picks himself off the very floor, 
clambers out of the very basement of civilisation. Suprmaely 
a victim, he escapes s^f-pity through joy in survival. 1

This is more than the authority of history, it is a legacy of hope.

II. V. Freud, Our I^dagogue of Dreams

FTeud, Henry dreams in a later Seng, is "our pedagogue to whip
us into truth" (7H, 327). He disagrees with Freud on the limitations
of dreams and broadens their scope to a "panorama of the lAde mental life" i

Freud was some wrong about dreams, or almost all} 
besides his insights grand, he thou^t that dreams were

a transcript
of childhood & the day before, 
censored of course* a transcript....

1. Howard, "Nhislqr>and Ink, Vhiskey and Ink," p.72.
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I tall you. Sir, you have enlightened but 
you have nlaled uat a dream is a panorama 
of the rixole mental life,
I took one onoe to forty-three atructurea, that 
accounted in each for each word* I did not yell "mama" 
nor did I take it out on ny wife.

(VII, 327)
Deapite this objection to Freud's limiting scope of dreams, many of his
observations are woven into the fabric of Henry's dream-work, especially
dream-censorahip, the wLt of language, symbols, and the unity of opposites.

The distortions aiwi gaps posited by Freud in his theory of dreaoK
censorship (i.e. the "omission, modification,regrouping of material"^)
visibly direct Henry's dreams. According to FTsud, in our conscious life
we repress or censor feelings which, nevertheless, overlap into our unconscious
life. In dreams, however, censorship is overcome because the dreamer
chooses, in spite of himself, ideas related to that which he would repress.
In this sense, dreams progress from a disguised wlshmfulfilment of feelings
to an undisguised wish-fulfllraent. Thus, by observing the rhythaw of
Henry's dreams we slowly learn idiat Henry normally censors. For example,
Henry's loss of his father is a loss that he wLahes to repress, but cannot
in his dreams. Henry's desire to forget the memory of his loss manifests
itself in the related idea of murder; Henry desires, in other words, to "kill"
his loss. Early in The Dream Songs Henry looks in a mirror t "Gentle
friendly Henry Pussy-Cat/smiled into his mirror, a murderer's..." (I, 19).
He sees himself as a murderer, but he does not know Wiy. He dreams of
having committed a violent murder, but concludes:

... never did Hmry, as he thought he did,
end anyone and haoka her body up
and hide the pieces, rixere they may be found.

(II, 29)
In identifying with Cain, Henry sees himself as a marked murderer ; "consider
me/in my cast, your first son" (II, U2). Henry's friend asks about riiat
1. Sigmund Freud, Introductory Lectures on Pychc-ana^sis» revised edition, 

trans. by Jo«i KLvierw (Lradont üeorge Allan and tmwin Ltd., 1929), 
p.117; see also p.l89.
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iRpaars to be the auark of Ceint "Is that thing on the front of your heed 
idut it seems to be, palT" (H, Si )• Bren Henry's view of history snd of 
his surroundings refleots his o m  obsession with murder: he dreams of 
Stalin's massacres —  "Brother Josef oame with his fiend's heart* (HI, 59); 
and of war —  "The war is real,/... inoident to murder" (HI, 6l ). Reourzlng 
dreams of violent m d  senseless murders disturb Hanzy: a murdered couple 
in a parked car —  "her throat is slit so deep the backbone eddies..."
(VI, 237); Rlrixard %eck Wro murdered eiid* nurses in Cfaioi^; and Charles 
Whitman in Houston, Texas riho murdered his wife and mother and *Aum loriced 
himself in a tower m d  killed thirteen more people and wounded thirty-three 
(V, I3S). Apart from Henry's humane concern over these aauders, these 
dreams are evidence of his mndety over his desire to "kill" the loss of 
his father, but, finally, Hanzy dreams that he and his father meet at 
addday "in a clearing and lookt at each other a wfaUe./To kill was not 
the message" (V, II6).

Fraud eight sell Henry's overcoming his desire to kill his father
a normal triumph over the Oedipus complaoc at the 1̂  of puberty the
aggressive iapulses of a bey towards his father are subdued. Cjp to this
stage the boy ham identified tdth his mother more than his father, but now
he identifies more with his father. Henry's father, however, committed
mdcide when Henry was twelve, about the age of pubanty; so, for most of
his life —  up to the period of The Dream Sonss riaan he i«es Aram forty-one
to flfty-cme —  one might conjecture that he has been left in the pubesoant
state of desiring to kill his father. His fathsr had done his Oedlpal
act for him. His father's death is one of the reasons for Henry's
"ooeanio fèèllng," as Freud says: "I cannot think of m y  need in childhood
as strong as the need for a father's protection. Thus the part played by
the ooeanio feeling, ibioh might seek something like the restoration of
of limitless narcissism, is ousted Aram a place in the foreground."^ As
1. Sigmund Freud, Civilisation and Its DLecoctents. trans. Joan Riviere, 

rev. and neriXy ed. Janes stracfaay (London: W #  Hogarth Press m d  the 
Institute of Payobo-anslysis, 1972), p.9.
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Berryman said of Stephen Crane, riioae father oommitted aoloide. Crane's
unconscious aggression towards his ftther was caused by his "sense of
desertion and impoverishment (with consequent resentments) arising Aram
his father's? d e a t h . A s  Henry matures, he realises that he does not
wish to kill his father, but rather, to kill the bad start, the bad
exmsple his father set for him*

Mercy! my father; do not pull the trigger 
or all my life I'll suffer from your anger 
killing what you began.

(VI, 235)
In the terrifying penultimate poem of The Dream Songs. Henry returns to 
the grave of his Aether. He yearns to dig down into the grave and 

tear gxart
the mouldering grave clothes ha & then Henry 
will heft the ax onoe more, his final card, 
and fell it on the start.

(VII, 381*)
In dreaming of murders and murdering Henry has chosen a related idea rixich 
leads him to rixat he would wLsh to do, to obliterate his bad start in 
life.

Related to dream-censorahip, in that dreams give us a condensed
version of the unconscious, is the wit of language in dreams. Fraud's
theory of the wit of dreams means basically that words undergo "unconscious 

2elaboration." This elaboration is a foxm of the dreamer's overcoming 
the censorriiip of his dreams because the elaboration is related to that 
which has been repressed. The ambiguity of words and the aultipliaity 
of thought relations appear in the form of a wittieiara which allows words 
to mean, something other than what they say or to have several meanings at 
once.

An extended exmaple will perhaps explain the fullness and complexity 
of this economy of language and A  the amae time ahow the inevitable logic
1. Berryman, Stephen Crane. p.3lU.
2, Freud, Introductory Lectures on Psycho-analyaia. pp.199-200.
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of the idt in Henry's dreams. The first Song offers e good base on
which to build; it is the logical place to start, too, for like the
opening scene of a play, the flz*st scene of a dream usually points to
how the rest of the dream (or in this case dreams) might be viewed.
By tracing two words, "pried" and "bear,"̂  we leam more about Henry
in his unconscious elaborations*

I don't see how Henry, pried
opm for all the world to see, survived.
Vhat he has now to say is a long
wonder the world can bear & be.
^Sy italics7

(I, 1)
Di this content, "pried" denotes simgûy being opened as by a lever.
(There is, however, a suggestion of Henry's "pride" being "open for all
the world to see.") "Bear" has a number of denotations* 1 ) difficult
or impossible to support or hold up, 2) to endure, 3) to give birth
to, U) to hold in mind, 5) to accept or acknowledge. These same words
(except that "bear" is now "gzisaly" ) appear in Scuig 3U*

One man, wide 
in the Bdnd, and tendoned like a gzissly, pried 
to his trigger-digit, pal.

(II, 3U)
Henzy's memory of watching his father shoot himself is a source of Henry's
being pried open. His associations of his father's "trigger-digit" pxying
the trigger, and his father being "pried" to the point of ooxmdtting suicide,
provide another conneoting fold in Henry's being *̂ pried open to all the
world." The bear in Song 3h represents Henzy's fatherj thus all of the
layers of meaning of "bear" in Song 1 and Song 3U logically ooiae together*
Henry finds the memory of his father's suicide difficult to support; he must,
however, endure it, hold it in mind, and accept it so that he gives birth
1. It rixould be noted that Patricia Ann Brenner ueea the example of the 

bear in Henry's dreams in her unpublished Ph.D. dissertati^ John 
Derzywum's Dream Songs * Manner and Matter. Kent State ObiverH^, 1970. 
f arrived at my o m  eocanple independently/ though some of our points 
do dovetail.
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to a fullness snd riaoleness of himself. Ih Song 36 Henry aLLucles to 
WLHisn Faulkner's short story "The Bear"*

The boy & the bear 
looked at each other.

(II, 36)
Henry's identification with Ike MoCasUn in "The Bear" is logical; Just 
as Ike faces the bear and the past, so must Henry face the bear of his 
father and the past.

After being "pried open for all to see," Henry etrugglee to
close himself again. He does so by reshaping '̂ «SLed" into "pride"*

%  rose with dam, springy for pride,trying all morning.
(VI, 223)

Mjt love & pride 
fixed me like a safety-pin.

(VH, 316)
Henry cannot help being pried open, but in finding his pride, the lever
releases him. The association between his father's death causing him to
be "pried" and his own "pride" is made explicit near the end of The Dream 
Songs*

Henry's pride in his house was almost fierce,
Henry, Wio took no pride in anything 
only but work hard done *
an angry g^st appeared & leaned for years on his front stoop....

(VII, 357)
The -mgry ghort’ of hi. fether, W>o he. pried hln opu. no longer effeot. 
Henry's pride in his own home.

The noun and verb "bear" slide into a number of layers of meanings; 
I have mentioned several but there are others. Just as he sees his father 
as a formidable bear so he sees lust, another of his adversaries, as a bear. 
Ibsn Henry is tempted to be unfaithful to his wife, he sees his temptress as
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"cold & golden..• In a wUdemees of bears” (VH, 25M, 302, 372). Vben
Hanry ueea the vert "to bear," he often uses it with the nultlpHoity of
meaning that I suggested for Song 1 (#y Italics throughout)*

Henry hates the world. Wiat the world to Henry 
did will not bear thought.

(Ill, 7U)
With shining strides hear his redeemer ccnaa, 
in a hospital gown, bringing to bear on suae 
more than they well can bear.

(VI, 202)
Mv desire for death was strong
but never strong enough. I thought* this is my chance,
I can bear it.

(VI, 259)
You couldn't bear to grow old, but we grow old.

(VI, 263)
With fried excitement he looked across at life 
wondering if he could bear it more....

(VII, 356)
If we were to pursue these passages, inevitably each would lead to major 
themes of The Dream Songs —  Henry's abili^ to survive, and bis acMptance 
of loss, of life, of death and of his surroimdings —  and enfold into the 
multiplicity of words and meaning in the panorama of his dreams.

ibrds redefined over long distances of time and space help to 
structure The Dream Songs zbythmioally, but the wit of language does not 
demand repetition* elaboration of a word may suggest multiple layers 
in its context alone. For example, Hanry, lAo is being buried, asks 
"riience flew the litter Wiere he ̂ ÆanrgÇ̂  was laid"? (IV, 79). "Litter" 
appears in the Songs, and Berrymaiynakes the most of it.
In the context of the poem, "litter" probably msans a stretcher on which 
dying Hanzy is carried. But since Henry is being buried, "litter" may 
mean a burial bed and the decayed layer of organic matter where he is 
buried. And, too, "litter" denotes the debris, rubbiah, and scattered
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disorder upon riiieh Hanry has rested for so long. ("Laid” is also slang
for sexual intercourse* Henry's being "laid" so often is part of the
reason for his sense of disorder. ) Itoadoxically, though "Utter"
strongly denotes debris snd death, it means to give birth to as well,
a denotation that suggests that through death Henry will be reborn, riiioh
the rest of the Songs confirm.

Occasionally the wit of Henry's dream language is evident in a
word riiich is broken up and reshaped into several words* thus "the vacant
spiritual of space" (7, 113) squeeses from one word two different words}
or "find me a sur-vlvid fbol" (VI, 21*5) makes for a wry humor. In the
same way an uncoroaon or unlikely prefix will be set to a word and weave
together new threads of meaning. Wien Hanry says he is "undead" (VI, 177)
he means that he is not dead end that he is deprived of death; or when he
calls the world a "die-world" (II, 1*1 ) he means in Negro idiom "this"
w>rld, in the Latin sense of two worlds, and as a prefix, an opposite
world, a deprived world, an excluded world, a negative world, and a world
comqiletely world.

Another aspect of Henry's wit of language is his use of arehaiams
rill oh appear primarily in the first three Parts and suggest a primordial
authority asserting itself in adolescent Henry. WdLle some readers might
find them annoying, they do serve to connect several historical layers of
meaning. "WiHom," an archaic adjective meaning "former," conveys in the
following context both its literal meaning and calls up an aura of the
primordial*

01' Marster, being bound you do your best 
versus we coons, opare now a cagey John 
a riiilom bits that whip*
who'll tell your fortune, riien you have confessed 
rix>se & riK>se woundings —  against the innocent stars 
6 remorseless seas...

(II, 51)
The same levels of meaning are conveyed in the archaic adjective "agone"
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which means "ego"* lamenting his father's saicide Henry feels that his
father purposely left him to struggle alone —  his father "dared so long
agone leave..." (Ill, ?6). The arohadan "agone" eaçhaaiaes the deep
injury to Henry Wdch may be explained In archetypal terms.

Though tracing word elaborations may tell us much about the dream-
work, a lot of flotsan and jetsam remain unacoounted for. Sam of this
debris, or "silent elexeents" to use Fraud's suggestive but hedging figure
of apeech, may be translated by an outside observer. But it is a slippery
business; PTeud admitted that aynbolism was "the most remazkable part"̂
of his theory of dreams, and certainly the limits of syid>olian are difficult
to assign because the dreamer has "at his command a synbolie mode of
expression of riiich ha knows nothing, and does not even recognise, in his 

2working life." But there can be little doubt that the rhythm of qyribds 
belongs to Henry's dreem-woit; a few of the more obvious symbols in Henry's 
dreams will sharpen and illustrate the point.

Setting out on a journey has traditionally represented a develop
ment, or growth and education of the joumeyer. Ih Henry's dreams we 
witness his alow growth as he journeys Aram place to place over a period 
of some eleven years. FsarAxl and uncertain, wanting acamone to map his 
way ("Come & diminish me, & map my way 1 j7"), he sets out again and
again until a ref meshing ami maturing power takes hold and guides him. 
According to Freud, setting out on a journey may represent dying, which 
comments on Henzy's journey, for he is a joumeyer "deaf in the mould" and 
"insane/Sdth violent travel & death" (H, 1*2 ). Araui notes further that 
these dreana of departing on a journey "say in a ccmsoling way* 'Don't 
worzy, you won't die (depart)'...."^ This is partly true of Henry's
1. Ibid.. 126.
2. Ibid.. p.139.
3. Slpaund Araud, The Daterprrtation of Dreams, trans. and ed. ^  Janes 

dtrachey (London* George Alien andl tkwin Etd., 195%*), p.385.
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dreana* on the one hand he wLshea not to die but on the other he longs
for death. The demands of these opposite wishes are resolved in the
idea of death a* necessary for new life; in dying he books "a passage to
a greener seene” where his soul has been "earning" (VI, 271*).

Related to the Journey in the sense of freeing oneself from
b<mdage is flying, a synhol in dreams, FTsud notes, that is individual
in character and requires "the most various interpretations, For one
person flying may aynbollze a desire to be free like a bird; for another a
desire to be like an angel. For Hanry flying is associated with that
which aids him to freedon* "Love has wings & flies" (711, 359) and again,
quite differently, but equally inqportant to him, buying his own books is
like having "extra wings" (VH, 361*). But his wings may signify atraigiit-
forwardly an escape from bondage, as from his intolerable mamozy of his
father's suicide*

an angry ghoct appeared & leaned for years 
on his front stoop; elderly Hanzy apzead his wings 
one by one
until the traffic could not see it more..,,

(VII, 357)
Freud suppozted the theory that flying dreams may signify an erection. 
Berryaian seems to rely on this theory in portraying Henry's great craving 
for aax. A dream of flying, "Henry sate in de plane & was gay" (I, 5), 
follows a dream in riiich Hanzy "hungers" after a female's "delicioua body" (I, 
1*), A more conclusive exasple ocxnes several Songs later When Henry dreaats 
that he was

so beastly in love for Charlotte Coquet 
he skated up St down in front of her house 
wiridng he could, sir, die,
ridle being bullied & he dreamt he could fly....

(I, 11)
Similar in idea, if not in kind, to the dream aynbol of flying as 

an escape is the aynbol of ears representing understanding. In some Songs,
1. Ibid.. p.391*.
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especially the earlier omee, Henry blames society ("they") for weakening 
his eyes and patting "burning thuid>s in his ears" (I, 8); in others he 
attributes to nan's condition his inabili^ to understand —  "Man palms 
his ears and moans" (II, 1*1 ). >hen Henzy's understanding is stymied, his 
ears hurt (17, 81, 89, and V, 128). He is compelled, nevertheless, to 
"play it by ear/out there until all's straigfat" (VI, 2?8). Uhder the 
stress of being compellad, he grieves that he, and all of us, will never 
be cured of "ear aches" because "all we know is ears" (V, 97). Mb s#zst.
In other words, trust our understazxUng, even though our understanding will 
never be complete. The last time ears are mentioned in Henry's dreaau, he 
daspaize of complete understanding t he daaps "both hands to both ears"
#)d resigns "from the ranks of giving men" (VH, 356). But his despair 
over incomplete understanding does not defeat him; in tbs next Song Henry 
does find pride in his home and "work hard done," he does belong to the 
"racks of giving man" for he is "deep in extra love" (VH, 357). "The 
poet" Berryman said of Pound, "has listened to his life, so to bpeak, snd 
he tells us Wzat which he hears.

One might continue illustrating symbols in Henry's dreams, and 
Freud's application of syidxols in particular t "castration anxiety" 
represented in having teeth extracted*

Thqrtook away his teeth, 
ridte & helpful....

##** They took any his crotch.
(I, 8)

or the "Cain phantasy" ("consider m/ln ny cast your first son" *(fH, U^) 
of being both a brother to all man and a murderer. But the point, I hope, 
is clear* rime we determine what the dream syabole mean to Hanzy and than 
trace these symbols across distances, we begin to find ourselves in a rhythm 
1. Berryman, "The Poetry of Sara Pound," p.389.
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of Hanzy** dzeon-wozk and naazrar a full underatanding of him.
Rsrhapa It has been apparent in my dlaouaaion of mynboUan that 

all manner of contradiotiona seem to ooexlat In one symbol. (My dlaouaaion
of"here la Freud's influenoe} It should be reraanbered, nevertheless, that for

the Romantics, Coleridge in particular, the symbol reconciled opposite or
discordant qualities, ideas and feelings. ) Ih dreams this is more than
coeodstenoe, it is a unification, though not a resolution, of contradictory
ideas and feelings that provides real power to Henry's fragmented soul
and a solid base for understanding The Drean Songs. This pzindple of
the unification of opposites was an inqportant part of Freud's theory of
dreams; given his view of dreams as structures, his discovery of this
principle would seem inevitable t

Many experiences... lead me to assert that the dreanwwozk is under 
scxae kind of necessity to combine all sources wbioh have acted as 
stimuli for the dream into a single unity in the dream itself. 1

Like the philosophical egg of medieval alcheny in wbirii opposite elements
were enclosed, heated, and fused together; dreams enclose, heat, and fuse
together Henzy's "hateful saiga of oontrariea" Dreams enable him to bring
together within boundaries the long sundezed opposites of heaven and hell,
spirit and flesh, good and evil, man and woman; or to use different tezne,
dzeams bring about the kziowledgs and acceptance of the pazwaibx (like Keats's
idea of "Negative Capability") in the human condition. HLqpped into
chaos, Henry at first ignores as much as he can about him; he suffers from
an inability to pull together the pieces of contradictt. on t

I am —  I should be held together by —
but I am breaking up
and Henry now has come full stop....

(IV, 85)
As Henzy takes up "Is-ness" (VI, 229), he longs for some ground
bet wen opposites; in fact. The Dream Songs end on that notes

If there were a middle ground between things and the soul
or if the aky resembled more the sea,
I wouldn't have to scold

my heavy daughter. (VII, 385)
1. Freud, The Ihterprstation of Dreams. p.179.
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algnlfloantly, "if" qualifies Henzy's experienoe of bis long jouzney
in dzoams] riiile he has found no ndddle ground he did find something in
riiloh he could enclose opposites as the first three lines of that last
verse indicate;

My house is made of wood and it's made well, 
unlike us. My house is older than Henry; 
that's fairly old.

(VH, 385)
Henry has hoped for and found a bringing together in his house of drews,
in his house of a fsadly, in the house of himself, and in the house of his
long pomu. His agozQr has givwi tdzth to his "heavy" bat rihole daughter.

But to begin with the effect of the unification of opposites on
Henry is to leap ahead without clarifying the phenmnenof\ itself. Fraud
suggests that in dreaats

contraries are treated in just the same way as similarities, 
with a marked preference for expression by means of the siwe 
manifest eleawnt. An element in the manifest dream riiick 
admits an opposite may stand simply for itself, or for its 
opposite, or for both together.... 1

Henry's mask of the Negro minstrel, for example, brings together the
opposites of joy and suffering. "Cave," and similarly, "hole," offers
a more fixed visual exaqde of an element ridch may stand aimply for itself or
for its opposite. One view of the cave is negative —  a place of darkness,
fragmentation, and fear, like Blake's use of the RLatonio aynbol of the body in
which man is conflizedt "For man has closed himself up till he sees all

2things thro' narrow ohinks in his cavern." Behind his Negro marie Hanzy 
feels left in the dark and shoved into a hole, "I votes in my hole" (I, 2) 
he grujsbles; Henry feels fragmented in his dungeon-like entrance to the 
uzkdszworld; "it's brricen dom here" (II, 3U), he grieves; and he creeps into 
the fearful srctic care ihere his Father, "the biggest bear" (V, 120), sle^s. 
But Henry is not swallowed up in the cave of his anxiety* a positive view 
emerges. Instead of feeling shoved into a dazt hole, he finds his cave a
1. Fraud, Introductory lectures on Payrito-analyaiB, p.l50.
2. Blake, Complete Ikltings. p.l5U.
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retreat of enli^itanment, "an eventful thought oane" to him aa he squirMd 
in his hole (IV, 85)] instead of a place of fragmentation, he can see that 
it might be a place of iholeneas as in Dmte and Rinheud ria> "each dug dow 
for himself a definite hole" (VH, 3U8)j and insteai of a place of paralysing 
fear, he finds it to be a place where he must make peace idth the bear-like 
ghost of his father as Hanzy creeps to the cave with sugar in his h#zd 
(V, 120).

The cave, however, does not seam to stand fbr two things at once, 
like the prisoners who are awakened to a knowledge of reality in Plato's 
"Cave of Hluaion" (after a man's theoretical education something else is 
needed] he must pass down fTom the heights of philosophy into the "cave" 
of the world), Hsnry has to struggle up through the darkness to the mouth 
of the cave of reality with the assurance that a house irfn be a construct 
for him, a shelter of opposites. "Cave-man Henry" says to fads wife, "It's 
cold in here. I'd rather have a house./A house would be better..." (VH, 381 ). 
The zlddle of the house's emblematic meaning has no «rfwpi* answer i
"Henzy's house has many rooms" (VH, 319), like Keats's notion of coeçazlng 
the "human life" with a "large Mansion of Many Apartments...,^ but the house- 
enblem does bring together opposites and riiovs an acceptance of them. FTeud 
notes that the house syobol is "the only typical..., zragularly occurlng, 
representation of the human form as a w h o l e . . H e n r y ' s  drews 
this representation: one of Henry's names is Henry House (I, 12 and 17)} 
upon the death of Robert FTost, troubled Hszny laments: "Our root is lefted 
off" (II, 39)} and a deapairtng cry of the spirit is expressed as a body- 
house: are using our o m  skins as wallpaper..." (IH, 53). This ^ribol
of the body as a house suggests the vitality and the conpLexlty that a human 
body houses} it might also suggest, as Freud says, the dwelling house "as a 
MbsUtute for the mother's wonh, the first lodging, for which in all 
lihood man still longs, and in which he was safe and felt at ease."^ Ih
1. Formm, ed. latere. p.11*3.
3:
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tioort, m houae suggests a unlfloatioa, though not a resolve* of contraries 
within Itonxy*8 body-house —  Henzy*s heart and brain give him "commands from 
upstairs and downstairs" (17* 78). The symbol of the house as a home of 
human relationships and the residence of a family unit exemplifies the 
paradoxical nature of all that it shelters t the respeetidole (VI* I63) and 
the lau^iable (VU* 336)j a myriad place (VII* 319) and a place of security
(Vn* 381 )| a place where one misses an absent family (VI* 189) and a
place where one feels alone with family d>out (VI* 260)| a place of 
hopelessness (IV* 89) and a place of hope (VI* 21)3 )f a place of death 
(VI* 191 ) and a place of refuge from death (VI* 26̂ ). Hxlle the emblem 
of the house does not represent a logical fusion of oontraxies* it does 
construct an ancient symbol of a oo«qd.ete structure in Wilch Henry has 
a sense of unification and itich, in turn* ministers to his sundered 
soul. Henry's house adidit be "mads of wood" but it's %ade well" and 
is "older thmi Henry" (VH* 36$).̂

I would hope that loic&ing at dreams locates some of the vitality 
and ooDplexity of living* and shows some of life that the human imagination
may transform into poetry and back into life. For every angle in the
structure there is the pulse of blood. Though the Songs seem to stretch 
as long as Henry lives to put them down* they illuminate* in their develop
ment* universal and infinite possibilities of the human oomütion. In 
these posslbilltiee* rhythms* folds* and layers construct themselves in 
an ever-becoming but finally idiole Henry. like Stendhal idio did not 
claim to write history but iho quite simply noted dowi his memories "to 
guess what sort of man I hacve been," we learn itat sort of man Henry has 
been in the poetry of his dreams.

It would seem that Berryman anticipated what Adrian Stokes urged 
in his essay "Psycho-analysis and Our Culture*" whidi* incidentally* nearly
1. In broader terms* J. Pteston Cole* quoting Martin Buber* has sug^ated

that man naist know himself in order to overcome his "coando homelessness" t 
"No new house in the universe is being planned for man, but he* as a 
builder of houses* is being required to know himself." The Problematic 
Self in Rirkegaard aaad Frmjd (New Haven t Tale Ihlversity wees* 15YV)*' 
p.1.
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reaia like m ̂ s a  on The Dream Songs. He argued* among other things* that 
a "deeper acceptanoe" of "inner hierarchies*" made more explicit in psycho
analysis*

alone can restore to art the exuberance of structural animation* 
intensified at a vital point* since outer forms will primarily 
reflect* not a ready-mads projection, religion for instance* but 
the inner forms conceived to be inner that from this their nature 
lend themselves to revised myth. 1

HdLle this statement does exaggerate because both myth and religion do lem
heavily on "inner hierarchies*" Stoikes touches the pulse of an important
observation* the necessity for our scientific age to revise* and indeed
have, myth ihich embodies the truths of a culture* in this case Anerica*
aid universal truths. Sach race and age hais had its own bo<!̂  of myth*
but given our perapective of history and science* it seems impossible that
we could create and believe in a new myth; indeed such a venture would likely
end nearer fantasy than truth. But our need to make concrete the human
spirit and to place man in the cosmos persists. To start at the primary
source* inner man, seems to be the logical place to create* or recreate*
myth m d  make it our own. Vbat better way to oosblne forces than in
dreams? Dreams provide that grand junction Wiere art* the spisd.t* and

2the scientific may meet without collision; they afford that vast panoraaaa, 
that wergy of spii^t* that enigmatic quality in myth* and yet mark cut 
and modulate a xkytfam that revitalises and makes xyth believable in our 
age. ftfth* as Owen Barfield has said, Is'̂ not merely analogous to dream; 
fitjis a parallel manifestation;... it is the historical equivalent of what 
in^dream is present and personal." Making one man's dreams into myth
1. Adrian Stokes* "Paydio-analyals and our Culture*" Poetry Nation I (1973)* 

p.100.
2. In 1931 Rdmund Wilson proposed that the question of the conflict between art 

and sdenos mifd* one day be resolvedt "... who can say that* as science an 
art look more and more dieeply into experience m d  achieve a wider and wider 
range* md as they cons to apidy themselves more and more directly and 
expertly to the needs of human life, they may not anive at a way of think
ing, a technique of dealing with our perceptions* abich will make art and 
science one?" It would seem that Berryman found a way in The Dremi Songs. 
Axel's Castle, pp.23U-35.

3. Owen Barfield* "Dream* Î yth* and Ihilosopfaioal Double Vision*" ed. Joseph 
Campbell* Mrths. Dreams< and Religion (IW Ibzkt S.P. Ikctton & Co.* 1970),
p.218.
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Is not to advooate m kind of solipsism* but it is to sdvoeats an inommatlon 
in art* in the manner of Keats* Coleridge and Wordsworth of the human spirit 
and ndnd; it is to advocate an embodiment of felt universal truths. In 
our age* things seem to be a good deal less solid than they used to be* 
perhaps what we need most of all in our nyth is m  assuraace that a 
hierarchy* inner or outer* does exist. It is not enough that the art 
form itself provide the calcified structure for our myth; the structure 
must be animated and determined by mind* body* and imagination. If this 
is true* then Ttoi Drew Songs reconstructs and sets into motion the complex 
xhytfans of a believable inner hierarchy that assures; it ccmes as near 
a revised myth as an American has made since Walt liiitman's "Song of Itself."

II. vi. mragmsnts* Conqplex Bfaythms* and %irals

Tell me* Itise* of the man of many ways* iho was driven 
far journeys....

(The Odyssey (I* 1-2)
like a geometer WioUy dedicated 
to squaring the drele* but idbo cœnot find* 
think as he may* the pr^ciple Indicated —
So did I study the supernal face.
I yearned to know just how our image merges 
into that circle* and how it there finds place....

"Paradise"
(xxxill* 133-38)

Wiat to many early readers of The Dream Songs seemed to be
fragments of ingenuity might now be recognised as building a deliberate
and dynamic structure* the method of free assooiatian that dreans dictatê
but a control that experience* art* and dream demand. Ih Henry's self-
exploration* the reader* along with Henry* sloidy grows in knowledge and
awarwiess as the Aragmsnts resonate against one mother until thought*
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•zperienoe* and fealing begin to form cirolea of illuminating energy.
I have argued that experience and thougA dovetail into a

rhythndoally eelf-ordezlng paroceee Wiich, over a long period of tine* falla
into a dLrouitoua movement. MLnde* Keats said* may "leave e««oh other in
contrary directions* traverse each other in numberless points" but
"at last greet each other at the journey's and." The individual mind
is like a spider ehioh spins.

from his Inwards his own airy Citadel —  
the points of the leaves and twigs on 
ifaLch the spider begins her work are few* 
and A s  fills the air with a beautiful 
circuiting. 2

The individual's expeiienoe of forming bis o m  identity (one's awareness 
and understanding of self in time and in relation with others) forms a 
circle* so that we refer to the circle of our friends and night talk of 
the circle of selfhood. Richard Chase* In his study The American Novel 
and Its Tradition, goes so far as to say that "the aymbol of the drole of 
selfhood may be taken as an archetype of the modem imagination* and especially 
Jja Amezioaj? where Puritamima has made itself felt.”̂  Chase's idea might 
be that for the artrict Rizitan the self has only a fozner state of itself 
to circle back to* Aere a man of a less strict belief circles bade to 
renewals or mmories of old friendships. New fxieniahips may also widen 
the drole and mfrsA the sense of selfhood. But the idea that man 
naturally follows circles and cycles has been a part of man's thinking f^om 
his first recorded history*^ to Odysseus's going out and returning horns* to

I Dante's yearning to know just how "our image" merges into the circle of God*
to KLiot's return to Heraolltus's* "the way up is the way dom." The notion 
of man's circuitous nature and of his drcuitous imag#n«tinn particularly
1. Fonoan* ed. Letters. p.103.
2. Ibid.
3 . Ridiard Chase* The American Novel and Its Tradition (Garden City:

Double day 6 Co. Inc.* 19^7)* p.217.
U. See Abramfs chapter* "The Great Circle i Pagan and Christian Neoplatonism*" 

Natural Supematuralism* pp.11*6-1$l:.
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infbrraa the E n ^ A  Ronwntic poets* thinking, A  as we have observed, 
Berryman's poetry belongs to that tradition. The Preen Songs. Hk- 
Wordsworth's The Prelude* is a private theodicy in A L A  the poet seeks 
to find attachment to and bring into harmony the concrete nrmditions of 
life throuA love, patience, and humor. Both poets attempt both to 
step aside and to use man's * hateful siege of contraries" in order to 
give himself (and others) at least the appearance of harmony in the circle 
of his being. Ih the end, the drole is not merely a metaphor; it beooass 
a way of penetrating the very truths of man's existence.

The Hociantio imagination, as with Berryman's inmglnation, creates 
Aat M.H. Abrams calls a "self-moving and self-sustaining system," a 
"eystem" that will not rest in stasis, thouA it is self-contsinsd, a 
"system" whiA is based on contradictions as life's source.̂  The mod 
iïÇ»rtant sapeA of the Romantic imaginatian, whiA «nn enAle us to see 
the wholeness of The Dream 3oma. is not In terns of w e  complete circle 
whlA begins exactly Aere it ends, or even in a series of complete circles.

)n ftrmg »f

but  ̂ a spiral, a "self-movii% circle" A i A
rol^s along a third, a vertical dimension, to dose Asxw it 
had b e ^ ,  b d  on a hlAer plane of value. it thus fuses the

point on a higher turning." 2 
The rhythmic spiral of # e  Dream Songs m ^  be viewed in A  least two w^s.
If we take the view that a man's life begins as an egg, and that troa. that 
point of origin the spiral begins in short turns and ever widens to 
age and then narrows again in old age, then The Drem Gongs may be seen as 
several layge turns of the spiral. The Drew gongs mav ba seen also as a
1. See Abrams, "] 

pp. 169-195.
2. Ddd., p.l8L.
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■plrltuja qoeA In A I A ,  like Dmte'e Divine Comedy. Henry deaoende in a 
spiral to the "lofemo" and then aaoenda A e  spiral towards "ParwtLso."
But paradise is n A  truly A e  end of The Drew So«tst the aa%s a n more 
a private theodicy in A i A  Henry progresses in his relationships wlA 
others and his underrtanding of himself to a higher plme. It only 
be said that the apiral of Henry's developBMnt is gensrdlv an asoendii# 
spiral after his descending one because even after he appears to be
ascending, he feels himself to be in "the Aole humilisting humsn round"
(V, 121).

2h the first three Parts Henry often feels A A  he is in the
dark and descending deeper. He feels that he is a dog who "has takan
i^aelf & its tail considerably swayAnto mountains or sea or sky...''
(I, lli).̂  Da Part m ,  Henry says,

I hare been operating from nothing, 
like a dog after its tadLl 
more alody, losing altitude.

(m, 5U)
B A  by the end of Part H I  Henry, A A  his "heA fhll/& his heart full, he's
making ready A  move on" (IH, 77), A i A  would indicate thA he has reached
the bAtcwa of his dssoeA. When Berryman was asked if there was a gap
hAween ELJ^am Songs (i.e. Parts I, II, and III of The Drsea Songs) m d
ffls Toy, His Dream, His Re A  (the laA four parts of the Songs) he said.

No, I dra »t see a gap; ito a continuous relationAip. acsmt 
Aere's this* A  the end of the flrA volume, 77 Dtem Sonas.Henry goes into orbit. 2 . »

B A  Henry is not exactly A A  o A  into space in Part IV; in faA his "Opus 
PoAhumous" poems suggeA that he remains A  the bottom of his desceA fbr 
a Aile and thA perhaps he will slowly begin the ascent towards light.

varying Ckileridge's description of "the aoAe A A  
its Tail in l A  HouA." See Abrams, Natural aupematurslim, pp.271-72.

2. McClelland, et al., "An Interview wiA John Berryman," p.g. (n^ italics).
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Not until Part VI, does Hsnry begin hie ascedb through love. He realises
that he c a m A  go back to the "onset," (the ewA); his age denisnds that he
advance, that he begin "to poke his head from Venus* foam," md

Thus his art Aarted. Thus he ran from home 
toward home, forsaking too withal his toother 
in the raoat unbearable smother.

(VI, 166)
Vbfln through love his art Aarts,

The river of his Ade mind broke the jam, 
somebody caUa^his wild A t  Avezlne, 
sprayed Aought like surf 
assigned A  angles none, curve upon curve....

(VI, 182)
Art and his Lady continue to suAain Henry m d  they may even take him to
"Paradise" (or rather, as uuch earthly paradise as he may know). Henry
A A  bis "typewriter" and *̂ penoils" is

... circling, waiting for the Awer & the marker 
the radA's out, sons runways are brighter 
as we break Control & oome dom A A  our Aae.

(VI, 261)
A  the beginning of Part VI, it becomes clearer thA Henry may now be 
ascending up the apirA mountain of "PurgaAAo." Among the books he 
takes A A  him A  Ireland are "a FurgaAAo" (VH, 279), m d  he says, 
ambiguously suggeAir^ his circling, thA he has "one other new book-0"
(VH, 279). (The new book is TeAa's LaA . Poems whiA is made clear in 
Song 312. ) Hs works on AoAy, and ho "stands up for zmoh,/WOrdsworA & 
A A  soA of thing"; the *^tAer" A  Henry's dreams, throws "a haay curve"
(VH, 366), and Henry takes it A  A s  stAde, b A  says sgaA ambiguously,

is"out I Aruck" meaning thA he has "struck out" and ̂"setting out" on faA 
journey. Now hope takes bold and he is "A sight of a more peaceful 
country, juA beyond,/juA A  sight (WI, 367)} he Aacves for the "new 
1 md unknom & undistressed" (VII, 367). B A  be never ascends greatly 
(as he says A  his laA Song, his wings did n A  A A  A  fly greatly).
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In the last Dream Songs Hanxy's AroHng reveals his advance: he returns 
to the grave of his father and finally laye his Arrlble to rcAj
he now accepts, even with some joy, the dancer of death A o  Airis Henry 
away; and he sees himself as Odysseus (no longer a huffy Achilles as A  
an early 5ong) retumlng heme, "purged by a dreamless night” (VH, 383).

It would be m  eAreme overslrtjplUloation A  say that the oonqjlexlty 
of Henry's thought, feelAg, and experience should be seen as a aii^Oe apiral. 
If we want A  see the devdLopmant of the Songs as a mAaphor, than periraps we 
could say A A  the Songs are a soA of spirallng stream of Henry's paA and 
present experience. Throughout the foUoAng discussion I find it more 
convenieA, if inaccurate, A  refer A  Henry's journeys simply as Arouitous, 
but it Aould be held A  mind thA the linear axis of around the
circles move draws them A A  a apiral. At times the expression of Henry's 
journey through the uncharted regions of faA mind mA feeling is a voyage 
A  sea, often drifting, but gradually finding purpose, A A  rafermees A  
Odysseus and his seardr A  return home. ElseAere, Berrymm's iwpH-rf 
parallel is A  Dante, Aio, like Henry A  the crlAs of «ge ("Adway
A  our life's journey") went on a viAonary and prophetic journey, relayed 
by guides, through hell A  Aaiven. Henry's journey owes something A  
Octrsseus and Dante's journeys, A t  sAce his is a Wbrdsworthimi journey of 
the Aquiring individual life, he can n A  rely upon DenA's assurance of 
the goA; he Aaves "the ends aft open" and hopes A  "touch th# emams/Wwrwby 
we come A  life" (VH, 3^). So if Henry is A  find the assurance of hanaony 
it might very will A  done Athout his realising it, or if A  does arrive 
A  the harmony be so craves, then A e  vision is a haay one. Those ArcAs 
or cycles of Aich Henry is vaguely aware are few: the cycle of rebirth 
through his o m  children; the regenerative power of his art A  "sigial his 
Hery Passage" (IV, 79); and his merging A A  the dwice of death. There are 
more subtle circles, of Ai<di Henry A  not aware but obvAualy Berryman was:
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the journey which bends A A  * cAcle through conAsnt reference A  the 
poAts of a conpass} the unoonsAous emulation of heroes and nenArs of 
A e  circuitous journey; the unconscious absorption A A  the oyAes of 
days, nights, and the seasons; finally, the AeAtable Aroular and 
paradoAcal Fall —  a cycle of uAty, fragmentaAon, and return (or alnoA 
A  Henry's case) A  a higher uAty.

H. vii. The Traveller Circling A  the PoAts of ULa Compass

Vie have seen A w  important A e  figure of t A  trraveller is to
understanding T A  Dlaposseesed. Arrynan A  fact examined Odysseys, emulated
splAtual explorers, became a traveller himself and relied upon A e  figure of
t A  searching joumeyer throu^out his poetry, as tAse exsnid.es from T A
Dispossessed A  DeAAons, Etc. All verify*

Stare on, cold Act of t A  wesAxn mind 
Rock walking man, what can a wanderer know?

(T.D.. p.89)
Lies

And pwAon sing A  A e  csbA on A e  voyage home....
(BjS., 25)

Strangers & pilgrims fare we Are, 
declaring we see a City....

(Homage. 8. U-5)
Ease A  thAr passing my beloved friends,
all others too I have cared for A  a AavellAg life....

(L*_j8c_F. , p. 91 )
Than longen folk A  goon on pilgrimages.

(D.E.. p.vii)
Berryman often saw tAse journeys as regenerative and Arouitous, as A
T A  Dispossessed* 
  -------
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Xd.ekod Astasl The wolves noum for our orine 
Out past the grey wall. On to our home,
Vhereby the barley may seed and resume.

(TjO., P.9U)
And he saw the oireuitous journey not aliqdy as a metaphor for man's deAre
for harmony but as a paradoxical expression of man's turbulent nature,
"this whirlpool aheltered A  bone" (D.E.. p. 12).

"The Quest," Auden saA, %s one of t A  oldest, hardiest, and
most popular of all literaxy genres," and it finds "its validity as a
aynbolic description of our subjective personal experience as historical."^
Henry's quest is no Ass t A  prototype of a "subjective personal eaqierlence
as historical." like Odysseus, Henry is driven far journeys A  his dreams;
like DanA A  begAs A  forests of t A  soul. And Hkm A e  poet of T A
Dispossessed Henzy begAs his journey frustrated and groping A  t A  dark t

.., combers out A  sea
know they're goA' somewAre A t  not me.

(II, I4O)
It is very dark A  Are A  this groping forA.

(V, 99)
A  t A  tension of mind and body, A  sets out agsA and agsAt

... ancient fires for eyes, his Asd full 
& his Aart fill, A's making ready to move on.

(HI, 77)
I've booked our passage A  a greener sowae 
and tAre my soul is earning.

(VI, 271*)
Henzy wiAes for a guide, for A  is not sure of his way; "Come & diminish
me, & map my way" (I, 13), A  pleads A  anyone w A  will lisAn. No <me
seems A  Aar him, m d  so Henry sets out and "sAzns"

... off away wiAcut pause 
across t A  sad ice
overlaA wiA t A  tricky new of all t A  enow.... 

____________________________________(VI, 209)
1. W.H. Auden, "TA %iest Hero," Perspectives A  Gontemporazy Cziticiem. ed. 

aieldm Nozmsn OrebsteA (New 5oz4c 1 riarper and dow, 1l9bb p. .
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Ih the tradition of A e  Wandering Jew (Henzy often oonaidere
himself an "Imaginazy Jew"), Odysseus, Cain and the Ancient Mariner, Henry
wanders and travels extensively. Fran the green of the Ganges to t A
Black Hills A  Dakota, fTon a bazaar A  Tangier to a pub A  DublA, fhom
t A  domes of t A  KrenlA A  t A  temples of Athens, Anzy packs his bags
"thirty-four times, by count" (VII, 332). A  suggests several reasons
for his travelling*

... sraaetimes for money, sometimes for relief, 
sometimes of pure fatigue,
sometimss a stroller through t A  mental feast. ..

(VI, 251)
Most often Henry travels for "tA mental feast." A  Part VII, Aere 
Anry gives some evidence of a fuller understanding of himself, A  says of 
his travels,

I want A  Aar t A  AArmAable sea 
and my spiritual exercises for oAer civilisations 
are well under weigh.

(VII, 332)
A  suffers under no illusions about t A  value of his travels to otAr
civilisations] like his dreams which make h A  "wiser, on t A  Aole/but
no more accuraA" (VI, 263), Henzy can't say tAt Aavel inproves hA,
"but unquestionably it gave h A  some A  think about..." (VII, 3L9). In
an AArview, Arzyman makes a similar observation about Henry's travels*

T A  poAt A  Henzy was A  AvestigaA a man wiA many opportunities —  
far more than those allowed A  t A  lover A  A s  Bradatreet poem —  
many chances A  obsezve and see Aat people of vazlous nations are 
like, and Aat they do and are, and so on. 1

But Henry's observation informs us morej "apizitual exercises for otAr
<d.vilisations" emphasise his real quest fbr wisdom and truA along tdth
his search for identity. A furtAr truA lies A  Henry's "spiritual
exercises," that of personal growA and deveApnant. Aere Henry journeys
1. KosAlanets, "Conversation wiA Berzyman," pp.3Lg-2*6.
2. VUliam ArediA, "Henzy Tasting All t A  Secret Bits of life * Berryman's 

'Dream Songs'," WisccnsA Studies A  Conteaporazy Literature. VI (WAAr- £prlng 1965), 327^ --- -----------
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or why A  journeys is not ss important as tA fact that A  does journey,
and that A  his groping forth A  natures. With no real rules, A  plays
it by ear, m d  his journey deepens A  his "self-appoAted tadc."

Henry travels and searoAs "as if t A  worlds would answer to a
oode/just around t A  corner..." (VII, 285). T A  world does not answer to
a oode for Henry] A  studies other aystens for answers* "I studied t A
systems long,AA Sjystens" (VI, 259). PAaUy, A  doubts t A
efficaqy of all aystseis and programs, even his own*

A  took a hard look 
at t A  programas of t A  years 
and struck his hardened palms across his ears 
& «Bastal ' cried t I sAuld have been a noted crook
or cat A  a loud slum yes.

(VII, 31*3)
Programs add Henry to t A  extent tAt they seem to Alp h A  make some 
sense out of what A  is eaqdozlng and wAre A  is going. RLs is a self- 
imposed tadc A  d&loh A  A s  a fe«ur of "proving unworthy" (VII, 299).
Henry A a m s  Aat as much as A  needs t A  "fomal & elaborate" he loves, 
too,

t A  qpare, t A  hit-or-miss 
t A  mad, I scnetinea can't always tell then apart 
As we fall apart, will you let me Aar?

(VI, 265)
Henry does not change his "programme" of travelling and digging Ato layers. 
A t  rather A  Aosens it with "hit-or-miss. " A  t A  progress of h A  journey
A  learns A  trust '̂ dLaying it by ear." At t A  outset of his travels, A  
has trouble with his ears* "they" put "burning thua&s Ato his ears"
(I, 8), and later when A  is being buried, "his ear hurt. Left" (IV, 8l ). 
Henry discovers, "you go by t A  rules... but t A  rules don't matter” (VI, 201*)] 
A  struggles to 'ÿlay it by ear/out tAre until all's straight..." (VI, 278)] 
and A  concludes "all we know is ears" (V, 97 ).

Henry's pezpetual travelling and striving would suggest random
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and unrelated journey#, and if we see only the nuaerous pleoes A  actually 
or imaginativaly visite it would §pp— r ao. But if we allow bob» distance, 

will see tAt it is not so much t A  places Henry visits tAt are important 
as t A  points of t A  compass and Wiat tAae points mean A  his experience.
It is as though North and South crash A  upon Henry as A  travels East and 
Vbat, for A  t A  South his fatAr coamdtted suicide "close by a 
SoutAm sea" (HI, 76), and A  t A  North t A  apecter of A s  fatAr*s gAst 
is a Aar A  an arctic cave. Vhen Henry's "feet" are poAted to t A  south 
A s  eyes are "bleared west, weAng to march" (7, 92)| when A s  "house faces 
north," t A  eastern sun "dapples" A s  floor (V, 123). TAse directions 
are pusaling unless we remsinAr t A  notion that t A  Vbst suggests death 
(tA setting sun) and t A  East suggests Arth (tA rising sun), i*en A  

dreans of A s  fatAr's sAAde, A  wants to follow h A  Ato death, and A s  
eyes look A  t A  Vbst. Vhen A  looks to t A  North #are A s  fatAr's 
gAst lives then A  wants A  go A  t A  East, to return A  a time of innocenoe 
and happiness Afore A s  fatAr ccnaaitted sAcide. Henry is caught A  t A  
Addle; A o u ^  A  longs A ,  A  does not go Vbst (death) and returning A  
"innocence" of t A  East is out of t A  question. Henry goes North A A  

sugar A  A s  hand for A e  "Aar" (V, 120), A t  A  finally must face SouA 
and make A s  "awful Pilgrimage" A  A s  father's grave, A  t A  "Florida 
dam" (vn, 381*) Aere A s  fatAr shot himself. A  has finally realised 
tAt indifference will not oome and tAt A  must forgive A s  fatAr, take 
out his ax and "fell it on t A  start" (vn, 381*); and tAs,tA NorA- SouA 
ccanon symbolic meanings are reversed.

C.J. Jung, A  A s  book Modem Man A  Search of a Soul. cooq>ared 
t A  stages of t A  human life A A  primordial images of t A  A s A g  and setting
sun:

pie: one hundred and A g A y  duress of tA  are of life are A v i s A A  
i ^  four parts. T A  first quarter, lying to t A  east, is childhood —  
that state A  A i A  we are a proAam to others, but are not yet mnsAous
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of any problama of our cm. ConsAoua problama fill out the 
second and third quarters; while A  the last —  A  extreme old 
age —  we desoend agsA Ato Ast condition, where unworrLed 
by our staA of consciousness, we agaA become something of a 
probAm for others. 1

Henry is at tto third quarter of A e  arc; A  not only must contend wLA
t A  unconscious as A  childhood and old age, but also wiA conscious
things. A s  responsibilities as a AAsen and as a Ause owner for exanqde.
But consciousness need not A  a burden, for Henry uses A s  consciousness A
anive at an awareness of what to do about t A  deep psycAo wound of A s
fatAr's sAoide.

Jung also contrasts t A  first half of man's life wiA t A  second
half A  Arms of t A  daily course of t A  sun t

At t A  artndee of noon t A  Ascent begins. And t A  descent means 
t A  reversal of all t A  ideals and values that were cherished A  
t A  morning. T A  sun falls Ato contradiction idA itself. 2

And of course tAs is preAsaly Henry's problem; A  attempts to live by t A
prAAples and Aterests of A s  youA. A  Aort, A  suffers from an
adolescent, self-centered Imagination wAn A  ahould A  wLaer. But tA
closer A  gets to A e  Ast (desA) t A  more A  becomes aware Aat A  cannot
A  wise if A  remains huffy and petulant; A  cannot really love someone if
A  contAues to make passes at every female A  sight. And so age brings

I mature Ava, some restraint, and a "degree of gentleness" :
T A  progress cf age helped hA, to A  not good but betArt 
A  restricted his pasaaa to passes aude by letters 
A  drank Ass.

(VH, 350)
Ab Henry points towards one^and thra another ^ his personal oonpass, 

like all men, A  suffers under t A  futility of drling like a dog «h— ing its 
tail, but A  Aama, too, t A  paradox of t A  droAt it is not only a futlA 

. enclosure A t  also a form of rsAase. Anry both consciously and unconsciously 
' discovers t A  metafbor and t A  experience of A e  drcuitous. A t  upwardly and

1. C.J. Jung, Modem Man A  SearA of a Soul, pp.130-31.
2. Ibid.. p.122.

I

I
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outwardly agir ailing journey that allows faA to see, to eooqpt, and to 
ease his journeying life. % e  drole A  the end is not a mere "eternal 
return," a mere prison. Sxperienoes are A  a sense repeated agaA and 
agaA, but each time with more posdbA wisdom md  understandAg.

II. viii.Hsnxy's %mnsors and the drcuitous Journey

we have seen how Apcrtant Berryman's "OverArds and Sjponsors" 
were to his deveApmsnt m d  to his feeling of continuity with writers of 
the past. And so it would A  tAt Henry's heroes sre no Ass important 
to hA. TAse are t A  "great men" w A  "apring on us A  a second," and 
we "must be ready for a nod,/moountering a lystexy" (VH, 335). Henry's 
Arose, like Arzyman'a, are to

witnesa to
Aow forth, transfigure i life-suffering & pure heart
& hardly definahA A t  oentral weaknesses....

(L. & F.. P.3U)
And they are to A  "enemies throughout to accident & dhanoe,/relentless 
travelAra, long used to failure..." (L. & F.. p.3b). Henry's heroes 
are figures of awe and emulation; tAy give faA security, confidence, and 
historical depth; as a result, A  feels Ass alone A  his journey acrosa 
t A  ice and throu^ t A  darimesa.

Henry A  a sanm is attracted to his Aroes without realising why, 
for most of his heroes caam to believe A  t A  effAaoy of t A  circuitous 
nature of thought and experience t Odysseus, Heraclitus, Augustine, Dante, 
%>enser, Pascal, Hegel, HolderlA, Kleist, Aats, Wbrdsworth, Vhitaian, and 
leats. Each hero becomes a sort of unconscious Sponsor to Henry for each 
A  his own fashion sorted out m d  resolved, if only tmqxararily, conflicting 
ideas m d  experimoes A  tanas of t A  d r c A  or spiral. Henry seeks out, 
ponders over, and reveres t A  Qeman phiAsophsr Hanrich von KAist and
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the German Romantic poet Friedrich Hdlderlint
Hdlderlin

& Kleist, idiom A  clasped Ath to Henry's bosoms 
a suicids & a madman,to teach his lessons idio was so far neitAr.

(VII, 310)
Henry resembles tA protagonist A  IHIlderlA's Hyperion idio recovers from
Ae paA and suffering A  Ae dark night of tA soul; A  journeys out At
returns to his family md braae A  harmony with das Lebenlied dsr Walt A
tA qjiring. Henry's journey about tA world resembles, Ao, wAt Kleist
wrote A  I8l0t "we have eaten of the tree of knowledge. Now paradise is
bolted Aut, md tA angel stands behind us. Vb must journey round tA
world and see idietAr it is open agaA someiriiere on tA yonder side."̂
Kleist took tA traditional view Aat man's journey back to paradise is a
great circle. Clearly, Hmzy, consciously and unoonadously. Imitates
HBlderlA's journey away tram and return to hone ("All quarter astonishes
a lonely out & back," 1̂ 7) end Kleist's journey to "yonder side" as
Henry realises that his art is "one way to paradLse" and Aen Henry's art
begAs A  runs "from home/toward home" (VI, 166). I sAll discuss later
Ae Fall and great circle back to paradise; for now, Henry's reverence for
Kleist Ao believed A t e  harmony of tA circle is tA poAt.

A  otAr Songs A m y  reveres Walt Whitman and G.W.F. Agel; A
even Avites us A  incorporate their philosophies A  The Dream Songs <

Walt's "ozbie flax," triads of Hegel would Acorporate, if you please,
Ato Ae know-how of Ae American bard embarrassed Anry Aard hAself a-being...,

(IV, 78)
gHenry as tA "American bard" would have natural affinity with Walt Whitman. 

Whitman, too, travelled tA world A  his songs, listened to tA "AtermAabA
1. Cited by Abrams, Natural Supematuralian, p.322.
2. Certainly Arrymm felt strong affinity wlA Whitmans "I think Ae Model 

A  ^  Dream Songs was Ae otAr greatest American poem —  I am very ambitious —  'Song of Myself'...." JoA Berzyman A  an AArview "TA Art of Poetry," Paris Review Vol. 53 (WAtor, 1972), 190-91.
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Ma," m d  bbmnred faLa "apixitual «xardsaa fbr othar elviliaatlnn." And
liha Barrymm, through Hazry, A  wanted to go on raoord a# an individual A
a partioular time in hietozy. Whitman'a object wee t A  erne ae Berxyam'e,
"to investigate a m m  With mmy opportunities" at great rlWc to himself t

Sail fbith —  steer for t A  deep waters only,
Rsokless 0 soul, exploring, I idA thee, and thou wLA me,
Fbr wB are bound Amre mariner has not yet dared A  go.
And we will risk t A  ship, ourselves end all. 1

Ih Whitman's "voyage of t A  mdnd's retumAo reason's early paradis^" A ,
like Hanry, Aars "Mm self amAing" in a oirouitous journey back A  lost
paradise*

0 soul, zepareealese, I wiA thee and thou wiA me,
Th y cireumavlgation of t A  world begin.
Of mm, t A  voyage of t A  sdnd's return 
To reason's eagiy paradLes,
Beak, becdc A  idadoa's birth, A  innooant intuitions.
Again idA fair ereation. 2
SInilar A  VMtmm's drouitoos joumay are Begal's triads. Agel's 

triad of tAais —  mtitAais —  synthesis fbrme m  evernseiiving ciroA W d A  
stretoAs out InA a apdLrali ae soon as one arrives st a symtAsis, one has 
in effect arrived at mother thesis Wdoh A  turn has m  mtltheais and 
another syntAais, and eo t A  triads might oontinue fbr asloag as t A  mind 
lives. Hagel's triads ire not A  t A  strlcAat sense a dialeotio A  A i A  

a validity is estdallAed. Bis everHnoving triads do not hold A  a hard- 
md-fast notion, but rather, A  t A  temporary moment of a fixed answer.
Bagel regarded reason ae apecvdative thought Aioh sueceeds A  temporarily 
reoonoilAg ofpoaiAe rsAer thm playing tennis wiA opposiAs A  m  ahstreot 
way. Hanry's thou^d meoulsA s as well; even wAn A  tude his peace & 
would no further roaa,/Be wondered... Aat it was about" (TH, 359). A  
oeaselassly aings "wiA AfLzdA slomess l A i A  peA" and reaAes " A A  
t A  comer of... h A  A w A A o  have it out" (VH, 305). For most of t A
1. Alt Wdtmen, "Passage A  IhdA*  ̂( 9 : 2hB-5l ) .Elected Poems and fteee. 

ed. A. Koxmm Jeff area (London* Oxford IWLverat^ Arema, 1^6d)7p.^9k*.
2. 2dd., (7* 169-171*), p.191.
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Sangs Henry's frustration mounts towards guilt baomse A  camot •stmiiab 
svan QOS valid msaar A  or reason for any of his struggles, "his almost 
endless destiny" (VH, 3Ü7). Like Hsgsl, Henry flnùly realises t A  
impossibility of reasoning out a strdLot dialeotic. H A  all of bis 
Aaming ("Leaves on leaves of books I've tumed/ind I know noAing...
/fVH, 3707) and wiA all of his "high-wrought designs/for a tranquil 
mind" (VH, 379), Hanry oonoludes that his joumay of thought never oonplsAly 
resolves but rune oirouttoualy from Heating momant A  Heating moment,, 
like Agel's triads, Aenaver Henry finds a design Aat makes things dear, 
a new one begins A  form. A  wants "A fulfil a pledge/A gave himself 
A  end a labour," but "strange & new outlinesAlnr t A  old project" (VH, 379). 
Hegel's philosophy of t A  oireuitous joum^ is, like Itairy's, A  Abrma's 
phrase, "a painfully progressive self education* t

...Hegel oosposad t A  Fhanowenology of the A i ^ t  as a Bjldnngabiographle 
A L A  im A  a literal sense a qàrltual klsk^. it la in otAr wM3a, 
a biography of t A  'general spirit', represaiAlng t A  consciouaness of 
each man and Everyman, t A  course of wAee life is a painful progressive 
self education, randered in t A  plot-fbm of a oirouitous journey from 
an initial self-division and departure, through diveree reconciliations 
and ever renewing estranganents, oonfLiots, reversals and crises of 
apirltual A a A  and rabirA. This plot turns out A  A  t A  tondtting 
quest of t A  apirlt A  redeem itself by repossessing l A  own lost and 
sundered edf, A  tn ultimate récognition of i A  om. identity wAraby, 
ae Hagel says A  hia concluding sectixm, it can A  "at home idA itself 
A  its othwness." 1

Bagel, A  otAr words, A  Aaling wLA "tA unludcy ooneciouaneea." Arams
could observe t A  saae of T A  Drama Songs and hardly change a word.

To WbrdsworA, whom Hanry greatly adnirea, "growA" was seminal A  
life and poetry. Hanry brims idA praise for VbrdsworAt

I stand up for much,
WordsworA & that sort of thing.

(VH, 366)
WordsworA, thou form almost divine, cried Henry....

____________________________  (VH, 360)
1. Abrams, Natural gbpemataralima pp.229-30.
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\4>xdmorth draws tbs aplthat "almost divins" from Hanry pmrhspa baoanaa 
his own qoaat is not tha atvowad and alavatad ana of Wbrdswsrth "as a pilgrim 
gona/lb (fiaat of hlgfaaat truth. Haverthblass, Hanry A  his own fragnanted
fashion searofass A r  tdghsr truths. Vbrdawoorth and Hanry hacvs aunh A

A  both tha Idfe mad tha work A  Qrowth of a Ibat's MAd, tha mibtitla 
of Tha Rwlmia. Vbriaworth's oonoam wlA tha problam of human suffsring, 
his oonoiusion that lova is first and last, his avslmmtion of his o m  Ufa, 
his oonoAsion that tha past and tha sneaant balomg to tha sans unitary 
paraon# mad his oalabration A  tha *%lad praaabla of this aeoount of tha 
growth of a post's wind, 'Mow I an frsa... that I an fTsa'"^ —  all
of thasa oonoams, oonoAsicna, and aâabrations flow out of Hanry as A  grows. 
Qrowth to Mbrisworth was naitAr an sotonatA nor a pasaiva nattarf Hsnry's 
stroggA to sslf-idnxtity Avolvss t A  sans oapadLty to rsapond oonaoioaaly 
idA sanaitivity and Atalllganca to t A  world and tAss about him.

to T A  Drsan Songs, too, is t A  struotora of T A  ftwladsi 
both joumsywrs trmral oirouitouatly towards sslf-idantity and unity. ̂
Abrans auggasts that t A  dsaign of T A  Awlnde rounds "bsric to its point 
of dsparturs"*

T A Ëwâude... A  an inrolutad posn iddLoh A  about its own gansais —  
a praluds to itsalf. Its mtrootural end A  its own baginnAg; and 
i A  tsnporal beginning... A  Wbrdsworth's entranee upon t A  stage of 
h A  life at Wd.eh it ends. T A  oonoiusion goes on to specify t A  
odLraular abape of t A  whole. Mbrdswoxth there arics Coleridge to 
"call bank to adnd/TA mood A  whioh this Boam was begun". U

1. Vdllian Vbrdaworth, T A  Awluie t A Harallel TSgct. ed. J.C. Maxwell 
(Harmondawortht Pnap^ tiooke ïîd., 19rk), p.hw.

2. Abraaaa, Natural aopemmburallsm. p.372.
3. Â pmet from thA struetural device of t A  journey, other oharaoteristAs 

of T A  Prelude may A  fmmd A  T A  Drean Somtst both cadt sons factual 
dstadls and wanapoee or tsAsoope many experianoeei their purposes are 
A  explore t A  psyibdlogy of a person, dstezwinAg What experiences molded 
theaa. loterestizq^, each work was regarded as Arapaented A t  cams to 
A  regarded as a W h ^ .  Excerpts from both T A  Prelude and T A  Dream 
Sonmi were paduted before t A  oompleA works appaw*red,"At Wxan they were 
p33laAd, a closer reading made it apparent that eeA ahould A  oonsidered 
ae a total work.

U. Abrams, Natural aunernaturaliem. p. 79.
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3UdJL*r2y, Hsnxy oaLls to ndnd the nood A  iblch The Dream Songs began.
Deapdte Henry's growth to maturity A e  last .''Ass of the Songs rsoall the
mood of ill tamper A  the first lines t

If there were a ndddle ground between things and 
or if the sky reeeoWLed more the sea, the soul 
I wouldn't have to scold

ny heavy daughter.
(VH, 385)

Huffy Henry hid the day, 
unappeasaWe Henry sulked.

(I, 1)
The dlfferenoe between the beginning "sulking” and the ending "scolding" 
suggests Hanry's change from childish resentment axprssaed A  peevish 
sullanness to m  adultlike, but gentle, scolding, but both do convey a 
distinct rsssnblanoe of mood A  their ill tamper.

The parallels of the image of t A  journey A  The Prelude and 
T A  Dream Songs may A  found at mother level, that of allusions to otAr 
past drcuitous journeys. A  A A ,  for example, Aere are connotations of 
Odysseus's searA to return to his hoaaa. Coaqzare t A  suggestion of 
Odysseus's journey A  T A  ftelude and T A  Dream Songs#

khat availed,
khan spells forbade t A  voyager to land,
T A  fragrance A i A  did ever and anon
Give notice of t A  ahore, from arbours breathed
Of blessed sentimant and flaarAss love?

Hy AsAess was upon t A  barren sea,
My errand was to sail to otAr coasts. 
Aall I avow that I had hope A  see,
I mean that future times would surely see, 
T A  man to oome, parted as by a gulph. 
From h A  A o  had bean.... 1

Dance A  t A  gunwaAs to Aat they cannot Aar 
ay lorn men. I bear every piece of it.
Often, A  t A  ways to come,
WAre t A  eun rises and fulfils their fear, 
unlashed. I'll Aistle bite.
Through t A  amd Pillars we are bound for home.

(VI, 2U3)
1. Wordsworth, T A  Rrdode. pp.l*66 and 1*66.
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UordaMorth*a "errand... to mall to other coaata" reaanblea Qanzy'a wanting 
"to Aar t A  Interminable aea" A  hia "apixltual exaroiaaa tor other 
dLvHiaationa" (VH, 332). Both Vbrdaworth and Henry, like Odyaaaua, 
are tosaed about t A  sea, maemlngly forbidden to land; ae Henry lamente,
"tA grand aea awaite ua, ibiA will tAn ue toaaA endleaely undo"
(VII, 303).

Aar t A  end of hie journey, Henry, w A  is "stetqpt A  Homer,"
(VH, 292) is "august A  Athens"; and A  reozdls that

Ibseidon,
ruined A  Sounica, oarea, A  t A  hard cold wind, 
w A  gave hell to Odysseus.

(VH, 383)
Paradoxically^ Poseidon "cares" adnqply because A  "gave hell to Odysseus,"
for A  Odysseus's suffering A  emerges a nobler hero; and we have seen that
Henry's enduring bell has made faA nobler, though not noble A  t A  claaaioal
sense. Asides "cunning" m d  "shrewd," Homer's favorite epithets fbr
Odysseus are "long-suffering" and "enduring." Odysseus himself AscriAs
his tenacity and endurance#

... if some god batters me far out on A e  wine- 
blue water, I will endure it, keeping a stubAm 
spirit Aside me, for already I have suffSred 
much and done much hard work on t A  wares and 
A  t A  Halting. 1

Henry's version of a "stubborn apifit" A  called "tA old survival test"#
No ham A  that, t A  old survival test.
Pardon qy sore toast, nominal & blunt 
& let's get on toward t A  sea.

(VI, 278)
Suffering much but surviving, Hmnry endures "like a paA-fam" (VI, 163), 
cultivating himself, as it were, and growing A  streng^L; A  does "much hard 
work on t A  waves and A  t A  fighting."
1. T A  Odyssey cf Hnasr. trans. Ri' hard Lattimort (New York# Hamer and

5™7T»7T, p.%.
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Throughout The Odyssey, and progressLvaly A  Tha Dremm Songs.
both Odysseus m d  Hanry strive towards t A  absolute purpose of their home-
ooming. Odysseus, unhappy even A  t A  blissful Island of Kalypeo, longs
to return home*

... ibab I went and all zay days I pine for
is to go bank to my bouse and see qy day of homeeoming. 1

Henry's Anging for home. Ass definite A  t A  beginning of his journey
because he does not have a hone, gradually fonas Ato a strong purpose and
need. like Odysseus, Henry must sail "throtqb t A  mad Allers... bound
for home" (VI, 21*3). On t A  one hand Henry fesA that "travel's a plague"
but on t A  other A  feeA "that's no matter. So is hone" (VI, 2$2). Not
until his third wife, his Lady# does Henry feel that A  has a home Aat A
can "love and twig a nest" (T.D.. p.22) as t A  poet says A  T A  Diapoeseseed.
VIA his Lady #zd their daughter Twiss, "Henry's pride A  hie house was
almost fierce..." (VH, 357). Henry recognises as well anoAer home, fais
own country of imsxAau A  sen» ironically, "Heaven A  here/how A
Minneapdlia" (V, 119), but A  comes to realise t A  truA of his irony.
A  t A  last Part, Henry, ibo is A  Ireland, fAds a house for himself and
his fasily to live A  for "all t A  wortful nontA to omee" (VII, 307).
But wort ie not enou^ to mate faA feel at hoewj hie eenee of alienation
Aoreases A  a forMgn land (just as Odysseus felt alien on Kalypso's island)*
"A ainks back on his rented pillow, eore at heart,/amaeed" (VH, 3lU).
Henzy joyfully anticipates h A  return to Aauioat "back to my o m  country
would I goAran^wrent, through t A  dcy" (VII, 378 ). Henry returns home and
A  ie welooBMd*

T A  Aole city turned out 
to rustle Henry home.
A'd made faA peace & would uo furtAr roan.
A  wondered only ibat it was about.

ly '4-L.K."'' (VI, as?)^ -■ I --- - ■ “ ■ ■ ■ -r-
1. Ibid.

1 ‘ . ' ^ 1
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Oboe Henzy returns home A  makes his "awful pilgrimage" to his 
father's grave m d  t A  Songs end A  a celebration of £mr±cmx ThanksgivAg. 
But a part of Henry's "conelusLon" is his return to his ancient Arne, A  
Athens "at t A  end of t A  laAur" (VI, 383). By indlndAg Greece as a 
part of hia hcmascoadng, A  has A  a sense completed another part at his 
drcuitous journey, his experienoe has bean made into t A  wholeness of 
art. A  prays A  Apollo, t A  god of poetry, not to Zeus, for A  his 
labor of poetry A  has found an ancient means by whioh A  has come A  

Icnow himself md his unknown posaihilitles, and his Sponsors like Odysseus 
have aided and guided A  his return to this moient fatherland.

H. A. T A  Cycle of t A  Seaeone

\An Henzy says, "next time it will be nature Ie Thorem* (VI, 265), 
A  is not saying that A  Ignorea nature altog ether. His dreams "waken 
ancient longings" (VI, 271 ), and A  must inevitably dream of t A  elecwntal 
forces of nature. Henzy not only dreasui of "cur weming A  t A  Old kbrld" 
(VH, 282) as m  Aneriem attempting A  find his roots A  Europe, but also 
his meaning A  t A  Atem aooietAs of andent Europe where, as RoArt Graves 
has said, "dmces are seasonal and fitted Ato m  annual pattern from Wxich 
emerges t A  single grand theom of poetzyi t A  life, Aath, m d  resurrection 
of t A  %irit of t A  Year...."  ̂ And so anotAr element of t A  stream of 
Henry's spiralling joumay is added at m  unconscious level by Hanzy's 
feeling for t A  season of t A  year. (WlthA t A  seasons of course is t A  
cycle of night and day, a fairly obvious cycle wbieh undulates between 
Hanry's feeling alone, afraid, anxLoua, ignormt, and bestial, and fade
I. Graves, T A  WhiA Goddess. p.U22.
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sense of the aotuslf csLmess, knowledge, and rationale. ) Hanry's single
grand theme of the cycle of life, death, m d  resurrection brings him into
the "Spirit of the Tear," or the cycle of the seasons. Just as A  circles
back towards hone sod harmony, eo t A  eeasons abaoib Henry into a natural
hone and harmony.

Each season holds for Henry a particular significance. % e
coldness of WLnAr offers escape: "It's cold and golden here A  the enow"
(I, 9)| it suggests t A  nysterAs of t A  distant and primordiali "It was
wet & tbiA and wAre I mu/m don't know" (H, 28); it r^resents a condition
of trial and purgation: "Think it a cross A  t A  free sing wind" (II, 1*2);
it suggests a condition of helplssansss: "Thicker fsars/coodensed on h A
U A  ice" (VI, 21*7); m d  finally with Henry studk A  t A  odd, it is t A
place A  seek atonement iben A  attempts to appease his dead father w A
is masked as a bear A  m  Arctie care (V, 120). Jn this dead season Hsnry
realises that possibilities of life and change do exist. A  t A  early Songs,
Christmas holds no real meaning for Henzy: there are "Mo Christmas jaunts
for fractured cats" (HI, 65). But A  a later Soi% Hnzy finds hope for his
own rebirth A  t A  Christmas season:

Behold I bring you tidAgs of great joy —
eepecidly now that t A  snow & gale ere still —
for Henry is ddiverad.

(V, 121*)
T A  cause for Henzy's hope A  winter has been revealed a few poems previous : 
A  has attempted A  A  Adandly idA t A  a^ic Aar, his father̂  rather than 
kill t A  lewozy of hA, m d  A  strives A  fozgive hA:

It gas 28 below.
Ho one goes azyvbere. Fabulous calls 
A  duty dank. Icy dungeons, thougb# 
have mud* A  mention A  you.
###*
Pardon was t A  only word, i"» ferocious cold 
like AsiatA prieons, ibere we live 
and strive and strive A  forgive.

(V, 108)
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For most of his life A  oannob forgive hie fatAr for Aving oonnitted
auioiA, but now A  oontanqplaAs A  t A  icy dungeon of wAter t A  Ape
that "Pardon wee t A  only word."

One would expect t A  aunner eeaeem, that eeaeom of t A  foULneaa
of life, A  A  a time of fhllneaa for Henry. Bat it ia not; Ath "anowe
end Bunmere grieve and dream" (HI, 77). Hanry grieves A  t A  eunaaer
Acaase of his past; A  t A  sauner dam hia fatAr oonnitted suicide,
Aaving "Hanxy A  live on" (7, 11*5). A  a poem entitled "July 8" (V, 100),
we A a m  of anotAr susner grief i his motAr dies on that day. And yet
Henry survives t A  susnsrs. A  anotAr poem entitled "July 11," t A  day of
Ddmore Schwarts's A  ath, Henry A g A e  A  overcome fais suaner grief a

And yet I find syself able, at this deep point,
A  carry out ny dotieei I lecture, I w l A .

(VI, 275)
T A  only suggestion of happAess A  t A  summer is A  a celebration of his
Lady's birthday on July 28 (7, 106). Henry's deep feelAg for his Lady
helps h A  A  survive t A  sunaers; s A  represents t A  oppoadA of ibat t A
winter and summer mean A  hA; and A  praiaee har A  terms of t A  seasons
that msA h A  sad:

InA your face 
for sueaaers now - for three —
I have bean looking, and for lAArs
and never at any time have you reeemhled snow.

(VI, 186)
Henry's Lady does not allay hie fears; later A  pleads A  "July 22" :

Something's goAa give 
either A  edgy Henzy or t A  environment: 
t A  conflict cannot lest....

(VI, 275)
If both summer and winter Aid no lasting hope for change A  Henry's 

struggle, then ibat of fall m d  spring? T A  fall eeaeom is complex A  

Anzy's drams. It suggests not only that season but also t A  "fall" froai
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the ee^% fetal eadc mod the Phil of num. (Pbr the pareeant I «hall limit
my dieouealom to the fall eeaaon. ) Henry artrugglee throng fall as he
does «dater end mnrmer. the fell, the Aneiloan Thmokeglving epitonlaea
for Henry a "aamndng up" of "that ihioh one bears more steadily thmo else/
and the odd daflaite good" (VI, 163). Ihstead of a season of happy harvest,
Henry broods on fall as the dying semumon. inother one of Henxy*s oldest
friends is killed mod he Imaaentsi

A U  those dsmcths keep Henry pmle & ill
and unmhle to sail through the autusm world & weak,
a disadvantage of mnrviving.
The lemnres fall, lives fall, every little Wdle 
you c m  oomxt with adirxlng love on a new loss 
& mo empfüer plmmse.

(VI, 191)
Lemcres falling m d  lives falling inoorporacte phases of the «hole cycle of 
birth and death in nature. Ih the dying season of fall and the dead season 
of «dnter Henry suggests that, tor him, «#oik «dll make him vital enough to 
continuât

Pmlleo leaves 6 Utter. It is Sapteaher.
Henry's months now begin. Much to be done 
by merry Christmas,
much to be dome by American Thanksgiving.

(VI, 309)
But in the last Song Henry celebrates a Thanksgiving of new life at the end 
of his IdtKtrj his poems become hie daughter, his new birth. SLnoe in the 
progress of the Songs Henry has matured and changed, fais view of the fall 
season logically changes. In the last Song, «# find that Henry's thanks
giving is a celebration of a happy harvest rather than cdmpily aulanentation 
of dying. He la moms the paradox of fall as a season to odebrate both life 
and death.

As one nd#d expect, spring, with its energy of new life, re
vitalises and raoe««s Hsnry. In his mythnic cycle of the seasons spring 
*hwtums «dth a dance and a sigh" (H, 27). No hint of loss, suffering, or
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death dtolnldiea Henry's springs. the only suggestion of pein for him
is «Aen spring lays bare all that the winter snows oovered; Hsnry is
constrained to consider the life beneath winter's nantis of inactivity:

Wan dxme ny son on Easter Monday, —  ay.
On Monday wan, and yet the anew has oeast.
Filthy, ay grass appsars.
Pavenants appear. It's apring in Minnesota.
My sunaaer-hoase l i in p s .. . .

One of ay steps is broken, f*ee tran ice,
I notice....
He was always in love with the wrong woman 
we can't go on here, which would not be nice 
nor true.

(VI, 213)
The «dnter sno«m cease «dth the coadng of the apring, aaid they cease in 
Henry «hen he stops fooling faiasadf that he has al«nys been in love «dth 
the «irong «loman. In a real sense he is renewed «Asn he realises that he 
himself nl^t be a cause, perhaps the canse, of his unhappy marriages.
Though one of his steps is broken, hie "house" is Ares from his own delusion j 
the hope of Easter is his own hope. More significantly, in apring Henry 
is re-bom «Aan he decides to forgive his father for ooemdtting suicide.
Tn the summer season Henry considers forgiving his father, but in the 
spring on Manorial Ihy (the fourth Monday in May), he decides to forgive 
his father:

Henry, Aseut on parade, half-triggered, mourned 
on Maaaorlal Day a many of ay dead 
and all of the livi%%.
He finally decided: It's forgiving.

(VI, 268)
Thus the seasons are both eadxleaudic of and bound to Henry's 

conscious and unconscious oonoems. The cycle of his personal struggles 
arrive at sons harmony and appropriately fuse «dth the lycle of the seasons.
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II. X. The Great drole of the Fall

Another aspect of Henry's conscious and unconscioua odLrcuitous 
journeys is his desire to return to Paradise. Henry becomes increasingly 
aware of the meaning of the Fall to himself as he travels. As we have 
seen, "Fall" Is another of those words in Henry's dreams that folds into 
several meanings but most often it relates to the Fall of man. In the 
Christian view, one may regard the Fall of man as both inflicting and 
resolving death i because of the Fall, man must experience death CAiAes, 
Aahes. AlJu fall down" /%, 25^), but through death man may regain Eden, 
such a view of course is circuitous i first, man's life in Eden and death 
of that life; then follows mortal life and death of that life which will 
return man to the lost life of Eden. But Henry sees himself as twice 
baniiAed from "hone"| he has Cain's mart on his forehead (II, 5l )l Cain's 
parents were baniahed Aram Eden; and he was banlebad Aram his parent's 
home. 3ince the Rail, man's haraony haui bean Aragmented, and Henry's 
sense of fragmentation is expressed in the verb "fall." The first Song, 
"nothing fell out as it might or ought" (I, 1 ), contrasts with a Song 
near the end, "at Henry's bier let some thing fall out well..." (YU, 362), 
and we note a change in Henry's attitude towards fads condition (from a 
self-pity to humVlity), but at the same time things still "fall out" and 
this suggests that Henry will always feel fTapaented.

The drole «Aich the Fall creates is essentially unity, unity 
lost, and uniV to be regained,̂  and Hanry's journey in his fallen and 
fragmented oonditicn enacts the universal struggle to recover unity. 
Throughout The Dream Songs, Henry laments his fragmentation and divisiant 

... it's broken dow here....
(n, 3U)

... Henry's parts were fleeing.
(IV, 78)

1. Abrams. Natural Supematuraliam. p.l81.
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I am fleeing double.

(V, 11k)
Hte aeuee of fragmentation is often expreaeed as dying again gnH again:
"Mr wood or wrd seem# to be rotting./l dares^ I'm coll^sing. Vomm

are at hand" (IT, 85). Henry longs for harmony and desires to return
to an original unity:

I've had enough of thia dying.
Tou've dome me a doaen goodnesses; get «s*****
%ght again for our own, 
ijy italioÿ

(V, 119)
The pronoun "our" suggests not only Henry's desire for lAoleness but also
■1 essential human need: all of us, he is saying, must "fight again" for
our o«n. Slgnlfloantly, Hsnry expresses a solution to his "pieoedom* in
the figure of a voyager; he himself is a ship headed "fore L aft" (as we
shall see, his "craft" is dso his art):

... w  reckon whst is left, not whst was lost.
I notice at this point a divided soul, 
headed both fore & aft and guess lAich soul will swanp & lose:
that hoping forward, brisk & vivid one 
of whioh will nothing ever be heard again.
Advance into tire past]

(vn, 325)
Henry seldom uses am sxelamstion, but he does so here because elvancing 
into the past provides him with a happy possibility of ending his fragment- 
atiom. For him to arrive at unity, he realises, he must more consciously 
advance into man's past of original unity. Like Robert FTost, whom Henry 
praises (he laments most for Schwarts) more than any other poet Hsnry 
rsaUaes that he will "see" himself at his original source. As Frost 
Said in "HSst Running Brook":

It is this backward motion .owerd the source.
Against the stream, that most we see ourselves in.
The tribute of the current to the aouroe.
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Henry's beginning is also his end; his unconaaiously lost unity is his 
conscious unity to be regained.

Once Henry is aware of his original unity, he suffers under the 
terrible burden of the freedom to overcome disunity:

He can't woz* wall... here, or think.
A bilocation, yellowlike catastrophe.
The nam of this was freedom.

(Ill, 52)
The burden of Henry's freedom is so terrible that he wishes to live in the 
"middle world" of Fall: "He would be prepared to live in a world of Fall/
for ever, iiq>enitent Henzy" (HI, 77). But the more his shaky framework 
fragments the more he wishes to end his broken condition; he searches for 
a beginning and realises that he must play out the Fall by ear: "Only his
ears sat with his theme" (VI, l65).

This freedom allows Henry, he begins to understand, to journey 
towards man's original condition of unity, and he sees finally that the 
Fall accounts for his inner disruption of heart and mind as well as his 
inability to feel at one with nature. At the end of his journey Banxy 
acknowledges that if heart and mind, and nature, mod mind, and heart were 
one, he would not have to struggle to find a middle ground. "Vb will do 
our beat for the cause of the braln/thou^ sea-foam tugs..." (VI, 27k),
Henry promises, and so he does. He bums for reasoned solutions, but 
his senses often interfere, and though he would renounce his senses (V, 120), 
they stir restlessly b ^ w  his repression. He tries to live in either 
extreme of heart or mind, but finally he settles for, happily, a fusion 
of heart and ndnd, and letting the mind settle for power of "Negative 
Capability." He expresses gratitude to a poetess, Adrienne Hi<A, for 
her "high kindness" to him; ahe has counseled him in a unity of heart and 
mind :
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And now I meet you in the thinky plaoe, 
you & I, your good brain & hot heart 
oounselled Henry on 
in his heavy Wxaur....

(VII, 362)
lAat her advioe was he doe not aay; the point aeetoe to be that her "good
brain" and her "hot heart" oounael ed him*

Henry's "heavy labour" shipes for him one mending force of his
division, for in art the ideal would be a harmony of heart and mind. Hanry's
senses vie for domdnatlon, but hie mind, as he thrashes out thought in his
songs, will not allow it i

Hunger was constitutional with him, 
women, cigarettes, liquor, need need need 
until be went to pieces.
The pieces eat rsp and wrote. They did not need 
their piecedom but kept very quieUy on 
among the chaos.

(VII, 311)
"Valiant art" bores immature Henzy (I, Ik), but a more mature Henry can
understand that art may help him to circle back towards lost Men:

A stub point t (me odd way to Paradise 
ha hal but of more dignity than ny typewriter, 
than IV marvellous pencils, darker.
Wa're circling, waiting for the tower & the marker 
the radio's out, some runways are bzdghter 
as we break Control & come down with our alee.

(VI, 261)
Henzy begins the final Part of fais Dream Songs with both a high

resolve and a statement about his private theodicy of bow be cd^bt return
to Paradise I

If ever he had crafted in the past —  
but only if —  he swore now to craft better 
which lay in the Hands d>ove.

(VII, 279)
As I have suggested in ay discusaion of the last Dream Song, Henry's "craft" 
of art gives him an assurmoce of power that is its own reward. Henry's 
"craft" of tiw long poem is like Keats's description of the long poem as "a
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test of Invention," whioh Keats took to be "the Polsr Star of Poetry," 
wherein "Faooy is the Sails, and imagination the Rodder."^ Vlth "fancy" 
(the association in dreaaw) as his sails and "imagination" (the unity of the 
deep-struotures in dreams) as his rudder, Hsnry is circling back towards the 
source of his oziglnal harmony with more assurance and purpose, though he 
realises that until he dies he will not eeooaqdiah that harmony.

n. xL. The Harmony m d  Circularity of numbers

The answer to the question of the relation between the temporal 
and the eternal sod the fusion of the two is beyond human understanding.
Man, as Henzy concludes, is guided only up to a certain point (that is, 
relative to his ability and persistenoe) by his intellectual powers and he 
can recognise at best the circle of his being but not fully understand why 
it oiroles back. As we have seen, Henry's own rebirth is corngxlameated 
by but marges into other natural cyolea of birth, death, and rébirtbi Henry's 
rebirth through his "daughters"; his oirouitous journey to his actual home, 
his own country, his coanLc hmue, and his eternal hmae; his merging with 
the cyde of the seasons; and his circuitous journey towards lost Eden.
HLb salvation is his birth of recognition and awareness, not of a revelation, 
and these are his understanding.

To regard the structure of The Dream Songs as a pagan mystery-ritual 
of death, rebirth, and salvation is to lay out the circuitous structure theamtio- 
ally, but we may see also m  artistic circular harmony. Just as Berryman 
enjoyed an advantage of perspective in creating the character Henry, so he 
enjoyed the advantage of perspective in arranging the parts of The Dream Songs 
into a lAole; the parts, in fact, even doiai to the the stansaio structure, 
c(uifbm to a strict classical, S3mmet.ioal, and arithmetical circuitous 
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p.53.
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struotTuns. This structure eoMplaments Henry's droaltoas jouxney hy 
way of the numbers of three, five, and seven. There are three stansas 
in nearly every Song and eaoh stanza is a multiple of three (six lines).
The stresses per line in eaoh stanza (for the most part) are 5-5-3-S-5-3.
The 385 Songs are a multiple of 5. The number seven infcNms the Songs 
most; from the title of the first publication (77 Dream Songs) Berryman 
has been anxious to tell us so. The 385 Songs are also a multiple of 7; there 
are seven epigrsfAs; Book IV, the central and shortest book, oonaists of 
fourteen Songs, a multiple of seven; and of oourse there are seven parts.̂  
such a conscious arithmetical structure recalls a classical heritage in Wbi<A 
numbers reflect a msy of thinking. Three and seven were Hons* and Dante's 
favorite numbers; five was the customary number of episodes in Greek tragedy.
In medieval thought, especially, these numbers (and others such as two, four, 
nine, ten, m d  twelve) reflect the principles of order, harmony, and the 
hierar<Ay of God's creation. Certain numbers suggest a number mystique and 
are signs of God's plan and therefore point beyond themselves to spiritual 
meanings. Three represents the Tzini^ of Father, Son, and Holy Gbost; 
the three theological virtues. Faith, Hope, and Charity (or Love); the three 
theological vices, £hvy. Hate, and Malice; the past, present, and future; 
the three parts of man —  spirit, rationality, emotional drive (in modem 
terms of super-ego, ego, and id). Five recalls the number of wounds Christ 
received on the cross. Seven stands for the seven days of God's creation; 
the seven stations of the cross; the seven cries from the cross; and the seven 
griefs of the Virgin. Ih late classical literature, Apulaius describes in GoM«v 
Aaa Luciua'a invocation of Cybde (the goddess of "white raiser, red reaper, 
and dark winnower of grain") and his preparaticm to pray to the Goddess after 
hk deep:
1. The number seven appears severd times in The Drama Songs: see 115.2k6, m d  366. ----------
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Hberefore, shaking off my droway eHmop I areas 
with a jogfol face, and moved ly a great affection 
to purify nyaslf, I plunged sy head seven times 
into the waiter of the seal whioh nuaber seven is 
oonvenable and agreeable to holy and divine 
tfainga, as the worthy sage philosopher Qrthsgoraa 
hath dec fared. Then very lively aid joyfully, 
though with weeping oountenanoe, I made this 
oration to the puissant goddess. 1
There is also a primitive heritage of numbers. (I have suggested

that dreams are primitive ways of thinking; it follows that numbers would
possess disbinotive attributes in suoh a way of thinking. ) "To the
natural unsopfaistioabed ndnd," H.Q. Baynes says in his Mrthology of the Soul,
"the oardind numbers 3» 5a 7# 9... are felt to be positive, living, and 

2masculine...." Baynes makes a distinction between odd and even numbers:
Æie odd numbers/... are associated with the principle of Yang 
Aka masculine principle/ in the Chinese ̂  King, while 2, lu 
6, 8 are identified «dth that of Yin ̂ Eke ?E33ne principle/.
In general the odd numbers have a creative or energetic (Aaraoter, 
while the even numbers are statio, being already balanced and 
complete. 3

Given Berryman's knowledge of Chinese culture (see his poem "S<Aolara
at the Orchard Pavilion" in Delusions. Etc.. pp.3U»35), it is quite possible
that he had the Chinaae Yln-Yang in mind in ohooalng odd numbers to structure
*n«e Dream Songs . His use of odd numbers suggests the creative, masculine,
energetic and incomplete character ha wanted. But most certainly he knew
Jung's «forks on the archetype in dreams. Jung stressed triads and the
importance of raising numerical data "to the level of a general concept":

Triads and tetrads represent archetypal structures that play a 
significant part in all symbolism and are equally important for 
the investigation of myths and dreams. By raising the irrational 
datum dreas^,.. to the level of a #neral concept we elicit 
the universal meaning of this motif and encourage the inquiring 
ndnd to taoUe the problen seriously. U

1. Cited by Graves, The Uiite Goddess, pp. 70-71.
2. H.G. Baynes, ttrthology of the Sfeul (London: Rider & Conqpany, 1969), p.h93.
3. Ibid.
U. C.G. Jbng. Four Archetypes, traxw. R.F.G. Bull (London: Routledae and 

Kegan Paul,TiTO,’p.V2f."
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Part of lAat Jung asaumaa la that aymbola have the character of living and
that numbers in dreams are not imposed upon experimoe, but flow out of
experience and are thsrefbre dynamio aynbols. Mhan Hanry says that Hegel's
triads "would/incorporate" (IV, 78) (my italics) into The Dream Songs, he
is suggesting that a numerical my of thinking is not to impose, it is to
discover, as Usllace Stevens would say.̂  Jung also said, "Between the
three and the four there exists the primary opposition of male and female,

2but Wmreas foumess is a sysbol of Wioleness, throeness is not." It is 
significant that Hanry would say at the beginning of Part IV that Hegel*a 
triads "would incorporate" into The Dream Songs because he has com to the 
end of a triad after the first three parts and now in the fourth part he is 
in a state of wholeness. Thou^ Hanry is never in a state of harmony as 
long as he lives, he idU be "«bole" once he is dead; thus, each Song in 
Part IV is called "Op. posth." After Port IV another triad follows 
because Henry does not really die; he returns "adult & difficult." Jung 
said of the nuzber seven that "in the language of initiation, 'seven' stands 
for the highest stage of illumination m d  would therefore be the coveted 
goal of all desire."^ As we have seen, and will see in more detail, by 
the end of Part VU, Henzy arrives at the "highest stage of illumination" 
he can expect.

If we were to onunerate all the attributes and qualities associated 
with the number 7," Boynea has said, "we might fill a volume without being 
appreciably nearer to m y  definite aignifioabion, Baynes oonoluded, 
nevertheless, that the number seven "represKxts m  essential part of the 
creative process."^ What this "creative process" eeztaila, Baynes was not
1. Stevens, "Notes Towards a supreme Fiction," CoUected Poems of Vallaoe 

gteyens, p.h03.
2. & Ü . A  P.112.
3. C.G. Jung Psychology and Uchemy. Vbl.12, 2nd ed., ^  Collected Wbifcs 

of C.G. Jung, eda. Herbert I^ad et.al.. traus. R.F.(5. W l  (itoadonT^ 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1968), p.6j.

U. Baynes, Mythology of the Soul. p.U93.
5. Ibid.
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able to say precisely, but perhaps, he suggested, it has something to
do with the make-up of our cosmo-logioal and physical characteristics
(e.g. seven days creation and the seven orifloes of the body),^ whioh
in turn permeate man's unconscious thinking. Baynes suggested, too, that
the muiiber three is "specifically associated with the creative process":

For not only are the male and female organs of generation 
disposed in the form of a trinity, but the very archetypal 
of creation, projected into the Deity, obeys the same form.
Every function of energy in nature has, indeed, the form of 
a pair of opposites, united by a third factor, their pzxxhict. 2

Henry's triads of thought are eonqplemsnted in the same way: the "product"
of hia union with his wife is their daughter; and dLnco his Dream Songs
are his "daughter" they are the "product" of Henry's heart and mind.

I have been suggesting that a sort of nimber mystique points to 
the spiritual meanings of The Dream Songs, but oertainly these particular 
recurring numbers allude to and set the Songs within the classical traditi<m 
of circuitous harmony and order «diioh both contrast with and run parallel 
to that tradition. The Dream Songs constrasts with the classical tradition 
in that Henry's journey is incomplete but is similar to it in its "feel" 
of being a conplete poem. The number three stresses the cyclical pattem 
in The Dream ”ongat Hegel's triads; Henry's attempt to fuse his past, 
present, and future; his attœpt to balance his ego, id, and super-ego; and 
his happiness and fullness at the end of the third summer with his Lady.
The number three might suggest spiritual meanings, but more concretely, it 
directs the Songs as a lAole towards a harmonious, cyclical pattem. The 
number seven, the most important muAer in the arithmetical structure of 
the Songs, functions similarly. Vto may regard the seven parts as an 
arithmetical symmetry of 3-1-3, but in view of the cyclic nature of The 
Dream Songs, it would be more logical to see the seven parts in terras of 
the circle as well. Henry's circuit^ us journey may be seen numerically and
1. Ibid.. pp.h93-91i.
2. Ibid.. P.U95.
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wAmllar to Odysaeua'a thirteen adventures which conform to the syronetrlcal, 
geometrical ideal of ancient Greek design, in this instance 6-1-6. Hades 
becomes the center of the epic structure; Odysseus travels towards Hades 
and away Aram Hades in a perfectly concentric pattem. Henry's journey 
conforms to the same concentric pattem with bis "death," burial, «nd 
return in the central Part ( significantly. Part IV consiste of a multiple 
of sevm). One finds the same conoentrlo pattern in the Divine Comedy 
«Aere at the exact center of the poem Dante laams Aram Vergil that the 
cosmic force lAiAi determines all things (evil as well as good) is love.
Or again in the "Rime of the Ancient Mariner," idiioh oonaists (perhaps 
significantly to The Dream :jonga) of seven at the center of
the poem. Part IV, the narrative turns and the mariner is saved both physically 
and epirltuftlly when he looks upon the slimy creatures of the deep and blesses 
then; then the albatross falls Aram his neck into the see and fas begins his
journey home. It follows that Berryman, who regarded himself as an "epic" 

2poet, would have had 
epics and Icaig poems.

2poet, would have had in ndnd the oirouitous numerical patterns of past

U. xLi. The drole of Love

... the Loves a circle go 
The flawing circle of our days.
Gyring, spiring to and Ara....

"The Two Trees"
W.B. Yeats

Berryman, lAo was always keenly aware of his Americanneas, said 
that he had taken khitnan's’̂Soog of Myself" as his model for The Drawa Sonae.^
1. this connection, V.H. Auden's The Age of Anxiety dspicte a regenerative 

journey in seven sti^s.
2. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry t An Interview with John Berryman," p.199.
3. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry t An Interview with John Berryman," pp.190-91.
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VMle The Dream Songs Is unlike "Song of Myself" in that it is not a "wisdom 
work" (i.e. a wozk on the meaning of life and how to conduct it), there are 
remarkable similarities between them in method and structure. In method, 
both are dramatic representations of an energetic and robust man's experience 
of finding self-unity ("a single separate person"and yet finding harmony 
with others ("Yet utter the word Democratic, the word Fh-Masse" ). The 
structural similarities between the two poems are more conqdex, mainly 
because neither poem has a clearly definable structure. Yet in eaoh there 
would seen to be some concrete reasons for their divisions or parts. "Song 
of Myself," for example, is divided into fiftywtwo sections iddeh suggest 
the nuiKber of weeks in the year and thus the oydioal organic nature of 
the poem } similarly, as I have suggested, the seven parts of The Dream Songs 
suggest the Biblical cyde of the creation and other more ooiqdex numerical 
thinking. One might make numerous comparisons and conjectures about each 
poem's structure, but it seems to me that James B. Killer's illuminating 
analysis of "Song of Myself" invites an equally illuminating oongxarison 
with The Dream Songs.

Miller draws on Evelyn Underhill * a Mysticism t A Study in the 
Nature sad Development of man's Spiritual Consciousness (1926) for his 
analysis of "Song of Myself," and he recalls the five "phases of the 
jystical life: (1 ) the awakening of self; (2) the purification of self;
(3) illumination; (U) the dark night of the soul; (5) union.Miller 
finds in "Song of Myself" an "inversion of some of the steps in the mystic 
way... held by the traditloual mystic."^ and sees of the
poem as falling into seven divisions rather than five; nevertheless, the 
pattem of the whole poem as he analyses it remains quite similar to 
Underhill's:
1. khitamoi, "One's Self I Sing," Selected Poems and Prose, p.l81*.
2. Ibid.
3. Jamas B. Miller, Jr., A Critical Guide to "Leaves of Or ass" (Chicago: 

The Ubiveraity of Chicago Press, 195?), p.7.
U. Ibid:
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I. Ehtry Into the mystical state
II. Awakening of selfIII. Purification of self17. Illumination and the dark night of the soul
7. Ubion (faith and love)
VI. Ikdon (perception )
VII. Qoezgenoe from the mystical state 1
Disregarding Miller's case for mystioiam, we may regard these

seven stages as a journey towards regeneration. The seven parts of "Song
of Myself" end The Dream Songs may be seen as successive stages, but each
part may also be seen as part of the curve bending into a circle. The
arithmetical symmetry of each poem, 3-1-3* suggests that the fourth part
is set apart but it would be more accurate to see Part IV as the joumeyer s'
having come to a sharpened awareness and turning back to their source to a
higher planet Vhitman in the fourth stage, as Miller interprets "Song of
Myself," is "afoot" with his vision, and Henry in Part IV is digging like
mad , Lazarus with a plan" (IV, 91 ). After the fourth part, or stage,
each hero truly begins his journey towards régénération.

Clearly Berryman intended that The Dream Songs idxould be seen as
a parallel to Whitman's "Song of Myself," particularly a parallel with
Whitman's sense of a cyolioal ̂ b and flow of life. Henry says at the
beginning of Part IV (sl'gnificantly, be would think of Vhitman at the
beginning of his own "iUuminatian in the dark night of the soul")#

Walt's "oztio flex"... wouldincorporate, if you please
into the know-how of the American bard....

(IV, 78)
And again later in Part V,

Henry breeds Sc recedes.
Like the great Walt, come find him on his way somsWiere. I hear thunder in stillness.

(V, lUO)
1. Ibid.
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The structural similarities between "Song of Myself" and The
Dream Songs go deeper and spread more evenly. % e  rhythmic cqrole of the
seven parts of Henry's regeneration might be viewed in terms similar to
those of Miller's analysis of the regenerative pattem in "Song of Myself":

I. Bxtroduction to "huffy" and "unappeasable" Henry.
II. Awakening of Henry's physical saJf.
III. His intensity of seeking answers.
IV. Illumination of life in the darkness of death,
V. Qniaax love (Henry and his lady).
VI. Pareeptlon: firmness in love and forgiveness of loss.
VII. Henry emerges more vital and less Aragmented.

Henry's union of love is not that of Whitman's union with the Transcendent, 
but the behavior of each hero in the progress of his poem is the same in 
a rhythm of "going into" and "coming out of." The knovdedge gained by 
each is similar as well: a teaqwrazy reconciliation of opposites, and an
acceptance of the limits of the human knowledge, aooocqpanied by a fisting
insight into the «holmess of man.

In a sense, the symmetrical pattem (3-1-3) of entry into and 
emergence from is linear, but Whitman and Berryman manage to combine both 
linear and spiralling structures. Similar to the Fall in ihich man circles 
back to his beginrdng to a higher unity, each hero in The iream Songs and 
"Song of Myself" journey» out and circles ever outward but aver upwards to 
bend round, a "knit of identity" as Whitman says, to their b^innings.

Hsnry journeys from a division Aram others and to a return to 
them in a mature union of love whioh will serve to illustrate how his journey 
in time curves round into a spiral. Henry's awareness of the mewing of 
love has two sources: Henry himself and the person he loves. Ih the first 
half of Henry's joum^, he regards the person he would love as a physical 
object, md  he loves that person selfishly; but after Part 17 he realises that 
he, too, may be a source of love: he leama that

all degrees of love 
from sky-blue down to spiriting blood, down to 
the elder from the new, 
loom sanctuaries we are pilgrims of....

(VI, 255)
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In order for him to make his pilgrimage towards an awareness of the "degrees 
of love” in the "smotuarles" of love, be journeys from a physical attachment 
to others into a detachment from himself and frcmi others. He tideas on a 
"voluntary loneliness," similar to Freud's description of safeguarding oneself 
from a human committment tdiich has risks; "Voluntary loneliness, isolation 
from others, is the readiest safeguard against unhappiness that may arise 
out of human relations. Henry emerges from his detachment renewed.
He returns ready to risk a full corapdtraent to others, for through others 
he will return to the source of his real beginning of self-understanding 
and a mature love. Thus, a linear growth of love is made circular in that 
he circles away A ro m  but back to the same source. His circular entry into 
darkness (Part IV) and ensrgenoe from it is suggested by the following 
general outline of Henry's concept of love and the way he treats others.

Hanry's Love Henry's Treatment of Others
I. Inability to love; I. Parson a love object

love is "beastly"
II. Mourns "the death of love" U. Person a love object
HI. Realises "the horror of unlove"III. Person still a love object but

wishes to "pass from lust"
IV. Burled: devoid of Aove; hope IV. Bur lad: absence of people; 

fOr someone to "wa'cen" him hope for someone to "waked'him
to love to love

V. Declares "a mystery of love" V. Hopes with a "faurtless love"
"to allow grace a iddle to stay"

VI. "Fails to keep assigning the VI. The "subject" is Henry's love
same concept to 'love'" for his Ltdy and he is the

"object"
VII. "Deep in extra love” his VII. Love broadens to a selfless

"heart sings, serve, serve" oonoem for others; Henry is
considerate and sensitive

Hanry's love, like a stray body in spaes* passes through a void. Part IV,
but slowly his Lady's love pulls him into her field and the two revolve one
1. FTeud, Civilisation and Ita DLsoontents. p.29.
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about the other; she bxizxgs wandering Henry Into the «ixolemess of love t
She saw through things, she sew that he was lonely 
and waited «tile he hid bWiind the «mil....

(V, 118)
She is the "one" he has hoped for when he is in the void of darkness «

Vtoich one will «taken him?
0 ahe must startle like a fallen gown, content «dth speech like an old sacrament 
in deaf ears lying do«ai,biasing through darkness till he feels the cold & blindness of his hopeless tenement....

(17, 89)
Her love teaohe s him the meaning of love, and he praises her in his "Efavoi,"
a Song disarming in its sinÿlicity aid moving in its genuine feeling; limry
not only loves her physically but also as a friend t

Go, ill-sped bodk, and whisper to her or storm out the message for her only ear 
that she is beautiful.Mention sunsets, be not sUent of her ̂ es 
and mouth and other prospects, praise her sise, say her figure is full.
Say her small figure is heavenly & full, so as stunned Hanry yatters like a fool & maketh little sense.S«y she is soft in speech, stately in walking, 
modest at gatherings, and in every thing deolare her exoellanoe.
Forget not «ten rest is «dioUy done and all her qplendours opened one by one to add that ate likes Henzy,for reasons unknown, and fate has bound them fast one to another in linkages that last and that are fair to see.

(VI, 171)
Throughout his travelling, Henzy tries to understand Divine Love, but

he cannott
1 mention shat I do not understand.I mention for instance Love:God loves his creatures «dk.u he treats them so?

(VI, 266)
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Instead, he happily settles for an individual hunuoi realisation of love,
his Lady's love, and through her, his ocnoept and practice of love broadenst

Halfway to death, from his young years, he failed 
to keep assigning to the concept of 'love* 
the usual value.
The heat of the chase yielded to ease & paled 
midday which once be could not have enough of, 
affections old to new
much he preferred....

(VI, 160)
With the strength of her love (their marriage symbolises the oneness of
life, and out of this oneness th^ continue the oyde lAen a bcby is bom)^
Henzy forgives his father and oLebrates his love for him (VI, 266); he is
more synpathetie towards others as he wee ps because another person weeps
(VI, 21*2); he feels enpathically for the "kXisabled fates" of "two ladies
dear/With problems, problems" (VII, 302); he synqxathisas with a woman lAo
suffers from "an inability to reepond" to leva (VU, ^ ) ;  m d  after
overcoming strong temptation to be unfaithful to his wife with a woman
"more beautiful... even than Henry's wife" (VU, 265̂  he sympathetically
adtoonidiee this beautiful woman to

Let one man in.
One is enough.
Fidh for the master, lixo will ào you ŵ Ll, 
rely not on the stormy citadel —  
it's a matter of love.

(VII, 372)
She has already noticed a "small improvement" in Henzy, "a degree of 
gentleness" (VII, 350). Henzy has come full d r d e  in his relation to 
otherst at first he is "at odds wif de world" (I, $), and he loves others 
selflAly; then he withdraws from the warld as a safeguard %alnst oonnitaent; 
but he finally returns to a more selfless love for others —  he has "made 
his peace St would no further roam" (VU, 359).
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Throughout the preceding chapters, I have enphosissd the 
great stream of Henzy's spiralling journey as cycles of death md rebirth. 
SaLvatlcn, the end of this sort of pagan mystery cycle need not be 
e:qd.ained, for in sn ever-moving cycle «Aioh ends in rebirth, "salvation" 
is a way of saying we admire the beauty of the flower. Fbr all of his 
yearning, like Dante's desire "to know just how our i m ^  mergesAnto 
that drole," Henry's aim is not a ^stem that will be intellectually 
consistent oK eacplainahle, but rather, hie disoovezy is to take comfort 
in a roundness that eases his journeying life and to record gllrqxses 
of harmony and love. Hanry's spiralling art is life because life moves 
in spirals; the "ultimate structure" of The Drean Songs is according to 
his nature" (VU, 293),
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HI. Love & Fame: "A Certain Exploaive Feeling, A Certain
Aninistrative Rhythm Set"

Without Contrarie# is no progression. Attraotion and 
Repulsion, Reason and Ehergy, Love and Hate, are necessary 
to human existence.

The road of excess leads to the palace of «dsdca.
"The Marriage of Heaven and Hell" 
William Blake

"To find out Wist a modem poet has done," Berryman said, with
Ezra Pound's poetry in ndnd, "we have to often ask why he did it."  ̂ we
have seen most of Berryman's reasons for writing poetry: his desire to 

2"feel back" into the past] his desira to "ê qiress" his own personality;
his bent on doing "something no one else could do," and related to that,
his restlessness in "having done one thing you want to do anothar"; his
desire for fame; his desire to "seise an object and make it visible"; his
sense of accretion, of oontinuing to develop his and the reader's awareness,
aympathy, and love; and, finally, the impetus for all his reasons, his
belief that poetry and life stand in reciprocal relation so that the poet
and the reader may be re-fomad. It is worth recalling Berryman's oim
summary, written about tan years after his essay on Pound, of the cmnplex
motives for making poetry, whioh were, I believe, bis own motives as well:

The motives for making poetry have regularly been complex and 
beyond analysis: love of the stuff and of rhythm, the need to 
invent, a passion for getting things right, the «dsh to leave 
one's language in better shape than w e  found it, a jealousy for 
the national honor, love for person or for Cod, attaittoent to 
human possibility, pity, outletting agony or disappointment, 
exasperation, malioe, hatred. Desire for fame and the entertaining 
of an audience are only two other motives, forgo able, particularly 
in the consciousness of the final two, which may be more oentrad.

1. Berryman, "The Poetry of Ezra Ibund," p.393.
2. Ibid.. p.390.
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than any yet nantloned. Ibetxy la a teminal aotivlV, 
taking place out near the end of things, Where the poet's 
soul addresses one other soul only, never mind «tan. Aaet 
it aims —  never ndnd either communication or expression —  
at the reformation of the poet, as prayer does. ]h the grand eases 
—  as, in our century, Yeats and Eliot —  it enables the poet 
gradually again and again, to beoome almost mother man; but something 
of that sort happens, on a small scale, a freeing, «d.th the creation 
of every real poem. 1

Still later, at the height of his fame and creative po«#er, he
said to an interviewer for Life magazine t "I «rould have out my throat in
191*7 /after be had «mitten his Sonnets and The Dispossessed? if I hadn't
thought then that I «ms in the grip of something infinitely beyond my o«ei 

2recognition." If «le take Berryman's statement about the motives for
making poetry and his creative certainty, a nearly sacred assurance, «#e
might feel that Berryman suffered from an elephantine hubris. But all
the evidence, both in Love & Fame and from «that Berryman told us about
his anxiety before he published it, reveals a nervous uncertainty in
his ne«r undertaking. His actions betrayed his bravado; though he had
hoped that he ndgh acoompUtii something "like Yeats's great outburst at
the end of his life,"^ and thou^ he felt that he «ms "hot as a pistol,"^
he «lould say in Love & Fame:

No«f my book «dll go to friends —
«fomen & man of «dt —
Xerox'd before «m publish it, it, 
the limited edition & the public it, 
before «# publiah it.

ÇL. tc F», p.80)
and later in an interview, be recalls his insecurity:

I had forty-t«s) poems and was ready to print than, but they 
were so «mird, so unlike all my previous work that I «ms a 
little «nrried. I had encouragement frcai one or two fliends, 
but still I didn't know «that to do. 5

1. Berryman, "The Revolving Bookstand : From the Middle and Senior 
Generations," p.386.

2. Howard, "Whisky and Lik, Vliiaky and Ink," p.?6.
3. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry : An Interview «dth John Berryman," p.206.
1*. Heyen, "John Berryman : A Memoir and an Interview," p.5l asui p.$2. See

also Hayen's observation about Berryman's tonstant proteating 'Isn't 
that good?'," p. 1*9.

5. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry : An Interview «d.th John Berryman," p.200.
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Berryman vent on to may that when the Tlmee Literary Supplament printed
alx of hia new poens he wee further enoouraged. But be etiU was not
aura; ao he aent copies to various friends, "looking for réassurance,
confirmation, wmting crltioiam. One of the friands, Richard VHbur,
gave some of the poeu "hell," and Berryman said he "adopted almost every
suggestion."^ Other raaponeas were not so reassuring, but negative and
"strange" Berryman said:

Edmund VUson, for who as opinion I have a hi^ regard, found the 
book hopeless. He said there ware sons fine lines and striking 
passages. How do you like that? It is like saying to a beautiful 
woman, "I like your left amall toenail; that's very nioe indeed," 
while she's standing there stark naked looking like Venus. I was 
deeply hurt by that letter. And then other responses were very 
strange. Mark Van Doran, my teaoher, an old, Ariend and a 
wonderful judge of poetry, also wrote. I for"get exactly Wist he 
said, but he was very heavy on it. He said things like "original," 
and "will be influential," and "will be popular," and so on, but 
"will also be feared and hated." Vhat a surprising letter! It 
took me days to get used to it, and it took me days even to see idiat 
he meant. But now I see what he means. Som of the poems ara 
threatening, very threatening to some readers, no doubt about it.
Just as soBW people find me threatening —  to be in a room with ms 
drives them oraay. And then there is a good deal of obsoenity in 
the poems, too. And there is a grave piety in the last poems, wfaiWi is 
going to trouble a lot of people. You know, the country is full of 
atheists, and they really are going to find themselves threatened by 
these poems. 3

Ih Aort, Berryman was still a follower of Pascal.
Some reviewers ware "threatened” by Love & Pams, particularly by

«hat seme misjudged as Bartynan's "self-aggrandisemant" and "Imaorid. oallo«s«ess!̂
Berryman, always anxious to help explain something in his poetry «hioh might be
or had been misunderstood (e.g. his "Note” to The Diapossessed and his
prefat<ny remarks to His Toy. His Dream. His Best), responded with a second
edition of Love & Fame and an afterward in the Brltiidi and American
1.
2.
3.
U. Robert Hiillips, "Balling the Muse." The North American Review (Winter.

1971 ), p.72. ----------------------

Ibid.. p.201.

Ibid.
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éditions.^ Som of the erLtlcs* respoasa to Bearaynsn's malf-mggrsndlm*-
nmnt" might have been to the image of the lecfaeroae, frenetic, load drunk
he often could be. But their oversigbt was reading too much of that image
into the poetry; as Berryman said of Pound's persomality in his poetry,
some critics have heard the personality they "esipeotad to hear, rather than
the one that is essentially t h e r e . T h e  personality that is essentially
there in Love & Fame is as complex, as likeable and unlikeable, as admirable
and unadmlrable as either Henry in The Dream Songs or as Berryman himself t

Berryman the man is fh% as complex and stylish as Berryman the 
poet. He has enough personal style, in fast, for any do sen of 
the rest of us. You never know «Aether to treat him as an august 
man of letters or as a prankish little boy, because he is al«nys, 
simultaneously, both. 3

These extremes in Berryman's personality have suggested to William
J. Marts an unsatisfying uncertainty, and he objects to Berryman's unoertainty,
"both as a man and as sn artist" i

Our reaction to love Fame /%c7. and in his later poetzy generally, 
is mixed because ULs uncei^ainty carries uu into the depths and other 
times keeps us on the surface of life, uid typically does both at 
once. U

Mr. Marts seems to feel that these contraries and dovetailing of life and 
art are «maknesses; I see them as strengths. And further, is it not true 
that we live from day to day alternating bet«ieen, and sometimes simultaneously, 
the surface of '(life" and its depths? Berryman's uncertainty is, like his 
humor, "fatal to bardio pretension" (L. & P.. p.19), but a sense of uncertainty
1. As I have noted, I m  using the British edition of Love & Fame. The 

poems Berryman left out of the British and American 2nd edition are as 
foUo«rst in Part T«io, "Thank you Christine," "A Letter," and "To
B B  "I in Part Three, "The Soviet lhi<m," "The Minnesota 8
aoï Letter inters," and "Regents' Professor Berryman's Grade on Race."
Several of the poems Berryman retained in these later editions are revised
in punctuati<m and phrasing, but not extensively. See Bmeat C. Stefanik, 
Jr. John Berryman « A Descriptive Bibliogra)hy (Pittsburg t %iversity of

2.
3. Howard, "Wbiaky and Ink, Vfaidcy and Ihk," p.TO.
li. William J. Marts. "John Berryman," Seven Aaeriean Poets « from MacLeiah

to Nemerov. p.20o.
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la also faithful to the "life we all lead." Hie unoertainty animates 
a human man, a nun not so aloof from life that he is refined soamAere out 
of existenoe, in Joyse's phrase, "paring his fingernails.” Berryman 
still encounters and enacts "the hateful seige of contraries," and he survives 
in Love & Fame, as Hanry does, throu^A a "negative capability." Other 
themes in Love & Fame, alternating between oertalnty and uncertainty, 
are familiar t courage, kindneas, art, friandddp, sympathy, love, individual 
responsibility, fear of failure (or worse, "Inaignificanoe" ). needs. VAat 
is different in Love St Faae is Berryman's aooeptanoe of and solace in 
accepting that Qod intervenes in the lives of men, though he must rely 
upon his "negative capability" in understanding «Ay this is. In % e  Dream 
Bongs Henry questioos God's love* God asks for so mucA «Aen he "calls for 
this thud of love from his oreatursaNO./Berhaps God oû dit to be curbed" (The 
D.S. VI, 238), Hanry says. But he cannot avoid God; he simply leaves matters 
"in the Hands above" (The D.S. VU, 279). In Love & FSme. Berryman still 
leaves matters "in the Hands above," but he sees God as more active than 
passive* God is a Qod of "rescue" (Pascal and Augustine's view); God 
actively and «#isely oversees man's lives —  "You attend, I feel, to the 
matters of men" (L. & F.. p.87). Berryman always needed his heroes, but he 
acoeptedlGod as the ultimate Sponsor and Overlord.

So mo find a complex personality in Love & Fame, but the same sort 
of unifying consciousness that holds The Dream Songs together. nniifc* 
our knoitLsdge of and experience «dth Henry, «le are given a much briefer, 
ostensibly even simplified, account of the life of John Berryman (I shall 
discuss later in greater depth the antobiographioal aspect of Love St Fees). 
Whereas «le get to know Henry as a sort of novel-like character, «is must «f&e 
the most out of the "facts" and anecdotes in Love St Fame if we are to "kzx>«r" 
John Berryman, at once a distancing and an intimacy, and, as our experience 
tells us about truly kno«dng any person, mo must work at it. In part, «* 
may find it difficult to accommodate an inoonai stent tone in suoh a abort
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volume ("some fin# llnaa" m d  "etziking passages," Btouad WLlson said, 
but "hopeless" otherwise ). Berrymm said that "some of the poena are 
quite slight and others are very ambitious,"̂  but the sane is true in the 
aobitious poems, a mixture of aOLigbtness and grmdness, a mixture of 
seriousness and "humour fatal to bardic pretension" (L. & F». p.19). Wb 
may accept m  inconsistency of tone in The Dream Songs because the poem is 
long enough to aoooonodate sharp angles; we sense more texture than bristles. 
So how does Benymm manage to give "life" to his personality in Love 6 Fame? 
The answer, I believe, auy be found in what he said about the first poem 
"Her & It" (originally entitled "Love & Fams"^) lAioh he described as having 
t  certain explosive feeling" (L. & P., p.96). Berryman also said that «Aen 
he wrote the first line, "I fell in love «dth a girl," he thought, "Qod 
dam it, that is a fact."̂  But «* may still adc, «Aere is the explosive 
feeling?

Now the critic must have a strong sense of fact, as Eliot has 
said, and so must the poet but to a less literal and passive degree. Facts 
are to the poet a means to an end, the end being the creation of a sense of 
life, both intellectual and «aotional. %bm Henry, who has become famous, 
fills out yet another form for a "directory," similar to Vho's lAo. he 
objects to being asked to merely list "jobs, awards, books." He feels 
that this is absurd as am actual autobiography becanse something of the 
real person is missing («as recall that Henry also objects to Yeats's 
synAoUc Casement poems «Aioh ignore the personal struggle of the man);
"lAere is cAildhood," Henry sake, "from «Aioh he ̂ knrg/ recovered, & 
where are the moments of love?" (The D.S. 7U, 3U3). These feelings about 
one's hunmn and personal life apiU over into, indeed are the very source 
of. Love 6 Fame. It is as thou;A Berryman decided to create his own "form"
1. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry; An Interview «dth John Berryman," p.201.
2. Berg, "An ihiterviev «dth John Berryman," p.l5.
3. Stilt, "The Art of Poetry; An Interview «dth John Berryman, p.200.
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for a im>re peraonal and vital Tfco*a >ho. Aa Barrymm aaya in hia dadieatozy 
poem to Triatan Cozbiira» Lova & Fawa la a "nockazy of praamtationa graat”} 
aa find inataad "aalf-ravalationa" Wxich "oonatituta" a "ouraing glory"
(L« & P.. p.7). Onlika Tha Drawn Songa, howavar* Lova & Faaa ia mora a 
ravalation of oonaoioaa, rathar than onoonaoioua* rananbranoa. It aould 
ba inacourata» hoaavar, to say that Banynan marely gtfw ua tha eonaoioua 
facta* for nearly evazy fact awalla and taama into aomathing mora than a 
calculating conaoiouanaaa. Qona ia tha dramatic dialogua bataaan Hanzy and 
hia fziand* but tha aaaanoa of drama iaztill thare* that quality of "a 
fight in the atraata" that Kaata aaa aa tha basis of dramia.̂  Lova & Faaa 
ia* aa Barzynan aald* "a general inquiry" into the facta* but the lifa-giving 
tension between the facta and azperianca ia tha real force of the volume* 
the two (and mora) "ovaznatehad grabs in an antitioua young man* one for 
girls* one for poetry. •• /Bxi*^ fights itself out."^

Wm may appradafta that during tha time Barzynan wrote Love & Pane 
he was drinking haavily and that ha was* nevarthalaaa* beginning to make a 
conoazted but tortuous effort to ovarooaa hia alooholiani. It would g*ar 
that Love & Fame was "said for use*”̂  as Barzynan observed of Stephan Crane's
poetry. Vh mi(d%t be teaqptad to say with Douglas Dum that Berryman was 
"trlokad" by hia "aoergancies**^ or that Barzynan felt his poetry so keenly 
that he thought he was ooammioating the life of end in hia poetry.^ There
1. FOr a variation of this principle see Jonathan Oolassi's "John Barzynan* 

Sorrows and Passions of Bis Majesty tha %o" Poetry MoUyt* H  (197Î*)* 
119-20. Qulasai says* "tha poet ̂ ofan BazTyâwZTewKZIIahas a tanaioo 
in the peon between the narrator and a contrast&g but related persona 
which allows him to set up a kind of conversation with himself, in itleb 
an unbridled* maniacal self is moderated and usually controlled by a
projected* idaalisad 'other** Wio acta* like the girls of the love & Pma
poems* as a aoundingboard* but also as an objectifying standard on U*i«^ ' 
the reader can depend as representing the reality pzincigQe to soma d%rea.'

2. Hayan* Vohn Berryman* A limaoir and an Litezwiew*" p.6$.
3. Barzynan* atmibm Crane. p.273«
li. Dunn* "Gaiety & ta*uenkaW.oa*" p. 77.
5. Samuel Haeo gives the follnwtng account of Barryman's reading Love & Fame*

"With Berryman* who was not a gifted reader as readaz^ go* the andiabcd ' 
realised that his words ware coming from his racked soul. The reading waa 
aomahow hia vezy life happening right there at that particular moment* and 
happening tragically." "The Death of John Barzynan*" Commonweal. (FCbruazy 
25, 19721* 1*89. ---------
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is sMNthlng in these views of Berryman's "eoaergenflies.* Among the 
"twelve steps" for trestosnt of an alcoholio* suggested by "Alcoholics 
Anonymous*" we find facts* inventories" and "lists" as «  Important part 
of his therapy:

Step Pour# "Made a searching end fearless inventory of 
ourselves."

Step Bliixt t "Wade a list of all persons we had harmed* and 
beoasM willing to make maands to thm all."

Step Ten: "Continued to take a personal inventory and Wmn
we were wrong promptly admitted it." 1

Certainly the notion of writing* Henzy says* "as ohort as you oanAn order*
of Wist matters" (The D.S. H* $k)$ had been a pert of Berzyman's thinking
for acne time. Love & Fame is a "new priority list" (L. & P.. p.76)j
Berzyman is attempting to say "with precision everything that most matters"
(L. & P.# p.83). Brevity and precision are desirahle standards for poetry*
but brevity may undercut the sense of texture of the "life we all lead."
I would suggest that what Berzyman lost in brevity* he gained in "a certain
explosive feaûLing*" lidLoh ereatea the texture of a complex life.

Mb may see this ezploaive feeling in several ways. First* let
us compare and contrast Berzyman's o w  prose and poetic accounts of the
earn# experience ihioh happened at Ccdndla TJtaiveraity in about 1936:

A word about that flunked course. It was Mark Van Boren's 
Sixteenth Oentuzy. I wrote an excellant final* but becanse 
Mark and I were alzwady very friendly I put a note at the and 
saying that of the fbrty^two books in the oourse I had read only 
aevanteen. He wrote a note below mine saying how well he liked 
the exam and my candor* but he would have to flunk me in view of 
my admissiom. This was a heavy blow to me in many ways* most in 
the feeling that I had let him doan. So I sat down for seme 
months reading all fortywtwo books in the course and keqxiog a 
notebook on than that ran several huzidred pages* a thirtyw
page digest of Locke's Essay, which Mark said later ou^it to be 
published* only we founÀ that someone else had done one. Anyway* 
at last one day I handed him the vast manuscript* hoping that it 
wuldapair the friendaMp. To my anased deli|d>t* it did even more.
He was iigwessed and showed it to the Dean aaad they agreed to duusge'

1. John Berzyman* Hecovezy (London: Faber and Faber Ltd.* 1973)* PP.253-5U.
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BQT mark In the ooaree and restore my seholarddp and eeleons 
me baek to the College. Ttila ia not the only time in ay life 
that I have been snatched back from the edge of the abyea....1

Compare this briefer* more direct "poetic" account ('ttdxh, in the amee
pora* follows a seeningly unrelated personal event that left Berryman "sore
& dxagrlned")!

It was then I think I flunked my I8th Century
I wrote a strong exam* but since it was Mark 
a personal friend* I had to add a note 
aaging of the 1*2 books in the bloody course 
I'd only read 17.

He liked *v candour 
(he wrote) & had enjoyed the exam
but had no (ption exoeipt to give me F in the course —
costing ay scholarship. The Dean was nice 
but thought the College & I diould part company 
at least for a term* to give me 'time to think'
& regroup ny forces (if I'd any left).
A jolt. 
I seTal

And almost worse* I had let Mark down, 
"about to fix the second thing.

I paged the whole century through five monk's xmontha 
keeping an encyclopedic notebocdc.
I made among other thiuga am abridgement of Locke's Essay 
down to some hundred pages 
preserving all his points & skeleton 
but chopping away superfluous eapositimi.
Mark thought it ouidit to be published 
but we found there was one in print already.
Anyway he changed ay grade retroactively & talked to the Dean.

scholar ship was restored* the Arodigal Son 
welcoamd with crimson joy.

(L. & F.* pp,2>21*)
Vlhat Berryman said of his abridgement of Locke's Essay applies as

wall to hia poetic account* '̂ iresarving all... points k akeletony4)ut chopping
1. John Berryman* "Three and a Half Tears at Columbia*" Bhiversity on the 

H^hta. ed. Wudsy First (New York: Doubleday and Co.* Inc. î &9)*p.$3. 
ït may very well be that Berryman's account of his Ikdverslty days spurred 
him to writing tha first two parts of Love & Faaae; "Her & It*" "The 
Heroes*" and other poems from Parts Two and^Bkree ware first published 
in the ̂ S* July 16* 1970. Berryman made the most of this essay* apart 
from using it as grist for sons of the poems in Love & Faaa* some of it 
appears in Becovery (pp. 203-205) (pp.51*m56 in ?Aiee amfa HJLf Tears 
at Colurd)ia"%
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away auparHuoua exposition" (L. & F.« p.21*). Some of the facta of each 
account are contradiotory; for example* be aaya in the proas account that 
hia abridgenant of Locke's Essay «ma thirty pages* in the other he aaya it 
was "acaaa hundred pages." But oontradiotozy facta do not make any difference 
to the point* Berryman worked hard and he wrote w^Ll and perceptively. 
Oener&ly* the poetic account attenpta to give ua the poet's feeling rather 
than simply relating the facta ("It waa than I think..."). Perhaps our 
immediate response to the difference between these accounts ia to the 
rhythm. The prose flows in sentences easily* gently} the poetry ia tight* 
alternating long and short dipped lines. The poetry ia heavily iambic 
("I wAte B sti(»g Kcl^* but alAoe it was Mirk/a"p^aonal friend...")
Wiereaa, the prose diaaipatea the rhythm ("I an excellent f A d *  b d
bécaüfae Ma6 iSi 1 wnre alr/ady very fr^ndly..."). How much more emphatic 
la "strong exam" than "excellœt final*" short ajrllablea and hard sounds 
emphaalae what polyayllablea and soft sounds ainqply state. How much more 
vivid and accurate in cœÿlex feeling and meaning ia "I paged the Wiole 
century through for five monk'e months/keeping an encydopedic notebook..." 
than the blander "so I sat down for some months reading all forty-two books 
in the course and keeping a notebook on them...." Berryman did not fed 
it necessary to mention in hia poetic account the fact that he had read 
all forty-two books} the fact ia irrelevant* the feeling ia more important* 
itich la ihat the poetic account should do. The last poetic Tirw. i,
nicely balanced but at the earns time set in tension with the middle of the

■i-heline * at^front end* the suggestive verb "paged" (i.e. to write down on a 
page* to leaf through pages* and to call out to) and at the other* "five 
monk's months*" a sharp image suggesting his dedioation and "devotion*" 
as in one of the Keats epigraph to Hia Toy, Hia Dream* Hia Rest* "I am 
pickt up and sorted to a pip. Hr imagination ia a monastery and I sa its 
monk." Di between* the line ia not so vivid* "the lAole century through"}
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thus* the résultant feeling in the whole line is one of fluctuation —  

burst* rest* burst.  ̂ The overall strength of the poetic account is 
one of iraaedlacy and strong feeling* paced and timed to emphasise a line 
like "A jolt. And almost worse* I had let Mark down" (compare* "This waa 
a heavy blow for me in many ways* most in the feeling I had let him ̂ an 
Doren? down").

Similar to the sudden bursts in phrasing and style la Berryman's
use of imagery. On the Wrole imagery and metaphor are noticeably abeant
from Love & Fame* but when an image appears it serves rather than decorates
and ia set in tension with the more prosaic* aa in several of the "Eleven
Addresses to the Lord":

Ww) ma I worthless that You spent such pains 
and take may paina again?
I do not understand} but I believe.
Jonquils respond with wit to the teasing breese.

(L. St F.. p.91 )
Caretakerf take care* for we run in atraita.
Daily* by night* we walk naked to storm*
Bom threat of wholesale loss* to ruinous fear.
Qift ua with long oloaka & adrenalin.

(L. & F.. p.87)
Yours ia the crumpling* to my sister-in-law terrifying

thunder*
yours the candelabra buds sticky in Spring,..,

(L. & F.. p.85)
To take the first exa>̂ >le* the first three lines are fairly atraWitfaward
atatementa} except for the packed phrase "take may paina again*" the sense
ia very clear. Then the fourth line* puzzling* but vivid. The image
appeals to our senses} the poet's mind does not understand hia belief} he
ia like a natural flower responding to a greater force. This ia not a decorous
nature image} we see within the line a quick burst and cn each aide calm.
1. I am talking this principle from Berryman's account of "transparent" 

writing* which 1 shall discuss later.
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"Jonquils respond" and "teasing breeze" are fine but oomaaa phrases} 
we do not expect "idth wit" to bold them together. in the prosey
first Une the sane undulation is created syntactically* so that in the 
center of the line the word "worthless" stands out.

This method of explosive juxtaposition is clearly the controlling 
method throughout Love & F— e. Sometimes style and syntax* sometimes 
image and metaphor* sonetlmes a painful irony as in the following example 
Wiere the realistic hozrors of the impending war are juxtaposed to the 
escapist world of movies t

Anti-sanitian through the purblind Houses*
News weird out of Oemany.
Our envy for any visitor to the Soviet Bhion.
The shaking incredible tramsoripta of the Trials.
Cagney's inventions in gesture* the souL-idLsa 
in L2nd Street. Coca's little-boy-neaa.
Chaplin eraairgjLtqt no&halant Aron under the tarpeolin. 
Five Dietrich films in a day.

(L. & F.. p.29)
Finally* there is a "oertain eaqdosive feeling" in Berzyman's 

alluaiona* both those in his private experlanoe and hiatozioal knowledge.
Sons readers object to Berzyman's "privateness" and "leamedness*" but 
if we allow his allusions* we will see just how apt they are and bow they 
give depth of feeling and experimce. In my previous example of Berzyman's 
prose and poetic aoooncts of his failing a oourse* we recall that when he 
had completed his "five monk's months" study* his soholarddp was restored.
In the prose account he says* ih a cliiAd* "This is not the first time in my 
that I have been snatched bade from an ahysa..."| the poetic account is aharper 
and zicher in the allusion t "the Arodigal Son/aelooned with crimson joy"
(L. & F.. p.2U). Another example of a private/historical aUuaioa is 
found in Berzyman's acoount of being "Adendless" at Cambridge. His only 
friend at the time introduced him to the nusio of Hater Htrlock* "Who had I
just knocked himeelf off* fearing tha retum/of his other personality* |

Riillp Heaeltine" (L. 6 F.* p. 1*9). Kevin Barry has suggested that Berryman
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la not alnply name-dropping; though Berryman givea ua an historical fact*
a more pzivate* unoonacioua association underlies his mentioning Warlodk*
aa Barry has noted:

The life of that double personality Pater Warlock/Philip Heaeltine* 
has numerous features in common with Berryman's oan life —  both 
held two aumamaa* Berryman's dead father's name being ad.th; both 
projected alteivperaonalitiea to do battle with the world; accredited 
their beards with a quite inscrutable power; both drank heavily...; 
both committed suicide. 1

Besides this personal parallel between Berzyman and Warlo<dc* Barry draws 
another parallel* that of Warlock's music and Berryman's poetry. He cites 
a description of Fhrloek'a muaio which appeared in Scrutiny in 1937 (Wdle 
Berzyman was at Capd>ridge) and which could be taken as a description of 
Berryman's style in The Dream Songs and earlier. VWrlock* according to 
tîScrutiny» "re-interpreted the Elisabethan art-song and the Ehgliidi folk
song... in purely modem terms*" and

vhereas the technique of the 'Elisabethan' or foU^ song ia 
oomparatively straiĝ ztfoz-wazd and diatonic* here Æa. Warlock's 
muaio? the melodic lines are twisted and contorted. 2

Berzyman*a historical alluaiona in Love & Ferae are often aa
illuminating. Via recall that in The Dream Soziga hia aonga are hia
daughters; in Love & Fame he refers to Plato's notion of Inartful man's
desires aa being a frustrated desire for procreation. Berzyman remakes
the concept so that hia o m  deairea are not only sexual but also expressions
of desiring ohildren-poems *

Hato'a uterus* I say*
an animal passionately longing for ohildzen
and* if long unsatisfied after puberty*
prone to range wagrily* blocking the air passages
<Sc causing diatreaa & disease. 3
For 'ehildzen' read: big fat fresh original &

characteristic poems.
* p.25 )

1. Kevin Barry* "Berzyman's Other Cambridge." Cambridge Review. Vol.95 
(May 31* 197J*), 11*9. ----  -------

2. Ibid.. p.lJ*9.
3. Bcmsb of the words are taken verbatim from Plato's account. See The 

Col^cted Dialogues of Plato, eds. Hamilton and Huntington Caima 
Ttouaoetto* Princeton Imlversity Areas* 1961)* p.1210.
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vmian Heyen has ramaiced that Lav 6 Fame and DaluaAona. Etc. 
wen " v c d v d  with e&asraX suspicion and dislike," and that because "their 
sounds are odd" we must catch up and "tuns up to them."^ These later 
pomaa are deoeptively chatty and cunningly simple* but Wmn we see each 
poem* and in some cases each line* aa "a certain eaqploaiv feeling" and 
Wien we see the whole set in motion aa a "rhythm set*" then we begin to 
understand that Berzyiaan was still touching "the means whereby we ocne 
to life*" the life of oextalnty and uncertainty we all lead.

in. i. Autobiography and Identity

Qiv me this credit —  Do you not think I atriv —  to 
know myself?

John Keats

Thougd» the style and method of Lov & Fame ia to chop "away 
stqperlluoua exposition" (L. & P.* p.21*)* clearly a chronology informs 
its ordering. To date the evmta in any one poem ia impossible* but 
Berryman does indicate that the first two parts are set in a particular 
time t

Impreaaiona* structures* tales from Colunbia in the Thirties 
& Miohaelmaa term at Cambridge in *36 
followed by acoa later.

(L. & F.. p.6l)
Since Berryman's intention waa to set doiai a "new priority list" (L. fc F«* 
p.76) of "evrything that matters most" (L. & F.* p.83)* to himself at 
least* large parts of Derrymam'a evryday life are left out. But Lov & Fame 
should be vgarded aa something more than "the frantic data of llfewacAievment" 
(L. fc F.« p.96) or evKz the frenetic data of a sexual athlete. Lov & Feme 
mi^t appear to be ainply a matter of Berzyman's getting priorities straight*
1. Heyen* "John Berzymant A Memoir and an Interview*" p.l*9.
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but we find divree meene and ends in his doing eo i it is a matter of
hia seeing himself aa others see him* a matter of his attempting to bring
into fooua idiat ndcea up and how he has formed his sense of identity* a
matter of making a list of pwsone he has harmed so that he might begin
to make amends* and a matter of his attempt to continue to Improve
intellectually* morally* and emotionally.

Berryman said that most of the poems in Love & Fawe were auto-
biogrophiosl* "based on the historical personalia of the poet."^ "Hy
historiosl*" he explained* "I mean existing in time and space* ooaapytug 

2quanta." But obviously Berryman wanted more than a retrospective history; 
he felt that poetry ia "the expression of emotion in action. With data. 
That's all poetry is a b o u t . . d e a r l y  the "data" of the personalia 
vtdoh occupies time and apace is meant to burst* like his new style* into 
the expression of emotion* so that we m*y approach Love & Fame first through 
its data* and then see how that data reveals John Berryman's personality* 
expresses his enotlcm in action* and reveals an inner life. In The Drama 
Songs Berryman explored the inner life of Henry; in Lov & Fame he relies 
more upon extern^ evnzts to reflect an inner life. Berryman's fragmentary 
autobiography begins at Colutd>ia University in the Thirties* and if we 
take the actual dates that Berryman attended Coluabia* it would be Sspteid>er 
1932 to June 1936. Part Two* as Berryman tells us* takes plaoe during 
the Michaelmas term at Cantzidge in 1936. Parts Three and Four are "sons 
later"; we may conjecture that he means from 1936 to 1970 whan Lov & Fame 
was published.

"Autobiography meazxs*" Roy Pascal says in his authoritativ book 
Design and Truth in Aatobiographor. "... discrimination and selection in face 
of the endless oosqdexity of life* selection of facte* dlatzibution of
1. Stitt* "The Art of Poetry* An Interview with John Berryman*" p.199.
2. Ibid.
3. Heyen* "John Berzyman* A Manoir and an Interview*" p.57.
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«qdzases* choice of expresefon. The obvloua qusetione any auto
biographer faces are iddoh facts* idiat esqdiases* shat expression accurately 
«id fully reveal* as well as bzlng to life* the person writing. One must ^
begin with the realisation that to reconstruct one's life is an iiq?osaible 
tad*; what the oxtobiographer must do is to giv a vital sense of fais life. 
Pascal distinguishes between autobiography and a "philosophical reflection 
on the self." Philosophical reflection is a "static analysis*" a "self- 
portrait" which is a "static rapresentatimi of personality"; the autobiography 
should be more dynamic*

historical in method* and at the same time the representation of 
the self in and throû tz its relations with the outer world.
Ihzhaps one mig^t say that it involve the philosophical assunp- 
tion that the self oonss into being only through interplay with 
the outer world. 2

So it is interplay* a rhythm of relationships ard experiences In
tine* with which Berryman is oonoemed in Love & Pane and in that sense it
is autobiographical. All autobiographers must begin with something like
Yeats's* though perhaps with more care for detail* admission in writing fais
autobiography that the raacaory may not be relied upon for truth* "I have changed
nothing to my knowledge and yet it must be that I have chmaged many things
without my knowledge; for I an writing after many years and hav consulted
neither friend* nor letter* nor old newspaper* and describe dxat corns
oftenest into my memory." Majporie Bsrloff has observed of Yeats's
disclaimer * "This atatenant is not exactly candid* what Yeats means is
that he does not wish his autobiography to be tested against the 'actual
facts' as other people might see them."^ Similarly Bnrynan does not wish
to be held acoount able for the "actual facts" in Love & Fame* vdwrn he recalls
his having failed his Eighteenth Century literature examination* he â yw*
1. Roy Pascal* Design and Truth in Autobiography (London * Routledge 6 Kegan 

Paul* Ltd.* I^BSirpZlfC 
2« Ibid.. p.8.
3. W.^.Teats* Auto^ographies (London* Mscmillan and Co. Ltd.* 1966)* p.3.
I*. Marjorie Barlotf* "*%e tradition of Myself' * Tfae Autobiographical

Mode of Tests*" Joumal of Modern literature. IV (Fabruary 1975)* p.536.
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"It waa then I think I flunked sy I8th Century..." (L, & F.* p.23), end
later* "I spent a lot of money* not being used to money* A  forget on Wiat
nowj " (L. & F.. p.38)* and finally in his tddressss" to the Lord he aaya
"/Ï7 fail muoh to remssber" (L. & F.* p.92^ and again,"Thou art not absent
minded* as I an" (L. & F.* p.87). Teats also said in his Reveries, as
Marjorie Bsrloff notes* "It seems as if time had not been created* for
all thoughts are connected with emotion and place without sequence."̂
Vhile all references to time in Teats's Autobiograrhies are "purposely
vague and blurred" Bsrloff says* "those to place and person are specific 

2and concrete." Berzyman does the amaat places are named and often
described in striking detail* for axwqple the bridge between his jorad.tozy
and dare College Cambridge t

Tom Gruabold's bridge has balusters set diagonally 
('subtle it very effective' )
& a pie-adloe of granite is gone from cos

globe* —  God knows how* —  
upon this exquisite fanons by-ms-crossed-

six-tines-daily biidge.
* P»k7 )

And soms friends are concretely described t
My intense friend was tall & strongly made* 
almost too handsons....

(L. & F.. p.18)
Even his heroes' woiks are sharply and accurately* nearly physically*
described* as in this appraisad of Eara B>und and V.B. Teats t

For all his vehemence & hydraulic opinions 
Bound seamed feline* aaroing in on feelings* 
hoveling up to them* putting his tongue in their ear* 
delicatély modulating them in & out of each other.
Almost supernatural orafterj maybe unhappy 
disappointed continually* 
not fated like hia protdgd Tom or drunky Jim 
or hard-headed >111 ie for imperial sway.

* p.3h)-- f.---------------------------------
» p.*; 39.

2. Ibid.

  ......... " " S "1. Ibid.. p.*;39.
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Persons and places are seen in relation to Benyman himself; they are
not isolated facts but living "faots" interacting with the man. This is
important to renenber* for one's sense of identity is made up on one's
relationships* an individual view of end feeling towards the outer world.
Though these relations may be blurred by the lapse of time and memory*
their temporal diwplaoemant is of little matter because th^ make iq» the
present identity; as Henzy says*

the wind blows hard from our past into our future 
and we are that wind* exoept the wind's nature 
was not to last.

(The D.S. VU* 282)
Despite the ohronologioal progression in Love 6 Fame. Berzyman's experiences 
cannot be plaoeo! exactly in time bee wise those experiences* in various degrees* 
still live within him. Marjorie Bsrloff has made the same observation of 
Teats's sense of the "immeasurable lapse of time" in Teats's Autobiographies ; 
such words as "presently*" "now*" "began" and such recurring phrases as* 
"sometimss I would...*" "One day I met...*" "Once vben I was going...*
Ætc.7"̂  diqplace tenqwrally the events and this is because Teats was more 
concerned about his present identity. Berzyman's sense of temporal 
displacement is recorded similarly. >ben he relates a past event* the 
present often intrudes; the word "now" for exasqile is often set against the 
past (my italics throughout): "I fell in love with a girl" shifts in time 
to "It's not now near at all the end of winter" (L. & F.. p.13); "The 
Isolation so* young & now I find older... (L. & F.* p.25); a whole poem 
relating an experience vbich took place in the past is enphasized with 
"Now we're swinging round... (L. & F.* p.U3)l "I Will say* I have been 
wrong.... I go now this far..." (L. & F.* p.66). The word "now" brings 
the past into the living present* but it also projects into the future;
Woen Berzyman says that he has finished Love & Fams, he enphasizes* in his 
o w  italics* "Now my book will go to friends..." (L. & F«. p.80),
1. Ibid.
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The meaning of tha individual's past, present, end future, broadly 
speaking, is the real theme of Love & Fame. But Berryman's attempt to come 
to terms with the meaning of time is not that of Eliot's philosophical 
inquiry (though tbadLr ultimate concern is the same, an attempt to relate 
the timeless with time). Berryman's inquiry is a matter of letting the 
past, present, and future "flg^ it out," and in part he does so by giving 
us "data" related in consistently shifting tenses from line to line, 
stanza to stanza, poem to poem, part to part with the effect of a life 
suspended in tins. Berryman makes several references to photographs, 
significantly, because he would wlA to call up the paist as a frozen moment* 
"wishing I could lay my hands somewhere on those anspahots" (L. & F., p.20). 
But his verb tenses undercut any sense of stopping time.

Part Che is most often related in the past tense with a few present
tense interpolations. Part Two opens with the entire first poem related
in the present tense ibioh gives us a strong sense of the presentness of 
the past. In the next five poems past experience is related, for the most 
part, in the present tense until we come to the poems "Monkhood" and "Views 
of Itself," ibioh shift to the past tense. Surely there is method in this; 
by telling about past experience in the present tense Berryman is saying in 
effect that the past makes up the present "Views of Myself" so that lAen 
we come to such a self estimate we are sibtly reminded of the past idiich makes 
up the present self, the presentness of the past.

The first half of "Monkhood" is told in the present tense and 
begins, "I don't riiow my wort to anybody, I am quite alone" (L. & F., p.50).
He continues in the present tense until we come to a break in the pomz,
three asterisks placed betwemi the fifth and sixth stanzas, and the sixth 
stanza begins, "I never went to see Wittgenstein or Broad... (L. & P., p.50), 
and the poem continues in the past tense. But then another shift in tense, 
to the future, comes in the final stanza*
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van I over write proptrly, with passion & exactness, 
of the dsmnod strange demeanors of my flagrant heart?
& be by anyone anyvbere undertaken? 
one more unanswerable question.

p.5i )
In view of the blocks of past tense and present tense, the future tense here 
is intentionally ambiguous; in effect, Berzymsn is saying, "I could neither 
answer questions in the past nor can I answer them in the present." After 
the Aift from the present tense to the past tunes in "Monkhood" the remaining 
four poems are related, with several exceptions, in the past tense.

The first poem of Part Three is in the past tense; thereafter no 
one poem settles entirely into the present, past, or future tenses, the 
ioqplication being that all time is fused in the personality of the individual, 
vhen we consider that Part Four is addressed to God, then we begin to 
understand why Berryman has been so calculating in his use of tenses, for 
he finally comes to the relation between time and the timeless. Told 
mainly in the present tense, with sons referenoos to his personal and the 
historical past, these addresses are meant to be an expression of hope for 
an intersection of time with the timeless future; thus, the last address 
ends* "I pray I may be ready with my witness " (L. & P., p.91*). Beirymao's 
preoccupation with time is not apparent until we look at his vezb tenses, 
but once we see their oomplsx rhythms, we may understand *by Berryman said,

I am not writing an autobiogr^phy-in-verse my friends.
It's not my life.

That's occluded & lost.
* p.6l )

Berryman's life, indeed all lives, are occluded and lost in time.
Nevertheless, Berryman ̂  writing in time, present time, vhen 

be says that he is not writing "autobiography-in-verse," we may believe 
partly because his "antbbiogragAy" is extremely patchy, but mainly because 
he is writing to know himself and in attanqiting to know k he sees only
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those few experiences which he feels wlU enable him to understand himself.
His strategy is not to aim at veresimilitude; he does not aA  the reader
to be oonvinoed that he can or is trying to reoonstruot his past life.
Vhat he is asking of the reader is what Keats said in one of his Letters,
"Cdve ms this credit —  do you not think I strive —  to know myself?"̂

So Love & Fame is Berryman's further and most overt attempt to
know himself, an inventory of the ibole personality. Love & Fame is
what Roy Pascal would call an "autobiographioal writing" t

There are suny autobiographies that limit themselves to one 
particular ê qiarienoe or group of experiences that bare the 
core of the personality, like Saint Exupdry's volumes. To 
this category belong many books of travel, books of apiritual 
experience in war, and eo on. They are not usually called 
autbblographies, and I pre^r the term "autobiographical witings."
For one seems to expect from autobiography a totality rather than 
a quintessence; and even if such sn experience gives the personality 
a new dimension, a turn, the autobiography must embed it in a long 
process. 2

John Berryman's perscnality, a "human American man" (The D.S. I, 13), as Henry 
says of himself, in Love 6 Fame is a series of new dimensions and turns; Wzat 
Berryman loses in not giving us a lon^ process he gains in suggesting the 
spontaneity and unpredictability of experience and in that sense Love & Fame 
is autobiography. "Every experianoe," Pascal says of a good autobiography, 
"is a nucleus from ibich energies radiate in various directions."^ Berryman 
gives us nuclei of energy, bursts, both of style and experience, so that 
his life is not just facts but, in Pascal's phrasê  "facts-in-the-making. 
Berryman avoids the "original sin" of autobiographers (of either true 
autobiography or "«itobiographioal writings") in that hs gives us a sense 
of life happening, unfolding, radiating with possibilities, a life of 
"IkioertadLnties, presentimwits" (L. & F., p.30). Ho was not attempting
1. Forman, ed. Letters, p. 317.
2. Pascal, Design and Truth in Autobiography. p.12.
3. Ibid.. 0.17.
1*. Ibid., p.l6.
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to match an "Oxbridge wealth of ^olklore " (L. & F., p.53), nor waa he 
merely collecting "anecdote#" iMch were "inspired by Aubrey" (L. & F., 
p.U7), he was writing his own "Brief life" like Joha Aubr^'s Brief lives 
(Berryman mentions Aubrey twioe^.32, p.liT?). Like Augustine in his 
Confessions, Berryman "re-collects" (Augustine's word) the "scattered pieces 
of his personality," so that we get "not a portrait, but a movement in 
perspective."^ But unlike Augustine's assunq)tion that all of his past life 
was designed to lead him back to God, Berryman leaves an extremsly large gap 
between his past life and his present "conversion." 'to know simply that he was 
converted and that God "rescued" him, but God must do so "again and again." 
Berryman never ascribes his "confusion & afflictions" (L. & F.» p.89) to 
God as His design; he says simply that God "opened his eyes" (L. & F., 
p.89)*

I fell back in love with you. Father, for two reasons t 
You were good to me, & a delicious author, 
rational >1 passionate.

(L. & F,, p.93)
Berryman does, however, look back on his past life with the 

advantage of a wiser perspective. FTom time to time we are made aware of 
his present wisdom and maturity; the "distastful Braggart" (L. & F., p.95) 
of the past is viewed ironically. He «peaks of his "then romantic image"
(L. & F.. p.l6) or of his "phantasy... at twenty" (L, & F., p.26). He 
recalls what Delmore Schwarts said of his "':^anio pride'” (L. & F., p.5l ), 
or ibat some one else called his "'tdoody-mindedness*" (L. & F., p.$2), but 
he never points out to the reader that he has overcome his pride, he says 
only that he stands "ashamed" of himself and that the reader must "take my 
vices aUka/Sdth some virtues" (L. & P., p.52). But his actions Indicate 
that at the time he is writing Love & Fame, he has, as someone observes of 
Henry, acquired "a degree of gentlaaesa" (The D.S. VU, 350) and humility.
1. Ibid.. p.22-23.
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Hs still bristles when ha is insulted (L. & P., p.76), but iben someone
treats him with kindness, be responds with kindness (unlike in his youths
"I treated ny girl slight/who was so kind to me" /~L. & P., p.1^). Wdle
Berryman is in hosplt^, "Mrs, Maas^," a woman "long widowed, long retired,
tootkqdok-thin" (ibo, one assumes, does volunteer work) stops at his dinner
table and sbisperst

'Mr. Berryman, was everything all ri^t?'
Tonight though she touched my elbow afterward 
as I was bearing my cleared tray to the racks
'It gives me honour to serve a man like you,
lasuld you sometime write as a verse or two & sign it?'
0 ny brave dear lady, yes I will.
This is it.
1 certainly will miss at 6s25 p.m. you.
And if you can carry on so, so maybe can I.

(lig_&_̂ . , p. 77 )
Berryman might be writing from a wiser perspective, but the reader is given 
a sense of Berryman's awareness and self-revelation unfolding and happening 
spontaneously in a continuing process till his deeik. His desire to "improve"
his mind is his preoccupation in his youth but as hs matures he desires more
to improve his relationships. Even when he would assert humane truth, 
he is not sure, and he qualifies it with "I suppose" or "seems"*

The thing meanwhile, I suppose, is to be courageous it kind.
(L. & P.. p.6l)

A basis rock-like of love it friendship
for all this world.edde madness sews to be needed.

, p.68)
Like his knowledge, his improvement is never complete.

"In autobiography proper," Boy Pascal says, "attention is focused 
on the self, in the memoir or reminiscenoe on others."^ But this is not 
to say that erne's relationships to others and the outside world are not
1. Ibid., p.5.
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Important to autobiography| ralatlonahipa are, in fact, eaaemtial to an
understanding of one's inner life* "True autobiography can be written only
by men and women pledged to their innenaoet seivee,"  ̂ Pascal observes,
but at the sane time that innemo at self must be "the representation of
the self in and through its relations with the outer world.

The individual's s« u m  of identity (see my p«13$ ff. ) is a ooaqplex
rhythm of the flow, modulations, and vaiiations of an individual as he
relstee to others ibo ere significant in his Imwsdiate ooaeemity in historiosl
time. So one's identity msy be seen as a medlsy of encounters with others,
W*at the philosopher John Mecmairray calls our "rhythm of withdrawal and
return." One begins to fom a sense of identity, Maonurray says, as soon
as he begins to reoo gnise the self, Wzioh is recognising one's o m  apiritual
and phyaicel person as contrasted with other persons, and this recognition
leads to an aiseertion of one's individuality by opposing family m d  society
of idxich one is a pert, then the individual withdraws, he is, neverthelees,
compelled to return , thougd* not pemanently, so that the rhythms of fbrwdng
one's identity drc never cosplete*

Ihe rhythm of withdrawal and return does not cease with the 
addevwDwant of organic naturityi it is the permanent form 
of the life of a personal relationship. The transition frcst 
withdrawal to the retuzn repeats itself indéfinitaly and eacb 
time it is made there is a possibility that it be mads
successfully. 3

Denyman's relationiddps with women in Love & Fame are a good
example of a series of attsepts to make a relationablp more successfully.
Rle is not simply a single drive to take sU women to bed, but a slow and
alngalar effort to keep trying until one relationship should be mature and
Mocessful, similar to Hanry'e prepress Aron treating women as sex objects
to realising a mature relationship. The very titles of the poems suggest
this rhythmLo porogreeslon. In I^rt One a wonun is a eex Object, "Her & It,"
1. Ibid.
2. iMd., p.8.
3. Maomurray, Psreons in Relation. p.105.
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and ha tells us in another poem that he "feasted" <xi one woman and with 
another they "fondled each others'wonders" (L. & P., p.lU). The title 
of another poma in Part One, "In & Out," is a double entendre as is "Two 
Organs," but by Part Two the sexual connotations of his titles begin to 
lose their meaning. "M#sting" is straightforward and unambiguous; he meets
"a sort of beauty of a queen" at a luncheon party. He admires her at a 
respectful distance and does not talk with her; %ben the party breaks tq>, 
he does not expect to see her again. But he does ("Cambridge is a small 
place" /t, & P., p.51j7)l hp%lhvites her to "Tea," and the title of the poem 
indicates his formal respect. They talk and seem to get along well*

By six-fifteen she had promisad to atop seeing 'the other man'.
I may have heard better news but I don't know W*en.
Then —  I think —  then I stood up, & we kissed.
She skipped dinner at Newnhan.

(L. 6 F.. p.55)
The contrast with "struggling beck up in to bra, panties, trousers"
(L. & P., p.21 ) in Part One is apparent; this relatLonahip is more successful 
and mature.

The three poems Berryman left out of Pert Two in both the American 
second eütion and the British edition of Love & Fame are reveaLing; it would 
seem that Berryman wanted this meaningful relationship to stand above his 
previous sexual explorations by having these two poems ("Meeting" m d  "Tea") 
end Part Two in his revised edition. The three other po«as in his first
edition, "Thank You, Christine," "A Letter," and "To -----,
relate even more arrogance and "thirsting 6 burning luat"  ̂than in Part One. 
Just before his "Meeting" the woman *bo memt something to him, we find 
the poem "Thank )hu, Christine" *
1. John Berryman, Love 6 Fame (New York * Farrar, Straus and Giroux,1970), p.52.
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Met In ft tearoom two ŝ epe down in Bridge Street; 
made friande. Aretty soon I sdced her back to my rooms.
As we toppled on my rug
•I'm nsnstjuftting, homey* «bat's the huxxyt'
The hurry was a prepotent erection brought overseas 
needing to be buried in you.... 1

adftlng to the present time, Berryman recalls t "Onoe, when low, I made
2out ft list —  it Cams to 79...”; and Ghzistine "stood third." This self- 

aggrandizing account, however, ends on a different note* "This might have 
gone (XI for months except that something happened. lhat happened, we 
learn in the next poem, wa& he met the "sort of beauty of a queen" (L. & P., 
p.5ii). After "Meeting" and "Tea" in the first edition, two other poems 
depict Berryman as a "sexual athlete,"^ and the effect is to make his meaning- 
ful relationship appear meaningless. By leaving out these three poems in 
the second edition Berryman has perhaps taken some license with true 
autobiography, but it would appear that he realised that he had intended to 
enqbasise a relationship «bidh had meant scNBStfaLng to him and that he had not 
done, so by telling all. One might argue that Berryman's meaningful relation
ship did not sewn to change him, but surely the point is that finally a woman 
ms ant more to him than previously.

One other Important poem in Part Two (never deleted) about his 
personal relationships, is "Views of Mywlf." In this poem, which is 
related by an older and idser Berryman and which was not set in Cambridge
at all as the other poems in that Part are, Berryman sees himself as others
saw him when he was "hell young" (L. & F., p.$2 ) and "bloody minded" :

I did not censor anything I said 
& «bat I said I said with force & «dt
which comshed some no doubt de cent & by ms now would be spared
human personalities with shoes on,
I stand ashamed of myself...

(L. tc P., p.52)
1. ^^dd., p.1*8.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
1*. ^^id., p.52.
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"Views of MTSttlf" points to the meaning of signifient others, end Berryman's
more sensitive awareness indicates a truer sense of his identity. In Part
Three, in the poem pointedly entitled "Relations," he expresses his sense
of "congrulty" and "Collègueship" with some of his "fine contenporaries" —
Robert Lowell, Saul Bellow, Elisabeth Bishop and others. Hia relation chips
have beccxoe more mature and solid, cmd significantly, the poem before
"Relations" expresses his desire to be "courageous m d  kind" (L. & P., p.6l),
Di the poon which follows "Relations," we learn that Bwryman is married, and
the solidity of that relationahip is expressed in terms of their chairs t

}fy rocking-chair is dark blue, it's in one comer 
it swivels, at my thought drifts.
My wife's more expensive patcbquilt rocker 
is five feet awey & does not swivel. 1

(L. & F. , p.63 )
But even in this secure and solid relationship the rhythms of withdrawal
and return are apparent. Several poems later he says,

I drink too muoh. My «dfe threatens s^aration.
9ze won't 'nurse* me. She feels 'inadequate'.
We don't ndx together.

(L. & F.. p.68)
And the next stanza suggests his desire to return to another important
relationship:

It's an hour later in the East.
I could call ny Mother in Washington, D.G.
But could she help me?

(L. & F.. p.68)
Berryman goes for treatment for his aloohoUam (interestingly, he includes 
no poems about his own treatment, but sympathizes more with the problems 
of others —  perhaps in the «xd the best kind of therapy), and he returns 
home in another "Fhvoi" powi (the other is Drema Song 171 ) called "The Horns 
Ballad." Berryman is no longer the "tireless & inventive Hnmr-.ing man"
(L. & F., p,21 ) nor does he still regret having not married "a ballerina
1. Compare this description of his wife's not "swivelling" and her 

"swlvely grace" in The Dream Songs (VI, I86).
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In London" (L. & F.# p.19). His "hems bsHad" Is meant in the sense of the
Latin ballare, to dance.^ In a real sense Berryman's "Be»» Ballad" is a
oelebration of a harmonious dance and his return to his wife (no longer

m  expression of his "dance" with his wife beyond the poem as in
"Canto Amor" in The Dispossessed). His "ballad" expresees and enacts Us
resit Mb must work & play and John Jacob HilesAdll sing our souls to
rest..." (Lg_&t_F., p.79)#

Finiûly, in Part Fbur Berryman returns to another relationship,
his long n%leoted relationship with Cod. Cod too offers a "oosnio horns"
and His reward is rest as well* "Rest may be your ultimate gift" (L. fc F.,
p.88). Berryman's difficulty in establishing a continuing relationabip
with God has been, in part, that he cannot "know" God*

Uhknowable, as I am unknown to ay guinea pigs* 
how can I 'love* you?

(L. & F., p.83)
... even to say Tou exist is mialeading.

(L. & P., p.92)
But be accepts that he cannot "know" God and accepts their "relationahip" on 
faith*

I only as far as gratitude & awe 
cmfidantly St absolutely go.
• •• •

and I believe as fixedly in the Resurrection —
appearances to Pater and to Paul 

as I believe I sit in this blue chair.
Only that may haare been a special case 
to establish their initiatory faith.

* p.83)
Berryman's "blue chair," we recall, swivels with his thought, and that 
swivelling thought is still a part of his relationship with God. He 
has "altered" and "for good" to become God's, but he still eaks for some 
of the vision of Isaiah St Pascal* "I dare not aide for that vision, though
1. See Grave*, The Vfaite Goddess. p.U22.
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a piece of it..." (L. & F., p.87). Throughout hie "Eleven Addreeaee," 
the rhythm of withdrawal and return informa Berrynan'e relationehip with 
Qodi on the one hand he aaya, "I fall bade in love with you..." (L. & P.. 
p.93), but on the other he aaya "Tou haive come to my rescue again & again..."
(L. & ?.. p.83).

Berryman's identity la never complete and «bole in Love & Fane, 
but VO do have a strong sense of an accretion, of the possibility that each 
successive relationship has been made more successfully, and as a result his 
sense of identity inclines toward stability. Love, sympathy, and friendship 
are always the real source of his forming a sense of identity, not any of 
these in an abstract, distanced sense, but in a personal sense, within his 
inraediste ooranunity. Friends and family are the fire basis of Berryman's 
view of himself, how be sees himself. His "^^onsors and Overlords," his 
confrère like Keats, Blake, Vbrdswrth, Whitman, and Teats, all of his 
heroes are Anosperos, "every 'third thought' thdLr death"̂  (L. & P., p.3h). 
Berzyman, Proaçpero-Iike, manoeuvres them in his ndnd, elects "that they 
witness to,/abow forth, transfigure t life-suffering & pure heart/& hardly 
definable but central «leaknesses"; all his heroes, in short, are "enthroned 
& forgiven" by him (L. & P., p.3U). But Berzyman's hero-worship is not a 
mindless awe; he sees himself as eventually being among these heroes, 
not arrogantly, but after serving his apprentioeabip, wishing to join 
their ranks, widdng to be honored as they were, figures of wise and humane 
authority. Hts heroes, in Azndd's word, were "touchstones" by which he 
judged and saw himself, and seeing himself among these heroes had a 
measurable influence on his own sense of identity and on «bat happened 
in his own life end art.

Throughout his poetry, both happily and reluctantly (reluctantly
because he kno«rs the cost), he joins >hlt Ibitman in his self-exploraticms,
1. Prom one of Arospero's last speechest "... thence zttire me to MUan 

«bere/Eveiy third thought shall be my grave." The Tempest V, i, 310-11.
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his "doisistairs" of the heart t
Wait! %*re domstalrs 
even you don't comfort me
but I join ycur risk my dear friend 6 go with you.

* P*71 )
Ih Love Sc Fame, Vbrdesorth is a confrère in that he too looked back at his
past Ufe and asked the sane soul-eearching questions about his actions and
motives and came qp with something like Berryman's self-reproach ; as
>brdsworth says in The Prelude *

I said unto the life ibich I had lived 
ibere art thou? Hear I not a voice from thee 
Vhich *tis reproach to hear?

(nn, 375-77), 1805 
Berryman sees life, like I'brdsworth and Ibitman, as a flowing process and 
a progress towards unity and God as in t̂ordsworth's expression of life's 
rivers

... frcsa its / E h e  liver's? progress have we drawn 
The feeling of life endless, the great thought 
By ibich we live. Infinity and God.

(mi, 18>185), 1805 
Wzrdsworth, UrLtman, and Berryman were supremely "egotistical" 

in their poetry but at the same time they could say with VtdLtman, "I know 
perfectly well my own egotism."  ̂ This awareness is their saving grace; 
we find in them self-laud, even relf-aggrandi sement, but throu^ their 
awareness of their owx self needs (and egotism is a need), they enact in 
their poetry singular moments cf love, singular moments in wfaioh love is 
seen as "the only way out of the lonely reaches of the ego,"^ as Berryman 
advised another poet on the subject of poetry. 'dthout the ego there is 
no real love, only passivity, no real energy through ibidh a relationahip 
may develop. The further saving grace of their egotism is best summarised
1, ibitman, Balected Poems and Prose, p.57.
2. Heyen, "John Berryman t A Memoir and m  Interview," p.53.
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by Wordsworth In one of his early letters oonoerning the puzpose of his
poetry, to "exalte profitable sympathies in many kind and good hearts,
and may in sane snail degree enlarge our feelings of reverence for our
species and our knowledge of humsn nature, by showing that our beat qualities
sre possessed by men «bom we are too apt to consider, not with refwence
to the points in which they resemble us, but to those in «bich they manifestly
differ from us."̂  Berryman makes fais point just as straightforwardly, not
once but several times, in bis "Afterword" to Love & Fame. peaking of the
"human" but "distastful Brsggart" of his past self, Berxysun said*

He is more convincing than he knows* His insecurity sbout his fame (over-brandishing ) matches his insecurity over this 'true* (eoposed as false by his repeated infidelity to it) 
love he is so proud of, and we have pathetic before us an eadLstential man, «dshing to be (twice —  oF. title) what is inpossible to 
quicksilver (Luther's «K>rd for man's heart)Man. Our affect* recog^tion and pity for 
his unhappiness, (my it&lios ).

(L. St P.. p.95)
and again.

Memory failing, clutching at frantic data of life-achievement, obsessed «dth a vaniddng past of happiness in his present loneliness & age, 
he moves us after all. MayW we too, in the end —  (my italios)

(L. St P., p.96)
And of course there is Keats, the "lovely man" «bose Letters,

«* have seen, are "so obscure, so inportant" (The D.S. VII, 36U) to Berryman.
2Ernest Stefanik has noted that the ironic title to Love & Fame comes frma 

Keats's first diakespearean sonnet «bioh first appears in a latter to John 
Hamilton Reynolds, January 31, I8I8; tha sonnet ends,
1. Ernest De Bel incourt and Chester L. 3*aver, eds. Tto Imt^rs of IdUiaP and Dorothy Vfordswortli. 2nd ed. V0I.& (London* Oicford at the (̂ Larenidon 

press, 1967), p.315.
2. Ernest C. Stefanik, Jr., "A Cursing Glory," pp.1l6-7.
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... «han I féal, fair créature of an hour.That I shall never look upon thee more Never have relish in the fairy powerof unreflecting Love* then on the Shore Of the wide world I stand elcne and think 
Till Love and Feme to NotMngneas do sink. «—  1

Though love and fame might be importait, even neoessazy, to a man while he
lives, they are as nothing to mortal man, "the fair creature of an hour."
Keats would say breathlessly in another letter "Ihatt a thing to be in the 

2Itouth of Fame," but after the Blackwood's attacic he settled for his own
perception* "... ihen I feel I m  right, no external praise oan give me
such a glow as vsy a m  solitary reperoepticn & ratifloaiion of that is flne."̂
But to the end Keats had very mixed feelings about fa*»* "'If I should die,
said I to myself, ' 'I have no Immortal work behind me —  nothing to make my
friends proud of my memory.. • • ' Berryman travelled the sa*ae path, wanting
fame and yet finally seeing it as sinking to nothingness. He says to his
mistress in his Bonnets, "I tarry alike for fame «id you" (B.S., 29 )f but in
The Dream Songs Qanry (Berryman) says that when he achieved "ecdLnence" he
was "dissatisfied with that/and needed more" (The D.S. 17, 90), vhat he
could not find in a famous public image was love.

Do I love? all this applause, 
young beauties still at my feat and all, 
and all.It tires me out, he pondered....

(The D.S. V, 118)
Nevertheless fame was necessary to Henry's (Berryman's) sense of identity; 
fame tells him who he is (The P.S. 71, 1̂ 2), so that tdien praise "comes 
to a stop" he can think, Yes, that happened'" (The D.S. VU, 3l<0). In 
the end, "The secret is not praise," Henry leams, "It's just being accepted 
at something like the figure where you put your worth..." (The D.S. VII, 3hO), 
Love & Fame is no less "a mockery of the i.retentions great" (L. & F., p.?) 
than The Dream Songs; Christ is the only "literary critic" %
1. Forman, ed.. Letters. p.9h.2. Forman, ed.. Letters, p.26.
3. Forman, ed.. Letters, p.222.h. Forman, ed., tetters. p.Û S.
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Father Hopkins said the only true literary critic is Chzist.
Let me lie down exhausted, content with that.

(L. & F.. p.93)
In an interview, Berryman suggested further, quoting Hopkins, "Fame in
itself is nothing. The only thing that matters is virtue."̂

But idiat about love? Ghould love sink to "nothingness" as well?
In view of Berr̂ Tuan's feeling that love is so iaportant in one's life, how
do we reooncile this apparent contradiction? Ws must recall the opening
lines of Keats's sonnet* "Vhen I have fears that I miy cease to be/Before

2my pen has glean'd my teaming brain...." Keats is saying that fame and 
love will sink to nothingness if they have not been achieved before he 
ceases "to be." Berryman, on the other hand, seems to have aohievad "being" 
in fane and love; but he presses irony further* he suggests that "we have

fo t><i-

pathetic before us an eaistentisl man̂  (twice —  cf. title ) what is ingwasible 
to quicksilver (Luther's word for man's heart) Man" (L. & F., p.95). So 
Berryman is saying in his ironic title not only that love and fame will al«k 
to nothingness because of man's mortality, but also that the true and pure 
ideals of love and fame are beyond man's capabilities idxUe he lives: "Just
one more doomed old fashion type (for all of his paraphernalia of modernity —  
flouting morality St national borders, etc.)* The Romantic" (L. & F., p.96).

Keats, T̂ brdsworth, and VBiitman are familiar Sponsors and Overlords 
in Berryman's poetry, but some inqportant new ones appear in Love & Fame, 
several of the Christian martyrs of the Second Century, often called the 
Apologists* Germanious, R>lycarp, and Justin Martyr, all of whom are 
mentioned in the "Eleven Addresses to the Lord." These new heroes serve 
to expand a new dimension of Berryman's changing sense of identity*
1. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry* An Interview with John Berryman," p.l80.For another similar reference to Hopkins, see Berryman's "Lowell, Thomas,& Co.," p.78.
2. Forman, ed.. Letters. p.9U.
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Now, brooding thro' a history of the early Church,
I identify with everybody, even the hereeiarche

(L. & P.. p.89)
Though Berryman is not truly an apologist (that is, one %Ao writes an
apologia, in the case of the Second Century Apologists, a defence of
Christianity and an attempt to correct misrepresentation or misunderstandings
of Christian faith and life in light of Hellenistic and pagan thought in
order to win the tolerance of the Roman civil authorities), he is m
apologist, even in so fSv poems, in the sense of apologetics as a subjective
argument of the heart *

Apologetics undertakes not a defense, not even the vindication,
but the establishment, not, strictly speaking, of Christianity,but ratiier that knowledge of Cod itich Christianity professes to embody and seeks to make effloient in the world, and which it is the business of theology scientifically to explicate. 1
The business of apologetics is to establish the truth of Christianity 
as the abTOlute religion directly only as a lAole, and in its detail only indLrsctly. 2

As a Catholic (Berryman said that he did not consider himself to be a
"Christian"* "I consider myself," he said "a Catliolic.. . he probably
meant that he had not managed to live a properly Christian life, but was
loyal to the Roman Catholic Church )̂ perhaps he saw himself more as a
"practical apologist" who, as O.K. Malone has said in the New Catholio
Encyclopedia, would be mindful of Catholic teaching*

In his search for vital, meaningful, and relevant ways of 
presenting the motives of credibility, the practical apologist is ever mindful of Catholio teaching that faith is truly the 
work of God, that no man oan come to Christ unless he be drawn unto Him. On the purely natural level he understands that 
one will not believe unless one wishes to believe. He thus 
realizes most clearly that he cannot toroe a man by purely logical 
reasons to place an act of supernatural faith, anymore than Christ Himself could do so by making claims and actually provoking them by miracles. His, in short, remains the teak of offering the 
rational foundation for a supematuril, super«rati<wial edifice. h

1. Samuel Macaulay Jackson, et al. » The New Schaff-Herzog ̂cyclopedia of ^Id^ious Knowledge (Grand Rapidsl Baker Book tiouse, 1̂ 66), pT̂ 33.2. &id.. p.23h.
3. %itt, "Tue Art of Poetry* An Interview with John Bwryman," p.2Q5.h. G.K. Malone, "Apologetics," New Catholio Ehcyclopedia, Vol.1, eds.x-illlam J. MacDonald, et al. (New Ÿoit * Moq̂ aw Ëü!l« 196?), p.677.
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Berryman's "apologetics" in "Ele'en Addresses to the Lord," is, thus, a 
presentation, an argument of "un act of supernatural faith," a subjective 
and a "rational foundation for a supernatural, superrational edifice."
Berryman makes his "addresses” to the Lord in several senses i in the ordinary 
sense of directing a message; in the sense of a skillful readiness and 
manner; and in the sense of a formal discourse, though not quite, delivered 
to an audience. If we may regard The Dream Songs as "natural supematuralism," 
in M.H. Abrams's use of the termC... the secularization of inherited theo
logical ideas and ways of thinking"̂  ), then Love ft Fame is a journey towards 
the supernatural, a journey away from secularization.

Related to Berryman's laying his "rational foundation" is his 
"defence" of Christianity. Traditionally, apologists were not attempting 
to vindicate Christianity, but the Second Cmitury Apologists found themselves 
in the position of not only explaining but also defending Christianity, 
and Berryman seems to have felt he was writing in similar circumstances.
Vo recall Berryman's account of one of Mark Van Boren's responses to 
Love & Fame (it would be "feared and hated"), and Berryman's conjecture 
that part of what Van Boren meant was the adverse response because of "the 
grave piety in the last poems,..." ("You know, the country is full of 
atheists, and they really are going to find themselves threatened by those 
poems." ) "Eleven Addresses" as a "defence" should be considered a minor 
motivation for Berryman's writing them; his addresses were said for personal 
(but not private) use.

Berryman identified with the Apologists in Love & Fane for other, 
more inqportant, reasons. His faith if an "initiatory faith" (L. & F., p.83); 
he can only believe in Christ's resurrection appearances. He is in the first 
stages of his real faith, attenqpting to reooncile his life before Christ tdbich
1. Abrams, Natural acpematuralism, p.12,
2, Stitt, "The Art of Poetry* An Interview with John Berryman," p.201.
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has included a caredful study of HLato (L« & F., p.25) and after Christ,
just as the ^legists, particularly Justin Martyr, attempted to make Greek
thought before Christ compatible with HLs new teaching. Justin argued
that the pre-Christians were govezned by divine reason, and he linked together,
as Berryman says, ”a Stoic, a Peripatetic, a lythagorean" with "the words
of the Saviour" (L. & P., p.90). Justin based his argument on the concept
of "logos" (l*rd. Reason, Christ), and he said that because the ancients,
and the barbarians (i.e. non-Greeks) as well, were able to reason, they
"knew" Christ. lAen the Christians were charged with atheism and the
instigation of dePHms, Justin Martyr argued their position t

... idim Socrates endeavoured, by true reason and examination, 
to... deliver men from the demons, then the demons themselves, 
by means of men who rejoi&ced in iniquity, compassed his death, as an atheist and a profane person, on the charge that "be was 
introducing new divinities"] and in our case they display a similar activity. For not only among Greeks did reason (Logos) prevail to condemn these things through Socrates, but also among 
the Barbarians were they oondwmed by Reason (or the Vbrd, the Logos) Himself, id>o took shape, and beosne man, and was called 
Jesus Chzist.... 1

Thus, Justin concluded, Christ "is the Word of whom every race of men are
2partakers] and those who lived with reason are Christiana...."

I am not suggesting that Berryman in his "Eleven Addresses" is 
championing Justin's idea of Logos, but there is much to suggest throughout 
Love 6 Fsne that he was beginning to see his function as a writer of words 
as a leap into Logos. Hs was no longer seeing himself sirply aŝ writer 
1*0, as he said in I9h0, "seized an object and made it visible," nor did 
he idsĥ to Incite synpathy in readers, he began to see himself as a writer 
who had Intuitively reasoned, like the Greeks and Barbarians, and by virtue 
of his reason had been all along a "Christian." I m  oversi:#lifylng, but 
the connections between the word and Logos are convincing and substantial. 
Berryman says at the beginning of Part Three, "The «Search," that he is
1. Justin Martyr, Apolo^ (I. 5^) in A Hew Eusebius, ed. J. Jtevennon 

(London : SPCK,l%3l, p.62.
2. Ibid., p.b3.
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"weak on the Fourth Gospel. I still am/Ln places] I plan to amend that"
(L. & P., p.59)] and again in the same poem: "Bishop Thstcott'a analysis
(it took him 25 yoarq)/of the first eighteen verses of St. John/struck me as
cunning like Odysseus' ‘*(L. & F., p.60). 9t. John's first eighteen verses
in his Gospel are unique among the Gospels In his attenqzt to draw together
the Greek and Jewish meaning of Logos, but, like Berryman's "Eleven Addresses,"
these eighteen verses are more "evocative than precise," Â E. Harvey says.
In English, the word logos is difficult to translate, and Harvey offers
some explanations;

No single English word conveys the associations idiich the word logos would have had for an educated Greek. It meant far more tham a mere unit of spoken language % It included any articulate 
thought, any logical and meaningful utterance] It was that which 
gave order and shape to the process of thinking —  proportion in 
mathematics, rational intelligibility In the study of the natural world, an ordered account of human affairs. It was almost equivalent to "rationality". As such, it was a convenient tool for phlloscptayt 
the Stoics, indeed, used the word logos for the inmianent rational principle of the i*ole universe, the single divine system which (according to their philosojdiy) underlay the multiplioity of the 
visible world] and doubtleso their use of the word had already begun to influence the everyday speech of many Greek-speaking people who 
had never troubled to explore the theoretical implications of Stolcisn.
To Greeks speaking Jews, the word had a still wider range of meanings.In the Bible, God's "word" was not only the means by which (as it 
might be through ̂ (prophet ) God communicated with men and brought them In obedience to his law] it was also the expression of his 
relationship with the v*ole created universe; God said... and there was, God spoke... and it was done. word... should not
return me fruitless without accomplishing ny purpose" (Isaiah 55*
11). God's word was an expression of his creative power, 1

It is a very short leap of imagination to see that the writer too plays God]
like Prospero, the serious writer's word is not only an expression of his
creative power, but also the power Itself. We have seen that in The Dream
Gongs Berrymmi regarded his Songs as daughters, not slnqdy as an analogy or
simply as a metaphor, but as a living being. In Love & Fame he regards
his poems similarlyt "For 'children* read* big fat fresh & original poems"
(L. & F., p.25). But he has also expanded the notion of the "word made
1. A.S. Harvey, Compamion to the Testament (London: Oxford and Cambridge Ifaiversity Presses, 1̂ 70), p.301.
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fie A" to the "Vord” made Christ, >*ioh ealls up the ooroUary of Christ
as "the %rd made flesh."

ÜI Part Che of Love & Fame, Berryman says that he "grunted, over
lines and her Ay Muse a nymphet " (L. & F., p.19). In "Two Organs" (i.e.
male and feauile, imagination and the word) he thinks about what kind of
"babies" he will produce t

My longing yes was a woman's
&e Can't know can she what kind of a babyshe's going with all the will In the world to produce?
I suffered trouble over this,
I didn't want my next poem to be exactly like Teatsor exactly like Audensince in that case v*ere the hell was I?but i*at instead did I want it to souẑ  like?

(L. & F., p.2$)
He continues to anguish over "traitoring words" (L. & F., p.29) and pleads,
"Will I ever wzlte properly, with passion and exactness...? '(L. & F., p.5l ).
Almost the same words echo in his "reason" for returning to Gods

You were good to me & a delicious mitlior, 
rational & passionate.

(L. & F., p.93)
And the verse continues, "Come on me again,/as twice you o m e  to Azarlas & 
Mlsael" (L. & F., p.93), two of the "barbarians" i*ora Justin believed were 
Christian by virtue of their "reason."̂  3h reminding ourselves that Christ 
as Logos, word made fledi, Berryman's citing Hopkins's notion that Christ 
is the only and "true literary critic" (L. fe F., p.93) begins to make more 
historical and theological sense. Henry feels "a stub peint" is "one odd 
way to Paradise" (The D.S. VI, 26l )] Berryman now feels that ;*at his "stub
point" scribbles out ̂  Paradise, and the effect is to lay "the rational

2foundation for a supernatural, superrational edifice." liirds became tc 
Berryman not only the means but the end itself. It is a sinple and yet
1. Ibid.
2. Malone, New Catholic aïoyclcpedia, p.6?7.
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extremely complex notion, and I do not wLa* to cut the matter too fine.
But clearly Berryman felt that one way of "knowing" Christ ie through
the word. He said after he had written hia "Eleven Addresses,"

I don't know Wither he /%iis^ was in any special sense the 
son of God, and I think it is quite impossible to know. Ito 
certainly was the most remarkable man who ever lived. 1

Perhaps his rationale had not convinced him absolutely] nevertheless. Love &
Fame records quick fladbes of a new relation between Berryman's life and his
art.

Finally, Berryman identified with the ̂ pologist-martyrs beoauae he
wLriied for their bravery in dying (similar to Henry's desire for "knighthood").
In his final "address" Berryman sayst

Germanious leapt uptxi the wild lion in Soaynia, 
wishing to pass quickly from a lawless life.The crowd ahook the stadium.
The prootmsul marvelled.
«Eighty-six years have I been his servant, 
and he has done me no harm.How oan I blaaphame my king who saved me?'
Polyoazp, John's piqpil, facing the fire.
Make too me acceptable at the end of time in my degree, iddoh then Thou wilt award.
Cancer, senility, mania,
I pray I may be ready with my witness.

(Lĝ &ĉ F., p.9U)
"Fhduranoe" and "nobility" are what all accounts praise in these martyrs'

2purchasing in a "single hour" eternal life, and Berryman expresses here his 
fervent wish to follow their exasgdn. Thou^ he claimed that "Eleven 
Addresses" were neither "Christian" nor "prayers,"̂  he does say " pray"
(in effect, for a brave death) in the last line. But his "prayer" is
ambiguous] he wants Wiatever torment "to" be acceptable to him, and he wants
1. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry* An Diterview with John Berryman," p.2Q5.

n,&i; ̂  NSk'' £usei,us2. \ p.19. See pp.l9-25 for an account of Qermmicus and Polyoarp's
martyrdom.

3. Stitt, "The Art of Ibetryi An Interview with John Berryman," p.205.
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to follow OezBanioufl m d  Polyoarp's aacawpla "too." Bo wmts. In other 
words, suffering he may use not suffOrlng that idll kill him.̂  To the 
end, Berryman's oertainty was never settled, but if we are to judge hia 
sense of identity by Love & Fame, he had arrived at a new steadiness and 
asauranoe, his "touchstones" were both personal and cosmic, set in time 
and beyond time.

III. ii. Confesaianal Ibetry and Tranaparent Writing

The erase of the reading public at thia moment is biography and 
autobiography. Nothing but the lives of distinguished or 
notorious people, if possible written by thaaiselvea, will now 
give satisfaction to the general reader.

àaSfitatûT, 1888

Every thing can go, but thia static, bare rocky directneas 
of atateawmt, this alone makes poetry today.

D.H. Lasrance

Given Berryman's poetics of life in art and art in life, it aeeacs
inevitable that he would place himself squarely in the center of his poetry.
Berryman's presence in Hfaaage to Mistress Bradstreet presents few problems;
his voice and his actions modulate into Anne Bradstreet'a, he does not
obtrude. Bis presence In The Dream Songs presents sobs diffloulty, but the
objective sense Henry's presence gives is enough distance from Berryman to
make his presence acceptable. His presence in Love & Fame;
<nnnt>̂   ̂ fAoft 1*0 hsvc protestsd against Berryman's presenoe
are not SO muoh^the notion of a personality, but^tULs particular personality
before than. He ie taken to tadc severely for his "sheer egocentrlcity, "
1 • See also Berryman's insistence on the use of suffering in his interview 

with Stitt, "The Art of Poetry* An Interview with John Berryman," p.207. 
Berryman said, "My idea is this* the artist is extremely lucky who is 
presented with the worst possible ordeal i*ioh will not actually ktll Mm, 
At that point he's in busineas."
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I oand "salf-aggrandlsemsnt and lack of oompaaaion," m d  hia "oonveraLon" 
aeema Inpoaaibla to at least one reviewer. The pereonallty seam» a 
craggy, unpleaeant one. J%>art froai conaLderations of Berrynm's ego- 
centrlolty, morality, m d  einoerlty, his new direct style asen« 
to many of these sane critics artless and trivial. These are points 
1*1 oh must be considered, m d  in my discussion I shall keep than in mind. As 
we have seen, love & Feme is a deceptively, cunningly Mmpl« volume, and it 
requires a second sod third reading if the "certain exxdnsive feeling" is 
to do its woiic and rise above triviality.

The general rsapcnsive climate for poetry sinoa Robert Lowell's 
life Studies in 1959 has bean favorable to "confessional poetry,"^ but the 
critical damning m d  praising of this kind of poetry has been taken to 
extremes. Sons critics write off the mode as one's nerves in
public and joining the suicide bandwagon, while others admire its searing, 
purging honesty and naked payche in a true exploration of the self. As 
far as I know, H.L. Rosenthal first used the term "confessional poetry" 
when he reviewed Lowell's life Studies in 1959. Later in his book The New 
Boets (1967), Rosenthal says that the term caught on quickly, too (paickly, 
so that it was divested of its more subtle and traditional asanings t "who
ever invented it ̂ Ebe term 'confessional poetry// it was a term both hdpfhl 
and too limited, and very possibly the conception of a confessional school 
has by now done a certain amount of damage. Rhfortunately, Rosenthal 
does little more than continue to use the term with qnotstion marks; p*y»>are 
we are meant to take this as repairing some of the damage. But the term 
has a d ^  become so firmly entrenched that we are stuck with it, it is about 
as much real critical use as Or. Johnson's tag "metaphysical p o e t s . I h
1. Phillips, "Balling the %uae," p. 72.
2. Carruth, "Love, Art and Monay," p.J*37.
3. Lowell, of course, denies iiuàgnmtly that Life 3t»««ws is confessional. 

He might apply to himself the pwease he appllss to Berrynm —  "a wiwgi* 
drive against the barriers of the common place." Lowell, "The Poetry of 
John Berzymm," p.3.

h. Rosenthal, The Poets, p.25.
5. Adapted froai Bxydcn on Sonnet "He seemed to affect the metapbysios..."
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his (Usoussloa of Life 3to<ües« Rownthal goes on to deaozlbe "confsaslonal
poetry" as It is most often regarded t

Sexual guilt, alootaolian, repeated oonfinenant in a mental 
hoqpital (md some auggeation that the malady has its violant 
phase) —  these are explicit thanes of a nunber of poems, usually 
developed in the first person and intended without question to 
point to the author himself. 1

Such poetry, Rosenthal rightly observes, has "the impact of purely personal
release." Of course impact is not all that should be considered (Rosenthal
does consider the question further); iiqpaot and immediacy are all too often
considered to be the only strengths of "confessional poetry."

For my o m  approach, I think that '^ersanal poetry" or "poetry of
personality* would be better terns, but adnoe "confessional poetry" aeons
to be the tern destined to describe tiie genre, perhaps I should wort within
the term. If we are to call Love & Fane "confessional," the traditional
meanings of the term must be part of our evaluation, for Love 6 Fme belonga
to a larger tradition thm merely yelping in public. For the breadth and
depth of the tradition, m  excellant and dear set of distinctions and
definitions has bean amplained by Aim Richardson i

In the ancient Church confesaio memt the parofesslon of faith 
made by a martyr (or 'comfesmr* who had dthartood persecution 
for his faith) (of. I Urn. 6.13; II Cor. 9.13). The word thus 
came to mem a firm declaration of religious convictions with 
or without reference to persecution.... It could also have a 
still more general sense, naaaely, the biblical sense of praising 
God, e.g. St. Augustine's Confessions, in iblch Augustine blesses 
God for his conversion. 3

The matter of Benymm's "ccmveraion" I have discussed briefly and I shall
return to it, but for now let us say that Love & Fans belongs to the tradition
of a confessio which blesses God fbr one's conversion. I have said, too,
that Love & Fame, especially "Eleven Addresses," is a sort of apologia.
but it is apparent that the confessio is a sort of apologia in its "firm
declaration of religious convictions." So Love & Fame may be called a
 ̂ IJ T k e  (y'eKi  ̂p . "Z t ,
2. 2^id. , p.27.
3. Aim Richardson, ed., A Hctionary of Christim Theology (Londont 

3CM Fkess, 1969), p.7CC ------------------
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confessio in this sense as wall, for it is Berryman's profession of faith*
"I do not understand; but I believe" (L. & F., p.91 ). Finally, Love & Fame
is a confesaio In that Berryman sets out to praise God. %  get some gobbets
of his wretohednesa, but his intention is to put dom everything that most
matters to him, vices m d  virtues.

The "confessional" of the Catholic Church would certainly have been
part of Berrymm's thinking in writing Love & Fame. \tma he was a^ed about
being a "confessional poet" hs responded angrily, disowning the label and
Aifting the adjective to the noun "The word ̂ confeaaional/7 doesn't mem
anything. I understand the oonfessional to be a place where you go and
talk with a priest."^ But "confession" may be public as well, wfaioh
Berzymm would have knom but did not mention; so "confession" must be
defined as a private and public act*

Confession is an aKdmowLedgeaaeHt of sin made in general terms 
at a public service of worship or with reference to the penitent's 
own personal ain(s) in private ('auricular') confession to a priest.

either cam confession is usually followed by the pronounoensnt 
of absolution. 2

Them are significant diatlneticms; **at aeema to have happened in much
poetry during the past twenty-five years is that the private confession has
been taken to the public rostrum **ere the '̂ [wiblic confession" formerly
was given in general terras.

So the questions of i*y Berrymm ohom to confess pzlvate matters
publicly and to whom hia confessions are addressed must be coosidared before
going further. It is apparent that Berrymm "confessed" out of a private
need, a need to see himself as others saw him, a need to "t&e m  inventory of
himmlf," to list "his q>^ltles —  his equipment" as Aim Gsverance (another
"friend" of Bsrzymm'a) does in Recovery.̂  I would mggest three other
reasons for Bsrzymm's new confessional mode* his kind of ntt*v* ibich was
1. Stitt, "The Art of Poetzy* An Interview with John Berzymm," M».l8l-82.
2. Richardson, ed. A Dictionary of Christim Theology, p.70,
3. Berrymm, Recovery, up. '"
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bent cm strlpping amor the layers of thought, feeling, and eoqperiance 
(as in The Dream Songs); his desire to instruct, not didactioaUy, but, 
as he taught his classes, by eaoemplifying; and his desire to praise God 
by confessing his sins and revealing HLs mercy, a living exanvls that God 
**reseues" again and again.

The first of these three reasons may be dealt with easily enough. 
Berryman's poetry, front its oomgdex and obscure beginnings, always had that
quality of an intelligent, voraciously inquiring mind. If he put

of
himself at the canter of the poem, than the layers^the warts would be 
peeled away in any such inquiry. The second reason, instruction, might 
seam odd indeed for such an ego-centered, seemingly privately motivated 
poet, but his "egotian" was that of VtdLtaan and Wordsworth's who insisted, 
implicitly and explioitly, that the reader Aould emulate their aelf- 
exploration and aelf-scrutiny, not, it should be rsmahbered, a self-exploration 
In WdLoh one doses the closet door and nurses wounds, opens soars and 
alternately pours salt and balm on the wounds, but a self-exploratiw and 
self-scrutiny in the hope of understanding and matuzlng one's relations 
with others and in the hope of underatanding the human condition. BsMymen 
hardly sat out to shod readers (moat readers would have known something 
about his drinking and hia reputation, true or not, with wcsasn ). Hs 
would have been well aware that the shock value of tonfeaaional poetry" 
ia a tendency towards self-indulgence in the use of pdvate references.
It ̂  a serious limitation if the post uses too many private references, 
and Berryman, at first, seems to do so in Love & Fas». Tbeu he says 
he gorges himself "on Rack Aeans & brood/^7" (L. & P., p.U9), does he mean 
he gorges on books, or a person, or a brand-named biscuit? Bis Bsltiah 
a&iiwpak uould know that he means a brand-named biscuit. But most of his 
topical references explain themselves t "David's forever new bookatiU in 
Market Hill" (L. & P., p.l*8), or when he says he is on his way "to Bunpus'
& the Cam" (L. & P.. p.U3), we know, or may find out easily, that the Cam
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Is ths river for ibieh Capbrldge takes its name, and we learn in the j
next poem that Butnpoa la a bookahop <L. & P., p.l«6 ). And most other
rsferenoes may be learned easily enough. These are not aingdy topical
and private references; they burst into sLgnifioant meaning, as in his
reference to Pater %rlock/Ihiljp Haeeltine. khen the reader begins to
feel his way through the concrete references and sees the drift of the
whole of Love & Fame, he finds himself in the middle of the more universal
meanings of eelf-exploratioa.

One of the difficulties in accepting that part of Berryman's
intent was to instruct might be that noibere does he implore or even nudge
the reader (except in his "Afterword”). But consider the consequences
if he had done so; he would appear smug and lose the sense of hia ndraculoua
conversion. And further, modem readers, even Keats said, do not like
poetry that has a 'palpable design" om them. If Berryman, or any poet,
wants to instruct a modem audisnoe, he must do so without the reader's
being aware of it.

A third reason for Berryman's "confessing" was his desire to
praise Qod for His mercy. The suparfioial parallels between love & Fees
and St. Augustine's Confessions have been noted (and mitten off by that
particular reviewer̂  ), but the deeper parallels between Angustinian thought
and Love & Fane suggest a similarity Wdch reinforces the notion that Berryman
was "confessing" in praise of Qod. Both Berryman and Augustine are open
to the charge that they were extremely proud of how much they had to oonfees.
But both Berryman and Augustine wa t far too perceptive and subtle to be
charged with sensationalIw. It is essratial to remember that Augustine
(like Berryman) was, as Bobert Sayer suggests, speaking "not as an ex-sinner

2brt as a living Christian" ; Augustine "was not parading himself but
1. Jerome Massaro, "False Confessions," Shenandoah H U  (Hnter, 1971), 86.
2. Robert Sayer, The Sxmined Self (Princeton i Alnoeton Chiversity Aess, 

196U), p.10.

I
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an illustration of himsolf, addrsselng Qod and at the amm time speaking
'in the ears aXao of the believing eona of man.

The strongest parallel between Augustiniea thought and Love & Fane
is the Ibur parts or stages of the Soul's journey towards God, the joumeyer
is in via in order to dwell in patria, a journey in wfaieh "relatedness to
God is not a position but a movement, not a point but process."^ FTom the
outset of Love & Faaxe Berryman is a joumeyer (a familiar figure) id» seeks
a hcsae until he finds his earthly home and hia home in Qod. Roy %  Batten-
house describes the four stages of the Angustinian "'journey not of feet'";

Each s t ^  ia at once the condition and the preparation of the 
next. As each is attained, the next cones into view; approach 
becomes arrival, idiich in turn beoones a new approach. Thus 
eacdi level of the ascent reveals the total bent and motive of 
the journey; yet each, except the last, exists only in order to 
be overcome by its successor. 3

Does the lest clause not sound strikingly similar to Berryman's description*
of the four parts of Love & Fame, "each of the four movements critising
backward the preceding, until Part 17 wipes out all other presratations..."
(L. & F.. p.9$)7

In each of the four stages of the Augustinian journey of the soul 
and those of Love & Feme the parallels are even more remuskahly similar, 
m  the first step, Battenhouse says, "The soul most be purged fTomnoral 
disorder and intelleotual error, both of ihich for Augustine, dLways involve 
an inordinate attachment to things of sensory appetite m d  perception.”̂
A few brief examples of Berryman's sensory appetite in Part One will suffice; 

... we fondled each other's wonders.
(L. & F.. p.lli)

... I feasted on Louise.
, p.ll;)

1. IMd. , p.11.
2. Roy V. Battenhouse, A Companion to the Study of 3t. Augustine (New Torfc;

Oxford University Apeas, 1955), p.lflM .
3. IbW.. p.liOU.U. Jbid.a p.li05.
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... night on ni^xt till It til 5 *.». 
intertangled breathleaa, eweating, on a verge 
aix or seven nerve-destroying hours...

(L. & F.* p.23)
*1 idah ny penis was big enou^ for this idx>le lake*
My phantaay precisely at twenty t 
to satisfy at once all Barnard & asLth 
& have enough left over for Miss Qibb'e girla.

* P»26)

At the same tine, in the first stage ( I ahall be quoting Battenhouse
throughout my discussion of these four stages), "there is a vague yet intense 
longing for a state not clearly known but urgently desired," and this 
longing is not only for a stdte of being but also, as in all four stages,

2for "a keen desire to know, a sensitive knowledge of Wxat is truly desired."
Berryman keenly da aires "to know" in Part One as much as he roUloks
intensely in sex*

I vowed I poured more thought that Fall into Auden 
than into Siirlay C...

(L. !t F.. p.17)
I read everybody, borrowing their bo<ks from Marie, 
it took ms quite a Wdle to get to Yeats.

(L. & P., p.22)
I paged the whole century through for five monk's aunths 
keeping an encyolẑ iedic notebook.

P*2U)
Ih my serpentine researches 
I cane vqpcn a book review in Poetry...

a P»27 )
And so I might continue. Most of these quotations about Berryman's 
"serpentine researches" appear aide by side with aocounts of his insatiable 
sexual appetite, the effect being that the mind and the aenses vie for 
importance. In the first stage, Berryman ia not sure what he wants or
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
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exactly i*at hia goals are; one tine he will say, "To be a crltie. ah/how 
deeper & more soientifio* (L. & P., p.27), than another, "I oooldn't sculpt 
into my helpless verse yet" (L. & P., p.3U), and he aozsaarises his 
uncertainty, "many thought Berryman was under weigh/he wasn't sure himself" 
(L. & P.. p.19). Neverthalasa, the motives and goals of the entire via 
are clears Berryman searches for answers in knowLadga and art and he wants 
to make sane huxaan contact (though it is sexual at this stage).

In the second stage, "s^f-seeking becomes salf-knoaiadge," m d  
the joumeyer "must remain for a space within himself, living and tasting 
to the full the interior riches of the realm of the spirit...."^ So in 
Part Two Berryman is at Cartridge; he travela to the "haunts of the old 
masters idiera I may iagprove" (L. & P., p.U3), and ’risen he arrivea he says, 
"Old masters of old Cambridge, I am listening" (L. & P., p.hS ). He observes 
a "Monkhood" and hs is "Adendleas"; he does not do %  damned thing but read 
and write" (L. & P.. p.li9). He doea not ahow his work to anybody, and the 
"Ymly souls" he feels "toward" (not for) are "Henry Vaughan & Wordsworth"
(L. & P.. p.50). But he still has "a keen desire to know,” he strives for 
"a sensitive knowledge of what is truly desired"^ t "Will I ever write 
properly with passion & <̂ xaotnesa,/of the dawned strange dSManora of djr 
flagrant heart?" (L. & P., p.gl ).

Another aapeot of Berryman's self-knowledge appears in this second 
stage; he begins to see Massif as others see him. They see his "'Skfanio 
pride*" (L. & P. « p.5l ) and his "bloody-mindedness" (L. & P., p.$2) and 
Benyman stands "aahamed" of himself (not in a self-pitying way, he adds, 
"yes, but I stand" Æ. 6 P.* p.5^). And, finally, his sexual desires, 
risile still extreme, are abated long enough for him to expexlenoa a more 
serious relationship, a manifestation of his intuitive self-knowledge rather 
than conscious self-knowtLedge.
1. Ibid.. p.lt06.
2. ^^dd., p.h05.
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In the third stage the joumeyer beooius a pilgrim again (Part
Three opens with "The Search"), and he begins with coofessLan and praises

... a rairî y hand vas 
after ny works too, feeling here & there,
& finding them, bit by bit.

(L. & F.. P.59)
And in this stage, "Augustine exhorts us to put aside all self-absorption."^
Berrymm does not entirely (we should rensniber that Augustine is speaking
of an ideal), but he does advise two desperate teenagers what he himself
attempts to praotioes

... take up, outside your blocked selves, some small thing 
that is moving 
& wants to keep cm moving 
& needs therefore... your loving.

(Lj_̂ t,̂ . , p.7U)
Dozing the third stage "the pilgrim seeks not knowledge but forgiveness.
So in this stage Berryman is racked with guilt; in the poem "Dwaned" he
dreams of a women (perhaps it actually happened, perhaps A s  stands for
those whom Berryman has mistreated) with whcxn he had, alnaost cruelly, sexual
intercoursei

Stm came again L again, twice ejecting me 
over her heaving. I turned my head aside 
to avoid her goddamed tears, 
getting in my heard.

(L. & P.. p.67)
He saw her again later (perhaps in another dream) and she was pregnant*
"I did not say *Is it wdne?'" (L. & ?.. p.67). He never asks her directly 
fbr forgiveness, but implicit in his public confession he seems to be asking 
for forgiveness in not showing concern. ElseWhere, in feet in the previous 
poem, he does aric for general forgivwness: "I will say* I have been wrong" 

& ?.. p.66). "The pilgrim seeks not knowledge but forgiveness, because 
ho knows himself so mU,"^ and "when the mind knows itself, it knows itself
1. Ibid.. p.l*07.
2. Ibid. , P.I4O6.
3. Ibid.
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as seeking."̂  From the first poem in Part Three, "The Seeroh," Berryman 
shows an awareness of a mind 1*at knows itself as seeking; the titles of three 
poena, "Hall," "Aungatozy," and "Heaven" suggest a oonsoioas Dmtean seareh.

The last transition, the fourth at^e, oulminates in "life with 
Qod”; rixereas, in the first thzee stages, the pilgrim was in "life under 
Qod." This new life is %ot only the nlimaot of an intelleotual prooess 
but also the satiafaotion of longing and desire."^ But Berryman's sense 
of arriving is not entirely satisfactory, "I do not understand, but I believe"
Cl. & F., p.91 ). This final reating place, as long as the pilgrim lives,
"is apoken of in the future tense^^ thus Berryman would say, "Best may 
be your ultimate gift" (L. & ?.. p.88). Host of his addresses are requests 
riiioh he hopes will be fulfilled: "Forsake me not" (L. & P.. p.66); "Let ms pern 
without fear" (L. & P.. p.86); "strengthen ay widow" (L. & F.. p.88); "Ease in 
their passing life my beloved fziends." (L. & F.. p.91 ) and so on. The 
future tense is signifieanti Augustine is «bivalent on the matter beoauss 
he realised that in thia life we oan cmly know "fWetastes of eternal 
blessedness, though transient and fragile."^ And so Berryman's jouzney 
ends*

Make too me aooeptable at the end of time 
in my degree, ridch than Thou wilt award.
Cancer, senility, mania,
I pray I may be ready with my witness.

(Lj,jkJP. a P .9U )

Vben we see Love & Fame in a larger, hietozical context, aben we 
see it as a v ^  jouzneying towards patzia. then clearly the currant 
definitions of "confesaiooal poetzy* simply will not do to describe 
the volume.

Vhen Louis L* Marts reviewed Love & Fame he coeqpared the volume
with Wordsworth's Awluds and observed that it was "In a mods of frankzMss
1. Ibid., p.li09.
2. Ibid.
3. jttdd., p.l*10.
U. Ibid., p.hlO.
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Inposflible for the nlxuitoeath eentuxy."  ̂ That might b# true, but we 
still must contend with any writer's "mode of frankness," and with each 
new self-revelation, we most contend with how and in what way his mode 
is frank or sincere. If the poet is to confess truly, if he tells all 
or even a little of his private life, then ws must listen both to a voice 
and become acquainted with a personality. The confessor's, in this case 
the poet's, voice or tone may be extremely individual, and the personalia 
may be ri>raaive and unlikeahlej any poet rixo wishes to project his own 
personality and his own voice runs the risk of being rejected more in 
subjective, personal terms than in public, objective terms. If the poet 
successfully projects himself and if he does it with his unmistakahly 
individual voice, this puts special demands upon the reader. The reader, 
as Ernest Stefanik has sadd of Love & Fame, must disregard his c m  nature 
and tastes, and become a "rixamslson” himself, but if the reader Ja "aware
of the intentional fallacy," he "ought to find an objective sympathy, the

2point at ridoh critical eqmotation and poetic intention cwverge."
So before pursuing Berryman's "oonfeaalms” in Love & Fame we 

must cKuieidBr the role of the reader. I am suggesting that the confessional 
poet makes as great a demand iqxm the reader as Berryman's "disrupted and 
mended syntax but as with his syntax, the reader is invited to particpate. 
Ths question at the end of ths pirocess riiioh any reader has a right to aak 
is* "Was it wcnth it"?

Nathaniel Hawthorne, in one of his few openly "̂ personal" statements, 
addresses ths reader in his introductory "Custom-House" section to The 
Scaglet Letter and he presses ths nerve of the matter of private confessions 
and the rights of the reader. (It should be remanberad that Hawthorne 
tvies to persuade his audience, which was unused to reading "mere fiction"
1. Louis L. Marts, "Bsoent Ibatzyt Berryman and Others," The Tide Review, 

Vol.61 (March 1972), 1*11. -------------
2. Stefanik, "A Cursing dory* John Berryman's Love & Fame," p.11$.
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In Ansrloa In 1650, that hia novel ia baaed on fact and therefore worthy 
of their attention. ) Hawthorne apologiaee for inpoaing hia huztle, 
autobiographical preface on the public, but, he says, "unleae the speaker 
stands in some true relation with his audience" their "native reserve" 
will not be melted. Hawthorne hope# to strike a balance, however, in 
riiich the author may be autobiographical "without violating either the 
reader's rights or his own." Hawthorne severely criticises those writers 
riw>

indulge themselves in such confldsntial depths of revelation as 
could fittingly be addressed, only and exxduaively, to the one 
heart and ndnd of perfect sympathy; as if ths fainted book, 
thrown at large on the wide world, were certain to find out 
the divided segment of the writer's own nature, and ccmplste 
his eirde of existence by bringing him into comsmmion with it.
It is searoriLy decorous, however, to speak all, even whan we 
speak iagzersonaUy. 1

Hawthorne's distinctions and perceptions are helpful in determining the
reader'a role in "confessional poetry." The poet Who wishes to reveal
his o m  private life and make it the aubject of his poetry is
attmpting to "stand in son» true relation to hia audisnce"; the difficulty
ia that hia life may be such that his confidence will be accepted "only
and exclusively, to the one heart and ndnd of perfect sijnpathy." If the
reader is aympathetic, then the poet has in a sense ca^ileted "his oirde
of existence by bringing the reader into oomunion with it," but only riien
the reader responds directly to the poet. If the poet does not know of a
reader's response, then his circle ia not congdeted.

Berryman's "confessions" in love & Pams have these qudities of
"attempting to stand in soaw true relation to his audience," of "addressing
one heart and mind of perfect sympathy," and of attempting to "ocnplate his
circle of existence." But all of these saaae qualities may be attributed to
The Dream Songs as well, and it would seem that these notions of the reader's
1. Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter (New York* Maahington Square 

Press, 191*8), pp.1-2.
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role have been part of Berryman's thinking for some time. In 1959 he said,
"Poetry is a temdnal activity, taking place out near the end of things,
riiere the poet's soul addresses aaa other soul only, never ndnd riien,"̂
and of his use of afddguous pronouns in The Dream Gongs, he said, "Out of
this ambiguity arises richness. The reader beoomes more aware and is

2foroed to enter into himself." But in Love & Fame this device of the
pronoun ia discarded (parhaps ridfting verb tensea are meant to replace
the device); the reader standa alone with the poet. In The Dream Songs
we may accept that Henry's "ocnfeasiona" are passive confessions spurred on
by dreams; in Love & Fame the "confessions" are active; the poet overtly
has designs upon himself and the reader may riid̂ tly hold some reservations
about Berryman's motives. A poet's motives in "oonfessional poetry" are
all important. Evan if the reader ia willing to read sympathetically,
he may still wonder rixy the poet chooses to tell us what he does.

lÿeaking of Robert Lowell's Idfe studies. Hayden Carruth has
auaaaziaed succinctly many opLniona on "oonfessional poetry"*

Vhat Lowell was doing in those poems, I think, was axidoring 
his own and his family's life, in extreme seriousness, to see if 
he could give that body of experlenoe an imaginative wgamiaation 
strong enough, in the face of the deperaonadieing force of a modem 
collective and techno-maniacal world, to stand as an integrated 
structure. A idll, a personality, a being. He was trying to 
create a life* hia own. 3

Carruth responded very differently to Berryman's attecpt to recreate his
o m  life*

... Berryman's new poems give little evidence of trial. They have 
no real seriousness or creative force, but only a fcAtvrt of edgy 
eaddbitlonian. They **re precisely confessions and nothing more; 
except when they are something less, i.e. brags and rants.
• • • • _  _It /Love & Fame/ is full of self-contradictions, epecial pleading, 
vagueness, mat emerges is not a personally, not an integrated 
being but only a qplotchy nuddlamant of crude desires. U

1. Berryman, "The Revolving Bookstand," p.agA.
2. Howard, "lnhiàky and Ihk, WbisKy and Dde," p.?6.
3. Carruth, "Love, Art and Money," p.l*37.
U. Ibid.
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Compare Carruth* s reaponee with that of Icuie J. Marts t "It /Cove & Fame? 
ia a moving tragic tale, aoranadl up with wit, love, courage, and apizitual 
viaicm/̂

These pdar responses are due, in part, to personal and subjective
tastes and a like or dislike of the personality before them, Carruth's
judgement is moral and with that one may not quarrel, Berryman was immoral, 
but are. not courage and morality displayed as well? Vhat the whole matter 
of one's accepting Berryman's confessions hinges on is riisther he was 
sincere; we often are wilHjig to tolerate inmorallty if we recognise a 
sincere change of heart; we admire such courage. like so many critical 
terms "sinoerl^r" may be interpreted varioudy, and we must turn to a 
brief consideration of riiat is meant by "sincerity."

A person's sincerity, we often feel, depends rqnn his motivation,
tone (or style), and actions. If a person says one thing and does another
them we say he was not sincere. On the other hand, does it not happen in
our complex human life that a perscm may say one thing sincerely and still
do another? And, too, sineerity may be a public role, as Lionel Trilling
has observed in his recent book Sineerity and Authsmtioity*

Society requires of os that we present ourselves as being slnoere, 
and the most effleeeiotts way of satisfying this demand is to see 
to it that we really are sincere, that we actually are rizat we want 
our community to know we are. In short, we play the role of being 
ourselves, we sincerely act the part of the sincere person, with 
the result that a judg^mant may be passed upon our ainoerity that 
is not authentic. 2

This is still a question of motive; i*y does the writer tell us riiat he does?
Is he attempting to satisfy our expectations or is he attempting to be true
to himself? And ths further question, rizich is aozw important? Self or
society? And still fUxther, can it be that if we play the role of being
rincezre could it not have not only social benefit but also personal benefit?
1. Malta, "Recent Poetry* Berryman and Others," p.i*11.
2. Lionel Trilling, ainoerity and Anthantici^ (London* Qxfozd Uhivexwity 

Press, 197U), pp.l6-l1.
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(I.e. that riilch a person enrôlâtes, he may become). The most I may do here
is to present the knotty problem. In the end, an author's sincerity must
be the reader's act of faith, and to judge literature by the various criteria
of ainoeritŷ  may raise interesting questions but we are left finally with
the reader's willingness to be a chameleon reader. Berryman asks the
reader, in effect, to admire riiat he attemptŝ  not rizat he does, as Blake
did in his explanation "To the Public" for "dazrusalem"#

I «B perhaps the most sinful of man. I pretend not to. holiness* 
yet I pretend to love, to see, to converse daily as man with man,
& the more to have an interest in the Friend of Sinner a. Therefore, 
dear Reader, forgivs wh at you do not approve, & love ms fbr this 
energetic exertion of my talent. 2

"By itself," Hsnrl Payre hazs said, "sincerity in a writer never
sufficed to give merit to a work of art"*

It is obvious that an artist's and a writer's task is primarily 
to connunicate what he has scan, felt, and thought, and to arouse 
in his public an experience as intense, or morw intense, than the 
one whioh he himself underwent. If his power of ooaaunicaticnz, 
ridch ioplies aanoog other things some amount of aizzcerlty toward 
his material and his art, ia great encui^, it may matter much less 
to inquire how profoundly he felt, rizether he was in a traazoe or 
wzriced himself up to a state resesdbling inspiration, or how many 
masks he needed in order to exorcise all the warring damzona, or 
angela, in him. The artresa <%z sincerity would be deadly to 
literature if it were ever to impair the freedom rixLch must remain 
the privilege of creative inspiration. 3

(kz the matter of the writer's ainoerity in ths act of writing, 
Berryman's sinceri^ is not open to question. But there is still the 
question, at least in love & Fame, of the writer's sincerity of his actions 
as described in his poems. It seems to me that this problem of the 
sincerity of the actions presented in love & Fs*ee tzzms entirely on Berrymm's 
"conversion. " I have said that he is still in the "process" of oonversdmz, 
but his real "conversion" has taken place and he is attenpting, in "Eleven

« 8  ainoerity (New Haven* Yale Ifaiversity Press, 1963), pp.300-307. Peyre lists four criteria* aesthetic,
psyohologioal, social, and moral.

2. Blake, The Complete Vhltings of Willim B W e .  p.|2l.
3. Henri Bqrre, Literature and aixzcerlty. p.339.
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Addreaaes,” to come to terns with rizst his conversion means and will mean
to him. In the first address Berryman says that he has written a prayer
(remembering that his "Eleven Addresses" are not prayers but Incline
towards prayer) "containing with precision everything that most matters./
'According to Thy will* the thing begins" (L. & P.# p.83). (The prayer
ia not included in "ELsven Addresses" but agpeare later in Belnsicms Etc.
^.6ÿ. ) The feet that he has written a prayer suggests his conversion,
and in r later "address,” Berryman tells us that indeed his conversion has
recently taken placet

You pierced the roof 
twice & again. finally you opened my eyes
Vy double nature fused in that point of time 
three weeks ago day before yesterday. 1

(L. & P.. p.89)
Hayden Carruth waa not able to accept this "conversion"; he aays 

of these linest
He y&rryma^ seeazs to be saying, "If you believe this you'll 
believe anyBdng." In a saint or mysMo we nd^it acc^zt that, 
though not without strain; we might even celebrate it. But in 
this boasting, equivocating secularist? rizat does he take us for? 2

The question all but presents itself in words, rizy not? Wzy izot believe
him? The nabura of religious conversion is complex beyond aszalyais, and
it eewzs to me a presumption, even an example of the arrogance fbr wfaieh
Carruth will not accept Berryiaan's conversion, not to accept rizat he says.
It was far too serious a matter, both in his life and in "Eleven Addresses,"
to be a public pose.

On the xzature of religious conversion, Villlasz James in his bo&k
The Varieties of Bellgtous Erperience. lucidly explains "the hot place in
man's ocmsciouanees" whioh bursts forth into a sudden conversion*
1. For an account of what, apparently, brcazgbt about Berryman's conversion 

see his account in his interview with Pster Stittf pp.202-2QU.
2, Carruth, "Love, Art and Monay," p. 1*37. ("Secularist" is not used in

Che fhgiiah saazse of the word, I take it, a declared enemy of Ghrlstiwzity, 
but in a wider sense of a man very much tied to the world and its pleasurea)|
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... the group of ideas to lAioh ha ̂ Ehat pmreom nbo nd^bt suddenly 
be couverte ^  devotes himself, and from «hi^ he voiles, call it 
t ^  habitual center of M s  personal eyrgr. It makes a great 
diifferenoe to a man vbetker one set of his ideas or another, be 
the center of his energy; and it makes a great difference, as 
regards any set of ideas Wdch he may possess, idietfaer they become 
central or remain peripheral in him. To say that a man is "converted” 
means, in these terms, that religious ideas, previously perlphersl 
in his consciousness, now take a central place, end that religious 
aims form the habitual center of his energy. 1

Berryman's account of his "center of energy" in Love & Fame suggests that
this is precisely vhat happened to him. The opening poem of Part Ihree
indicates that his religious ideas vere at one time peripheral in his
consciousnessi

I began the historical study of the Qoapel 
indebted above all to Quignebert 
& Ooguel & MoNelle
& Bultmann even & later Archbishop Oarrington.
The Miracles vere a stumbling-block|
until I read Karl HadLm, trained in natural science;
until I had sufficiently attended to
The Transfiguration & The Ecstasy.
I vas vsak on the Fourth Qoapel. I still am,
in places; I plan to amend that.
VUlisch on Isaac & Oeddpue 
supplements for me kiex4râgaacrd.
Luther on Qelatians (his grand joy)
I laid aside until I vas older & viser.
BiAop Andreves* account at the Resorrection-agppearances 
in 1609 seemed to ms, seems to me, it.
I studied Titian's remaxics on The Tribute-Money.
Bidiop Westoott's analysis (it took him 2$ years) 
of the first eighteen verses of %. John 
struck as as of a cunning like Odysseus**.
And other systems, high & primitive, 
ancient & surviving, did I not neglect, 
aky-gods & triokster-gods, gods iiqxjtent, 
the malioe & force of the dead.
Wien tvelve Einstein lost belief in Qod 
he said to himself at once (as he put it later)
'Similarly motivated men, both of the past & of the present, 
together vith their achieved insists,
varan die unverlierbaren Freunde* —  the unloseable frlenda.

(L. & F.« PP.S9-60)
1. William Janes, The Varieties of Religioue Baneilenoe (London 1 The 

Fontana library, 5̂̂ 66), pp.200-20i.
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9iàll I State the obvious? This is a formidable reading Hat;
furthermore, one has a sense that it was not aUl But Berryman vas not
out to impress us vith his reading; "these things" as John Bayley says of
Perryman's "racked soul" and "exMbitionalist behatviour," "are siaply
there....Not only is the list iaqnessive, it is revealing; it reveals
Berryman's "habitual croter of his personal energy" ibioh vould inexorably
svdLl from a peripheral research to burst at the center of his consciousness.
He alludes obliquely to his father's suicide in mentioning Einstein's loss
of faith in Qod at tvelve (later he says, "my father's blov-it-all Wxen I
vas tvelve/alev out my most bright candle faith... & F., p.8^), but
Einstein also said, and Berryman has emulated him, that men with "their
achieved insights" vere "unloseable friends." Berryman's gssing and gaslng
on such men vas like John Hemy Newman's description of hov Cicero, by
imitating the style, manner, and acticns of a senator, developed his

2inner-self, and "inbibed and became lixat he admired."
As for W y  or how Berryman vas converted (except for Wist he 

tells us in an interview^), we are not told in Love Sc Fame. But is it 
possible to tell vhy or hov any person is converted, even from a psycho
logical point of view? Again William James is helpful t

Nov if you ask of psychology just hov the exoit«aent shifts in a 
man's mental system, and vhy aims that vere peripheral become of 
a certain moment central, psychology has to reply that although 
she can give a general description of vhat happens, she is unhble 
in a given case to account accurately for all the single forces 
at work. h

And James concludes that vben ve look carefhlly at individual conversions, 
our explanations of them "get so vague and general that one realizes all 
the more the intense individuality of the vhole phenomenon."^

If the poet confesses and if he is sineere, than his style and
1. Bayley, "On John Berryman," p.89.
2. John Henry Cardinal Nevnan, The Idea of a %iversity (New Ibrk : Doubleday

& Co., Inc., 1959), p.27li.
3. Stitt, "The Art of Poetry t An Diterviev vith John Berryman, pp.202-20U.
U. James, Varieties of Religious Bxperlence, p.201.
5. Ibid. Wor further discussion of the nature of conversion, see James's

ckaptere on conversion, pp.19U-257.
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tone nuat mediate his feeling and experience, vhat Berryman referred to
as "transparent art." This kind of art, if ve take the term to mean
shoving through to the person, Aould be something like Rousseau's hope
to make his life, himself, live vith and in the readeri

I diould like in some vay to make my soul transparent to the
reader's eye, and for that purpose I m  trying to present it v
from all points of viev, to shov it in all limits, and to 
contrive that none of its movements shall escape Û.S notice, 
so that be may judge for himself of the principle idiioh has 
produced them. 1

Berryman's insistence on the poet's being there while the reader reads
inevitably pushed him towards a more direct and unadorned style, a poetry,
as he said as early as The Dispossessed, of the "Barefoot soul fringed
vith rime" (T.D., p.9h). "Disrupted and mended" syntax had beeî  since
his Sonnets, part of his calculation to "ê qpress the matter in hand/but
adds to the stodc of snrailaible reality" (L. & P., p.27). Directness,
especially in the later Dreem Songs increasingly became more his mode.
Henry in fact vramed us that ve might eaqwot <diangej near the end of The
Dream Songs he says, "I will not come again/or not come With this style"
(The D.S. VII, 379). Parfaaps his quarrel vith Eliot's "impersonality of
the poet" had something to do vith Berryman's gradual change] certainly
he quarrelled, even in 19U7, with deanth Brooks's statement, "The method
of art can, I believe, never be direct —  is alvays indirect," and Berryman

2answers simply, "I mnder." Not until knre & Feme did he insist on that 
directness.

Di an interview, he explained that his "neidy-sinple heart"
(D.E. » p.5h) meant a "transparency" of art, vhere the reader sees through 
art to life;

Some of the best kind of writing is really transparent] you don't 
notice that you are reading an article. I'll Aov you Wiat I mean. 
This is the most marvelous Madonna I have ever seen. And you get 
no impression of viewing art. 3

1. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Confessions, trans. J.M. Cohen (Haneondsworth t 
Penguin Books Ltd., 1951;), p.169.

2. John Berrymm, "Mstepbyaical or So," The NaUoo CLUV (June 28, 19U7), 776.
3. Berg, "in Interview with John Berzyman," p.1$. I have corrected some of 

the printing errors.
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Then the interviewer ericed, "Can you give an example from literature that 
has this transparency?"

The Odyaa^» the "Peradiso." Most books of later age.
Beethovim'a lake quartets, where the afpearance of art disappears, 
everyUiing becomes unbelievably sinqple. The artist just says Wiat 
he thinks, or says hov he feels. For example, instead of making 
a long speech, be says "I hurt," or he says to the reader, "are 
you hurting?"

Take a line from T M  Taamest, "Turfy mountains where live 
nibbling Aeep." 1 Nov, tnàk is absolutely magnificent, but 
incre*̂ dibly simple. The art ocmes just in placing, pure syntax.

Admittedly, 'turfy* is good, and 'nibbling' is gpod, and it's 
nicely held together. That's what happens, turf is Wwt you 
nibble, if you're a sheep. But, it really is so povwful because 
'live* is so lovkeyed. Tou expect something bigger. The height 
at the Aront of tiie line, and another height at the end of the line, 
so you want something way low-keyed down in the middle. 2

The interviewer asked Berzyman if he could think of a Twentieth
Century work Wdch demonstrates this tranaparenoy t

Fbur Quartets by Eliot. At a certain point it occurs to him 
to say, ï̂kaatlity is endless." Hov's that. Ih verse. 3

That Berryman should choose exaaqd.es from Siakeapears and Eliot
suggests his historical knowledge of "transparent art." He might very
well have knom Coleridge's stateawnt about Shakespeare's poetry #ere
Coleridge all but uses the word transparencyt

/k diaraoteristioj? which belongs only to a great poet is the 
power of so carrying the eye of the reader as to make him almost 
lose consciousness of the words —  to make him see everything —
and this without exciting any painful or laborious attention,
without any anatomy of description (a fault not unconaaon in 
descriptive poetry) but with the sweetness and easy movmnent of 
nature. h

And in Berryman's love-hate relationship with Eliot perhaps he knew of ELiot'a 
statement about transparency iddoh he made in a lecture in 1933 <m "Ehgliah
1. pie Tempest, Act IV, Scene 1, line 62. The Whole line ahould be t "Thy

turfy mountains, vAere live nibbling sheep...."
2. Berg, "An Interview with John Berryman," p.1$. I have corrected some 

of the printing errors.
3. Ibid.
hm Samel T. Coler: Age, Shakespearean Cri^oiari. Vol. I, ed. T.H. Raysor 

(Londont J.M, Dent & Sons, Ltd., I960), p.l89.
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Letter %itere" (primarily on Keats and Laurence). Eliot quoted Lawrence**
insistence on directness in poetry, "Every thing can go, but this stark, bare
rocky directness of statement, this alone makes poetry, to-day"] and Eliot
was pronpted to add;

This speaks to me of that at ihich I have aLmec^in writing poetry) 
to write poetry iddoh should be essentially poetry, with nothing 
poetic about it, poetry standing naked in its bare bones, or poetry 
so transparent that we should not see the poetry, but that Wdch we 
are meant to see through through the poetry, poetry so tranaparant 
that in reading it we are Intant on Wiat the poem pdiAa at, and 
not on the poetry, this seems to me the thing to txylfSr. To get 
beyoaad poetry, as Beethoven, in his later works, strove to get 
beyond music. 1

I cite one last source towards definition and possible influence.
La Berryman's index to Keats's Letters (see Appendix A), he notes the phrases
"the true voice of feeling" toad "unobtruaive" idxich are taken from two
different letters, and under "Shak̂ êpearsT" he notes Keats's rafemxce to
"Shakespeare's Sonnets";

It may be interesting to you ̂ ^eats writes to John Hamilton 
Reynold^ to pick out some lines from Î yperion /&o7and put 
a mark X to false poetry proceeding from art, and 000 \| to 
the true voice of feeling. 2
Poetry should be great and unobtrusive, a thing ibich enters one's 
soul, and does not startle it or amaze it with itself, but idth 
its subject. 3
... I neer found so many beauties in the Sonnets —  they seem to be 
full of fine things said unintentionally —  in the intensity of 
working out conceits. h

It is much easier to say What transparency is or what tranqpareiwsy
should be than it is to say how it works. Mo must begin with the admission
that part of the responsibility^ again, rests with the reader. The reader
must first of all accept that he may look at words, vAatever their arrangement,
1. "These remarks," as P.O. Matthieasen says, were included in an unpublished

lecture...." Cited by Matthieasen, The Achievement of T.S. Eliot,
third edition (Hew Ibrk; Oxford Ttaiversity Press, pp.09-90,
The anonymous reviewer of "Bimt Horton" in the TLS, picked up Eliot's 
statement about 'transparency. Times Literary Buppleraent, Septeater I t ] ,  
19hC, in T.S. Eliot; Four Quartets, A daset>ook, ed. Bernard Bergonzi 
(London; Kaomillan and (jo. kW., 1^9), pp.3l̂ -35.

2. Forman, ed.,Letters, p.38i;-85.
3. Forman, ed. p.96.
i;. Forman, ed., tetters, p.65.
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style, or imagery, and see "through" then. If the reader is willing, and 
is sensitive enough to words, then everything depends upon the poet. The
poet's design upon the reader, ideally, would be to oonv%r his meaning or
eoqwrlence without the words distracting. He would necessarily rely upon 
a conceptual notion similar to Hobbes's statement that "there is no conception 
in a man's mind, Wd.(di hath not at first, totally, or by parts, been begotten 
upon the organs of sense. If the poet wants the reader to see through his
words to the experienoe, he must begin with the sisple and unadorned word 
or image.

Susanne Langer has a dear explanation and example of idiat I mean
in her discussion of the transparent aynhdi

A aymbd which interests us also as an object is distracting.
It does not convey its meaning without obstruction.... The more 
barren and indifferent the symbol, the greater is its semantic 
power. Reaches are too good to act as words) we are too much
interested in peaches themselves. But little noises are ideal
conveyors of concepts, for they give us nothing but their meaning.
That is the source of the "transparency" of language.... Vocables 
in themselves are so worthless that we cease to be aware of their 
physical presence at all, and become conscious only of their 
connotations, denotations, or other maaninga. Our conceptual 
activity seems to flow through them, rather than merely accompany 
them, as it accompanies othn*'azperiencss we endow with significance. 2

One word alone will, not suffice to make us feel or see into an
experience) only oodbinations of words may do that. The word "peach" alone
might do little towards our seeing and feeling the peach, but, if as in
Keats's description of eating a nectarine, the combinations fuse together,
then we see and feel through the words;

Talking of HLeasura, this moment I was writing with one hand, and
with the other holding to my Mouth a Nectarine —  good god how fine.
It went down soft pulpy, slushy coxy —  all its delicious embonpoinf 
melted doiai my throat like a large beatified %ramberry. 3

The words flow from the one hand holding the nectarine into the other writing.
Berryman's principle of transparent witing in Lavs St Fame depends

partly on the principle of transparency which is implicit in Keats's
1. Hobbes, Leviathan, p.7.
2. arsanne K. tmger, AilcsoiAy in a New Key (New Xorfci The New American

library, 195l ), p.73.
3. Fbman, ed* Letters, p. 393,
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dasorlptlon, spontaneous Intensity, Uien Berryman quoted the line Arom 
The Tempest, he said that the hsi^t or burst was at the beginning and 
ending of the line with "something way low-keyed down in the middle."
Ooî >are the pane of Keats's description "good god how line" (height), "It went 
down" (low-keyed), "soft pulpy, aluahy, ooqy" (height). I have given 
several examples, using Berryman's principle, of how the style of love & Fares 
aims at quick bursts punctuated with calm so as to give a sense cf rhythm, 
not metrically necessarily, vddoh plays upon the reader's senses and gives 
a feeling of moving with the words, what the words say, seeing throu^ them,
I recall one short exanple:

Jonquils aapond with wit to the teasing brae as.
(L. & F.. p.91 )

The zhythrdcal flow of the words (calm, burst, calm) resembles, in principle, 
Keats's description of eating a nectarine (burst, calm, burst), but Berzyman's 
words do not appeal to the senses as directly as Keats's do. Mo do not see 
the jonquils sirply because he names then) the rhythms carry the reader along 
but he does not necessarily see the image. It seems that Berryman was 
attempting two things; to latch on to something concrete and to suggest 
movement. And this movement Arom a concrete ("jonquils") in his appeal 
to the senses iddLch leaps headlong into a thought ("wit") and back again 
("breeae"). This sense of spontaneity is a sort of hybrid of image, 
sound, and thought; "Jonquils respond ," almost an imi^ balances nicely 
in sound with "teasing breeze," again almost an image, and "with wit" 
repeats the initial " V  sound, almost apondee, mod inclines towards thougM'—  

wit is an act cf the mind, but aXoo a response to experience.
surely Berryman had Wordsworth's "daffodils" in mind, his "jocund 

company." (The jonquil is in the family of the daffodil. ) But unlike 
Wordswrth's daffodl & which are "fluttering and dancing in tbs breeze,"
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and to idiLeh TJbrdsworth'a "heart with pleasure fLlla,/And dances with
the daffodils,"̂  Berryman's jonquils "respond with wit") they are at odds
with rather than joining with the breeze in a blissful dance of harmony.
The breeze of Berryman's imagination "teases") his Imagination buffets
against and crackles. To see how Berryman's imagination will not allow
harmony to take hold, the i*ole stanza must be quoted*

kho an I worthless that You spent such pains 
and take may pains again?
I do not understand) but I believe.Jonquils respond with wit to the teasing brae as.

(L. & F. , p.91 )
As I have suggested, in part the transparency of these lines is achieved
in Berryman's directness in the first three lines set in tension with the
last line. But the juxtaposition of these last two lines also "tease."
On the one hand, in the third line, he says that his mind rests in faith
("I believe")) on the other, in the fourth line, he suggests that his
imagination will not allow rest, even in faith. Both style and juxtaposition
correspond to Ids real state of mind. Like ELiot'a "intersection of the
tinsless with time," Berryman can take comfort in only points in tins, as
in his monent of oonveraion, double nature fbsed in that point of time..."
(ry italics) (L. & F.. p.89).

Even Berryman's direct and unadorned style conforms to the
rhythmical pattern of burst and calm. For exanfde, "It seems to be DARK
all the time " (L. & P.. p.77) begins low-keyed, than bursts dth an m^dwaia,
"DARK," and ends low-keyed. Or again in the sane poem, "Crackles; in
darioiess HOPE) disappears" (L. & F., p.71 )) the line is like a series of
rifle shots, almost a violence similar to that of Hppkina's, jrcm whom
Berryman nd^t very well have derived da notion of transparency (I am
1. William Wbrdswo-th, Wordsworth* Poetical Wbrka (London* Oxford Tfaiversity Rress, 1936), p.lii9.
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thinking of Hopkins's interplay of heavy and light stresses). Compare
the opening line of one of Hopkins's "terrible sonnets" with the above
examples t "I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day."^ The same motions,
low-keyed, heightening, low-keyed, take us beyond the poetry into the
Hopkins's experience.

Berryman's notion of heightening, snapping at something loî keyed,
not only suggests his transparent style, but also points to a transparency
of fom, a form which fluctuates between burst and calm, a form that eats
itself up, or in Kelley's phrase, "a sword of lightning, ever unAeathed,

2which oonsumes the scabbard that would contain it." Before he wrote 
Love St Fame, fairly tight, but original, foms had always been an important 
aspect of his art, and it is tempting to say that he abandoned form altogether 
in Love & Fame. But he was no less conscious of form than before i he was 
using his new "fozvlesaness" to a different advantage. Ha said that his 
"lyric fom" in Love & Fame "had its genesis in a study" (L. & F.. p.95) 
of anily Dickinson'a verse. Someone has described Shdly Dickinson's 
verse as not so much verse as something hacked out with a hatchet, and the 
same gptly applies to Berryman's verse in Love fit Fame. Berzyman, according 
to 'Uliam Heyen, said that the "origin of his new style" was based on 
Dickinson's "unrhymed quatrains... w ^ t ^  a Aort I;th line."^ Perhaps 
what Heyen meant was that Bwryman used unrhymed quatrains because the 
great majority of Dickinson's quatrains are rhymed. And, too, Dickinson 
uses the short fourth line as sparingly as Berryman does in Love & Fame. 
Perhaps Berryman's saying that his new style took its "genesis" in Buily 
Dickinson's poetry tells us all we need to know; her spontaneous, nervous, 
dec^vingly chatty, understated style certainly reminds us of Love & Fame.
(It should be noted in passing that Bauryman says in Love & Fame he had
1. Qerard Hanley Hopkins, Pamas of Gerard Manley HopHnm, third edition, 

ed. W.H. Gardner (New Yoxict OrÉoréL Dhlveraity I^ss, 19i;6), p.109.2. Percy Hys<*e Shelley, "A Defence of Poetry," Sngllah Crttieid Essays* Nineteenth Century, ad. Edmund D. Jones (London* Oxford Ikiveraity " Press, 1^71 )p p.117.
3. Heyen, "John Berryman: A Maaoir and an Interview," p.5l.
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learned something from John Aubrey's spontaneous style in Brief Lives 
/L, & P., p.3^). Berryman seems to have emulated Dickinson's poetry in his
saying "with precision everything that most matters" (L. & F., p.83), but 
with a quality in Ivor Vinter's description of Dickinson's poetry, of "the 
inexplicable fact of change, of the absolute cleavage between successive 
states of being..,.Successive states of being in Enily Dickinson's 
poems usually coma in quatrain blocks, each quatrain smoothly or aharidy 
precise. Berryman's quatrains, on the other hand, are erratic, long 
and short lines within each quatrain suggesting rapidly shifting states 
of being I

Ahi so very slowlythe jammed dock slides away backward.I'm on my way to Bunqnis' & the C m ,haunts of the old masters ̂ e r e  I may inprove.
(L. & F.. p.U3)

I have travelled in some high company since 
less dizzily.I have had sŒue rare girls since but never one so philosophical 
as that same %)ring (my last %ring there) Jean Bennett.

(L. & F.. p.28)
"... Vibuld you sometime write me out a verse or two & sign it?"
0 my brave dear lady, yes I will.This is it.1 certainly will miss at6x25 p.m. you.

(L. & F.. p.77)
But the one who made me wildwas 1A0 she let take naked photographsnever she showed me but she was proud of.Tfenerving; dire.

(L. & F.. p.19)
I have purposely chosen exanq̂ les in which the first, second, third, and
fourth lines are short. The effect of these short lines is either to heighten
or to calm feeling. The short lines in the first two examples are low-keyed
"less dizzily" rounds out his expression of an understated feeling; but
"Ah! so very slowly" contrasts sharply with the longer line ihich follows,
1. Yvor Vinters, In Defense of Reason, 3rd edition (Denver* Alan Swallow,

19li7), p. 293.
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"the jammed dock slides away backward." The short third and fourth
lines of the last two exasq}les burrt out of stanza* "This is it" and
"Thinerving; dire,"

Berryman's short lines very often set apart a ooUision within
the quatrain and suggest sharply the cleavage between viewe of Berryman.
He remerbers that an old friend once said Bez*rynan was "bloody-minded,"
and Berryman responds,

I will also roar you as 'twere any sucking dove these twilight days 
but I was hell young.
I did not censor anything I said....

, p.52 )
The calm image "twilight deys" set against the heightened "hell young,"
gives the effect of the present self protesting against the past self.
Again in the same poem, two short lines contrast, a flat second line and
a shouting fourth line *

Vhen I was fiddling later with evezy wife 
on the Eastern seaboard I longed to dimb into a pulpit St confess.Tear me to pieces!

, p.52)
These fluctuating juxtapositions and shifting lines, lAioh give

a sense of eating up fom, convey just the effect Berryman would want* to
diow throu^ an uncertain, self-contradictozy personality in search of
harmony. Hot until we come to the Part Three do we find any one poem
settling into a steady quatrain and even there we find only two poems in
a structured ballad quatrains, which suggest a harmmay of sympathy and
security. In "Death Ballad" Berryman feels syrpat betically into the
wrecked lives of "Tyson St Jb" *d*o at nineteen "became convinced it was
no go"; and he concludes,

... no power on earth can prevent their dying. That is so. Only, Jo St Tyson, Tyson St Jo,
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take up, outside your blocked eelvea, aone small thing 
that is moving 
& wants to keep on moving & needs therefore, Tyson, Jo, your loving.

(L. & F., p.7U)
It is as though Berryman hoped that by naming these two tortured souls he
would calm them aM through his form give then harmony. Form in "Home
Ballad” suggests Berryman's own sense of harmony in his home:

It's home to ny daughter I am come with verses & stories true, which I would also share with you, my dear, my dear, only you are not my dsuiter.

It's Love h Fame called, h<mey Kate,you road it from the start
and sonetimes I reel when you praise my artny honey almost hopeless angry art,which was both our Fate —

(L. & F.. p.80)
Berryman ' s "almost hopeless angry art” is found outside the poem or in the
act of making a poem; his art ccmsumss him outside his home. But in his
ballad, the fora "contains” his turbulence just as his hcmie eases it.

In Part Four, the unrhymed quatrains begin to settle. The
lines vary less in length, but with just enough evenness to suggest his uneasy
harmony with Gtod. Siort lines, then they do occur, often suggest calm:

Tours is the crunqtling, to my sister-in-law terrifying thunder, yours the candelabra buds sticky in ^ling Christ's mercy....
(L. & F., p.85)

But questi<ms Will not be suppressed, and a short line serves as engdiaais*
Across the ages certain blessings swarm, horrors accumulate, the best men fail*
Socrates, Lincoln, Christ mysterious >ho can search Thee out?

(L. & F.. p. 87)
Berryman's diction too aims at transparency, words end phrases 

which suggest that same general explosive quality in Love & Fame. khen
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he asks God; "Oil all my turbulences," the verb "oil" might at first suggest 
a balm, but he is also a piking God to lubricate his turbulences so that they 
might be used, an expression of his "double nature," (that cleavage between 
successive states of being) both wanting rest and needing intensity, Slangy 
or seemingly inappropriate words burst into several meanings; when he calls 
God a "delicious author" he means of course he is an "excellent author"; "author" 
not only suggests Qod as Logos, so does "delicious," that is, "reasoning" Qod 
through the senses, as in the prayer, "0 taste and see how gracious ̂ .e.
Grace/ the Lord is." In the same poem Berryman says he "fell back in love" 
with God; but his consnon turn of phrase also suggests that the Fall has 
brought him back to God. The stanza continues with a sexual pun "come 
on me again" (L. & F., p.93),taken out of context this pun might seem crude, 
but in context it is hardly noticeable, a passing Donnean reference to C&riet 
as the Bridegroom. As M.C. D'Arcy says of such sexual punning in prayers: 
sexual puns are not evidence of concealed passion but are "the overflow of 
emotions into the bo^" t "The touch of God is entirely spiritual, and the 
soul is touched at its source below the level of its activities of thought 
and will."̂

Belated to diction, but owing no less to Berryman's ejqploaiveness 
Wd.oh aims at transparency, is Berryman's humor, that "sense of humour/fatal 
to bardic pretension" (L. & F., p.19). Appropriately, Berryman's jonquils 
would "respond with wit to the teasing breeze" (L. & F., p.91). One critic. 
Mart Schorer, has suggested that Berryman's "ccTmic tone" is the "only

2diield he permits between us and his hellish rage, the saving distance."
(Schorer also notes Berryman's "transparency," "... the experience behind 
the poem became so nearly the aesthetic surface itself...."̂ ) Louis L.
Martz has referred to Berryman's humor as a "wry sincerity.Berryman's
1. M.G. D'Arcy, "Preface," The Poems of St. Joto of tW Gross, trans.

Roy Ganpbell (London: The Harvill Areas, ltd., 1S5̂ ),' p.7.
2. Schorer, "The Lonely Galm," p.92.
3. -bid.U. Marts, "Recent Poetry: Berryman and Others," p.h13.
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humor would draw différant rsqponses; hia humor serves to cut through high 
rhetoric and grand figures and to draw the reader into the poem with the 
poet to observe and participate, for humor suggests an objectivity and 
intimacy. This sort of tender domesticity (Berryman says that he is 
"domestic" with his "Muse" /l. & F.. p.1^) avoids ponposity and insincerity, 
a humor Douglas ZXmn sums up, which "heightened his serious moods, «ddtng 
an ttidcvard earnestness.

John Bayley has said of The Dream Songs that it has a sort of 
prushlna. or a "o>rung interior" in which the bits imder tension... keep 
the parts apart and the dimensions open and inviting." The same would 
seem to be true of Love & Fame and would account for one critic's respraase,
"I find it difficult to keep my owi response... still.These reqxxnses 
would have pleased Berryman, for they seem to me exactly what he intend^.^ 
But this tension, this sense of "leaving the ends aft open" in Berryman's 
poetry, as I have argued, orders itself into a dynamic Waolê so that, 
when we see the lAole, his poetry has that quality of enigmatic conqpletenBss. 
Ehigmas, ambivalence, tension, all are the poems' means of coming to life mnd 
are also the very energy of the life we all lead. As an epilogue praising 
and summarizing the life of Berryman's art, I offer some lines from his 
confrère, of another age, Vbrdswortht

The mind of man is framed even like the breath And harmony of music; there is a dark Invisible workmanship that reconciles 
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Critical Quarte? ly. XVI (Autumn 197h), 27$.
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Regrets, vexations, lassitudes, that all 
The thoughts and feeling idiich have been infused 
Into my mind, should ever have made up 
The calm existence that is mine Wien I 
An worthy of myself I Praise to the endl
Thanks likewise for the means: 1

1. Vbrdsworth, The ftwludet A Parallel Text (I, 351-363, 180$ version), pp.52, 5U.
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APFBNDH A 
BERRYMAN'S NOTES TO KEATS'S LETTERS*

Rasing page of back oot« ĉ
nor Donne nor Blake

of. on EdlnburA 1*13 
'I hate the world* 362, 1*52, 503 the Blaokwood attaok* (215-6)- 
'If I fail I diould die hard' v gay Inter, jet ineonoeivable
371, 1|68 he'd not aeon artlole jetj jet a letter

tortured over Tom. 312-3(1*)
1*33

hie frlendef Sap, WboAwuael 226-7!Fannj Br. 2U9« 251*. 357 —
his maturing 1*̂1 
humour, 321*-5

507**
'brave enough to volunteer for unooatfortible hours' (56)
- a aeutdi after Truth' (56) - 'ibat the Imagination 
seises as Beaotj anst be truth' (6?) - ... intensity, capable 

259— of making all disagreeables evaporate..' (71 >- 
(1*26) 'neaa^ve Capability* (72)- '..unobtrusive..(96)- 'ah'd 

502-3 surprise ky a ilneskoess and not by Singularity....never be
halfway...Leaves to a Tree..*(108)- 'the innumerable 
compositions & decompositions....'(129) - 'there is really 

, QQ a grand march of intelleot*(11*1*)- 'It has no character...
the caiaelicn B>et...'(227)- 'Passion I have for the 
Be«atifol..made one with the a*d)ltion of ay intellect' (21*1 )
'a miserait & niibty Poet of the human heart' (31*6)***
'art' vs. 'the true voice of feeling' (381*̂ 5) of. 1 ^

'dullness' of letters. 253 e.g. 
oocknejiaa 360
on early appreo. 75 (of. of TSS)
a good oonj. by Rev. M.R. Ridley (u^)t 123 (&21*7)- oonj. p. 1*29

391of. Howaae! 107 4 earlierj 259; 322-1*95!
309 " Stalin (Porteus>HaaI.> JK) ssss

* Based on Berzjnaa's cqpyt Maurice Buxton Fsraaan, ed. Tto Letters of 
John Keats. 2hd ed. (London t Oxford Ifaiveraity Press, V935). "Asse 
are soate notes throughout Berryman's ocyy, hut his own index on the 
facing pMge of the back oover and the inside back cover give sufficient 
information about his interests.

** The "Keats to SheU^r" epigraph to HLs Toy. His Dree*. His Rest is on 
this page.

«** incorrect page nmdieri Wiould be p.3l*7.

1*35.
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AFPBffin A (C«>tlim«l) j&gid. b«k oo«î7

POETKT 108, 129 (308), 317, 3U7, UlU, 527 
ART 103
the vooetion & poxpoæt 10, 21, 26-7 ^336
T«. gOT't 20 & of• 30 (t*. religion )î qf. 171*t 23L
Shek. 21, 25, 31, 65» 22a 3^7306 ^^60, 11?Tl30X 155» 21*6, 301 enti-

olexioel, 317
Br./

20, (3l*-5)» 77» 92, 11*2, (152), 178; 192-3 (women), 202; 217; 233; 2l*Ôg60-1 
inepirâtitm 29 473
long poena 53 
the poet'e vioee 271
pro Ehgübi neglect! 31*6 MLlton 11*1, 1*25

for death 30, I5l. 362. 503 Vbrdsworth Il*l*
illness 283* ••1*65 (Bunt 252 eap.)
1819 dejection 31*7-50-2; then 'Iron' 370-3-1*; Hsslitt 261*, 310

then deds. for wegeslnee 390-2-5-6; depression 1*32 STC 321*
; 339,writing hsbits 38! on writing 277; 339, L^-3-hi*

on his own srt|26, 108 (tow^ ) ,  217 ('tnSe abstractions wh. are ay xmly life'),
awbm.51 2 % ^  I S m  Ü Ê  Irf̂  1*13. 521
Sager. 82, 381* reaSty 1h5. ggl
sonnets 31*2

1*02 draxaa 91
on the reviews, 303 (of./T*93l7)

his shortness 1*26
sel^possession 2^+, 252 (eap. the oess. of quot. )ooniidenee Z3Z. 21*1 
self-knowledge 191 
independenoe, as 53, 96, 131, ^  'waidan-thought' 11*3-1*

370 pride*60. 130, 253 (vs. society), 285 (on 'literary') life as fi^rt 3l*S 
372-1* dormancy, 55, 11*7 knowledge of life, as 268

presentness 69 ignorance... 301*
forbearance Slĵ  103» 13U, 21*1-2 on heaven 68
on ndlosqphy 135 misogyny, as 270; see 301*

^  S B I

^  drinking-TCr^ 77, 123, 302, 325 on America 235 
[but 1*66) but M ^ a l  imsgea from chivalry, as 162 -'abomdndole'

patriotic 111, 1 ^  a Jana Austen jiltinm 267
'study' for the world' 131* - anger againJ26

^  * 0
an* <î w base no, , ' " ' 22è. light It a*ede

1*76 Mstlesaness real griefs 397!
(rare) malice 11* (- /^ahow'd'em) 
aoU-vity 253 
'politic 329
anti-Utopian 335 *



AFFESDIX B 
à SaORT CONCORDANCE 10 THE DREAM 30NOS

The following ocmeoxdnoe oowparlaes not only fcqr-wozda but eleo ieportmt 
thanes and aywbols. It Is by no asms ooqparehanalTS, but it should
give some idea of the depth and breadth of the Songe. I have given
only the song nudber after eeeh entry.

After life:
18, 90, 132, 237.

Alone:
Sm  Lonely.

Amerloa, Aaerloans:
2, 13, 18, 22, 23, 31, 36, 37, 38, 39, 1*8, 78, 121, 1U6-158, 172, 
173, 180, 187, 193, 195, 210, 211, 213, 2l6, 217, 218, 219, 235,
267, 280, 290, 292, 302, 301*, 308, 309, 311*, 321*, 31*6, 31*8, 357,
378, 381*.

Art:
See Creative.

Baby:
Sm  Deuefater.

Beer, Bere:
1, 11, 31*, 36, 1*5, 59, 71*, 75, 120, 166, 188, 199, 202, 236, 21*0, 
21*3, 259, 263, 291, 302, 356, 372, 371*, 378, 381.

Bed:
1, 8, 11, 1*0, 5U, 317.

Birth, atbirth, Birthdjy:
28, 39, 109, 121*, 200, 26l, 270, 272, 287, 307, 321*, 3l*7, 353, 356.

Body:
7, 8, 65, 78, 80. 81, 81*, 111, 121, 165, 185, 198, 21*7, 2?U, 281*, 
308, 31*1, 31*5, 365, 368, 373, 382.

Broken:
Sm  Meoee.

Cave:
Sm  Hole.

Childhood:
Sm  Youth.

Christ:
Sm  God.

1*37.
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ChzlatMui* TheakiglTlnB •
35» 61, 65, 12U, 163, 200, 23U, 309, 376, 377, 365

GLrolas, Çyolaat
11», 17, 18, 27, 51», 75, 99, 121, 166, 182, 259, 26l, 386.

GlTilLuttlon, Stmnnntinga, tha \t>rldi
1, 2. 1», 5, 7, 8, 10. 12, 13, 16, 19, 22, 23, 26, 30, 31, 35, 1»1, 
1»5, i»6, 53, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 66, 7I», 77, 91, 92, 97, 99,102, 105, 110, 113, 125, 126, 135, 11»0, lW, li»7, Il»9, 162, 16U,
178, 181, 197, 199, 200, 203, 210, 217, 223, 227, 233, 21»5, 21*8,
55, W ,  280, 290, 302, 30U, 313, 321, 331, 332, 339, 3bB, 353,
351», 357, 361, 363, 378.

Cold, Soon, WLotart
9. 11, 28, 30, 1»1, 1»2. 65, 77, 85, 108, 120, 121&, 132, Il»1, 171», 186, 189, 200, 209, 2b7, 272, 288, 383.

Saa flaJaiy
Court#

Craativa, Art, Poatiyi
11, 11», 26, 30, 38, 1»3, 50. 5U, 71, 75, 77, 78, 79, 85, 88, 92,
9^  103, 115, 125, 12^ IW, 156, 159, 166, 177, 201, 205, 207,
206, 211, 221, 257, 2#, 260, 26l, 267, 271, 271», 279, 280, 281,
%!*, 57 , »3, % ,  m ,  308, 310, 311, 323, 328, 333, 3l*7, 352,35U, 356, 362, 366, 369, 379.

Dmooimg#
2, 27, 35, 11»1, 161», 186, 205, 2I»3, 281», 382.

Dar&naaa, fiaari
12, 28, 1»9, 55, 65, 67, 85, 89, 90, 92, 99. 103, 110, 125, 192, 209, 211, 212, 221, 232, 267, 271», 283, 309, 318, 320, 3l»7, 358, 383.

Daogbtar, B*y, Son#
33, liO. 5U, 56, 67, 72, 97, 109, 121», 127, 131, 132, 175, 186, 21»9, 
271, 283, 293, 298, 303, 308, 321», 330, 333, 351», 373, 379, 383, 385.

Dam#
29, 65, 90, 96, 139, IliO, Ili5, 171», 199, 221, 268, 321», 383, 381».

Daath, Daath Vdah#
10, 11, 18, 21, 26, 27, 28, 30, 36, 39, W,  1»1, 1»6, 1»8, 1*9, 53, 56,61, 67, 76, 81, 82, 83. 86, 88, 89, 90, 111, 112, 119, 120, 122, 123,
W ,  129, 130, im, 1%, 156, 159, 175, 177, 185, 190, 191, 196, 199,205, 208, 259, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 279, 286, 288, 321», 325,
326, 331, 335, 359, 365, 373, 377, 380, 382.



U39.

Digglilfc Radari
2, 5, 7, 21, 63, 91, 111, 11i8, 185, 207, 268, 3W, 368, 3&U.

Drsanat
U9, 90, 101, 109, 122, 132, 135, 137, 178, 197, 263, 292, 299, 317, 
319, 327, 365.

Oxlnk (Wxldqr, «to. )t
1U, 15, U3, ItU, 55, 65, 91, 92, 96, 98, 100, 13U, 199, 211, 225, 232, 
275, 300, 305, 311, 313, 339, 350, 351, 356, 365.

Sara I
8. 27, U1, 1*2, 78, 81, 89, 97, 128, 1U7, l66, 203, 201», 2U3, 269, 2?8, 
3U3, 356.

Eaat t
112, 123, 169, 271», 279.

Sabingt
Saa Hangar.

Ehamxiaa#
8, 9, 10, 16, 116, 120, 132, 162, 291», 352, 365, 366, 371».

Hyaat
8, 22, 29, 77, 78, 89, 91, 166, 373.

Pall*
1, 17, 20, 77, 113, 11»1, 11*1», 183, 191, 199, 200, 228, 253, 275, 281,
293, 306, 309, 327, 382, 381», 385.

Fmat
66, 71, 90, 118, 133, 152, 211», 279, 287, 3l|0, 3l»1, 3l»2, 3U3.

Fatal
5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 25, 36, 1»2, 1*9, 72, 81», 87, 113, 120, 131, 137, 138,
156, 171, 179, 190, 191, 196, 199, 200, 209, 228, 21*7, 26l, 266, 271,
272, 279, 290, 302, 311», 330, 3l»7, 355, 357, 359, 361, 370, 375.

Father *
6, 31», 1»2, 1»3, 1»5, 76, 11»3, Il»5, 171», 228, 235, 21»1, 292, 357, 381».

Faart
12, 28, 1*0, 1*9, 51, 61, 81, 85, 91, 120, 11*0, 173, 181», 185, 226, 262, 
266, 268, 296, 299, 330, 379. (Saa alao Dartnaaa).

Flrat
1*1», 61», 65, 131, 152, 191», 231», 287, 305, 306, 317.



U*o.

Mjing, RUna, VILogai
5, 11, 27, 10», 60, 79, 177, 233, 260, 272, 357, 359, 361», 385.

Fdldat
9m Ljgara.

Formata, Vfeodat
3, 27, 1»1, 116, 121, 177, 310.

ForglTanaaa i
108, 11»2, Ili5, 261, 272, 366, 381.

Friandai
18, 27, 38, 58, 88, 90, 120, 121, 127, 129, 130, 135, Ili6, 181», 191, 
192, 193, 196, 211», 221», 267, 276, 282, 303, 306, 318, 325, 335, 360, 
365, 367.

Oalav, CoMoa, OoivarM*
18, 50, 51, 79, 173, 209, 239, 265, 269, 31*8, 360.

Qlrl ïrlaoda, Vboant
9. 10», 51, 69, 117, 122, 139, 160, 163, 176, 211», 215, 239, 21»2, 21»8, 
289, 296, 301», 311, 316, 318, 332, 350, 358, 360, 362, 371, 372, 375,
383.

God, Chriati
13, 20, 56, 80, 82, 85, 91», 113, l53. I68, 171», 181», 191», 200, 220, 232, 231», 235, 238, 256, 266, 279, 3U7.

Qzlaf t
27, 36, 121, 126, 132, 152, 153, 156, 157, 325, 358, 359, 382.

Quilt I
29, 56, 59, 66, 86, 11»2, 207, 236, 239, 371, 378, 383.

Hall, Pain, Sbffaxlagt
30, 38, 56, 71», 129, Il»1, 11|6, 165, I66, 191», 198, 202, 21»6, 258, 262, 
271, 283, 305, 311, 311», 319, 328, 331, 3l»1, 3l»5, 353, 366, 368, 370, 
371, 378, 383.

Hani7 mad Otbar llMplai
liO, 53, 211, 21»2, 272, 295, 302, 308, 31*2, 358, 375, 378.

Hola, Gavat
2, 63, 85, 120, 177, 208, 31*8, 370, 375, 381.

Hopa, Hopalaaamaa t
8. 80, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 103, 122, 127, 129, 178, 207, 209, 262, 283, 287, 309, 380.



U»l.

HoipltaX, Oparatliigt
52, $k, 67, 87, 92, 9U, 202, 286, 351, 38O,

Ho o m , Hamt
12, 17, 18, 39, 1*2, 53, 78, 89, 119, 123, 127, I63, 175, 189, 191,
202, 209, 21*0, 252, 260, 265, 277, 287, 295, 307, 311», 319, 320,
333, 336, 357, 359, 376, 378, 381, 385.

Hungar, Sating t
28, U9, 96, 232, 311.

lhatinot, Sanaaai
21, 1*1, 120, 233, 269, 3l»1, 351.

Javt
1»1, 1*8, 151, 158, 213, 220, 288, 296, 327.

Joumaj, PilgriMagai
10. 13, 38, 39, y ,  li2. 1*8, 1*9, 61*, 65, 76, 77, 79, 87, 99, 103, 109,116, 138, 1W), 160, 166, 170, 191, 199, 202, 209, 210, 223, 226, 21*3,

lady*
a#a Wlfa.

Layara, Fblda*
1*, 78, 182, 211*, 260, 299, 327, 370.

Laaraa*
W ,  75, 191, 309, 370, 385.

Looaly, Alona, Solitada*

Loaa*
15, 73, 101, 120, 127, 191, 201, 325, 332.

Lova*
9, 10, 1|6, 1*8, 52, 69. 71», 77, 83, 92, 100, 101, 101*, 106, 108, 109,

' â  i i  I ;  i  ®  %  %  %  a  K  a  a

Loat, Sax*
26. 31, 57, 66, 69, 82, 89, 93, 97, 99, 106, 121, 122, 11*0,

% % & % % % % S?:
MaSnaaa*

17, 21, 75, 77, 101, 131, 155, 181*, 225, 226, 23I*, 250, 3OI, 310.



Uh2.

Mmrrlmg#i
am# \df#.

ML(kll#i
36, 53, 86, 119, 199, 256, 2?U, 287, 3bO, 356, 385.

Mini:
Sm  Thought.

Mstbart
11, 1U, 100, 117, 129, 11*3, 11*5, 11*7, 166, 270, 317, 320, 322, 327. 

Mordarart
19, 29, 39, 1*2, 1*1*, 51, 59, 6l, 111, 116, 135, 162, 2j5, 236, 237, 
271, 316, 31*8, 351, 352.

Moaiei
Sm  Singing.

Night:
Sm  Darimaaa.

North, South:
92, 123, 210, 289, 382.

Operating *
Sm  Hoapital.

Other BmogOa*
SM Hanry.

Pain:
SM Hall.

Paat :
6, 7, 8, 11, 12. 15, 21, 25, 31*, 36, 1*2, 5l, 53, 72, 73, 77. 78, 79, 
86, 90, 103. lilt, 119, 123, 125, 129, 139, 11:6, Il*7, 159, 1*3, 207, 
209, 211, 21*7, 260, 268, 269, 271, 2*2, 290, 306, 307, 320, 325, 326,
327, 378, 379, 382, 381*.

Haoaa, Brokan, ^pUt:
31*, 1*3, 52, 71*, 85, 112, 111*, 119, 137, 11*0, 11*7, 161*, 165, 166, 198,207, 267, 303, 311, 317, 319, 325, 326.

Pllgriaaga:
Sm  Journey.

PLaoa:
Sm  Plying.



U*3.

Bsatxyt
Sm  Craatlv.

Boat#, "Tha High Ouaa":
18,  36.  3 7 , 38,  3 9 , 1 2 5 , 126,  1 5 3 , 180,  187 , 2 1 5 , 218,  2 1 9 , 230 ,
267, 2 8 1 , 2 8 2 , 3 1 2 , 313 , 321*, 33U.

Rida, Riadt
1 , 2 6 , 3U, 5 8 , 166,  223,  316,  357 , 376.

PrograaM, Hyatamai
5 3 , 51t, 9 1 , 112,  11*1,  11*8 ,  201*, 207,  223,  227,  2 5 9 , 260,  265 , 2 8 5 , 
292,  2 9 9 , 326,  31*3, 3 1 3 , 3 5 1 , 379.

Radars
Saa Digging.

Rirtïlxthi
Sm  Birth.

Baligiont
5 , 17,  21*, 31,  3 5 , 37,  1*6, 1*7, 1*8 ,  5 5 , 71*, 101*, 136.  161,  16I*, 201,  
202 , 210 , 2 2 7 , 2 2 9 , 2 5 9 , 2 7 9 , 2 9 9 , 302 , 306 , 3 0 7 , 3U1.

Saa*
1 , 11*, 1*0 ,  5 1 , 76,  11*1,  11*3,  11*5, 1 6 5 , 170,  201*, 271*, 278,  279,  281*,• | 1143 fVf iUI# 1 9 7 » I
289 , 303,  332,  367,  3 7 2 , 3 8 1 , 383,  385 .

SaoMai
Sm  lhatinot.

Saxi
Sm  loat.

Singing, Songa, Noaiet
1 ,  26,  27,  3 5 , 1*1, 5 0 , 51*, 9 0 , 11*3, 11*7, 191*, 201*, 207 , 233 , 256 , 260,  
268, 2 6 9 , 285 , 288,  305 , 315 , 319 , 352 , 382.

Sky*
13,  11*, 1*1*, 6 5 , 111*, 2 6 9 , 307,  311*, 330,  378 , 385 .

Sbovt
Sm  Cold.

Solitude*
Sm  Lonaly. *

Sont
Sm  Daughter.



w*.
Songs

Sm  Singing.
Souths

Sm  North.
Springs

27* 52, 77, 213, 268, 271, 318.
Struggles

Sm  Survive.
Suffering*

Sm  Hell.
Suicide I

3U, 127, 136, 172, 201*, 235, 310.
Sumer s

1*3, 77, 100, 106, 11*5, 11*7, 159, 186, 228, 21*0, 21*7, 271*, 275.
Suns

12, 27, 28, 52, 111*, 123, Il*0, 186, 213, 279, 281*, 290, 372, 373, 378.
Surroundingas

Sm  Civiliaation.
Survival, Struggles

1, 11*, 60, 66, 75, 133, 153, 159, l6l, 163, 191, 202, 207, 259, 273, 
278, 285, 299, 305, 309, 313, 31U, 317, 323, 325, 381*.

Thankagivings
Sm  Ghrlatnaa.

Thought, Minds
1,5, 38, 1*2, 58, 61*, 71*, 95, 119, 120, 123, 138, 11*5, 11*7, 166, 170,
175, 177, 182, 188, 196, 198, 201, 225, 21*0, 257, 260, 268, 271*, 275,
297, 305, 311*, 31*7, 31*9, 351, 359, 362, 36I*, 370, 379.

Trees
1, 12, 57, 72, 75, 11*7, 200, 203, 269, 328.

Trial, Courts
1*2, 1*3, 86, 132, 211*, 383.

IkaiverMS
Sue Qalaaor.



we at*
18, 90, 91, 103, 112, 179, 278, 371.

Vhlakyt
Saa Drink.

WLfa, Wlvaa, Tha lady, Maniagat
5, U3, 1*9, 51», 56, 67. 87, 89, 91, 106, 108, 109, 112, 111*, 118, 120,121, 127, 136, IliO, 11*2, 151*, 171, 186, I87, I88, 201, 213, 228, 233,
21*7, 257, 271, 271*, 312, 313, 315, 318, 321*, 355, 3&), 373, 376, 381.

MLogai
Saa Hying.

V&ntari
Saa Cold.

Ibnani
Saa Qlrl Rlanda.

Vtoodat
Saa JPoraata.

Vhrkt
98, 133, 163, 175, 178, 179, 266, 269, 275, 260, 281*, 3OO, 303, 307, 309, 316, 337, 357, 379, 383.

Vbrldt
Saa dviliaafcioo.

Ibuth, Childhood, Childiahnaaat
1# % ,  27, 30, 51*,65, 105, 11*3, 166, 205, 270, 305, 306, 308, 31*3, 31*7, 36I*, 373, 381*.


